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abstract
The aims of this study1 are theoretical and comparative. It contains a theoretical 
section describing the 18th and 19th centuries visions of the Middle Ages (admirable, 
critical and indifferent). Then, the relationships with the European romantics, 
including the Catalans, are studied. The folkloric and nationalism are presented 
as bridges between the two epochs. The history of the 17th and 18th centuries 
Picturesque is reviewed and a new view of it is presented. Instead of conceiving it as 
a minor aesthetic, I propose it as a precedent for the avant-garde given its defence of 
the irregular and the badly done. Furthermore, the 19th century idea of paradise lost 
was conceptualised around four axes (past, infancy, nature and art) and I propose a 
fifth (ethnicity)2 for the 21st century. 
key Words
Picturesque, Nationalist, Romantic Medievalism, Paradise Lost, Catalan.
caPItalIa Verba
Mirifice describere, Nationis ratio, Romanticum Medium Aevum, Paradisus 
Amissus, Catalaunienses.
1. This article is developed within the framework of the research project “Identity, Memory and Ideology 
in the Middle Ages” (HAR 2009-08598/HIST)
2. Although the concept of “ethnicity” is anti-scientific and outdated, I mention it because it was a relevant 
concept in the 19th century that, unfortunately, continues to be used in the 21st, as I explain below.
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1. The Renaissance against the Gothic, the Enlightenment against 
Romanticism
In 1567 Philibert de l’Orme did an allegory about the good and the bad architect 
that illustrates the conflict between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.3 The wise 
architect (depicted among Renaissances mansions with four hands and three eyes 
to represent his knowledge and skill) followed a classic order, while the bad one 
(blind and handless in a desolate knightly landscape) remained rooted in the Gothic 
forms that so displeased Montesquieu.4 We could exemplify this duality putting the 
clean symmetry of the Palladian architecture on side of the scales and, on the other, 
Gargantua (1534) and Pantagruel (1532) where Rabelais defended the new times 
(Erasmist humanism) by ridiculing the old: a crude, rural Middle Ages inhabited by 
bigoted and deformed monks and knights. 
This clash between straight (apollonian) forms and twisted and over-decorated 
forms was repeated between Neoclassicism and Romanticism at the end of the 18th 
century. Neoclassical aesthetics and Enlightened thought distanced themselves from 
the medieval world. With the historical alternation between simple and baroque 
aesthetics, the next aesthetic style and ideology, Romanticism, turned back towards 
the medieval. Table 1 shows these historical swings.5 
3. de l’Orme, Philippe. “Livre IX”, Le premier tome de l’Architecture. Paris: F. Morel, 1567.
4. L’architecture gothique paroit très-variée mais la confusion des ornements fatigue par leur petitesse; ce qui fait 
qu’il n’y en a aucun que nous puissons distinguer d’un autre, et leur nombre fait qu’il n’y en a aucun sur lequel 
l’oeil puisse s’arrêter: de manière qu’elle déplaît par les endroits même qu’on a choisis pour la rendre agréable. Un 
bâtiment d’ordre gothique est une espèce d’enigme pour l’oeil qui le voît, et l’âme est embarassée comme quand on 
lui présente un poème obscur. Montesquieu [Secondat, Charles-Louis, baron de]. Essais sur le goût (1757). 
Genoa: Droz, 1967: 73.
5. Among those who defend the historical swings are Heinrich Wölfflin, Thomas Samuel Kuhn, Hans-
Robert Jauss, Harold Bloom and Felix Vodicka. Garry W. Trompf considers that History is marked by 
alternate cycles (Trompf, Garry W. The idea of historical recurrence in western thought, from Antiquity to 
Reformation. California: University of California Press, 1979). In 1942, in Literární historie, její problémy 
a úkoly (“The Literarian History: problems and duties”), Felix Vodička states: “The principle of the 
contradiction is the power behind literary history in all the milestones of its evolution” (Vodička, Felix. 
“Literární historie, její problémy a úkoly”. Struktura vývoje, Felix Vodička, Miroslav C ̌ervenka, dirs. 
Prague: Odeon, 1969). The inventor of the paradigm, Thomas Samuel Kuhn emphasised that there are 
historical moments open to change and progress; when the right conditions arise, changes are drastic 
and in a zig-zag shape. Kuhn explains these oscillations through social and cultural factors (Khun, 
Thomas S. The structure of scientific revolutions. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962; Khun, Thomas 
S. The Essential Tension. Selected Studies in Scientific Tradition and Change. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1977). Heinrich Wölfflin had observed this rise and fall but justified it for formal internal motives. 
(Wölfflin, Heinrich. Renaissance und Barock: Eine Untersuchung über Wesen und Entstehung der Barockstils 
in Italien. Munich: Ackermann, 1888; Wölfflin, Heinrich. Die klassische Kunst: Eine Einführung in die 
italienische Renaissance. Munich: Bruckmann, 1899). Wölfflin established formal binary differences, like 
the contrast between the principle of unity (the Renaissance) and that of multiplicity (the Baroque). In 
Wölfflin's understanding, the changes of style in the history of art occur for artistic reasons (tiredness 
with the previous style; because the forms become exhausted) rather than the socio-political reasons we 
tend to think of in 20th and 21st centuries due to a more or less veiled Marxist influence. Wölfflin was 
influenced by 19th century ideas and, as a good intellectual of his time, he applied biological concepts 
to humanist studies. Thus, it seemed to him that the styles would evolve similarly to any living being: 
birth-growth-death. A decadent, moribund style will be replaced with the opposite. The parallel with 
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Table 1. Topics of the historical swings6






Both the enlightened and the romantics conceived the Middle Ages as an 
irrational and spiritual epoch (in other words, they coincided in the description of 
the fact, or rather, the mal feyt), but while this disgusted the enlightened, it attracted 
the romantics. The historical Middle Ages have little in common with the image 
held of them in the 18th and 19th centuries. In this study, I do not evaluate whether 
the romantics’ evocation of the medieval were right or not, but rather, assuming 
that they were generally false and not very true to the literary texts and historical 
facts, we will find out which were the fantastic images the romantics had of the 
Middle Ages.
In the 19th century, we find artists like John Ruskin7 who describe Gothic 
architecture in similar terms to Philibert de l’Orme. But now, they valued it in reverse. 
De l’Orme had a negative idea of the medieval world (beginning with its untidy 
and insalubrious urbanism), while Ruskin idealised its artisanal imperfection. The 
British intellectual considered that the characteristic morals of Gothic architecture 
were, in order of importance, wildness, its changeable, spontaneous and grotesque 
nature, its rigidity and its redundancy. Its stones would only reflect the spirit of late-
nature does not fully justify the stylistic changes (an organism, an painter can be born, flourish and die 
and, then, another organism of another species appears, another painter who does the same), except 
if Wölfflin was thinking about sudden accelerated and radically different mutations that have never 
occurred in the history of evolution. The theoretical support for historical swings come more from 
psychoanalysis and Marxism than from natural history. Three key 20th century essays are good evidence 
of this: Thomas S. Kuhn and the paradigm shift; Harold Bloom's interpretation of the Romantic poets 
who “kill” their fathers and face the previous generation (Bloom, Harold. The Anxiety of Influence. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1973); and the theory by Hans R. Jauss of the horizon of expectations that 
would only be broken by the great revolutionary writers capable of altering the System. (Jauss, Hans R. 
“La història de la literatura com a provocació a la teoria literària” (1967). Literaturgeschichte als Provokation. 
Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1970).
6. Given that the Baroque falls outside the scope of this article, I only mention one author who cannot 
be omitted from any study about the roots of Romanticism: Salvator Rosa (1615-1673), whose paintings 
are Romanticism avant la lettre given the dramatism of his wild landscapes full of witches and lightning 
and dominated by nature's chilling grandeur.
7. Ruskin, John. “The Nature of Gothic”, The Stones of Venice. London-New York: J. Wiley, 1851.
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medieval man who was characterised by: coarseness, a love of change and nature, 
a disturbed imagination, persistence and generosity. I imagine that the medievalist 
historians are throwing their hands up in despair. In fact, Ruskin's Middle Ages 
were nothing like the reality. Nevertheless, we cannot ignore his view, nor that of so 
many romantics who explained their love of the Middle Ages however badly they 
did so, because their opinions and way of writing, painting and composing “in the 
medieval way” had a huge impact at the end of the 18th and into the 19th centuries 
and have lived on until the present. Nowadays, journalists filter and manipulate 
the reality, one that we can normally only enter through what they tell us about it. 
Unless we are specialists, our vision of the past is also filtered and mystified. More 
than knowing the past, when we approach it through poets, musicians and painters, 
as we shall in this article, we do so through misinterpretations of misinterpretations, 
beautiful but false. As I. Durand-Le Guern states, the Middle Ages in the 19th century 
are ucronic, out of their time, a poetic golden age (Christian, marvellous, innocent, 
lost): Ce Moyen Âge apparaît comme le temps mythique d’une quête spirituelle et artistique, 
et n’a que peu de rapport avec une réalité historique.8 
2. Romantic admiration for the Middle Ages
One of the most frequent criticisms of Romanticism is its histrionics, presenting us 
with unlikely works set in cardboard cut-out castles. Both the 19th century and the 
Middle Ages emerge battered from these fantastic stories. The playwright Stoppard 
symbolises the “farce of Romanticism” in an artificial garden, “in a setting of cheap 
thrills and false”.9
The romantics have very varied images of the Middle Ages, but with the common 
denominator of exaggeration. Some were fascinated by their contemplative 
mysticism, and others by just the opposite: their cavalry always ready to act. Tables 
2, 3 and 4 summarise my hypotheses about the different functions of the Middle 
Ages in Romanticism. In this article, I will focus on the folkloric and nationalist 
visions from table 2. Among the 18th and 19th centuries artists, both the ribald and 
erudite medievalism took very secondary positions. The romantics were pure, and 
as such, preferred chaste Platonism to the fabliaux. Being true to this, they ignored 
the shameless Middle Ages. At the other extreme, they did not seek intellectual 
Latinists; for the romantics, the Middle Ages were no model of wisdom. Intellectually, 
the men of the 19th century felt superior to their ancestors (with the exception of 
the classics). As a result, if my theory holds true, romantic medievalism was not 
based on eroticism, nor on scholasticism, but rather on chivalry, politics, religion, 
mystery and populism.
8. Durand, Isabelle. Le Moyen âge des romantiques. Rennes: Université de Rennes, 2001: 263.
9. Stoppard, Thomas. Arcadia. London: Faber & Faber, 1993: act I, scene 2. 
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Table 2. Romantic images of the Middle Ages10
Admirable Romantic images of the Middle 
Ages in the 18th and 19th centuries

































Martyred hero/heroine (fall 
and ascension)
Melancholy knight in love
Separated lovers















Seductive, clever and 
beautiful devil
Witch





Risen from the dead
Enchanted castle or house
Cemetery
Hell
10. Costumbrismo was a literary genre that emerged in Spain in the 1830s. It concentrated on a detailed 
depiction of Social and regional traditions and customs and often contrasted them with the changes 
wrought by industrial development. 
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Table 3. Critical images of the Middle Ages11
Critical images of the Middle Ages in the 18th and 19th centuries










Cruel, dark, ignorant epoch
Spanish Inquisition11
Closed, rigid, religious society, 
divided into estates
Table 4. Infrequent images of the Middle Ages1213 
Infrequent images of the Middle Ages in the 18th and 19th centuries





















Middle Ages = Arab 
substrate (in Spain)
11. For example, Torquemada by Victor Hugo (Hugo, Victor. Torquemada. Paris: Calmann Lévy, 1882).
12. An example would be Cent contes drolatiques by Balzac (de Balzac, Honoré. Cent contes drolatiques. 
Brussels: Libraire de L. Hauman et Compe., 1832-1838) a Rabelaisian, anti-romantic and anti-
medieval book, which parodies the fabliaux in archaistic language. It has a twisted, Gothic-picturesque, 
blasphemous and anticlerical style. The book had little influence in its time due to it being difficult to 
read and a lack of understanding among the critics.
13. Sainte-Beuve and Michelet did not appreciate Villon at all; they did not consider him either 
a metaphysical or realist author; for them he was the grotesque author of the “Ballade de la Grosse 
Margot” (Villon, François. Ballade de la Grosse Margot. Méry-sur-Oise: RMQS, 1972).
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14 15 16
The romantics dressed themselves up as old. The medieval was in fashion. 
An enormous number of artists and sympathisers were seduced. The imitators 
of Scott, of ballads and chivalrous novels proliferated everywhere. The fact that 
many were mediocre and are nowadays totally forgotten does not detract from 
the importance of a phenomenon that inspired great creations. Both the geniuses 
and the amateurs wagered on the anachronism. They put Dilthey's thoughts into 
practice.17 According to the latter, the temporal distance could be overcome by 
projecting ourselves towards the past with empathy, a profoundly imaginative re-
experience. Coleridge called it suspension of disbelief: let us not be so incredulous 
and rational, let ourselves be seduced by the poetry, let us penetrate into the 
world of fantasy... Nacherleben means to relive. It is not a question of explaining 
(as the sciences do) but rather of Verstehen, of understanding (as the humanities 
should do). Brentano and Arnim mimicked medieval tales. Schlegel let himself 
go through the tunnel of time and appears more romantic than scientific. The 
Grimms criticised this and demanded that the historians maintain a distance and 
be objective. Although the Grimm were partly right, I dedicate this study to the 
subjective approaches to understand their peers better. In the 19th century, the 
desired understanding involved sympathetic intuitions with the genius of the poet 
and a remote epoch. In the 20th, with Gadamer18 at the head, the opposite opinion 
was held, and instead of seeking a fusion with the past, it was accepted that this 
was impossible. Instead of mystifying what happened and projecting false ideas 
about it, we must be aware of our prejudices. As P. Damian-Grint wrote, “Every 
century since the sixteenth has remade the Middle Ages in its own image”.19 
In the 20th and 21st centuries, we bring the past into the present, consciously 
modernising the tradition. This also occurred in the 19th century but they did not 
think so, that their love of Greece, Rome and the Middle Ages allowed them to go 
14. An example would be Mark Twain, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Twain, Mark. A 
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. Auckland: Floating Press, 1889). The comic register used when 
writing about the Middle Ages was more common in the 20th century (e.g. the Monty Python films) 
than in the 19th.
15. Proof that the interest of 19th century writers in the Middle Ages was rather frivolous are some of 
the recreations of the erudite Ramon Llull, such as the one by Nuñez de Arce (“Raimundo Lulio”, 1875). 
Nuñez de Arce was more interested in his romantic and macabre legend, with a belle dame sans merci who 
is turned into a skeleton in the Gothic cathedral in Palma de Mallorca, than in his theological, literary and 
philosophical masterpieces. Llull is presented as a plaintive lover who sends love letters through a servant 
in a funereal atmosphere that reaches a peak when Nuñez de Arce makes “Raimundo” rhyme with 
“moribundo”. (Nuñez, Gaspar. “Raimundo Lulio”, Obras escogidas. Barcelona: Montaner, 1911: 45-67).
16. Nineteenth-century Spanish civil architecture occasionally imitated the Mudejar style of brickwork 
from Toledo and Granada. This decorative fashion did not mean any ethnic or religious interest in the 
Muslim world. It was more in line with the interest in the primitive exoticism of North Africa that 
appeared in painting (Delacroix, Fortuny).
17. Dilthey, Wilhelm. “Der Aufbau der geschichtlichen Welt in den Geisteswissenschaften” (1910). Gesammelte 
Schriften, Leipzig: Teubner, 1922: VII.
18. Gadamer, Hans-Georg. Warheit and Method. Tübingen: Siebeck, 1960.
19. Damian-Grint, Peter. Medievalism and “manière gothique” in Enlightenment France. Oxford: Voltaire 
Foundation, 2006: 1. An excellent collective work on this subject.
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from the present to the past. Their desire was to form part of these past periods 
aesthetically and spiritually. Let us see how.
3. Romantic craftwork and Picturesque medievalism
Let us start with those who were against. Not all the romantics shared the same 
view of the Middle Ages. Some, such as Goethe, did not regard them favourably. 
Or not always. His Faust was enraptured by a chivalrous and magic medievalism, 
but when Goethe thinks in the common people who were still as crude as in the 
Middle Ages, he labelled them as a dark epoch. He had no interest in going either 
backwards or downwards, which led him to criticise the contemporary romantic 
artists who longed after, and idealised, the old popular traditions: 
From these old-German gloomy times, [...]
 
we can obtain as little as from the 
Servian songs, and similar barbaric popular poetry. We can read it and be interested 
about it for a while, but merely to cast it aside, and let it lie behind us. Generally 
speaking, a man is quite sufficiently saddened by his own passions and destiny, 
and need not make himself more so by the darkness of a barbaric past.20
Goethe's disaffection towards the popular forms reminds us of Dalí's highbrow 
attitude to popular aesthetics. Dalí distanced himself from the avant-garde's interest 
in primitive art (African, Polynesian, etc.) for the same reasons as Goethe. 
I have begun with authors who criticised the popular aspects of the call of the 
past. I can continue with authors who did what Goethe and Dalí criticised, those 
who sought the roots of the people, and their traditions and character national, in 
the medieval past. 
There were three types of tendency that assimilated the Middle Ages positively 
with the popular past: the craft guild, the picturesque and the nationalist (table 5). 
As Anne-Marie Thiesse has analysed so well,21 patriotic feeling feeds off folklore, 
mythical ancestors and a common national language.
Table 5. Popular romantic medievalism
Middle Ages = Popular past
Craftsman Picturesque Nationalist
20. Declarations by Johann W. Goethe on 3rd October 1828 to Eckermann, Johann Peter. Conversations 
with Eckermann; being appreciations and criticisms on many subjects. Washington: M. W. Dunne, 1901: 266.
21. Thiesse, Anne-Marie. La Création des identités nationales: Europe XVIIIe-XXe siècle. Paris: Seuil, 1999.
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The implications of the defence of the old world by the English Pre-Raphaelites22 
were not only aesthetic, but also political and economic. They rejected modernity and 
became purposefully anachronic. William Morris manifested against consumerism 
and the American technology of the 19th century and, in a kind of utopian socialism, 
in favour of the British (tradition loving) way of life, craftsmanship and the 
socioeconomic and urban structure of the medieval guilds. Another example of this 
tendency against technical progress is John Ruskin, who preferred the medieval city 
of Pisa to the industrial town of Rochdale, north of Manchester.
The painters of the picturesque genre associated popular elements with the 
traditional world, which, implicitly, should be understood as medieval. The 
picturesque paintings portrayed a stable rural world that had remained inalterable 
for centuries and praised a way of life (shepherds, farmers) to show us how life 
was lived in the Middle Ages: slowly, with few resources, but —in their opinion— 
happily. This populist, reactionary,23 false and idyllic vision speaks of the longing the 
romantics had for past times. The picturesque painters considered that the paradise 
lost of nature, of slowness and innocence non existent in the cities could still be 
found in the country. The paradises lost of city dwellers and the artists were found in 
the origins (table 6), in the Middle Ages, in infancy, in landscapes uncontaminated 
by progress and factories, the traditional ways of doing things and the craftsmanship 
repeated over the centuries and handed down from father to son. The cities change, 
the villages do not. The paradise lost longed for the unalterable, that which remained 
unchanging and faithful to the record, indifferent to historical and personal changes 
and fashions. This romantic concept of paradise lost was inherited from the classical 
idea of the Golden Age that Ovid formulated with synthetism and which has 
reappeared throughout our civilisation, for example, in Erasmus of Rotterdam,24 
for who the Golden Age was a synonym for instinctive, ignorant and happy people. 
For Ovid25 the characteristics this idyllic paradise were: 1) innate goodness with no 
need for police or legislators (if nothing bad is done, no punishments or trials are 
needed), where everyone has been born of nature and are all equals, 2) innocent, 
22. The Pre-Raphaelite name of the group of artists made up of John Everett Millais and Dante Gabriel 
Rossetti, among others, indicates their predilection for pre-Renaissance art: the medieval painters and the 
classical myths; and their rejection of everything that came after Raphael, the Renaissance painter they 
criticised so harshly and who, in a kind of voluntary martyrdom much in keeping with their character, 
they carried flagellated in the name of their group. 
23. “Tory authors and historians looked to the medieval period for feudal paternalism and an 
interdependent community as a solution to economic crisis and class unrest.”, Fay, Elizabeth. Romantic 
medievalism. History and the romantic literary ideal. New York: Palgrave, 2002: 1.
24. “In the first golden age of the world there was no need of these perplexities; there was then no other 
sort of learning but what was naturally collected from every man's common sense, improved by an easy 
experience. What use could there have been of grammar, when all men spoke the same mother-tongue, 
and aimed at no higher pitch of oratory, than barely to be understood by each other? What need of logic, 
when they were too wise to enter into any dispute? Or what occasion for rhetoric, where no difference 
arose to require any laborious decision?”, Erasmus of Rotterdam. “chapter XXXII”, Enchomion moriae seu 
laus stultititiae (1511) / Erasamus In Praise of Folly. London: Reeves & Turner, 1876: 61.
25. Ovidius, Publius. Les metamorfosis, ed. Adela Mª Trepat, Anna Mª de Saavedra. Barcelona: Fundació 
Bernat Metge, 1932: I, 59.
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3) peaceful (no arms are needed to attack or defend anybody), 4) technologically 
primitive, 5) vegetarian (for its rejection of violence), and 6) closed, where there 
are no foreigners, nobody leaves; it was a closed and familiar society with no 
need to travel to seek anything else. This closing of paradise is observable in the 
recurrent image of the island as a paradise lost we find from Defoe26 to Huxley.27 In 
Romanticism, the paradise lost was more rural and less exotic. Although the Alps 
were still relatively unknown at the end of the 18th century, Huxley's tropical island 
has little to do with Rousseau's European island surrounded by lofty mountains. 
For Rousseau, an island in a Swiss lake would express the idea of paradise, a place 
that at once emphasised isolation and protection. It is not by chance that in front of 
Wordsworth's country house, Dove Cottage in the Lake District, there was also an 
islet. Sitting on his wooden bench, Wordsworth had a Rousseauian view.
Table 6. Paradises lost
Paradises lost
Past Infancy Nature Art
Independent 
medieval nation vs. 
conquered nation






simple oral literature 













change of classes 
(revolutionary 
people and rising 
bourgeoisie)
Youthful 





















26. Defoe, Daniel. The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York, Mariner: Who lived 
Eight and Twenty Years, all alone in an uninhabited Island on the Coast of America, near the Mouth of the Great 
River of Oroonoque; Having been cast on Shore by Shipwreck, wherein all the Men perished but himself. With An 
Account how he was at last as strangely deliver’d by Pirates. London: Taylor, 1719. 
27. Huxley, Aldous. Island. London: Chatto & Windus, 1962.
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If, instead of studying the concept of paradise lost in the 19th century, we dated 
it from the end of the 20th and beginning of the 21st, we would have to add a fifth 
dimension. As well as the lost paradises of the past, infancy, nature and art, we 
should add the concept of ethnicity and propose that under the actual conservative 
mentality, one of the paradises most missed is the nation of a single race. In reality, 
this xenophobic concept of the pure race vs. immigration, before globalisation, is 
false, as from their origins, nations have been made up of multiple ethnic groups, 
languages and religions (as can still be seen in Africa). Despite this, thanks to the 
rise in interracial marriages, the 21st century is a turning point from which we are 
heading towards a planet free of frontiers between races. This post-colonial vision 
was unthinkable in the epoch we are dealing with. So would be the idea of the 
country and nature (including the majority of plant and animals species) with an 
expiry date that we have (and regret) today. As table 6 shows, the romantics were 
aware that there were things that change (from the nation to the I that grows 
and renounces ideals). However, there were many others, like the language and 
traditions, that in their opinion did not. In contrast with the city, the rural world 
was considered very stable, like an unalterable patrimony. If nature is included in 
table 6, it is there for the following reason. The romantics longed after it not because 
they thought, as we do nowadays, that many parts of the landscape could disappear, 
but more because they lived in the cities and longed over the bucolic countryside 
where children could run free. In contrast, nature and rural life in the 21st century 
are threatened and in danger of extinction. However, let us leave ecological criticism 
and go back to earlier centuries.
The pictorial genre called Picturesque appeared in the 17th century and flourished 
in the 18th. As well as portraying beauty in the classical manner, eighteenth-century 
artists could overdo it from top to bottom. Their romantic sensitivity could aspire 
to the sublime or be pleased with the picturesque. According to C. Hussley, “While 
the outstanding qualities of the sublime were vastness and obscurity, and those of 
the beautiful smoothness and gentleness, the characteristics of the picturesque were 
“roughness and sudden variation joined to irregularity” of form, colour, lighting, 
and even sound.”28 The first option is the harmonic and classical; the second, the 
grandiose and terrifying; and the third, the rustic. This triple definition by Hussey is 
true to the concept of the epoch, as Uvedale Price explained in 1794.29 The examples 
Price gave of these three aesthetic tendencies were: Haendel as the sublime, a 
pastorale by Corelli as the beautiful, and a painting of a Dutch landscape as the 
picturesque.
At the beginning of The History of Tom Jones (1749), Henry Fielding presents 
himself as an anti-romantic, stating that “truth distinguishes our writings from 
28. “While the outstanding qualities of the sublime were vastness and obscurity, and those of the 
beautiful smoothness and gentleness, the characteristics of the picturesque were “roughness and sudden 
variation joined to irregularity” of form, colour, lighting, and even sound”, Hussey, Christopher. The 
Picturesque. London: Franz Cass, 1967: 14. 
29. Price, Uvedale. Essay on the Picturesque as compared with the sublime and the beautiful and on the use of 
studying pictures for the purpose of improving real landscape. London: J. Robson, 1794.
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those idle romances which are filled with monsters, the productions, not of nature, 
but of distempered brains”. In other words, the concept of romantic in the mid-
18th century was also triple: either shadowy, delicate or historical-mythological. We 
have widened the sense and also associate it with the Picturesque, which did please 
Fielding, although he contrasted Picturesque with Romantic, while for us, the first 
term is included in the second one. Fielding's tastes tended towards costumbrismo 
(there is a moment when he says it is better to invoke ballads than Greek gods) 
and away from the Gothic of the “foolish novels and monstrous romances30” and its 
moral depravation. Although nowadays the Picturesque is considered as romantic 
as the Gothic, in his time they were conflicting tendencies, as Fielding has just told 
us. A century later, in Spain, Mesonero Romanos was of the same opinion in favour 
of the Picturesque and rejecting the Gothic:31 
Ya no hay ovejas que asistan al cantar sabroso de pacer olvidadas escuchando; hoy sólo 
figuran buhos agoreros que en cavernoso lamento y profundo alarido interrogan a la muerte 
sobre su fatídico porvenir. Ya no hay chozas pajizas, quesos sabrosos, ni leche regalada: 
sólo se ven en el campo del dolor espinas y abrojos, sepulcros entreabiertos, gusanos y 
podredumbre. Los mansos arroyuelos trocáronse en profundos torrrentes; las floridas vegas, 
en riscos escarpados; las sombrías florestas, en desiertos arenales.32
This taste for craftwork and rural meant that cruder, badly made products started 
to gain in value, so a rustic bridge, a rusty iron or broken farm implement that is 
no longer used began to be considered aesthetic. The old was unusable, but just 
like it is good to keep the romances and traditional ballads near and continue to 
listen to them especially when the urban, progress and written literature threatened 
popular literature, the customs and oral culture that had been passed down from 
time immemorial. The myth of the anonymous poet as the quintessence of a 
people that expressed itself spontaneously in verse through its songs became all 
the rage. The Scottish poet, Robert Burns, a farmer's son, drew on this pastoral and 
collective substrate. Rousseau was undoubtedly one of those most responsible for 
the rural fashion of the return to nature and the idealisation of the plain, simple 
and innocent man.33 As Emili said (1762), “Oh, if I ever manage to have a rectory in 
30. Fielding, Henri. The history of Tom Jones. A foundling. London: Millar. 1749 [London: Bliss & Sands, 
1897: 250].
31. Tom Stoppard (Stoppard, Thomas. Arcadia...) recreates this contrast through the transformation of 
a bucolic and picturesque garden (with streams and some sheep to pretty it up) into romantic: “An 
eruption of shady forest and vertiginous cliff, with ruins”. The author, with great ironic skill, adds that 
there has to be a hermit. And here you have part of the plot: the search for a hermit man to adorn the 
palace gardens.
32. “No more do sheep graze patiently, their worries forgotten, to the sound of birdsong; Today old 
doom-saying owls that, in cavernous lament and profound howls, interrogate death about its fateful 
future. There are no more thatched huts, tasty cheeses, nor free milk: in the field of pain one only sees 
thorns and prickles [thistles], half open tombs, worms and rot. The meek brooks exchanged for deep 
streams; the flowery meadows, in steep cliffs; the gloomy forests, in sandy deserts” (Mesonero, Ramón. 
Los españoles pintados por sí mismos. Madrid: Boix, 1844).
33. In the tale “Mistress into Maid”, Pushkin reflects ironically about the Rousseauian fashion: “Those of 
my readers who have never lived in the country, cannot imagine how charming these provincial young 
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our mountains with good people to serve!”, a rural utopia of aurea mediocritas that 
works better in theory than in practice. The good savages were good elements for 
study. They awakened the curiosity and compassion but at a distance. W. Morris’ 
longing, his pastoral vision and love for rural smallness were more ideal than real. 
However much he affirmed it, Morris was no “idle singer of an empty day”.34 As I. 
Berlin wrote,35 the myth of the noble salvage only works as an unattainable ideal; 
no nobles really wanted to become rustic. 
This new sensitivity explains why the decorative aspects of English cottages and 
the rustic wooden architecture in 19th century Switzerland imitated medieval models. 
For Romanticism, this idyllic return to a past time was related, albeit unconsciously, 
with the desire to go back to the lost infancy (natural and spontaneous), where 
the rural and pastoral Middle Ages would play the role of paradise lost. It was 
likewise also associated with a return to the primitive. The medieval was indirectly 
understood as something nice but primitive. An example is the earthen architecture 
of the architect François Cointeraux around 1789. However, it is worth noting 
that, as often occurs in Romanticism, it degenerated into false theatricality. Thus, 
for example, more than shacks, the rich built cottages ornés. They imitated the 
irregular and picturesque decorative style of 18th century England, but with all kinds 
of luxuries. However much it sought to imitate the humility of the farmer in the 
shape of a Swiss chalet, the rusticity was false. The most extreme case was Marie 
Antoinette's cottage, the Petit Trianon. Built in 1781 near Versailles was surrounded 
by an artificial Norman-style village with thatched roofs, a mill, a dairy and pigeon 
lofts that were really billiard halls, ballrooms and salons for informal suppers.
The picturesque looks to nature, both bucolic and spectacular (a waterfall, 
for example), as long as the rarity is in a soft and civilised context. If it were 
more dramatic, it would change tendency and become a passionate, sublime or 
macabre Romanticism. The fashion for the picturesque gardens meant a deposito 
della memoria.36 The obelisks, temples, columns, towers or hermitages remind us 
symbolically of where we are from. As Gilpin states, picturesque beauty is “that kind 
of beauty which would look well in a picture”.37 In other words, the type of touristic 
ladies are! Brought up in the pure air, under the shadow of their own apple trees, they derive their 
knowledge of the world and life from books. Solitude, freedom and reading develop very early within 
them sentiments and passions unknown to our twon-bred beauties. For the young ladies of the country 
the sound of harness-bells is an event.” Pushkin, Aleksandr Serguèievitx. The Works of Alexander Puskin 
Lyrics, Narrative Poems, Folk Tales, Plays, Prose. New York: Random House, 1936: 532-533.
34. Calhoun, Blue. The pastoral vision of William Morris. The Earthly Paradise. Athens: Georgia University 
Press, 1975.
35. “Like the quest for the Holy Grail (...), the noble savage must be impossible to reach, the unfindable, 
the infinite, the ideal”, Berlin, Isaiah. The Roots of Romanticism (1965). Washington: National Gallery of 
Art, 1999: 144.
36. Bordone, Renato. Lo specchio di Shalott. L’invenzione del Medioevo nella cultura dell’Ottocento. Naples: 
Liguori, 1993: 21.
37. It goes on: “Composed well, harmoniously coloured; rough and broken objects (such as rocks, 
ruins and shaggy cattle”, Gilpin, William. “On picturesque beauty”, Three Essays. London: Blamire, 1792 
[Hussey, Christopher. The Picturesque...: 114].
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panorama that we would nowadays define as a snapshot. Wordsworth's “Prelude” 
(1850) combined nature and infancy and recreated our nostalgia for both, and also 
the distant past where the popular ballads originated, those that must be preserved 
as sacred relics. As Hoxie N. Fairchild wrote, “Wordsworth returned not only to 
nature but to the past.”38 Nowadays, for us, the “Prelude” is more than picturesque, 
it is sublime. But for 19th century historians, like Menéndez Pelayo, its author was 
picturesque and no more, in the most pejorative and crudest sense of the word, 
A Wordsworth, el sentimiento le salva y le redime cuando no es sentimiento falso; pero nadie 
ha llevado el prosaísmo sistemático, no ya de dicción, sino de asunto, a mayores desvaríos 
y excesos. No fue solamente el poeta de los rústicos y de los niños, empeñándose en imitar 
hasta su torpe balbuceo, sino el poeta de los estúpidos, de los idiotas, de los estropeados y 
de los mendigos. Y todo esto lo hizo con gran elevación moral, pero en una especie de prosa 
rimada, que a la larga llega a ser intolerable por la estéril notación de menudencias sin valor 
característico.39
We can quote Josep Pla, the Catalan Voltaire, among those who looked down on 
the picturesque aesthetic. Pla was much closer to the enlightened encyclopaedists 
than to the romantics, who he was repelled by:
Les rares cases que es troben al costat de la carretera, rústiques i malcarades, tenen un aspecte 
desconfiat. Em costa de veure l’idil·li a muntanya, i a tot arreu més aviat trobo la misèria, 
l’estretor i l’aire mig amagat —un aire clandestí, merament al·lusiu, confús, inextricable.40 
With a strong sense of self-criticism, Pla compared the polyglot and aristocratic 
European culture to Spanish culture: “Our collective apathy has us tied to the lowest 
and most miserable forms of the picturesque that one can possible imagine”.41 Pla 
disliked costumbrismo and, by extension, any romantic tendency, whether Gothic or 
nationalist.  
Charles Nodier transferred the picturesque aesthetic to the literary terrain in a 
mix with traditional folklore and oral and children's literature. In Voyages pittoresques 
et romantiques dans l’ancienne France (1820), Nodier recreated the marvellous 
38. Fairchild, Hoxie Neale. “Medievalism of Wordsworth and Coleridge”, The Romantic Quest. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1931: 273.
39. “The sentiment saves and redeems Wordsworth when it is not false; but no-one has taken the 
systematic prosaism, not of diction, but of matter, to greater folly and excesses. Not only was he the poet 
of the rustics and the children, endeavouring to imitate even their awkward babbling, but also the poet 
of the stupid, the idiots, of the damaged and the beggar. And all this he did from great moral heights, but 
in a kind of rhyming prose, that eventually becomes intolerable due to its sterile notation of trifles with 
no characteristic value” (Menéndez, Manuel. Historia de las ideas estéticas en España. Madrid: Pérez Dubrull, 
1883-1889; Menéndez, Manuel. Obras completas. Madrid: Fundación I. Larramendi, 2009: IV, 359).
40. “The rare cases that are found next to the road, rustic and ugly, have a suspicious air. It is hard for 
me to see the idyll in the mountain, and what I find everywhere is more misery, narrowness and the 
half hidden air -a clandestine, merely allusive, confusing, inextricable air” (Pla, Josep. “Cartes de lluny 
(1921-1925)”, El nord. Obra completa. Barcelona: Destino, 1967: V, 27). 
41. El nostre desmenjament col.lectiu ens té lligats a les formes més baixes i miserables del pintoresc que es poden 
arribar a imaginar, Pla, Josep. “Cartes de lluny...”: V, 276. 
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medieval mythology dressed up in Scottish inspiration. There are fairies and elves 
(the lutins) as members of a hybrid genre, half way between the chivalrous novel 
and the fairytale. The elf is the symbol of the innocent Golden Age and infancy, with 
which they harked back to the traditional, irrational and superstitious cultures as an 
antidote to the technical, scientific and rational materialism of the moment.
Despite its critics,42 the defence of the popular and craftsmanship of the 
picturesque had very important consequences for the development of modern art. 
Prior to the avant-garde, the first to defend an irregular and badly-done aesthetic 
were the picturesque artists and the critics who backed them. At the same time, 
the picturesque spirit laid the foundations for the pillars of contemporary thought 
and art, advocating variety, surprise and a certain tendency towards confusion, as a 
principle with much more life than the cold order of the neoclassic, as Price stated 
in his romantic apology for the irregular, “The intricacy in the disposition, and 
variety in the forms, the tints, and the lights and shadows of objects, are the great 
characteristics of picturesque scenery.”43 The essayist concluded that the Gothic was 
more picturesque than Greek art, however beautiful the latter might be.
The fascination that popular art exercised went well beyond the reasonable 
limits. Many historians and intellectuals (F. A. Wolf, A. W. Schlegel, M. Menéndez 
Pelayo, etc.) convinced themselves that the ancient and medieval literature should 
not be interpreted as cultured discourses (as argued nowadays) but rather as 
popular products, given the enormous weight of the oral tradition. The Iliad and 
the Odyssey, Provençal poetry, the Cantar de Mio Cid and so many others became 
collective, anonymous, crude and spontaneous products. Their imperfections were 
outweighed by their “innocence” and “freshness”.
4. Romantic nationalist medievalism
One of the most important functions of medieval references in the 19th century 
was nationalist. Popular and epic poetry were its workhorses. This is visible in 
Germany and Ireland, where underlying Germanic or Celtic substrates (heroic 
or idyllic)44 dating from before the Romanisation-Latinisation were sought out. 
Patriotism was conceived of as a natural sentiment that brought the men of the 
present together with their ancestors, while it is currently seen as a voluntary 
42. Among the detractors of the touristic picturesque as a primitive form, we can cite the ironic writer 
Thomas Bernhard: “The Viennese convince the people of Burgenland that Burgenland is a very nice 
region, because the Viennese are enchanted with the filth of Burgenland and the stupidity of Burgenland, 
because they consider that filth of Burgenland and that stupidity of Burgenland ‘romantic’.” (Bernhard 
Thomas. Alte Meister: Komödie. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1985: 14).
43. Price, Uvedale. Essay on the Picturesque as compared with the sublime and the beautiful...: 17.
44. Leersen, Joseph. Remembrance and imagination: patterns in the historical and literary representation of 
Ireland in the nineteenth century. Cork: Cork University Press, 1996.
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and ideological thought;45 that does not arise spontaneously, but rather is made. 
In Catalonia, which reclaimed Catalanism from before the Hispanicization of the 
Catholic Monarchs in the 15th century, when the Crown of Aragon was unified 
with the Castilian nobility. Although the 19th century Renaissance opted for a 
sentimental, moderate and pactist patriotism, it exerted a firm and notable pressure 
in favour of Catalan culture. Despite that, current historians disagree over its political 
value. I will give but one example: two very different interpretations of its medieval 
evocations. For ones, the Middle Ages were a golden age of Catalan literature, the 
model spurred on the cultural revival of the Renaixença beginning with the Ateneu 
and other institutions. The role of the intellectuals in this reconstruction was, as 
Jordi Casassas states,46 fundamental. Other historians, such as Michonneau or 
Josep Maria Fradera47, interpret it differently. In their opinion, 19th century Catalan 
medievalism did not long for a long-lost Catalan homeland, but rather a Catalanised 
Spain that has never been possible; a reiteratedly failed (political and economic) 
marriage.
In the 19th century, one way to evoke the lost national past was through nostalgic 
popular ballads (table 6). Thomas Percy's collection of ballads (Reliques of Ancient 
English Poetry (1765) had a significant influence on literature. Among others, it 
inspired the famous Lyrical Ballads (1798) by Wordsworth and Coleridge. Herder 
proposed collecting similar material in Germany, as did Walter Scott (Minstrels of the 
Scottish border, 1803). The most famous poetic collection of popular airs is that of 
Ossian. As many undoubtedly already know, in 1761, James Macpherson (1736-
1796) presented a supposed translation into English of an unknown 2nd century 
Scottish poet by the name of Ossian.48 This was no translation of medieval poems but 
rather texts that Macpherson had just written in the 18th century in medieval style, 
which emphasised the symbiosis between Romanticism and the nation and soul of 
the people. Macpherson wrote his poems basing them on the songs of the Gaelic 
bards who played the Gaelic harp. His most famous poems are “Carthon”, “Temora” 
and especially “Fingal” (an epic poem in six books). Macpherson managed to have 
the prologue written by Hugh Blair, the most renowned 18th century intellectual 
in Scotland, and together they presented “Fragments of Ancient Poetry collected 
45. Beller, Manfred; Leersen, Joseph. Imagology. The cultural construction and literary representation of national 
characters. A critical survey. Amsterdam-New York: Rodopi, 2007; Michonneau, Stéphane. Barcelona: 
memòria i identitat: monuments, commemoracions i mites. Vic: Eumo-Universitat de Vic, 2002; Nieto, José 
Manuel. Medievo constitucional: historia y mito político en los orígenes de la España contemporánea (ca. 1750-
1814). Madrid: Akal, 2007; Thiesse, Anne-Marie. La Création des identités nationales... 
46. Casassas, Jordi. Entre Escil·la i Caribdis: el catalanisme i la Catalunya conservadora de la segona meitat del 
segle XIX. Barcelona: La Magrana, 1990. 
47. Michonneau, Stéphane. Barcelona: memòria i identitat...; Fradera, Josep Maria. Cultura nacional en una 
sociedad dividida; Cataluña 1838-1868. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2003.
48. Fingal, an Ancient Epic Poem in Six Books, together with Several Other Poems composed by Ossian, the Son of 
Fingal, translated from the Gaelic Language, ed. James Macpherson. Dublin: Richard Fitzsimons, 1762. Years 
later, Macpherson published Temora (Macpherson, James. Temora. London: T. Becket and P. A. de Hondt, 
1763) and The Works of Ossian (Macpherson, James. The Works of Ossian. London: T. Becket and P. A. de 
Hondt, 1765), although he apparently only translated and edited them.
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in the Highlands of Scotland, and translated from the Gaelic or Erse language” in 
1790. Before it was discovered that the beautiful Celtic epic of Ossian was false, it 
was very widely admired, and not only in Scotland. The Ossianic current spread 
all over Europe. The poets of the time (such as Herder, Klopstock and Schiller) 
imitated its folkloric and epic style and the rare beauty of its glorious and misty 
past. Goethe liked Ossian so much that he translated it into German, despite his 
reticence about the medieval abuse of his century. Leopardi talked fervently about 
it in the Zibaldone (1820). The name Oscar (Ossian's son), a name that nowadays 
seems very traditionally Swedish, became all the rage among the Swedish nobility. 
The majority of the alleged traditions (Our catholic Ladies, dances, customs, etc,) 
were very recent. Most arose during the 19th century. Continuing with the Ossianic 
fashion, Napoleon took his copy of “Ocean” (as he called it) with him on campaigns. 
And, among other details of its enormous reception, Abate Marchena (1768-1821) 
translated it into Castilian. After patriotic disputes (whether Ossian had been Irish 
or Scottish), doubts about his authenticity grew. Samuel Johnson travelled to 
Scotland to consult the originals, and on not finding these, accused Macpherson of 
plagiary. The empiricist philosopher and Scottish nationalist David Hume also ended 
up withdrawing his support for Macpherson, telling him, “Show us the originals 
and we will believe you”. However, the originals, sadly, did not appear.
From the medieval Scottish pastiche, we move to 19th century Germany. The 
medieval nationalist nostalgia was also channelled through popular channels, 
beginning with the collections of songs, tales and legends by Brentano and von 
Archim (The Boy's Magic Horn / Des Knaben Wunderhorn, 1806) that inspired Mahler's 
Lieds. The Children's and Household Tales (Kinder-und-Hausmärchen 1822-1912) 
collection by the brothers Grimm should also be mentioned, as should Herder's The 
Voices of Peoples in Song (1779), where Herder compiled popular songs from various 
countries for nationalistic ends. Herder, a student of the Bible, minted the term 
Volkspoesie, meaning that which expresses the national identity. Biblical poetry, 
understood as archaic Hebrew poetry, expressed the character of the Jewish nation. 
Herder's ethno-literary theory was applicable to the birth of any nation, “His theory 
implied that the original poetries of other nations has just as much relevance for 
their respective nations, be they Greek, Roman, Celtic or Slavic, because they lead 
back to the birth of that nation, just as Hebrew poetry led back to the birth of 
humanity.”49
The first folkloric fieldwork served to preserve the cultural and linguistic 
heritage. Apart from collecting tales and poems, Herder and von Humboldt also 
gathered dialectal forms. In Catalonia, Marià Aguiló50 also studied this aspect in this 
same epoch. From the nationalist viewpoint, dialectology serves to remember and 
preserve popular expressions that have fallen into disuse but have survived in the 
49. Oergel, Maike. The Return of King Arthur and the Nibelungen. National Myth in Nineteenth-Century English 
and German Literature. Berlin: De Gruyter, 1998: 34.
50. The poet and folklorist Marià Aguiló published the following works on popular literary research: 
Cançoneret de les obretes en nostra llengua materna més divulgades durant los segles XIV, XV e XVI (1873) and 
Romancer popular de la terra catalana (1893), which includes the Cançons feudals cavalleresques. 
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rural world, and that represent the origins of the language. In the case of German, 
which is so dialectalised, as well building the history of a common language, there 
was a political aim. This was to create a lingua franca that identified the inhabitants of 
the new German confederation over the dialects. Remember that before the process 
of unification between 1815 and 1871, there were over three hundred independent 
German states. In the same way that Catholicism in Scotland had a patriotic reading 
that separated it from British Protestantism, in the German confederation, the link 
between language and nation was also reinforced by religion. The commemoration 
of the third centenary of the translation of Luther's Bible into German had an 
undoubtedly nationalist anti-French component at the festival of Wartburg in 1817. 
This is a name that the reader would do well to associate with Wagner. The subtitle 
of his opera Tannhäuser (1845) is “Minstrels’ Contest at Wartburg Castle”, a mythical 
place that reinforced the medieval nationalist link. At the same time, Herder and 
von Humboldt51 reflected on the relations between language and nation52 and 
founded ethno-linguistics,53 whose essence was the belief that each language had 
a particular vision of the world (a Denkungsart or Weltanschauung). This linguistic 
and cultural personality would have come into being in the Middle Ages just when 
the vernaculars were born, in such a way that, according to Herder, the language 
would have become a bastion: the storehouse of a people's tradition and history 
transmitted down through the generations. As Humboldt states, and it is part of 
the dogma for nationalists, the language is a nation's spirit. Some nations, despite 
having existed for centuries (exaggerating) had awoken and become aware of what 
they were, especially in the 19th century. Johann Gottlieb Fichte demanded that all 
schooling be done in German, and that Latin and the Christian culture, which were 
foreign cultures, be dethroned so the German nation could recover its Germanic 
character and the lifeblood of its half-dead language in its own fatherland, “because 
the language shapes men more than men shape the language”.54
Ethno-linguistic thought also flourished in 19th century Catalonia with similar 
approaches. The works of Torras i Bages, La tradició catalana (1892);55 Joan Cortada, 
51. von Humboldt, Wilhelm. “Sobre l’origen de les formes gramaticals i sobre la seva influència en el 
desenvolupament de les idees”, (1822-23), Brief an M. Abel-Rémusat über die Natur grammatischer Formen im 
Allgemeinen und über den Geist der chinesischen Sprache im Besonderen. Stuttgart: Frommann-Holzboog, 1979. 
52. Morton, Michael M. “Herder and the Poetics of Thought. Unity and Diversity”, On Diligence in Several 
Learned Languages. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1989.
53. Sapir and Whorf were among those who continued the 19th century ethno-linguistic theories into 
the 20th. Sapir, Edward. Language. An Introduction to the Study of Speech. New York: Harcourt & Brace, 
1921; Whorf, Benjamin Lee. “Science and Linguistics, (1940)”. Language, Thought and Reality. Cambridge 
(Mass.): MIT, 1956. 
54. Fichte, Johann Gottlieb. “De la esencia de la nueva educación”, Reden an die deutsche Nation (1807). 
Discursos a la nación alemana. Madrid: Editora Nacional, 1977: IV, 126.
55. “Among all social ties, except for Religion, the language is the one that binds most tightly. (...) A 
people's language is the demonstration and splendour of its substance, the image of its figure, and he 
who knows a language, knows the people who speak it, and once the language disappears, the people 
also fades away, or at least is substantially changed”. D’entre tots els vincles socials, treta la Religió, la llengua 
és el que estreny més fort. (...) La llengua d’un poble és la manifestació i esplendor de sa substància, la imatge de sa 
figura, i qui coneix una llengua coneix el poble que la parla, i desapareguda la llengua, queda també esvaït el poble, 
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Catalunya i els catalans (1859-64); and Valentí Almirall, Lo catalanisme (1886) are 
evidence of this. As its name indicates, the Renaixença movement aimed to awaken 
the slumbering Catalan nation and culture and recover its medieval splendour: 
Llull, the troubadours, Bernat Metge, the chroniclers, Tirant lo Blanc, etc. A series 
of chivalrous poetry competitions began in 1859. These were the Jocs Florals (Floral 
Games) whose three themes were Homeland, Faith and Love. The ideological 
weight (nationalist and Catholic) was prominent. The patriotic nostalgia evoked 
the language, the literature and medieval Catalonia before its unification with the 
Crown of Castile. Romanesque art, understood as an expression of the austere 
Catalan character, was added to this. When medievalism is added regionalism 
(following the 19th century terminology that has nowadays become anti-nationalist), 
the sum tends to be reactionary. This was the case of the folklorist and dialectologist 
Monsignor Alcover and Bishop Torras i Bages and his endogamic defence of Catalan 
traditionalism56 against progress and internationalism:
Cercar sistemes forans, emmanllevar teories forasteres, enamorar-se d’idees novelles, i fer 
de tot això la base social, és cosa frèvola, contrària a l’escola regionalista i a la il·lustració 
internacional. 57
Since the Renaissance, the Catalanists have revered their homeland born in the 
Middle Ages and which they see as essentially similar to the modern country. As 
if it were an epic narrative, the pragmatic and moderate character of the people is 
balanced by the courage of their monarchs when defending their territory. One of 
the most popular medieval myths of Catalan nationalism is that of Saint George, 
although he was neither Catalan nor medieval. However, in Catalonia, the Roman 
knight has been medievalised and Catalanised although the great hero who fights the 
dragon is revered all over Europe. Nationalism needs myths for the people to adore; 
and if the myths lack their own personality, this must be invented and presented as 
unique and exclusive however false they are. In the 19th century, no great care was 
taken and inventing traditions, from kilts to the heroes of the Spanish Reconquest. 
A paradigmatic case is the legend of Wilfred the Hairy.58 In this case, compared 
with St George, he is less mythologised because he was based on a 9th century 
Catalan historical figure. However, his role in the founding of the country was 
exaggerated from the 19th century on. Such writers as Verdaguer, Pitarra or Víctor 
Balaguer magnified his figure and published apocryphal anecdotes (like that of his 
o almenys substancialment canviat. Torras, Josep. La tradició catalana. Barcelona: Giró, 1892; Barcelona: 
Edicions 62, 1981: 42-43.
56. Despite this, Torras Bages considered the medieval philosopher Ramon Llull and his “Cyclopian 
forms” as an exception to the wise and discreet Catalan national character.
57. Seeking foreign systems, borrowing external theories, becoming enamoured with novel 
ideas, and building the social base on this, is frivolous, contrary to the regionalist school and 
the international Enlightenment. Torras, Josep. La tradició catalana...: 403.
58. The first written evidence of Wilfred the Hairy appears in the Gesta Comitum Barchinonensium (1180) 
from Ripoll Monastery to praise the origins of the House of Aragon. Coll, Miquel. Guifré el pelós en la 
historiografia i en la llegenda. Barcelona: Institut d’Estudis Catalans, 1990.
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four bloody fingers drawing the four red bars of the senyera, the Catalan flag).59 In 
homage to him in 1982, the bishop of Vic stated “Count Wilfred made an eminent 
contribution to forging Catalonia, which, since then, has had common ideals and 
a communal sentiment”.60 Moreover, Catalan nationalist medievalism is linked to 
the religion. Wilfred was presented as the founder of monasteries and the creator of 
Catalan resettlement against the Muslims. This triple sentiment (medieval, Catalan 
and Catholic) was the standard for many Catalan monasteries from Montserrat to 
Ripoll. 
As mentioned above, one of the popular and nationalistic ways to approach the 
Middle Ages was to rediscover the traditional. This interest was very much alive in 
Catalonia61 and all those countries and governments with patriotic feelings (and 
who does not have these?), beginning with Joan Amades and going through to 
the regional dances and costumes promoted by the Feminine Section of Franco's 
regime, not to mention the very medieval Spanish decoration of the government-run 
Parador Nacional hotels.62 In the 19th century, the Volkslied fed German identity. The 
Catalan and Occitanian literature of the Renaissance filled up with the picturesque 
poetry of the Floral Games (Francesc Bartrina, Mistral,63 Rubio and Ors). Then, the 
59. The legend of the four bars was not invented in the 19th century, however popular it was then. We 
have knowledge of this dating back to the 16th century in the Crónica general de España (1554) by Antoni 
Beuter.
60. Masnou, Ramon. “Pregària”, Homenatge a Guifré el Pelós, repoblador de la vall i fundador del monestir. 
Girona: Sant Joan de les Abadesses, 1982.
61. Prats, Llorenç. El mite de la tradició popular. Els orígens de l’interès per la cultura tradicional a la Catalunya 
del segle XIX. Barcelona: Edicions 62, 1988.
62. An article on decoration in the Francoist publication “Arriba” in the 1950s encouraged a return 
to medieval furniture as much more patriotic than international style furniture: “It is a shame that in 
our urban homes that the use of the chest has been replaced by furniture with no artistic tradition, of 
modernist taste and, thus, of little value and permanence, while the chest is a stylish piece with [a] clear 
and defined function. The ideal, however, would be an old chest, with the popular Basque woodcuts, 
the Levantine arches, the studded leathers and cloths of the South. The modest pinewood chest may 
be varied with a decorative goatskin, fixed with golden studs, or go back to our models of quadroons, 
of Mudejar influence, so Spanish, from which we can take original themes. This way we will obtain 
furniture with ties to our history”. Es lástima que en nuestros hogares urbanos se haya desplazado el uso del 
arcón y se utilicen muebles sin tradición artística, de gusto modernista y, por tanto, de escaso valor y permanencia, 
mientras que el arcón es un mueble de estilo y función clara y definidos. El ideal, con todo, sería un arca antigua, con 
las populares tallas vascas, las arquerías levantinas, los cueros y telas claveteadas del Mediodía. También el arcón de 
modesta madera de pino podrá variarse con una decorativa piel de cabra, claveteada con tachuelas doradas, o bien 
volver sobre nuestros modelos de cuarterones, de influencia mudéjar, tan españoles, de donde podremos sacar temas 
originales. Conseguiremos de esta manera muebles con entronque en nuestra historia. (Feduchi, Luís M. La casa 
por dentro. Madrid: Aguado, 1952: 24-25).
63. de Caluwé, Jacques. Le moyen âge littéraire occitan dans l’oeuvre de Frédéric Mistral. Paris: Nizet, 1974. 
The Mirèio (1859) by Mistral is not original for the typical love story with class differences but rather for 
the language it is writen in, the language of the troubadors. The work is a pro-Occitanist. According to J. 
Gourc, the medieval material includes, 1. Allusions to historical events (the Albigensian Crusade, court 
of King René). 2. Courts of love, Floral Games, worship of Clemence Isaure. 3. Medieval poetic forms: 
sirvants, song, tençó (a kind of duel between troubadours), pastorella, ballad. 4. Adaptations of lives of 
troubadours (Jaufre Rodel, Peire Vidal, the story of Guillem de Cabestany's heart being eaten related by 
Boccaccio, etc.). 5. Quotes of verses by troubadours from the Parnasse occitanien and their 18th and 19th 
century disseminators like Sainte-Palaye or Sismondi. (Gourc, Jacques. “La renaissance félibréenne”, La 
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music of Swiss shepherds or ranz de vaches, which was first collected in the 19th, fed 
the Helvetic nationalism of William Tell (1804) by Schiller, who, remember, was also 
of humble origins.
In the 19th century, composers elevated these tunes to the status of classical music 
for piano through the Lieds, where the simplicity of the themes mixed with the 
complexity of the sound of the sopranos. From Russia to the Iberian Peninsula, 
musicians echoed popular melodies in a decorative way and with patriotic intentions. 
The 19th century was full of traditional colourist tones, from the Panslavic claims 
(Tchaikovsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, Glinka, Stravinsky) to the localism of the Zarzuela 
in Madrid (Barbieri, Chapí, Chueca, Tomas Bretón).
In Menéndez Pidal's opinion, Catalan literature reappeared with strength and 
character in the 19th century thanks to oral literature. This reductionism of Catalan 
literature to the popular refers us to the picturesque theory described above (note 
the symbol of the humble bread yeast in the following quote). Thus, Menéndez 
Pidal looked down on Catalan literature, which not only stands out for the popular 
registers but also the classical: “Popular poetry saved Catalan literature. (...) Without 
this beneficial yeast the resurgent poetry would have wandered off down the easy 
path of imitation of the French and Castilian romantics.”64 This popular strategy 
of devaluation was also applied to Don Quijote de la Mancha (1605); Cervantes was 
an ingenio lego, more crude than refined, whose writing imitating romances and 
borrowing phrases from the proverbs. This historicist thesis nowadays is discredited 
as the reputation of Cervantes has grown. However, Lázaro Carreter continued to 
defend the same in the 1998 edition, “Cervantes did not leave the scope of the 
Romancer when he went from the heroic to the chivalrous or the pastoral.”65 
According to this popular thesis, Don Quijote was a paradigm of popular medieval 
Spanish traditionalism, and not the first modern European novel.
Moving on to the 20th century, the Nazis manipulated popular German songs for 
propagandistic purposes to praise the people and make them favourable to their 
ideology, exaggerating a communion with the citizens. The National-Socialist youth 
never stopped singing; the euphoria of the victor and love of the fatherland fed 
their patriotic exaltation. Medieval festivals were organised with girls dressed up as 
Valkyries, as in 1937 in Munich with over five thousand people in period costume 
and where the aim was to resuscitate “two thousand years of German culture”.66 
fabrique du Moyen Âge au XIX. Représentations du Moyen Âge dans la culture et la littérature françaises du XIXè 
siècle, Simone Bernard-Griffiths, Pierre Glaudes, Bertrand Vibert, eds. Paris: Champion, 2006: 984). La 
fabrique... is another major erudite work about this subject.
64. La poesia popular salvó a la literatura catalana. (...) Sin esta benéfica levadura la renaciente poesía se hubiera 
extraviado por los fáciles senderos de la imitación de los románticos franceses y castellanos. Manuel Menéndez 
Pidal (1908) cited by: Alsina, Josep Maria. El tradicionalismo filosófico en España. Su génesis en la generación 
romántica catalana. Barcelona: Promociones Publicaciones Universitarias, 1985: 22.
65. Cervantes no sale del ámbito del Romancero cuando pasa de lo heroico a lo caballeresco o a lo pastoril. Lázaro, 
Fernando. “Estudio preliminar”, de Cervantes, Miguel. Don Quijote de la Mancha (1605). Madrid: Crítica, 
1998: 25.
66. Michaud, Éric. “1933: El triomf de Richard Wagner, la destrucció de la política”, La música i el III Reich. 
De Bayreuth a Terezin. Paris: Cité de la Musique, 2004; Barcelona: Fundació Caixa Catalunya, 2007: 66.
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Carl Off's choral music67 also had this role. The Nazis looked back to romanticism68 
and by extension, to medievalism. They promoted picturesque painting over the 
degenerate art of the avant-garde. The peasant aesthetics of the Arian race came 
within the current called Blut und Boden (Blood and Land). Wagner was enthroned 
and the scenography of his operas became more medieval than ever, while abstract 
and avant-garde staging proposals were rejected. In 1943, the set designer Ludwig 
Sievert, who was close to the Regime, chose a medieval village as the stage for 
Wagner's Mastersingers of Nuremberg (Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, 1868), although 
the work is set in the 16th century. As the aim was to project Wagner as a great 
patriot and invent a German nation that was as old as possible, the period the work 
was set in was manipulated to associate Hitler with Wagner's heroes,69 nazism with 
romanticism; and romanticism with the pretended medieval origins of Germanism. 
Further stretching the machine, Beethoven was also manipulated to make him 
medieval, although he clearly was not. Thus, in 1938, another stage designer close 
to the III Reich, Edward Suhr, manipulated Beethoven's opera Fidelio (1805), and 
instead of respecting the historical dating that appears in the libretto, he changed the 
18th century imagined by Beethoven for an undefined medieval century, filling the 
stage with heroes and castles. I do not believe that, on hearing the call for freedom 
by the famous choir of prisoners, the audience in 1938 thought about the Jews. 
After all, freedom can also be interpreted from a nationalist and victimist point of 
view as if the Germans had been an oppressed people (by the French, etc.) who 
finally had their say.
The links between Hitlerian nationalism and a badly understood medievalism 
go beyond this. Hitler dreamed about dying listening to Wagner's Death of Isolde. 
Among other desires that he was unable to fulfil, there was also the implantation of 
Gothic script, although for less pure and literary interests than those of the brothers 
Grimm, who had also defended it in the 19th century. The folklorism of the brothers 
Grimm  (not in vain were they linguists and quickly Indo-Europeanists), that 
67. In 2009, Carles Padrissa staged Carmina Burana. It is surprising that an avant-garde theatre company 
like La Fura dels Baus should choose a piece that is so emblematic of Nazism. I am unaware of whether 
it was an attempt to strip the work of its ideology. The only objective data I have are some interviews 
and the critics in the press, who remained silent about the historical context in which Carl Off's piece 
appeared.
68. Arthur Oncken Lovejoy analysed the concept of romantic as a prefiguration of the Nazi ideology; and 
observed that the German romantics of the 1790's explained three of the ideas that would feed National-
Socialism: Ganze (the Whole ≠ enlightened individualism); Streben (Nietzsche's Will to Power and his 
Superman); and Eigentümlichkeit (defence of diversity, of nationalism ≠ universal enlightened reason). 
Without denying this, we should emphasise that we cannot blame the romantic poets and philosophers 
for the barbarities of the Nazis and we must bear in mind that Lovejoy  —an admirable intellectual— 
wrote this article during the Second World War when he was fighting against the diabolical Hitlerism. 
(Lovejoy, Arthur O. “The meaning of romanticism for the historian of ideas”. Journal of the History of Ideas, 
2 (1941): 3). 
69. Wagner's The Mastersingers of Nuremberg was chosen to conclude the solemn inaguration of the Third 
Reich in Postdam on the 21st of March 1933 and celebrate the National-Socialist victory. As Gerhard Splitt 
mentions, its main purpose was to identify Hitler with Hans Sachs, the Wagnerian hero, and portray him 
as he who had forged the new Germany. (Splitt, Gerhard. “Hitler i la música”, La música i el III Reich...).
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reclaimed the Gothic monastic script (the Fraktur), was transformed into belligerence 
in Nazi hands. Defence of the Gothic script became a statement of the Germanic, the 
germanische Stammart, the Teutonic calligraphy. Unfortunately, in their ignorance 
they failed to realise that the Latin manuscripts of the “enemies” were also written 
in Gothic. The defence of this pseudo-medieval calligraphy was also a rejection of 
the internationalist avant-garde of the Bauhaus, whose revolutionary typography 
was distinguished by its clear letters, like the Universal font. To the long list of those 
persecuted by the Nazis (Jews, gypsies, the avant-garde, jazz musicians, etc.) we 
must add modern typefaces like Tschichold. If you will allow me to include two 
calligraphic anecdotes in such a serious theme as this, it is worth mentioning that, 
after having exalted the Fraktur as the German calligraphy par excellence, the Nazis 
disavowed it when they realised that Gutenberg, the Jewish printer, had claimed it. 
Moreover, in the midst of the Second World War, it was not easy for pilots to land 
on aerodromes labelled in Gothic letters.
Nineteenth-century Russian nationalism also looked back to the Middle Ages to 
mix popular and heroic elements. As well as recovering tales and songs as folklorists, 
like Aleksandr Afanasyev did, art and literature echoed the folkloric fashion, from 
Tolstoy's Ivan the Fool (1886) to the folkloric costume of Bilbin's characters. In 
Vasnetsov's paintings (Bogatyrs or Three Heroes, 1898; A Knight at the Crossroads, 1881), 
both the epic and the popular figures (in example: Sleeping Beauty) symbolised the 
desire to awaken the slumbering Russian giant.70 Vasnetsov collected old Russian 
costumes and objects and was so traditionalist that he supped by candlelight like 
in earlier centuries. Nicholas Roerich was also a retro romantic artist who explored 
the roots of the Russian soul and wished to transport the spectator poetically to 
the past. His works show old musicians as a symbol of the past, mystics, heroes, 
maidens and dragons living together in harmony. Also, Roerich painted in a 
primitive style in empathy with medieval aesthetic. The 19th century intellectual 
Russia adopted the Slavic idea; the intellectuals were patriots and defenders of 
Mother Russia (“they kneel mystically before the Russian sheepskin”, as Turgenev 
said in 1862) and enthused about ethnographic poetry. In Russian, the same word 
(narod) means people and nation. The Russian intellectual minority, of Rousseaian 
tendency, became nationalist, against the western culture (the Greek-Latin classics, 
the Roman Church, scholasticism, the Renaissance, the Reform, science, rationalist 
individualism) that had ignored the Slavic world. This anti-western Slavism 
promoted spirituality and conservatism, two attitudes that tend to go together, 
although not always. Writers like Dostoyevsky or Tolstoy defended a spiritualist 
messianism against European materialism, but not tyranny. Despite these illustrious 
exceptions, the Pan-Slavic nationalists tended towards authoritarianism, while the 
westernising Russians sympathised with liberalism and progress, first enlightened 
and later Marxist. What is curious, however, is that this pan-Slavic nationalism, built 
on sighs and legends, which was imaginary in the 19th century, like the medieval 
70. Russian Legends, folk tales and fairy tales, eds. David Jackson, Patty Wageman. Groningen: Groninger 
Museum, 2008.
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vessels in Roerich's Guests from Overseas (1901), surprisingly was put into practice 
in the Russian civil war that pitted the Soviet revolutionaries against the White 
Russians. Ones dreamed of the revolution of the proletariat and the others, of the 
ancient warrior aristocracy.
Regarding French nationalism, we could site the literary portrayals of Napoleon 
as a new Charlemagne or Delacroix's painting of King John at the battle of Poitiers 
(1830) among others. The historical scene refers us to the Hundred Years’ War. The 
choice of this battle is significant. Among the innumerable possibilities for recreating 
the medieval history of France, Delacroix chose a defeat. The artist, imbibed with 
the tastes of the epoch, preferred to recreate the pathos of the nostalgia more than 
triumphal trumpets. King John II is more than a historical king, he is an exaggeratedly 
good literaturised hero (the king stands out for the whiteness of his garb and his 
horse confronting the enemy army of the Black Prince painted darkly) who fights 
exageratedly alone and died as a martyr in an English prison. The symbol of Joan of 
Arc also went beyond the historical limits to enter the literary terrain. Although she 
lived in the 15th century, the artistic and popular imagery dressed her in medieval 
armour. Joan of Arc became a symbol of the defeated motherland. Again, patriotic 
exaltation was sought through a defeat to provoke rage and melodrama. Moreover, 
the tastes of the age were combined: a weakness for the naive, visionaries, women 
and innocent victims. In 1909, the Church withdrew its condemnation of Joan 
of Arc as a heretic and sanctified her as a martyr. The pressure of popular fervour 
during the 19th century mythologizing Joan of Arc, of the artists extolling here 
(Schiller, Verdi, Gounod, Tchaikovsky, Liszt, Dumas, Péguy, etc.) and the French 
Republic, overwhelmed Rome. There can be nothing more romantic than the fall 
and glorious resurrection of a character. 
Refuting the case that nationalism is somehow restricted to small countries 
and minority languages, we could cite the case of Tennyson, a Victorian poet and 
English patriot. In “Idylls of the King” (1885) with the excuse of evoking King 
Arthur, he wrote a long ode to the British monarchy. It is difficult to understand 
how a Celtic king could be an ancestor of the English royalty. However, this political 
denaturalisation came about in the 19th century. The pagan Celtic Arthur was 
transformed into British and Christian. In an 1848 talk in Queen's College, Charles 
Kingsley let slip that King Arthur “although originally Celtic” had been “adopted 
and naturalised by the Saxon”.71 
We could end up by mentioning the popular and medieval substrate of 19th 
century Spanish nationalism, because there are patriotisms of nations both large and 
small, as we have seen with Russia, France, England and Germany. Given that all 
monarchies wanted to legitimate themselves, they resorted to all kinds of symbolic 
and propagandistic strategies to be defended and venerated, as Nieto Soria shows.72 
In the case of Spain, I have cited the Franco regime's defence of regional dances and 
the patriotic-medieval decoration of its finest hotels. I will mention one example 
71. Oergel, Maike. The Return of King Arthur and the Nibelungen...: 206.
72. Nieto, José Manuel. Medievo constitucional: historia y mito político...
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from the 19th century: that of historical painting at the national Exhibitions of Fine 
Arts where artists of the moment competed. Since 1856, the patriotic themes of the 
contest were the Catholic Monarchs, Columbus, Cardinal Cisneros, the victory in 
Granada and the reconquest from the Moors. The painters, patriots or not, knowing 
that the State purchased that kind of painting, were quick to paint them as large as 
their patrons wanted. Most painters impregnated them with a nationalism around 
Imperial Spain that harked back to its medieval origins and, more specifically, to the 
Catholic Monarchs, as in Queen Isabel “la Católica” dictating her last Will and Testament 
(1864) by Eduardo Rosales and The Capitulation of Granada (1882) by Francisco 
Pradilla.
The patriotic search for the medieval origins not only served the conservative 
traditionalism (in example: Michaud, the historian of the Crusades) but also, 
occasionally, the progressive spirit. Although those of democratic tendency were 
fewer in number, they included such influential historians and intellectuals as 
Montesquieu and A. Thiérry. The latter considered that the idea of liberty so deeply 
rooted in the French nation was born in the Middle Ages. Montesquieu liked the 
political Middle Ages, but not Gothic art at all  (as we saw at the beginning of this 
article), which shows the complexity of the medieval visions in the 18th and 19th 
centuries that could be as much delightful as abhorred. Montesquieu admired the 
Middle Ages because the kings’ powers were not so absolute as they had become 
in the 18th century, but were rather balanced by the power of the nobles. In his 
opinion, the Gothic Frankish government represented a system where “the civil 
liberty of the people, the prerogatives of the nobility & clergy, & the power of the 
kings found itself in such concert, that I do not believe that there has ever been on 
earth a government as well tempered...”73
5. Final reflection
Alas, the originals of Ossian never appeared and, in the end, the truth came out: 
that the romantics liked Ossian so much not because he was medieval (which he 
was not) but rather because he was romantic. This is the most flagrant case of an 
invented Middle Ages that enamoured the artists of the time and transported them 
not to the past, but to a disguise of the past. The medieval tone of romantic art 
and literature is a perfume, not a document; a fantastic, folkloric and nationalist 
fragrance that does not take us back to history, but instead to an invented history. 
73. Montesquieu [Secondat, Charles-Louis. De, baron de]. “Chapter VIII”, The Spirit of the Laws. Cambridge 
(UK): Cambridge University Press, 1989:167. 
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Thirty years after its first theoretical reflections, the archaeology of al-Andalus 
has yet to find a true identity in the context of Islamic Archaeology. It is a discipline 
focused on urban studies and fascinated by great monuments and higher material 
representations of the society, but which has still not developed a predominantly 
rural archaeology. In the same way as in recent years, there have been calls for a 
reorientation of the archaeology of the productive spaces to agrarian archaeology, 
this paper analyses the possibilities of a new archaeology of rural settlements or 
alquerías for the knowledge of Andalusian society1.
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1. This article has been prepared in the framework of the Project HAR2010-21932-C02-01 “Aclimatación 
y difusión de plantas en al-Andalus. Selección y gestión de plantas en al-Andalus. Prácticas campesinas y 
estados” and the Research Group (2009 SGR-304): “Arqueología Agraria de la Edad Media (ARAEM)”.
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1. The Archaeology of al-Andalus and the search for identity
Although several decades have gone by since Miquel Barceló presented the 
need for a new archaeology to study al-Andalus in a historic article, his words 
still resonate. Lamentably, there are very few elements in current practice that 
allow us to speak about a new orientation, and even less of “a conceptually clean 
archaeology and, in itself, capable of proposing historically relevant problems and 
plausible responses to these problems”, as he wrote then.2 Nobody has expressed 
it more clearly than Antonio Malpica, when he stated thirty years later, that “the 
hopes that existed in 1990 have evaporated, to the extent that, from the perspective 
of medieval archaeology, the change has been very negative”.3 
This situation has ended up configuring a discipline that, despite its long 
trajectory, is still seeking its real identity.4 In this sense, it is striking that the 
archaeology of al-Andalus is strangely distant from the international theoretical and 
methodological debate that has attempted over recent years to define the identity 
of so-called “Islamic Archaeology”, a disputed and, nevertheless, two-hundred-year 
old discipline.5 The recent publication of Marcus Milwright's work, An Introduction 
to Islamic Archaeology, has dusted off the controversy that, more than ten years ago, 
generated a monograph by Timothy Insoll, The Archaeology of Islam, which posed 
some conceptual questions that have still to be answered.6 The first of these works, 
Insoll's, was surprising for its interdisciplinary view that included the periphery of 
the Islamic world, which he knew so well,7 and for the primacy of the interpretative 
hypotheses of specific models of the typologies and classifications. However, this 
2. Barceló, Miquel. “¿Qué arqueología para al-Andalus?”, Los orígenes del feudalismo en el mundo 
mediterráneo, Antonio Malpica, Tomás Quesada, eds. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1994: 93. The 
article was first published two years earlier in Catalan: Barceló, Miquel. “Quina arqueologia per al-
Andalus?”, Coloquio Hispano-Italiano de Arqueología medieval (Granada, 1990). Granada: Patronato de la 
Alhambra y el Generalife, 1992: 243-252 (the quote is from page 250).
3. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento de la sociedad andalusí”, ¿Qué es Andalucía? 
Una revisión histórica desde el Medievalismo, Antonio Malpica, Rafael Peinado, Adela Fábregas, eds. Granada: 
Universidad de Granada, 2009: 40. For an even more critical balance, see: Martínez, Virgilio. “Reflexiones 
sobre el estudio de al-Andalus como sociedad o, de nuevo, qué arqueología para al-Andalus”, Saber y 
sociedad en al-Andalus, Alejandro García, ed. Huelva: Universidad de Huelva, 2006: 193-237.
4. It must be noted that not all authors share this negative outlook. Even some of those involved in the 
rise of Spanish medieval archaeology have stated that the current archaeology of al-Andalus constitutes 
“the fastest growing medieval archaeology in Europe, possibly only behind the British”. See: Zozaya, 
Juan. “Bocetos para la historiografía de la arqueología andalusí”, 711. Arqueología e Historia entre dos 
mundos, Enrique Baquedano, Luís A. García, Alfonso Vigil, Manuel Acién et alii, eds. Alcalá de Henares: 
Museo Arqueológico Regional, 2011: 121.
5. A summary of the historical evolution of the so-called “Islamic Archaeology” can be found in, for 
example: Vernoit, Stephen. “The rise of Islamic Archaeology”. Muqarnas, 14 (1997): 1-10.
6. The two works referred to are: Milwright, Marcus. An Introduction to Islamic Archaeology. Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 2010; Insoll, Timothy. The Archaeology of Islam. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 
1999. 
7. Insoll, Timothy. The Archaeology of Islam in Sub-Saharan Africa. Cambridge (UK): Cambridge University 
Press, 2003.
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was really a trial run for “archaeology of religion”,8 in which Islam was identified 
as a uniform superstructure that could be detected by a specific analysis of the 
material register.9 In contrast, Milwright presented a much more traditional view of 
the so-called “Islamic Archaeology”, distancing it from the archaeology of religion 
and configuring a hypertrophied and diffuse concept that generates a Euro-centrist 
archaeological discipline more typical of the 19th century.10 It may be that, “in the 
end, “Islamic Archaeology” is only a chronological and geographic label that means 
little or nothing”,11 but these works (and many other similar ones, with less impact) 
emphasise the need to establish the true targets of a growing discipline.12 
While the arguments are deployed for the debate that aims to define the nature 
of the discipline in the international field, in the Iberian Peninsula (the territory 
where, paradoxically, it has developed most since the 1980s) these questions are 
barely discussed. In his recent and accurate diagnosis, Antonio Malpica has drawn 
attention to the immobility of archaeology on al-Andalus, but noting that, “at least 
awareness has risen of the real situation we are in”.13 The needs are clearer than 
ever. And in this sense, following the line of a recent work published in this same 
journal, I want to insist on the need to orientate the archaeology of al-Andalus 
towards the terrain of the rural space, in this case, towards the field of settlements.14
2. On the need for an eminently rural Andalusian archaeology
A quick look at current publications on the Archaeology of al-Andalus reveals 
that the enormous growth in the discipline over the last thirty-five years has been far 
from homogeneous or proportional. The spectacular leap that Medieval Archaeology 
8. A sub-discipline that is being actively worked on. See: Insoll, Timothy, ed. Case studies in archaeology 
and world religion: the proceedings of the Cambridge conference. Oxford: BAR International Series, 1999; Insoll, 
Timothy, ed. Archaeology and World Religion. London: Routledge, 2001.
9. A more detailed critical analysis of Insoll's work and its reception in the works of Ennahid, Benco 
Robinson, Al-Sharekh and Whitcomb can be found in: Eiroa, Jorge A. “‘The Archaeology of Islam’ de 
Timothy Insoll”. Anales de Prehistoria y Arqueología, 16 (2003): 235-239.
10. The development of these arguments can be found in: Eiroa, Jorge A. “Sobre religión y poliglotía. 
Reflexiones en torno a la ‘Arqueología Islámica’ a la luz de un trabajo reciente”. Debates de Arqueología 
Medieval, 1 (2011): 185-188.
11. Johns, Jeremy. “Islamic archaeology at a difficult age”. Antiquity, 84 (2010): 1187-1191.
12. Some interesting examples: Northedge, Alastair. “Archaeology and Islam”, Companion Encyclopedia of 
Archaeology, Graeme Barker, ed. London: Routledge, 1999: 1077-1106; Walmsley, Alan. “Archaeology 
and Islamic studies: the development of a relationship”, From Handaxe to Khan, Kjeld von Folsach, Henrik 
Thrane, I. Thuesen, Peder Mortensen, eds. Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2004: 317-329; Whitcomb, 
Donald. “The Spread of Islam and Islamic Archaeology”, Changing Social Identity with the Spread of Islam: 
Archaeological Perspectives, Donald Whitcomb, ed. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of 
Chicago, 2004: 1-7; Petersen, Andrew. “What is ‘Islamic’ Archaeology?”. Antiquity, 79 (2005): 100-107.
13. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento...”: 45.
14. The work referred to is: Kirchner, Helena. “Archaeology of the Landscape and Archaeology of the 
Farmed Areas in the Medieval Hispanic Societies”. Imago Temporis. Medium Aevum, 5 (2011): 87-118.
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took in Spain in the 1980s has traditionally been explained around some specific 
events that have ended up becoming almost mythical,15 but the true reasons for the 
change can perhaps be explained simply by the 1985 Law of Spain's heritage .16 The 
application of this legislation and its adaptation through the norms of the regional 
administrations, or Comunidades Autónomas, who were immediately given power in 
the field of heritage, meant a rapid growth in archaeological interventions. Most 
of this work was on medieval and post-medieval heritage, given that it was mainly 
carried out in urban areas, the primordial target of a seemingly endless construction 
boom. The leap in medieval archaeology was thus essentially quantitative, and in 
no case qualitative. As Juan Antonio Quirós has recently recalled, the exponential 
growth of archaeological activity in the medieval sites did not imply a consolidation 
of the discipline or reinforcing of the methodological, conceptual or theoretical 
proposals.17 
There were many consequences of this new situation and these have been amply 
analysed, reflecting a not very hopeful panorama.18 In our analysis, these can be 
summed up by one fact: the archaeological study of the rural spaces became a 
marginal tendency. The impact of the so-called “rescue Archaeology” or “commercial 
archaeology” was minimal outside the cities, limited to large-scale public works, in a 
space that has suffered much less speculation and that lacks the advantages derived 
from the plans for the special protection of the subsoil applied in urban areas. 
Then, the archaeology developed from the scientific projects carried out in the 
universities and other research centres (museums, C.S.I.C., Casa de Velázquez, 
Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, etc.) has been epidermal in many cases, 
and has mainly focussed on aspects far removed from the rural settings. The 
widespread oblivion that affected the Andalusian rural space helped to generate 
a monumentalism with 19th century roots that the archaeology of al-Andalus has 
yet to fully escape from. While understandable, the fascination of the study of the 
large monumental sites and the greatest material expressions of the society has 
conditioned the research programmes and presided over the explanations of the 
great historical problems of al-Andalus. This way, on many occasions a distorted 
image has been obtained, the result of the concatenation of various isolated and 
not very representative elements. This is a common ill of the archaeologies of other 
15. Among the outstanding events that are habitually cited as decisive factors for the exponential leap in 
Andalusian archaeology are the first Congress of Spanish Medieval Archaeology, held in Huesca in 1983, 
and the publication of the first edition of the Boletín de Arqueología medieval in 1986. 
16. Law 16/1985, 25th June, of patrimonio Histórico Español (BOE num. 155, 29th June 1985; corrected for 
errors in BOE núm. 296, 11th December 1985).
17. Quirós, Juan Antonio. “Medieval Archaeology in Spain”, Reflections: 50 years of Medieval Archaeology, 
1957-2007, Roberta Gilchrist, Andrew Reynolds, eds. London: Maney Publishing, 2009: 176.
18. See the thoughts collected in: Malpica, Antonio. “La arqueología medieval entre el debate científico 
y social”, Tendencias actuales en arqueología medieval, Ángel Luís Molina, Jorge A. Eiroa, eds. Murcia: 
Universidad de Murcia, 2007: 9-22. An analysis of the consequences, taking a specific chronological and 
geographic setting as an example, can be found in: Eiroa, Jorge A. “Arqueología urbana de la Baja Edad 
Media en la región de Murcia: datos para un debate sobre el modelo de gestión”, Ciudad y Arqueología 
Medieval, Antonio Malpica, ed. Granada: Alhulia, 2006: 191-217.
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periods, similarly focussed on the great architectural and artistic manifestations of 
the state, which end up pushing the studies about the rural environment into the 
background.
The fact that the cities played a central function in Andalusian society, as in most 
societies,19 is accepted by everyone.20 However, the Andalusian territory cannot be 
explained simply as “a country of cities”.21 Al-Andalus was, to a large extent, made 
up of a sum of peasant territories and emphasising the decisive role played by the 
urban centres, which we all accept, need not minimise the importance of rural 
settlement.
Furthermore, in the future historiographic debate, the rural space is called upon 
to constitute the foundation to build future explanations on. In recent years, the 
debate about the characterisation of Andalusian society (the essential question) 
has been fuelled by the first in-depth response to Guichard's thesis, very widely 
accepted in the last thirty years.22 This is Eduardo Manzano's proposed explanation 
of the first centuries of al-Andalus, in which the 8th-century conquest is presented as 
the result of the pressure of “the armies of the centralised empire (...) in which strict 
social hierarchies prevailed”.23 Although the debate continues to develop, moving 
to the terrain of the specific questions and on the local and regional scale, the 
written sources seem to have offered almost all their answers and the solution will 
not remain in the hands of archaeology of power that has already been sufficiently 
exploited. In contrast, a better archaeological knowledge of what happened in the 
rural areas would be decisive for clarifying the true reality of Andalusian society. 
If, for example, the rural landscape of al-Andalus in the early centuries was not 
characterised by the presence of clannish cells but rather by the existence of small 
pre-Islamic settlements in which the members of the conquering army responsible 
for gathering taxes had settled, this would need to be confirmed beyond the written 
sources, in which, as Manzano himself recognises, identifying the conquerors is 
a task that “borders on the impossible”.24 This is one example of the high level of 
19. We should remember the suggestive monograph by Glaeser, who exaltated the city as the most 
important human creation and as the key element for development. See: Glaeser, Edward. Triumph of 
the City. How our Greatest Invention makes us richer, smarter, greener, healthier and happier. New York: Penguin 
Press, 2011.
20. Miquel Barceló himself recognised this in the controversial article that opens this analysis. Barceló, 
Miquel. “¿Qué arqueología...”: 93; or: Barceló, Miquel. “Quina arqueología...”: 250.
21. This denomination corresponds deliberately to the title of the congress held in 2005 and published 
three years later: Izquierdo, Ricardo; Carrobles, Jesús, eds. Al-Andalus, país de ciudades. Madrid: Diputación 
Provincial de Toledo, 2008.
22. This, logically, is the thesis first presented in: Guichard, Pierre. Al-Andalus. Estructura antropológica de 
una sociedad islámica en Occidente. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1998 (facsimile of the 1976 edition, 
with a full preliminary study by Antonio Malpica).
23. Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistadores, emires y califas. Los omeyas y la formación de al-Andalus. Barcelona: 
Crítica, 2006: 18-19. In this book Manzano defends that the tribal past of the Arab population dissolved 
in the vortex of the conquest and the idea of an always marginal role for the Berber tribal groups; 
the author is convinced that the tribal structures weakened rapidly and that their influence on the 
structuring of al-Andalus was practically null.
24. Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistadores, emires...: 274, note 70.
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opposition that the debate between conflicting postures has reached, but many more 
could be cited. It is probable that, as Antonio Malpica has indicated, the lack of a 
real dialogue between medieval history, essentially based on documentary sources, 
and archaeology has raised the idea of a very clear contrast between the grassroots 
organization of the peasant world and the State.25 In any case, the rural archaeology 
of al-Andalus is presented as an essential tool for seeking new explanations, bringing 
postures closer and reaching consensus.
3. The social organisation of the Andalusian rural world  
and the questioned importance of the residential spaces
Although the organisation of the rural space must at first have taken a range 
of forms, in function of the different social formations that coexisted in the years 
after the conquest, all the data indicate that, from the 10th century onwards, the 
Andalusian rural world was characterised by the juxtaposition and interrelation of 
some more or less stable elements. These elements, which have not been analysed 
to the same extent (and rarely together), are habitually classified into three main 
groups: the defensive spaces, the productive or working spaces and the residential 
spaces. We now know that these three groups, each with its own variables, could 
combine and overlap, but with no need for the three to be in all the territories. We 
are even aware of the unity of elements, since Barceló first formulated something 
that nowadays seems obvious to us: the Andalusian rural settlements were an 
indivisible set of productive and residential spaces, in other words, of land and 
dwellings.26 With a similar deduction, Pierre Guichard identified the existence in 
the sharq al-Andalus, of a clear association of the residential spaces, these rural 
settlements, and the defensive spaces (ḥiṣn/ḥuṣūn).27 However, while this model of 
organisation of the rural habitat developed in the 1980s by researchers linked to 
the Casa de Velázquez,28 the first general attempt to understand the complexity of 
the Andalusian rural landscape, was generally accepted, it was soon perceived to be 
reductionist and insufficient in light of the archaeological data that was appearing. 
25. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento...”: 40. The debate is still alive, judging by the 
recent text by Sonia Gutiérrez about the banalisation of the process of construction of the archaeological 
document. See: Gutiérrez, Sonia. “La islamización de Tudmīr”, Villa 2. Villes et campagnes de Tarraconaise 
et d’al-Andalus (VIe-XIe siècle): la transition, Philippe Sénac, dir. Toulouse: Université Toulouse II-Le Mirail, 
2007: 278 and following.
26. An updated summary of the proposal in: Kirchner, Helena. “Archaeology of the Landscape...”: 88-89.
27. One of the first works to detail this hypothesis was: Guichard, Pierre. “Géographie historique et 
histoire sociale des hábitats fortifiés ruraux de la región valentienne”, Habitats fortifiés et organisation de 
l’espace en Méditerranée Médiévale, Andrés Bazzana, Pierre Guichard, Jean-Michel Poisson, eds. Lyon: 
Maison de l’Orient, 1983: 87-94.
28. The best formulation of the model is in: Bazzana, André; Cressier, Patrice; Guichard, Pierre. Les 
châteaux ruraux d’al-Andalus. Histoire et archéologie des ḥuṣūn du sud-est de l’Espagne. Madrid: Casa de 
Velázquez, 1988.
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The existence of settlements scattered between numerous alquerías (qarya/qurā) 
(understood as homogeneous sets of homes and lands) of little demographic weight, 
structured within the same rural territory by grouped around a ḥiṣn, constructed 
as a refuge and eventually associated with a dwelling in the top or situated a short 
distance away,29 is valid in some cases,30 but not sufficient to explain the social 
organisation of the rural space in all territories and all periods. One of the authors 
of the proposal, André Bazzana, has recently recognised the ingenuity of the “‘ḥiṣn-
qarya’ binomial”.31 There are many situations that fall outside of this scheme and 
make the simplicity of the proposal evident: ḥuṣūn not built by, or for, the rural 
communities, like the fortifications erected in the rural areas by the power to control 
and defend the frontier around Huesca, in the Upper Marche, studied by Philippe 
Sénac;32 ḥuṣūn that played a double role, as occasional refuges for the people of the 
alquerías but also as a place from which to exercise power, like those documented in 
the Alpujarras by Patrice Cressier;33 or even networks of alquerías without ḥuṣūn, like 
those identified on Ibiza by Helena Kirchner.34 These are only some examples, but 
enough to understand that the three main elements identified could be combined 
and reformulated in a wide range of ways, even generating new elements, such as 
the fortified granaries, that do not fit into any of these three groups, but strengthen 
and articulate the dialogue between these.35
29. A simple and clear explanation of the model can be found in: Guichard, Pierre. “Algunas reflexiones 
sobre la arqueología medieval y su valor”, La arqueología medieval en la arqueología, Maria de los Ángeles 
Ginés, ed. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 2003: 43.
30. As shown, for example, by the fatwā by ‘Abū-l-Walīd b. Rušd (Cordoba, early 12th century), that 
presented a territory of 14 qurā organised around a ḥiṣn that served as a shelter (with occasional habitat) 
in times of danger. See: Guichard, Pierre; Lagardère, Vincent. “La vie sociale et économique de l’Espagne 
musulmane aux XIe-XIIe siècles à travers les fatwa/s du Mi’yâr d’al-Wansharîsî”. Mélanges de la Casa de 
Velázquez, 36/1 (1990): 219-220; Lagardère, Vincent. Campagnes et paysans d’al-Andalus (VIIIe-XVe s.). Paris: 
Maisonneuve et Larose, 1993: 176-177.
31. Quizás tanto Pierre Guichard como yo tendríamos que hacer una especie de autocrítica: en efecto, para 
una mejor y más fácil demostración y para la claridad operativa del modelo, hemos acentuado demasiado los 
caracteres del ḥiṣn rural; la pedagogía puede revelarse como muy reductora (“Maybe both Pierre Guichard 
and I should have done a kind of self-criticism: indeed, for a better and easier demonstration and 
operational clarity of the model, we accentuated the characters of the rural ḥiṣn. The pedagogy may 
turn out to be very reductive”). Bazzana, André. “Castillos y sociedad en al-Andalus: cuestiones 
metodológicas y líneas actuales de investigación”, El castillo medieval en tiempos de Alfonso X el Sabio, 
Ángel Luís Molina, Jorge A. Eiroa, eds. Murcia: Universidad de Murcia, 2009: 33.
32. Right from his early works. See, for example: Sénac, Philippe. “Contribution à l’étude de la Marche 
supérieure d’al-Andalus: les ḥuṣūn et le système défensif de Huesca”, La Catalogne et la France méridionale 
autor de l’an Mil. Barcelona: Generalitat de Catalunya, 1991: 269-281.
33. Cressier, Patrice. “Le château et la división territoriale dans l’Alpujarra médiévale: du hisn à la tâ’a”. 
Mélanges de la Casa de Velázquez, 20 (1984): 115-144.
34. Kirchner, Helena. “Redes de alquerías sin ḥuṣūn. Una reconsideración a partir de los asentamientos 
campesinos andalusíes de las Islas Orientales”, Castillos y territorio en al-Andalus, Antonio Malpica, ed. 
Granada: Athos-Pérgamos, 1998: 450-469.
35. Eiroa, Jorge A. “Fortified Granaries in southeastern al-Andalus”, Processing, Storage, Distribution of 
Food, Ruralia Series of peer review papers VIII, Jan Klápste, Peter Sommer, eds. Turnhout-Prague: Brepols 
Publishers, 2011: 1-9. 
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Of these three groups, the one of the fortified spaces has undoubtedly been 
studied in greatest depth. The fortifications, in any of the forms they took in 
the Andalusian rural landscapes (watchtowers, alquería towers, forts, etc.), are 
the most visible elements from the archaeological point of view. Perhaps that 
is why they have featured in the majority of non-urban studies of al-Andalus 
and the medieval Maghreb. In general terms, the ḥuṣūn have come to dominate 
the historiographic debate,36 although it is clear nowadays that the castles do 
not generate a scientific explanation in themselves, but are more third-party 
elements in the process of historical reconstruction that can only be understood 
in relation with the territory, residential areas and areas of economic exploitation.
The second of these groups, made up of the peasant working areas or productive 
areas (in other words, the fields in their different forms), has also been studied 
in depth, especially the irrigated areas, the highest agricultural expression of 
Andalusian society. Starting with the early research by Miquel Barceló in the 
1980s into the Andalusian irrigated areas,37 which outlined a series of general 
principles for Andalusian hydraulics, and the first fieldwork in Majorca, Granada 
and Ibiza, the so-called “hydraulic archaeology” has been defined.38 This is a set 
of techniques and methods that have enabled the planimetric and functional 
reconstruction of the original Andalusian irrigated areas and, more importantly, 
the evaluation of their agricultural output and population load.39 Other forms of 
peasant working spaces, like those used for livestock or non-irrigated agriculture, 
have been much more poorly analysed, but some recent publications indicate 
that this imbalance should be corrected in the coming years.40 
In contrast, the third group, the residential spaces, has developed 
intermittently. The initial rise in Andalusian archaeology after the great leap in 
the 1980s led to some important projects for excavating alquerías systematically, 
like the work done in Castillejo de los Guájares (Granada), Bofilla (Valencia) or 
Castillo del Río (Alicante). However, this soon evolved into a kind of “extensive 
archaeology”, based on prospecting, and especially on the fields, where the logic 
36. An accurate state of the question can be found in: Malpica, Antonio. “Los ḥuṣūn andalusíes y su 
análisis arqueológico”, Arqueología Medieval. Reflexions des de la práctica, Flocel Sabaté, dir. Lleida: Pagès 
Editors, 2007: 155-176.
37. Barceló, Miquel. “El diseño de espacios irrigados en al-Andalus: Un enunciado de principios 
generales”, I Coloquio de Historia y Medio Físico. El agua en zonas áridas. Arqueología e historia. Almería: 
Diputación Provincial de Almería, 1989: I, 15-45; Barceló, Miquel. “De la congruencia y la homogeneidad 
de los espacios hidráulicos en al-Andalus”, El agua en la agricultura de al-Andalus. Barcelona: El Legado 
Andalusí, 1995: 25-39.
38. Kirchner, Helena; Navarro, Carmen. “Objetivos, métodos y práctica de la arqueología hidráulica”. 
Archeologia Medievale, 20 (1993): 121-150; Arqueología y Territorio Medieval, 1 (1994): 159-182; Glick, 
Thomas F.; Kirchner, Helena. “Hydraulic systems and technologies of Islamic Spain: History and 
archaeology”, Working with water in Medieval Europe. Technology and Resource-Use, Paolo Squatriti, ed. 
Leiden-London-Cologne: Brill, 2000: 267-329.
39. I will not insist on these questions, much better explained in the article published by Helena Kirchner 
in this same journal. See: Kirchner, Helena. “Archaeology of the Landscape...”.
40. A good example is the recent volume about the dry-land areas published by the University of Lleida. 
See: Sabaté, Flocel, dir. Arqueología Medieval: Els espais de secà. Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2010.
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of the whole system seemed to reside.41 The coining of concepts that were decisive 
for understanding the complex structure of settlements, like the concept of the 
“networks of alquerías”: a “series of settlements —residential areas and working 
areas— homogeneous in construction and linked by specifically designed 
walkways”, was insufficient.42 Interest was shifting towards other spaces and 
the research into rural settlement became circumstantial and very unusual.
In the same way that there have been calls over recent years for a change in 
the archaeological practice in studies into medieval agricultural areas towards 
agrarian archaeology,43 I consider it necessary to reformulate the research strategies 
and broaden the sources of information to obtain significant results in the study 
of the residential spaces of rural al-Andalus. Going back to an archaeology of rural 
settlement would be of unquestionable value for answering essential questions for 
the characterisation of Andalusian society beyond the urban centres. It may also 
be necessary to redirect the research towards the rural settlements as they hold the 
key to understanding the cities. If, as Antonio Malpica suggests, such relevant cities 
as Madīnat Ilbīra or Pechina arose from various juxtaposed earlier rural settlements, 
the city can only be understood through the structure of the rural world and its 
maturation.44
41. Nunca un conjunto seriado de residencias contiene explicaciones suficientes sobre su emplazamiento. Sólo el 
estudio de los campos de trabajo puede revelar su lógica. (“A series of residences never contains sufficient 
detail about its location. Only the study of working fields may reveal its logic”). Barceló, Miquel. 
Los Banu Ru’ayn en al-Andalus. Una memoria singular y persistente. Granada: Al-Baraka, 2004: 38-39.
42. Un conjunto técnicamente articulado en el que su fisonomía espacial, su dispersión, resulta solo comprensible 
mediante el estudio de las áreas de trabajo que componen su secuencia (“A set technically articulated in its 
spatial physiognomy, its dispersion, only understandable by studying the work areas that make 
up its sequence”). This is a reformulation, much more useful, of Barceló's own ideas about the 
indivisibility of residential and productive spaces. Barceló, Miquel. Los Banu Ru’ayn...: 22.
43. Recently, a group of researchers linked to the study of medieval rural settlements and farming 
have called for a reorientation of the discipline with a proposed protocol, based principally on the 
archaeological resources, for studying agrarian areas: Ballesteros, Paula; Eiroa, Jorge A.; Kirchner, 
Helena; Fernández, Margarita; Ortega, Julián; Quirós, Juan A.; Retamero, Félix; Sitjes, Eugènia; 
Torró, Josep; Vigil-Escalera, Alfonso. “Por una arqueología agraria en las sociedades medievales 
hispánicas. Propuesta de un protocolo de investigación”, Por una arqueología agraria. Perspectivas de 
investigación sobre espacios de cultivo en las sociedades medievales hispánicas, Helena Kirchner, ed. Oxford: 
BAR-Archaeopress, 2010: 185-202. This proposal is articulated around three fundamental axes: the 
identification and reconstruction of the plots and their relation with the peasant settlements (the 
measuring of space); the dating and evolution of these spaces (the measuring of time); the study 
of the methods of managing these farmed areas. A development of these questions appears in: 
Kirchner, Helena. “Archaeology of the Landscape...”.
44. Malpica, Antonio. “Castillos, alquerías y ciudades en al-Andalus. Un debate partiendo del análisis 
arqueológico”, El castillo medieval en tiempos de Alfonso...: 120.
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4. An essentially archaeological problem
The written Arab sources have serious limitations, and these have turned the 
Andalusian field into “a terrain where we literally feel our way forwards”.45 They 
are, as Pierre Guichard defined accurately, “a geography by city dwellers for city 
dwellers”,46 where there is no room for rural settlement. There are some very 
valuable exceptions, like the more than two thousand fatwās by Mi’yār de al-
wanšarīsī,47 but the written Arab sources generally offer very limited information 
about the characteristics of Andalusian rural settlements. On one hand, as Eduardo 
Manzano stated, they impose a “top-down” vision, in other words, a view where 
almost everything we know refers back, in one way or another, to power, distorting 
any interpretation based around the reality of the peasant.48 On the other hand, 
this information usually refers to two very specific aspects: the toponymy and, very 
specially, the terminology of the different types of settlement.49 The texts use many 
denominations whose real correspondence with the archaeological evidence is far 
from clear. Together with the qarya, there is the ḍayca (hamlet, but we do not know 
how this differs from the qarya), the raḥal (individually owned rural settlement), the 
maŷšar (farmhouse or minor settlement, smaller than a qarya) or the ḥāra (segment 
or part of a qarya, sometimes converted into a qarya in itself);50 other minor types of 
settlements, compared with the qurā, that have not been satisfactorily characterised.
In this sense, it is necessary to remind the reader that the term alquería is used 
consciously in this article, starting with the title, and this requires an explanation. 
Beyond that fact that, within the enormous diversity that characterised the rural 
territory of al-Andalus (especially during the emirate), the qarya became the most 
widely-spread form of rural settlement in al-Andalus, I believe that the word 
45. Un terreno por el que avanzamos literalmente a tientas. Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistadores, emires ...: 274.
46. Una geografía hecha por hombres de ciudad para hombres de ciudad. Guichard, Pierre. “Los campesinos de 
al-Andalus”, Las Españas medievales, Julio Valdeón et alii, ed. Barcelona: Crítica, 2001: 129.
47. Lagardère, Vincent. Histoire et société en Occident musulman au Moyen Âge. Analyse du Mi’yâr d’al-
Wansharîsî. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 1995.
48. Siempre tendremos (...) la gran limitación de no ser capaces de ofrecer una visión de al-Andalus “desde abajo”. 
A pesar de que en los últimos años los estudios sobre fuentes jurídicas están ofreciendo perspectivas mucho más 
profundas e insospechadas sobre la realidad social andalusí, ésta presenta una riqueza y complejidad que difícilmente 
podremos aprehender debido a la casi completa ausencia de testimonios procedentes de estos campesinos, artesanos o 
comerciantes que componían el grueso de la misma (“We will always have (...) the great limitation of not being 
able to provide an overview of al-Andalus “from below”. Although recent studies of legal sources are 
offering up much deeper and unexpected perspectives about the Andalusian social reality, this displays a 
wealth and complexity that we can hardly grasp given the almost complete lack of evidence from those 
peasants, craftsmen and traders who made up the bulk of the [population]”). Manzano, Eduardo. “al-
Andalus: un balance crítico...”: 31.
49. A good analysis of the evident shortcomings derived from the work with these sources is the one by 
García Sanjuán about the Huelva area during the Andalusian epoch. See: García, Alejandro. Evolución 
histórica y poblamiento del territorio onubense durante la época andalusí. Huelva: Universidad de Huelva, 2003: 
162 and following.
50. About the ḥāra as a unit of settlement of the integrated alquerías, see: Martínez, Virgilio. Al-Andalus 
desde la periferia. La formación de una sociedad musulmana en tierras malagueñas (siglos VIII-X). Málaga: 
Diputación de Málaga, 2003: 323-328.
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alquería should be used to designate any Andalusian inhabited rural nucleus. In 
other words, this would be in line with the definition in the Real Academia de la 
Lengua Española, which defines it as “a homestead or small set of houses”,51 and 
not exclusively what the Arab texts identify as a qarya. We are similarly aware 
that, in the same way that the word ḥīṣn in the Arab texts refers to both the 
territory of a rural community and the fortified point which is its central point,52 
when the term qarya is used in these texts, it can designate the hamlet itself (the 
set of houses) or a relatively homogeneous set of dwellings and lands, as Vincent 
Lagardère has confirmed through his works based on the fatwās.53 Although, from 
the latter perspective, we should understand the alquería as a territory of influence, 
in which it is not strange to find various places of residence and whose limits are 
very difficult to establish, I believe we need to recover its traditional meaning. Using 
the Spanish term alquería to refer to each and every Andalusian rural settlement, as 
most medievalists do, paying attention to the material evidence, independently of 
their nomenclature in the sources (which may or may not be qarya), and not to the 
land and fields (whose indivisibility has been only too well demonstrated) would 
help to separate the residential or inhabited nuclei from the productive spaces. 
This means they can be analysed separately, in my opinion an indispensable first 
step to exploit the archaeological register to the maximum before the inevitable 
comparison. The settlements of rural al-Andalus are susceptible to being analysed 
separately, which does not mean that understanding them also does not requires 
studying the territory that maintains and explains them.
Thus I consider the use of the term alquería necessary to define a material, 
archaeological reality, with multiple variants, aware that this covers a wide range of 
possibilities designated in different terms, in other words, with different names, in 
the written sources. This decision is justified by the variability of the sources, which 
use different terms to designate the same settlement over a short period of time, as 
well as by the impossibility of finding equivalents for each of the terms documented. 
A good example to understand the limitations of the written Arab sources 
regarding the characterisation of the rural settlement is the study of the territory 
in the province of Albacete by Carmen Navarro. A detailed analysis of the Arab 
documentation shows Albacete as depopulated, with hardly any fortifications of 
importance, such as Alcaraz. However, the map that she was able to make from 
the Castilian documentation generated in the early years of the occupation of the 
territory of Albacete showed over a hundred Andalusian population centres. This 
led Carmen Navarro to talk, very aptly, of “a textually almost invisible al-Andalus”.54 
51. un caserío o conjunto reducido de casas (“Alquería”, Real Academia de la Lengua Española. <http://lema.
rae.es/drae>).
52. Bazzana, André. “Castillos y sociedad...”: 10.
53. Lagardère, Vincent. Campagnes et paysans d’al-Andalus (VIIIe-XVe s.). Paris: Maisonneuve et Larose, 
1993: 176-177.
54. Navarro, Carmen. “Fortificaciones y asentamientos andalusíes en la actual provincia de Albacete: un 
al-Andalus textualmente casi invisible”, L’“Incastellamento”. Actes des rencontres de Gérone (1992) et de Rome 
(1994), Miquel Barceló, Pierre Toubert, eds. Rome: École Française de Rome, 1998: 205-231.
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Moreover, this is a good sample of the many possibilities offered by the Castilian and 
Aragonese documents from immediately after the conquest, especially in the case of 
the territories incorporated from the 12th century on and even more in the case of 
the Nasrid kingdom of Granada.55 It is, above all, more proof of the necessity to turn 
to archaeology to seek answers.56
Thus the main source of information about the characteristics of Andalusian rural 
settlement is archaeology. However, the enormous limitations, presented above, of 
the current model of medieval archaeology, mostly urban and monumentalist, have 
considerably diminished its ability to respond to the questions posed by the written 
sources. The data gathered to date are heterogeneous and clearly insufficient. In 
Spain, there are very few cases published (at least partially) of Andalusian alquerías 
excavated extensively as part of archaeological research projects: Peñaflor (Jaén),57 
Bofilla (Valencia),58 Castillo del Río (Alicante),59 Las Sillas de Marcén (Huesca),60 
Solibernat (Lleida),61 Tirieza (Murcia),62 Yakka (Murcia),63 La Villa Vieja de 
Calasparra (Murcia)64 or El Castillejo de los Guájares (Granada).65 Some alquerías 
may be missing from the list and some as-yet unpublished interventions will surely 
be added in coming years, but there are no more than a dozen examples. We can 
find some more cases if we include the research done in Portugal.66 These include 
55. See, for example: Malpica, Antonio. Turillas, alquería del Alfoz sexitano. Granada: Universidad de 
Granada, 1984. Or, more recently: Martínez, Virgilio. Torrox. Un sistema de alquerías andalusíes en el siglo XV 
según su libro de repartimiento. Granada: Ajbar, 2006.
56. About archaeology as a way to renew medieval rural history, see: Alfonso, Isabel. “Las historiografías 
nacionales sobre el mundo rural medieval: una aproximación comparativa”, La historia rural de las 
sociedades medievales europeas, Isabel Alfonso, ed. Valencia: Universitat de València, 2008: 24.
57. Salvatierra, Vicente; Castillo, Juan C. Los asentamientos emirales de Peñaflor y Miguelico. Sevilla: Junta 
de Andalucía, 2000.
58. López, Pedro. La alquería islámica en Valencia: Estudio arqueológico de Bofilla, siglos XI a XIV. Valencia: 
Generalitat Valenciana, 1994.
59. Azuar, Rafael. El Castillo del Río (Aspe. Alicante). Arqueología de un asentamiento andalusí y la transición al 
feudalismo (siglos XII-XIII). Alicante: Diputación Provincial, 1994.
60. Sénac, Philippe. Un “village” d’al-Andalus aux alentours de l’an Mil: Las Sillas (Marcén, province de 
Huesca). Toulouse: Framespa, 2009.
61. Rovira, Jordi; Casanovas, Àngels; González, Joan R.; Rodríguez, Josep I. “Solibernat (Lleida). Un 
asentamiento rural islámico con finalidades militares de la primera mitad del siglo XII”. Archéologie 
islamique, 7 (1997): 93-110.
62. Eiroa, Jorge A. “El castillo de Tirieza: un asentamiento rural fortificado en la frontera oriental 
nazarí”, El otro lado. Asentamientos rurales andalusíes en la frontera oriental nazarí. Murcia: Universidad de 
Murcia, 2009: 37-48.
63. Ruiz, Liborio. Hisn Yakka. Un castillo rural de Sarq al-Andalus. Siglos XI al XIII. Excavaciones arqueológicas 
en el cerro del castillo de Yecla (1990-1999). Yecla: Ayuntamiento de Yecla, 2000.
64. Pozo, Indalecio. “La alquería islámica de Villa Vieja (Calasparra, Murcia)”, Castrum 6. Maisons et 
espaces domestiques dans le monde méditerranéen au Moyen Âge, André Bazzana, ed. Rome-Madrid: Casa de 
Velázquez, 2000: 165-175.
65. García, Alberto. La cerámica del poblado fortificado medieval de “El castillejo” (Los Guájares, Granada). 
Granada: Athos-Pérgamos, 2001.
66. A brief and updated review of the state of the arcahaeology of rural settlement in the Gharb al-
Andalus appears in: Gomes, Rosa. “El mundo rural en el Sur del actual territorio portugués (siglos XII-
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the classic studies carried out in Alcaria Longa (in the Bajo Alentejo)67 or Aldeia 
dos Mouros (Algarve Oriental)68, as well as interesting new data, from sites like 
the fishing village of Punta do Castelo, in Carrapatiera (Algarve Occidental).69 To 
sum up, there are few alquerías that have been studied under a global research 
project that involved archaeological excavation. There are few cases and these 
are very heterogeneous. It is necessary to widen the casuistic and define new 
research strategies, as rural settlement must necessarily be characterised from the 
archaeological data.
5. The characterisation of the Andalusian alquerías: old questions 
and new research strategies
Defining the characteristics of the Andalusian alquerías and their role in the social 
organisation of the rural (and urban) territory requires wringing as much as we can 
out of the archaeological register. Obviously, it is essential to increase the number 
of alquerías studied archaeologically. In this sense, it must be mentioned that the 
Archaeological field survey technique has been found to be insufficient. In recent 
years, the idea has spread that it is not necessary to excavate to develop archaeological 
knowledge of the rural settlement of al-Andalus.70 Of course, excavation is not 
necessary: it is essential. We are not alone to register its importance.71 Extensive 
archaeological excavation combined with well-defined stratigraphic sequences is 
fundamental for obtaining reliable chronologies or micro-spatial and functional 
readings, without forgetting the possibility of obtaining materials and samples 
XIII)”, Arqueología Medieval: Els espais de secà, Flocel Sabaté, dir. Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2011: 99-116. 
67. Boone, James L. “Rural settlement and Islamization in the Lower Alentejo of Portugal: the evidence 
from Alcaria Longa”, Arqueología en el entorno del Bajo Guadiana. Actas del Encuentro Internacional de 
Arqueología del Suroeste, Juan M. Campos, Juan Aurelio Pérez, Francisco Gómez, eds. Huelva: Universidad 
de Huelva, 1993: 527-544. 
68. Júdice, Teresa. “Aldeia dos Mouros versus Alcaria Queimada, an Ethnoarchaeological Case Study”. 
Coloquio internacional Arqueologia hoje, 1 (1990): 266-280.
69. Gomes, Rosa. “Povoado muçulmano na Ponta do Castelo (Aljezur)”. Al-Madan, 10 (2001): 200-201.
70. For example, Virgilio Martínez wrote that, conviene recordar, por si quedara alguna duda, que en esa 
arqueología destinada a reconstruir redes de alquerías sobra casi siempre la técnica de excavación. La prospección, por 
tanto, permite aportar un nivel de conocimiento aceptable (“it is worth remembering, in case any doubts linger, 
that in this archaeology aimed at reconstructing networks of alquerías, the technique of excavation 
is almost always unnecessary. Thus, archaeological field some contributes an acceptable level of 
knowledge.”). Martínez, Virgilio. “Reflexiones sobre el estudio...”: 217.
71. Antonio Malpica has stated that, Estamos de acuerdo con la necesidad de una arqueología del paisaje, sobre 
todo desde el momento en que las transformaciones son crecientes e imparables, pero de ahí a decir que las excavaciones 
sobran hay un gran trecho. Una intervención que analice el subsuelo con las leyes de la estratigrafía es fundamental 
y no sólo para ofrecer cronologías. (“We agree with the need for an archaeology of the landscape, especially 
from the moment when the changes were growing and unstoppable, but there is a long way between 
this and saying that excavations are unnecessary. An intrevention that analyses the subsoil with the laws 
of starigraphics is fundamental and not only to offer chronologies”). Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología 
para el conocimiento...”: 47.
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to submit to archaeometric, archaeozoologic, or archaeobotanic analyses, the 
indubitable basis of archaeology nowadays and in the future. 
Moreover, archaeological excavation represents the only possible option 
for understanding the evolution of the settlements, a diachronic reading that is 
usually completely overlooked by the territorial analysis based on systematic 
surface exploration and that is nevertheless decisive for understanding the social 
organisation of the rural landscape. For years, the alquerías have been defined with 
an immutability that is not true. The settlements changed and evolved, acquiring 
characteristics that varied greatly from the beginnings. The texts show that some 
were even abandoned.72 Over recent years, various cases have been presented of rural 
settlement mutating towards into forms other than the alquerías that have acquired 
a decisive historical dimension, shedding light on new historical explanations for old 
problems. This is the case of the appearance of the almunias, a process of possible 
privatisation of the properties documented in the late 10th century in the vicinity of 
Tudela, Saragossa and Lleida by Philippe Sénac, in the absence of groups of habitats 
that can be treated as qurā.73 Another case is the process of transformation of rural 
nuclei into villas de frontera, as Antonio Malpica defined them, from the 12th century, 
a process of generating almost urban structures in territories in which unfortified 
alquerías are conserved.74 Thus, the alquerías were in no way static realities.
The need for more projects to excavate in alquerías is also applicable in qualitative 
terms. We need to widen our chronological window, as we have hardly any 
archaeological data about the alquerías in the formative period of al-Andalus. It is 
also necessary to extend our typological variety, including forms of rural settlement 
that have been bypassed in our schemes. This includes, for example, cave dwellings, 
which offer the best perspectives for research, with an unusual “reliability of 
readings” (less alteration of the stratigraphy, purity of the register, etc.). The recent 
studies in Priego de Córdoba are a good example.75 Furthermore, establishing a 
typology for the alquerías to cover all the possible varieties would let us develop 
tools to reinforce the archaeological visibility of this type of settlement.
On the other hand, it is necessary to develop comparative case studies in the 
Maghreb, although we know that the “‘ḥiṣn —qarya’ complex”, for example, has 
no sense on the other shore of the Mediterranean. In a recent publication, Patrice 
Cressier expressed his surprise at the persistence, and even growth, of the traditional 
disinterest Spanish medievalist archaeologists have shown in Moroccan or Algerian 
72. For example, the case of the abandoned alquería with a mosque near Vélez-Málaga that appears in an 
11th-century text. Guichard, Pierre; Lagardère, Vincent. “La vie sociale et économique...”: 222.
73. Sénac, Philippe. “Evolución del poblamiento musulmán al norte del Ebro (siglos VIII-XI)”, 
Arqueología Medieval: Reflexions des de la práctica, Flocel Sabaté, dir. Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2007: 143-153, 
especially 150-152.
74. Malpica, Antonio. “Las villas de la frontera granadina ¿Ciudades o alquerías fortificadas?”, Le château 
et la ville. Espaces et réseaux, Patrice Cressier, ed. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 2008: 151-173.
75. Cano, Encarnación. La ocupación de cuevas naturales durante la Edad Media andalusí en el entorno de 
madīnat Bāguh (Priego de Córdoba). Granada: Alhulia, 2008.
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archaeology.76 Perhaps if we look back at recent analyses of rural settlements in 
medieval Morocco,77 or even the classic studies of such fortified sites as Sabta, in La 
Bahira, or cAyn Nzar, in Oujda, dating from over fifty years ago,78 we would find new 
elements for comparison. 
The need to measure and quantify also appears on the horizon, returning once 
again to the crucial question of dimensions. I have no wish to enter the debate that 
tries to draw a tenuous line to separate the urban and rural worlds and that, in 
the written Arab source, led to settlements being designated as “rural” that when 
analysed archaeologically can be described as clearly urban.79 Remembering the 
figures is enough to understand their limited ability when it comes to illustrating 
Andalusian rural settlement. Las sillas in Marcén (Huesca) had a population 
of around 200 according to Philipe Senac and Bofilla, in Valencia, had over 30 
domestic structures.80 Are these sites representative? They undoubtedly are, but 
not of the small alquerías. The 8,000 qurā that, according to al-Idrīsī, there were in 
the Aljarafe of Seville, would have been of various sizes, but most would have been 
small.81 Castillejo de los Guájares is not even a case of a “small alquería”. As Alberto 
García Porras has shown, Castillejo functioned as hub around which the space and 
planning of the territory were organised, and the analysis of the pottery found there 
shows its links to long-distance trade.82 It is thus necessary to broaden the casuistic 
to incorporate the study of the small populated nuclei, which were home to the bulk 
of the scattered rural population. Although the use of the concepts “dispersed” and 
“nucleated” was invented by modern historiography and is not usually applicable 
to medieval contexts,83 al-Andalus often reflects a reality very far from that of the 
concentrated settlement, so the application of these concepts will be particularly 
76. Cressier, Patrice. “Archéologie du Maghreb islamique, archéologie d’al-Andalus, archéologie 
espagnole?”, al-Andalus/España. Historiografías en contraste. Siglos XVII-XXI, Manuela Marín, ed. Madrid: 
Casa de Velázquez, 2009: 143-144.
77. Benhima, Yassir. “L’habitat fortifié au Maroc médiéval: éléments d’un bilan et perspectives de la 
recherche”. Archéologie islamique, 10 (2000): 79-102.
78. Allain, Charles. “Reconnaissances archéologiques dans le massif des Rehamna et la Bahira I”. 
Hésperis, 41/1 (1954): 156-189; Marion, Jean. “Les ruines anciennes de la région d’Oujda (Dir du Ras 
Asfour)”. Bulletin d’Archéologie Marocaine, 2 (1957): 117-173.
79. This refers, for example, to the case of Siyāsa (Cieza, Murcia), an urban site (at least in the period 
which most of the remains excavated date from) which in the written sources, is called ḥiṣn or qarya, but 
never madīna, and that has been defined by its two leading experts as a “hypertrophied rural settlement”. 
See: Navarro, Julio; Jiménez, Pedro. Siyāsa: estudio arqueológico del despoblado andalusi (ss. XI-XIII). Murcia: 
El Legado Andalusí, 1997: 328.
80. Sénac, Philippe. Un ‘village’ d’al-andalus...: 57; López, Pedro. La alquería islámica...: 158.
81. In any case, this figure, which is surely exaggerated, indicates the existence of a very dense rural 
population, which the archaeology has confirmed. See: Valor, Magdalena; Carabaza, Júlia M.; Porras, 
Ana I. “Espacio rural y territorio en el Aljarafe de Sevilla: Ḥiṣn al-Faraŷ”, Asentamientos rurales y territorio 
en el Mediterráneo medieval, Carmen Trillo, ed. Granada: Athos-Pérgamos, 2002: 338 and 353.
82. García, Alberto: La cerámica...: 454.
83. See the reflections in: O’Keeffe, Tadhg. “Reflections on the ‘dispersed-nucleated’ paradigm in 
medieval settlement archaeology”, Ruralia III, Jan Klápste, ed. Prague: Institute of Archaeology, 2000: 
103-105.
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useful in the Andalusian field. It will allow a hierarchy of the settlements to be 
established and to define the characteristics of the polarisation around the mosques 
suggested by the texts.84 This will require the typology of relations between the large 
and small settlements to be defined to establish the networks of settlement, which 
in turn, will enable spatial analyses to be applied to the typologies of settlement 
with a diachronic sense.
The question of the dimensions goes far beyond the above and becomes a decisive 
factor in relation with agrarian archaeology. The association between fields and 
houses, the indivisibility of the nuclei of residence and the working spaces have 
already been brought up. In that sense, over the last twenty-five years, the researchers 
in the team led by Miquel Barceló and later by Helena Kirchner, have rightly 
insisted on the need to measure the fields, reminding us “that size does matter”.85 
The peasant communities were aware of the precise limits of the carrying capacity 
of the territory they settled in. In other words, they knew the theoretical maximum 
size the human population could reach without exceeding the critical productive 
limits of its ecological niche, and maintain the stability with the environment.86 The 
correlation between fields and houses is thus evident. However, it is not enough just 
to measure the productive spaces. It is equally necessary to measure the residential 
places, the alquerías. Sooner or later, agrarian archaeology will require the real 
measurements of the alquerías to enable the reaching of significant conclusions about 
the congruence of the watered spaces with the settled groups. The establishment of 
real correlations between the number of family units in an alquería and the area of 
its irrigated lands as a way of drawing significant conclusions about the distribution 
of property is still pending.87 It is essential to determine the size and dimensions 
of the alquerías for the purpose of obtaining significant data about the number of 
inhabitants and family units, and the population density, that can then be used to 
analyse the carrying capacity in relation with the notions of risk and sustainability.
In this sense, we need to recover an archaeology of the alquerías which can 
develop research strategies to allow us to delve deeper into the central question of 
the autonomy of the peasant communities. For years, the term alquería conveyed a 
concept that we used to accept in plain language: social, economic or administrative 
autonomy from the external power. This was what was suggested by various 
textual fragments, but which were written in an urban and statist context.88 The 
84. Especially significant is the dispute between alquerías about setting up a new mosque that appears in: 
Lagardère, Vincent. Campagnes et paysans...: 176-177.
85. In direct reference to the title of one of the works: Retamero, Félix. “Lo que el tamaño importa. 
Cuándo y por qué se modificaron los antiguos sistemas hidráulicos andalusíes”. Arqueología Espacial, 26 
(2006): 293-310.
86. Glassow, Michael A. “The concept of carrying capacity in the study of culture process”, Advances in 
Archaeological Method and Theory 1, Michael B. Schiffer, ed. New York: Academic Press, 1978: 31-48. 
87. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento...”: 44. Quoting: Ramos, Manuel. “Recorrido 
histórico por la arqueología medieval en Granada”, La arqueología medieval en la arqueología, María de los 
Ángeles Ginés, ed. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 2003: 71.
88. Guichard recompiled the majority of the written evidence with indices of community structures. 
See: Guichard, Pierre. Al-Andalus frente a la conquista cristiana. Los musulmanes de Valencia (siglos XI-XIII). 
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archaeological analyses have normally confirmed that the homogeneity and 
cohesion of rural groups was reflected in the alquerías. This is clearly so with building 
materials and techniques (especially with the technique of “tapial”(rammed earth) 
or the absence of buildings overly differentiated by size or structure. Also significant 
is the lack of representative public spaces, except for some isolated exceptions, like 
the disputed public baths in Bofilla (Valencia), and the presence of collective storage 
spaces (hydraulic or agricultural) or defensive structures (walls, albacar, towers). It 
is even frequent to read that the archaeological material commonly found in the 
alquerías reveals the high degree of self-sufficiency of their inhabitants.89
However, the autonomy of the rural communities, recognised by even the authors 
most critical of the tribal model, is being more nuanced.90 It is no longer possible to 
continue to think that they lived independentely from the central power and, even 
less, from the urban world. The model created from Pierre Guichard's first ideas, in 
which he presented a strongly united peasant world whose very loose relations with 
the State were limited to the periodic payment of the Quranic tax, has been shown 
to be rigid and insufficient.91 On a clearly theoretical base, it does not adapt to the 
reality of the rural archaeological, in which peasant life appears clearly transformed 
by their mercantile capacity.92 Even the intervention of groups of power outside the 
State in the rural communities has been widely observed, not only in the formative 
Valencia: Universitat de València, 2001: 294-295. 
89. This is the case, for example, of the alquería of Las Sillas de Marcén, or the alquerías documented in 
the Extramadura region by Sophie Gilotte. See: Sénac, Philippe. Un “village” d’al-Andalus...: 125; Gilotte, 
Sophie. “Al margen del poder. Aproximación arqueológica al medio rural extremeño (ss. VII-XIII)”, 
Arqueología Medieval: La transformación de la frontera medieval musulmana, Flocel Sabaté, ed. Lleida: Pagès 
Editors, 2008: 76.
90. Eduardo Manzano wrote that the conquering army had been joined by “Berber tribal contingents, 
whose role evolved after their settlement in al-Andalus. From being rigidly controlled by their Arab lords, 
these African troops started to acquire ever more autonomy”. Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistadores...: 274-
275. However, in another work he suggests that the presence of the material culture of the caliphate in 
the rural spaces furthest from the urban centres invites a revision of the degree of self-sufficiency of the 
peasant communities. Manzano, Eduardo. “al-Andalus: un balance crítico”, Villa 4: Histoire et archéologie 
de l’Occident musulman (VIIe-XVe siècles). Al-Andalus, Maghreb, Sicile, Philippe Sénac, ed. Toulouse: CNRS-
Université de Toulouse-Le Mirail, 2012: 28.
91. Again, as Manzano has aptly indicated, the problem is not Guichard's hypothesis, but rather the bad 
use that is made of it: the “consecration as a “model” of a historical study, that was, in truth, brilliant 
and sugerente, but that contained hypotheses and proposals for study that the author himself recognised 
should be checked and further developed, with the result that what were brilliant beginnings for the 
enormous task of interpreting the complex Andalusian society came to be established as incontrovertible 
premises”, Manzano, Eduardo. “al-Andalus: un balance crítico...”: 22.
92. A development of this question can be found in: Malpica, Antonio. “Castillos, alquerías y ciudades...”: 
99-107. There he states that no se puede sostener, por tanto, que las comunidades rurales no se vieran afectadas 
por esa realidad cada vez más insoslayable (“it cannot be sustained that the communities was not affected 
by this reality every time more inescapable”), although eso no quita que pervivieran formas de vida próximas 
a la autonomía de las mismas, e incluso que se mantuvieran manifestaciones en coherencia con el peso de unos lazos 
familiares extensos (“this does not avoid the continuity of ways of life closed to the autonomy and even 
some manifestations that continued the weight of widesperad family ties”).
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periods of al-Andalus,93 but also in the central centuries.94 Thus, it is necessary to 
intensify the archaeological analysis of the alquerías to document the presence or 
absence of an internal hierarchy in the settlements, as well as to measure the real 
autonomy of the peasant groups in relation with the external powers.
In this sense, the possibilities offered by the study of rural dwellings in al-Andalus 
are especially interesting as an unsurpassable reflection of the organisation of the 
family groups. This is still pending an adequate characterisation to clarify if there 
really was a definable housing type and its possible evolution. Although, as is 
often mentioned, this was a local, traditional and popular “architecture without 
architects” in which continuity was stronger than evolution,95 it must be defined 
and a typology established. It would be the starting point for understanding the 
micro-spatial organisation of the alquerías. Learning the key points of the internal 
distribution, external connections and hierarchy within the settlements could be 
vital for understanding the organisation of work and the social hierarchies.
The development of the archaeological analysis of the alquerías would also allow 
the archaeological analysis of the non-agricultural terrains associated with them to 
be included.96 The unfarmed communal spaces and all they represent (livestock, 
gathering, hunting, etc.) will never be understood without taking the peasants 
and their homes as the starting point. The excavation of the residential spaces, an 
invaluable source of archaeological material that can be analysed in the laboratory 
(archaeometric, archaeobotanic, etc.), does allow significant conclusions to be 
drawn about the strategies for managing and working the natural environment. 
Finally, it is necessary to clarify the relation between the documented alquerías and 
mining and salt panning, traditionally marginal activities in the research, but that 
are nevertheless of vital importance for a full knowledge of the economy and the 
development of the productive efforts.
93. The references to troops billeted in alquerías in Eduardo Manzano are very interesting, suggesting an 
early Arab settlement of pre-existing places. See: Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistadores...: 276-282.
94. For example, the Umayyad inscription from Logrosán (Cáceres) which commemorates the 
restoration, by private initiative, of a rural mosque. See: Gilotte, Sophie; González, Antonio; Souto, Juan 
A. “L’inscription d’epoque omeyyade de la mosquée de “Las paredes” (Logrosán, Cáceres, Espagne)”. 
Archéologie Islamique, 10 (2000): 55-64.
95. Bazzana, André. “La maison rurale dans la péninsule iberique: un atelier d’ethno archéologie”, The 
rural house: from the migration period to the oldest still standing buildings, Jan Klápste, ed. Prague: Institute 
of Archaeology, 2002: 230. André Bazzana's two-volume monographic work is still today the most 
complete study of rural settlements in al-Andalus. See: Bazzana, André. Maisons d’al-Andalus. Habitat 
médiéval et structures du peuplement dans l’Espagne orientale. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 1992.
96. About the division of the territory of the alquería into various complementary parts, as separate 
legal entities, notable among which are the suitable land or mamlūka and the unsuitable or mubāḥa 
(commonland and wasteland), see: Trillo, Carmen. “La alquería y su territorio en al-Andalus: estrategias 
sociales de organización y conservación”. Arqueología Espacial, 26 (2006): 243-262.
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6. Conclusions
Despite its extraordinary development, the archaeology of al-Andalus has yet 
to find its true identity in the context of “Islamic archaeology” and still has to 
give an adequate answer to the doubts reflected by the first theoretical reflections 
from over two decades ago. The spectacular development of urban archaeology 
and the inevitable fascination with the great monumental sites of al-Andalus and 
the highest material expressions of its society has relegated rural archaeology to 
the background. However, an archaeology focussed on solving the problems of the 
social organisation of the peasant space is the best way to find new elements to let 
us characterise the society, the final aim of any research into al-Andalus. 
In this sense, in the same way that in recent years, there has been a call to 
re-orientate the archaeology of the Andalusian productive areas towards agrarian 
archaeology, we consider that it would be just as decisive to intensify and renew 
the archaeology focussed on the rural settlements, in other words, the alquerías. 
Research into the alquerías should be reactivated, increasing the number of known 
cases by systematic archaeological excavations, multiplying the casuistic and 
encouraging comparisons with Maghrebian rural settlement. We have to determine 
the characteristics of rural population centres in al-Andalus (site, situation, size, 
number of inhabitants, density, typology and evolution of the dwellings, internal 
organisation, etc.) with the purpose of defining a chrono-typology of the alquerías, 
and establishing the foundations for their relations with the surrounding territory, 
both the productive areas (cultivated or not) and the fortified ones. It is necessary 
to measure, name and connect. This is the only way the archaeology of the alquerías 
will manage to reformulate itself and cease to be an ancillary and illustrative sub-
discipline, to enable it to respond to relevant historical problems, like the crucial 
question of the independence of the Andalusian peasant communities from the 
external powers. 
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abstract
The aim of this article is to provide a comparative study of the historiographic 
production higher Middle Ages in the Navarre area over the last twenty-five years1. 
The starting point is fixed in the studies which followed the First General Congress of 
Navarre. Its lectures and communications initiate a comparative study and a starting 
point for new fields of work. The study is structured according to the principal 
research topics and attempts to set areas of debate, as well as the basic content and 
conclusions of the main contributions.
key Words
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1. This study is developed within the framework of the Research Project: LESPOR. Los espacios del poder 
regio (1050-1350). 3. Espacios de la memoria (HAR2010-21725-C03-02 of the Spanish Ministry of Science 
and Innovation). Translation to English by María Dolores Novella.
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Although the Navarre historiographic renewal of medieval times started long 
ago, with the work of José María Lacarra and his closest disciples, the relevance of 
which is unquestionable, we could take the I General Congress on Navarre History, 
held in 19862 as a symbolic starting point. The presentations given at the Congress, 
which consisted of a summary of previously developed issues and an indication of 
new lines of possible future work, in addition to the communications containing 
some of the challenges, as specific examples, may serve as an initial guide. We 
should consider the impossibility here, of analysing all the research that has taken 
place since José María Lacarra led the way towards methodological modernisation 
in 1930s, to which Navarre medieval studies are still grateful. In fact, the publication 
of the first volume of the congress proceedings symbolically coincided with the 
death of the renowned historian3.
With regard to the time frame of the study, the ideas arising from the Congress 
were developed by the principal heir to the ‘Lacarra school’ in the Navarre area, 
Ángel J. Martín Duque4, who progressively continued the process of renewal and 
whose extensive previous and equally relevant work5 can neither be studied in 
depth in this article. To the extent that the Congress not only analysed the current 
status of research, but also it different contributions, the brief and stimulating work 
by Professor Martín Duque makes it possible to continue just were he stopped. It 
must nevertheless be pointed out, although partially, that later approaches in this 
field have been made. In particular, the work of Luis Javier Fortún Pérez de Ciriza, 
on the occasion of the issue 200 of the Príncipe de Viana magazine regarding the 
studies on the early Middle Ages in this publication, is undoubtedly essential for 
a better understanding of that period. The time frame begins, of course, with the 
first publication in 1940 and ends in 19936, with his article. Other contributions, 
although limited and focused on more specific topics will be included and quoted 
here, in the relevant sections of the study.
2. Primer Congreso General de Historia de Navarra. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra: I (Ponencias); III 
(Comunicaciones. Edad Media), 1987-1988.
3. 6 August 1987. His best-known work on medieval Navarre: Lacarra, José María. Historia política del reino 
de Navarra desde sus orígenes hasta su incorporación a Castilla. Pamplona: Caja de Ahorros de Navarra, 1972-
1973, 3 vols. However, his career covers different fields of study, all of them with the same renewing 
criteria. To commemorate the centenary of his birth, the Government of Navarre entrusted his disciple, 
José Ángel Sesma, with the revised edition of his scattered and large work: José Ángel Sesma, ed. Obra 
dispersa de José María Lacarra (1907-1987). Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 2007-2011, 5 vols. In 
addition, he made reference to Lacarra's life and work: Sesma, José Ángel. “El discreto magisterio de Don 
José María Lacarra”. Jerónimo Zurita. Revista de Historia, 73 (1998): 69-87.
4. Martín Duque, Ángel J. “Horizontes de la investigación en historia altomedieval navarra”, Primer 
Congreso General...: I, 125-143.
5. It suffices to mention the re-edition of a great deal of his work during this preliminary phase in: Fermín 
Miranda García, ed. Pirenaica. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 2002 and the introductory pages referring 
to him in the compilation (Miranda García, Fermín. “Un (largo) café con don Ángel”, Pirenaica...: 559-
564) and especially in: Carrasco, Juan. “Martín Duque y la historiografía medieval Navarra”. Jerónimo 
Zurita. Revista de Historia, 73 (1998): 49-67.
6. Fortún, Luis Javier. “Los siglos altomedievales en la revista Príncipe de Viana”. Príncipe de Viana, 54 
(1993): 573-584.
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Having established the starting point of my analysis, the field of study should 
also be defined. Studies on the Middle Ages as a whole or those mainly focused on 
previous or later times, even if certain parts are within the framework of this study, 
will not be referred to in this article, except in justified cases. This decision is not so 
much based on scientific criteria, since many interesting proposals therefore may be 
left on the drawing board, but rather on methodological needs, given that the work 
would otherwise be impossible to carry out. Furthermore, it is well-known that the 
basque Pamplonese/Navarrese area also experienced substantial territorial change, 
which makes it more difficult to choose the work on topics that became or ceased to 
be part of the Pamplona/Navarre area during this period of time (La Rioja, Aragón, 
La Ribera, Gipuzkoa, Álava, Vizcaya, Ultrapuertos with all the novances that should 
be taken into account speaking about this territoires over the centuries). Although 
the study has never been intended in great detail, let alone in this field, we have 
therefore established space-time limitations and considered these areas as long as 
they were related to the Kingdom of Pamplona/Navarre and to dealing exclusively 
with the most relevant issues. Volume and content reasons make it impossible to 
analyse with a certain degree of detail aspects related to artistic expression, the 
importance of which in ‘general’ history is considerable; however it requires special 
analysis to assess the contributions made.
It should be said that the following divisions are obviously debatable, as is the 
including of the work in each section and the reader may consider other options 
to be more adequate. The criteria applied are undoubtedly related to the author's 
interests and opinions and therefore subject to debate. The structure chosen is to be 
expected, as are the topics analysed, irrespective of the point of view employed and 
the greater or lesser renewal of methods and areas of interest.
1. Editions and studies of sources
Although most of the early and high medieval diplomatic records and reports have 
more or less recent editions, the value of certain publications in the last twenty-five 
years should not be overlooked. The study and edition of the proto-systematic texts 
of the Navarre “Fuero General” were published in 1987, as a result of the thesis 
written by Juan Utrilla Utrilla7, which replaced the already outdated version by P. 
Ilarregui and S. Lapuerta published in 1869 and re-edited by the former Provincial 
Government in 1964. In the same year, the Revista Jurídica Navarra dedicated its 
second issue to the Tudela Legal Code (“Fuero”), which has yet to be subject of a 
critical edition8. In the field of the chronicles, general recent approaches have re-
evaluated the traditional considerationc about the: the Liber Regum or Libro de las 
7. Utrilla, Juan. El Fuero General de Navarra, Estudio y edición de las redacciones protosistemáticas (series A y 
B). Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 1987, 2 vols.
8. In 1994, Horacio Arrechea Silvestre presented his thesis Estudio y edición crítica del Fuero de Tudela 
(Universidad de Navarra), but it was not published, perhaps due to the early passing away of the author.
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generaciones y linajes de los reyes, written around 1200 and awaiting a new edition, 
apparently underway9. Finally, with regard to this issues, it is worth mentioning 
the source review of the eighth to the tenth century by Alberto Cañada Juste10 and, 
above all, the work by Ángel Martín Duque, half comparative study, half overall 
conclusions11. 
After an important resurge in previous decades, diplomatic editions still offer 
interesting contributions. Roldán Jimeno and Aitor Pescador published a complex 
edition of the documents of Sancho the Great12 almost a millennium after the king's 
anniversary, which may require further critical analysis, given the problems related 
to the way documents have been preserved, specially some of them, as shown in 
specific cases13. In 1990, José Ángel Lema Pueyo published a meticulous diplomatic 
edition of the documents of Alfonso I14. In the same collection, the archive holdings 
of the Navarre General Archive for the periods of 1134 to 1194 and 1194 to 1234 
have also been published15. On this basis, José María Jimeno Jurío and Roldán 
Jimeno Aranguren carried out a comprehensive review of Sancho VII's charts and 
substituted the hundred-year-old edition by C. Marichalar16. Finally, the documents 
of Pamplona's Cathedral were edited in 1997 by José Goñi, perhaps the most 
awaited work in this field in relation to the period of time at hand17. In addition, the 
first volume of the Navarra Judaica, which includes a large number of unpublished 
9. In addition to the monographic issue by e-Spania (9 June 2010), it is worth mentioning the extremely 
convincing opinions on the chronology made by Martín, Carmen; Viruete, Roberto. “Contribución al 
estudio de la cultura escrita medieval de Navarra. Nueva propuesta de datación del Liber regum”. Príncipe 
de Viana, 72 (2011): 375-386.
10. Cañada Juste, Alberto. “Historiografía navarra de los siglos VIII-X. Una aproximación a los textos”. 
Aragón en la Edad Media, 14-15 (1999): 275-290. Despite its title, the analysis mainly focuses on external 
texts and not only local texts.
11. “Del espejo ajeno a la memoria propia”, in: Martín Duque, Ángel; Martínez, Javier, eds. Signos de 
identidad histórica para Navarra. Pamplona: Caja de Ahorros de Navarra, 1996: I, 21-50.
12. Colección documental de Sancho Garcés III, el Mayor, rey de Pamplona (1004-1035), eds. Roldán Jimeno, 
Aitor Pescador. Pamplona: Pamiela, 2003.
13. Juan José Larrea analysed this kind of problems in the particularly early and complex set of 
documents of the Aragonese Monastry of San Martín de Cillas. Larrea, Juan José. “La documentación 
de San Martín de Cillas, un ensayo de crítica de las fuentes altomedievales”. Revista de historia Jerónimo 
Zurita, 61-62 (1991): 7-44. More focused on purely diplomatic issues, the work by: Martínez, Concha. 
“Las cláusulas conminatorias en los documentos de San Salvador de Leire, siglos IX, X y XI”, Segundo 
Congreso General de Historia de Navarra. 2. Prehistoria, Historia antigua, Historia medieval, Pamplona: Gobierno 
de Navarra, 1992: 401-408.
14. Colección Diplomática de Alfonso I de Aragón y Pamplona (1104-1134), ed. José Ángel Lema. San Sebastián: 
Eusko Ikaskuntza, 1990.
15. Lopetegui, Guadalupe; Pescador, Aitor. Archivo General de Navarra (1134-1194). San Sebastián: Eusko 
Ikaskuntza, 1997; Jimeno, José M.; Jimeno, Roldán. Archivo General de Navarra (1194-1234). San Sebastián: 
Eusko Ikaskuntza, 1998. Within the same collection, other editions compile Navarre documents prior to 
13th century, but they are not included in this article since they mainly refer to later times.
16. Colección documental de Sancho VII el Fuerte (1194-1234), eds. José Maria Jimeno, José Ángel Lema, 
Roldán Jimeno, David Mariezkurrena. Pamplona: Pamiela, 2008.
17. Goñi, José. Colección diplomática de la Catedral de Pamplona. Tomo I (829-1243). Pamplona: Gobierno de 
Navarra, 1997.
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diplomatic records, is considered an extremely important source of knowledge of 
the Jewish minority18.
Ángel Martín Duque's lecture at the I General Congress on Navarre 
History highlighted the importance of the archaeological evidence and its 
lack of relevance in historic research until then. Since then, the progress in 
early medieval archaeology has been prolific, but still seems to be eternally 
provisional, subjected to public works and the required explorations established 
by law, in the absence of systematic and adequate programming, far from the 
heavy impulse received in the eighties. The study by Carmen Jusué Simonena, 
Poblamiento rural de Navarra en la Edad Media. Bases arqueológicas. Valle de Urraúl 
Bajo19, which well exceeds the geographical framework limiting the study of 
materials and constitutes outstanding and pioneer work in this field by leading 
the way in research methodology, is a key element in highlighting the importance 
of archaeology in the reconstruction of population and socio-economic models. 
Following this study, the same author and other archaeologists published 
several detailed studies, almost always highly specific or focused on emergency 
archaeological exploration and works, the majority of which appear in the 
magazine Trabajos de Arqueología Navarra, which began publishing in 1979. 
Furthermore, the works involved in the restoration of the Pamplona and Tudela 
Cathedrals, as well as neighbouring areas, amongst others, are particularly 
noteworthy20. Finally, mention should be made of the recent publication of 
a series of works published as a dossier called “Arqueología altomedieval de 
Vasconia y su entorno”, intended in the majority of cases as a comparative study 
and recognition of the state of the issue21.
18. Carrasco, Juan; Miranda García, Fermín; Ramírez Vaquero, Eloísa. Los Judíos del reino de Navarra. 
Documentos 1093-1333. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 1994.
19. Jusué, Carmen. Poblamiento rural de Navarra en la Edad Media. Bases arqueológicas. Valle de Urraúl 
Bajo. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 1988. The same author made some conclusions on her own 
methodological approach in: Jusué, Carmen. “Arqueología de los despoblados medievales: una 
aproximación al conocimiento del mundo rural”, Paisajes rurales y paisajes urbanos. Métodos de análisis en 
Historia medieval. III Seminario de Historia Medieval. Zaragoza: Universidad de Zaragoza, 1994: 103-121. 
More specific: Jusué, Carmen. “Apardués: un modelo de asentamiento rural en la Navarra medieval”, 
Arqueología medieval española. II Congreso. Madrid: Asociación Española de Arqueología Medieval, 1987: 
483-493.
20. Tabar, Inés; Jusué, Carmen. “Cerámica medieval navarra I: producción no vidriada”. Trabajos de 
arqueología Navarra, 7 (1988): 273-318; Tabar, Inés; Mezquíriz, Mª Ángeles. “Excavaciones arqueológicas 
en la catedral de Pamplona”. Trabajos de arqueología Navarra, 11 (1993-1994): 310-311; Martínez, Begoña; 
Bienes, Juan José; Martínez, José Manuel; Navas, Luis. “Excavaciones en la Plaza Vieja de Tudela: la 
Mezquita Mayor”. Trabajos de arqueología Navarra, 11 (1993-1994): 137-139; Martínez, Begoña; Navas, 
Luis. “La excavación de urgencia de la Plaza Vieja (Tudela-1993): La necrópolis cristiana y nuevos datos 
sobre la Mezquita Aljama”. Trabajos de arqueología Navarra, 12 (1995-1996): 91-174, or Ramos, Mikel. 
“Arqueología en la Autovía del Camino”. Trabajos de arqueología Navarra, 21 (2009): 5-120, amongst 
other examples located in this period or mainly focused on it in most of their exposition.
21. The set of twelve contributions were published in: Quirós, Juan Antonio, coord. Vasconia en la Alta 
Edad Media, 450-1000. Poderes y comunidades rurales en el norte peninsular. Vitoria: Universidad del País Vasco, 
2011: 119-279. The following contributions may be considered as relevant for their overall balance study: 
Ramos, Mikel. “Arqueología de los espacios rurales altomedievales en Navarra (450-1000)”, Vasconia en la 
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The works with the greatest historiographic and even social impact were 
those carried out at the Plaza del Castillo in Pamplona to build a car park. Apart 
from remains from other periods, the discovery of certain materials linked to an 
important Muslim necropolis renewed most of the traditional beliefs relating to 
the presence of the Umayyad power in Navarre. The team that conducted the 
archaeological excavations published most of the results in different works22.
Faustino Menéndez Pidal's work on sigillography and heraldry has added to 
his many and essential contributions to the study of the reigns of Sancho VI and 
Sancho VII, the period during which the first examples of this type of record arose 
and whose value is clearly greater than that of a mere legal instrument linking the 
representation and exercising of power23.
Although the value of works of art as an historical source of information is 
unquestionable, we cannot analyse the field in detail, for the reasons stated above. 
Contributions regarding sources from other fields are scarce, especially taking into 
account the specific time period, with the exception of contributions on toponymy, 
focused on Estella, by Fernando González Ollé and José María Jimeno Jurío24 and 
a brief anthroponomical approach by José Ángel García de Cortazar25, as well as by 
Concepción Fernández de la Pradilla and Javier García Turza, although only limited 
to La Rioja area when it belonged to the Kingdom of Pamplona26.
Alta Edad Media, 450-1000...: 119-132; Sarasola, Nerea. “Investigaciones arqueológicas de época medieval 
en Gipuzkoa: Pasado, presente y futuro”, Vasconia en la Alta Edad Media, 450-1000...: 133-144; García, 
Iñaki. “Arqueología de la Alta Edad Media en el País Vasco Cantábrico”, Vasconia en la Alta Edad Media, 
450-1000...: 145-162; Tejado, José María. “La Rioja en la Alta Edad Media a través de la Arqueología”, 
Vasconia en la Alta Edad Media, 450-1000...: 163-180.
22. Faro, José Antonio; García, María; Unzu, Mercedes. “Pamplona y el Islam: nuevos testimonios 
arqueológicos”. Trabajos de arqueología Navarra, 20 (2007-2008): 229-284; as well as “Las necrópolis 
pamplonesas del 700”. Zona arqueológica. Arqueología e Historia entre dos mundos, 15 (2011): 295-312.
23. Amongst other examples: Menéndez, Faustino. “Un mandato original de Sancho VI de Navarra y 
los sellos de cierre del siglo XII”. Estudis castellonencs, 6 (1994-1995): 913-920; Menéndez, Faustino. 
“Primeros emblemas regios”. Signos de identidad histórica para Navarra..., I: 175-186.
24. González Ollé, Fernando. “Etimología del topónimo Estella”. Príncipe de Viana, 51 (1990): 329-344; 
Jimeno, José María. “¿El nombre vasco de Los Arcos según el Fuero de Estella?”. Fontes Linguae Vasconum. 
Studia et documenta, 22 (1990): 55-63.
25. García, José Ángel. “Antroponimia en Navarra y Rioja en los siglos X a XII”, Estudios de historia 
medieval, Luís Suárez, Vicente A. Álvarez, Miguel Ángel Ladero, Julio Valdeón, eds. Valladolid: Universidad 
de Valladolid, 1991: 175-191.
26. Fernández, Concepción; García, Javier. “Contribución al estudio de la antroponimia riojana: siglos 
X-XI”, Segundo Congreso General de Historia...: II, 365-373; García, Javier. “El sistema antroponímico 
en La Rioja a partir de la documentación de los monasterios de San Millán de la Cogolla y Valvanera 
hasta el año 1100”, Actas del Congreso Internacional de la Población: V Congreso de la ADEH. 3. La población 
del valle del Ebro en el pasado, David S. Reher, coord. Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 1999: 
161-180.
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2. General works
The doctoral thesis by Juan José Larrea, Peuplement et société de la fin du monde 
romain à l’Âge Féodal (IVe-XIIe siècles)27, was published in microfilm format in 1994 and 
a new revised and summarised version in 199828. Despite the thematic framework 
suggested by the title, or perhaps for this reason, the analysis also covers aspects 
related to ideological transfer, sense of power, relation between res publica and res 
privata, all of which easily fit into this section. It is certainly a work of reference, 
due to its methodological innovation and scope of topics, with a perspective that 
clearly falls within the context of the models designed by the school of the director 
of the thesis, Pierre Bonnassie, for the Catalonian area or, in general terms, for the 
French Carolingian and post Carolingian Midi areas29. Advocates of ‘mutationism’ 
will agree with many of the views expressed in the work. They will find the 
continuity of late Roman models during six centuries, including the preservation of 
the concept of public tax by the local elite and the monarchy of the 10th century. The 
necessary breakdown of the system, symbolised by the death of Sancho Garcés IV, 
takes place between 1035 and 1076, the interval consisting of the two generations 
following the reign of Sancho the Great. On the other hand, those with different 
views to these historiographic perspectives will undoubtedly consider some of the 
interpretations to be lacking sufficient source information or are based on inaccurate 
interpretations30. However, the analysis fully coincides on one idea: the intense 
Romanisation of the territory before the Arab conquest, essential for the structure 
of the social and political model upon which the kingdom existing around 900 was 
based. Indeed, this idea is also the principle developed by Ángel Martín Duque, 
who disagrees with ‘mutationism’ models and whose approaches are explained in 
the chapters of Historia de España de Menéndez Pidal, which was published between 
1992 and 199931. However, in this case, the predominating idea is that the final 
result of the process, although coinciding, comes from a long evolution, with its ups 
27. Directed by Pierre Bonnassie.
28. Larrea, Juan José. La Navarre du IVe- XIIe siècles. Peuplement et société. Bruxelles: De Boeck, 1998. He 
analysed again some of the essential aspects of his approach in: Larrea, Juan José. “Rasgos distintivos 
del proceso de feudalización en Navarra”, El temps i l’espai del feudalisme, Flocel Sabaté, Joan Farré, eds. 
Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2004: 185-196.
29. A role model which inspired in some way the work by Sesma, Ángel. “Instituciones feudales en 
Navarra y Aragón”, En Torno al feudalismo hispánico: I Congreso de Estudios Medievales. Ávila: Fundación 
Sánchez-Albornoz, 1989: 341-371.
30. See critical note by Fermín Miranda García to the 1998 edition in Huarte de San Juan magazine. 
Geografía e Historia, 6 (1999): 297-299.
31. Martín Duque, Ángel. “El reino de Pamplona, 718-1035”, Historia de España, Ramón Menéndez Pidal, 
ed. Madrid: Espasa Calpe, 1999: VII/2: 39-266; Martín Duque, Ángel. “Declive del reino de Pamplona y 
crecimiento aragonés, 1035-1076”; “El despliegue del reino de Aragón y Pamplona, 1076-1134”, Historia 
de España..., 1998: IX: 237-323; Martín Duque, Ángel (in collaboration with Eloísa Ramírez Vaquero). 
“Aragón y Navarra. Instituciones, economía y sociedad. Siglos XI y XII”, Historia de España..., 1992: X/2, 
335-444. The chapter “Del reino de Pamplona al reino de Navarra (1134-1217)”, on the period of this 
study, is also remarkable and was signed by his disciple, L. Javier Fortún Pérez de Ciriza: Fortún, Luis 
Javier. “Del reino de Pamplona al reino de Navarra (1134-1217)”, Historia de España...: IX, 607-660.
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and downs, during which the always underlying model of the Isidorian monarchy 
does not prevent a continuous transition from the late Roman public tax authorities 
and their social and economic networks towards the private and feudal system of 
the final stage32. In the sections below, regarding more specific work, the different 
special features of the two lines of thinking and other alternatives are discussed.
3. Times of transition (5th-8th centuries)
The intensity and quality of the relations between the “vascones” and the 
different governing authorities in Hispania and Gaul were the most repeated topics 
in historiographic analysis for decades or even centuries. The above mentioned 
overall studies highlight the strong presence of Hispano-Gothic and also Arab 
power immediately following the invasion of 711. Nevertheless, there have also 
been studies that, according to pure tradition, tend to downplay this approach 
and insist on the importance of a “vasconic” area, with little internal structure, 
although reluctant to be dominated by these powers, if not radically opposed. 
Some authors, such as Mikel Poza33, claim the elimination of certain stereotypes, 
which were easily accepted for decades in the analysis of sources. Nevertheless, 
the tendency to identify “vascones”/barbarism/rebelliousness still underlies in 
studies of compiling and analysing wich are worthy, even when the existence 
of an Aquitanian-Vasconian koiné may be proposed to justify the warmongering 
nature of such people, a community with shared interests that was to develop 
beyond cultural aspects on both sides of the Pyrenees and which was the result of 
simultaneous pressure by Goths and Franks. The more romanised Aquitanian people 
would have established an independent area influencing less romanised Vasconian 
areas34. However, other studies explain the confrontations using the internal logic of 
Hispano-Goth and Frankish-Merovingian power35. Other authors, such as Roldán 
Jimeno, nevertheless consider that the undeniable intensity of Roman culturisation 
did not prevent local customary models from surviving, models that the Hispano-
32. A brief overall comparative study with the main argument lines, Martín Duque, Ángel. “Vasconia en 
la Alta Edad Media. Somera aproximación histórica”. Revista Internacional de Estudios Vascos, 44 (1999): 
399-439. Regarding the political trajectory of the kingdom, see also: Martín Duque, Ángel. “Del reino de 
Pamplona al reino de Navarra”, Signos de identidad histórica...: I, 145-154.
33. Poza, Mikel. “La barbarie como explicación histórica y sus problemas: los vascones de los siglos VI y 
VII”. Miscelánea medieval murciana, 35 (2011): 189-200.
34. Azkarate, Agustín. “Francos, aquitanos y vascones. Testimonios arqueológicos al sur de los Pirineos”. 
Archivo español de arqueología, 66 (1993): 149-176; Azkarate, Agustín. “Algunas consideraciones sobre el 
siglo VII en el entorno circumpirenaico occidental”, 1º Congresso de Arqueologia Peninsular: (Porto, 12-18 de 
Outubro de 1993): actas, Oporto: Sociedad Portuguesa de Antropologia e Etnologia, 1994: IV, 307-329. More 
recent but following the same line, Azkarate, Agustín. “Repensando los márgenes circumpirenaicos-
occidentales durante los siglos VI y VII”. Arqueología e Historia entre dos mundos, 15 (2011): 241-253.
35. Pavón, Júlia. “Pompaelo y su distrito en la época hispano-goda”. Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 30 
(2000): 3-16.
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Gothic authorities found difficult to control36. Along the same lines, Armando Besga 
analyses the Germanic period as the interruption of Roman cultural continuity in 
most of the Vasconic territory, as well as the reinforcement of local values37. 
The debate has been more intense with respect to the presence of Pamplona 
bishops on Hispano-Gothic church councils and the extent to which such presence 
constitutes the participation of the local ecclesiastic and noble elite in the power 
structures of the Kingdom of Toledo. Juan José Larrea considers that episcopal 
collaboration is not particularly different from that provided by other peripheral 
dioceses of the Hispano-Gothic Kingdom. It would be a clear example of the local 
elite committed to the political power of Toledo, to the same extent and with the 
same contradictions as in the rest of the kingdom, in a similar decentralised situation. 
Koldo Larrañaga maintains that the intense relations are, in fact, not so intense, if 
not forced, which obviously leads him to very different conclusions38.
According to M. Concepción Fernández López, De laude Pampilone was written 
in this complex context. The poem was copied and distributed at the end of the 
10th century. According to said author, the poem was written during the middle of 
the 6th century, therefore with a strong Roman-Gothic cultural influence (with no 
contradiction). K. Larrañaga sets the poem in the context of Carolingian models and, 
consequently, in the short period of Frankish control of the city, at the beginning of 
the 9th century39.
In the previous stages of Frankish control of Pamplona, one of the most famous 
battles in European history took place, not so much due to its actual repercussion, 
but rather to the related literary cycle: Roncesvalles. Armando Besga again analysed 
the battle and its rivals, to highlight, contrary to A. Martín Duque's ideas, the South-
Pyrenean origin of the Vasconic forces which defeated Charlemagne and minimise 
the importance of the battle; also, after comparing different sources40, Pedro 
36. Jimeno, Roldán. “Vascones y visigodos: Análisis iushistórico de la organización militar”, Los vascones 
en las fuentes antiguas. En torno a una etnia de la antigüedad peninsular. Barcelona: UAB, 2009: 253-260.
37. Armando Besga, Ani Elorza, Ángel Domínguez, Enrique García, Sara Madariaga, eds. Domuit vascones. 
El País Vasco durante la época de los reinos germánicos. La era de la independencia (siglos V-VIII). Bilbao: Librería 
Anticuaria Astarloa, 2001; also, Besga, Armando. “El concepto de vascón en las fuentes durante los siglos 
VI-IX”. Letras de Deusto, 23 (1993): 57-84.
38. The open debate in Hispania Sacra was informed by four articles of different extension but same 
intensity: Larrea, Juan José. “El obispado de Pamplona en época visigoda”. Hispania Sacra, 48 (1996): 
123-147; Larrañaga, Koldo. “Sobre el obispado pamplonés en época visigoda”. Hispania Sacra, 49 (1997): 
279-317; Larrea, Juan José. “De nuevo en torno a los primeros siglos del obispado de Pamplona”. Hispania 
Sacra, 49 (1997): 319-326; Larrañaga, Koldo. “A vueltas con los obispos de Pamplona de época visigoda: 
apostillas a una réplica”. Hispania Sacra, 50 (1998): 35-62.
39. As it's generally known, the poem appears in the Roda Codex, compiled at the end of the 10th 
century, along with a letter by the emperor Honorio addressed to Pamplona citizens, which was written 
around 418. Fernández, M. Concepción. “Una lectura del De laude Pampilone epistola”, Actes del IXè Simposi 
de la Secció Catalana de la SEEC (Societat Espanyola d’Estudis Clàssics), Lambert Ferreres, Virgilio Bejarano, 
eds. Barcelona: Sociedad Española de Estudios Clásicos, Secció Catalana-Publicacions de la Universitat 
de Barcelona, 1991: I, 395-402; Larrañaga, Koldo. “Glosa sobre un viejo texto referido a la historia de 
Pamplona: el De laude Pampilone”. Príncipe de Viana, 55 (1994): 137-147.
40. Besga, Armando. “Vencedores, vencidos y Roncesvalles”. Letras de Deusto, 29 (1999): 9-46; Chalmeta, 
Pedro. “Rozaballes and Bernardo”. Arabica: Journal of Arabic and Islamic Studies / Revue d’études arabes et 
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Chalmeta locates the possible venue of the battle in the Aragonese mountains, as 
Antonio Ubieto had done.
4. Muslim dominance
Studies on the period of Muslim dominance are still pending as part of the 
historiographic renewal. Apart from the archaeological contributions mentioned 
above, only half a dozen studies of varying levels of interest are worth reviewing. 
They include the overall analysis by Jesús Lorenzo Jiménez and Ernesto Díaz de 
Garayo, although limited to the 8th century, which highlights a greater degree of 
territorial control than traditionally accepted41. Also, in the sociopolitical arena, 
J. Lorenzo has made a profound and from now an indispensable revision on the 
Banū Qāsī, the family that dominated the central Ebro valley until the beginning 
of the 10th century. Their genuine political ascent would have occurred after 
their conversion to Islam42. With regard to territorial organisation, there is a brief 
descriptive balance on the hierarchy of settlements in the regions arround Tudela43 
and a few studies relating to the medina and walls of Olite44 and Tudela, in this 
particular case in relation to the importance of water as an instrument of social and 
economic organisation45.
islamiques, 55 (2008): 122-131.
41. Lorenzo, Jesús; Díaz, Ernesto. “Al-Ándalus, ¿en la periferia de Vasconia?”, Vasconia en la Alta Edad 
Media, 450-1000...: 55-70.
42. Lorenzo, Jesús. La dawla de los banu-Qasi; origen, auge y caída de una dinastía muladí en la frontera superior 
de al-Ándalus. Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 2010. On conversion to Islam, 
Pavón, Julia. “Muladíes. Lectura política de una conversión: los Banū Qāsī (714-924)”. Anaquel de Estudios 
Árabes, 17 (2006): 189-201.
43. Souto, Juan A. “El noroeste de la Frontera superior de al-Ándalus en época omeya: poblamiento y 
organización territorial”, García Sánchez III “el de Nájera”. Un rey y un reino en la Europa del siglo XI, José I. de 
la Iglesia, coord. Logroño: IER, 2005: 253-267. It is an extract of his work on “El noroeste de la frontera 
superior de al-Andalus en época omeya: los datos de las fuentes geográficas e históricas”. Boletín de la 
Asociación Española de Orientalistas, 29-32 (1993-1996): 273-290, 267-279, 59-72 and 265-282, of larger 
territorial and thematic scope.
44. Cabañero, Bernabé. “La madina islámica de Olite, Navarra: claves para el estudio de su conjunto 
amurallado”, Simposio internacional sobre la ciudad islámica: ponencias y comunicaciones, Mikel de Epalza, José 
Luís Corral, ed. Zaragoza: IFC, 1991: 303-320. The author suggests that the walls may be Arab, which 
would imply that the importance of the population at this time period would have been higher than 
traditionally accepted.
45. Hernández, M. Carmen. “Agua y poblamiento: notas sobre la configuración del territorio de 
Tudela andalusí”. Studia historica. Historia medieval, 24 (2006): 315-339; Hernández, M. Carmen. “Las 
transformaciones de la medina de Tudela y su impacto en el paisaje rural andalusí a raíz de la conquista 
cristiana. Una cuestión sobre la organización de los sistemas y recursos acuíferos”, La Ciudad medieval y 
su influencia territorial, Beatriz Arízaga, Jesús A. Solórzano, eds. Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 
2007: 381-394.
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5. Political history and power
The deep-rooted historiographic tradition of Navarre medievalism, whose 
publications in terms of political history have always been abundant, has not 
weakened. Although it is true that the new thematic and methodological trends, 
which are focused on the ideology and building of power, have gained prominence 
with respect to studies more closely linked to the old habits of the study of the 
history of events, perhaps because they are already well-known.
The study on the first era of development of the Kingdom of Pamplona (10th 
century) and even the immediately preceding period, in which the fundamental 
bases of the new political territory were established, has experienced a considerable 
boost in the last ten years. The continuity of genetics and family relations between 
the groups in power under the Muslim dominance and those forming part of the 
new kingdom has been observed46. There have been convincing arguments to 
support the importance of the relations of submissiveness and collaboration, and 
not only of conflict, when it exist, with the Andalusian authorities that facilitated 
the final step towards the creation of a new kingdom. The convergence of such 
interaction with previous Roman-Christian (and Hispano-Gothic) cultural models 
would have provided simple but solid ideological pillars from the beginning47. It 
would have even contributed, from another perspective, to a better understanding 
of the rapid military advance in the Alta Rioja region during a period of apparent 
military weakness, although the innovative hypothesis in this respect put forth by 
David Peterson may require further analysis48.
The areas of debate now focus on the maturing of this ideological program and the 
influence of Neo-Gothicism, which was extremely evident in the cultural archetypes 
built within the ecclesiastic sectors of the Court during the last quarter of the 10th 
century. For certain authors, such as J. J. Larrea and Á. Martín Duque, in the overall 
studies mentioned above49, Neo-Gothicism is almost the only and natural result 
of prior tradition, even if nourished by the intense relations with the Kingdom of 
León-Asturias. The same line of argument was defended by Manuel Díaz y Díaz 
in his classic work50 and continued, amongst other authors, by Helena de Carlos 
46. Cañada, Alberto. “En los albores del reino ¿dinastía Íñiga? ¿dinastía Jimena?”. Príncipe de Viana, 72 
(2011): 229-248.
47. Larrea, Juan José. “Construir un reino en la periferia de al-Ándalus: Pamplona y el Pirieno occidental 
en los siglos VIII y IX”. Territorio, sociedad y poder. Revista de Estudios Medievales, Anejo 2 (2009): 279-308.
48. This author proposes that Pamplona control of La Rioja would have been largely due to approval by 
Cordoba (he refers to ‘patronage’ at the service of Cordoba) to stop pressure from León, Peterson, David. 
“En torno a la conquista cristiana de la Rioja Alta (918-925)”. Brocar, 31 (2007): 155-176.
49. See footnotes 28 and 31. Also, more specific, Martín Duque, Ángel. “La realeza navarra de cuño 
hispano-godo y su ulterior metamorfosis”. Annexes des Cahiers de linguistique et de civilisation hispaniques 
médiévales, 15 (2003): 225-241.
50. A continuation in: Díaz, Manuel. “Tradiciones culturales librarias en el reino de Pamplona”, Ante 
el milenario del reinado de Sancho el Mayor. Un rey para España y Europa. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 
2004: 197-211.
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in some of her studies on the Roda Codex51. In the opinion of others, such as the 
author of this paper, apart from the previous cultural substratum, Neo-Gothicism 
would have only progressed as of mid-century, especially promoted by intellectual 
and family circles closely linked to León. There are also significant post-Carolingian 
and even Ottonian elements of influence, which played a considerable and almost 
leading role in certain cases52, all of which despite discarding, as demonstrated 
by A. Cañada, a possible visit by Sancho Garcés I to the Aquitanian sanctuary of 
Remiremont, traditionally considered as a sign of the friendship network fixed by 
the king beyond the Pyrenees53. These ideological, contemporary, concurrent or 
opposed, models obviously had their ritual expression, which was logically subject 
to the changes in the monarchy during the following centuries54.
Different studies aimed at renewing and/or compiling knowledge on the king 
and his time were published around the one thousandth anniversary of Sancho III 
the Great in 2004, although others sought to repeat some of the many common 
topics dealt with by historiographers over the centuries. In addition an absolutely 
necessary scientific encounter and a magnificent commemorative exhibition were 
held55. The beginning of the reign, traditionally dated in 1004, has been discussed 
and it is now widely accepted that it should be brought forward a few years to 
999 or 100056, even though as a minority until 1004, which is to a certain extent 
maintained as a symbolic reference.
Prior to these “millennium” contributions57, Carmen Orcástegui and Esteban 
Sarasa had already provided a synthesis of the king's reign, which was later revised 
51. de Carlos, Helena. “A loa de Pamplona do Códice de Roda: unha nova achega”, As tebras alumeadas, 
Ana Isabel Boullón, coord. Santiago de Compostela: USC, 2005: 103-114; de Carlos, Helena. “À l’ombre 
de Rome: les villes de Tolède et Pampelune dans le codex de Roda”. Cahiers de civilisation médiévale, Xe-XIIe 
siècles, 51 (2008): 129-142; de Carlos, Helena. “El Códice de Roda (Madrid, BRAH 78) como compilación 
de voluntad historiográfica”. Edad Media: revista de historia, 12 (2011): 119-142. See also: Besga, Armando. 
“Orígenes hispano-godos del Reino de Pamplona”. Letras de Deusto, 89 (2000): 11-15.
52. Miranda García, Fermín. “Imagen del poder monárquico en el reino de Pamplona del siglo X”, 
Navarra: memoria e imagen. Pamplona: Eunate, 2007: 73-95; Miranda García, Fermín. “De laude Pampilone 
y la construcción ideológica de una capital regia en el entorno del año 1000”, Ab urbe condita. Fonder 
et refonder la ville: récits et représentations (seconde moitié du Moyen Âge — premier XVIe siècle), Véronique 
Lamazou-Duplan, ed. Pau: Presses Universitaires de Pau, 2011: 293-308.
53. Cañanda, Alberto. “Sobre la supuesta presencia de Sancho Garcés I de Pamplona en la abadía de 
Remiremont”, Segundo Congreso General de Historia de Navarra...: II, 325-329.
54. Miranda García, Fermín. “La realeza navarra y sus rituales (905-1234)”, El Ceremonial de la coronación, 
unción y exequias de los reyes de Inglaterra del Archivo General de Navarra. Eloísa Ramírez Vaquero, ed. 
Navarra: Gobierno de Navarra, 2008: 253-277.
55. The result of both of them, which is essential to know more details of the reign and the time period, 
is compiled respectively in: Ante el milenario del reinado de Sancho el Mayor... and in Bango, Isidro, coord., 
Sancho el Mayor y sus herederos. El linaje que europeizó los reinos hispanos. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 
2006, 2 vols. Some of the studies published there are specifically quoted in the relevant section.
56. In 1986, the first author to draw attention to this subject was Cañada, Alberto. “Un posible interregno 
en la monarquía pamplonesa, 1000-1004”, Primer Congreso General...: III, 15-18.
57. On the occasion of the chronological millennium, 1000-2000, Carlos Laliena contributed with a brief 
general view on the Navarre-Aragon area (“Aragón y Navarra al filo del año 1000”) to the collective 
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and completed in a second version by the latter author58. Such approach offered a 
comparative study of the progress of historiography in relation to the reign, with a 
breakdown of some of the most recurring elements created in this regard, ranging 
from the excessive imperialism to the breaking of the Hispanic unity supposedly 
achieved during the period of rule. Accordingly, the work by Ángel J. Martín Duque 
is the most complete and contextualised perspective of the king, both in time and 
space, although sometimes difficult to follow, particularly due to the accumulating 
of very different ideas59. Certainly a ‘Hispanist’ perspective and possibly even 
more so, is the work by Gonzalo Martínez Díez, of a more traditional and closer 
approach to the history of events60. A completely different picture of the king and 
his governing acts is outlined in the work of Aitor Pescador, closer to the image of 
a Vasconian king who structures a political system based on the same culture for 
centuries, which now would reach its territorial and institutional peak61.
Other partial studies have contributed to even further clarifying the political and 
legal link between the different territories managed by the king and therefore how 
the heirs inherited such territories62 or have again analysed the territorial division 
agreement between the king and the Castilian count Sancho, the importance of 
which goes far beyond a simple legal agreement63, to address the issues of nobility 
and family links or the very concept of the sovereignty or legitimacy of power; a 
work del Pino, José Luís, ed. La Península Ibérica al filo del año 1000. Córdoba: Fundación Prasa, 2008: 
459-471.
58. Orcástegui, Carmen; Sarasa, Esteban. Sancho III, el Mayor (1004-1035). Burgos: La Olmeda, 2000. The 
first version Sancho Garcés III, el Mayor (1004-1035). Pamplona: Mintzoa, 1987, had been edited within 
the collection Reyes de Navarra by the publishing house Mintzoa. Since they were published before our 
starting point in 1988, as well as other studies of the series relating to kings prior to 1234, they are not 
referred to in this article, although other of later edition are quoted.
59. Martín Duque, Ángel. Sancho III el Mayor. El rey y su reino. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 2006. 
The same author made a first approach in the Semana de Estudios Medievales de Estella, held for 
commemorating purposes: Martín Duque, Ángel. “Sancho III el Mayor de Navarra, entre la leyenda y la 
historia”, Ante el milenario del reinado de Sancho el Mayor...: 19-42. More widespread publicated in “Sancho 
el Mayor y su reino navarro. Antecedentes y contextura sociopolítica e ideológica”, in Benito, Eloy, 
coord. Sancho III el Mayor de Navarra. Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 2003: 61.78. This volume 
contained as well contributions by Eloy Benito, Julio Valdeón, Luis Suárez and Miguel Ángel Ladero.
60. Martínez, Gonzalo. Sancho III el Mayor. Rey de Pamplona, Rex Ibericus. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2007.
61. Pescador, Aitor. “Historia de un reino y un reinado”, Vasconia en el siglo XI. Reinado de Sancho III el 
Mayor, rey de Pamplona (1004-1035), Manex Goyhenetche et alii, eds. Pamplona: Pamiela, 2004. 
62. Miranda García, Fermín. “Monarquía y espacios de poder político en el reino de Pamplona (1000-
1035), Ante el milenario del reinado de Sancho el Mayor...: 43-70; also, Martínez, Gonzalo. “La frontera de 
Castilla con el reino de Pamplona en el siglo XI”. Boletín de la Institución Fernán González, 241 (2010): 249-
266, with regard to the Castilian areas controlled by García III el de Nájera.
63. Peterson, David. “‘De divisione regno’. Poder magnaticio en la sierra de la Demanda en el siglo XI”. 
Brocar, 29 (2005): 7-26. Within a broader context but especially focused on this issue: Martín Duque, 
Ángel. “Definición de espacios y fronteras en los reinos de Asturias-León y Pamplona hasta el siglo 
XI”, Los Espacios de poder en la España medieval, José I. de la Iglesia, coord. Logroño: Instituto de Estudios 
Riojanos, 2002: 315-339.
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subject on which other new proposals have been stated, relating to Pamplona Neo-
Gothicism64.
Pamplona epigones of Sancho III were also commemorated in 2004. The Battle 
of Atapuerca, which ended with the reign of García III and initiated that of Sancho 
IV, celebrated its 950th anniversary. Apart from the battle itself65, the event gave 
rise to a renewed study of both kings, on the occasion of the Week dedicated to 
García III in Nájera. With regard to this section, the works by Ángel Martín Duque, 
Eloísa Ramírez Vaquero and Juan José Larrea deals with models of power in their 
respective lines of work. Nevertheless, since this period is ‘between the old and 
new establishments’, as stated by Larrea, the approaches somewhat converge66. The 
eventual period of the reign and assassination of Sancho IV undoubtedly requires a 
complete historiographic review to analyse the figure of the king, his reign and the 
relevant context, without stereotypes, which may often represent a romantic vision 
of history, with the good and the bad (while the king plays a secondary role), from 
which even the most renowned historians are unable to escape67.
The Aragonese branch of the dynasty, which produced the kings of Pamplona 
from 1076, had better fortune. Certain recent monographic studies have analysed 
the life and government of the three kings, with a different degree of intensity 
and complexity. The works on Pedro I and Alfonso I by Carlos Laliena and José 
Ángel Lema, both dealt with by the two authors, must be added to those on Sancho 
Ramírez by Domingo Buesa, Ana Isabel Lapeña and the studies coordinated by 
Esteban Sarasa. Although most of these studies are in the form of synthesis68 or 
64. García, Luís. “Estirpe goda y legitimidad del poder en tiempos de Sancho el Mayor”, Ante el milenario 
del reinado de Sancho el Mayor...: 271-317.
65. Besga, Armando. “La batalla de Atapuerca”. Letras de Deusto, 39 (2009): 9-62.
66. de la Iglesia, José I., coord. García Sánchez III “el de Nájera”. Un rey y un reino en la Europa del siglo XI. 
Logroño: IER, 2005. Studies of the quoted authors: Martín Duque, Ángel. “Don García Sánchez III ‘el 
de Nájera’. Biografía de un reinado”, García Sánchez III “el de Nájera”. Un rey y un reino...: 17-38; Ramírez 
Vaquero, Eloísa. “El rey García y sus hermanos. Enfrentamiento de reyes, enfrentamiento de reinos”, 
García Sánchez III “el de Nájera”. Un rey y un reino...: 93-119, and Larrea, Juan José, “El reinado de García 
de Nájera, entre el viejo y el nuevo orden: Rey, barones e infanzones entre la monarquía isidoriana y la 
feudal”, García Sánchez III “el de Nájera”. Un rey y un reino...: 151-170.
67. With regard to political history, it is worth mentioning the article by Besga, Armando. “La guerra de 
los tres sanchos y otros supuestos conflictos navarro-castellanos del reinado de Sancho IV el de Peñalén 
(1054-106)”. Letras de Deusto, 39 (2009): 9-58; and the territorial consequences of the assassination, 
recently analysed by Santamaría, Ricardo. “La muerte de un rey. Repercusiones territoriales del asesinato 
de Sancho IV Garcés (1076) en el área navarro-riojana”. Príncipe de Viana, 72 (2011): 249-262; a study 
that supplements a previous one on the occupation of La Rioja area by Alfonso VI: Santamaría, Ricardo. 
“Factores de control del territorio en tiempos de Alfonso VI de Castilla (1065/1072-1109): el ejemplo del 
área riojana”. Miscelánea Medieval Murciana, 33 (2009): 185-194.
68. Sarasa, Esteban, coord. Sancho Ramírez, rey de Aragón, y su tiempo (1064-1094). Huesca: IEA, 1994 is 
focused on the Aragonese sector of the kingdom, as indicated by the title, but separation of Navarre and 
Aragon areas seems impossible in many sections of the work. The following studies are part of the series 
Corona de España initiated by the publishing house La Olmeda and continued by Trea: Lapeña, Ana 
Isabel. Sancho Ramírez, rey de Aragón (¿1064?-1094) y rey de Navarra (1076-1094). Gijón: Trea, 2004; Laliena, 
Carlos. Pedro I de Aragón y Navarra. Burgos: La Olmeda, 2001; and Lema, José Ángel. Alfonso I el Batallador, 
rey de Aragón y Pamplona (1104-1134). Gijón: Trea, 2008.
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even intended for widespread publication69, which in any way affects the quality, 
two of them represent a detailed review of the knowledge about the kings. 
Beyond the title, the study by Carlos Laliena, La formación del estado feudal. Aragón 
y Navarra en la época de Pedro I, contains profound conclusions on the institutional 
and ideological structures of the reign and its precedents, covering all the 11th 
century and even earlier times, linking to other topics mentioned above, such as 
the Hispano-Gothic influence (and its absence) or feudal deployment; the use of 
terms such as ‘pre-feudalism’, ‘feudal state’ and ‘renaissance of the reign’ reflects 
the complexity and possibilities of debate offered by the text70. Perhaps using more 
descriptive parameters, the work Instituciones políticas del reinado de Alfonso I by José 
Ángel Lema71 proclaims the full consolidation of the feudal model in its different 
aspects and supports the use of the term by historiographers, who are some times 
reluctant to do so.
The ‘returning’ of García III's descendants to the throne as of 1134 closes this 
chronological overview of historiography on political power. Biographies of the 
first representative of the monarchy, García Ramírez, as well as of Sancho VI were 
published in the years covered by this paper, the first more descriptive and the 
second more analytical, by young researchers at the time72, however in both cases 
a necessary social and ideological contextualisation was sought —or achieved— at 
a time when the ideological framework of government acts reached extraordinary 
levels. Said contextualisation is the fundamental reference of the work by Luis 
Javier Fortún on Sancho VII and especially on his relations with Castile, where 
the conquest of the western regions of the kingdom by Alfonso VIII of Castile and 
the involvement of the local nobility in the process became highly significant73. 
The ideological framework undoubtedly represents the main concern of the latest 
69. Buesa, Domingo J. Sancho Ramírez, rey de aragoneses y pamploneses (1064-1094). Zaragoza: Ibercaja, 
1996.
70. Laliena, Carlos. La formación del estado feudal. Aragón y Navarra en la época de Pedro I. Huesca: Instituto 
de Estudios Altoaragoneses, 1996. Some of the topics included here are further developed in “Guerra 
sagrada y poder real en Aragón y Navarra en el transcurso del siglo XI”, Guerre, pouvoirs et idéologies dans 
l’Espagne chrétienne aux alentours de l’an mil, Thomas Deswarte, Philippe Sénac, ed. Turnhout: Brepols, 
2005: 97-119.
71. Lema, José Ángel. Instituciones políticas del reinado de Alfonso I el Batallador, rey de Aragón y Pamplona 
(1104-1134). Vitoria: Universidad del País Vasco, 1997. Among the numerous studies by José Ángel 
Lema on Alfonso I during these years and on these issues, it is worth mentioning as well Alfonso I “’El 
Batallador’ y el Condado de Navarra”. Mundaiz, 41 (1991): 67-76; Lema, José Ángel. “Apuntes para 
el estudio de una coyuntura crítica en el reino de Pamplona, 1110-1117”, Segundo Congreso General de 
Historia de Navarra...: II, 395-400; Lema, José Ángel. “El itinerario de Alfonso I ‘El batallador’ (1104-
1134)”. Historia, instituciones, documentos, 24 (1997): 333-354.
72. Domínguez, Enrique; Larrambebere, Miguel. García Ramírez el Restaurador (1134-1150). Pamplona: 
Mintzoa, 1994; Elizari, Juan Francisco. Sancho VI el Sabio. Pamplona: Mintzoa, 1991, both within the 
collection Reyes de Navarra previously mentioned, in which the volume on Sancho VII was published in 
1986 by Luis Javier Fortún, the reason why it is not more specifically referred to in this article.
73. Fortún, Luís Javier. “La quiebra de la soberanía navarra en Álava, Guipúzcoa y el Duranguesado 
(1199-1200)”. Revista Internacional de Estudios Vascos, 45 (2000): 439-494; Fortún, Luís Javier. “De la 
tempestad al sosiego: Navarra y Castilla en la primera mitad del siglo XIII”, Fernando III y su tiempo (1201-
1252): VIII Congreso de Estudios Medievales. León: Fundación Sánchez Albornoz, 2003: 259-304.
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research on the era: from an external perspective, through the international 
recognition of the kingdom by the Holy See and fully benefiting from family links (in 
particular, through the Normans74); and from an internal perspective, in addition to 
urban development aimed at uniting the kingdom, which will be further analysed 
below, through greater administrative centralisation, progressively supported by the 
use of chanceries, which is represented in the choice of Romance as an instrument 
for cohesion, but also for control75. Of course, apart from the kings themselves, there 
are also studies on certain fundamental characters in the process, such as Rodrigo 
Jiménez de Rada and his involvement in Navarre issues from his privileged seat in 
Toledo, but also through his local family support, appears increasingly evident76.
6. Territorial planning
Obviously, under such a title, there are issues closely related to government 
systems and their social-economic components, most if not all of which could have 
therefore been included in such sections. Nevertheless, a specific although brief 
section was considered worthy of inclusion, given the histotiographic perspective 
and interest in the topic.
Julia Pavón Benito comprehensively analyses the population network in the 
Navarre area —although limited to the territory which more or less coincides with 
present day Navarre— over these centuries in different works, the most specific 
being the publication of her thesis77. Other approaches to the topic have preferred 
models that are more limited in time and/or space, although more abundant in 
74. Ramírez Vaquero, Eloísa; Gallego, Javier. “El papado y los títulos de rex pampilonensium y rex 
portugalensium”, Actas das II Jornadas Luso-Espanholas de História Medieval. Oporto: Instituto de Cultura e 
Lingua Portuguesa, 1990: IV, 3-10; Ramírez Vaquero, Eloísa. “Reflexiones en torno a la construcción de 
la realeza en el siglo XII: a propósito de un matrimonio siciliano en la dinastía navarra”, Memoria, storia 
e identità. Scritti per Laura Sciascia, Marcello Pacifico, Laura Sciascia et alii, eds. Palermo: Associacione 
Mediterranea, 2011: II, 679-700; Miranda García, Fermín. “Intereses cruzados de la monarquía navarra 
en el siglo XIII (1194-1270)”, Fernando III. Tiempo de Cruzada, Carlos de Ayala, Martín Ríos, coords. 
Madrid: Ed. Sílex, 2012.
75. Lopetegui, Guadalupe. “Escribas y notarios en la cancillería real navarra durante el siglo XII”, Los 
Cimientos del Estado en la Edad Media: Cancillerías, notariado y privilegios reales en la construcción del Estado 
en la Edad Media, Juan Antonio Barrio, ed. Alcoy: Marfil, 2004: 65-91; Miranda García, Fermín. “La 
afirmación ideológica de la monarquía navarra y el empleo del romance en el entorno de 1200”. e-Spania. 
Revue interdisciplinaire d’études médiévales et modernes, 13 (2012): 1-14 [Electronic journal: <http://e-spania.
revues.org/21080>; online since 06/2012].
76. Ramírez Vaquero, Eloísa. “Pensar el pasado, construir el futuro. Rodrigo Jiménez de Rada”, 1212-1214, 
el trienio que hizo Europa. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 2011: 13-46. The study obviously exceeds the 
Navarre sector but is included for the great number of relevant references on the issues of this paper.
77. Pavón, Júlia. Poblamiento altomedieval navarro. Base económica del espacio monárquico. Pamplona: Eunsa, 
2001. There had been some previous approaches on this topic in: Pavón, Júlia. “Poblamiento medieval 
en Navarra”. Cuadernos de Arqueología de la Universidad de Navarra, 3 (1995): 271-298, and Pavón, Júlia. 
“Aspectos de la organización social del territorio navarro altomedieval”. Cuadernos de Arqueología de la 
Universidad de Navarra, 5 (1997): 145-242, which is basically a summary of her thesis.
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reflection, in addition to other initial approaches to certain topics which require 
further development in the future.
Juan José Larrea returned to a subject that he had already developed in 
his thesis, but now more briefly and limited to the 8th and 10th centuries78. 
In addition, he has written studies on the western territories of the kingdom 
during the times immediately prior to the Castilian occupation by Alfonso VI 
in 1076, perfectly suited to the models which had been already developed in 
his principal study79, highlighting the importance of the ecclesiastic deployment 
in territorial organisation, as well as that of the ‘feudal attack’ on power, as 
the main cause of the political collapse. Beyond the perspective of analysis, 
the system of “tenencias” (military responsabilities entrused to certains nobles 
in specific castles) established by the monarchy in the combination of politic 
power and the territorial application thereof must be highlighted (although 
not necessarily controlled at all times nor absolutely by the monarchy). Aitor 
Pescador worked on the topic in relation to the western areas80. Gipuzcoan 
territory, the inclusion of which in the Kingdom of Pamplona at time has been 
widely debated, has been briefly addressed, in light of the first documentary 
evidence of the name of the region by David Peterson, who proposes bringing 
forward the first mentions —and arguably a certain coinciding of territory— to 
the middle of the 10th century, while José Luis Orella prefers to highlight its 
organization as a “tenencia” at the end of the 12th century. Armando Besga 
also offers an overall balance81. There are other work on the Álava territorial 
structure related with two specific areas, Treviño and the Tierra de Ayala, which 
78. Larrea, Juan José. “Territorio y sociedad en la Vasconia de los siglos VIII a X”, Vasconia en la Alta 
Edad Media...: 19-28. The volume, which was the result of a symposium held in 2009 and whose 
archaeological dossier and references to the Andalusian world have already been mentioned, is 
completed by the work of Juan Antonio Quirós (Quirós, Juan Antonio. “Los paisajes altomedievales 
en el País Vasco, 500-900: De la desarticulación territorial a la emergencia de los condados”, 
Vasconia en la Alta Edad Media...: 39-54), and the work of Igor Salazar (“La génesis del poblamiento 
altomedieval: Comparando Emilia oriental y Álava (siglos VI-X”), Vasconia en la Alta Edad Media...: 
71-86), in addition to general conclusions by Chris Wickham (Wickham, Chris. “Conclusiones”, 
Vasconia en la Alta Edad Media...: 87-90) and the results of the round table which closed the cycle 
(“Mesa redonda: Vasconia en la Alta Edad Media”, Vasconia en la Alta Edad Media...: 91-118).
79. Larrea, Juan José. “La herencia vasca: acción política y arquitectura social en Vizcaya y Álava antes 
de su incorporación al reino de Alfonso VI”, Alfonso VI y su época. I. Los precedentes del reinado (966-1065), 
Etelvina Fernández, Javier Pérez, ed. León: Universidad de León, 2007: 69-119; similar to a micro-
history essay on Momoitio hermitage, Larrea, Juan José. “Entre dos épocas y dos reinos (1000-1076)”. 
Cuadernos de Alzate, 31 (2004): 25-47.
80. Pescador, Aitor. “Tenentes y tenencias del Reino de Pamplona en Álava, Vizcaya, Guipúzcoa, La Rioja 
y Castilla (1004-1076)”. Vasconia: Cuadernos de historia - geografía, 29 (1999): 107-144. Some studies on 
private particular “tenentes” (nobles in charge of a “tenencia”) and “tenencias” must be highlighted, 
such as the work by Serafín Olcoz Yanguas for La Rioja area: Olcoz, Serafín. “El ‘buen padre’ Fortún 
Sánchez, la tenencia de Nájera y otras tenencias relevantes del reino de Pamplona durante la primera 
mitad del siglo XI”. Príncipe de Viana, 71 (2010): 121-184; or Olcoz, Serafín. “Fortún Ochoaz, las tenencias 
pamplonesas de Viguera, Cantabria, Meltria y el mítico origen del Señorío de los Cameros”. Berceo, 158 
(2010): 97-158.
81. Peterson, David. “Primeras referencias a Guipúzcoa”. Fontes Linguae Vasconum. Studia et documenta, 
36 (2004): 597-608; Orella, José Luis. “Nacimiento de Guipúzcoa como tenencia navarra de frontera”. 
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evidence the continuity of the territorial politics of the different kings, despite 
the alternating of power, which was Castilian as of 120082.
The importance of roads as elements of territorial structure and development, in 
particular, the principal and so called Way of St. James, have also been analysed in 
important studies83.
The process of the (Re)conquista and subsequent resettlement of the country is 
the subject of state of issue on the Navarre-Aragon area by Antonio Ubieto and 
Isabel Falcón, with data up to 1990, and of a brief balance about its relation with on 
feudalism development by Ramón Ferrer. There are almost no later studies in this 
respect worthy of mention84.
The role of feudal power in territorial organisation should not be overlooked, 
although on many occasions hidden under the appearance of delegated royal power. 
However, such a function can often be seen through the symbolic vocabulary of 
the centres of power, as José Ángel García de Cortázar and Esther Peña Bocos 
have pointed out85. This is also the case of the ecclesiastic network, although more 
obvious, which sometimes consolidates or even creates the population network 
Lurralde. Investigación y espacio, 34 (2011): 189-217; Besga, Armando. “Guipúzcoa durante la Alta Edad 
Media”. Letras de Deusto, 93 (2001): 9-38.
82. García, Francisco Javier. “En los confines de la ‘Álava nuclear’: una nueva visión del valle de 
Ayala en la Alta Edad Media a la luz de la documentación de San Millán de la Cogolla”, La tierra de 
Ayala: actas de las Jornadas de Estudios Históricos en conmemoración del 600 aniversario de la construcción de 
la Torre de Quejana, Ernesto García, coord. Vitoria: Diputación Foral de Álava, 2001: 45-56; Martín, 
Iñaki. “De Ibida a Treviño: los procesos de jerarquización y la formación de la villa (siglos XII-
XIII)”, Viaje a íbita. Estudios históricos del condado de Treviño, Roberto González, Ricardo Garay, coords. 
Treviño: Ayuntamiento de Treviño, 2012: 123-141.
83. Especially, Martín Duque, Ángel. “El Camino de Santiago y la articulación del espacio histórico 
navarro”, El Camino de Santiago y la articulación del espacio hispánico: XX Semana de Estudios Medievales 
en Estella, 1993, Ángel Martín, ed. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 1993: 129-156. Also, Villalba, 
Francisco Javier. “Panorama de las vías de comunicación en Navarra durante la Edad Media (siglos 
VIII al XII). Espacio, tiempo y forma. Serie III. Historia Medieval, 8 (1995): 39-50; Villalba, Francisco Javier. 
“Las vías de comunicación en el reino de Pamplona a partir de la documentación del monasterio de 
Leire”, Medievo Hispano. Madrid: SEEM, 1995: 391-411.
84. Ubieto, Antonio; Falcón, Isabel. “Reconquista y repoblación de los reinos de Aragón y de Navarra: 
estado de la cuestión de los últimos cuarenta años”, Actas del Coloquio de la V Asamblea General de 
la Sociedad Española de Estudios Medievales. Zaragoza: Diputación General de Aragón, 1991: 55-72; 
Ferrer, Ramón. “Repoblación y feudalismo en el reino de Navarra”, En Torno al feudalismo hispánico: 
I Congreso de Estudios Medievales. Ávila: Fundación Sánchez-Albornoz, 1991: 401-416. The conquest 
of Calahorra by García el de Nájera has been revised by Olcoz, Serafín. “Notas sobre la conquista 
de Calahorra (1045)”. Kalakorikos, 14 (2009): 227-250. A brief comparative study on the initial 
Christian resettlement in the medium Aragon valley by: Miranda García, Fermín. “El poblamiento 
del valle medio del Aragón en los siglos IX-XII”. Príncipe de Viana, 66 (2005): 393-403.
85. García, José Ángel; Peña, Esther. “El ‘Palatium’, símbolo y centro de poder, en los reinos de Navarra 
y Castilla en los siglos X a XII”. Mayurqa, 22 (1989): 281-296.
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itself86; in fact, the Church maintained certain characteristics of the population 
network in certain regions under Andalusian control87.
However, where the monarchy most symbolically demonstrates this function is 
through its laws, the legal codes, (“fueros”) which are used not only to activate (or 
attempt to activate) the territory, but also to flaunt territorial and personal power. 
It is worth recalling the synthesis by Luis Javier Fortún, but also other regional and 
local analyses which are useful in order to establish the context88.
7. Social and economic transformations
As stated above, discussion on certain aspects of social transformation and, in 
particular —and I add now— the transformation of rural groups, is one of the main 
areas of disagreement in historiography with regard to these centuries. Therefore 
and in addition to the above statements, the field has been very active for many 
years, which in no way means that a consensus has been reached. From a certain 
perspective, Juan José Larrea constitutes a reference by contrasting different 
opinions, which relieves us from presenting claims that would largely exceed 
available space and are not the aim of this balance89. In this one and other articles90, 
86. Jimeno, Roldán. “Hagionimia histórica, instituciones eclesiásticas locales y poblamiento alto 
medieval del valle de Izagaondoa (Navarra)”. Príncipe de Viana, 65 (2004): 777-787, and Jimeno, Roldán. 
“Iglesias propias y tenencias en la teofrontera sangüesina. Las cuencas del Onsella y el Aragón hasta 
1076”. Zangotzarra, 11 (2007): 151-169; Larrea, Juan José. “Construir iglesias, construir territorio: las dos 
fases altomedievales de San Román de Tobillas (Álava)”, Monasteria et territoria. Elites, edilicia y territorio 
en el Mediterráneo medieval (siglos V-XI). Actas del III Encuentro Internacional e Interdisciplinar sobre la alta 
Edad Media en la Península Ibérica, Jorge López, Artemio Manuel Martínez, Jorge Morín, coords. Madrid: 
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 2007: 321-336.
87. Larrea, Juan José. “Obispos efímeros, comunidades y homicidio en la Rioja Alta en los siglos X y 
XI”. Brocar, 31 (2007): 177-199.
88. Fortún, Luis Javier. “Fueros locales de Navarra”. Jerónimo Zurita, 78-79 (2004): 113-152; Elizari, Juan 
Francisco. “¿De la frontera a la franquicia? Una reflexión a propósito del fuero de Arguedas”, Segundo 
Congreso General de Historia de Navarra...: II, 347-351; Pavón, Júlia. “Fuero de Jaca y Fuero de Estella: 
observaciones críticas”, XV Congreso de Historia de la Corona de Aragón, III: Jaca en la Corona de Aragón, siglos 
XII-XVIII. Zaragoza: Gobierno de Aragón, 1996: 341-353; Arrechea, Horacio. “Algunas correspondencias 
entre el fuero de Estella y el fuero de Tudela”, Segundo Congreso General de Historia de Navarra...: II, 315-
324; Miranda García, Fermín. “Fueros de franquicia y articulación del espacio pirenaico en Navarra 
(ca. 1150-1250)”, Habitats et peuplement dans les Pyrénées au Moyen Âge et a l’époque moderne, Jean-Pierre 
Barraqué, Philippe Sénac, coords. Toulouse: CNRS-Université Toulouse-Le Mirail, 2009: 65-76.
89. Larrea, Juan José. “La condición del campesinado navarro-aragonés entre los siglos IX y XII: una 
revisión crítica”. En la España medieval, 29 (2006): 383-409.
90. Apart from other studies mentioned in previous notes, Larrea, Juan José. “Aldeas navarras y aldeas 
del Duero. Notas para una perspectiva comparada”. Edad Media. Revista de Historia, 6 (2004): 159-181 
is narrated from a perspective which is closer to the occupation of the territory. The work by Loring, 
María Isabel. “La expansión de la servidumbre en el Reino de Navarra a mediados del siglo XI: el ejemplo 
de Terrero”. En la España Medieval”, 12 (1989): 45-69 may be considered of the same position, at least 
partially. This work in press, I learned about degree memory Arsenio Dacosta read in 1993 at the 
University of Salamanca, Integración social y feudalización en la Navarra nuclear durante la Alta Edad Media 
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he maintains his well-known theory on the almost exclusive predominance of 
peasant ingeniousnes (liberty) until the ‘feudal revolution’ in the middle and final 
decades of the 11th century. Other authors, such as Ángel Martín Duque, already 
mentioned above, or Fermín Miranda, consider that servile dependency reached 
its peak long before, as a result of evolving phases of rapid and slow change91 and 
the status of liberty must be associated with the world of the lower nobility or, 
if applicable, the first “francos” (bourgeois)92. Carlos Laliena even defending the 
predominance of servitude as the social status of peasants for centuries, does not 
deny the existence of free peasant groups during the period; amongst other reason 
for royal intervention a progressive decline of rural servitude displays over them, 
especially as of the 13th century93.
Logically, the debate reflects, in one way or another, the studies on the secular 
and ecclesiastic aristocracy, the nobility, aside with the king —himself being part of 
the group—, the owners of the dependent peasants, who are therefore also referred 
to in aforementioned studies, representing important and even principal references. 
The balance study by Ángel Martín Duque94 or the interesting proposals by Carlos 
Laliena on the role of the aristocracy during the reign of Sancho the Great have 
been specific important contributions in this regard.
The first steps of urban renaissance in the Kingdom of Pamplona were 
traditionally linked to the support for the process received from the Aragonese 
dynasty since 1076. This point of view is still widely accepted and can be seen 
(990-1090), largely relied on gentile modles of transition to feudalism reinterpreted by J. M. Minguez. I 
thank the author facilitated a copy of the manuscript. 
91. Martín Duque, Ángel. “Señores y siervos en el Pirineo occidental hispano hasta el siglo XI”, Señores, 
siervos, vasallos en la Alta Edad Media: XXVIII Semana de Estudios Medievales: Estella: 2001, José Ángel García 
and others, ed. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 2002: 363-412, as a comparative study of his opinions 
set forth in different studies; Miranda García, Fermín. “Notas para el estudio de la sociedad medieval 
navarra. Comunidad vecinal y comunidad familiar campesinas en el siglo XI”. Notas y Estudios de Ciencias 
Sociales, 3 (1990): 55-64; Miranda García, Fermín. “La heredad servil en tierras pamplonesas, siglo XI”, 
Segundo Congreso General de Historia de Navarra...: II, 429-437; Miranda García, Fermín. “Algunas notas 
sobre la familia campesina navarra en la Edad Media”. Aragón en la Edad Media, 14-15 (1999): 1047-1060.
92. See note 97 below.
93. Laliena, Carlos. “Documentos sobre la servidumbre en la sociedad navarro-aragonesa del siglo XI”. 
Príncipe de Viana, 58 (1997): 371-392; Laliena, Carlos. “La conversion des cens agraires dans le domaine 
royal en Navarre (1180-1234)”, Calculs et rationalité dans la seigneurie médiévale: les conversions de redevances 
entre XIe et XVe siècles. Laurent Feller, ed. Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2009: 253-268; also, although 
it exceeds the time period of this study: Laliena, Carlos. “La servitude dans le nord de la péninsule 
Ibérique: modalités d’un déclin”. Mélanges de l’Ecole française de Rome. Moyen Âge, 112 (2000): 961-989. I 
have not been able to consult with the necessary attention the new and no doubt must book by the same 
author, appeared when this work was already in print, siervos medievales de Aragón y Navarra en los siglos XI 
al XIII. Zaragoza: prensas de la Universidad de Zaragoza, 2012.
94. Martín Duque, Ángel. “Nobleza navarra altomedieval”, La nobleza peninsular en la Edad Media. 
Ávila: Fundación Sánchez-Albornoz, 1999: 227-254; Laliena, Carlos. “Una revolución silenciosa 
Transformaciones de la aristocracia navarro-aragonesa bajo Sancho el Mayor”. Aragón en la Edad Media, 
10-11 (1996): 481-502.
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in the balance on the topic by Juan Carrasco95, as well as in many studies by 
Ángel Martín Duque, some of which already quoted in previous sections. This 
last author had already pointed out the necessary and even immediately prior 
presence of emigrant groups that created the adequate basis for the process to 
correctly develop, more specifically with reference to the Estella Legal Code (the 
“fuero”) in approximately 108096. Fermín Miranda nevertheless maintain that 
this previous presence can be identified in distant time periods, since the middle 
of the 11th century, relating to certain terms and migration movements, which 
hardly fit into the social context of the time97. This assumption would also lead 
to the refuting of the traditional historiographic idea that the first inhabitants of 
the towns in the Kingdom of Pamplona came from continental areas, with no 
exceptions and particularly from the French Midi. The anthroponomical analysis 
and power relations established from the beginning seem to refute this old 
assumption98. The important role exclusively assigned to the Monarchy as the 
main agent for bourgeois development may be questioned, at least regarding the 
capital of the kingdom, whose seigneurial domain, ecclesiastic or royal represents 
at the same time one of the main elements of historiographic debate99, although 
it does not allow debate on other cases100, including some important regions 
95. Carrasco, Juan. “Los inicios de la vida urbana en el Reino de Pamplona bajo la Unión Dinástica con 
Aragón (1076-1134)”, Actas de la reunión científica “El Fuero de Logroño y su época. Logroño 1995”, Francisco 
Javier García, Isabel Martínez, eds. Logroño: Ayuntamiento de Logroño, 1996: 145-166. In a broader 
time context but limited to the St. James Route, Carrasco, Juan. “El camino francés a Compostela y la 
dinámica de los asentamientos”, Itinerari medievali e identità europea, Roberto Greci, ed. Bolonia: Clueb, 
1999: 147-180.
96. Martín Duque, Ángel. “La fundación del primer ‘burgo’ navarro. Estella”. Príncipe de Viana, 51 (1990): 
317-327.
97. Miranda García, Fermín. “Algunas propuestas sobre transformaciones sociales y renacimiento urbano 
en el reino de Pamplona (ca. 1050-1080)”, García Sánchez III “el de Nájera”...: 173-190; Miranda García, 
Fermín. “Migraciones y poblamiento en el Pirineo central y occidental (ca. 850-1050)”, Movimientos 
migratorios, asentamientos y expansión (siglos VIII-XI). XXXIV Semana de Estudios Medievales. Estella 2007, José 
María Lacarra, Angel Sesma et alii, eds. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 2008: 155-177.
98. Ramírez Vaquero, Eloísa. “The first urban oligarchic networks in Navarre: Pamplona, 1100-1328”, 
Oligarchy and Patronage in Late Medieval Spanish Urban Society, María Asenjo, coord. Turnhout: Brepols, 
2009: 117-152.
99. Miranda García, Fermín. “Pamplona, ciudad y señorío episcopal. Apuntes para un debate 
historiográfico”, Iglesia y ciudad. Espacio y poder (siglos VIII-XIII), Gregoria Cavero, coord. León: Universidad 
de Oviedo-Universidad de León, 2011: 217-243, which presents a comparative study of the debate and 
defends the existence of a full episcopal domain. Different opinion of Martín Duque, Ángel. “El señorío 
episcopal de Pamplona hasta 1276”, La catedral de Pamplona, María Antonia del Burgo, ed. Pamplona: 
Caja de Ahorros de Navarra, 1993: I, 72-80; II, 222-225, which defends the existence of a shared power 
between the king and the bishop.
100. García, Ernesto; López, Félix; Díaz de Durana, José Ramón. La bastida en la Edad Media: poblamiento 
y organización político-administrativa (s. X-XIII). Álava: Diputación Foral, 1990. See also: Vaquero, Manuel. 
“El patrimonio de Santa María de Irache en Estella hasta 1222. Una fuente para el estudio del desarrollo 
urbano navarro altomedieval”. En la España medieval, 12 (1989): 95-105; or Monteano, Pello. “Los 
orígenes de Villava”. Príncipe de Viana, 56 (1995): 319-342.
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prior to the Christian conquest, such as the very Nájera, which was the royal 
seat until 1076101.
Jewish communities are linked to the urban development and were well-
known since the end of the 11th century, as studied by Juan Carrasco102. On the 
other hand, the Mudejar minority, which remained in the Ribera areas (southern 
part of Navarre) after the conquest, although also in towns, presents its best 
example of social and economic dependency through the rural Moorish tenants 
(exáricos)103.
8. Church and religion
There is no need to recall all the details of some of the views regarding the 
importance of the debate, amongst other issues, on the presence of the bishops 
of Pamplona in the Hispano-Gothic Council Assemblies, or on the seigneurial 
domain of Pamplona in the early Middle Ages. Such issues largely exceed this 
specific section, although the same could be said of any related issue. 
The same occurs with studies on ecclesiastic property, which very often result 
from theses whose chronological context exceeds the early and high Middle 
Ages, but is mainly focused on it. The best examples are the monasteries of 
Santa María de Irache and San Salvador de Leire, since they represent extremely 
important centres of institutional and socio-economic power during the time, 
particularly in the second case104. Apart from all the above, there are also 
specific approaches or studies of a more limited context on the same monasteries 
or others, such as San Millán de la Cogolla, San Martín de Albelda and San 
Prudencio de Montelaturce, all of them in La Rioja105.
101. Cantera, Margarita. “La ciudad de Nájera en tiempos del rey García”, García Sánchez III el de Nájera...: 
39-72. 
102. As most of his works, this study covers a larger time period than the one analysed in this article, 
but the following comparative study is worth mentioning with regard to this period, Carrasco, Juan. “Las 
primeras migraciones judías en el reino de Navarra (1076-1328)”, Movimientos migratorios y expulsiones 
en la diáspora occidental. Terceros encuentros judaicos de Tudela. 1998, Fermín Miranda, coord. Pamplona: 
Universidad Pública de Navarra-Gobierno de Navarra, 1999: 9-38. 
103. Hernández, María del Carmen. “Algunas aportaciones sobre la situación social de los exaricos en la 
zona sur de Navarra”, Actas X Simposio Internacional de Mudejarismo, Teruel 2005. Teruel: Centro de Estudios 
Mudéjares, 2007: 487-500, which contains, above all, some documents particularly significant for this 
issue.
104. García, Ernesto. Santa María de Irache: expansión y crisis de un señorío monástico navarro en la Edad Media 
(958-1537). Bilbao: UPV, 1989; Fortún, Luis Javier. Leire, un señorío monástico en Navarra, siglos IX-XIX. 
Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 1993.
105. Luís Javier Fortún made an approach on the first stages of the monastery of San Salvador de 
Leire in Fortún, Luís Javier. “Ascenso, apogeo y crisis de un monasterio benedictino: San Salvador de 
Leire (siglos XI-XII)”, Los grandes monasterios benedictinos hispanos de época románica (1050-1200), José Ángel 
García de Cortázar, Ramón Teja, coords. Aguilar de Campoo: Fundación Santa María la Real, 2007: 9-58. 
On the occasion of a series of conferences, which were later published, José Ángel García de Cortázar 
analysed once more the prominence of San Millán de la Cogolla, the subject of his renewing thesis: 
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The studies on the episcopate of the kingdom are not limited to those 
mentioned above. The period prior to the beginning of the Gregorian Reform, 
which was also witness to extremely intense ecclesiastic structure renovation, 
has been analysed by Luis Javier Fortún106.
There is also a specific analysis of the peculiar case of the Infanta Sancha, the 
sister of Sancho Ramírez and the administrator of the income from the vacant 
Pamplona Episcopal properties for a short period of time, in one of the very 
few studies of early medieval Navarre which claims to be part of the so-called 
‘gendered history’107. The vacancy was filled by reformist Pierre d’Andouque, 
whose eventful life and death are subject to an individual study108.
With regard to the different aspects of religion, initial mention should be 
made to a study on the evolution of the worship of saints in the Navarre central 
regions which, as in previous cases, largely exceeds the chronological framework 
of this paper, but it's particularly interesting109. The view of the importance of 
nobility devotion in order to support the Temple during its initial appearance in 
the Navarre-Aragon area by José Ángel Lema is also interesting110. In addition, 
a new approach to the image of Navarre in the key medieval pilgrimage guide, 
Liber Sancti Iacobi, must also be included111.
García, José Ángel. “El dominio del monasterio de San Millán de la Cogolla en los siglos X y XII”, San 
Millán de la Cogolla en la Edad Media, Juan Cordero, ed. Logroño: Ateneo, 1999: 13-26. Francisco Javier 
García reviews the origins of the monastery from a multidisciplinary perspective in García, Francisco 
Javier. “El monasterio de San Millán de la Cogolla en la Alta Edad Media. Aproximación histórica”. 
Berceo, 133 (1997): 9-25. He also published some brief notes on the Albelda monastery: García, Francisco 
Javier. “El monasterio de San Martín de Albelda. Aproximación histórica”, Códice Albeldense 976, original 
conservado en la Biblioteca del real Monasterio de San Lorenzo del Escorial (d.I.2), Torrejón de Ardoz-Madrid: 
Testimonio-Patrimonio Nacional, 2002: 9-27; and on the Montelaturce monastery, García, Francisco 
Javier. “El monasterio de San Prudencio de Monte Laturce (siglos X-XII)”. Espacio, tiempo y forma. Serie III, 
Historia medieval, 2 (1989): 137-160.
106. Fortún, Luís Javier. “Monjes y obispos en el reinado de García Sánchez III el de Nájera”, García 
Sánchez III “el de Nájera”...: 191-252.
107. Muñoz, Itziar. “Notas sobre la religiosidad de la mujer navarra: la condesa Sancha, tenente del 
obispado de Pamplona”, Las mujeres en el cristianismo medieval. Imágenes teóricas y cauces de actuación religiosa, 
Ángel Muñoz, coord. Madrid: al-Mudayna, 1989: 373-384.
108. Soria, Myriam. “‘Tolosae moritur, Pampilonae sepelitur’. Pierre d’Anduoque, un êveque malmené”, 
La imagen del obispo hispano en la Edad Media, Martín Aurell, Maria Ángeles Rodríguez, coords. Pamplona: 
Eunsa, 2004: 167-184.
109. Jimeno, Roldán. El culto a los santos en la Cuenca de Pamplona (siglos V al XVI). Estratigrafia hagionímica de 
los espacios sagrados urbanos y rurales. Pamplona: Gobierno de Navarra, 2003. This author has also made 
some partial studies on the same issue, such as “Instituciones religiosas y culto a los santos en Sangüesa 
y su periferia durante los siglos medievales”. Zangotzarra, 8 (2004): 87-124.
110. Lema, José Ángel. “Las cofradías y la introducción del Temple en los reinos de Aragón y Pamplona: 
Guerra, intereses y piedad religiosa”. Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 28 (1998): 311-328.
111. Anguita, José María. “Navarra y el ‘Liber Sancti Iacobi’”. Príncipe de Viana, 60 (1999): 209-234.
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9. The world of culture
As already pointed out on several occasions, even in specific studies, the early 
medieval Navarre area, as many others, is a melting pot of cultures with elements 
of varying intensity, apart from the singular Vasconia culture112.
Obviously, a review of the different forms of art should be carried out in this 
section, given that iconography books and Romanic (even pre-Romanic, if the 
debated term is accepted) architecture and sculpture reached their climax during 
the time period studied. However, the impossibility of doing so was already 
mentioned at the beginning of this balance study, both for reasons based on its 
specific methodology (for which the undersigned is not qualified) and the large 
number and quality of the relevant studies.
Accordingly, within such a complex context, historiographic analysis is mainly 
focused on two aspects, which have very often been studied from different 
perspectives at the same time.
With regard to the Christian intellectual groups, it must be pointed out that the 
Latin monastery culture of around 1000, especially in the area of La Rioja, has 
been extremely important for historiography, as indicated by collective studies on 
the Albeldense Codex113 and on the world of Sancho the Great114, or by individual 
studies along the same lines115. In addition, the importance of other centres must 
also be acknowledged, such as the monastery of San Salvador de Leire, considered 
by Fernando González Ollé as the nucleus in the birth of the Navarre Romance 
language116. Along the same lines is the relevance of secular culture which, as of the 
12th century, is mainly dealt with by certain important studies, such as the Poem of 
Roland, ultimately inspired by the Battle of Roncesvalles117, although it also provides 
112. Jimeno, Roldán. “Sustrato cultural de la Vasconia altomedieval”. Revista Internacional de los Estudios 
Vascos, 44, (1999): 441-454.
113. Códice Albeldense 976, original conservado en la Biblioteca del real Monasterio... 
114. Bango, Isidro, coord. Sancho el Mayor y sus herederos. El linaje que europeizó los reinos hispanos. Pamplona: 
Gobierno de Navarra, 2006, 2 vols; it is the Catalogue of the exhibition with the same name which was 
held on the thousandth anniversary of the king.
115. García, Javier. “Contribución del monasterio de San Millán de la Cogolla a la cultura medieval”, 
Cultura de élites y cultura popular en occidente: Edades Media y Moderna, Ernesto García, ed. Vitoria: Universidad 
del Pais Vasco, 2001: 37-56; Díaz, Manuel C. “Tradiciones culturales librarías en el reino de Pamplona”, 
Ante el milenario del reinado de Sancho el Mayor...: 197-212; Gilarrondo, Óscar. “Relaciones culturales 
Navarra-Francia Relaciones culturales entre Navarra y el sur de Francia en el siglo XI: las fábulas del 
manuscrito Madrid RAH 39”. Príncipe de Viana, 69 (2008): 239-260.
116. González Ollé, Fernando. “Leire y el romance. La función de Leire en la génesis y difusión del 
romance navarro, con noticia lingüística de su documentación”. Príncipe de Viana, 58 (1997): 653-707.
117. The researchers’ work with regard to the Poem of Roland and, in general, to its tradition, also exceeds 
the possibilities of this work. Some works specifically relating to the battle episode or Navarre are given 
as examples, such as González, Vicente J. “La auténtica batalla de Roncesvalles y la existencia real de 
Bernardo del Carpio”, Aspects de l’épopée romane: Mentalités-idéologies-intertextualités, Hans van Dijk, Willem 
Noomen, coords. Groningen: Forsten, 1995: 241-250; Crosas, Francisco. “Ferragut en el Camino de 
Santiago (con especial atención a Navarra)”. Príncipe de Viana, 59 (1998): 875-879; Martín Duque, Ángel. 
“Roncesvalles y las huellas carolingias Roncesvalles y las huellas carolingias vistos por los peregrinos”, El 
Pseudo-Turpín, lazo entre el culto jacobeo y el culto de Carlomagno: Actas del VI Congreso Internacional de Estudios 
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in-depth analyses of certain works written in Romance, although of a foreign origin, 
but in some way relating to Navarre118.
The Jewish minority of the kingdom, especially that of Tudela, experienced its 
cultural golden age around 1100 (the Christian conquest took place in 1119), and 
therefore it is not surprising that it is still valid in the studies of this period, although 
nowadays the main characters are quite peculiar, such as the traveller Benjamín 
de Tudela119, the mystic and apologetic poet Yehuda ha-Levi120 and, above all, the 
philosopher and poet Abraham ibn Ezra, one of the greatest renewers of the thinking 
of his time. There have been congresses completely devoted to the author121, as well 
as contextual studies122 or critical editions and comments on different aspects of his 
encyclopaedic work123.
Jacobeos, Klaus Herbers, ed. Santiago de Compostela: Xerencia de Promoción do Camiño de Santiago, 
2003: 83-95; Uriarte, Lía Noemí. “La emboscada de Roncesvalles”. Letras. Revista de la Facultad de Filosofía 
y Letras de la Pontificia Universidad Católica Santa María de los Buenos Aires, 52-53 (2006): 308-315; López, 
Santiago. “’De bello Runcievallis’. La composition de la bataille de Roncevaux dans la chronique de 
Turpin”. Romania: Revue trimestrielle consacrée à l’étude des langues et des littératures romanes, 126 (2008): 
65-102.
118. Ruiz, Juan Antonio. “‘Bellatores’ navarros en el Poema de Fernán González”, Segundo Congreso 
General de Historia de Navarra...: 477-485.
119. de Tudela, Benjamín. Libro de Viajes, Xabier Kintana, José Ramón Magdalena, trans. Pamplona: 
Gobierno de Navarra, 1994.
120. Yehuda, ha-Levi. Lírica religiosa y cantos de Sión. Bilbao: Ega, 1993; Yehuda, ha-Levi. Nueva antología 
poética, Rafael Castillo, trans. Madrid: Hiperion, 1997; Yehuda, ha-Levi. El cuzary: libro de la prueba y de 
la demostración en defensa de la religión menospreciada. Barcelona: Ediciones Índigo, 2001; Yehuda, ha-Levi. 
Haizearen hegaletan [Sobre las alas del viento: antología poética], Xabier Kintana, trans. Bilbao: Euskaltzaindia, 
2002. Yehuda, ha-Levi; Ibn Ezra, Abraham. Poesía hispanohebrea tudelana. Pamplona: Ediciones y libros, 
2003; McDonald, Christopher J. “Judah ha Levi's kuzari: Proto-Zionism, the Pardox of Post-colonial 
Prosody, and the Ridiculous Rabbi”. Bulletin of Hispanic Studies, 73/3 (1996): 339-351.
121. Díaz, Fernando, ed. Abraham Ibn Ezra y su tiempo: actas del Simposio Internacional: Madrid, Tudela, 
Toledo, 1989. Madrid: Universidad Autónoma de Madrid-Asociación Española de Orientalistas, 1990. 
122. Cantera, Enrique. “Abraham ibn Ezra en las crónicas hispanohebreas”. Kalakorikos, 9 (2004): 241-
256.
123. Completeness in this respect is impossible. Amongst other examples, see Cano, María José. “Sobre 
el poema histórico de Abraham ibn ‘Ezra’, titulado Ahad Yarad”, Homenaje al Prof. Jacinto Bosch Vilá. 
Granada, Universidad, 1991: II, 679-688; Ibn Ezra, Abraham. Sefer Moznayim. Córdoba: El Almendro, 
2002; Sela, Shlomo. “Contactos científicos entre judíos y cristianos en el siglo XII: El caso del Libro de 
las Tablas Astronómicas de Abraham Ibn Ezra en su versión latina y hebrea”. Miscelánea de estudios árabes 
y hebraicos. Sección de hebreo, 45 (1996): 185-222; Sela, Shlomo. “Algunos puntos de contacto entre el 
‘Libro de Tablas Astronómicas’ en su versión latina y las obras literarias hebreas de Abraham ibn Ezra”. 
Miscelánea de estudios árabes y hebraicos. Sección de hebreo, 46 (1997): 37-56; Sela, Shlomo. “La creación del 
mundo supralunar según Abraham ibn Ezra: un estudio comparativo de sus dos comentarios a Génesis 
1:14”. Sefarad: Revista de Estudios Hebraicos y Sefardíes, 63, (2003): 147-181; Cecilia, Alba; Sainz, Amparo; 
Sela, Shlomo. “La obra astrológica de Abraham Ibn Ezra en dos códices castellanos”. Sefarad: Revista de 
Estudios Hebraicos y Sefardíes, 70 (2010): 375-398; Rodríguez Josefina. “El profeta Oseas y la astrología 
en el comentario bíblico de Abraham ibn Ezra”. Miscelánea de estudios árabes y hebraicos. Sección de hebreo, 
52 (2003): 243-261; Rodríguez Josefina. “Ptolomeo y la teoría lunar del judío Abraham Ibn Ezra”, Actas 
del XI Congreso Español de Estudios Clásicos, Antonio Alvar, José Francisco González, eds. Madrid: Sección 
Española de Estudios Clásicos, 2005: III, 269-276; Itzhaki, Masha. “Tokhe hat ha-hayyim d’Abraham 
Ibn Ezra”. Hommage à Haïm Vidal, Winfried Busse, ed. Madrid: Peter Lang, 1996: 125-138; Gómez, 
Mariano. El comentario de Abraham Ibn Ezra al libro del Eclesiastés. Madrid: CSIC, 1994; Gómez, Mariano; 
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10. Conclusion
According to the review above, historiography on early medieval Navarre 
develops, to a certain extent, in the same thematic and methodological fields as 
the rest of the Peninsular and European historiography, although it is difficult to 
find interesting examples in some areas. Nevertheless, it is worth highlighting that 
political history, which has been traditionally important, although from renewing 
perspectives, is still valid, while studies on social and economic aspects seem to be 
limited to topics related to urban origins, after a period of interesting debate. Studies 
on religious life only on very few occasions exceed the institutional framework of 
popular religiousness; and culture, even of the elite, needs to overcome in many 
cases —and with important exceptions— the limitations of description, to further 
analyse external influences, ideological contrasts or social scope. Reference to 
normal, or even saturated aspects with regard to certain topics are also difficult to 
find, such as private life, popular culture, the importance of femininity or sexuality, 
environment, etc. The lack of sources of information makes it undoubtedly difficult 
to initiate many of these subjects and we must therefore wait for the experts to 
identify the correct direction, through patience and wisdom.
ben Meïr Ibn Ezra, Abraham, ed. El comentario de Abraham Ibn Ezra al Libro de Job. Madrid: CSIC, 2004; 
Gómez, Mariano; ben Meïr Ibn Ezra, Abraham, ed. Dos comentarios de Abraham Ibn Ezra al Libro de Ester. 
Madrid: CSIC, 2007; Gómez, Mariano. “La influencia de Saadiá Gaón en el comentario de Abraham 
ibn Ezrá al libro de Job”. Sefarad: Revista de Estudios Hebraicos y Sefardíes, 67 (2007): 51-69; de Azcárraga, 
María Josefa. El comentario de Abraham Ibn Ezra al libro de Rut. Madrid: CSIC, 2008; Niclós, José Vicente. 
“Comentario al profeta Jonás de Abraham Ibn Ezra y la liturgia del perdón: Introducción, traducción, 
notas y texto hebreo”. Estudios bíblicos, 57 (1999): 483-515; Rodríguez, Josefina. “Los nombres de Dios: 
gramática, matemática y teología en Abraham ibn “Ezra”, Maimónides y su época, Carlos del Valle, Santiago 
García, Juan Pedro Monferrer, coords. Madrid: Sociedad Estatal de Conmemoraciones Culturales, 2007: 
491-510; Ortega, María Teresa. “Observaciones gramaticales en el comentario de Abraham Ibn Ezra a 
Lamentaciones”. Sefarad. Revista de Estudios Hebraicos y Sefardíes, 63 (2003): 371-391.
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abstract
Brazilian research in the field of humanities is emerging on the international scene as 
something of a new feature, particularly due the amount of papers published by Brazilian 
researchers in European and American journals. The unprecedented participation of so 
many South Americans in international projects is due to an investment made some 
decades ago to promote the training of researchers and centres that are beginning 
to give visible results in the international scientific community. This study therefore 
proposes to identify the way this has been achieved, and is divided into two parts: the 
first one will briefly present the main aspects of the institutional basis for postgraduate 
research in Brazil. In the second part we will present an overview of the effects of 
government policy for supporting historical research, providing a diagnosis of the 
major historiographical contributions of Brazilian researchers and centres dedicated to 
studying the medieval Iberian Peninsula, particularly institutional history and politics.
key Words
Historiographical Overview, Brazilian Medieval Historiography, Brazilian Research 
Centres in Medieval Iberian Studies, Institutional and Political History of Medieval 
Iberia, Brazilian Research Promotion Agencies.
caPItalIa Verba
Status quaestionis historiographicus, Historiographia Medii Aevi Brasiliae, Instituta 
Brasiliana ad studia Iberica Medii Aevi investiganda, Historia institutionum atque civilis 
Medii Aevi Iberiae, Cura negotiorum ad Brasilianam investigationem promovendam.
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1. Introduction
Making historiographical assessments is always difficult because, beyond the risk 
of upsetting susceptibilities, objectivity is also required, as the author forms part of 
the universe under analysis. 
There are two points to this study: firstly, I will present the main aspects 
associated with the institutional basis of research in second- and third-cycle courses 
and PhDs in history in Brazil. Secondly, I will present an assessment of the effects 
of government policy to support historical research, revealing a diagnosis of the 
main historiographical contributions of researchers and Brazilian centres involved 
in studying the institutional and political history of the medieval Iberian Peninsula.
The two main organisations responsible for financing research in Brazil are 
CAPES (Coordination of the Improvement of Higher-Level Staff)1 and the CNPq, 
the National Council for Scientific and Technical Development.2 The researchers 
of my generation in the disadvantaged field of ancient and medieval history in 
Brazil owe a great deal to the CAPES and CNPq agencies, which have, to date, 
maintained investment in the training of higher education staff and support for 
the research carried out in Brazil as a priority policy. The training of my generation 
of researchers has been the result of phenomena linked to internal government 
policies, which, in a context of great institutional, political and economic fragility, 
have miraculously been capable of identifying the scientific research needs in 
the area of human sciences and of maintaining programmes and sustaining the 
basis for making progress in them. The CNPq's researcher statute allows it to train 
staff, promote quality bibliographical production, establish scientific and academic 
cooperation and form the body of examiners for proposals sent to agencies on an 
ad hoc basis. This is undoubtedly a privilege but it also involves a commitment to 
provide a return on the investment received, giving in exchange work and support 
for the general development of research in Brazil.
The regulation of Masters degrees and doctorates (courses following the 4-year 
degree course) in Brazil has been promoted by the Ministry of Education and Culture 
and dates from 1971. Since then there has been institutional concern to establish 
criteria to unify the operation of these courses, firstly for Masters degrees and then 
for doctorates. In this process, the oldest public universities in Brazil —the Federal 
University of Paraná and the State University of Sao Paulo— have been instigators 
working on its behalf. The former, founded in 1912 in cultural circles linked to 
European immigration, particularly Germans and Italians, and the Order of Marist 
Brothers,3 had its Higher Studies Programme (Masters and Doctorates) in history 
recognised for the Masters course in 1972 and for the PhD ten years later, in 1982. 
The latter, founded in 1934, based the establishment of its Faculty of Philosophy, 
1. <http://www.capes.gov.br>.
2. <http://www.cnpq.br>.
3. The History Department at the UFPR was officially recognised and organised just as it is now in 
1958.
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Arts and Human Sciences on the work of Fernand Braudel, with a desire for outside 
links, particularly after 1971, with the establishment of post-graduate programmes 
in social history and economic history.
The CAPES agency has existed since 1951. However, it did not receive its 
official status as being responsible for drawing up the National Higher Education 
Plan Stricto Sensu until 1981, when it was recognised as an executive agency of the 
Ministry of Education and Culture in the national science and technology system, 
with responsibilities including drawing up, evaluating and coordinating activities 
involved in higher education and the establishment of various categories of support 
for research. Based in Brasilia, CAPES maintains its role coordinating research and 
higher education throughout the country, which allows it to centralise rules and 
general directives in this area.
The other essential research institution in Brazil, CNPq, the National Council for 
Scientific and Technical Development, is an agency of the Ministry of Science and 
Technology intended to support scientific and technical research and to train human 
resources for research in the country, with several categories of support for individual 
research projects, international cooperation, publication and conferences. This body 
is concerned with all areas of research, including that of human sciences, which 
includes history. On its Internet site, this agency maintains the LATTES platform, 
which, for ten years, has brought together the CVs of all interested Brazilian and 
international researchers, which encourages the integration of the database. Such 
information centralisation helps with the analysis of the quality and competence 
of those asking the agencies for help, but it also serves as a diagnostic base for 
general support actions. As an example of the possibilities offered by this database, 
we might refer to the increase shown above for which LATTES has served as a data 
collection source.
Like CNPq, CAPES has a permanent technical and administrative staff and a 
considerable group of Brazilian researchers participating in the scientific committees 
responsible for establishing the general or ad hoc policies to evaluate the potential 
scientific quality of proposals sent and classified in the form of Knowledge Areas. 
There is a hierarchy that distributes them in the Large Areas category, such as 
human sciences, where there is a second level of areas, such as history, and then 
the sub-areas, such as medieval Portuguese history.
When we speak of medieval history in Brazil, a multiplicity of Higher Education 
Programmes in history can be seen, normally linked to public universities —either 
federal or state ones. This situation is due to the fact that public higher education 
institutions are very much in demand as a result of productivity indices, the 
qualification of the lecturers, the development of Masters dissertations and PhD 
theses and the evaluation of the quality of defended studies and examiners. Other 
areas, such as the indexing of bibliographical production, the standardisation of the 
indices supporting the ranking of periodical publications, among other measures seen, 
initially, as excessively quantitative, have led to a general improvement in results.
Another side of this policy is the evaluation and marking process for registered 
programmes making up the national league table of fifty-four registered history 
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programmes which, recently, included all private university programmes. The 
evaluation of the programmes in general involves an annual assessment carried 
out through reports sent by the programmes to CAPES. This is the DATACAPES 
report. This tool serves as an evaluation base for a scientific committee in each 
area, consisting of history researchers and recommended by the CAPES Director 
of Programmes. Every three years, this public body publishes the ranking of 
the Brazilian programmes, which can show progressions, regressions and even 
radiations. Such position at national level, of course, includes policies of expanding 
or restricting resources, research grants for Masters degrees and PhDs and even 
the possibility of other benefits encouraging the improvement of the quality and 
quantity of production by teachers and students.
In addition, the teaching staff, largely consisting of permanent lecturers, show a 
greater commitment to their area of reference, which should clearly have a positive 
effect on their educational responsibility. In this way, professional stability brings a 
greater return in terms of research productivity and hours worked, as well as access 
to more favourable conditions for carrying on research.
Another important element is the survival of the concept of specialism and 
research areas in universities, despite the existence in Brazil of voices calling 
politically and demagogically for a diversification and dissolution of the contents 
of university course curriculum content, largely calling for free access to university 
knowledge. We really hope that this movement will be simply an echo of fleeting 
trends, given that, if implemented, it would go against the plans implemented 
by previous governments and government agencies over the years, which have 
just begun to have lasting results. Even the MEC, through its university course 
evaluation criteria, and CAPES, with the Masters and doctorate level programmes, 
present elements linked to the training of teaching staff and courses of study in 
research concerning the disciplines offered to students. Requirements for specialisms 
for teaching staff posts in universities are also a good sign.
The structural objectives of the lines of research and internal subdivisions 
of the programmes show a desirable and increasingly close integration between 
teaching and research, establishing historiographical coherence between some 
researchers in programmes with contributions from members at other Brazilian and 
international study centres. CAPES, in turn, evaluates programmes with respect to 
their coherence, consistency, breadth and the up-to-date nature of the area they 
concentrate on in terms of the research areas and projects linked to the educational 
structure of higher level courses. This is an internal integration project leading to a 
harmonious set of individual research projects, integrated into groups with external 
visibility and links.
Of course, it is an institutional project and, as such, there are likely to be many 
mistakes. However, it should be considered that the persistence of certain general 
principles linked to rigour in the production and qualifications of teachers and 
students is contributing to improving research, notably in the area of history.
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illustRAtion 1. bRAziliAn univeRsities.
2. Assessment
We will now move on to the second part of this study, where we propose to 
present an assessment of the current contributions of Brazilian historiography with 
respect to the institutional and political history of the medieval Iberian Peninsula, 
as the research organisation and support policy reported above has led to some 
noteworthy effects on Brazilian historians.4
Medieval historical research in Brazil officially begins with the thesis defended 
in 1942 by Professor Eurípedes Simões de Paula in 19425 at the Universidade de 
São Paulo (USP) and has, to date, shown an increase in quantity and a considerable 
variety of subjects. The seventies and eighties saw the establishment of the first 
genealogies of teams training generations of medievalists in the main public 
4. See the map of Brazilian research groups by Eliane Veríssimo (Mestranda Universidade Federal do 
Paraná [UFPR]).
5. Macedo, José Rivair. “Os estudos medievais no Brasil: uma tentativa de síntese”. Reti Medievali 
Rivista, 7/1 (2006), <http://www.dssg.unifi.it/_RM/rivista/saggi/RivairMacedo.htm>.
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university programmes —figures who have trained the majority of researchers on 
university teaching staffs today.6
The contact between these medievalists and universities and medieval research 
centres in Europe has become frequent and is leading to a more or less direct 
understanding of the methodologies and debates maintained by the Brazilian 
academic sphere. These initiatives have engendered a degree of criticism, above all 
among the partisans of historiographical trends linked to more orthodox historical 
materialism, who insisted, and still insist, on falsifying medieval reality with 
anachronistic perceptions and dual results in their research. However, we must note 
the need for reflection by these early academics on the relevance of carrying out 
medieval studies in Brazil, which has sometimes made this speciality look rather 
exotic on the Brazilian research scene.
Focusing on solely theoretical debates has promoted a trend to concentrate 
concerns on the historiographical debate, often reproducing the ideas of European 
researchers. It must also be considered that, during this period, the French 
historiographical schools were going through a period of revision and very rapidly 
assimilating new analyses, methods and aims, and they had a great influence on 
this generation of Brazilian medievalists. Such circumstances stimulated the future 
Brazilian researchers while also disconcerting them with old, complex debates 
they were not yet accustomed to. Thus, these researchers assimilated many trends 
without having an effective critical position.
Another aspect causing confusion in the proper understanding of these phenomena 
even today is the promotion of poor translations of source and bibliographical works 
into Portuguese, which has led to many misinterpretations of the original ideas of 
the authors concerned. However, medieval historical production in Brazil can now 
be seen and this is encouraging the new generations being trained.
This debate has, of course, developed based on a demand from agencies for new 
benefits and grants. This has led to work that is thematically and methodologically 
relevant, also attending to international developments.
In the nineties, a generation of new medievalists with qualifications from European 
universities, financially supported by the CAPES and CNPq agencies, began to emerge 
on the national scene and, while they were not very numerous, these increasingly 
autonomous researchers did undertake medieval historical research in Brazil. At the 
same time, other young medievalists were becoming partially qualified at European 
centres, preserving their critical viewpoint even though they were not directly 
linked to the debates. It was at this point when the national medieval associations, 
such as ABREM, the Brazilian Medieval Studies Association, were set up7 along 
with the regional sessions of ANPUH, the National Historical Association8 which 
concerned themselves with publications and events where debate concerning the 
6. Asfora, Wanessa C.; Aubert, Eduardo H.; Castanho, Gabriel de Carvalho G. “Faire l’histoire du 
Moyen Âge au Brésil: fondements, structures, développements”. Bulletin du Centre d’études médiévales 
d’Auxerre, 12 (2008), <http://cem.revues.org/document6602.html>.
7. <http://www.abrem.org.br>.
8. <http://www.anpuh.org>.
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challenges of medieval historiography went through the research existing in the 
country. The increase and dissemination of available medieval sources achieved by 
ABREM undoubtedly strongly encouraged research, particularly among beginners, 
now that the lack of documents was no longer a limiting factor. The growing 
presence of medievalists on university teaching staffs has promoted some beneficial 
effects at this level, because it has allowed the recommendation and acquisition 
of sources and bibliography by university libraries in reasonable quantities and of 
decent quality. This cumulative task owes its first steps to what we might describe as 
the heroic action of the first researchers in the country, who purchased works with 
their own resources and then made them available to their students. The sharing 
and availability of materials with the group, now very quick and easy thanks to the 
Internet and in institutional areas, are preserved as one of the factors identifying 
Brazilian researchers, who have become almost traumatised by the inherent need 
for sources. Thus, making them available to the academic world as a whole and 
even to the general public is a moral obligation required of all those who come to 
possess them. Another important factor on this scene is the rigorous criteria for the 
translation of sources and bibliography made available in the Brazilian publishing 
world. This rigour is due on one hand to the increase in investment and, on the 
other, to the opinion of specialists in medieval history always maintaining reference 
to international specialists as a criterion for the assessment and credibility of 
translation work and also Brazilian historiographical production.
One of the most common criticisms of medieval historiographical production 
in Brazil is its rare access to manuscript sources. Brazilian researchers who have 
been entirely trained in Portuguese, Spanish and French centres in the area of 
palaeography, Latin and historical linguistics represent a generation who better 
trained to analyse these sources, without restrictions linked to the nature and 
support of the materials, freeing research from the thematic dependence on printed 
sources. This difference encourages an interest in mastering these sciences, which 
are considered indispensable for carrying out the task of historian. The barriers are 
gradually being broken down, and the revision of the boundaries mentioned above 
looks very close.
In a recent survey of the picture of medieval historical studies in Brazil, one 
result was that 97% of the theses defended in the country were on the subject 
of the medieval West in the Lower Middle Ages, on the Iberian Peninsula, 
notably Portugal.9 In our opinion, the dominance of this choice is due to factors 
concerning, firstly, the origin of our Portuguese institutional, linguistic and religious 
tradition. Without wishing to propose a debate on the cultural, anthropological 
and sociological axes of the composition of the formative elements of the Brazilian 
nation, from a historiographical point of view, the contribution of the Portuguese 
tradition, particularly at institutional level, is undoubtedly a notable one. The 
conscious or unconscious perception of this influence promotes the appeal of 
9. Asfora, Wanessa C.; Aubert, Eduardo H. ; Castanho, Gabriel de Carvalho G. “Faire l’histoire du Moyen 
Âge au Brésil...”. 
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themes from medieval Portuguese or even Iberian history to Brazilian researchers, 
who contribute to the concept of frontier certain specific features broadening the 
limits of the Portuguese kingdom. And another more pragmatic factor can be 
added —that of linguistic access to the Portuguese sources, as they have an easier 
mastery of Galician-Portuguese than other medieval languages. This leads us to 
an understanding of the preference for subjects concentrating on the end of the 
Middle Ages, when the sources begin to be written in Romance languages as well 
as in Latin. It goes without saying that some interpretive readings of the survey in 
question may need to be qualified or confirmed, but they do constitute an attempt 
to understand the data obtained.
Our reflection will now take a look at the individuals and groups carrying on 
research in the area of the institutional and political history of the medieval Iberian 
Peninsula in Brazil.
Of course, some difficulties are inherent in this sample, associated on one hand 
with the existence of a now considerable number of researchers and, on the other, 
to a phenomenon of thematic inconsistency among some representatives of this 
category. For example, we are obliged to establish certain selection criteria in order 
to ensure the quality of the sample, such as choosing groups and individuals actively 
working on medieval Iberian studies and not on current readings and revisions of 
the Middle Ages. In addition, for this study, the core subject areas preferred by 
researchers are considered, based on information declared in the database in the 
LATTES CV platform, according to the authors, and also on information obtained 
from ABREM10 and other more general previous surveys. Another criterion is the 
selection of researchers with PhDs active in teaching and research institutions, 
although maintaining the reference to the most important researchers and their 
role in training new generations.11
This is how we have arrived at the definition of a universe of nineteen researchers 
at national level, meeting the required profile. They show a difference of thirteen 
years in the date when they obtained their PhD qualifications, from 1993 to 2009, 
showing the fact that they are recently qualified and the annual concentration of 
them has been growing since 2005.12
These researchers have carried on their PhD studies evenly divided between the 
more traditional medieval history education centres in the south-east of the country, 
the Fluminese Federal University and two more recent centres in the south-east and 
southern regions of Brazil, the Júlio Mesquita Paulista University and the Federal 
10. Despite the fact that the data is from 2007, Who's who in ABREM has helped a great deal in finding 
the researchers.
11. Asfora, Wanessa C.; Aubert, Eduardo H. ; Castanho, Gabriel de Carvalho G. “Faire l’histoire du 
Moyen Âge au Brésil...”.
12. Concerning PhD qualification, the spread is from 1993 to 2009, with an increasing annual average 
of qualifications: one for each year (1993, 1996, 1997, 2004, 2007 and 2009), 2 per year (1998, 2000, 
2003), 3 per year (2008) and 4 (2005).
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University of Paraná. It is important to note that a third of the medievalists involved 
in this assessment did their entire PhDs abroad.13
Considering the regions where these researchers are active, it can be said that 
they are evenly concentrated in the south-eastern, central-western and southern 
regions of the country. The seven researchers working in the south-eastern region 
are distributed between the federal universities of Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and 
Minas Gerais and the Sao Paulo state universities,14 and, above all, they have 
emerged from education in the same region.15
The six other researchers identified in the central-western region are distributed 
between the federal universities of Mato Grosso and Brasilia, with the largest 
concentration in Goias16 and they come from PhD studies carried out particularly 
in other Brazilian and foreign centres.17 This trend is in accordance with the most 
recent centres in the area of medieval history.
Six researchers can also be identified in the southern region, distributed between 
the universities of Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina and Paraná and the Maringa 
State University.18 Depending on the case, a growing trend is noted towards 
education in their own region and PhDs abroad,19 which is explained by the recent 
establishment of these education centres. In both cases, there is the advantage of 
having greater circulation of lecturers from other regions of the country, many of 
them with experience abroad, and external links contributing to a greater diversity 
of historiographical perspectives applied at the universities where they work.
Concerning the main areas developed by the group of researchers analysed, 
a concentration of work in medieval Portuguese history between the 13th and 
15th centuries can be noted, according to the data obtained from the LATTES 
13. Three at the Federal University of Paraná (UFPR), three at the Fluminese Federal University (UFF), 
four at the Júlio de Mesquita Paulista University (UNESP), one at the University of Brasilia (UNB), 
one at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) and one at the University of São Paulo (USP). 
Seven others abroad: one at the Complutense University in Madrid, three in the Faculty of Arts at the 
University of Porto, three at the University of Lisbon, one at the Humboldt University in Berlin and one 
at the University of Bielefeld, Germany.
14. At the federal universities, two in Rio de Janeiro (one at the UFRJ and the other at the Federal Rural 
University of Rio de Janeiro [UFRRJ]), one in São Paulo (Federal University of São Paulo [UNIFESP]), 
one in Espírito Santo (Federal University of Espírito Santo [UFES]), one in Minas Gerais (Federal 
University of Alfenas [UNIFAL]) and two at universities in São Paulo (one at the UNESP and the other 
at the State University of Campinas [UNICAMP]).
15. PhD education carried out between 1998 and 2005, above all at Universidade Federal Fluminense 
(UFF), Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) and Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de 
Mesquita Filho” (UNESP), and a single case of education abroad, at the University of Lisbon.
16. One at the Federal University of Mato Grosso (UFMT), two at the Universidade de Brasília (UNB) 
and three at the University of Goias (UFG).
17. Predominant education: UNB, UFPR, UNESP, Complutense University and University of Porto (2). 
Between 1993 and 2009.
18. As follows: 4 at the federal universities (Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina [UFSC]-1, 
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul [UFRGS]-1, UFPR-2), 2 at the state university (Universidade 
Estadual de Maringá [UEM]-2). 
19. Particularly: UFPR, UNESP, Humboldt, University of Bielefeld and University of Porto. Between 
1997 and 2008.
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platform. Certain phenomena have been observed in which production is shown 
to be rather dissipated among various themes. In other cases, production is 
shown to be interrupted by long periods of time. However, we wanted to select 
the most common themes with a continuous trajectory, according to our own 
criteria. 
Another general aspect concerning the researchers’ production is that it is 
published in Brazilian journals or editions, which ends up limiting its dissemination 
in foreign centres, although this shows us that the Brazilian publishing market does 
offer growing capacity for production in the medieval institutional and political 
history of the Iberian Peninsula.
In accordance with the theme of the survey, it can be said that researchers in the 
northern and north-eastern regions of Brazil have a very small share of the volume 
of production, due to the tradition of research on local themes.
From now on, we are focussing on the core subjects of research carried on by 
the professionals working on the medieval institutional and political history of the 
Iberian Peninsula.
The first is linked to monarchical political theory, if the concept of history 
is considered based on a political analysis such as the construction of theories 
of royal, papal and noble supremacy. It is an area focused on exploring works 
of Espelhos de Príncipes and of Iberian chroniclers, Fernão Lopes, Gomes Eanes 
de Zurara and Pero Lopes de Ayala, as well as the doctrinal works of Alvaro 
Pais.20 The production of the court of Alfonso X of Castile also holds interest for 
Brazilian historiography,21 as well as the Princes of Avis and treatises on royal 
20. Guimarães, Marcella L. Estudo das representações de monarca nas Crônicas de Fernão Lopes (séculos 
XIV e XV). O Espelho do rei: ‘decifra-me ou te devoro’. Curitiba: Universidade Federal do Paraná (PhD. 
Dissertation), 2004; Guimarães, Marcella L. “Os protagonismos do Cruel e do Cru, antes dos 
favoritos de Fernão Lopes e Pero Lopez de Ayala”. História. Questões e Debates, 41 (2005): 107-129; da 
Costa, Ricardo. A Árvore Imperial-Um Espelho de Príncipes na obra de Ramon Llull (1232/1316). Niteroi: 
Universidade Federal Fluminense (PhD. Dissertation), 2000; da Costa, Ricardo; Theml, Neyde; 
Chevitarese, André; Moura, José F.; Machado, Carlos Augusto R.; Oliveira, Bruno; Mattos, Carlinda; 
Zierer, Adriana; Macedo, José Rivair, org. Testemunhos da História-Documentos de História Antiga e 
Medieval, Ricardo da Costa, ed. Vitoria: Editora da Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo, 2003; de 
Souza, Armenia Marialvaro. Os pecados dos reis: A proposta de um modelo de conduta para os monarcas 
ibéricos no Estado e Pranto da Igreja e no Espelho dos Reis do franciscano galego D. Álvaro Pais (1270-1349). 
Brazil: Universidade de Brasília (PhD. Dissertation), 2008; Escritas da História: Memória e Linguagens, 
Armenia Maria de Souza, org. Goiânia: Editora da Universidade Corporativa de Guarulhos, 2004; 
Escritas da História: Intelectuais e Poder, Armenia Maria de Souza, org. Goiânia: Catholic University of 
Goiás, 2004.
21. Franca, Susani. “Formas da verdade na poesia religiosa de Afonso X”, Novas leituras, novos caminhos: 
Cantigas de Santa Maria de Afonso X, o sábio. Ângela Vaz Leão, dir. Belo Horizonte: Veredas & Cenários, 2008; 
Rui, Adailson J. “A sucessão de Alfonso X e a legitimidade de uma linhagem”. Pós-História, 2 (1993): 207-
218; Rui, Adailson J. “A elaboração da História na Idade Média: o exemplo de Alfonso X, o Sábio”, A Ciência 
e a Organização dos Saberes na Idade Média, Luís Alberto de Boni, org. Porto Alegre: EDIPUCRS, 2000: 211-
217; Pedrero, María G.; Rui, Adailson J; Santos, E.; Morais, W.G. “Fontes Primárias da Idade Média”, Fontes 
Primárias da Idade Média séculos V-XV, Lênia Marcia Mongelli, org. Cotia: IBIS, 1999: II, 137-208.
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government;22 issues linked to the Western Schism and the exile in Avignon 
and its effects on the Portuguese monarchy are also of interest to Brazilian 
researchers.23 
Another core theme developed by Brazilian medieval historiography is that 
of power relationships and noble, urban and ecclesiastical socio-political groups 
understood as the agents making up political society surrounding the king. On 
this point, we have some research based on prosopographic methodology on the 
Iberian nobility and the medieval city,24 the debates about society surrounding the 
kings of the Avis dynasty,25 political matrimonial strategies,26 and Parliaments.27 
The concentration of researchers applying themselves to this subject can be seen 
at the universities in the south of the country.
There is another core research area linked to medieval royal legislation 
and jurists, the theoretical terms of Law and the empirical tools for exercising 
justice and administration, an area developed by many Brazilian researchers in 
the selected thematic universe. A preference for research linked to legislation 
and political centralisation in Portugal and Castile can be seen,28 as well as for 
22. Franca, Susani. Os reinos dos cronistas medievais. Sao Paulo: Annablume, 2006; Coser, Miriam. C. 
“A dinastia de Avis e a construção da memória do reino português”. Especiaria, 10 (2007): 703-727; 
de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “O Poder do Discurso: A Crônica da Guiné e a Construção da 
Imagem Mítica do Infante D. Henrique (Século XV)”, Anais do II Colóquio da pesquisas da História- Arte, 
Poder e Sociedade. Goiânia: Chrônidas-Universidade Federal de Goiás, 2009.
23. Fernandes, Fátima R. “O conceito de Império no pensamento político tardo-medieval”, Facetas do 
Império na História, Andréa Doré, Luís Felipe Silvéiro Lima; Luiz G. Silva, dirs. Sao Paulo: HUCITEC, 2008: 
185-198; Fernandes, Fátima R. “A monarquia portuguesa e o Cisma do Ocidente (1378-85)”, Instituições, 
Poderes e Jurisdições, Renan Frighetto, Marcella L. Guimarães, eds. Curitiba: Juruá Editora, 2007: 137-155.
24. de Almeida, Cybele Crossetti. “Uma introdução ao método prosopográfico: fontes e questões 
para pesquisa”, Ciências Humanas: Pesquisa e Método, Celi Regina Pinto, Cesar Augusto Guazzelli, 
orgs. Porto Alegre: Editora da Universidade, 2009; de Almeida, Cybele Crossetti. “Topografia e 
estratificação social: representações e mecanismos de poder na cidade medieval”. Anos 90, 14 (2000): 
294-311; Fernandes, Fátima R. Sociedade e poder na Baixa Idade Média portuguesa. Curitiba: Editora da 
Universidade Federal do Paraná, 2003; Fernandes, Fátima R. “Os exílios da linhagem dos Pacheco 
e sua relação com a natureza de suas vinculações aos Castro (segunda metade do século XIV)”. 
Cuadernos de Historia de España, 82 (2008): 31-54.
25. Fernandes, Fátima R. “A construção da sociedade política de Avis à luz da trajectória política de 
Nuno Alvares Pereira”, Actas das VI Jornadas Luso-Espanholas de Estudos Medievais: A Guerra e a sociedade na 
Idade Média. Torres Novas: Almondina, 2009: I, 421-446.
26. Gimenez, José C. “Alianças matrimoniais como estratégias politicas na Península Ibérica”, Instituições, 
Poderes...: 157-173; Gimenez, José C. A Rainha Isabel nas estratégias políticas da Península Ibérica-1280-1336. 
Curitiba: Universiade Federal do Paraná (PhD. Dissertation), 2005; Souza, Armenia M. “A Política de 
Casamento de Dom Afonso IV, Rei de Portugal, para com seus filhos D. Pedro e D. Maria (séc. XIV)”. 
Temporis(ação), 5/6 (2001): 25-42.
27. de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “As atitudes do rei em favor da nobreza e as queixas 
apresentadas em cortes: A permanência dos abusos da fidalguia durante o governo de D. Afonso V (1448-
1481)”, Anais-XXIV Simpósio Nacional de História-História e Multidisciplinaridade: territórios e deslocamentos. 
Sao Leopoldo (RS): Unisinos, 2007; Fernandes, Fátima R. “As Cortes medievais portuguesas e sua relação 
com o poder régio-segunda metade do século XIV”. Anais da XIX Reunião Anual da Sociedade Brasileira de 
Pesquisa Histórica, 19 (1999): 141-144.
28. dos Reis, Jaime E. Território, legislação e monarquia no reinado de Alfonso X, o Sábio (1251 - 1284). 
Assis: Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho” (PhD. Dissertation), 2007; dos Reis, 
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the Enquêtes et Concordats,29 where there is a concentration of researchers from 
universities in the central-western region and some in the southern region.
Other core areas show a more irregular contribution from Brazilian researchers, 
such as the Reconquest of the Iberian Peninsula generally developed along the lines 
of textbooks,30 Military Orders, above all Portuguese ones,31 the nature of political 
and legal relationships established or practised between Christians, Muslims and 
Jews,32 the size of councils of nobles, 33 and also ecclesiastical power and reforms, 
notably monastic ones. 34 
The predominant research themes do not prevent the researchers mentioned 
developing other isolated subjects depending on their circumstances and universities. 
Jaime E. “O Setenario de Alfonso X, o Sábio: código jurídico ou espelho de príncipe?”, Educação, 
História e Filosofia no Ocidente: Antiguidade e Medievo, Terezihna de Oliveira, dir. Itajai: Univali, 2009: 
259-266; de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “A Sociedade e o Estado Português no Final do 
Século XIV”. Estudos (Goiânia), 26 (1999): 359-370; de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “A 
imagem de Nobreza em Portugal no Governo de D. Afonso V (1438-1481)”. Fragmentos de Cultura, 
14/9 (2004): 1657-1663; Coelho, Maria. F. “Justice et apparences: discours et pratiques dans la 
tradition portugaise en Amérique”, Normes juridiques et pratiques judiciaires, Benoît Garnot, ed. Dijon: 
Editions Universitaires de Dijon, 2007: 415-424; Coelho, Maria F. “Monarquia feudal e propaganda 
política. As inquirições portuguesas como fonte de estudo (séc. XIII)”, Idade Média: abordagens 
interdisciplinares. Rio de Janeiro: PEM, 2009: 150-154; Fonseca, Celso S. “Itinerário de estudo: o 
processo de organização do estado português nos séculos XIV e XV”. Revista Múltipla, 18 (2005): 
163-174; Fonseca, Celso S. “Uma introdução ao estudo da centralização monárquica portuguesa”, 
Um passeio com Clio, Cléria Botêlho da Costa, dir. Brasilia: Paralelo 15, 2002: 61-74; Paes, Flávio F. 
“Leis Contra a usura na Idade Média portuguesa (séculos XIII e XIV)”, Os Pecados Capitais na Idade 
Média. Porto Alegre: PPG-História-Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, 2004: 41-44; Vidotte, 
Adriana. “Cerimônia política e legitimação do poder em Castela no período de Enrique IV”, Anais 
do I Ciclo Internacional de Estudos Antigos e Medievais e VII Ciclo de Estudos Antigos e Medievais. Assis: 
Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho”, 2005; Vidotte, Adriana. “A historiografia 
espanhola sobre o reinado dos Reis Católicos”, Anais do XVII Encontro Regional de História da Associação 
Nacional de História (São Paulo). O historiador e seu tempo. Assis: Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio 
de Mesquita Filho”, 2006; de Almeida, Cybele C. “Legislar para o bem comum: direito e centralização 
política em Afonso X”. Biblos, 21 (2007): 9-32; de Almeida, Cybele C. “Considerações sobre o uso 
político do conceito de justiça na obra legislativa de Afonso X”. Anos 90, 16 (2002): 13-36; Fernandes, 
Fátima R. “A recepção do Direito Romano no Ocidente europeu medieval: Portugal, um caso de 
afirmação régia”. História. Questões e Debates, 41 (2005): 73-83; Fernandes, Fátima R. Comentários à 
legislação medieval portuguesa de Afonso III. Curitiba: Juruá Editora, 2000. 
29. Paes, Flavio F. “Estratégias de poder: inquirições, concordatas e definição de fronteiras em Portugal 
(séc. XIII e XIV)”. Territórios e Fronteiras, 2 (2001): 63-74.
30. da Costa, Ricardo. A Guerra na Idade Média-Um estudo da mentalidade de cruzada na Península Ibérica. Rio 
de Janeiro: Paratodos, 1998; Rui, Adailson J. “Uma mentalidade em transformação: o culto de São Tiago 
da Reconquista Espanhola à Conquista da América”. Pós-História, 5 (1996): 53-66.
31. Fernandes, Fabiano. “Na ‘ribalta’ das inquirições: a dissolução da Ordem do Templo e as comendas 
de Ega, Soure, Redinha e Pombal. 1308-1310”, XXV Simpósio Nacional de História. História e Ética. 
Fortaleza: Universidade Federal do Ceará, 2009; Fernandes, Fabiano. “As chaves do reino nas mãos 
do rei: A luta pela redefinição das esferas de poder e a criação da Ordem de Cristo (1319-1325)”, 
Anais do XI Encontro Regional Associação Nacional de História. Democracia e conflito. Rio de Janeiro: 
Associação Nacional de História, 2004; Fernandes, Fabiano. “Poder religioso e centralização régia 
nas vilas de Ega Soure, Redinha e Pombal. 1248-1348”, Atas da IV Semana de Estudos Medievais. Rio de 
Janeiro: Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, 2002.
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These are the ones we think are most important for identifying researchers in the 
general picture. 323334
In the universe of research groups and laboratories, the need to slightly expand 
the original approach of our survey —the political and institutional history of the 
medieval Iberian Peninsula— can be seen. The groups identified below include the 
vast majority of the researchers already mentioned and still others who work at 
these centres. All these researchers make their projects available, registering with 
the CNPq, and must update them if they do not want to lose the approval of their 
host institution and the CNPq.
The classification of these groups’ proposals can become difficult, depending 
on the case, because the categories are too broad. So for this study we identify a 
large number of the research centres investigating the medieval Iberian Peninsula, 
above all those more specifically concerning themselves with its institutional 
and political history in the medieval Iberian Peninsula. Among them is the 
Medieval Studies Programme at the Federal University of Goias; Speculum: Medieval 
Studies Centre at the Federal University of the Mato Grosso, both in the central-
western region of the country. In the south-eastern region, the most traditional 
programme in terms of the research referred to, the Medieval Studies Programme 
at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, promotes events, as does the Medieval 
Studies Laboratory of the University of Sao Paulo and the Centre of Ancient and 
Medieval Studies of the Paulista Julio de Mesquita Filho State University. 
With a rather interdisciplinary dimension and aimed at collecting and publishing 
sources, we have the Translation Studii —Dimensions of the Middle Ages Centre at the 
Fluminese Federal University. Similarly, there are Sources for teaching and research 
in the History of the Middle Ages at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul and 
the Ancient and Medieval Studies Laboratory of the State University at Maringa, in 
Paraná.
Representing a more direct approach to the medieval institutional and political 
history of the Iberian Peninsula, there is the Centre for Mediterranean Studies and 
Power and Society on the ancient and medieval Iberian Peninsula, both at the Federal 
32. de Silveira, Aline D. “Política e convivência entre cristãos e muçulmanos nas Cantigas de Santa 
Maria”, Reflexões sobre o Medievo, Nilton Mullet Pereira, Cybele Crossetti de Almeida, Igor Salomao 
Teixeira, dirs. São Leopoldo: OIKOS, 2009: 39-59; de Silveira, Aline D. “Cristãos, Muçulmanos e 
Judeus na Medievalística alemã: reflexões para um novo conceito de Idade Média”. Aedos, 2 (2009): 
143-169; Fontes Primárias da Idade Média Séculos V-XV, Lenia Marcia Mongelli, ed. São Paulo: Íbis, 1999, 
2 vols.
33. de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “Nobreza/Poder Concelhio: Conflitos existentes no reinado 
de D. Afonso V (1449-1481)”, Medievalismo: Leituras Contemporâneas. Londrina-Maringá: Universidade 
Estadual de Londrina-Universidade Estadual de Maringá, 2005: III, 533-537; Alves, Gracilda. “A atuação 
dos tabeliães em Portugal. Século XIV e XV”, O Portugal Medieval. Salvador: Associação Brasileira de 
Estudos Medievais, 2003; Alves, Gracilda. “Tabelionato: poder social, econômico e político”. XXII Simpósio 
Nacional de História. João Pessoa: Associação Nacional de História, 2003.
34. Almeida, Néri de Barros. “A ‘Vida de Santo Amaro’ entre as dinâmicas de uma tradição legendária 
e as tensões do estabelecimento da Ordem Cisterciense em Portugal (séculos XIII-XV)”, Inês de Castro: a 
época e a memória, Ana Paula Torres, org. Sao Paulo: Editorial Alameda-Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa 
do Estado de São Paulo-Cátedra Jaime Cortesão, 2007: 79-102.
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University of Paraná. And also Scriptorium: Medieval and Iberian Studies Laboratory at 
the Fluminese Federal University of Niteroi (Rio de Janeiro) and the group Iberian 
Peninsula: from Late Antiquity to the Reconquest, at the Federal University of Alfenas 
(Minas Gerais).
All these groups plan to promote exchange with external Brazilian and 
international researchers, with the desire to establish scientific and inter-
institutional links. However, the general need for own sources of finance prevents 
more lasting actions, as all the initiatives depend on the categories available at 
the CAPES and CNPq agencies and support from state agencies like FAPESP in 
Sao Paulo. The cooperation obtained from banks, public companies and mixed 
capital foundations is sporadic and sometimes lacks the prospect of long-term 
continuity.
For example, resources are associated with the performance of the applicant 
researchers and they constitute an exception on the national research scene. The 
permanence of centres is directly linked to the universities where they are based 
and the support for institutional grants for the undergraduate, masters and PhD or 
post-doctorate students acting as staff for these centres’ initiatives.
Such limitations impose conditions on the centres’ programmes, firstly in terms 
of the calendar fixed by the finance categories. These categories are presented in the 
form of continuous flow, that is, they are permanently open, above all those involved 
in the application process for research grants. Those involved in the publication of 
journals follow the agency calendar. This is the reason for the progress of events 
at regular intervals, subject to the opening of institutional support categories. We 
should also consider another aspect: the periods for sending, obtaining results and 
implementing proposals are often very short, requiring a great deal of time and 
coordination capacity from the person responsible concerning the teaching team 
and students involved.
Another functional difficulty is linked to the turnover in recipients of grants 
working to support the continuing operation of centres and collective research 
projects. The limited finance periods for their research depend on the level of 
qualification, up to three years for first-cycle scientific initiation,35 up to two years 
for the Masters and four years for the PhD. Given that finance has not always 
been agreed at the beginning of the course, the time these students remain at the 
centres becomes very limited, a situation mitigated by the students’ voluntary 
work during their years of study. Recently, quotas have been established for 
grants linked to REUNI projects to modernise Brazilian universities, which have 
a notable effect on research centres operating in higher education institutions.
Access to sources on the Internet reduces the urgent need for the compilation and 
publication of documents, although this is still necessary. This initiative has become 
quite important when it comes to the digitisation of little researched manuscript 
sources in Brazil, which have limited the subject choices of researchers.
35. Grants agreed for research projects oriented towards these studies in which the students follow 
previously established plans.
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Financial and institutional support is essential for the operation of research centres, 
but their existence and survival are subject to demands for solutions to the problems 
inherent in the research itself. The initiative is, moreover, the essential precondition 
for the researcher, which explains the typical medievalist solutions allowing the 
progress of research towards an increasingly broad level with the dissemination 
of results and the sharing of documents between scholars. Like true medievalist 
university doctors, today we maintain contacts with teaching and research centres 
by participating in congresses, sending materials to be published, staying up to date 
to show that the academic world in Brazil is emerging on the international scene 
with potential to take part in research at international level.
The contributions made by the first generations of medievalists in Brazil have been 
the contributions of founders and they occupy an important place in the pantheon 
of medieval history in Brazil: now it is the turn of new generations. The nature, 
quality and frequency of research carried out in this area in Brazil must be mastered 
and perfected. Firstly, there is the task of diagnosing the predominant areas in the 
study of medieval history through a periodic thematic survey from which needs 
can be identified and the emergence of interpretative and historiographical trends 
can be evaluated. The results can be important indices on which to base demands, 
criticism and direction for future public policies as well as cooperation associated 
with research in this country and abroad.
Today, I believe it is possible to say that, although Brazilian medievalists directly 
or indirectly owe their education to the European academic world, the growing 
maturity of our researchers and their welcome natural geographical distance in 
the context of the field of analysis should be exploited more. Despite globalisation, 
we, the Brazilians of the 21st century, are often involved in specific debates about 
our South American situation. As children of our time and place, we are incapable 
of achieving complete integration into the point of view of contextual analysis. 
We are victims of the unconscious subjectivity limiting analysis with respect to 
the phenomena that surround us, but our reasonable distance from the European 
situation and debate makes us capable of participating scientifically and objectively. 
The position of external spectator often attributed to the Brazilian medievalist 
therefore becomes an excellent point of view for analysis and must be exploited in 
institutions and scientific projects in order to multiply the generation of productive 
cooperation from the scientific and academic points of view.
Above all, there is an urgent need to promote reciprocal knowledge between 
researchers and centres engaged in research through historiographical assessment 
initiatives defined by clear, relevant approaches. In this sense, research centres are 
established as important tools for institutional visibility, as they offer research with 
specific, thematic or spatial approaches making it possible to establish fundamental 
links for science while promoting the implementation of productive interdisciplinary 
links.
European research centres are increasingly showing themselves as collaborators 
with their Brazilian counterparts, which allows the construction of unprecedented 
scientific cooperation projects with wonderful prospects for research. The proposal 
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for bringing together the contributions of Brazilian medievalists and European 
researchers working on the political and institutional history of the Iberian Peninsula 
heralds a new phase of research in this area on the two continents. The common, 
collective view, without forgetting the specific features of either side, makes it 
possible to achieve very considerable historical visions and revisions ultimately 
contributing to the renewal of medieval studies.
II PART
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abstract 
In recent years the concept of ‘identity’ has gained a prominent position in 
historiographic studies. The search for definitions of specific terms, such as natio, 
patria and regnum in late-antiquity sources has led to research into the concept of 
gens/gentes. The concept of gens/gentes is loaded with double meaning, unitary in the 
singular and factional in the plural, and has a connotation of ‘noble identities’ that 
reinforces the idea of the shaping of a ‘supranational’ institution competing with 
royalty itself. In this study, we will analyse the construction of ‘noble identity’ in 
the Hispano-Visigothic kingdom of Toledo based on the writings of Isidore of Seville 
(560?-636).
keyWords 
Hispano-Visigothic Kingdom of Toledo, Isidore of Seville, Political Power, Noble 
Identity, Gentes.
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Toletanum Regnum Hispanum vel Visigothicum, Isidorus Hispalensis, Potestas, 
Nobile genus, Gentes.
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1. Gens and nobilitas: far and near
Since the beginning of the 1980s there has been a growing number of studies 
concerning the analysis, definition and, if possible, historic application of the 
concept of gens/genus/gentes throughout Late Antiquity. We think it is correct to state 
that this interest in the origins of those groups and populations that migrated into 
the Roman imperial world from the 3rd century onwards is related to the process of 
geopolitical expansion of the European Union. The search for a logical explanation 
for why one population group or another was involved in shaping and forming 
Europe has been much distorted in recent years. This has resulted in such historic 
research becoming mixed up with certain political positions that have unfortunately 
become prominent in some academic and scientific circles.1 In this study we want 
to distance ourselves from these ideological and political disputes concerning how 
the concept of gens was used in the 20th century and focus our interest on historical 
research and a source-based approach, in particular Hispano-Visigothic sources, 
which show how the concept developed based on a socio-political structure that 
reveals the existence of a relationship between the concepts of gens and nobilitas 
in Late Antiquity.2 In order to do this we must rediscover, in general terms, how 
the two concepts, gens and nobilitas, were used in political, social, administrative 
and cultural settings in the Roman world during the final stage of the Republic and 
throughout the Principate to find out whether these concepts were renewed and 
reinterpreted in other historic contexts such as in the Late Roman Empire and the 
Roman-barbarian monarchies.
As far as the term gens is concerned, in some Roman sources from the second 
half of the 1st century B.C. we find an interesting definition and characterisation 
that links it to family groups of high-class extraction associated with the past of the 
1. The contribution by Thomas F. X. Noble is very pertinent: Noble, Thomas F. X. “Introduction. Romans, 
barbarians, and the transformation of the Roman Empire”, From Roman Provinces to Medieval Kingdoms. 
London-New York: Routledge, 2006: 4, “...It served the purposes of Europe's state-builders to insist on 
the oldest possible claims for the coherent existence of specific groups of people on particular patches of 
soil. Nationalism is the ideology that in some ways animated and in other ways emerged from Europe's 
nineteenth- century political experiments...”; an idea also presented by Pablo C. Díaz: Díaz, Pablo C. “Los 
godos como epopeya y la construcción de identidades en la historiografía española”. Anales de Historia 
Antigua, Medieval y Moderna, 40 (2008): 26, ...La forma en que se plantea la pregunta y la disyuntiva que propone, 
sobre las que podremos volver más tarde, sólo se entienden en un contexto preciso del postromanticismo, donde el 
empeño por fundamentar los estados nacionales había llevado a buscar obsesivamente las raíces de lo nacional en 
el pasado histórico particular e intransferible de cada una de las comunidades que formaban esas naciones...; in 
the same line interpretative: Geary, Patrick J. O Mito das Nações. A invenção do nacionalismo. São Paulo: 
Conrad Livros, 2005: 57, ...No entanto, seria mais correto afirmar que o tipo específico de nacionalismo étnico que 
conhecemos hoje é algo recente...
2. An idea mentioned by Patrick J Geary: Geary, Patrick J. O Mito das Nações...: 93, ...A aldeia era administrada 
por uma assembléia de homens livres, sob a liderança de um chefe e uma série de fatores determinavam sua escolha: 
riqueza, influência familiar e contatos com a liderança do povo do qual a aldeia fazia parte. As gentes, ou povos, eram 
formadas por uma combinação de tradições religiosas, legais e políticas que proporcionavam um forte mas instável 
sentimento de unidade...; the relationship between the leaders of the ‘gentes’ and the concept of ‘nobilitas’, 
in this case Hispano-Visigoth, appears in: Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, X, 184: Nobilis, non uilis, cuius 
et nomen et genus scitur...
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Roman civitas. For example, in his Treatise on the Laws, Cicero establishes a clear link 
between Roman gentes, which were prominent families in the social and political 
sphere, and the legitimising power of the ancestors.3 It is worth recalling that the 
mos maiorum, ancestral custom or preservation of ancestral tradition,4 arose as a way 
of differentiating gens from the rest of the populus to enable effective political action 
by members of the gentes. In other words, in Cicero's treatise we find a hierarchical 
and functional socio-political configuration based on the tradition of major families 
to explain their actions in the Senate and, consequently, the administration of the 
Republic itself.5 In this case there is a coming together of members of the gentes 
with the senatorial optimi responsible for government affairs.6 However, we think 
it is correct to say that not all of the senatorial optimi from Cicero's time came from 
the universe of traditional gentes, as in many cases, such as those described by 
Sallust, which included Cicero himself and Crassus, in the 1st century B.C. senators 
often came from the group of new men, individuals who did not have illustrious 
ancestors but who became senators based on personal merit.7 There was then a 
clear personal interest in finding a connection between that new senator/nobile and 
some prominent ancestor.8 This gave him and his future descendants the possibility 
3. Cicero, De Legibus, II,55: ...Iam tanta religio est sepulcrorum, ut extra sacra et gentem inferri fas negent esse, 
idque apud maiores nostros A. Torquatus in gente Popillia iudicavit...
4. According to Maria Helena da Rocha: da Rocha, Maria Helena. Estudos de História da Cultura Clássica. 
Cultura Romana. Lisbon: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 1982: 345, Os romanos tinham como suporte 
fundamental e modelo do seu viver comum a tradição, no sentido da observância dos costumes dos antepassados, ‘mos 
maiorum’...; and as attested by Francisco Marco and Francisco Pina: Marco, Francisco; Pina, Francisco. 
“‘Concordia’ y ‘libertas’ como polos de referencia religiosa en la lucha política de la república tardía”. 
Gerión, 18 (2000): 268, ...Toda ‘seditio’, en tanto que promueve cambios más o menos profundos en la estructura 
política o socioeconómica, es considerada como una amenaza para la ‘libertas’ de los ‘optimates’, que se basa en el 
respeto a su posición de preeminencia, justificada historicamente por el ‘mos maiorum’... 
5. Cicero, De Legibus, II, 3: ...Hic enim orte stirpe antiquissima sumus, hic sacra, hic genus, hic maiorum multa 
vestigia...
6. Cicero, De Legibus, II, 30: ...Continet enim rem publicam, consilio et auctoritate optimatium semper populum 
indigere...; aspect reinforced by Emilio Gabba: Gabba, Emilio. “El consenso popular a la política 
expansionista romana (siglos III-II a.C.)”, Sociedad y política en la Roma Republicana (siglos III-I a.C.). Pisa: 
Pacini Editore, 2000: 242-243, ...los argumentos patrióticos iban más allá de la simple glorificación de las grandes 
familias...
7. Sallustius, De Bello Iugurthino, 7: ...Etiam homines novi, qui antea per virtutem soliti erant nobilitatem antevenire, 
furtim et per latrocinia potius quam bonis artis ad imperia et honores nituntur...; for María José Hidalgo: Hidalgo, 
María José. “Algunos aspectos del pensamiento político de Salustio”. Studia Historica. Historia Antigua, 2-3 
(1984-1985): 117, ...El juicio que el historiador vierte sobre este ‘homo novus’ es en líneas generales muy favorable, 
y se verifica sobre todo en la profesión de fe que le dedica en su propio discurso y que se avala con la presentación de 
una oligarquía auténtica basada sobre sus méritos y no sobre la herencia y el linaje...; as Claude Nicolet indicates: 
Nicolet, Claude. “El ciudadano y el político”, El hombre romano, Andrea Giardina, ed. Madrid: Alianza 
Editorial, 1991: 63, ...Los ‘hombres nuevos’, hijos de notables, simples caballeros, tienen el derecho reconocido de 
aspirar a los honores e incluso, siguiendo los pasos de Mario o Cicerón, llegar a los primeros puestos...
8. For Christophe Badel: Badel, Christophe. La noblesse de l’Empire Romain. Les Masques et la Vertu. 
Mayenne: Champ Vallon, 2005: 164, ...les hommes nouveaux s’émerveillaient d’obtenir les plus hautes dignités 
en l’absence de ce stimulant puissant qu’était l’exemple des aïeux (...) la dette envers les ancêtres représentait une 
impérieuse nécessité pour les ‘nobiles’...; perhaps it happened the same around Gneus Calpurnius, explained 
by Luís Amela: Amela, Luís. “El asesinato de Cn. Calpurnio Pisón”. Gerión, 20/1 (2002): 257, ...De hecho, 
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of forming a gens based on both their private clients and on political relationships 
with other gentes. We can therefore say that authors from the final stage of the 
Roman republic made a clear distinction between members of the traditional 
aristocracy, called the ordo senatorius, linked with gentile and ancestral tradition, and 
new men/nobiles who became members of the Roman Senate through their personal 
and functional merits. These ordines, the traditional aristocracy and the new men/
nobiles, had to work together for the sake of concordia, preservation of senatorial 
auctoritas and for the common good.9
However, in spite of discourse leaning towards understanding, we find that 
the final stage of the Republic was marred by political clashes characteristic of the 
internal contradictions existing in the second half of the 1st century B.C.10 The 
civil war between Octavius and Antony was one of the most eloquent examples of 
this and wrought a significant change in the configuration of the Roman senatorial 
universe.11 The elimination of several members of the traditional aristocracy12 and 
the administrative needs of the new political regime set up after Octavius’ victory, 
the Principate, favoured the influx of new members into the Senate, who were in 
turn controlled by the authority and power of the princeps.13 That new socio-political 
da la impresión de que fue un influyente activista en la política romana del momento. Era indudablemente un 
‘nobilis’, aunque se desconoce quien fue su padre (del cuál se sabe unicamente su ‘praenomen’, Cayo) o su abuelo...
9. Cicero, De Legibus, III, 28: ...Nam ita se res habet, ut si senatus dominus sit publici consilii, quodque is creverit 
defendant omnes, et si ordines reliqui principis ordinis consilio rem publicam gubernari vuelint, possit ex temperatione 
iuris, cum potestas in populo, auctoritas in senatu sit, teneri ille moderatus et concors civitatis status...; for Francisco 
Marco and Francisco Pina: Marco, Francisco; Pina, Francisco. “Concordia y libertas...”: 267, ...La concordia 
que defiende Cicerón se basa en lo fundamental en que cada ciudadano acepte el lugar que le corresponde dentro 
de la comunidad y se asocia claramente con la conservación del orden establecido...; according the thoughts by 
Umberto Laffi: Laffi, Umberto. “El mito de Sila”, Sociedad y política en la Roma Republicana (siglos III-I a.C.). 
Pisa: Pacini Editore, 2000: 262, ...En el 70 la situación era bien diferente: copartícipes junto con la ‘nobilitas’ 
de la dirección política del estado, los ‘equites’ no tenían ya interés alguno en exasperar el conflito con la ‘nobilitas’ 
misma...
10. According to María José Hidalgo: Hidalgo, María José. “Uso y abuso de la normativa constitucional 
en la República tardia: el ‘senatus consultum ultimum’ y los ‘imperia extra ordinem’”. Studia Historica. 
Historia Antigua, 4-5 (1986-1987): 92, ...Al margen de las consideraciones jurídicas (...) hay que comprenderlas 
como expresión de las condiciones de la lucha política en un período —final de la Republica— en el que la agudización 
de las contradicciones internas del Estado era grande, la ‘concordia ordinum’ de épocas anteriores era muy precaria, 
las grandes diferencias económicas y la concentración de riquezas radicalizaban más la lucha político-social, llegándose 
a un nivel de violencia y de gran competencia en el propio seno de la clase dirigente. Esta caótica situación finalmente 
desembocará en abiertas guerras civiles...
11. According to Joaquín Muñiz: Muñiz, Joaquín. “Apio Cl. Pulcro, cónsul del 54 a.C.”. Gerión, 21/1 
(2003): 206, Entre los Gracos y la batalla de Actium transcurre una centuria llena de sucesos graves y violentos que 
afectaron a la Ciudad y que ocasionaron la sustitución del sistema republicano por aquel otro modelo de gobierno que 
vino en llamarse principado... 
12. As recalled by María Teresa Schettino: Schettino, María Teresa. “Cassio Dione e le guerre civili di età 
severiana”. Gerión, 19 (2001): 543, ...ricorre già in relazione alle guerre civili di età repubblicana: i conflitti civili 
depauperano il corpo dei cittadini e in particolare la ‘nobilitas’, sia per i caduti in battaglia sia per le epurazioni che 
comportano...
13. For Céline de Jonquieres: de Jonquieres, Céline. “La crise de 19 d.C. et ses conséquences”. Gerión, 
22/1 (2004): 285, ...A partir de 19 d.C., Auguste détenait donc l’ensemble des moyens de diffusion de l’idéologie 
politique (...). En utilisant l’ensemble des pouvoirs que le Sénat lui avait attribués, il réussit à contrôler une gran 
partie de la ‘nobilitas’ et ainsi à éviter toute opposition de sa part...
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directive imposed by the princeps may explain the radical shift in the very definition 
of gens during the Principate, which was increasingly integrated and associated with 
nobilitas from a functional point of view. In other words, belonging to a gens, which 
linked the individual with illustrious, important ancestors, would have been just 
one requirement among many in the assessment and merit of a man interested in 
effectively taking part in the senatorial sphere and so being raised to administrative 
positions and functions in the Roman Empire that distinguished him among the 
nobilitas. Moreover, as a result of the process of hegemonic expansion promoted 
by the Romans between the 3rd and 1st centuries B.C., direct contact with local and 
regional ‘barbarian’ aristocracies allied with Rome, such as those in Africa, Gallia, 
Hispania, Britannia and Germania ended up promoting and inserting them into the 
political and administrative setting of the Roman world, naturally incorporating 
them into the Roman nobilitas.14 Hence the extension of Roman nobilitas to a set 
of gentes who, according to the discourse in Roman sources, gradually left their 
barbarian status behind, shows us the power of the process of integrating such 
groups in the world of the romana civilitas.15 
The limitation that the power of the princeps placed on the political actions 
of Roman gentes, while nobiles as a group attained enhanced involvement in 
administrative roles, alongside the introduction of local aristocratic groups allied 
with the Romans throughout the process of hegemonic expansion during the final 
stage of the Republic, may be an indication of the spreading of an idea of the nobilitas 
that, from the Principate on, would include the members of both the ancient gentile 
families of the past and nobiles from the more recent past. We could even point to 
the possibility of a trend towards social and political reduction of Roman gentes 
to the level of nobilitas, a political and ideological practice that Augustus began 
and which the imperial power preserved as a way of distinguishing the princeps as 
having the most important gens in the Roman Empire. While this logic applied in 
the Roman political setting, it excluded regions in which Rome was not dominant. 
Even so, we find a trend among Roman authors to present ‘barbarian’ aristocratic 
groups based outside the Roman limes as having values and virtues close to those of 
ancient Roman gentes.16 An outstanding example of this is given by Tacitus when 
describing the habits, traditions and customs of the inhabitants of Germania in the 
14. According to Dick Whittaker: Whittaker, Dick. “Ethnic discourses on the frontiers of Roman Africa”, 
Ethnic constructs in Antiquity. The role of power and tradition, Ton Derks, Nico Roymans, eds. Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 2009: 197, “...On the western limits of Mauretania Tingitana we can see 
what appears to be the first stage of the evolution of this process in the celebrated Tabula Banasitana, an 
inscription of the later 2nd century. It records a tribe, almost certainly attributed to the colony of Banasa, 
whose ‘princeps’ with his family was awarded Roman citizenship...”. 
15. According to Dick Whittaker: Whittaker, Dick. “Ethnic discourses on the frontiers of Roman 
Africa...”: 197, “...that is to say, by men drawn from the ethnic élite who at the same time became part 
of the Romanized, urban aristocracy...”.
16. As Pablo C. Díaz indicates: Díaz, Pablo C. “Rey y poder en la monarquía visigoda”. Iberia, 1 (1998): 
176, ...Esta imagen procede de la deformación aportada por los mismos autores greco-latinos, quienes utilizaban 
categorías de inerpretación y el léxico de su realidad político-social para describir fenómenos o situaciones que les eran 
absolutamente nuevos...
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work of the same name, in which he revealed that although the Germanic peoples 
were ‘barbarians’ they ultimately had virtues similar to those of the Romans in the 
past.17 Principal among this set of values were libertas and intense warring,18 which 
was seen as the military talent that was gradually abandoned by the Romans in the 
Principate19 and came to be associated with ‘barbarian’ gentes as an inherent merit.20 
However, we must note that the stress placed by Greek and Roman authors during 
the Principate on the military skills of the ‘barbarians’ may be related to a political 
and ideological attempt to exaggerate and enhance the Roman legions’ military 
feats in the face of militarily powerful opponents. Such propagandistic discourse 
remained unchanged in the Late Roman Empire and stressed the military valour 
of the ‘barbarians’ who would end up joining the imperial forces to defend Roman 
territory.
With regard to these issues it is worth highlighting Herwig Wolfram's classic 
study21 on the advent of the Goths as a military power, which culminated in 
their effective settlement in various regna that replaced the Imperium romanorum 
in western Mediterranean territories.22 Rather than being an out-of-control force 
that only imposed its will on the embattled Roman Empire through violence,23 the 
17. For this question see: Frighetto, Renan. “Monarquia e poder régio nos primórdios do século V: os 
visigodos e a herança baixo-imperial romana”, Un magisterio vital: historia, educación y cultura, José Luiz 
Widow, Álvaro Pezoa, José Marín, eds. Santiago de Chile: Editorial Universitária, 2009: 241-242.
18. Tacitus, Germania, 1: ...nuper cognitis quibusdam gentibus ac regibus, quos bellum aperuit...; Tacitus, 
Germania, 7: ...Ceterum neque animadvertere neque vincire, ne verberare quidem nisi sacerdotibus permissum, non 
quasi in poenam nec ducis iussu, sed velut deo imperante, quem adesse bellantibus credunt...; Tacitus, Germania, 
10: ...Est et alia observatio auspiciorum, qua gravium bellorum eventus explorant. Eius gentis, cum qua bellum est, 
captivum quoquo modo interceptum cum electo popularium suorum, patriis quemque armis committunt: victoria 
huius vel illius pro praeiudicio accipitur; Tacitus, Germania, 11: ...Mox rex vel princeps, prout aetas cuique, prout 
nobilitas, prout decus bellorum, prout facundia est, audiuntur, auctoritate suadendi magis quam iubendi potestate...; 
Tacitus, Germania, 14: ...Principes pro victoria pugnant, comites pro principe. Si civitas, in qua orti sunt, longa pace 
et otio torpeat, plerique nobilium adulescentium petunt ultro eas nationes, quae tum bellum aliquod gerunt, quia et 
ingrata genti quies et facilius inter ancipitia clarescunt magnumque comitatum non nisi vi belloque tueare; exigunt 
enim principis sui liberalitate illum bellatorem equum... 
19. For the reasons for this neglect, see: Badel, Christophe. La noblesse de l’Empire Romain...: 156-159.
20. As Tacitus, Germania, 44: Trans Lygios Gotones regnantur, paulo iam adductius quam ceterae Germanorum 
gentes, nondum tamen supra libertatem. Protinus deinde ab Oceano Rugii et Lemovii; omniumque harum gentium 
insigne rotunda scuta, breves gladii et erga reges obsequium... 
21. Wolfram, Herwing. History of the Goths. Berkeley-Los Angeles-Londres: University of California Press, 
1990. 
22. For Evangelos Chrysos: Chrysos, Evangelos. “The Empire, the ‘gentes’ and the ‘regna’”, Regna and 
gentes. The relationships between late antiquity and early medieval peoples and kingdoms in the transformation 
of the Roman world. Leiden-Boston: Brill, 2003: 13, “...If we base our analysis on the well established 
and accepted assumption about the ‘gentes’ being not solidly formed and statically established racial 
entities but group of peoples open to constant ethnogenetic change and adaptation to new realities, 
then it is reasonable to expect that their relationship with the Empire had a tremendous impact on their 
formation...”.
23. This vision of the destruction of Roman civilisation by the ‘barbarians’ is diretly associated with the 
as political and historiographic perspectives of the 19th century according to Walter Pohl: Pohl, Walter. 
“Introduction: The Empire and the integration of barbarians”, Kingdoms of the Empire. The integration of 
barbarians in Late Antiquity, Walter Pohl, ed. Leiden: Brill, 1997: 1, “...What, in German, is known as 
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‘barbarians’ (which includes the myriad of groups, tribes and clans that moved into 
the Roman world) also became the principal actors throughout the historic sequence 
of Late Antiquity.24 There can be no question that Wolfram's approach consolidated 
the idea, in the historiographic sphere, of a thoroughgoing political, social, cultural 
and religious reform brought about by the process of ‘barbarian’ migrations which, 
together with the political and institutional changes that took place in the late 
Roman world, characterised Late Antiquity. This viewpoint of reform that touched 
every aspect of late-antiquity society between the 3rd and 8th centuries is a far cry 
from the easy explanation of a total breach with the Roman past. As one can see 
in the various studies and analyses performed in the last twenty years, much of 
Roman political practice and thought remained alive among the set of Roman-
barbarian monarchies in new clothes and with a new perspective.25 This can be 
seen in the incontestable presence, especially in Hispano-Visigothic sources, of two 
elements that significantly contributed to the set of political, social, ideological and 
institutional changes that characterised late antiquity: reform of the concept of gens/
genus/gentes, which was intimately related to the construction of noble identity and 
linked with definitive association with a regnum that extended its authority to the 
patria integrated within christiana civilitas. 
However, when we direct our research attention to studying the formation of gens 
among the barbarian populations that started to enter the Roman Empire between 
the 3rd and 5th centuries, we come across the still controversial issue of ethnogenesis.26 
‘Völkerwanderung’, the Great Migration, is called ‘les invasions barbares’, the barbarian invasions, in 
French. An age of romantic projections and national sentiments, roughly from Napoleon to Hitler, re-
enacted the drama of a clash between northern barbarians and Roman civilisation, with very contradictory 
evaluations on both sides of the Rhine and the Alps: nobles savages who rejuvenate a decadent Empire; 
or brutal primitives who devastate civilised countries...”
24. According to Peter Heather: Heather, Peter. The Goths. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1996: 1, ...The 
Roman Empire in western Europe, which had run Britain, France, Spain, Italy, together with parts of Hungary, 
Switzerland, Belgium and Germany as a single state for 400 years, had foundered. In its place, there stood a series 
of independent kingdoms constructed around the military power of immigrant groups. In al this, Goths had played 
a central role...
25. Various studies deal with this question. I only mention those presentaded by María del Rosario 
Valverde: Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, simbolismo y ejercicio del poder real en la Monarquía visigoda. 
Un proceso de cambio. Salamanca: Ediciones Universidad de Salamanca, 2000: 30, ...Los factores analizados 
revelan la fuerte evolución que se está dando en la realidad de poder visigodo en contacto con las concepciones políticas 
imperiales...; Carrié, Jean-Michel. L’Empire Romain en mutation. Des Sévères à Constantin 192-337. Paris: 
Éditions du Seuil, 1999: 11, ...Quant à l’Antiquité tardive, la tendance est aujourd’hui à la prolonger jusqu’à 
la conquete musulmane en Orient et en Afrique du Nord, qui factionne l’unité du monde méditerranéen(...). Un tel 
découpage permet de mieux cerner les continuités et les ruptures entre l’Antiquité et le haut Moyen Age en Occident...; 
without omiiting the similarly classic of Henri Irénée Marrou: Marrou, Henri Irénée. Decadencia romana ou 
Antiguidade Tardia? Lisbon: Asper, 1979; Brown, Peter. O Fim do Mundo Clássico. De Marco Aurélio à Maomé. 
Lisbon: Editorial Verbo, 1972; Rémodon, Roger. La Crise de l’Empire romain de Marc Aurèle à Anastace. Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France-Nouvelle Clio, 1964.
26. About the question of ethnogenisis, a brief perspective is apresented by Hans-Werner Göetz: Göetz, 
Hans-Werner. “Introduction”, Regna and gentes. The relationships between late antiquity and early medieval 
peoples and kingdoms in the Transformation of the Roman World. Leiden-Boston: Brill, 2003: 8-9; according 
to Patrick J. Geary: Geary, Patrick J. O mito das nações...: 57, ...Usamos os termos ‘povo’, ‘etnicidade’, ‘raça’ e 
‘etnogênese’ como se tivessem um significado objetivo e imutável...
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The creation of the ethnographic and historiographic concept of ethnogenesis was 
first unravelled in Reinhard Wenskus's study of the idea of the notion of gentes 
being altered in the Early Middle Ages.27 In this study Wenskus greatly criticised 
traditional historiography for the viewpoint that saw ‘barbarian peoples’ as stable, 
unisonous, ethnic identities based on the belief that each ‘barbarian’ group was 
constituted in a biological (Abstammungsgemeinschaft) and segregated manner. Apart 
from all of the political and ethnic problems involved in discussion of this concept in 
contemporary historiography28 we can see that several prominent texts and studies 
put forward the closed and exclusivist notion that the Visigoths were just Visigoths 
and that the Franks split into two main groups —Salians and Ripuarians— with no 
link to other barbarian tribes or native populations located in the same region.29 
Wenskus's hypothesis broke with the idea centred around ‘barbarian’ groups being 
united by blood, which the author saw as diverting the focus away from the aspects 
that actually formed the ‘barbarian’ gentes, political matters and ancestral tradition. 
We must point out that, in our opinion, these aspects were directly related to the 
intrinsic personal links between members of ‘barbarian’ clans, certainly extrapolated 
from blood connections, which initially gives rise to the idea of a political group 
based on the strength of tribal leaders supported by the strength of ancestry.30 Hence 
the importance of tradition, whether religious or socio-political, which Hans Werner 
Göetz also sees as an essential aspect in the formation of gentes in Late Antiquity 
(Traditionsgemeinschaften).31 
In addition to Wenskus, Wolfram and Göetz, we can say that this notion directed at 
the formation of gens in Late Antiquity was echoed in the approach taken by Arnaldo 
27. Wenskus, Reinhard. Stamnesbildung und Verfassung. Das Werden der frühmittelaltenlichen gentes. Vienna: 
Böhlau, 1961. 
28. An excellent state of the art of the subject in European historiography between the 18th and 20th 
centuries is presented by Ian Wood: Wood, Ian. “Barbarians, Historians, and the construction of national 
identities”. Journal of Late Antiquity, 1/1 (2008): 61-81.
29. An example of this view can be seen in: Febvre, Lucien. “A Europa surge quando o Império 
desmorona”, A Europa. Gênese de uma civilização. Bauru: Edusc, 2004: 90, ...Olhemos o mapa do antigo 
mundo romano no final do século V:(...) na ‘pars occidentalis’ há toda uma floração de novas povoações: na Gália 
do Norte, os francos; na Gália oriental e renana, os alamanos; no Léman, no Saône, no Ródano, os burgúndios; 
no Sul da Gália e na Espanha, os visigodos; na Itália, o reino de Odoacro. Em resumo, o Ocidente já é o feudo dos 
invasores germânicos...; an idea surpassed nowadays, according to Thomas F. X. Noble: Noble, Thomas F.X. 
“Introduction. Romans, barbarians...”: 13, ...Today there is a general consensus that one cannot speak of Goths, 
or Franks, or Lombards as discrete ethnic groups. They, and the other peoples mentioned by late Roman and early 
medieval writers, were all multi-ethnic confederations... 
30. According to Luís García-Moreno: García-Moreno, Luís. Historia de España Visigoda. Madrid: Cátedra, 
1989: 29, ...Porque tales fueron los puntos extremos de una larguísima migración popular iniciada a finales del siglo 
II y terminada a principios del IV, cuyo recuerdo último y persistente en la tradición nacional fue por vía del cantar 
de gesta o ‘saga’ ligado a determinados linajes aristocráticos(...). A cada una de ellas habría correspondido una 
particular denominación nacional para el pueblo gótico, lo que sería la más plástica expresión de haberse producido 
una nueva etnogénesis, al unirse nuevos y étnicamente heterogéneos fragmentos populares al núcleo atesorador de las 
tradiciones ‘nacionales’, compuesto por los jefes y representantes de los más esclarecidos clanes familiares (Sippen), 
cuyos orígenes la ‘Saga’ gótica haría derivar de los dioses, probando su carisma en la brillantez de sus éxitos militares 
cantada por ella misma...
31. Göetz, Hans-Werner. “Introduction...”: 4-5.
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Momigliano in his studies on cultural interaction between several population groups 
based in the geographical area of the Mediterranean Basin during a period covering 
the Classical and Hellenistic eras.32 Starting from this premise we can say that the 
construction of Roman political and social traditions underwent constant changes 
and updates as Rome came into contact with other regional aristocratic groups that 
were integrated into the Roman civilitas. It seems correct to us to include among these, 
from the first century A.D., some tribes that were part of the ‘barbarian’ world.33 
Meanwhile, in an effort to seek out greater possibilities for political participation 
within the romanitas, aristocratic ‘barbarian’ groups who brought with them 
traditions of their own, began to adopt aspects inherent to Roman tradition as their 
own, ‘interpolating’ traditions from the common ancestry of ‘barbarians’ with those 
characteristic of the Romans. In our opinion, the incorporation by ‘barbarian’ leaders 
of the characteristic signs of Roman imperial authority may be taken to be a clear 
sign of this ‘interpolation’ and mixing of traditions with a view to strengthening the 
political role of ‘barbarian’ chiefs in relation to their ‘barbarian’ aristocratic partners 
and, also, in relation to both imperial authority and the regional Roman senatorial 
aristocracies. Therefore the political use of marriages between members of Roman 
and ‘barbarian’ aristocratic groups may be seen as a clear symptom of this search for 
integration and also interaction at aristocratic level. Symbolic of this is the case of 
Ataulf, rex gothorum elected after the death of Alaric in 410, who pointed to his distant 
relationship with the Balthi to become king, leaning on the ancestral tradition of 
that powerful clan to achieve his aims34. Moreover, in Olympiodorus's narrative, in 
414, when Ataulf married the Emperor's Honorius's sister, Galla Placidia, who the 
Goths had held hostage since 410, Ataulf is represented as a Roman and the entire 
ceremony is described as going according to the rites characteristic of the Roman 
32. Momigliano, Arnaldo. Os limites da helenização. A interação cultural das civilizações grega, romana, céltica, 
judaica e persa. Rio de Janeiro: Zahar editores, 1990.
33. In accordance with María José Hidalgo: Hidalgo, María José. “Algunas reflexiones sobre los límites 
del ‘oikumene’ en el Imperio Romano”. Gerion, 23/1 (2005): 276, ...Roma si erige así en la potencia universal 
civilizadora del mundo, sobre el que extiende su ‘humanitas’, ocultando lo que no es más que una dominación 
política, ideológica y lingüística en el marco del mismo imperialismo romano, y soslayando que fuera de este ‘limes’ 
quedaban pueblos no sometidos a la acción dominadora romana, que mantienen sus lenguas y sus formas culturales 
y tecnológicas, y que en el transcurso de los siglos muchos de ellos cruzarán las fronteras para instalarse en territorios 
romanos como inmigrantes autorizados y muchos se enrolaban en las tropas imperiales...; a line very close to 
Víctor Alonso: Alonso, Víctor. “La ‘paideia’ del principe y la ideología helenística de la realeza”. Gerión, 
23/9 (2005): 198, ...Príncipes y aristocrátas, griegos y romanos de las capas altas, élites macedonias y élites 
orientales helenizadas: muchos de ellos tendian a reconocerse como pares, más allá de sus identidades étnicas y de sus 
adscripciones políticas, en el conocimiento de la lengua común, el griego, y en un ‘ethos’ cosmopolita basado en la 
‘civilización de la paideia’...
34. For Pablo C. Díaz: Díaz, Pablo C. “Rey y poder en la monarquía...”: 179, ...Tal como Orosio, Hydacio y 
Jordanes nos dan cuenta del tránsito del poder de Alarico a Athaulfo, no se trataría tanto de un acto consciente por 
parte del primero, como una utilización intencionada del parentesco por parte del segundo que habría aprovechado 
esta circunstancia para construir una genealogía interesada, un mito sobre la ascendencia familiar y su asociación con 
una familia con derechos preferentes a la hora de ocupar el cargo de ‘rex’...; thus, see: Orosius, Historiae Adversum 
Paganos, VII, 40: ...ab Athaulfo, Alarici propinquo... 
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imperial court35. In this case we see Ataulf approximating Roman imperial customs 
and traditions as an indelible way for the king of the Goths to seek recognition as 
such by the imperial authority in Ravenna36, as well as creating an image of him 
as a friend and follower of Roman traditions before the sectors of Gallo-Roman 
aristocracy with which he would be able to negotiate on equal terms37. However, 
after analysing the observation made by Prospero of Aquitania concerning Ataulf's 
deposal and Wallia's election in which the former appears to wield weak and fragile 
royal power,38 we can suggest that the marriage of the king of the Goths to the 
Western Roman Emperor's sister was a political strategy aimed at placing him in a 
prominent position in relation to the Gothic aristocratic groups that opposed him. 
Hence, marriage between the members of the Roman and ‘barbarian’ aristocracies, 
which is a clear sign of aristocratic interaction, may be seen as a practical way of 
integrating the Roman nobilitas and the ‘barbarian’ gentes.
There are also other indications in Roman sources that also point to Roman 
political groups incorporating and adopting certain characteristic signs they had in 
common with the ‘barbarians’, which is a sign that ‘interaction’ between Romans 
and ‘barbarians’ actually went in both directions. Once again we have information 
from Olympiodorus who tells us about the making of ‘barbarian’ statues by the 
prefect of Thracia, Valerian, in the time of the Emperor Constantius II.39 It is 
interesting to note that Olympiodorus offers a ‘physical’ description of the statues 
that, according to the author, were typically found among the ‘barbarians’: hand on 
hip, they wore ‘barbarian’ clothing and had long, thick hair, which was a feature of 
the ‘barbarian’ kings.40 These aspects were part of the ‘traditional core’ specific to 
35. Olympiodorus, Exerpta, a. 414: ...Adaulpho studio ac consilio Candidiani nuptiae cum Placidia conveniunt. 
Ianuario mense nuptiis dictus dies, Narbone, Galliae urbe, in domo Ingenii cuiusdam, primarii eius urbis viri. Hic 
digniore loco residente Placidia in atrio, Romano more adornato, habituque regio, assedit ipsi et Adaulphus laena 
indutus omnique alio amictu Romano. Inter alia nuptiarum dona donatur Adaulphus etiam quinquaginta formosis 
pueris, serica veste indutis, ferrentibus singulis utraque manu ingentes discos binos: quorum alter auri plenus, 
alter lapillis pretiosis vel pretii potius inaestimabilis, quae ex Romanae urbis direptione Gothi depraedati fuerant. 
Hinc versus canuntur epithalamii, Attalo praecinente, dein Rusticio atque Phoebadio, nuptiisque finis datus lusu 
gaudioque ingenti barbarorum simul, et Romanorum, qui cum iis erant...; see also: Orosius, Historiae Adversum 
Paganos,VII,43: ...Gothorum tunc populis Athaulfus rex praeerat: qui post inruptionem Vrbis ac mortem Alarici 
Placidia, ut dixit, captiua sorore imperatoris in uxorem adsumpta Alarico in regnum successerat...
36. Orosius, Historiae Adversum Paganos, VII, 43: ...is, ut saepe auditum atque ultimo exitu eius probatum est, satis 
studiose sectator pacis militare fideliter Honorio imperatori ac pro defendenda Romana republica...
37. In accordance with María del Rosario Valverde: Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, simbolismo y 
ejercício del poder real en la monarquía visigoda...: 38, ...Es más fácil pensar que Ataúlfo, a instancias galorromanas, 
celebrara suntuosamente su matrimonio con la hermana del emperador de Occidente, Gala Placídia, para manifestar 
simbólicamente su deseo de colaborar con el Imperio...
38. Prosperus Tyro, Epitoma Chronicon, a. 415, 1257: Athaulfus a quodam suorum vulneratus interiit regnumque 
eius Wallia peremptis qui idem cupere intellegebantur invait; significatively, Prosperus said nothing about 
election and breve kingdom of Sigericus, explained by: Orosius, Historiae Adversum Paganos,VII, 43: ...Post 
hunc Segericus rex a Gothis creatus cum itidem iudicio Dei ad pacem pronus esset, nihilominus a suis interfectus est. 
Deinde Vallia successit in regnum ad hoc electus a Gothis...
39. Olympiodorus, Exerpta, a. 415: ...Refert hic scriptor, audisse se e Valerio, clarissimo viro, de argenteis statuis 
ad barbaros arcendos inauguratis. “Nam Constantii, inquit, imperatoris temporibus, praefecto in Thracia Valerio...
40. Olympiodorus, Exerpta, a. 415: ...tres solidae ex argento fabricatae repertae sunt statuae, specie barbarica 
sitae, et utroque brachio ansato, veste praeterea variegata barbarico ritu indutae, et comam capite gestantes atque in 
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‘barbarians’41, which according to Pohl, excessively valued feminine forms42. There 
seem to have been clear reasons behind the making of these statues, the constant 
and by-now traditional ‘barbarian’ presence in Thracia and Illyricum, especially 
Goths, Huns and Sarmatians, which shows that ‘barbarian’ groups were continually 
settling in these regions well before 37643. We can also demystify the notion of 
political, ideological and cultural incommunicability between the ‘civilised’ Roman 
and the ‘barbarian’ since they both received and gave contributions in all fields of 
human activity, which made it possible to reform a new society, a new civilisation, 
based on ancestral traditions that increasingly seemed to be part of a past shared by 
Roman and ‘barbarian’ aristocratic groups44.
2. Development
We can see how this process of cultural interaction and exchange between Romans 
and ‘barbarians’ intensified, especially in terms of political and legal traditions, after 
the establishment of Roman-barbarian monarchies in the Western Roman Empire 
and, consequently, the forging of closer personal links between members of the 
provincial aristocracy of Roman origin and the nobility made up of ‘barbarian’ clan 
chiefs, who were all united under the principle of aristocratic solidarity45. The main 
septentrionem, quae barbarorum regio est, obversae...
41. For Herwing Wolfram: Wolfram, Herwing. “Gothic history as historical etnography”, From Roman 
Provinces to Medieval Kingdoms...: 39, “...The leaders and chiefs of ‘well-known’ clans, that is to say, those 
families who derive their origins from gods and who can prove their divine favor through appropriate 
achievements, form the ‘nuclei of tradition’ around which new tribes take shape...”.
42. According to Thomas F. X. Noble: Noble, Thomas F. X. “Introduction. Romans, barbarians...”: 11, 
“...The former is unique among the barbarians in assigning a decisive role to women...”; a more intense 
approach to the question of the “core tradition” of the barbarians and female participation, see: Pohl, 
Walter. “Gender and ethnicity in the Early Middle ages”, From Roman Provinces to Medieval Kingdoms...: 
139-156.
43. Olympiodorus, Exerpta, a. 415: ...Quae simulatque statuae sublatae sunt, paucos post dies Gothorum primum 
gens universam incurrit Thraciam, futuraeque post paulo erant Hunnorum ac Sarmatarum incursiones in Illyricum 
et ipsam Thraciam: uti Thraciam inter et Illyricum sita sunt haec consecrationis loca, et trium statuarum numerus 
adversus omnes gentes barbaras inauguratus videbatur...; in this sense, Carrié, Jean-Michel. L’Empire Romain 
en mutation...: 639, ...Autre source sur du recrutement, contribuant à révolutionner le visage de l’armée du IV siècle, 
la barbarisation s’est faite de diverses façons. Ou bien des groupes barbares étaient installés en bloc sur des terres 
vacantes, aux termes d’un traité...
44. In this sense it is quite interesting to consider the statement by Evangelos Chrysos: Chrysos, 
Evangelos. “The Empire, the ‘gentes’ and the ‘regna’”...: 15, “...Furthermore an extensive nexus of 
kingships at all social levels, including the leading figures in the ‘gentes’ among themselves and with 
members of the Roman aristocracy and even the imperial families, created a new intermixed society 
despite the practically disregarded prohibition of intermarriage between Romans and barbarians...”.
45. Concept that is present in a number of studies, but highlighting the one presented by Domingo 
Plácido: Plácido, Domingo. “Las formas del poder personal: la monarquía, la realeza y la tiranía”. Gerión, 
25/1 (2007): 127-166, where the notion of “aristocratic solidarity” appears which, in our opinion, is 
bound up with the idea of  “noble identity”.
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motivation behind this process was to effectively impose royal political authority over 
a particular territory, which brought aristocratic groups of Roman and ‘barbarian’ 
origin together and this even took place through mixed marriages.46 This can be 
seen in a Hipano-Visigothic legal formula known as the Morgingeba vetusti47. Here we 
find the convergence of characteristic aspects of ‘barbarian’, Roman and Christian 
traditions related to marriage and the dowry payable by the groom, which is part 
of the order and lineage of the Goths48. The gifts given as part of the dowry include 
chattels belonging to the groom's family, which are probably associated with the 
ancient ‘barbarian’ tradition of giving material gifts to members of family clans 
(Sippen), such as livestock, silver, pieces of linen, earthenware jugs and gold.49 They 
also gave property and associated products connected with the notion of ownership 
characteristic of Roman law, such as land, vineyards, forests, pasture and irrigated 
land, as well as the associated dependants.50 References to Old Testament characters 
such as Abraham, Sarah, Isaac, Jacob and Rachel in the formula reinforced Christian 
marriage vows51 as well as being a clear sign of the involvement of members of the 
Hispano-Visigothic ecclesiastical world in drafting the formula, which was written 
46. For Antti Arjava: Arjava, Antti. “The survival of Roman family. Law after the barbarian settlements”, 
Law, society and authority in Late Antiquity, Ralph Mathisen, ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001: 36, 
“...This seems natural, given that a ban on intermarriage between Goths and Romans persisted long into 
the sixth century...”.
47. The Morgingeba or Morgengabe, that can be translated as “gift” or “present on the morning of the 
wedding”, is described in: Gregorius Turonensis, Historia Francorum, IX, 20: ...Tam in dote; quam in 
Morganegiba, hoc est, matusinale dono...; for a more detailed explanation of this practice of dowry among 
the “barbarians”, see: du Cange. Glossarium Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis, IV. Magdeburg: Apud Io. Iust. 
Gebauerividuam et filium, 1776: 749-750; in accordance with Robert Latouche: Latouche, Robert. 
Grégoire de Tours. Histoire des Francs. Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1999: 209, note 45, ‘Morganegyba’ dans le text 
latin. C’est le don que faisait le mari à sa femme le matin qui suivait la premiére nuit de noces — Rappelons aussi 
que la dot était constituée par les parents de l’époux à la veille du mariage. 
48. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: Insigni merito et Getice de stirpe 
senatus illius sponsae nimis dilectae illi (...) ordinis ut Getici est et Morgingeba uetusti...
49. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: ...immobiles res seu mobiles, 
tam omne pecusque, argentum, aes, byssum, uas fictile et aurum...; worth commented also in second half of 
5th century by: Codex Euricianus, 278: Si cui aurum, argentum uel ornamenta uel species fuerint commendatae, 
siue custodiendae traditae siue uendendae...; Codex Euricianus, 310: Si quis buccellario arma dederit uel aliquid 
donaverit...; Codex Euricianus, 311: Arma quae saionibus pro obsequio dantur, nulla ratione repetantur...; 
interesting comparison could be done by: Tacitus, Germania, 15: ...Gaudent praecipue finitimarum gentium 
donis, quae non modo a singulis, sed et publice mittuntur, electi equi, magna arma, phalerae torquesque...; Tacitus, 
Germania, 18: ...Nam propre soli barbarorum singulis uxoribus contenti sunt, exceptis admodum paucis, qui non 
libidine, sed ob nobilitatem plurimis nuptiis ambiuntur. Dotem non uxor marito, sed uxori maritus offert. Intersunt 
parentes et propinqui ac munera probant, munera non ad delicias muliebres quaesita nec quibus nova nuptar 
comatur, sed boves et frenatum equum et scutum cum framea gladioque...
50. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: ...Rusticos impendam famulos 
per nostra manentes rura tibi, terris, uineis et praedia oliuis omnibus in rebus siluis ac pascua lymphis...
51. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: ...Abraham quippe Deum cupiens 
cum Sarra supernum cernere promeruit seque offerendo ministrum, cuius Isaac dispensandi de semine uoto exortus 
geminam genuitque ex coniuge plebem. Iacob bis septenos famulauit in annos, ut Rachel acciperet pulcherrima 
corpore pacte...
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in the time of King Sisebut52 and was strongly influenced by the Old Testament 
thought that characterised the legitimacy of the Hispano-Visigothic and Catholic 
monarchy after the Third Council of Toledo.53 
In fact the reform of the theoretical principles formed by church thinkers in the 
6th and 7th centuries highlighted the aristocratic and noble members of the Roman-
barbarian kingdoms as fundamental elements that supported political power and 
gave legitimacy to the sovereign himself.54 Such aristocratic / noble groups supported 
by ancestral tradition and, notably, by family links and mutual political loyalty, 
formed what we define as ‘lineage’.55 This idea is present in the thought of Isidore 
of Seville when he establishes a clear link between genus (lineage) and gentes, which 
the Sevillian saw as a large group of individuals related through certain ancestors.56 
These common ancestors would lend prominence to groups and individuals better 
prepared than the rest of the populus. This was a concept that brought together 
all of the individuals who were citizens and followed legal rules in the name of 
52. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: ...Aeternum tamen ut habeat 
haec carta uigorem, ecce sacramentorum malui conectere magnum: sidera per celsa Dei uirtute tonantis principis ac 
domini Sisebuti gloria nostri (...). Carta manet mensis illius conscripta calendis ter nostri uoluto domini foeliciter anno 
gloriosi merito Sisebuti tempore regis...
53. As José Orlandis: Orlandis, José. “Biblia y realeza en la España visigodo-católica”, Estudios de Historia 
Eclesiástica Visigoda. Navarre: Editorial Eunsa, 1998: 83, indicates ...Transcurrió casi medio siglo entre 
la conversión de Recaredo al Catolicismo y la formulación de una doctrina que recurrió a la Realeza del Antiguo 
Testamento, como precedente ejemplar de la encarnada por los monarcas toledanos y como fundamento teórico de su 
legitimidad...; for María del Rosario Valverde: Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, simbolismo y ejercicio 
del poder real...: 200, ...En las aclamaciones de los padres conciliares, Recaredo es calificado como Apóstol de Cristo, el 
mismo tratamiento que se había dado al emperador Constantino, y en el ‘tomus’ presentado por el rey a la asamblea 
conciliar aparece implícito el concepto de Isaías del soberano como buen pastor de su pueblo...
54. For this, see: Frighetto, Renan. “De la ‘barbarica gens’ hacia la ‘christiana ciuilitas’: la concepción 
de ‘regnum’ según el pensamiento político de Isidoro de Sevilla (siglo VII)”, Anuario 7. Centro de Estudios 
Históricos ‘Profesor Carlos S. A. Segreti’. Cordoba: Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, 2007: 213-220.
55. According to Michel Schmauder: Schmauder, Michel. “The relacionship between Frankish ‘Gens’ 
and ‘Regnum’: a proposal based on the archaeological evidence”, Regna and gentes...: 287-288, “...The 
results of the research regarding the use of the term ‘nobility’ emphasise the need to distinguish between 
indicating a social group privileged by lordship, descent, status and property, or using the term for a 
group with a clear and precise juridical definition(...) M. Weidemann has recently state the following on 
the topic of the nobility as a juridically-defined class in the Merovingian period: ‘The Frankish nobility 
rather developed - as one may sum it up — on the basis of royal privileges, in which single persons were 
givens special privileges in both public and private law...”; the conceptual difference between the idea of 
‘lineage’ in the late Roman Empire and the Roman-barbarian monarchies is cited by Christophe Badel: 
Badel, Christophe. La noblesse de l’Empire Romain...: 406, ...Le sens statutaire apparu au Bas-Empire est inconnu 
d’Isidore(...). La dimension sénatoriale est absente, pas plus que es fonctions anoblissantes ne sont citées(...). En fait, 
la noblesse découle de la ‘uirtus’, seul facteur anoblissant, et l’évêque retrouve ainsi le discours de légitimation de la 
noblesse romaine...
56. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 4, 4: Genus aut a gignendo et progenerando dictum, aut a definitione 
certorum prognatorum, ut nationes, quae propriis cognationibus terminatae gentes appellantur; in line with Rosa 
Sanz: Sanz, Rosa. Historia de los Godos. Una epopeya histórica de Escandinavia a Toledo. Madrid: La Esfera de 
los Libros, 2009: 343, ...Si acudimos a los datos recogidos en las Etimologías de Isidoro de Sevilla (IX, 1, 1; 4; 5-6), 
el ‘genus’ o linaje venía del término ‘engendrar’ y ligaba a sus componentes con lazos de un parentesco común(...); lo 
que significaba también que, aun teniendo en un pasado lejano orígenes dieversos, en el presente se identificaban con 
un parentesco común, aunque no lo tuvieran. Lo que sería el caso de los godos, compuestos por muy diversas ‘gentes’...
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consensus and concord, which also included ‘lords’.57 Isidore of Seville therefore 
recognised the social and political supremacy of ‘lords’ within society as a whole,58 
specifically because they were the ones that that formed the aristocracy/nobility, 
who came from and led the universe of gentes. Hence it is a plausible hypothesis 
that we find a trend among thinkers in Late Antiquity to approximate the notion of 
aristocratic and noble gentes to the optimatibus of the Classical and Hellenistic eras in 
which the members of the gentes were the only ones capable of governing or aiding 
in the tasks of government.59 In other words, we could propose that gentes in Late 
Antiquity, who were aristocratic and noble individuals of ‘barbarian’ and Roman 
origin united by political, social and cultural links, formed the set of members of 
the late-antiquity basileia60 in the Roman-barbarian kingdoms. By this we mean the 
members of political society who were responsible for administering the regnum that 
replaced the Romans’ own imperium,61 as a larger group forged from the intricate 
symbiosis of the ‘barbarian’, Roman and Catholic Christian traditions62 which in 
57. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 4, 5: Populus est humanae multitudinis, iuris consensu et concordi 
communione sociatus. Populus autem eo distat a plebibus, quod populus universi cives sunt, connumeratis senioribus 
civitatis...
58. According to: Isidorus Hispalensis, Sententiae, III, 47, 1: ...tamen aequus Deus ideo discrevit hominibus 
vitam, alios servos constituens, alios dominos, ut licentia male agendi servorum potestate dominantium retringatur...
59. This aspect is clearly present in this statement in: Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, Tomus: ...omnium 
nostrum pariter iam coetus adesset, tali pro merito fidei suae cum magnificentissimis et nobilissimis viris...; Concilium 
Toletanum IV, a. 633, c.75: ...sed defuncto in pace principe primatus totius gentis cum sacerdotibus successorem 
regni concilio conmuni constituant, ut dum unitatis concordia a nobis retinetur, nullum patriae gentisque discidium 
per vim atque ambitum oriatur...
60. Idea formed after the 3rd century, according to María José Hidalgo: Hidalgo, María José. El intelectual, la 
realeza y el poder político en el Imperio Romano. Salamanca: Ediciones Universidad de Salamanca, 1995: 224, 
...En este proceso de desarollo y de difusión de la intelectualidad pagana se encuentran contenidos de pensamiento 
y conjuntos de valores a partir de los que se intenta construir un hombre nuevo, que participa no sólo de los valores 
clásicos del patrimonio antiguo sino también de las categorías propias del pensamiento de Plotino y sus discípulos, 
Porfirio, Jámblico, y otros. A su vez la restauración de la racionalidad del pensamiento clásico va íntimamente unida 
a una adhesión ferviente a los cultos mistéricos y a prácticas ocultas, todo ello en el marco de lo que es modelo de la 
‘civitas’ romana. Frente a este proceso, pero en relación con él, se desarrollará una nueva visión del mundo, del 
hombre y de la realidad, que está en la base de ese movimiento y que a mitad del siglo IV llevará a los intelectuales 
paganos a convertirse al cristianismo, cuya propuesta religioso-cultural presenta valor universal y autónomo. En 
esta controversia el cristianismo se alzará con el triunfo y tomará definitivamente consciencia de su autonomía con 
respecto a la civilización clásica, de la que incorporará los elementos que aún sean útiles socialmente...; in the case 
of Visigoth Hispania, we have configured the notion of basileia present in: Concilium Toletanum V, a. 636, 
c. 3: ...Ut quisquis talia meditatus fuerit, quem nec electio omnium provehit nec Gothicae gentis nobilitas ad 
tunc honoris apicem trahit...; Concilium Toletanum VI, a. 638, c. 17: ...nullus tyrannica praesumtione regnum 
adsummat, nullus sub religionis habitu detonsus aut turpiter decalvatus aut servilem originem trahens vel extraneae 
gentis homo, nisi genere Gothus et moribus dignus provehatur ad apicem regni...
61. About this subject, see: Frighetto, Renan. “‘Imperium et orbis’: conceitos e definições com base 
nas fontes tardo-antigas ocidentais (séculos IV-VII)”, Facetas do Império na História. Conceitos e métodos. Sao 
Paulo: Hucitec, 2008: 147-162.
62. Therefore, it is worth recalling the statement of Luís García: García, Luís. Historia de España Visigoda...: 
24, ...tanto la aristocracia senatorial como la Iglesia (...) se sintieron cada vez más ajenas a la suerte e intereses de los 
grupos militares dominantes en el gobierno imperial, considerando en muchos casos preferible pactar directamente 
con los dirigentes de los invasores el mantenimiento de sus privilegios socioeconómicos y del control ideológico, al 
margen de un aparato estatal cada vez más distante y costoso. Y, por otro lado, no debe olvidarse que los mismos 
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theoretical terms brought the ‘best’ of the members of the gentes to the fore so they 
could exercise power for the ‘common good’.63
The political, social and cultural primacy of gentes within the Roman-barbarian 
regna is proven by the very construction of history itself, seen as a preferred vehicle 
for passing on and preserving the past, memory,64 thus reinforcing the role of 
ancestral traditions as a way of differentiating gentes as a whole.65 It is interesting 
to observe that the construction of the history of the ‘barbarians’, including the 
times prior to their effective settlement within the Roman world, was performed 
based on information bequeathed by Greco-Roman authors that were preserved 
in Late Antiquity.66 That is perhaps why we can see a fusion of elements from 
both traditions, Roman and ‘barbarian’, in the historic narrative of Late Antiquity. 
While in the more remote past the Goths were known for their fortitudo in the 
warlike sense,67 Isidore of Seville presents the Hispanic-Visigothic gentes of his time 
cuadros superiores del ejército imperial —y por tanto, también las familias de los emperadores en Occidente— desde 
hacía tiempo se encontraban unidos por lazos de sangre y camaradería con los principales caudillos bárbaros de 
bastantes agrupaciones populares invasoras... 
63. According to, or prescribed by: Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Tomus: ...Regia cura usque in eum modum 
protendi debet, et dirigi, quem plenam constet veritatis et scientiae capere rationem; nam sicut in rebus humanis 
gloriosus eminet potestas regia, ita et prospiciendae commoditati conprovincialium maior debet esse et providentia...; 
in accordance with Céline Martin: Martin, Céline. La Géographie du pouvoir dans l’Espagne Visigothique. 
Paris: Presses Universitaires du Septentrion, 2003: 365-366, ...Ici, comme dans d’autres occurrences, ‘gens’ et 
‘patria’ constituient un couple indissociable; la combinaison ainsi formée désigne un concept abstrait qui n’est autre 
que la chose publique ou État...
64. Idea developed by Renan Frighetto: Frighetto, Renan. “Historiografia e poder: a ‘Historia Wambae’ 
como fonte histórica para o estudo da sociedade política hispano-visigoda em finais do século VII”, Les 
médiévistes et leurs sources: une approche croisée sur le haut Moyen Âge. Colloque International d’Histoire Médiévale. 
Sao Paulo: Universidade de São Paulo, forthcoming.
65. Therefore, critical for establishing the link between the people, traditions and development of a 
Hispano-Visigoth “national” História, see: Teillet, Suzanne. Des Goths à la nation Gothique. Les origines de 
l’idée de nation en Occident du Ve au VIIe siècle. Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1984: 462 and following; see also: 
Hillgarth, J. N. “Historiography in Visigothic Spain”, La Storiografia Altomedievale. Settimane di Studio del 
Centro Italiano di Studi sull’Alto Medioevo XVII. Spoleto: Centro Italiano di Studi sull’Alto Medioevo, 1970: 
261-311 and more recently: Hillgarth, J. N. The Visigoths in History and Legend. Toronto: Pontifical Institute 
of Medieval Studies, 2009: 21-56; in line with Herwing Wolfram: Wolfram, Herwing. “Gothic history 
as historical etnography...”: 46, “...In fact, the Visigothic kings had to fight this memoria as the political 
tradition of the nobles...”. 
66. According to Thomas F. X. Noble: Noble, Thomas F.X. “Introduction. Romans, barbarians...”: 14, 
referring to the studies by Walter Goffart, “...He notes that histories of the barbarians were all written 
after, sometimes long after, various peoples had entered the Roman world. It was in this context that he 
made the point already mentioned above that while the barbarians have a past we are not authorized to 
transform that past into a history...”; a perspective that can be verified in: Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia 
de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 2: ...nulla enim in orbe gens fuit quae Romanum Imperium adeo 
fatigauerit. Isti sunt enim quos etiam Alexander uitandos pronuntiauit, Pyrrhus permituit, Caesar exhorruit...
67. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 2, 89: ...quos veteres magis Getas quam Gothos vocaverunt; gens fortis 
et potentissima...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 1: Gothorum 
antiquissimam esse gentem...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 2: 
Interpretatio autem nominis eorum in linguam nostram tectum, quod significatur fortitudo...; Isidorus Hispalensis, 
Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 67: Populi natura pernices, ingenio alacres, conscientiae 
uiribus freti, robore corporis ualidi...
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as authentic heirs of Rome, the latter being considered the head of the gentes68 that 
was defeated, but which at the same time forged the burgeoning lineage of the 
Goths.69 In other words, according to Isidore's thought, the merger between the 
noble groups of Goths and Suebians and sectors of the Hispano-Roman aristocracy 
became effective partly due to contact with ancestral Roman traditions turned, as 
we know, to unity and political strengthening of royalty.70 In that case it seems right 
to think of the proposal made in the Sevillian's Historia, which unequivocally stated 
that the Goths switched from their primordial status of ‘barbarians’ to ‘civilised’ in 
the 5th and 6th centuries. This position was fully reached after their conversion to 
Catholic Christianity in the Third Council of Toledo in 589.71 According to Isidore 
of Seville, it was Reccared, presented as the bearer of ‘loyalty’, ‘piety’ and ‘peace’,72 
who brought both the gentis and the rest of the Gothic populus into christiana 
civilitas.73 Therefore, from then on, at least theoretically, the Gothic gentes and their 
Hispano-Roman fellows enjoyed a shared Catholic Christian and Roman ‘tradition’ 
validated by conciliar and royal authority,74 offering a unitary concept giving gentes 
a unique role in belonging to a single gens gothorum75. However, we feel it is essential 
68. Isidorus Hispalensis, De Laude Spaniae, 26: ...aurea Roma caput gentium...
69. Isidorus Hispalensis, De Laude Spaniae, 27-28: ...denuo tamen Gothorum florentissima gens post multiplices 
in orbe uictorias...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 67: ...Quibus 
tanta extitit magnitudo bellorum et tam extollens gloriosae uictoriae uirtus ut Roma ipsa uictrix omnium populorum 
subacta captiuitatis iugo Gothicis triumphis adceteret et domina cunctarum gentium illis ut famula deseruiret.
70. For María del Rosario Valverde: Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, simbolismo y ejercicio del poder 
real...: 181, ...Es en este contexto político de fortalecimiento interno del poder real en el que se inscribe la práctica 
de la ‘imitatio imperii’, es decir, la emulación consciente de las prácticas, formas y tradiciones imperiales romanas...
71. Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Homilia Sancti Leandri: Festivitatem hanc omnium esse solemniorem 
festivitatum novitas ipsa significat, quoniam sigut nova est conversio tantarum plebium causa, ita et noviora sunt 
solito ecclesiae gaudia(...)Superest autem ut unanimiter unum omnes regnum effecti tam pro stabilitate regni terreni 
quam felicitate regni caelestis Deum precibus adeamus, ut regnum et gens, quae Christum glorificavit in terris...
72. Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 52: ...hic fide pius et pace 
praeclarus...; and as well indicated by Pablo C. Díaz: Díaz, Pablo C. “El siglo VI en Galia e Hispania a través 
de las fuentes escritas”, Zona Arqueológica. El tiempo de los “bárbaros”. Pervivencia y transformación en Galia e 
Hispania (ss.V-VI d.C.). Alcalá de Henares: Museo Arqueológico Regional, 2010: 357, ...En el caso de Isidoro, 
su interés por construir una ‘Historia de los godos’ está intimamente asociado a su afán por elaborar una teoria 
política legitimadora del poder visigodo sobre ‘Hispania’, donde se justifica su dominio sobre toda la Península(...). 
En su narración, la conversión al catolicismo se constituye, igualmente, en el acto legitimador esencial, y le da un hilo 
conductor que dota de unidad a todo el texto...
73. Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 52: ...In ipsis enim regni sui 
exordiis catholicam fidem adeptus totius Gothicae gentis populos...; according to Isabel Velázquez: Velázquez, 
Isabel. “‘Pro Patriae Gentisque Gothorum Statu’ (4th Council of Toledo, canon 75, A.633)”, Regna and 
gentes...: 190, “...His historical works, the Chronica and the Historia Gothorum, have a clear purpose: to 
recount and praise the antiquity and courage of the people, to write the history of their kings, both their 
merits and blemishes, from a Christian perspective...”.
74. The viewpoint of Isabel Velázquez: Velázquez, Isabel. “‘Pro Patriae Gentisque Gothorum Statu’”...: 
204, “...It is not a question of an ethnic group, of an ancient race, but of a group that retains the prestige 
of its origins and its virtues as a group, mythologised through literature and re-created using clichés 
that glorify their magnificence; although this group has gradually incorporated members of the other 
majority group in the land where they live, the Hispano-Romans...”. 
75. Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 587, 5:Reccaredus(...)quam imperio converti ad catholicam fidem facit 
gentemque omnium Gothorum et Suevorum ad unitatem et pacem revocat Christianae ecclesiae...; conforme: 
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to stress that the Sevillian's historical thought included Gothic ‘traditions’ during 
their devotion to the Arian heresy, rather than excluding them, since past events 
played an ‘educational role’ for future generations,76 exempla that should never be 
forgotten and that would even serve to highlight the feats achieved by the ‘Goth's 
lineage’. 
The records of the Third Council of Toledo themselves refer to the past of the 
Gothic gens positively, mentioning the military valour of the ‘illustrious lineage of 
the Goths’,77 probably a reference to recent military victories during the reign of 
Leovigild over the Suebians in Gallaecia,78 over the Cantabrian ‘barbarians’79 and 
also over the Eastern Roman enclaves established in the south and southeast of the 
Iberian Peninsula.80 Thus, from 589, on the political and ideological plane, Goths, 
Suebians and Hispano-Romans became a single natione: Hispanic by location and 
due to full development of royal authority over the former Roman Hispania; and 
Visigothic mainly due to the hegemonic and victorious position of the Goths in 
the second half of the 6th century over their most direct regional competitors.81 
According to the Sevillian author, Hispania was the land common to Goths, Suebians 
and Hispano-Romans82 which from that moment on was a single Hispano-Visigothic 
Isidorus Hispalensis, Liber Differentiarum, I, 332: ...Gens nationis est, ut Graeciae, Asiae; hinc et gentilitas 
dicitur...; for Rosa Sanz: Sanz, Rosa. Historia de los Godos...: 344, ...De este modo, cuando se citaba a la ‘gens 
gothorum’ se señalaba a un grupo concreto con un etnónimo que no demostraba una pureza de sangre, ya que ésta 
era imposible(...). Frente a ellos estaban las distintas ‘gentes’ hispanas o grupos procedentes de las diversas etnias que 
poblaron la Península Ibérica mucho antes de la llegada de los godos, y que se encontraban desde hacía siglos también 
mezclados entre sí...
76. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, I, 43: Historiae gentium non inpediunt legentibus in his quae utilia 
dixerunt. Multi enim sapientes praeterita hominum gesta ad institutionem praesentium historiis indiderunt...
77. Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Tomus: ...Adest enim omnis gens Gothorum inclyta et fere omnium gentium 
genuina virilitate opinata...; military greatness highlighted in: Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus 
Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 69: ...Porro in armorum artibus satis expectabiles, et non solum hastis, sed et 
iaculis equitando confligunt, nec equestri tantum proelio, sed et pedestri incedunt...
78. Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Tomus: ...quinimmo et Suevorum gentis infinita multitudo, quam praesidio 
coelesti nostro regno subiecimus...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 
49: ...Postremum bellum Sueuis intulit regnumque eorum in iure gentis suae mira celeritate transmisit...; Ioannes 
Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 585: Liuuigildus rex Gallaecias vastat, Audecanem regem comprehensum regno privat, 
Suevorum gentem, thesaurum et patriam in suam redigit potestatem et Gothorum provinciam facit. 
79. Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 49: ...Studio quippe exercitus 
concordante fauore uictoriarum multa praeclare sortitus est. Cantabrum namque iste obtinuit, Aregiam iste cepit, 
Sabaria ab eo omnis deuicta est...; Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 573, 5: Liuuigildus rex Sabariam ingressus 
Sappos et provinciam ipsam in suam redigit... Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 574, 2: His diebus Liuuigildus 
rex Cantabriam ingressus provinciae pervasores interficit, Amaiam occupat, opes eorum pervadit et provinciam in 
suam revocat dicionem.
80. Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 49: ...Fudit quoque diuerso 
proelio militem et quaedam castra ab eis occupata dimicando recepit...; Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 570, 
2: Liuuigildus Rex loca Bastetaniae et Malacitanae urbis repulsis militibus superatus vastat, et victor solio redit and 
Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 571, 3: Liuuigildus rex Asidonam fortissimam civitatem proditione cuiusdam 
Framidanci nocte occupat et militibus interfectis memoratam urbem ab Gothorum revocat iura. 
81. Frighetto, Renan. “De la ‘barbarica gens’ hacia la ‘christiana ciuilitas’...”: 217-219.
82. In our view the quote: Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 2, 1: ...sicut natio a nascendo..., is linked 
with: Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 49: ...Spania magna ex 
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patria83 protected and defended in both political and religious terms by the Gothicae 
gentis, which is clearly associated with nobles in the kingdom.84 
We must stress that there were focal points of resistance among nobles to the 
conversion of the Visigoths to Catholic Christianity,85 which is a clear sign that the 
idea of consensus among Visigothic nobles in favour of conversion to Catholicism 
was rather rhetorical. It seems correct to state that this initial difficulty was related 
to the fear certain political groups had of losing their status in the complex web 
of social and political relationships to other noble groups that, from 589, gained 
strength and weight in deciding future royal elections. To a certain extent this 
was a natural reaction by groups of nobles strongly supported by Gothic ancestral 
traditions, who were Arians and had an ‘exclusivist’ tendency in the election of 
the sovereign, which would disappear with conversion to Catholic Christianity. 
In this case we think that the problems that Reccared and representatives of the 
church and nobles who supported conversion to Catholicism faced were based on 
strong political appeal that the sovereign and his political allies managed to counter 
through their forceful reaction.86
We can thus say that the Third Council of Toledo in 589 brought about the 
effective reformulation of the concept of gentes in the Hispano-Visigothic kingdom, 
voluntarily or involuntarily integrating those who had been former inimici much 
more on the theoretical and ideological plain than in actual pragmatic terms. 
Noble friendships and loyalty, which we can define using the concept of ‘noble 
identity’, extrapolated the ‘ethic’, cultural and religious concept that opposed Goths 
/ ‘barbarians’ / Arians against Romans / ‘civilized people’ / Catholics. It is better to 
parte potitus, nam antea gens Gothorum angustis finibus artabatur..., where the expansion promoted by 
Leovigildo configured the birth of the Visigoth natio in Hispania; gens gothorum that would include the 
Goths, Suebians and Hispano-Romans, as it is stated by Pedro Juan Galán: Galán, Pedro Juan: El genero 
historiografico de la Chronica. Las crónicas hispanas de época visigoda. Caceres: Universidad de Extremadura, 
1994: 143, ...El vocablo ‘Gothi’, en Juan de Bíclaro, designa a los pueblos que constituyen la ‘gens Gothorum’, esto 
es, los godos y los hispanorromanos conjuntamente..., that appears in a similar form in: Isidorus Hispalensis, 
Chronica, 117[5780]: ...Gothi, per Hermenegildum Leovigildi regis filium, bifarie divisi...
83. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, XIV, 5, 19: ...Patria autem vocata quod communis sit omnium, qui in ea 
nati sunt...; the relation between the Goths and Hispania such as their homeland emerges in: Isidorus 
Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 66: ...Spanias usque perueniunt ibique 
sedem uitae atque imperium locauerunt. 
84. Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Tomus: ...vel maiores natu...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 5, 13: 
Stirps ex longa generis significatione vocatur. Gnatus dictus quia generatus...
85. About this subject, see: Alonso, J. Ignacio. “Sunna, Masona y Nepopis. Las luchas religiosas durante 
la dinastia de Leovigildo”, Antiguedad y Cristianismo III-Los Visigodos. Historia y civilización. Murcia: Ediciones 
Universidad de Murcia, 1987: 151-157; see also: Sanz, Rosa. Historia de los Godos...: 285-288.
86. According to María del Rosario Valverde: Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, Simbolismo y Ejercicio del 
poder real...: 261-262, ...No discutimos que se tratase de la reacción arriana frente a la adopción de la ortodoxia, pero 
consideramos que el movimiento de oposición a Recaredo estuvo motivado por las repercusiones político-económicas 
de la conversión, no por razones de índole estrictamente religiosa(...). Por ello, aunque en estos momentos se utilizara 
como argumento ideológico la defensa del arrianismo, no creemos que puedan interpretarse estos movimientos de 
oposición a Recaredo como luchas eminentemente religiosas, sino como manifestaciones de los enfrentamientos entre 
diferentes grupos de poder que serán permanentes a lo largo de toda la historia del reino visigodo de Toledo...
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think of it as an effective political link that brought together noble groups interested 
in consolidating their political power in regional settings.
The strength of political, property and client relationships regionally brought 
about the creation of powerful groups of nobles who ended up competing politically 
to extend their powers into other spheres of action. These confrontations caused 
intense disputes between nobles that affected the royal election itself. We already 
know about the effective political and military power of gentes against the Hispano-
Visigothic royal power from political confrontations that caused, on various 
occasions, attempts at usurpation and removal of sovereigns who initially enjoyed 
majority support from the noble groups.87 These actions went against the authority 
delegated in the king and were supported by theoretical and rhetorical arguments 
that pointed to the illegitimacy of the actions carried out by the sovereign, which 
were given as the true motive for a particular group of nobles acting against 
royal power. Many of these moves to usurp the throne were based especially on 
uncertainty regarding Christianised perspectives, such as defining royal rectitude 
as a basic principal of action for the sovereign in the body of Hispano-Visigothic 
political society,88 which was based on justice and piety. These were virtues inherent 
to the image of the ‘good’ rex christianus and were both supposed to bring forth a 
third virtue, clemency.89 When the king was considered to have strayed from this 
ideal royal position required by the lay gentes and the church through which the 
oath of mutual loyalty was made and which reinforced the principle of a concession 
made by the gentes in the regnum to royal authority, that lent legitimacy to any 
moves by the gentes to depose the king. Theoretically speaking the king's authority 
should have been exercised for the benefit of all of his subjects, as it was a concession 
delegated by the members of the gentes to one who, through his actions, would be the 
person chiefly responsible for bringing stability to the Hispano-Visigothic Kingdom 
of Toledo.90 In this case we would have something approaching the proposition 
made by Evangelos Chrysos who linked the creation of the late-antiquity regna to 
the profound links between the regiae potestates and the set of gentes,91 aspects that 
87. The case, for example, of the attempted usurpation promoted by Duke Argimundo against King 
Reccared, as indicated by: Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 590, 3: Reccaredo ergo ortodoxo quieta pace 
regnante domesticae insidiae praetenduntur, nam quidam ex cubiculo eius, etiam provinciae dux nomine Argimundus 
adversus Reccaredum regem tyrannidem assumere cupiens, ita ut, si posset, eum regno privaret et vita. Sed nefandi 
eius consilii detecta machinatione comprehensus et in vinculis ferreis redactus habita discussione socii eius impiam 
machinationem confessi condigna sunt ultione interfecti, ipse autem Argimundus, qui regnum assumere cupiebat, 
primum verberibus interrogatus, deinde turpiter decalvatus, post haec dextra amputata exemplum omnibus in 
Toletana urbe asino sedens pompizando dedit et docuit famulos dominis non esse superbos.
88. Isidorus Hispalensis, Sententiae, III, 48, 7: Reges a recte agendo vocati sunt...
89. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 3, 5: ...Plus autem in regibus laudatur pietas; nam iustitia per se 
severa est; Isidorus Hispalensis, Sententiae, III, 50, 3: Reddere malum pro malu vicissitudo iustitiae est: sed qui 
clementiam addit iustitiae...
90. Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 75: ...pro robore nostrorum regum et stabilitate gentis Gothorum...
91. Chrysos, Evangelos. “The Empire, the gentes and regna...”: 15, “...all these and many other, more or 
less obvious channels of communication and means of affiliation served as the instruments for shaping 
the regna within or at the edge of the Roman Empire. Furthermore an extensive nexus of kingships at 
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revealed the nature of the granting of authority to the king by the noble groups, 
which would be sealed with an oath of loyalty between the parties.92
This argument, which valued the idea of consensus between the set of gentes 
and royalty, governed especially by concordia, which was supposed to emanate 
from the just exercising of royal power was used to justify the events that took 
place between 629 and 631, which culminated in the removal of the legitimate 
sovereign Suinthila.93 He was presented in the 75th Canon of the Fourth Council 
of Toledo as a criminal and evildoer.94 The deposed sovereign was accused of having 
broken the oath he had made to the Hispano-Visigothic gentes: ‘Any of us or of the 
peoples of Hispania who breaks, through any plot or scheme, the oath he made 
for the prosperity of the country and the gentes of the Goths (...) will be anathema 
in the presence of God the Father and the angels’.95 In fact, the contents of this 
sentence96 proclaimed in a Church council show us the clear difficulties with 
effectively applying and recognising what was being sworn. It demonstrates the 
well-known contradictions and opposition between the sovereign Suinthila and a 
considerable proportion of the Hispano-Visigothic gentes. The noble groups most 
resistant to Suinthila's royal authority include those that settled in the province 
of Galia Narbonensis, a region beyond the Pyrenees over which the Visigoths had 
held hegemony after the disappearance of the regnum visigothorum of the Gauls at 
the beginning of the 6th century. The effective involvement of the gentes settled 
in this province in deposing Suinthila is highlighted by the Frankish Chronicle of 
Fredegar, which broadly and generally mentions the growing hatred between the 
primates and the king due to the iniquity of the Hispano-Visigothic royal authority.97 
all social levels, including the leading figures in the gentes among themselves and with members of the 
Roman aristocracy and even the imperial families...”.
92. A study on the relationship between the granting of royal authority by noble groups and the oath 
of allegiance as a way of materialising this, in: Frighetto, Renan. “‘Incauto et inevitabili conditionum 
sacramento’: juramento de fidelidad y limitación del poder regio en la ‘Hispania’ visigoda en el reinado 
de Egica (688)”. Revista Intus Legere-Historia (2007): 67-79.
93. The continuation of the Chronicle of Maximus of Saragossa, written by Eutrando of Toledo, reports 
that Maximi Caesaraugustani, Chronicon, a. 629: ...Svinthila regno pulsus moritur(...) regem jam Sisenando...
94. Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 75: ...De Suintilane vero qui scelera propria(...) propter mala...
95. Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 75: ...Quiquumque igitur a nobis vel totius Spaniae populis qualibet 
coniuratione vel studio sacramentum fidei suae, quod patriae gentisque Gothorum(...) anathema sit in conspectu 
Dei Patris et angelorum...
96. Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 75: ...Quod si haec admonitio mentes nostras non corrigit et ad salutem 
conmunem cor nostrum nequaquam perducit, audite sententiam nostram...; an interesting definition of this 
sentence is stated by: Isidorus Hispalensis, Sententiae, II, 29, 10: Recte et sententia dicit, qui veram sapientiam 
gustu interni saporis sentit. A sentiendo enim sententia dicitur. Ac per hoc arrogantes, qui sine humilitate dicunt, 
de sola scientia dicunt, non de sententia, where the sentence is related to the advice offered by one who 
feels through wisdom; see also: Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, XI, 1, 13: ...dum rectum iudicat, ratio est; 
dum spirat, spiritus est; dum aliquid sentit, sensus est. Nam inde animus sensus dicitur pro his quae sentit, unde et 
sententia nomen accepit.
97. Fredegarius, Chronicon, LXXIII: ...Sintela nimium in suis iniquus, et cum omnibus regni sui primatibus 
odium incurreret...
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The climate of hostility and confrontation encouraged the98 Narbonensis leaders to 
support and advise the province's most important noble leader Sisenand,99 the Dux 
Narbonensis,100 in his escalation of political and military conflict with the legitimate 
sovereign. One of the most controversial of the positions taken by Sisenand and 
his supporters, which was seen as tyranny and usurpation by the author of the 
Mozarabic Chronicle of 754,101 was to seek military support from the Frankish 
sovereign Dagobert to remove Suinthila from the kingship.102 When he began his 
military progress through Hispanic lands, Sisenand received great support from 
nobles in the province of Tarraconense whose primates, together with those from 
Narbonensis, elected and acclaimed him rex when he entered Caesaraugusta with the 
support of the Frankish forces led by the Dukes of Abundantius and Venerandus.103 
Therefore we can see how the Chronicle of Fredegar pragmatically points to the 
relationship between gentes settled in both the Hispano-Visigothic kingdom and 
their noble partners in Dagobert's unified Frankish kingdom. It was precisely this 
noble identity, which was certainly supported by bonds of friendship and kinship 
consolidated by an ancestral tradition common to the ennobled individuals, which 
led the two Frankish-Aquitanian dukes to head an exercitu tholosano from the same 
region in which the Visigoths had up set their sedis regiae in the 5th century, offering 
significant military support to the Hispano-Visigothic nobility led by their leader 
Sisenand. Due to the scarcity of the information the sources contain it is impossible 
for us to verify whether those Frankish-Acquitanian dukes, Abundantius and 
Venerandus, were of Visgothic, Gallo-Roman, Frankish or Burgundian origin, but 
we can suggest that they were possibly close to Hispano-Visigothic gentes especially 
in terms of their belonging to the ‘supranational’ noble universe.104 In other words, 
98. In accordance with Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 4, 17: Proceres sunt principes civitatis, quasi 
procedes, quod ante omnes honore praecedant...; a term associated with participation in high administrative 
functions according to Paul Fouracre: Fouracre, Paul. “The origins of the nobility in Francia”, Nobles and 
nobility in Medieval Europe. Concepts, origins, transformations, Anne Duggan, ed. Woodbridge: The Boydell 
Press, 2000: 20, “...Finally, we can identify a few terms, such as optimates, proceres or illustres, which 
designate high status without reference to office...”.
99. The importance of Sisenando and his noble group is highlighted in: Versiculus Fructuosi, 4, 1: ...qua 
namque pontifex Sclua sortitus opimam rexit multifariter diuina dignatione Narbonam; sique Beterrensem Petrus 
elimauerat urbem, deceat ut celicis talem conpulari falangis. Quid Sisenandum recolam gratia precipua regem...
100. Hypothesis defended by Luís García-Moreno: García-Moreno, Luís. Prosopografia del Reino Visigodo de 
Toledo. Salamanca: Universidad de Salamanca, 1974: 74, note 133.
101. Chronicon, 754, 9: Hujus Heraclii temporibus, Sisenandus in aera 669(...)per tyrannidem regno Gothorum 
invaso, quinquennio regali locatus est solio...
102. Fredegarius, Chronicon, LXXIII: ...cum consilio caeterorum Sisenandus quidam ex proceribus ad Dagobertum 
expetit ut ei cum exercitu auxiliaretur, qualiter Sintellanem degradaret a regno...
103. Fredegarius, Chronicon, LXXIII: ...Abundantius et Venerandus cum exercitu tholosano tantum usque 
Caesaraugustam civitatem cum Sisenando accesserunt, ibique omnes Gotthi de regno Spaniae Sisenandum sublimant 
in regnum...; see also: Martindale, John Robert. The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire III A-B. A.D.527-
641. Cambridge (UK): Cambridge University Press, 1992: 7 and 1370.
104. As Pablo C. Díaz indicates: Díaz, Pablo C. “El siglo VI en ‘Galia e Hispania’...”: 349, ...En los últimos 
tiempos del Imperio Romano, el término ‘Hispanogallia’ o ‘Spanigallia’, había servido para encuadrar un espacio 
geográfico extendido al norte y al sur del Pirineo donde la similitud de patrones culturales, así como la frecuencia 
de contactos económicos e intelectuales, había permitido ignorar la existencia de una barrera geográfica que apenas 
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we can see how the process of ethnogenesis in a political sense, based on a common 
tradition shared by the individuals belonging to a prominent socio-political group, 
gained force alongside a noble institution increasingly strong in regional and 
provincial terms. 
However, as contradictory as it may seem, the strength of the gentes grouped 
together as genuine political groups that attained an ‘international’ dimension, and 
which had great prestige beyond the ‘borders’ of the various late-antiquity regna, 
strengthened the nobility as a whole to the detriment of the authority exercised 
by the royal power. There can be no doubt that the sovereign was basically part of 
the universe of gentes since he was part of that socio-political environment from 
which he was chosen by the rest of his noble peers. But due to the antagonistic 
environment of existing political relationships between the various noble factions, 
the king ended up being the preferred target of disputes directed, in most cases, 
at the members of his genus. Attempts by the Church to establish a valid principle 
of respect for royal authority that was above those political disputes between the 
groups that comprised the universe of gentes, which should be strong, consensual 
and, at the same time, exemplary and ideal, as proposed by people of the calibre 
of Isidore of Seville, remained on the theoretical and rhetorical plane.105 All in all, 
the strength of the noble factions with regional prestige was the determining factor 
that accentuated the union of the set of Hispano-Visigothic gentes to the detriment 
of royal authority, which gradually suffered a loss to its institutional and political 
position throughout the 7th century. It is worth mentioning that the concept of 
noble identity which solidified the political strength and prominent role of gentes in 
collective terms minimised the powers of a royal institution rooted in the traditions 
of the Roman imperial past.
3. Partial conclusions
Based on these general aspects, we can offer some thoughts about the issue of 
gentes in the Hispano-Visigothic kingdom of Toledo at the end of the 6th century 
and the first half of the 7th century. It initially seems right to state that the nobility 
mentioned in Hispano-Visigothic sources almost always seems defined by the term 
gens, which is generally associated with the concepts of regnum, patria and natio, 
all of which take a unitary perspective. It is interesting to find that in the sources 
separaba nada en términos adminstrativos y convivenciales...; a statement that corroborates the previous one 
and the one by Christine Delaplace: Delaplace, Christine. “Les Wisigoths en Septimanie d’aprés les 
sources écrites”, Zona Arqueológica. El tiempo de los “bárbaros”...: 91, ...Les limites de la Septimanie n’ont jamais 
constitué une frontière linéaire définie...
105. Isidorus Hispalensis, Sentiae, III, 49, 3: ...Prodesse ergo debet populis principatus, non nocere; nec dominando 
premere, sed condescendendo consulere...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Sentiae, III, 50, 5: Quanto quisque in superiori 
constitutus est loco, tanto in maiori versatur periculo; et quanto splendoris honore excelsior quisque est, tanto, si 
delinquant, peccator maior est...
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analysed gentes, in plural, are linked to the perspective of conceding the regnum in 
terms of authority being delegated to the king by the nobility. This authority was 
to be exercised over the patria and the natio, meaning the defined geographical 
space in which, in theoretical terms, there would be a concept of collective identity. 
This formulation could already be seen in the reign of Leovigild and took on a 
positive connotation when the Visigoths converted to Catholic Christianity at the 
Third Council of Toledo in 589, when the term gens came to mean the set of all 
aristocratic and noble Hispano-Roman and Visigothic groups as a whole. From then 
on the quartet of terms gens, regnum, patria and natio became inseparable and went 
hand-in-hand with the notion of christianitas. Therefore the Visigoths turned a de 
facto situation - being considered part of christiana civilitas and leaving behind their 
previous status as barbarica et haereticae gens - into a legal one. The barbarian gentes, 
in the case of Visigothic and Suebian nobles, then shared the same cultural status as 
their Hispano-Roman fellows, and political room was made for them so they could 
also participate in the most significant political decisions in the Hispano-Visigothic 
kingdom of Toledo. It is likely that even before the conversion members of the 
Hispano-Roman aristocracy already held positions and roles in the Visigothic royal 
administration but their prominent position took on actual political importance 
after 589. This date may be considered a turning point in forming a tradition that 
from then on would be both Visigothic, Roman and Christian, common to the set of 
noble gentes we call Hispano-Visigothic. But even though they were brought together 
by a universal tradition recognised by all aristocratic and noble groups of barbarian 
or Roman origin, political disputes caused by the struggle for greater prestige 
alongside the figure of the sovereign, which resulted in material gains for the fideles 
that were members of the royal genus, caused confrontations with noble gentes that 
weakened royalty as an institution that took on a personal tone, almost as a political 
grouping. Any sovereign who acted selfishly without care for the common good of 
the members of Hispano-Visigothic political society and directed his efforts solely at 
giving prestige to a certain group that supported him would end up exercising the 
royal authority he was granted by all of the gentes illegitimately and tyrannically. 
From that point on, any reaction by nobles to remove the sovereign would be 
legitimate. We find this reasoning in the sources provided by Isidore of Seville and 
in the famous 75th Canon of the Fourth Council of Toledo in 633. The latter was 
aimed at giving legitimacy to the position taken against the illegitimate Suinthila by 
part of the noble gentes who supported the leader Sisenand in his struggle for the 
throne. It is a fact that Sisenand rebelled against the recognised monarchy and even 
used external forces to achieve his objective. It was aspects such as these that caused 
his initiative to be characterised as tyrannical according to the guiding precepts of 
late-antiquity tradition. However, both Hispano-Visigothic sources and the Frankish 
Chronicle of Fredegar claim that Sisenand's action was ideal based on the fact that 
Suinthila had become a tyrant, acknowledging that Sisenand's actions counted on 
support and advice from representatives of the Hispano-Visigothic gentes. However, 
this support also extended to the Frankish-Acquitanian nobles, demonstrating the 
existence of genuine interaction, both political and cultural, between the set of 
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Hispano-Visigothic, Frankish and Acquitanian nobilitas, which is characteristic of 
the idea of the existence of a noble identity that went beyond all territorial limits of 
the Roman-barbarian regna in Late Antiquity. 
It thus seems right to stress that the theoretical and methodological proposal 
presented by the concept of ethnogenesis, supported by the premise that the barbarian 
gentes and their Roman fellows formed a noble grouping united around common 
political and traditional elements, reached maturity, in the Hispano-Visigothic case, 
after the conversion of gentes of Gothic origin to Catholic Christianity. Furthermore, 
according to our interpretation, the existence of ethnogenesis within late-antiquity 
Roman-barbarian monarchies ended up contributing to strengthening the nobility 
as an institution, which had political and traditional values of its own based mainly 
on the strength of regional powers to the detriment of the longed-for ideal of unity 
around the figure of the Christian sovereign. This attitude undoubtedly enhanced 
the increase in links between members of the christiana nobilitas, irrespective of their 
origins or belonging to a patria, natio or regnum. It is possible that this hypothesis 
will throw up new ideas for us to explain the various tensions among the Hispano-
Visigothic nobility that led them, in some cases, to call for intervention by other 
external noble actors in an attempt to solve their internal political problems. Such 
dissension led to the fall of the Hispano-Visigothic monarchical institution in 711 
and this also shows us that the Hispano-Visigothic nobilitas remained in areas in the 
north of the Iberian Peninsula that laid the foundations for a new monarchy in the 
High Middle Ages.
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One of the main goals of this paper is to comment on the eschatological notion of 
“end” as found in a Syriac apocalyptic text of the seventh century, the Syriac Apocalypse of 
Daniel (or Pseudo-Daniel), recently edited by Matthias Henze and the possible links with 
the canonical tradition related to the Book of Daniel in the Syriac Bible and to present 
its own specificity due to the eschatological tone that relates the text with the classical 
authors of the fourth century like Aphraat. This eschatological tone marks a distance 
with other Syriac texts of the seventh century with a more political approach1.
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1. A previous version of this text was presented as a Lecture at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven on 
Thursday October 29th 2009 under the premises of the Van Roey's Chair of Oriental Christian Studies. 
I want to express my gratitude to Prof. Peter van Deun for his invitation and to Prof. Caroline Macé for 
all her help during my visit to Leuven.
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A short note should be included on the very concept of “Body Politic”. Even if 
the analogy of the Body Politic as the, eventual, correspondence between society 
and the state and the human body is very old and was used extensively from the 
Greeks (as seen in Plato or Aristophanes), western medieval thinkers2 and very 
different thinkers well into the Seventeenth Century when this approach was 
challenged by another well known analogy, that of the social contract. For the 
seventeenth century, in Bacon's terms, the analogy exemplified the kind of Idol 
that obstructed scientific inquiry. For Calvin and his followers, the Church as 
mystical body was supplemented by a great emphasis on covenant, modeled on 
the one between God and Abraham. These theories of covenant and construct 
saw Church and State as artificial institutions created by an act of will of their 
individual members. If the definition is based on origins, the organic analogy 
seemed deficient. We all know that a striking fusion of the two traditions is 
found in Hobbes’ Leviathan.
But for all these distinctions, readers could allow me the use of the metaphor 
to define the Byzantine State3 as an organized community (in some way a 
Theophany borrowing Hélène Ahrweiler's words4) of believers marching 
towards the Second Coming lead by the Emperor as something different from 
the individual. The Fate of this State will be the main concern of seventh century 
Apocalyptic Texts5.
One of the main goals of this paper is to comment on the eschatological notion 
of “end” as found in a Syriac apocalyptic text of the seventh century, the Syriac 
Apocalypse of Daniel (or Pseudo-Daniel), recently edited by Matthias Henze and 
the possible links with the canonical tradition related to the Book of Daniel in 
the Syriac Bible and to present its own specificity due to the eschatological tone 
that relates the text with the classical authors of the fourth century like Aphraat. 
This eschatological tone marks a distance with other Syriac texts of the seventh 
century with a more political approach.
The study of Apocryphal tradition owns a lot, as is known, to Fabricius 
and his two major editions (Codex apocryphus Novi Testamenti, 1703, and Codex 
pseudepigraphus Veteris Testamenti, 1713) where he establish a programme of 
study of early Christianity where latin and greek traditions were studied along 
with the oriental Christian traditions6. The work of Fabricius lays in a previous 
heritage of oriental studies, including the Bibliothèque Orientale of Barthélemi 
2. For example, the Policraticus of John of Salisbury -1159- adopts for its structure a comparison between 
the human body and the kingdom; or the analogy present in Sir John Fortescue's De laudibus legum 
Angliae, written ca. 1479).
3. Carile, Antonio. Teologia política bizantina. Spoletto: Centro italiano di Studi sull’alto Medioevo, 2008.
4. Carile, Antonio. Teologia política bizantina...: 267.
5. For a general introduction to Byzantine Apocalyptic, see now: Magdalino, Paul. “The End of Time 
in Byzantium”, Endzeiten. Eschatologie in der monoteistischen Weltreligionen, Wolfram Brandes, Felicitas 
Schmieder, dirs. Berlin-New York: De Gruyter, 2008: 119-133.
6. See now: Reed, Annete Yoshiko.“The Modern Invention of Old Testament Pseudepigrapha”. Journal 
of Theological Studies, 60/2 (2009): 403-436.
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d’Herbelot published in 1697 thanks to the aid of Galland —conteining large 
sections on oriental Christianity or even the exegetical works of Jean Morin 
or Richard Simon. In the nineteenth century this tradition was continued with 
such a neglected work that is the Dictionnaire des Apocryphes that Jacques-Paul 
Migne published in collaboration with Pierre Gustave Brunet in two volumes in 
1856 and 1858.
Within the Syriac Tradition we count the edition of the Syriac Apocrypha 
published by Lagarde in 18617 or the texts related to the Christianization of 
Edessa published by William Cureton in 18648. A year later, William Wright 
published his work on the Infancy Gospels and the Transitus Mariae, the syriac 
dimidium of Tischenderof's edition of greek apocrypha9. Wright also published in 
1871 his Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles completing the edition of the to then known 
syriac apocrypha10. We are not interested today in tracing the history of this 
scholarly tradition11 but pointing out the importance of a given literary tradition 
within Syriac Christianity where a lot of those texts known as “apocryphal” 
were included in a biblical canon that was never normative, something related 
to the very fact that several texts —and we speak only of those related to the 
apocalyptic tradition— only survived in syriac like de II Baruch or Pseudo-
Daniel. We should also remember that a book like Revelation was only very 
later received in New Testament Syriac Canon that included from its very origin 
books like Second Baruch or Fourth Ezra. 
This characteristic obliges us to start our inquiry with the reception of the 
canonical book of Daniel. 
This is not the moment to comment on the syriac version of Daniel as it 
appears in the Syriac Old Testament12 but we can still underline what we think 
is a major dependence of Syriac Daniel on the Hebrew/Aramaic Text against 
possible influences of the greek versions (Septuagint, Theodotion, Aquila). In 
fact the non existence of a Targum for Daniel should point out in that direction. 
Since the notion of “end” is one of the most important differences between both 
traditions (the Hebrew as it reached us in the masoretic text and the Greeks) we 
7. de Lagarde, Paul. Libri Veteris Testamenti Apocryphi Syriaci. Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1861. (It included: 
Ecclesiasticus.-Sapientia Salomonis.-Tobit.-Baruch.-Iudith.-Canticum trium puerorum.-Bel et draco.--
Susanna.--Esdras.--Maccabaeorum primus-tertius).
8. Cureton, William. Ancient Syriac documents: relative to the earliest establishment of Christianity in Edessa and 
the neighbouring countries, from the year after our Lord's ascension to the beginning of the fourth century. London: 
Williams & Norgate, 1864.
9. Wright, William. Contributions to the Apocryphal Literature of the New Testament. London: Williams & 
Norgate, 1865.
10. Wright, William. Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles. London: Williams & Wright, 1871.
11. That tradition received a first approach in: Desreumaux, Alain. “Des richesses peu connues: les 
apocryphes syriaques”, Les apocryphes syriaques, Muriel Debié, dir. Paris: Geuthner, 2005: 13-30.
12. Ubierna, Pablo. “Afrates y la interpretación bíblica: historia y exégesis de los Padres Siríacos del siglo 
IV”. Estudios Patrísticos, 1 (2004): 45-78; Ubierna, Pablo.“L’apocalyptique byzantine au IXe siècle”, Monastères, 
images, pouvoirs et société à Byzance, Michel Kaplan, dir. Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2006: 207-221.
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considered that this dependence of the syriac text on the Hebrew/Aramaic was 
deliberate.
The Book of Daniel deals with the problem of periodization of history. In 
the second part (chapters 7-12) the text comments on the visions of the first 
six chapters to give us an interpretation that touches the heart of the idea 
of “apocalypse”. In chapter X, 14 we find an announcement of the “end” of 
tribulation. And we could very honestly wonder about the moment of such “end”. 
It is hard to imagine the text speaking about a far “end” and addressing people 
suffering from persecution. Visions in chapters 1 to 6, even those of chapter 7 
(and the organization of historical time that depends on them) could not be 
understood without reference to chapters 7-12. It is important to underline that 
the Book of Daniel insists on the notion of “end” of history (ץק, qets), something 
some scholars, on one side, thought should be understood as relating to a short, 
limited period of time (leqets shanîm), “after some years”, “some years later”), but 
others, in an absolute sense: “the end of time”. 
In this perspective, that we could name “eschatological” the book resumes the 
the classic expression be’aharit hayyamîm13, that should be also understood, say 
the laters, in an eschatological sense “the end of days”14. 
We think that the end of the aforementioned tribulations should not be 
placed at the end of time but in a close future. In all the apocalyptic section of 
Daniel (Chapters 7-12) the “end” does not mean the end of history but the end 
of tyranny and the days of distress.
We could not enter now into these fundamental aspects of the hebrew 
expression but we could at least say that the core of the interpretation deals 
with the analysis of the use of two very different words: qets, on one side, deals 
with the end of an epoch, a long period of time, whereas all those terms and 
expressions derived of the root ajar have a more restricted meaning, defining 
not the far end of an epoch or even of history but the close end of a given event. 
This distinction between ‘et qets and be’aharit hayyamîm dissapears when 
both expression were translated into greek by means of eschaton and syntéleia 
understood, by greek patristics, as the “consummation of time”, the end of an 
historical period. This could be related to the meaning that be’aharit hayyamîm 
has already acquired in time of the greek translations when well established 
jewish communities in the helenistic world did not expect the end of time15. 
13. Num. 24, 14; Gn. 49, 1; Dt. 31, 29 where the use makes reference to a short period of time.
14. Mostly in Is. 2, 2; Mi. 4, 1; Os. 3, 5 where the expression deals with the complete transformation 
of Israel in the future or even Ez. 38, 16 where the coming of Gog is part of that Drama. But even in 
this case it is risky to understand it as the “end of days” because it is not at all related to the end of 
history. Lipinski, Edward. «םימּאיה תירחאב dans les textes préexiliques». Vetus Testamentum, 20 (1970): 
445-450; Grelot, Pierre. «Histoire et eschatologie dans le livre de Daniel», Apocalypses et Théologie de 
l’Espérance, Association Catholique Française pour l’Étude de la Bible, ed. Paris: Cerf, 1977: 63-109.
15. Delcor, Matthias. Le livre de Daniel. Paris: Gabalda: 212-213. The idiom is analogous to אובל דיתעל (“in 
the future”) of Talmud Yerushalmi (Taanit 1.1 [63d]).
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Anyway, it is this confusion that will allow an eschatological exegesis of the 
Book of Daniel and its use in favor of an “imperial eschatology” in the Christian 
Empire16.
We tried to show, in other occasions, how —even if the syriac version of 
Daniel keeps the terminological distinctions that allowed the developpement 
of an apocalyptic literary tradition, syriac eschatology on its side, developed 
outside those categories. There is an oversight, even an oblivion of “apocalyptic”. 
And this is very interesting because, contrary to greek patristic tradition, this 
oversight could not be establish on the received text but against it.
We will not deal today with the scholarly tradition about the syriac translation 
of the Old Testament and the nature of the community that produced it, brillantly 
studied by the late Cambridge Scholar Michael Weitzman (nor, by case, on the 
polemics between Weitzman and Drijvers17 or the problems of Targums)17 . 
16. Podskalsky, Georg. Byzantinische Reicheschatologie. Munich: W. Fink, 1972. For an introduction to the 
history of Revelation in Late Antiquity see: Ubierna, Pablo. “Fin de los tiempos, milenio y exégesis del 
apocalipsis en el cristianismo tardo-antiguo y bizantino”. Byzantion Nea Hellas, 19-20 (2000-2001): 189-211.
17. Specifically the posthomous work of Michael P. Weitzman on the Syriac Old Testament. Weitzman, 
Michael P. The Syriac Version of the Old Testament. An Introduction. Cambridge (UK): Cambridge University 
Press, 1999 (where his analysis is centered, mainly, on the Book of Chronicles); Brock, Sebastian. «The 
Peshitta Old Testament.Between Judaism and Christianity». Cristianesimo nella Storia, 19 (1998): 483-502;
Drijvers, Han J.W. “Early Syriac Christianity. Some recent publications”. Vigiliae Christianae, 50 (1996): 
159-177, considers that Weitzman opinions as they appeared in a previous article [Weitzman, Michael 
P. “From Judaism to Christianity: The Syriac version of the Hebrew Bible”, The Jews among Pagans and 
Christians in the Roman Empire, Judith Lieu, John North, Tessa Rajak, dirs. London-New York: Routledge, 
1992: 147-173] were wrong. According to Drijvers a non rabbinic Jewish origin was doubtful because 
he considered that a Jewish community of that type in northern Mesopotamia is not known to us. On 
the other side, a Syriac translation would not be necessary for them since, as it is observed in the Jewish 
inscriptions of Edessa, Hebrew and Greek were both used along with Aramaic, the language of the 
Targum (Drijvers, Han J.W. “Early Syriac Christianity...”: 174-175). Drijvers was inclined to support a 
Christian origin due to the polemics against the Marcionites. This could also be in parallel with Drijvers 
opinions about the Septugint whose use amongs Jews (who preferred other Greek versions like Aquila 
or Symmachus, even Theodotion) ceased when this version was adopted by Christians. Regarding the 
text of Daniel, the Syriac Translation was made after a Hebrew version and by translators well versed 
in Jewish exegetical tradition. This knowledge could be confined to Jewish groups. But the translation 
could also be related to groups of converts. Discussion is open. Weitzman, in his study of the Book of 
Chronicles, thinks that a Christian could not have such a piety towards the condition of Jews as could 
be found in the Syriac version of Chronicles. He also points out that one of the major characteristics of 
Jewish Christianity was his close relation to Law (which is not typical of Chronicles) and not a national 
identification with the Jewish people (Weitzman, Michael P. The Syriac Version of the Old...: 209 and 
following). To us the problem of Jewish Christianity in relation to the Syriac translation is much more 
complicates than the possible —or not— ethnic/national identification with Jewish people. The use of 
adjectives like “Christian” and “Jewish” is not always clear or simple. If a text uses the Old Testament 
or texts of the haggadic tradition, for example, that does not mean, in that region and time that the 
work in question was redacted by Jews but by an author that knew the Old Testament and that have 
access directly or indirectly to Jewish tradition. For Mesopotamia: Becker, Adam; Reed, Annette. The 
Ways that Never Parted. Jews and Christians in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages. Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 2007 and also Murmelstein, Benjamin. “Adam, ein Beitrag zur Messiaslehre”. Wiener Zeitschrift 
für die Kunde desMorgenlandes, 35 (1928): 242-275; Murmelstein, Benjamin. “Adam, ein Beitrag zur 
Messiaslehre. III. Mose-Adam”. Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde desMorgenlandes, 36 (1929): 51-86. One 
of the most interesting aspects of Weitzman thesis lay in the possible distance that could have existed 
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It is important to us to point out that the Syriac version of Daniel keeps a clear 
distinction between, on one side, the close End of oppression and, on the other, the 
“end” of History. In this way the fundamental passage of Daniel X, 14 is translated 
bharto d-ywmto where harto, reproduces the Hebrew ahar. The idea of a close end is 
reinforced by the use of ywmto, meaning not only “day” but “twenty-four hours”. 
In Daniel XX, 35 the notion of “end” is translated into syriac a ‘edon qetso, where 
´edon is the well know syriac Word for “time”, “age”in the sense of a longue durée. 
Qetsô, itself, reproduces the hebrew qets. The distinction between a close “end” of 
oppresion (Daniel X, 14), that we consider typical of the Book of Daniel, is kept in 
the syriac version. From this point of view the syriac Daniel is closer to the Hebrew 
(at least in the version that reached us, as I have already said) than to the Greek 
versions of LXX and Theodotion. As we have seen in these versions, eschatos is used 
to translate a complete set of Hebrew or Aramaic idioms related to two very different 
roots, ahar and qets. 18
This aspect of Daniel X, 14 is not present in the book of Taylor about the syriac 
translation of Daniel, who presents a exhaustive study of the links between the 
Peshitto and the greek versions. The study of the different notions of “end” (P-Dn 
X, 14 and others) are or prime importance since syriac eschatological thinking will 
be based on them and also the syriac apocalyptic tradition as it developed in seventh 
century. The book of Daniel along with II Baruch were the only two apocalyptic 
books received in syriac canon19. 
The conformation of the Old Testament syriac Canon is not very clear. The list of 
Theodore of Mopsuestia is different to that of Jacob of Edessa, neither the Peshitto 
version includes the same books than the Syro-Hexapla20.
between a non rabbinic Jewish exegesis of the Bible and a rabbinic one. Yeshayahu Maori considers, 
rather alone, that this is not what could be found in the text of the Peshitto, but that would be related, 
on contrary, to more traditional rabbinic exegesis. See: Maori, Yeshayahu. Targum ha-Peshieta la-Torah 
ṿeha-parshanut ha-Yehudit ha-ḳedumah. Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1995.
18. If we consider the Peshitto being a Jewish translation, it is clear that the rabbis were the last 
group to need such a translation since Jewish exegesis was attached to the text. On the other side, 
the specific sense of the Targums were to help preaching in those regions were Hebrew was not 
use in liturgy anymore. The Ketubim of Hebrew Bible were not read in public, but for the Book 
of Esther. Some scholars, Weitzman amongst them, consider that the fact of not having a Targum 
for some books (Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah) should be related to the absence of interest or support 
for translations. But the fact could also be related to the open opposition of rabbis to apocalyptic 
literature since the genre comprises a kind of “plus” of revelation that was not acceptable for them 
because it leaves open the Sense of Scripture. It have been said that several books were not translated 
because they include passages in Aramaic (like Daniel) but this should not be accepted since the 
sections in Hebrew outnumbered the Aramaic passages.
19. le Boulluec, Alain. “Le problème de l’extension du Canon des Écritures aux premiers siècles”. 
Recherches de Sciences religieuses, 92 (2004): 45-87.
20. The Syriac translation made by Paul of Tella in 616/617 from the Septuagint Text established by 
Origen. Given its literal character this version is of prime importance for our knowledge of the Greek 
text, badly transmitted. In fact, the text of Daniel was revised, at the end of seventh Century, by Jacob 
of Edessa who considered that the text of the Peshitto should be improved using the Greek text. It was 
Jacob who established the division into paragraphs in the Western Syriac tradition. Assemanus, Joseph 
Simonius. Bibliotheca Orientalis Clementino-Vaticana. Roma: Sacris Congregatione de Propaganda Fide, 1719: 
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For the New Testament, the Peshitto only counted twenty-two books were 
several pericopae included in the Greek Text were either different or absent. Further 
recensions augmented the number of Books to twenty-seven (like the canon 
list included in Athanasius thirty-nine Festal letter of 367 in the version called 
Filoxenian of sixth century or the Harklean version of seventh century). Every text 
attributed to a New Testament character could be considered as apocryphal.
For the East Syriac Tradition, generally speaking, in the absence of list of accepted 
books, biblical manuscripts and the testimony of Syriac Fathers are our source of 
information about the status of certain books21. 
The absence of an unified normative, in the Syriac Tradition, is the reason for the 
survival of certains texts (like II Baruch or the Apocalypse of Pseudo-Daniel) that 
did not reached us in Greek, as we already mentioned.
But this absence of normative is also part of a paradox: if Revelation was not 
widely accepted, canonical lists included II Baruch and IV Ezra22. In fact, the Syriac 
version of IV Ezra, shulomo is used to define the eschatological End of History (the 
Judgement included), something very different to the use we could find the Peshitto 
version of Daniel.
Several Scholars, as we know, have tried to describe Jewish eschatological 
thinking using two different categories, those of “eschatology” and “apocalyptic”23.
The Syriac Text of Baruch (or II Baruch)24 presents even more interesting problems 
related to the idea of “the end”. The text was written in Palestina after the fall of 
Second Temple (AD. 70) by a Jewish author25. Besides the links between Baruch 
and NT or early Christian writings, this Jewish origin was never questioned26. The 
I, 468b-494ª; Baumstark, Anton. Geschichte der syrischen Literatur. Bonn: A. Marcus und E. Webers, 1922: 
248-256; Ortiz, Ignacio. Patrologia Syriaca. Roma: Pontificium Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1965: 
177-183; Blum, George Günter. “Jakob von Edessa”. Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche, 5 (1996): 725-727 and 
Fiey, Jean-Marie. “Jacques, dit l’interprète”. Dictionnaire d’histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques, 26 (1996): 
663-664. The commentary on Daniel and Susanna have not received an edition yet. See: Bibliothèque 
Nationale Paris. Syr. 27, fol. 91-149. Zotenberg, Hermann. Manuscrits Orientaux. Catalogues des Manuscrits 
Syriaques et Sabéens (Mandaïtes) de la Bibliothèque Nationale. Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1874: 10-12. 
21. Debié, Muriel. Les Apocryphes syriaques. Paris: Geuthner, 2005 and Dorival, Gilles. “L’apport des Pères 
de l’Église à la question de la clôture du canon de l’Ancien Testament”, The Biblical canons, Jean-Marie 
Auwers, Henk Jan de Jonge, dirs. Leuven: Peeters, 2003: 81-110.
22. In fact the four Catholic Epistles and Revelation were not included in the first western Syriac canons 
and were never included in the Eastern (in printed versions, Revelation, was only added in 1627).
23. For the Jewish eschatological traditions in the Book of Ezra, see: Kabisch, Richard. Das vierte 
Buch Esra auf seine Quellen untersucht. Göttingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1889 and Stone, Michael. A 
commentary on the book of Fourth Ezra. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990 who did not make a distinction 
between the “apocalyptic” and the “eschatological” aspects.
24. The other books attributed to Baruch are the Apocryphal Book of Baruch (Ier Baruch), the Greek 
Apocalypse of Baruch (III Baruch) and the Paralipomena Jeremiae Prophetae, that, according to the surviving 
fragments in Ethiopic, was attributed to Baruch (IV Baruch). See: Bogaert, Pierre. Apocalypse de Baruch. 
Paris: Cerf, 1969: I, 451-457. See also: Hobbins, John F. “The summing up of History in 2 Baruch”. The 
Jewish Quarterly Review, 89/1-2 (1998): 45-79.
25. Bogaert, Pierre. Apocalypse de Baruch...: I, 334.
26. Bogaert, Pierre. “Les apocalypses contemporaines de Baruch, d’Esdras et de Jean”, L’Apocalypse 
Johannique et l’Apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, Jan Lambrecht, dir. Leuven: Leuven University 
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work has a very simple structure, as is known: It begins with a series of visions 
describing the destruction of Jerusalem27 followed by three visions of eschatological 
redemption: the first describes the end of time, the previous sufferings, the 
eschatological supper and the two steps of the arriving of the Messiah (chapters 
24-30). The second comprises the vision of the Woods, the cedar, the wine and 
the sources of water and describe the end of the eschatological drama with the 
establishment of Paradise on Earth (chapters 53, 56-74).
With an use of the concept of “end” very close to that of IV Ezra, the text of 
II Baruch is centered in the messianic and eschatological Hope (being a Christian 
or Jewish text) in the perennity of the world and in the Truthfulness of God's 
promises. II Baruch designs (chap. XXIX), according to the use we have outlined 
for IV Ezra, the “end of time” (which is an eschatological end) using a terminology 
always related to leshuno. 
Neither II Baruch nor IV Ezra fear eschatology, always related to the coming 
of the Messiah. The destruction of Jerusalem is the necessary condition for the 
eschatological drama and the beginning of the time of redemption. Neither II Baruch 
nor IV Ezra awaited any changes in historical conditions. In fact, the coming of the 
Messiah was dependent on them.
The coming of Messiah will happened in two steps. In the first, the “Chosen One” 
will be revealed and the Garden of Eden —where the Supper will take place— will 
be restablished (29: 3-8). 
The second step will occur just after Messiah's arrival in Glory and Majesty. Then, 
the Saints will come back from death, the Warehouses were the souls of the Just 
have been stored will be opened and the Final Judgment will take place (30: 1-5)28.
According to the visión in the syriac Apocalypse of Baruch, the “end” means the 
end of this world and is already happening, 19:5:
.)NBzd rYG wh hMLw4 
Press, 1980: 47-68, where the author considers Revelation as dependant on II Baruch. But even if the 
author of II Baruch makes an extensive use of Jewish tradition (which was almost usual among early 
Christian authors) we do not want to enter in the polemics about Jewish Christianity. As Marinus de 
Jonge said in relation to the text of the Testament of the Twelfht Patriarcs: “One should be cautious in using 
the labels ‘Jewish’ and ‘Christian’. If, for instance, the testaments use biographical material taken from 
the Old Testament or from Jewish Haggadic tradition, this does not prove that the testaments are Jewish, 
but only that the author knew the Old Testament and had access to Jewish traditions, either directly or 
indirectly”. See: de Jonge, Marinus. Jewish Eschatology, Early Christian Christology, and the Testament of the 
Twelve Patriarchs. Leiden: Brill, 1991: 263-264. Recently the work of Nir, Rivka. The Destruction of Jerusalem 
and the idea of Redemption in the Syriac apocalypse of Baruch. Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003 
was the first, after a long time, in proposing a Christian authorship for II Baruch and received a lot of 
criticisms. See the review of his book by Matthias Henze in: Henze, Matthias. Journal for the Study of the 
Pseudepigrapha, 15/2 (2006): 145-148.
27. The text, even if it was written after the fall of the Temple in 70 A. D., sets the plot in time of the 
first destruction of the Temple. Baruch, son of Neriah is already mentioned in Jer. 32.
28. The same description of the arrival of the Messiah in two steps could be found in IV Ezra 7: 26-36. 
The Messianic Kingdom will last 400 years.
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The end of the world means, then, the end of this world as we know it and the 
coming of a new one in the context of the coming of the Messiah. This coming of 
end will neither be evident or understood as “the end of time” by the population of 
the Land of Israel. Neither the announced “end”, nor the awaiking of a new world 
will happen at a specific time but during a long period that should be completed by 
the coming of Messiah and the new creation. The description of sufferings and the 
end of Jerusalem, that will precede “the end”, establish a link between II Baruch 
and Christian eschatology.
As it is presented in the New Testament (Mark 13, Matthew 24, Luke 21) where 
each catastrophe is a sign announcing the coming of the end29.
The Apocalypse of Baruch is, then, a text of messianic waiting but like in IV Ezra 
that waiting is an eschatological waiting30 without any use of biblical terminology 
to describe the end of a set of given historical events, which is typical of apocalyptic 
tradition31.
Christian thinking about the meaning of present and future times is focused, 
Little by Little in the more eschatological aspects of a political power understood in a 
more or less providentialist way, even before the conversion of the empire. Amongst 
syriac Christians, this idea could be found in the story about the conversion of the 
kings of Edessa32. This providential existence of the earth Kingdom will be ever 
more important for Syriac Christians who lived in both the Persian and Roman 
empire in the fourth century, the time of the first great development of Syriac 
Theology as you know.
We will focus in the case of Aphraat for being illustrative enough33. The works 
of other syriac theologians who wrote on eschatology before the redaction of the 
great Works of the seventh century (like Ephrem or Narsai) must be left aside now. 
In Demostration V, De Bellis, Aphraat coments, using the Book of Daniel, on 
the historical situation: the Roman Empire was converted to Christianity and the 
persecution of the faithful have stop in the West.
29. Rivka Nir considers this one of the aspects that links II Baruch with Christian tradition. Nir, Rivka. 
The Destruction of Jerusalem...: 130.
30. Several scholars have pointed out the Christian elements in the description of the arrival of the 
Messiah in II Baruch 3, 1 but the considered the passage a later interopolation. See: Volz, Paul. Die 
Eschatologie der jüdischen Gemeinde im neutestamentlichen Zeitalter. Tübingen: Mohr, 1934: 44 or Lagrange, 
Jean-Marie. “Notes sur le messianisme au temps de Jésus”. Revue Biblique, 14 (1905): 503, note 5.
31. This distinction is absent in Rivka Nir's study of the problem of “the end of time” in II Baruch. See: 
Nir, Rivka. The Destruction of Jerusalem...: 121-132. This author comments on the distance between the use 
of qets and beaharit hayyamîm in Danielic tradition and the usage that II Baruch makes of shulomoh. That is 
the core of the problem; dealing with the apocalyptic tradition present in books written in either Hebrew 
or Syriac: we are dealing with two different roots related to different ideas.
32. Examples are the Doctrine of Addai, the Acts of Thomas, and the Book of Laws of the Countries. See: Murray, 
Robert. Symbols of Church and Kingdom. Cambridge (UK)-Londres: Cambridge University Press, 1975: 1-38 
and Drijvers, Hans J. W. “Apocryphal Literature in the Cultural Milieu of Osrrhoëne”. Apocrypha. Le 
champ des apocryphes, 1 (1990): 234-246.
33. Murray, Robert. Symbols of Church and Kingdom...: 239.
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In the Persian Empire, where Aphraat was writing, Christians were still persecuted 
under Shapur II under accusation of helping the ennemy34. The Beasts of Daniel 
were Babylon, Media-Persia (unified by Aphraat) and Greece35.
Speaking about the third beast and the kingdom of Alexander, Aphraat inserts a 
short commentary on the fourth beast which is, first, identical to the Kingdom of 
the “Son of Esau”: a name for Rome already present in rabbinical literature36. After 
this, he comes back to the kingdom of Alexander and states that both the third and 
fourth beast should be identify with him. In chapter 20, he continues with a long 
description of the times of Antiochus the Fourth. This king will appear at the end 
of the 62 weeks and will be identify with the “little Horn” of Daniel 7, 8. Originally, 
Aphraat will consider that the “Saints from High” will be persecuted by Antiochus 
on his attack on Jerusalem and the hole Jewish Law37.
In Chapter 21 que quotes Daniel 8, 27 (about the “Saints form the High who 
will receive the Kingdom) but denies any identification of them with the Jewish 
people38.
It is at the end of Chapter 22 when Aphraat says that the Messiah (the Vine), 
upon his Coming, will give his Kingdom to the romans, the Sons of Esau39. After 
this he establish an analogy between the Saints of the Kingdom and the Christians 
of his time40 because they will inherit the “Kingdom which is down Heaven”41. The 
text of Daniel, says Aphraat, could not speak about the Jews because the live as 
slaves amongs the nations. As Marie-Joseph Pierre says in her commentary on the 
work of Aphraat: “(...) the roman empire, now Christian, in anything more than 
the temporal guard of a royal warden/obligation that should be accomplish in the 
best possible way and, in time, given back”42. The kingdom of the “Sons of Esau” 
will not be vanquished43. This ambivalence in Aphraat in relation to the character 
of the fourth kingdom (unified with the third in the figure of Alexander or in itself, 
related to the Romans) have always been one of the major problems regarding 
34. Brock, Sebastian. “Christians in the Sasanian Empire: a Case of Divided Loyalties”, Syriac Perspectives 
on Late Antiquity, Sebastian Brock, dir. Londres: Variorum, 1984, chapter VI.
35. Aphraat. “Demonstration V”, 18, Patrologia Syriaca, ed. Ioannes Parisot. Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1894: I, 
217. The Kingdom of the Greeks, that began with Alexander, was the third beast.
36. Demonstration V, 19 (Patrologia Syriaca...: I, 220): “On the fourth beast, he says: She is very strong, 
powerful and vigorous, he smashes everything under her feet: it is the kingdom of the sons of Esau. 
Because after Alexander the Macedonian became King, the kingdom of the Greeks existed; Alexander 
being part of the Greek. The third beast was him because the third and the fourth beast are only one”.
37. “Demonstration V”, 20, Patrologia Syriaca... I: 220-224.
38. “Demonstration V”, 21, Patrologia Syriaca... I: 224-225.
39. “Demonstration V”, 22, Patrologia Syriaca... I: 229-232.
40. “Demonstration V”, 23, Patrologia Syriaca... I: 232. 
41. Dn, 7, 27.
42. See: Pierre, Marie-Joseph. Aphraate le Sage persan. Les Exposés. Paris: Cerf, 1988: 354, note 38.
43. See: ”Demonstration V”, 24, Patrologia Syriaca... I: 233-236. See: Barnes, Timothy D. ”Constantine and 
the Christians of Persia”. Journal of Roman Studies, 75 (1985): 126-36.
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the interpretation of his work. Maurice Casey proposed, in different occasions44, 
to relate the incongruences of his exegesis to the overlapsing of two traditions. On 
one side, we could find what Casey calls “the old syriac tradition” where the fourth 
kingdom in the kingdom of the greeks. On the other side, Aphraat, would have 
been influenced by the western tradition, i.e. “greek” of danielic exegesis where the 
fourth kingdom was identified with Rome45. This theory received various different 
criticisms and I think it is not necessary to come back to the arguments which 
are, moreover, not sufficient46. We think there was never such a overlapsing of 
traditions in the work of Aphraat. His intention was to provide an interpretation of 
the succession of empires and the lasting character of the fourth. His interpretation 
of that succession is close to Jewish tradition (like many other aspects in his work) 
and it is because of this that Aphraat “closes” his exegesis and attributes the fourth 
kingdom to Alexander and to his successors —and Antiochus IV was amongst 
them—. Aphraat continues his commentary with a long description of the days of 
this monarch. But for him, like for everybody else in his days, the kingdom of the 
Greeks was already part of the past. Doing this, Aphraat closes the door to any king 
of eschatological interpretation and inserts the passages on the Kingdom of “the 
Sons of Esau”. By this, he makes a tour de force and continues with the identification 
of both the third and fourth kingdoms with the figure of Alexander. There is no 
need to interpret in advance seems to says the text of Aphraat, because, it is true, we 
still need to wait a while in order to see the coming of a new kingdom, that of 
the romans. But this one will not be the eschatological kingdom but a preparation 
for it. This part is not an interpolation so, we should take it as an integral part of 
his thinking. And the sense is not clear enough. In Demonstration V, 19, Aphraat 
anounces that, in the prophecy on the fourth kingdom he alludes, to the kingdom 
of the “Sons of Esau”. After this, and without any problem, he affirms that after the 
44. Casey, Maurice. The Son of Man. The Interpretation and Influence of Daniel 7. London: Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge, 1979 and Casey, Maurice. “The Fourth Kingdom in Cosmas Indicopleustes and the 
Syrian Tradition”. Rivista di Storia e Letteratura Religiosa, 25 (1989): 385-403. Casey was interested in the 
exegesis of Daniel as it is found in the work of Porfirius, where the succession of empires ends with that 
of the Greeks. In this tradition, the “saints” were always understood as the persecuted Maccabees. Casey 
considers this exegetical tradition being at the origin of that of the Syriac Fathers and that it reached 
them through Jewish-Christian communities See: Casey, Maurice. “Porphyry and the Origin of the Son 
of Man of Daniel”. Journal of Theological Studies, 27 (1976): 15-33; Casey, Maurice. The Son of Man...: 59. 
Casey's interpretation was accepted by Bodenmann, Reinhard. Naissance d’une Exégèse. Daniel dans l’Église 
ancienne des trois premiers siècles. Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1986: 260-262.
45. Casey, Maurice. “The Fourt Kingdom...”: 392. The identification of the fourth beast with the roman 
empire could be found already in first century apocalyptic literature. See: IV Ezra, 12, 1 1 and sq.; II 
Baruch, 39, 3-7 and in rabbinic tradition. See: von Schlatter, Adolf. Die Theologie des Judentums nach dem 
Bericht des Josephus. Gütersloh: Bertelsmann, 1932: 200 and following.
46. Based, on one side, in the lack of proofs to accept this identification with the work of Porphiry and, 
on the other, on the fact that Aphraat is not the best of witness because he overlapsed both interpretations. 
See: Collins, John J. A Commentary on the Book of Daniel. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993: 115. For a 
criticism of Casey's thesis, See: Ferch, Arthur J. The Son of Man in Daniel Seven. Berris Springs: Andrews 
University Press, 1979: 193-204.
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anointing of Alexander as emperor, arrived “the kingdom of the greeks” because 
Alexander belong to that nation. To that moment
The only thing Aphraat have said to us (V, 19) is that the fourth beast of Daniel 
corresponds to the kingdom of the Sons of Esau and that the third and fourth 
visions both correspond to Alexander. After this, Aphraat mentions the succession 
of empires within the same tradition47. Once he establish the lasting, the durability, 
of the last kingdom, the text goes on (V, 20) with the description of the kingdom 
of Antiochus. Only at the end of Demonstration V, 22 and 23, he makes a new 
identification of the “Sons of Esau” with the Romans, as we have seen. In V, 19, the 
text announces:
•	 The identification of the fourth beast with the kingdom of “the Sons of Esau”
•	 The assimilation of the third and the fourth beast with Alexander
•	 The identification the heirs of Alexander with the Romans.
The succession of Kingdoms goes on up to “Severus”48. In V, 23, the “Sons of 
Esau” receive the kingdom from the hands of the Messiah. Even if they were still 
pagans during his coming, the text takes the conversion of the empire for granted. In 
V, 19 and 23 there is no mistake between (according to Collins) or even overlapsing 
of (according to Casey) different exegetical traditions but a clear distinction between 
two different times within the history of the kingdom of the “Sons of Esau”. In V, 19 
the author identifies in advance this kingdom with the last of monarchies announced 
before in order to avoid it to be understood as the eschatological kingdom49.
Aphraat's work is related to Jewish tradition50 and our author lived in the Persian 
Empire and his interpretation of the Roman Empires was surprising and, of course, 
risky.
47. “Demonstration V”, 19, Patrologia Syriaca...: I, 220.
48. On the succession of kingdoms and their dates, see: “Demonstrationes”, praefatio: LXIV-LXV, and 
we should recall: Demonstrations 1 — 10, Patrologia Syriaca...: I, 336-337; Pierre, Marie-Joseph. Aphraate le 
Sage Persan: Les Exposés...: I, 42. This distinction is absent in the recent article on the subject by: Morrison, 
Craig. “The Reception of the Book of Daniel in Aphrahat's Fifth Demonstration ‘On Wars’”. Hugoye: 
Journal of Syriac Studies, 7/1 (2004), electronic edition at <http://syrcom.cua.edu/hugoye/Vol7No1/
HV7N1Morrison.html>.
49. Aphraat makes a commentary after a biblical quotation. It is not, so, a mistake made by making 
a reference memoriter. Owens, Robert J. The Genesis-Exodus Citations of Aphrahat the Persian Sage. Leiden: 
Brill, 1983.
50. As heir and disciple of “Sacred Scriptures” and not of philosophical schools, Aphraat, could be related 
to that “simple” (peshat) tradition of interpreting the Bible that will produce the syriac translation. 
Neusner, Jacob. Aphrahat and Judaism. The Christian Jewish Argument in Fourth-Century Iran. Leiden: Brill, 
1971 denies this link between Aphraat and the rabbins. This link was pointed out by Marie-Joseph Pierre: 
Pierre, Marie-Joseph. Aphraate le Sage persan...: 137-138 for the Babylonian rabbis and also by Ouellete, 
Jean. “Sens et portée de l’argument scripturaire chez Aphraate”, Studies in Early Christian Literature and 
its Environment, Robert H. Fischer, ed. Chicago: The Lutheran School of Theology, 1977 for a relationship 
with Jewish communities in northern Mesopotamia but without any specific link with the Babylonian 
Schools. This aspect was also mentioned by Henze, Matthias. “Nebuchadnezzar's Madness (Daniel 4) in 
Syriac Literature”, The Book of Daniel. Composition and Reception. John J. Collins, Peter Flint, ed. Leiden: Brill, 
2001: 556. See: Murmelstein, Benjamin. “Adam ein Beitrag zur Messiaslehre...”: 242-275; Murmelstein, 
Benjamin. “Adam ein Beitrag zur Messiaslehre. III. Mose-Adam...”: 51-86 and Albrile, Ezio. “Il mister di 
Seth. Sincretismo gnostico in una perduta apocalisse”. Laurentianum, 38 (1997): 413-453.
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But he did not make an apologetic description of new power of the zoroastrian 
faith51. His valorization of the Roman Empire should be understood within the 
wider frame of polemics against Judaism52. If Aphraat underlines the historical 
importance of the empire of the Romans as the last of the empires prophetized by 
Daniel is for two reasons: on one side, he want to give hope to Christians living 
under a newly established Zoroastrian rule in the Persian Empire and on the other 
to assure to the same populations that the eschatological crisis was still far away 
from them; that they were not living in the days of Parusia.
For him the existence of the roman empire (whose place in human history is 
described in Demonstration V) is assured till the Second Coming. In that sense the 
reading he makes of the Praeparatio Evangelica is not different of that made by the 
greek Fathers. It is the power of that empire what unables the Christian people to 
understand in an eschatological way the different “signs” (historical events, natural 
phenomena).
In Demonstration XXII, “On Death the Last Times”53, the notion of “end” 
is expressed through the word shulomo which appears in the technical senses, 
eschatological, (De novissimis) we have mentioned for previous texts as the IV Ezra54. 
When the context is of that of an eschatological speculation, the “end” (in this case, 
the end of history) is expressed by terms that are never used in the “apocalyptic” 
context of Daniel55, fact underlined by the type of exegesis made by Aphraat56. He 
consideres (like Melito or Origen) the existence of the Roman Empire as providential. 
But our author doesn not speak about the “end” in an apocalyptic sense regarding 
51. Fearing reapresals in Marie-Joseph Pierre's opinion. Pierre, Marie-Joseph. Aphraate le Sage persan...: 
76-80.
52. Besides, as we have seen before, the identification of the fourth kingdom with that of the Romans, 
“Sons of Esau” was part of traditional Jewish exegesis. In giving a new identification to that kingdom, 
Aphraat confronts the Jews.
53. A theological narration without any major link with contemporary history. It is the last in an 
alphabetical series based on the development of faith. See: Pierre, Marie-Joseph. Aphraate le Sage persan...: 
840.
54. PS, I, 993:)ML9 mL$ d9. The word is the same that could be found in the colophon of manuscripts. 
The sense of nd(as a long period of time was uses once again while explaining Dn. 7, 25. See: PS, I, 
225. A very different sense of “end”, as the “end” of a narration or revelation is)KS, see: PS, I, 236, cap. 
25. The sense of durability of contemporary history is reinforced in 212-213 where our author makes 
this commentary, based on Dn. 2.44, about the future and eschatological kingdom of Christ which will be 
the end of the fourth kingdom. This makes his commentary rather interesting because he uses )rB9M 
to define “the end” to define the “end” of the fourth beast. This word could be understood as “end” or 
as “”path”. As the derivate sense of root rB9, “to pass”, “escape from”, “traspase”, “be victorious over”, 
reinforces the placement of that “end” in the future. The original root points out, moreover, to the idea 
of “being in rout towards”. The root rB9 is not found in Dn. 2, 44).
55. To Aphraat, the kingdom ()twKLM) of this world is not against the Christ. Earthly power is 
something wanted by God in order to provide happiness to his sons. Christ did not establish, according 
to Aphraat, a Kingdom opposed to the earthly power. What interested Aphraat is roman victory over the 
Persian in order to obtain freedom for the Church in Sassanid territories.
56. For him, no one could say a final word regarding God's will not even at the end of a demosntration 
or speech on specific topics. Exegesis is just a path, without final arrival, which Aphraat precises with the 
use of the root kS in the sense of «absolute».
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the Persian Empire. It is the Roman Empire which takes all his Hopes and closes his 
exegesis. This was also shared by Ephrem or later by Narsai57.
When the historical in the seventh century —persian occupation first and then, 
the arab invasion— requires a new set of texts of political Hope (apocalyptic like 
Pseudo-Daniel or Pseudo-Methodius but not only, also chronicles like the one 
written by John of Fenek58) this previous tradition will be at hand to provide a 
complete imagery.
One of those texts was the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel. This work only received 
new attention in the last years. Preserved in a single manuscript (Harvard MsSyr 
42, 117r-122v), it also includes Works by John of Fenek, John Dalyatha, homelies 
of Evagrius, Gregorius the monk, Basilius, Philomen and Chrysostom59. 
The text received a first, and surprinsing, edition in esperant by M. Slabczyk 
and a new one with english translation by Matthias Henze60. The text shows some 
parallels with other syriac apocalypse, edited by Hans Schmold, “The Apocalypse of 
the Young Daniel”, but the eschatological section in Syriac Pseudo Daniel is more 
developed and alow us to date the text61. Lacking external references we base our 
assumptions in the internal evidences to date the text. One of those references, in 
chapter 22, mentions the opening of the “Door of north” (tur’ô d-garbyô),
 )(*rt )YBrgd
 
57. This aspect is not present at all in the recent article by Posseke, Ute. “Expectations of the End 
in Early Syriac Christianity”, Apocalyptic Thought in Early Christianity, Robert S. Daly, dir. Grand Rapids: 
Baker Academic, 2009: 160-173.
58. The work of John of Fenek (a Universal History partly unedited) is untitled Ktâbâ d-reš mellê’) was 
partially published by Mingana, Alphonse. Sources Syriaques. Leipzig: O. Harrassowitz, 1908: I (with French 
translation of book XV: 172-197). The narration of epidemics and hunger of A.H. 67 (A.D. 686-687, only 
few years before the prophecy of Pseudo-Methodius) appears in page 160, 3. 6 and page 165, 9. See: 
Reinink, Gerrit J. “Pseudo-Methodius und die Legende”, The Use and Abuse of Eschatology in the Middle Ages, 
Werner Verbecke, Daniel Verhelst, Andries Welkenhuysen, dirs. Leuven: Peeters, 1988: 82-111, especially 
85. There is a French translation of books XIII and XV in: Scher, Addaï. «Notice sur la vie et les œuvres 
de Johannan bar Penkayê’». Journal Asiatique, 10/10 (1907): 170-178. Extracts from books XIV and XV 
have been partially translated into german by Abramowski, Rudolf. Dionysius von Tellmahre, jakobitischer 
Patriach von 818-845. Leipzig: Kommissionsverlag F. A. Brockhaus, 1940 (Abhandlungen für die Kunde 
des Morgeslandes, XXV 2). See also: Reinink, Gerrit. “East Syrian Historiography in Response to the Rise 
of Islam: the case of John Bar Penkaye's Ktâba d-reš mellê’”, conference given in the congress “Redefining 
Christian Identity. Christian Cultural Strategies since the Rise of Islam”, University of Groningen 7-11 
april 1999.
59. Goshen, Moshe. Syriac Manuscripts in the Harvard College Library: A Catalogue. Missoula: Scholars 
Press, 1979: 54.
60. Slabczyk, Miron. Apokalipso de Danielo Profeto en la Lando Persio kaj Elamo: Sirian tekston, Esperantan 
tradukton kaj Komentarion preparis Miron Slabczyk. Vienna: Arkado eldonejo, 2000 and Henze, Matthias. 
The Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel. Introduction, Text and Commentary. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2001.
61. Schmoldt, Laurence H. Die Schrift “Vom jungen Daniel” und “Daniels letzte Vision”. Herausgabe und 
Interpretation zwier apokalyptischer Texte. Hamburg: University of Hamburg (PhD. Dissertation), 1972: 25-113.
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which will permit the invasion of the “people from the north” already announced 
in chapter 1462. In fact those “northern doors/walls” is a reference to the syriac 
Alexander Legend written around 629-30 which is the terminus a quo for the redaction 
of the Apocalypse of Daniel63. But the absence of any mention to the Apocalypse of 
Pseudo-Methodius, written in 690-91, is the terminus a quem64. Chapter 16 mentions 
a tax payment something that could allow us to settle the text in the first years of 
arab rule65.
The conception of history that is behing several syriac apocalyptic and 
eschatological texts of seventh century —amongst them the aforementioned 
Apocalypse of Pseudo-Methodius which mentions the coming of the “Sons of 
Hagar”, Ismael— is related to the fourth kingdom prophetized by Daniel. But the 
eschatological section in the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel begins with the follow down 
of that very empire (even without any mention to its universal character). In 
other texts, like Pseudo-Methodius, this is related to the legend of the last emperor 
something that it is not present in this text66. Since the description of history could 
be related to Revelation, the editor considers the text as chalcedonian 67. Much 
62. Pseudo Daniel, chapter 14. Henze, Matthias. The Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel...:
nwdrMNw )YBrg nM)MM*9.
63. Reinink, Gerrit. “Die Entstehung der syrischen Alexanderlegende als politisch-religiöse 
Propagandaschrift für Herakleios’ Kirchenpolitik”, After Chalcedon. Studies in Theology and Church History, 
Carol Laga, Joseph A. Munitiz, Lucas van Rompay, dirs. Leuven: Peeters, 1985: 263-281. The dating of 
these eschatological texts presents a problem because it makes a double reference: from one side the 
“revolt of the peoples from the north” and, on the other, “the doors/walls of the north”. If the reference 
to the doors/walls of the north is part of the legend concerning Alexander (seventh century), the 
revolt of peoples could be deduced form the prophecy of Ezekiel 38, 1-9. Klaus Berger considers “Vom 
Jungen Daniel” to be written before the Fourth century because there is no mention to de “doors of the 
north” (anyway, never before VIIth century) something we consider to be correct (See: Berger, Klaus. 
“Hellenistisch-heidnische Prodigien und die Vorzeichen in der jüdischen und christlichen Apokalyptik”. 
ANRW II: Augustan Literature. The Classical Review, 23/2 (1980): 1463.) Berger's conclusion have been 
refuted by Matthias Henze (Henze, Matthias. The Syriac Apocalypse...: 16) and by Heinrich Weinel 
based only on literary ground, which is an unsufficient argument. See: Weinel, Heinrich. “Die spätere 
christliche Apokalyptik”, Eucharisterion. Studien zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments: 
Hermann Gunkel zum 60. Geburtstage, dem 23. Mai 1922 /dargebracht von seinen Schülern und Freunden, Émeric 
Balla, ed. Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1923: II, 141-173. On Alexander's Legend see also: 
Schmidt, Andrea. “Die Brüste des Nördens und Alexanders Mauers gegen Gog and Magog”, Endzeiten. 
Eschatologie in der monoteistischen Weltreligionen. Wolfram Brandes, Felicitas Schmieder, dirs. Berlin-New 
York: De Gruyter, 2008: 89-99 and Van Donzel, Emeri; Schmidt, Andrea. Gog and Magog in Early Eastern 
Christian and Islamic Sources. Leiden-New York: Brill, 2010.
64. Reinink, Gerrit. “Pseudo-Methodius und die Legende vom römischen Endkaiser”, The Use and Abuse 
of Eschatology in the Middle Ages, Werner Verbecke, Daniel Verhelst, Andries Welkenhuysen, dirs. Leuven: 
Peeters, 1988: 82-111.
65. Pseudo Daniel, chapter 14. Henze, Matthias. The Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel...: 42:
)t)Y*gs)tN*YdMw n4B*KtN)td)MB 
66. The prophecy of Daniel was already incorporated to Syriac and Byzantine literature on the Arab 
Conquests. See: Kaegi, Walter e. “Initial Byzantine reactions to the Arab Conquests”. Church History, 38 
(1969): 139-149.
67. Matthias Henze thanks Gerrit Reinink for this remark on the origin of the text. Henze, Matthias. 
The Syriac Apocalypse...: 17, note 43. The eschatological perspective is centered on the vision of Heavenly 
Jerusalem (Pseudo-Daniel, 33) Henze, Matthias. The Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel...: the exiles’ pilgrimage to 
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more important than any possible link with the book of John are the links with 
syriac canonical works as II Baruch and IV Ezra
This is related to the presence of the Messiah because, just after to Theophany in 
Mount Sinai (Chapters 28-29), the Apocalypse of Daniel mentions His Second Coming 
(chapter 39). The Syriac Texts also mentions the preexistence of Christ using the 
expression men qdm68 which is fairly common in Jewish Apocalyptic to express 
the aforementioned preexistence of the Messiah69. The Texts shares with Jewish 
Tradition some other aspects like the corruptibility of the world, the resurrection 
of death people, the description of the signs announcing the end and a conclusive 
narrative about the coming back of the sons of Israel70.
It is our major interest today to point out three major aspects of this text: first, 
that it is a seventh century redaction; second, that the author was well read in 
the Jewish tradition of the first centuries after the Fall of the Second Temple and, 
finally, that it loom, overshadow in his text several times.
One of the main characteristics of this text, related for example to the work of 
John of Fenek already mentioned, is that the author is not interested in make any 
kind of allusion to historical events through vaticinia ex eventu. It is not a chronicle 
written in the future tense but a eschatological narrative wholly engaged, immersed 
in fact in Jewish tradition, id est, a discourse where the core of the argument is 
related to the figure of the Messiah. And, of course, the text is not interested in 
any specific historical event what could have give it an apocalyptic tone. Besides, 
contrary to II Baruch and IV Ezra, the autor of the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel is not 
interested in Divine Justice, predetermination —in the plain sense that God has 
foreordained every event throughout eternity— or Human Freedom. The author is, 
in contrary, well interested in the problem of pseudonimity because the very fact of 
attributing the text to the Prophet Daniel affected not only its structure but also the 
reading/audition of the text and, according to a well know classification —deeply 
the Temple (37-40), the Christ enthroned in Mount Sinai (38). Given the non acceptance of Revelation 
within the Syriac Tradition, the editor of the Syriac version did not relate it to the Peshitto version but 
with to a version made by Philoxene of Mabbog. 507/508. See Gwynn, John. The Apocalypse of St. John 
in a Syriac Version hitherto unknown. Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1981. Against Gwynn's opinion, see de 
Halleux, André. Philoxène de Mabbog: sa vie, ses écrits, sa théologie. Louvain: Imprimerie Orientaliste, 1963: 
123. Anyway there are a lot of references to the eschatological passages in the New Testament, like II 
Thesalonians. The theological adscription could not be done only on the grounds of biblical quotations, 
in exemple “Chalcedonians” quoting Revelation, for example (Revelation was not widely accepted 
amongst Chalcedonians in Orient by the seventh century). Several Monophysite texts of that age, like 
the “Apocalypses of the Twelfth Patriarchs” refer openly to Revelation.
68. Pseudo-Daniel, chapter 30. Henze, Matthias. The Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel...: 54: “his name was before 
the sun and his power and his kingdom before the moon”.
 hM$ yhwtY) )$M$ mdQ nMd
 htwKLMw hN+Lw$ yhwtY) )rhs mdQ nMw
69. See: IV Ezra, 6: 1-5b where all God's creative acts are mentioned through the use of the same particle. 
By this the text presents God as preparing the end of history even before creation. See also Babylonian 
Talmud, Meg. 13b): “The Holy One, blessed be He, prepares the remedy before the wound”.
70. This touches wider problem of Jewish-Christian relations after 2nd. Century. See: Becker, Adam; 
Reed, Annette Yoshiko. The Ways...: 10-25.
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associated to Leuven University through the name of Jan Lambrecht— could define 
the text as an “historical apocalypse”71.
The first part of the text take up again the structure of the biblical text and it 
is only in chapter 14 —beginning with the revolt of the northern peoples— that 
the eschatological section begins. This section will finish in chapter 49 with the 
Banquet of Peace. Now, even if “visions” are always part of those apocalypses called 
“historical”, this long second section makes no mention of the historical events of 
seventh century. In relation to this main aspect of the structure of the text, Alexander 
Golitzin have recently produce a sharp criticism of Matthias Henze's position72. 
Beyond the problems originated in the aforesaid definition (since every Apocalypse 
is related to problems concerning the oppression suffered by those communities 
addressed by the text, every aspect becomes “historical”, without need to recur 
to contemporary events or at least to make this explicit), the remarks of Golitzin 
did not touch the core of the problem. Golitzin considers that this incongruency 
could disappear by considering the author a monk, writing in a monastic milieu 
and addressing a monastic public. The monastic condition of the author would have 
made him to prefer the figure of Daniel (who Golitzin consideres primarily an ascetic) 
in order to recall the faithful, id est the other monks a central characteristic of their 
Charisma or vocation. This will allow the author to introduce two admonitions: the 
first one on the very nature of the vows, later on about fidelity to them and the 
dangers of any spiritual path. Golitzin's views are related to his last contributions 
to byzantine apocalyptic studies73, trying to underline that the text does not focus 
71. See: Apocalypticism in the Mediterranean World and the Near East. Proceedings of the International Colloquium 
on Apocalypticism, Uppsala, August 12-17, 1979, David Hellholm, dir. Tübingen: Mohr, 1989 and L’Apocalypse 
johannique et l’apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, Jan Lambert, dir. Leuven: Leuven University 
Press, 1980. See also: Collins, John J. “Apocalypse: The morphology of a Genre”. Semeia, 14 (1979); 
Carmignac, Jean. Le mirage de l’eschatologie. Paris: Letouzey et Ané, 1979; Carmignac, Jan. “Qu’est-ce 
que l’apocalyptique”. Revue de Qumrân, 10 (1979). The Biblical Genres Project proposed a definition: 
(an apocalypse is) «a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative framework, in which a revelation 
is mediated by an otherworldy being to a human recipient, disclosing a trascendent reality which is 
both temporal, insofar as it envisages eschatological salvation and spatial, insofar as it involves another, 
supernatural world; such a world is intended to interpret present, earthly circumstances in light of the 
supernatural world of the future, and to influence both the understanding and the behavior of the 
audience by means of a divine authority», Collins, John J. Apocalypse...: 7). This definition has been 
challenged by several biblical scholars, amongst them, Oxford Professor John Ashton who proposed the 
following definition: “An apocalypse is a narrative, composed in circumstances of political, religious or 
social unrest, in the course of which an angelic being discloses heavenly mysteries, otherwise hidden, to 
a human seer, either indirectly, by interpreting a dream or vision, or directly, in which case the seer may 
believe that he has been transported to heaven in order to receive a special revelation”, in: Ashton, John. 
Understanding the fourth Gospel. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991: 383. The conditions of distress that 
gave birth to apocalyptic texts make them to focus first in giving a certain Hope and then to produce a 
praxis. It is important so far to distinguish between “apocalypse” as a literary genre and the diverse and 
derivative notions of “apocalyptic”. 
72. Golitzin, Alexander. “Making the Inside like the Outside. Toward a Monastic Sitz im Leben for the 
Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel”, Festschrift, Monica Blanchard, Robin Darling Young eds. 2003. Catholic 
University of America Press. 31 July 2010. <http://www.marquette.edu/maqom/daniel.html>.
73. Golitzin, Alexander. “‘Earthly Angels and Heavenly Men’: The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, 
Niketas Stethatos and the Tradition of ‘Interiorized Apocalyptic’ in Eastern Christian Ascetical Mystical 
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on historical events because the only intention of the author is to improve the 
spiritual life of the monks. Golitzin makes a link between spiritual improvment 
(founded in the fidelity to the vows as is expressed by Isaih of Ninive in Homily 
73) and the eschatological thinking. By this, the Last Judgement would only be the 
acknowledgment of one's internal transformation. The monk express by this his 
inner conformity to the Body of Christ after Transfiguration74. Here we enter the 
last part of this talk, the split between an individual salvation and the fate of the 
Christian empire as the main purpose of an apocalyptic writing such as the Syriac 
Apocalypse of Daniel.
Beyond Golitzin's remarks on the redactional milieu (which could be fairly 
more than monastic for a seventh-century syriac text) and on the destinataries of 
the text, what we want to underline today is the eschatological character of the 
texts, something that overstep any consideration about the historical events. In 
two opportunities the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel mentions the “end of time”, one in 
chapter 13 and the other in chapter 25 by using qetso, which points out to the End 
of History in itself, as we have already seen in the syriac version of Biblical Daniel 
and IV Ezra, for example75. This is a text that focus in the periodization of history 
on the seven-weeks tipology (according to a schema already present in Daniel 9, 
24-27, interpreting Jeremiah) and whose End will happen at the end of the seventh 
week (of millennia)76.
Literature”. Dumbarton Oaks Paper, 55 (2001): 125-153.
74. See: Golitzin, Alexander. “‘Earthly Angels ...”: note 29. On the base of this considerations Golitzin, 
comes back to a new definition of a central problem in Syriac Ascetic Tradition: bnai/bnat qyama. Following 
Sydney Griffith, he consideres the possibility a new translation, not related to the notion of “Covenant” 
anymore, but to the root qwm and its derivatives, like qyamta, resurrection. The expression could mean, 
then, not only “Sons/Daughters of the Covenant/Alliance” but more precisely “Sons/Daughter of the 
Resurrection” or even “of Eschaton”. These derivatives do not seem to be established on the firm ground 
of textual evidence. See: Griffith, Sydney. “Monks, ‘Singles’, and the ‘Sons of the Covenant’: Reflections 
on Syriac Ascetic Terminology”, Eulogema, Ephrem Carr, Stefano Parenti, Abraham Thiermeyer, dirs. 
Roma: Centro Studi S. Anselmo, 1992: 141-60; Griffith, Sidney. “Asceticism in the Church of Syria: 
The Hermeneutics of Early Syriac Asceticism”, Asceticism, Vincent L. Winbush, Richard Valantasis, dirs. 
Oxford-New York: Oxford University Press, 1995: 220-245.
75. Pseudo-Daniel: chapter 13: 38-39. Henze, Matthias. The Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel...: “and the end of 
history (that) the Holy Spirit showed to Daniel in Persia and Elam in the days of King Darius”. Matthias 
Henze points out that this use of “end” in the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel is not related to the meaning 
of “end” in the Biblical Book of Daniel, that related to the “end” of an age of crisis. This last remark 
by Henze is founded in an article by Collinsk, John J. “Apocalyptic Eschatology as the Transcendence 
of Death”. Catholic Biblical Quaterly, 36 (1974): 26 that points out to a mistaken interpretation of the 
problem. Henze, Matthias. The Syriac...: 75, note 51 and also chapter 13 in fine: “The Sages who keep the 
Covenant will understand this book and in the last End (end of ends)”; he underlines in the exclusively 
eschatological quality the autor tried to show. For those “who keep the Covenant” —in the interpretation 
of Alexander Golitzin- we have already said that we consired that translation to be excessive. It is risky to 
interpret bnai/bnat qyama in an eschatological way, following Griffith because both bnai and bnat qyama 
are different from the “meshkilim of Jehova” of the previous Apocalyptic tradition as they are correctly 
understood by Henze, Matthias. The Syriac...: 76, note 58.
76. Adler, William. “The Apocalyptic Survey for History adapted by Christians: Daniel's Prophecy of 70 
weeks”, The Jewish Apocalyptic Heritage in Early Christianity, James C. VanDerkam, William Adler, dirs. 
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1996: 201-238. See also: Witakowsky, Witold. “The Idea of Septimana Mundi 
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The second part of the narration reinforces the idea of an appropriation, by the 
author, of a complete set of images already present not only in other —jewish— 
apocalypses but also in those texts belonging to the Messianic literary tradition. 
What is important to the author is not to explain contemporary problems but to 
make explicit that the end of history is about to come and that will be a testimony 
for the imminence of the coming back of the Christian Messiah77.
In chapter 33 the author composes his vision of Jerusalem not only on the base 
of Old Testament texts (Is. 54, 11-14; Ez 40-48; Zac 2, 4-8) but also on John's 
Revelation what makes of him an exceptional case within Syriac literary tradition78.
In the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel, once the eschatological drama had begun it 
is not explained by an Angel or Seer (which is typical in these texts). The Drama 
was not motivated by the sins of the community (another typical aspect)79. The 
case of the ausence of an angel is, in fact, very interesting. Even if those celestial 
beings (yK)LM*) appear in many opportunities80, its ausence here makes this text 
something very singular 
Other aspect that reinforces the originality of the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel is 
related to divine Chastiments. The section about individual Judgement and that of 
the nations by Christ in his Second Coming is, surprisingly, very short and underlines 
the fact that every person will be judge with rectitude. The texts points out to the 
evidence of the Second Coming but it also implies that this will not be cause of any 
and the Millenarian Typology of the creation week in the syriac tradition”, V Symposium Syriacum 1988, 
René Lavenant, dir. Roma: Pontificio Istituto Orientale, 1990: 93-109 where he presents a synthesis of 
the presence of this topos in Syriac Literature. Witakowsky underlines the importance of number seven 
not only to establish a periodization of history but also to organize the liturgical calendar Witakowsky, 
Witold. “The Idea of Septimana Mundi...”: 94-95.
77. See: The prophecy of Isaiah about redemption, concerning the glorious restoration of Jerusalem (Is. 
60, 19-20), was used not only by IV Ezra but also by the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel. This last text quotes 
almost verbatim the description of the state of perennial Peace of the Heavenly Jerusalem. See: Henze, 
Matthias. The Syriac...: 29.
78. This allows Henze, after a suggestion made by Gerrit Reinink, to place the redaction 
of the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel in a melkite milieu: Henze, Matthias. The Syriac 
Apocalypse of Daniel...: 17, note 43. The comment on “Those who keep the Covenant 
will understood this book”: ()MYQ yr^=Nw )MY*KXw )Nh )BtKB nwNYBtN) 
is related to Dn. 8, 26; 12, 4 y 12, 9 because it obliges the visionary to keep the words secret and the book 
sealed till the coming of the “end” of history when things will be clear enough to be easily undertood. 
Let us indicate again that it is this use of ) MYQ, qyama, what relates this Word to the notion of 
“Covenant” and not to “Resurrection” as it has been postulated by Griffith and Golitzin.
79. This element is present in several other syriac texts. The aforesaid “Wall of the North” will not 
open to permit the entrance to Gog and Magog because of men's sins but as a necessary condition for 
the arrival of the Antichrist. See: Pseudo-Daniel, chap. 22: 47. Henze, Matthias. The Syriac Apocalypse of 
Daniel...:     )YBrgd )Kr*t yhwMdQ nwXtPtN nYdYh, “and then the Walls of the North will 
open before him”. Both in the “Syriac Legend of Alexander”, the “Syriac Poem of Alexander”, “The 
discourse of Pseudo-Ephrem on the End of the World” or “The Apocalypse of Pseudo-Methodius”, the 
walls of the North will open because of men's sins. 
80. Pseudo-Daniel, chapter 15-16: 41. Henze, Matthias. The Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel...: The angels will 
come to Earth like human beings (nwKLh( )Kr) L()YM$ yK)LM*w), and they will reach “Sion 
over the waves of the sea”, chapter 19: 45: nYzX*tN )MYd )L)*g L( )K)LM*d )tYr*$M p).
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suffering. This way, the Judgement become only one of the aspects of Parousia but 
not the most important. 
But there is a final aspect to consider regarding the way text approaches the 
notion of “end” of history and the link with contemporary events which seems to 
be placed far aways one from the others. After the description in chapters 15-16 
of the Time of Peace that will precede the beginning of the Final Act (described in 
chapter 17-19) and the coming of the Antichrist (chapters 21-24)81, the text uses 
the expression “the last days” ()Yr*X) )tMw*Y -ywmtê ’hryê-), which is a very 
specific way to describe the lapse, the interval of time between these two periods. 
Henze does not mention this aspect which we consider to be of prime importance. 
That time, as could be inferred from terminology and for the general sense of the 
text, could be understood as about to come; it is a close (and I want to underline 
this aspect): once the “end comes” ()NB*N nwML$N) -nshlmwn nbnê- and the 
eschatological drama completed, the “last days” of history will be very close. But in 
this specific case, the author uses a very different root to express the closeness of 
those days82.
This eschatological aspect separates the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel of other syriac 
apocalyptic texts of the seventh century, all of them with a more political approach 
(like the Syriac Legend of Alexander83, reissued at the times of Heraclius’ last offensive 
against the Persians in 629/30, the pseudo-Ephremian Homily “On the End of the 
World” or even the Syriac Apocalypse of Pseudo-Methodius84.
The political events of the first half of the seventh century, mainly the Persian 
occupation of Northern Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine and Egypt and the Arab 
invasion will be the opportunity for the drafting of new Apocalypses both Jewish 
and Christian, whose circulation could allow us to place again the general context 
of Christian apocalyptic in that century. That context would be the Adversus Judaeos 
polemics. 
Amongst the Jewish texts we can mention, of course, the Apocalypse of Zorobbabel, 
a Palestinian Jewish response to the Sasanid conquest of Jerusalem and the 
81. Who will be from the tribe of Levi ywL tYBd, Pseudo Daniel, chapter 21: 46. Henze, Matthias. The 
Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel...: which is a novelty because, traditionally, the Antichrist belongs to the tribe 
of Dan.
82. This idea is reinforced by the use of two different words in chapter 26 while describing the moment 
the end of time will happen. This will be a final, but at the same time, close age.
83. See the classic study by: Reinink, Gerrit. “Die Entstehung der syrischen Alexanderlegende...”: 263-
281 and now Ubierna, Pablo. «Recherches sur l’apocalyptique syriaque et byzantine au VII siècle: La 
Place de l’Empire romain dans une histoire du salut». Bulletin du Centre d’études médiévales d’Auxerre, Hors 
série 2, 2008 (Le Moyen Âge vu d’ailleurs, Eliana Magnani, dir.). 31 July 2010. <http://cem.revues.org/
index10895.html>.
84. Die syrische Apokalypse des pseudo-Methodius, Gerrit Reinink, ed. Leuven: Peeters, 1993.
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persecution of Jews after Heraclius’ Reconquista85 or the Sefer Eliyahu86 or even the 
Book of Eliah, which went through several drafts from the third to sixth century 
and where the prophet Eliah is taken to the Heavens and later to Mount Carmel 
to received means of information about close date of the end of Israel's sufferings 
which will stop with the arrival of the “last King of Persia” whose identity will be 
largely debated by the rabbis87. We should also mention the liturgical poem Oto 
ha-yom (In that Day)88 and the Pirke of Rabbi Eliezer, a text written at the beginning 
of the eighth century but bearing previous materials89, the Nistarot of Rabbi Simeon 
ben Yohai,90 or the Midrash of the Ten Kings a revelation in the form of an historical 
chronicles influenced by the Pirqé and the Nistarot.
It would take us much more time than we have today to describe this Jewish 
apocalyptic tradition of the seventh century but let's say, at least, that the very end 
of the Empire (vanquished by the Persians or the Arabs) will be the occasion for the 
coming of the Jewish Messiah and the final restoration of Israel's power.
That is, I think, a long neglected aspect of the compelling rationale for a new 
type of Apocalyptic amongst Christians in the seventh century. Rome-Byzantium 
have been at war against Parthia then and the Sasanid Empire later for centuries 
now, but the Fall of Jerusalem in 614 and the Persian occupation brought to the 
table, and for the first time, the possibility of a close end of the Christian empire. 
An End that refused to come, an End the rabbis have been expecting since the great 
distresses of the 3rd. century crisis (the development of such a tradition amongst non 
85. Lévi, Israel. «L’Apocalypse de Zorobabel et le roi de Perse Siroès». Revue des Études Juives, 68 (1914): 
129-160; edition and French translation: Lévi, Israel. «L’Apocalypse de Zorobabel et le roi de Perse 
Siroès (Suite)». Revue des Études Juives, 69 (1919): 108-112; commentary: Lévi, Israel. «L’Apocalypse de 
Zorobabel et le roi de Perse Siroès (Suite et fin)». Revue des Études Juives, 71 (1920): 57-65. A shortened 
version of this text could be found in: Jellinek, Adolf. Bet ha-Midrasch: Kleiner Midraschim und vermischter 
Abhandlungen aus der ältern judischen Literatur. Jerusalem: Bamberger & Wahrmann, 1967 (Leipzig: Fridikh 
Nies, 1877): II, 54-57. Levi's study is at the base of the datings proposed by Yehuda Even Shmuel and 
Salo Baron. See: Even-Shmuel (Kaufman), Yehuda. Midreshey Geulah. Jerusalem: The Bialik Institute, 
1954, who consecrates a great part of the volumen to the Sefer Zerubabel and its continuators till the 
13th. century.
86. Jellinek, Adolf. Bet ha-Midrasch...: III, 65-68.
87. The text was attributed to Simeon ben Yohai, a famous rabbi from the third century who is considered 
the author of many apocalyptic texts. The texts identifies that Persian king (Chosroes II) under his Arabic 
name, ha-Kesra, which points out to the beginnings of Arabic Rule in that región, moreover the text plot 
is based under Sasanian Rule.
88. This poem was edited several times, the last one by Yahalom, Joachim. “‘al toqpân shel yesirot sifrût 
ke-maqôr le-vêrûr she’êlôt histôriyôt” Catedra, 11 (1979): 130-133 (“On the validity of literary Works as 
historical Sources”).
89. Pirke D-Rabbi Eliezer, ed. Avraham Aharon Broda. Jerusalem: Zikhron Aharon, 2004. See: Horowitz, 
Chaïm. Pirke de Rabbi Eliezer: a Complete Critical Edition. Jerusalem: Makor, 1972. (English translation: 
Friedlander, Gerald. Pirkê de Rabbi Eliezer (the Chapters of Rabbi Eliezer the Great) according to the Text of the 
Manuscript belonging to Abraham Epstein of Vienna. New York: Hermon Press, 1965).
90. Jellinek, Adolf. Bet ha-Midrasch...: III, 72-78. See also: Even-Shmuel (Kaufman), Yehuda. Midreshey 
Geulah...: 162 and following with bibliography: 175-176. See now: van Bekkum, Wout Jac. “Four 
Kingdoms will Rule: Echoes of Apocalypticism and Political Reality in Late Antiquity and Medieval 
Judaism”, Endzeiten. Eschatologie in der monoteistischen Weltreligionen, Wolfram Brandes, Felicitas Schmier, 
dirs. Berlin-New York: De Gruyter, 2008: 101-117.
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Talmudic Jews, like the Karaites is very interesting but, once again, far from our 
main concerns today91).
Thirty years ago, the German-born Byzantinist Paul Alexander, then professor at 
UCLA, considered that there was a link between the Legend of the Last Emperor as it 
appears in the Syriac Pseudo-Methodius and Jewish Messianic Literature92. This was 
refuted by Gerrit Reinink in a series of articles largely accepted by scholars93. And, 
of course, I agree with Reinink but there remain a couple of observations I believe 
worth making about Alexander's Thesis: first of all, Alexander did not mention 
most of the Jewish Apocalyptic Texts we have commented on (the Apocalypse of 
Zorobbabel for example) but rather he bases his opinions mainly on Scripture, and 
Talmudic and Midrashic passages. Given the slight interest the rabbis showed in the 
apocalyptic (because it comprises an additional quota of revelation, moreover in an 
on-going sense that could not be easily managed by scholars) it is not a surprise to 
find almost no major links with that kind of texts.
The end of seventh century, or even the eighth, were centuries when the core 
of Christian polemics was addressed more against Jews (or Judaizers heretics) than 
against the Moslems94. From the Jewish side, the antichristian polemic is mostly 
centered on the midrashim and the apocalyptic literature95. It is one of the major 
problems of seventh century religious history, given that the existence of those texts 
91. See: Cohen, Martin A. “‘Anan Ben David and Karaite Origins”. The Jewish Quaterly Review, 68/3 
(1978): 129-145; about the origin of the movement: Ankori, Zvi. Karaites in Byzantium. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1959: 58-86. The Book of Daniel was one of the most important books for 
Karaite Exegesis. We still have the commentaries by Jafet ben Ali, in Arabic and another in Hebrew by a 
Persian member of the Karaite community of Jersualem, Daniel ben-Moshe al-Qûmisî. A fragment of the 
Book of Daniel was found in the Cairo Genizah and some more fragment in jewish-persian, belonging 
to a two different texts, have been published recently. The Tenth century Karaite Scholars (Yûsuf b. 
Baxtûy, Salmon b. Yruhim y Binyâmin al-Nahâwandi) devoted themselves largely to comment on the 
End of Jewish oppression and the arrival of the Messianic Age independently of Rabbanites opinions. 
See: Jephet Ben Ali. Commentary on the Book of Daniel. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1889. Margoliuth, David 
Samuel. A Commentary on the Book of Daniel by Jephet ibn ‘Ali the Karaite. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1889. On 
Japhet see: Birnbaum, Philip. “Yefet ben Ali and His Influence on Eiblical exegesis”. The Jewish Quarterly 
Review, 31/1 (1941): 51-70, and Pinsker, Simhah. Liqqûte Qadmoniyyot. Viena: Druk fon A. Della Torre, 
1860: 181 and following; Mann, Jacob. “Early Karaite Bible commentaries”. Jewish Quarterly Review, 12 
(1921-1922):435-526; Shaked, Shauel. «Commentaires on Daniel». Irano-Judaica, 3 (1994): 304-310.
92. Alexander, Paul. “The Medieval Legend of the Last Roman Emperor and its Messianic Origin”. 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtland Institutes, 41 (1978): 1-15.
93. Even if, besides the legend of the Last Emperor, some of Pseudo-Methodius principal sources like 
the Cave of Treasures have strong links with Jewish writings. For a general survey of seventh century syriac 
apocalyptic texts, see now: Reinink, Gerrit. “From Apocalypses to Apologetics. Early Syriac Reactions to 
Islam”, Endzeiten. Eschatologie in der monoteistischen Weltreligionen...: 75-88.
94. Déroche, Vincent. «La polémique anti-judaïque au VIe et au VIIe siècle...»: 275-311 where the author 
points out the importance of a kind of literature such as the Kephalaia epaporetika, a collection of questions 
to be used by Christians in their polemics against Jews; and Reinink, Gerrit. “The beginnings of Syriac 
Apologetic literature”...: 169-170. We should mention the importance of the new edition of the Doctrina 
Jacobi by Vincent Déroche. See: Dagron, Gilbert; Déroche, Vincent. “Juifs et Chrétiens dans l’Orient du 
VIIe. Siècle». Travaux et Mémoires, 11 (1991):47-229.
95. Cameron, Averil. «Byzantine and Jews: some recent work on early Byzantium». Byzantine and 
Modern Greek Studies, 20 (1996): 249-274, especially 264.
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represents actual historical debates96, an option favoured by scholars like Gilbert 
Dagron and Vincent Déroche97.
In this context, historical Apocalypses like the Syriac Pseudo Methodius, could be 
understood, at least in part, as texts favouring antijewish polemics, attacking the 
vision of contemporary history and the end of Rome as a pre-condition for the 
arrival of the Messiah depicted in works such as Zorobbabel. Texts like the Syriac 
Apocalypse of Daniel with its interest mainly in Eschatology and the Second Coming, 
regardless of the Fate of the Empire, were an evident target for those polemicizing 
against Jews’ or Judaizer's visions.
This could also allow us to put into perspective the known opinions of Scholars 
such as Averil Cameron and Nicholas De Lange who considered that the polemics 
of Jews against Christians are very difficult to find because the former would have 
lacked the theological imperative to prove the Error of Christians. The end of the 
Empire and the consequent coming of the Messiah is just such an imperative.
Besides, both Averil Cameron and Nicholas de Lange, suggest that Jews were 
not in the kind of social position to commit themselves to open debates against 
Christian leaders98 (something the debates between Jews and Christians depicted in 
texts such as De Doctrina Jacobi or the Throphies of Damascus99, at least for the decades 
running from 630 to 660, seem to deny).100
But the importance of historical apocalypses in a probable dispute against Jews 
lies in the new and decisive fact of placing the Syriac Legend of Alexander in a new 
context, at the core of an Apocalypse (as the genre that conveyed Jewish opinions 
against the Empire) and showing that, thanks to the Legend of the Last Emperor, the 
Empire will survive. That Empire will survive even against those visions in favour 
of the Second Coming like the one presented by the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel. This 
argument concerning the Fate of the Empire based on different interpretations of 
96. Cameron, Averil. «Byzantine and Jews...»: 263.
97. Déroche, Vincent. «La polémique anti-judaïque...»: 284 and following; Dagron, Gilbert. «Judaïser». 
Travaux et Mémoirs, 11 (1991): 370. Even the theology of an author centered in Dogmatics, like Maximus 
Confessor, is full of an apocalyptic dimension, specially when it touches the compulsive conversion of 
Jews under Heraclius. See Vincent Déroche in: Dagron Gilbert; Déroche, Vincent. “Juifs et Chrétiens...”: 
30-31. Besides the fact that the place of Jews was different under Arab Rule, Anastasius Sinaite still kept 
polemics against them. See: Anastasii Sinaïtae Viae Dux, Karl Heinz Uthemann, ed. Turnhout: Brepols, 
1981: 257-258; even if the text mentioned there is not the same as the Disputatio attributed to him.
98. Cameron, Averil. “Byzantines and Jews...”: 264; de Lange, Nicholas. “Jews and Christians in the 
Byzantine Empire”, Christianity and Judaism, Diana Wood, dir. Oxford: Blackwell, 1992: 27-29. See also: 
de Lange, Nicholas. “A fragment of Byzantine anti-Christian Polemic”. Journal of Jewish Studies, 41 (1990): 
92-100 and de Lange, Nicholas. “Jewish and Christian messianic hopes in pre-Islamic Byzantium”, 
Redemption and Resistance. The messianic hopes of Jews and Christians in antiquity, Markus Bockmuehl, James 
Carleton Paqet, dirs. London: T&T Clark: 274-284. See also: O’ Sullivan, Shaun. “Anti-Jewish Polemic 
and Early Islam”, The Bible in Arab Christianity, David Thomas, dir. Leiden-Boston: Brill, 2007: 49-68.
99. “Trophies of Damascus”, Patrologia Orientalis, dir. G. Bardy. Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1920: XV, 171-292.
100. Other seventh century texts of Anti-Jewish Polemic were the Dialogue of Papiscus and Philo, the 
Dialogue of Gregentius, the Apology against the Jews of Leontius of Neapolis and the Syriac Disputation of 
Sergius the Stylite, the Disputatio Anastasii adversus Judaeos and the Questiones ad Antiochum ducem which are 
still now at the center of a major debate concerning their attribution.
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the Biblical Daniel already involved Jews and Christians at the end of the Doctrina 
Jacobi (drafted 634-635).
It is not only about placing Islam (or the Persian occupation) within an historical 
frame but also and mostly about not denying that neither the Sasanian Conquest 
nor the Arab accomplishments (included the building of the Dome of the Rock101, of 
course) were evidence of the End of Times102. 
Texts like the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel being focused as it is on the imminence 
of the Second Coming, could not bring the most needed Hope (defined in political 
terms, of course) and its vision will then be surpassed by the new historical 
Apocalyptic. Even if the Text is not centered on individual salvation and we think 
it could not be understood as a vademecum of Ascetic Holiness, it is not sufficiently 
interested in the Fate of the Byzantine Empire in the way that other Apocalypses 
—with a much longer influence— of the seventh century will be. 
101. The building of the Dome of the Rock is the terminus post quem for the drafting of the Syriac Apocalypse 
of Pseudo-Methodius according to its editor, Gerrit Reinink; but we should also say that the german editor 
of the Greek Versions (supposed to be translations from the Syriac), Lolos, dates the first redaction of 
the text in the decade of 650. The new edition of the Greek versions by Aerts and Kortekaas for the 
Corpus Christianorum follows Reinink. Shaun O'sullivan is unaware of this new edition (O'sullivan, 
Shaun. “Anti-Jewish Polemic and Early Islam...”: 68, note 58). See: Aerts, Willem J.; Kortekaas, G.A.A. 
Die Apokalypse des Pseudo-Methodius. Die ältesten griechischen und lateinischen Übersetzungen. Leuven: Peeters, 
1998: 569-570), 2 vols; Lolos, Anastasios. Die Apokalypse des Ps.-Methodios, Meisenheim am Glan: Hain, 
1976; Lolos, Anastasios. Die dritte und vierte Redaktion des Ps.-Methodios, Meisenheim am Glan: Hain, 1978. 
See also: Ubierna, Pablo. “The Apocalypse of Pseudo-Methodius (Greek), Christian-Muslim Relations A 
Bibliographical History, Volume One, Seventh to Tenth Century, David Thomas, dir. Leyden: Brill, 2009: 245-
248.
102. It was an age when the Christian were barely aware of the assimilation power of Islam. The 
generation of Patriarch Sophronius and his friend John Moschus did not even considered that possibility. 
See: Wilken, Robert Louis. The Land called Holy. New Haven-London: Yale University Press, 1992: 239. On 
Sophronius, see: von Schönborn, Christoph. Sophrone de Jérusalem: Vie monastique et confession dogmatique. 
Paris: Beauchesne, 1972. Vincent Déroche considers, speaking about the Life of George Choziba and the 
war against the Persians: Le VIIe siècle byzantin semble parfois persuadé d’avoir récupéré à son profit et au sens 
littéral les promesses de l’Ancien Testament liées aux lieux, à la Palestine ainsi pour Georges Choziba, ces promesses 
rendaient inconcevable l’idée que les Perses puissent vraiment s’emparer de la Palestine et surtout de Jérusalem 
(...). Une telle interprétation ne pouvait qu’aviver les frictions avec les communautés juives. Déroche, Vincent. 
“L’Apologie contre les Juifs de Léontios de Néapolis...”: 91, note 85. For the importance of Palestine, as 
a region, in this context, see: Wilken, Robert Louis. The Land Called Holy...: 235-246. This importance, 
regarding the theology of the Last Things, is still very importan for a thinker like Maximus Confessor. 
Brock, Sebastian. “An Early Syriac Life of Maximus the Confessor”. AnBoll, 91 (1973): 299-346.
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abstract
This article analyses the use of the memory of the “holy men” through the study 
of monasticism in the Bierzo region. The 7th-century cases of Fructuosus and Valerius 
are examined, along with the use of these two Visigoth “holy men” in the monastic 
restoration undertaken by Gennadius at the end of the 9th and beginning of the 10th 
centuries. Lastly, the use of this memory in the Tumbo Viejo of San Pedro de Montes 
is dealt with, as is the substitution of the “holy men” by the kings as the legitimating 
reference in the mid 12th century. This social memory played an important role in 
the struggle for social prestige in a setting marked by the multiplicity of Christian 
models, understood as microchristendoms.1
key Words 
Memory, Monasticism, Microchristendoms, Holy Man.
caPItalIa Verba
Memoria, Monachorum condicio, Regulae Christianae singulares, Homo 
sanctus.
1. This study has been carried out as part of the project Valerio del Bierzo: sociedad y territorio en el Noroeste 
de Castilla y León en la Antigüedad tardía financed by the General Office of Research of the Government 
of Castile and Leon (SA022A08). The author wishes to give thanks to Santiago Castellanos and the 
anonymous commentators for their comments that have made it possible to improve the original.
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Cualquiera sabe que la fantasía se inspira en la realidad,
pero la ley de la ficción exige que sólo se cuente una parte de la verdad
(Kirmen Uribe, Bilbao-New York-Bilbao)
1. The concepts: social memory and micro-Christianity
In his lovely recent book, Kirmen Uribe plays with reality and fiction through 
the memory, presenting the experiences of three generations of a family. The quote 
taken from his work very eloquently expresses how reality and fantasy interrelate. In 
this sense, the memory can also be understood as a tale that mixes real experiences 
and a certain dose de invention. The studies into the social memory have shown the 
important role played by the creation of this memory to justify the action of certain 
groups or legitimise interests. In some way, it can be stated that there is a clear 
search for control over the past to sustain the domain of the present and project it 
into the future. Thus, it is no surprise that in recent years the memory has become a 
scenario for confrontation that goes beyond a mere scientific dispute to the directly 
political.2 
A noteworthy aspect is that memory, while configured by each individual, is 
moulded socially. As Halbacws stated, it is the social groups, who create this 
memory through certain mechanisms and include it into their cultural and historical 
coordinates. This is a social memory that exists and distorts the data and the present 
in an imprecise way forma. It is an operation in which the important is not the strict 
abidance to what happened, but more a social perspective to remember in a setting 
marked by the social and the political.3 As Enzo Traverso has stated: “The memory 
(...) structures the social identities, inscribing them into a historical continuity and 
endowing them with sense, that is, a content and a direction”.4 Thus, it should not 
be confused with memory with a supposedly reliable representation of the past, 
that is, historiography understood as knowledge of history. This is really a cultural 
construction that seeks to give a meaning to the past, a meaning linked to the 
present and its justification and legitimation. It can be said that the social memory 
is the process that lets society recognise and reform its understanding of the past 
with the purpose of integrating it into its current identity.5 Moreover, the processes 
of transmitting the social memory are presented to us in terms in uninterrupted 
2. A good example of this is the memory of the Jewish Holocaust, with the forming of a narrative that 
dispenses with the innumerable nuances or the historically proven fact that this memory only began to 
take form from the 1970s on. See the analysis of the case of the North-American Jews and the building of 
the Holocaust memorial in: Novick, Peter. Judíos, ¿vergüenza o victimismo? El Holocausto en la vida americana. 
Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2007.
3. Fentress, James; Wickham, Chris. Memoria social. Valencia: Universidad de Valencia, 2003: 16.
4. Traverso, Enzo. El pasado, instrucciones de uso. Historia, memoria, política. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2007: 16.
5. Geary, Patrick J. “Memoria”, Diccionario razonado del Occidente medieval, Jacques Le Goff, Jean-Claude 
Schmitt, eds. Madrid: Akal, 2003: 527-536.
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continuity, when each generation really receives these memories it modifies them 
consciously or unconsciously.6 Observing and studying these modifications turns 
the memory into a historical object, which changes with time. 
The studies into the medieval world have echoed this growing interest in 
such a transcendental subject. A recent balance referring specifically to German 
historiography highlighted the importance of this argument. The works by 
Wollasch, Schmid and more recently, Otto Gerhard Oexle have shown us better 
how the memory works. Especially the latter has emphasised that memory should 
be understood as culture, with specific forms over time, linked to the presence of 
the dead in medieval society, which was understood by their peers as a community 
of the living and the dead, who in some ways coexisted.7 The Hispanic field has 
been no stranger to these concerns as shown by some recent contributions.8 
A particular aspect is the ecclesiastical memory, referring to a key institution in 
the medieval period. Its central role in the cultural system is evident, generating 
a vocabulary that impregnated the social, economic and political reality, with 
hegemonic designs. These circumstances enabled the clergy to become the medieval 
specialist of the memory, both through the liturgical commemoration of the dead 
and through the construction of discourses about the past.9 In this atmosphere, the 
use of the past was constant, as shown by the famous invention of the “Donation 
of Constantine”. Here it is worth emphasising a partial aspect of the ecclesiastical 
memory: its standardising vision of the past. The Church's official memory raises 
the existence of a line of unchanged orthodox continuity that links Jesus and Saint 
Peter to the Roman chair. As a result of this, the enormous diversity that ancient 
and early medieval Christianity boasted is not taken into account. 
However, this diversity continued into the Early Middle Ages and a certain 
degree of integration of Latin Christianity was not achieved until the 12th century. 
Peter Brown10 has focussed attention on this enormous diversity that favoured the 
creation of what he calls regional microchristendoms, adjacent, but different and poorly 
linked. The absence of regular interregional contacts meant that the ecumenical 
6. Fentress, James; Wickham, Chris. Memoria social...: 231.
7. Borgolte, Michael. “‘Memoria’. Bilan intermédiaire d’un Project de recherche sur le Moyen Âge”, 
Les tendances actuelles de l’histoire du Moyen Âge en France et en Allemagne, Jean-Claude Schmitt, Otto Gerhard 
Oexle, dirs. Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2003: 53-69. See also the works in: The Uses of the Past in 
the Early Middle Ages, Yitzhak Hen, Matthew Innes, eds. Cambridge (UK): Cambridge University Press, 
2000.
8. Without being exhaustive, see: Isla, Amancio. Memoria, culto y monarquía hispánica entre los siglos X 
y XII. Jaén: Universidad de Jaén, 2006. Memoria, mito y realidad en la Historia Medieval, José Ignacio de la 
Iglesia, coord. Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 2003; Memoria e historia. Utilización política en la 
Corona de Castilla al final de la Edad Media, Jon Andoni Fernández, José Ramón Díaz, eds. Madrid: Sílex, 
2010; Sabaté, Flocel. “La construcción ideológica del nacimiento unitario de Cataluña”, Castilla y el mundo 
feudal, Mª Isabel del Val, Pascual Martínez, Julio Valdeón, dirs. Valladolid: Junta de Castilla y León, 2009: 
I, 91-110. 
9. Henriet, Patrick. “L’espace et le temps hispaniques vus et construits par les clercs (IXe-XIIIe siècle)”, 
A la recherche des légitimités chrétiennes. Représentations de l’espace et du temps dans l’Espagne médiévale 
(IXe-XIIIe siècle), Patrick Henriet, dir. Lyon: ENS Éditions -Casa de Velázquez, 2003: 81-127.
10. Brown, Peter. El primer milenio de la cristiandad occidental. Barcelona: Crítica, 1997: 189-190.
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atmosphere, that had been fundamental in the late Roman epoch, gave way to a 
much more regionalised organisation. These microchristendoms believed that they 
held, albeit in miniature, the essence of a whole Christian culture, including its own 
traditions. These were small religious constellations, much of them shaped from the 
activity of “holy men”11 and the monasteries they founded, which conserved their 
memory, that worked as christendoms in miniature, with a high level of autonomy, 
based on the local prestige of these “holy men”. Their coherence derived from the 
existence of a series of social, cultural and religious references shared by groups that 
were perfectly integrated into en networks for transmitting their own information, 
but, in contrast, poorly linked to other similar networks. This was the case, for 
example of the foundations of Irish monks on the continent or, beyond the Frankish 
frontiers, the action of various Anglo-Saxon kings. These christendoms in miniature 
were normally run according to their own rules and included a wide network of 
patronage with a solid local or regional base.12 
The coexistence between these microchristendoms was not always easy, as 
conflicts arose through the existence of different traditions, as happened in Anglo-
Saxon England, solved in the synod of Whitby. These controversies could include 
the use of the “true” Roman traditions, that served to give greater authenticity 
to the microchristendoms thus established, that were considered peripheral to 
other groups, whose traditions were delegitimised. This is what happened in 
Wilfred's case, but also with Saint Winifred in the case of the Rhineland areas 
under Frankish domain.13 This situation was altered in the case of the Carolingian 
period by the policy of correctio, which sought religious unification around a set 
of traditions considered correct.14 The relative success of this undertaking in the 
Frankish areas did not prevent these from surviving in important areas of western 
Europe outside this situation, such as Anglo-Saxon England, where the Norman 
conquerors in 1066 found a whole set of Christian traditions they considered 
erroneous.15
The Iberian Peninsula was not outside this situation. The Visigothic Church had 
been barely linked to Rome, and with its own traditions. This isolation grew with the 
Muslim conquest and possibly the intervention of Charlemagne in the Adoptionist 
controversy should be seen as a ploy to discredit this microchristendom, whose 
body of traditions nevertheless survived until the 12th century.16 At the same time, 
11. For this figure, the basic work is still Peter Brown: Brown, Peter. “The Rise and Function of the Holy 
Man in Late Antiquity”. Journal of Roman Studies, 61 (1971): 80-101.
12. The concept of microchristendom has been used successfully by: Innes, Mathew. Introduction to Early 
Medieval Western Europe, 300-900. The Sword, the Plough and the Book. London: Routledge, 2007: 456-480.
13. Brown, Peter. El primer milenio de la cristiandad...: 193.
14. de Jong, Mayke. “Charlemagne's Church”, Charlemagne. Empire and Society, Joanna Story, ed. 
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2005: 103-135. 
15. Bartlett, Robert. La formación de Europa. Conquista, colonización y cambio cultural, 950-1350. Valencia: 
Universidad de Valencia, 2003: 357-358.
16. See: Deswarte, Thomas. Une Chrétienté romaine sans pape. L’Espagne et Rome (586-1085). Paris: 
Classiques Garnier, 2010.
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the above-mentioned controversy marked a turning point after which the Christian 
powers in the north felt decoupled from the Mozarabic authorities, generating 
their own organisational frameworks.17 Thus microchristendoms arose, which, in 
the case of the Asturian monarchy, had the inventio of the tomb of Santiago as its 
principal resource. However, if we descend to a more local scale, we discover that 
in the Visigothic period there were numerous traditions that can be identified 
with microchristendoms, as happens with the extreme diversity of monastic rules 
or the presence of “holy men”, such as Saint Millan or Saint Fructuosus, who 
fathered their own bodies of traditions with specific socio-cultural references. The 
lack of really effective ecclesiastic frameworks after the Muslim conquest and the 
disarticulation of the Visigothic kingdom encouraged this heterogeneity.18 The 
persistence of some Christian enclaves with their own traditions, for example, 
in the area of La Rioja or around Sepúlveda,19 illustrate this reality, which was 
complemented by the existence of a host of small monasteries, protected by local 
patrons. 
Under these circumstances, the different microchristendoms created their own 
memories to legitimise themselves as depositories of an authentic Christianity. 
As a corollary, the rest of the traditions were regarded as inferior. The study of 
these memories over time is the subject of this work and, to this aim a region 
in northwest Spain, the Bierzo, was selected. In the north-western corner of 
the modern province of León, this is a district in the Miño basin, with a long 
monastic and hermit tradition in the post-Roman and Early medieval centuries, 
whose imprint has been transmitted in writing. These circumstances make it 
an extraordinarily useful scenario for understanding how these memories were 
formed and what they were used for in a chronological scope wide enough to 
show the transformations.
17. The best study in this sense is still the one by Amancio Isla: Isla, Amancio. “El adopcionismo y las 
evoluciones religiosas y políticas en el reino astur”. Hispania, 200 (1998): 971-993. There is a recent 
analysis in Thomas Deswarte: Deswarte, Thomas. “Une minorité chrétienne en Occident à la fin du 
huitième siècle. La Chrétienté hispanique et l’adoptionisme”, Minorités et regulations sociales en Méditerranée 
médievale, Stéphane Boissellier, François Clément, John V. Tolan, eds. Rennes: Presses Universitaires de 
Rennes, 2010: 251-268.
18. An overview can be found in: Fernández, Francisco Javier. La religiosidad medieval en España. Alta 
Edad Media (siglos VII-X). Gijón: Trea, 2008. This work can be complemented with more closely focussed 
on the institutional aspects and the links with political power, and centred on the case of the northwest 
of the Iberian Peninsula in: de Ayala, Carlos. Sacerdocio y reino en la España altomedieval. Iglesia y poder 
político en el Occidente peninsular, siglos VII-XII. Madrid: Sílex, 2008.
19. See respectively: Larrea, Juan José. “Obispos efímeros, comunidades y homicidio en la Rioja Alta 
en los siglos X y XI”. Brocar, 31 (2007): 171-199 and Martín, Iñaki. “Repoblaciones, territorios. Iglesias 
y santos: los valles del Duratón y del Riaza (siglos X-XII)”. Biblioteca. Estudio e Investigación, 23 (2008): 
265-292.
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2. The “holy man” and his heir: Fructuosus in the work of Valerius 
of El Bierzo
At the start of this narrative about memory there is Fructuosus, who was a 
subject of memory throughout the period under study. We know that Fructuosus 
lived in the mid-7th century and since then had enormous prestige. His origins are 
among most important aristocratic families of the Visigothic kingdom —his father is 
mentioned as dux—, although from an early age he focussed on religion. His activity 
was very varied. He was a hermit, the founder of monasteries and creator of rules 
and the bishop who sat on the seat of one of the metropolitan sees of the Visigothic 
kingdom, in Bracara (Braga), as well as having close links to royal power. Thus, he is 
commemorated as one of these “holy men” typical of the late Antiquity, people with 
a special charisma that turned them into vehicles for social action and that were 
quickly commemorated. A habitual formula to set and maintain the memory of the 
“holy men” is hagiography, a type of literary text, with its own rules, that praises 
the person's virtues and focuses on him as a model for believers to follow.20 As a 
literary text, it does not aim to reconstruct the character as accurately as possible, 
but rather present him with his virtues as a model of saint, using some resources or 
topoi to this end, such as relating the person with divine intervention in favour of 
the “holy man”.21
Fructuosus was the subject of one of these hagiographies, the Vita Fructuosi.22 I do 
not aim to analyse this work in detail, as it is already well known among philologists 
and historians. I only wish to highlight some specific aspects. Vita Fructuosi is 
divided into two compact blocks. The first of these covers chapters 1 to 7 and 17 
to 20 and can be defined as a typical hagiography, and which narrates Fructuosus’ 
viscitudes in the north west of the Iberian Peninsula. The other block, made up of 
chapters 9 to 15 (chapters 8 and 16 are transitions between the two blocks), relates 
a series of miraculous events, situated in the south west of the Spain. This double 
redaction must have been merged into a single text at the end of the 7th century.23 
The authorship of the text is not perfectly defined, although since the studies by 
Manuel C. Díaz y Díaz, the hypothesis of Valerius has been rejected.24 It seems that 
a disciple of Fructuosus, by the name of Teodisclo, who could have been the bishop 
20. As Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda. Dominio social y proyección cultural. Logroño: 
Fundación San Millán de la Cogolla, 2004: 14-16, accurately indicates, the hagiographic text has a large 
dose of ideological projection. 
21. There is an analysis of the Visigothic hagiographic genre in: Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los 
santos en la Hispania visigoda: aproximación a sus manifestaciones literarias. Mérida: Museo Nacional de Arte 
Romano, 2005.
22. La Vida de San Fructuoso de Braga. Estudio y edición crítica, ed. Manuel Cecilio Díaz. Braga: Empresa do 
Diário do Minho, 1974.
23. Codoñer, Carmen. “Sobre la ‘Vita Fructuosi’, Athlon. Madrid: Gredos, 1987: II, 183-190.
24. Díaz, Manuel C. “A propósito de la Vita Fructuosi (Biblioteca Hagiographica Latina, 3194)”. Cuadernos 
de Estudios Gallegos, 8 (1953): 155-178. See also the introductory study to his edition of Vita Fructuosi cited 
in the previous note.
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of Lamego, may have been the redactor or promoter of at least part of the text, with 
propagandistic aims against the monastery-bishopric of Dumio. 
This text emphasises two aspects of the figure of Fructuosus: his condition as 
a hermit, who seeks the desert, following the model of the Egyptian and Syrian 
fathers, and his activity as a founder of monasteries, to which he gave (as we know 
from other sources) rules for their organisation, distancing them from other laxer 
but also more common models. This latter facet is very important, as Fructuosus 
seems to have been responsible for a kind of correctio against the manifestations of 
other Christian traditions. The regula communis, possibly inspired in him, aimed to 
channel these formulas considered incorrect and practiced in family monasteries. 
These rules were aimed at framing more firmly those monasteries that were 
possibly on a lower level than those that were run by Fructuosus’ own rules.25 
However, in Fructuosus’ espiscopal activity hardly merits mention in Vita Fructuosi 
and only at certain episodes does it shed light on Fructuosus's proximity to political 
power.26 In this effort to create a memory of Fructuosus, very shortly after his death, 
attention is focussed on the saint's experience as a hermit as inspiring the creation 
of monasteries that would work as Christian microcosms.27
Within this monastic activity, El Bierzo was a privileged scenario. Resident in the 
region or at least knowledgeable about it through his father's work,28 Fructuosus 
founded the first of his monasteries, Compludo,29 using his own patrimony for 
this.30 Longing to lead a hermit's life, he left Compludo and founded the rufianense 
monastery, that is identified with San Pedro de Montes, but the people sought hi 
out and forced him to return to Compludo31, in which we should see hagiographic 
topos: the saint mobilised the masses and they forced him away from his desire to 
be a hermit and continue activity closer to the communities.32 Thus, Fructuosus’ 
activity contained in his hagiography refers fundamentally to him as a founder of 
monasteries, with a spirit of hermit that he was unable to satisfy fully.
The construction of this “official” memory did not lead to the disappearance of 
other memories about Fructuosus. This is shown by the works of Valerius of El Bierzo, 
who lived in the area in the second half of the 7th century. He wrote a hagiographic 
25. Díaz, Pablo C. “Monasteries in a Peripheral Area: Seventh-Century Gallaecia”, Topographies of Power 
in the Early Middle Ages, Mayke de Jong, Frank Theuws, Carine van Rhijn, eds. Leiden: Brill, 2001: 329-
359.
26. López, Jorge. “Actividad monástica y acción política en Fructuoso de Braga”. Hispania Sacra, 109 
(2002): 7-22; Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 264-297.
27. Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos...: 225-226.
28. Díaz, Manuel C. La Vida de San Fructuoso...: doc. nº 2.
29. There are still doubts about where this monastery was, although it seems to have been near the current 
village of Palacios de Compludo; López, Jorge; Martínez, Artemio M. “Un monasterium fructuosiano por 
descubrir: el de Compludo, en el Bierzo (prov. de León)”. Argutorio, 18 (2007): 43-47.
30. Díaz, Manuel C. La Vida de San Fructuoso...: 3.
31. Díaz, Manuel C. La Vida de San Fructuoso...: 6.
32. Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos...: 219.
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collection and other texts, notable among which are his autobiographical works.33 
In these, Valerius presents himself as a representative of a rigorist monastic way, 
which leads him to continuous clashes. Although his autobiographical writing (Ordo 
Querimoniae, Replicatio and Residuum) sometimes narrates the events of his life in a 
disorderly way, it is possible to present an outline of his experiences.34 Motivated by 
his desires for religious perfection, Valerius went to Compludo monastery, founded 
by Fructuosus. However, he left the monastery to live as a hermit in a deserted 
place, in the mountains between Castrum Petrensis and Astorga. He gradually drew 
the attention of the inhabitants and even gained disciples. However, a presbyter by 
the name of Flaíno began to insult and plot against him. Valerius then moved to a 
predium or estate, called Ebronanto, whose owner, Ricimero, had his own church. 
Ricimero, encouraged by Flaíno, began to build a new church and expelled Valerius 
from the room where he lived. Nevertheless, Ricimero died when the roof of the 
church under construction fell on him and Valerius was appointed presbyter of the 
new church. Despite this, the vicissitudes of Valerius continued, as Flaíno managed 
to have one Justo named as the presbyter of the same church, and he harassed 
Valerius constantly. The fall of Ricimero's family into disgrace and the confiscation 
of his assets forced Valerius to seek refuge in the monastery of Rufiana, founded by 
Fructuosus. Conflicts arose between him and the monks, although finally he seems 
to have obtained the recognition of the authorities and inhabitants. 
Thus Valerius offers us a view of his life, in which, after numerous difficulties, he 
was recognised as a true “holy man”. This autobiographical character is a real unicum 
of early medieval hagiographic literature. However, a comprative analysis shows 
how some of the vents narrated were really common ground that can be traced to 
other sources. In reality, these narrations were conceived as didactic exempla that, 
although based on Valerian experiences, had not necessarily really happened.35
It can be suspected that Valerius exaggerated the difficulties and clashes36 and that 
some of them may be no more than exemplary stories and not the author's authentic 
experiences. But we know that fiction is based on reality, so we can suppose that 
at least the conflicts that appear in the autobiographical works were possible for 
Valerius’ readers. The first of these refers to the presbyter Flaíno. Valerius’ writings 
suggest that he was the presbyter of small basilica (eiusdem baselicule presbiter), who 
clashed with Valerius when the latter had managed to draw the attention of the 
inhabitants of the area as a hermit.37 It seems reasonable to suspect that Flaíno 
was the presbyter who ran the hermitage of the Saints in Ebronanto, so he would 
33. The most complete edition of his works is: Díaz, Manuel C. Valerio del Bierzo. Su persona. Su obra. 
León: Centro de Estudios San Isidoro, 2006, where the references are taken from.
34. Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 39-40.
35. Martín, José Carlos. “La biografía dentro de la autobiografía: el caso de Valerio del Bierzo (siglo VII)”, 
Las biografías griega y latina como género literario. De la Antigüedad al Renacimiento. Algunas calas, Vitalino 
Valcárcel, ed. Vitoria: Universidad del País Vasco, 2009: 319-342.
36. Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio del Bierzo y la autoridad eclesiástica”. Helmantica, 145-146 
(1997): 25.
37. Valerius. “Ordo querimonie prefati discriminis”, Valerio del Bierzo...: 5.
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have been closely linked to the interests of the local elites. It is easy to imagine 
that cause of the conflict must have been about the incomes and prestige, which 
could have moved over to Valerius in detriment to Flaíno.38 An important detail is 
the accusation by Valerius that his rival had stolen his books, specifically those that 
he had copied referring to De lege domini and De sanctorum triumphis.39 These works 
were orientated towards correction of Valerius’ own discipline and tell us about one 
of the traits of his activity: he aimed to base it on the authority of a written norm, 
that is by creating a “textual community” to establish a canon in contrast with the 
existing plurality.40 It is no surprise that it was the subject of attacks by Flaíno, given 
that it was a basis for Valerius’ action. It is possible that in these we should see 
the existence of two opposing models of microchristendom, one of which used the 
forming of a canonical and written tradition as means of ensuring its superiority. This 
was a struggle in the setting of private churches, which must have been common in 
the epoch. For that reason, they had to compete for the favour of the owner, which 
would explain the conflicts for the control of the church of Ebronanto.41
This conflict between two models of microchristendom, both dependent on lay 
patronage, is clearer in the narration about the presbyter Justo.42 Flaíno instigated 
Ricimero's heirs to appoint Justo presbyter of the new church, for which he would 
be co-responsible together with Valerius.43 The tensions between the two were 
frequent and exaggerated by the constant complaints by Valerius, who added 
a supposed attempt at murder by Justo in his tale.44 It is interesting to see how 
Justo appears in Valerius’ writing with the traits of a character who embodies a 
model of Christianity different to that which Valerius advocates. In contrast with 
the asceticism, that imposed a certain distance, and the resort to the creation of 
a “textual community”, Justo appealed to the songs, festivals and dances,45 thus 
approaching the culture of the people of the area, a culture that was rejected by the 
official Church, for whom this was a set of practices that did not fit the canons.46 
However, this model, close to folklore, was enormously successful in wide areas of 
the pars occidentis, so that a hybrid between the official Christianity and traditional 
38. Corullón, Isabel. “El eremitismo en las épocas visigoda y altomedieval a través de las fuentes leonesas 
(I)”. Tierras de León, 63 (1986): 55-56; Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio del Bierzo...”: 32.
39. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 6.
40. This concept has been used by: Moore, Robert I. “La alfabetización y el surgimiento de la herejía, ca. 
1000-ca. 1150”, La Edad Media a debate, Lester K. Little, Barbara H. Rosenwein, eds. Madrid: Akal, 2003: 
552-570, to define the full medieval heresies. It would be group whose identity was built around their 
adhesion to a set determined by the texts.
41. Valerius, “Ordo querimoniae...”: 10-12; Díaz, Pablo C. “Iglesia propia y gran propiedad en la 
autobiografía de Valerio del Bierzo”, I Congreso Internacional Astorga romana. Astorga: Ayuntamiento de 
Astorga, 1986: 297-303.
42. Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 158-159.
43. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 13. 
44. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 15.
45. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 13 and 16.
46. Giordano, Oronzo. Religiosidad popular en la Alta Edad Media. Madrid: Gredos, 1983. This opposition 
is clear in the connection that Valerius makes between these practices and lust and drunkeness.
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practices, common among the peasants, was shaped.47 I consider that this is the 
image that is derived from the tale of the avatars of Valerius and Justo in Ebronanto: 
the fight between two different types of microchristendom for the social prestige and 
patronage of the owning family. It is possible that the events, as have come down 
to us through Valerius’ pen, did not correspond literally to reality, but undoubtedly 
represented a viable situation, that could be presented by the author as a struggle 
between two opposing models.
With the fall from grace of the owners of the church of Ebronanto and besieged 
by his enemies, Valerius became a monk in the monastery of Rufiana, that is, San 
Pedro de Montes. Again tensions arose between Valerius and the rest of the monks, 
especially with one by the name of Firmino, who was possibly the Superior of the 
monastery.48 In this case, the tensions must have arisen from the little intention 
of Valerius to abide by the norms the monastery was run by.49 The presence of 
someone who believed himself to have a special charisma and who, as we see, 
attempted to link himself directly to the memory of Fructuosus, the monastery's 
founder, generated numerous frictions.50 In these tensions we can detect the difficult 
insertion of a model, like Valerius’, charismatic and ascetic, in a communal life run 
according to the norms and subject to the canons.51 
The sad list of all his misfortunes (according to his own account, it is clear) also 
alludes to a conflict he had with the bishop of Astorga, Isidoro, who, given the 
problems that had arisen between Valerius and the monks of Rufiana, proposed to 
take the former to the theatre in Toledo so that everyone could know his erudition.52 
Valerius did not agree with the proposal and, in a typical turn in the hagiographic 
genre, the prelate died suddenly due to divine intervention. The episode seems 
to reveal that the bishop aimed to use Valerius to apply firmer control over the 
monasteries, as these had a wider capacity to act outwith the prelates’ control.53 It 
is possible that with this, Valerius also wished to contrast his model with the model 
of bishops anxious to control all initiatives.
This pilgrimage through the woes of Valerius allows some conclusions to be 
sketched out. El Bierzo was an area that had a fully consolidated Christian landscape, 
with churches, oratories and monasteries, which in no way should be interpreted 
47. Russell, James C. The Germanization of Early Medieval Christianity. A Sociohistorical Approach to Religious 
Transformation. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994.
48. Valerius. “Quod de superioribus querimoniis residuum sequitur”, Valerio del Bierzo...: 2-3. Valerius 
qualifies him as brutobardus atque ineptie socordis babigerus.
49. Corullón, Isabel. “El eremitismo en las épocas visigoda...”: 57. 
50. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 20-26.
51. One must bear in mind that the hermit was seen by many churchmen as suspect of some hidden 
vice, or anxious for ostentation and conceit. Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio del Bierzo...”: 28.
52. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 21. He is presented by Valerius as pestilentissimus uir.
53. Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 150-152; Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio 
del Bierzo...”: 25-27. For these aspects, Díaz, Pablo C. Formas económicas y sociales en el monacato visigodo. 
Salamanca: Universidad de Salamanca, 1987: 17-23.
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as if Christianity was the factor that structured the whole landscape.54 In this 
context, there were different traditions that competed to earn social prestige and 
thus, become hegemonic. The greatest protector of one of these was Valerius, who 
defended a model based on asceticism, but anchored in the tradition of the fathers 
of the desert, with a strong character charismatic, strongly based on individual 
charisma and in the construction of a “textual community” that served as a basis 
for this microchristendom. However, these traditions conflicted with each other and 
used various means to earn this prestige.
One of the most relevant aspects in this fight for prestige and hegemony was 
the use of the memory of the “holy man”, in this case Fructuosus. Right from the 
start, Valerius sought links with this man blessed with sainthood, recognised by all, 
even the official Church, as this would allow him to demonstrate the orthodoxy 
of his posture. Valerius was linked to Fructuosus by various ways. One of these is 
the fact that he lived in the two monasteries founded by Fructuosus in the district: 
he began in Compludo and finished in Rufiana. This cursus honorum emphasises 
that Valerius was destined to be Fructuosus’ successor, as, after having lived a 
hermitic life, we would have been better enabled to translate Fructuosus’ legacy in 
a monastic environment. This fate would initially fail in Compludo, from where he 
retired to live as a hermit, as Valerius must have lived through all the vicissitudes 
he narrates later.55 However, José Carlos Martín, in an insightful work,56 presents 
serious doubts about this initial stay in Compludo, given the little importance he 
gave to this episode. Bearing in mind the nature as an exemplary literary work and 
after a detailed analysis of the corresponding quote, he considers it possible that he 
was talking in spiritual terms (he could not retreat to the monastic life preferring the 
eremitic) and not physical. In any case, our author clearly aimed to link himself to 
the region's Fructuosian monasteries (that must not have been necessarily the only 
ones, but the most prestigious) and especially to Rufiana, where his fight against the 
monks is shown as a struggle to approach the spirit of Fructuosus.
This relation between Valerius and Fructuosus in Rufiana is expressed through 
the special link with certain places that the tradition associated with the founder.57 
Valerius lived in the same cell as Fructuosus.58 He adds that it had previously been 
occupied by two other presbyters, so this was no novelty. In fact, these precedents 
were used by his enemy Firmino to discredit him, as he stated that those who 
attended at the window were more accessible to the people of the area. But Valerius 
disavowed his predecessors, one of whom returned to the world and the other 
died without having done anything; thus, he was the one who really inherited 
54. Although there are few references to the configuration of the territory of El Bierzo in the works of 
Valerius and these are almost always related to a religious topography, there is no doubt that the axis that 
gave meaning to the district was Bergidum, a civil settlement, possibly Castro Ventosa.
55. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 1.
56. Martín, José Carlos. “¿Valerio en Compludo? Examen crítico de los opúsculos autobiográficos (CPL 
1282-1284) y las Visiones del más allá (CPL 1277-1279) de Valerio del Bierzo”. Veleia, 23 (2006): 327-338.
57. Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 158-159.
58. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 19.
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and renewed the spirit of Fructuosus.59 On another occasion, Valerius and his 
disciple Saturnino, also a monk in Rufiana, erected an oratory in the lower part 
of San Pedro de Montes, on a rock, used by Fructuosus to pray alone and where a 
wooden cross was set up as a monument. Despite his initial doubts, overcome by a 
vision in a dream, an oratory was built, consecrated by the bishop of Astorga, run 
by Saturnino.60 This episode clearly shows his intention to associate himself with 
Fructuosus: create an oratory in the place where the saint was said to retreat to. 
It was to go beyond monastery, dominating a locus sanctus, more related with the 
eremitic life than with the monastery itself. 
Thus we find a memory we could define as topographic, associated with certain 
places supposedly connected to the saint by tradition. The appropriation of this 
topographic memory is accompanied by the configuration of a specific personality 
of the “holy man”. I have mentioned above that Fructuosus was a very polyvalent 
character, so Valerius selected the traits that brought his hero closest to his model of 
microchristendom. After all, Fructuosus had also created his own microchristendom, 
whose prestige could be obtained by the person who showed himself to be closest 
to the figure of the saint. Therefore, the right personality for the saint had to 
be outlined to serve these interests. So, Fructuosus appears in Valerius’ work as 
loyally complying with the eremitic guidelines of the desert fathers. Hence, despite 
his monastic life, he had his own specific cell and a place to retreat to where he 
meditated.61 This image is what emerges in De celeste reuelatione, where reference 
is made to a revelation that one Baldario had, who as a youngster, built a stone 
path for Fructuosus to reach certain inaccessible places, as the saint sought solitude 
and retreat to carry out his spiritual exercises, in likeness to, as is stated explicitly, 
the fathers of the Thebaid.62 In contrast, the image as Fructuosus a founder of 
monasteries and beadle of rules is very unclear, and the episcopal role he played is 
not mentioned once. 
The portrait of Fructuosus resembles the values that Valerius intended to transmit: 
a microchristendom based on charisma, ascetics and hermetism, with a monastic 
life that is not the highest aspiration, but is a necessary imposition, of little interest 
for the episcopal authorities. A model of “holy man” close to the cultural patrons 
inspired by the fathers in the desert, and all set through the formation of a “textual 
community”.63 Valerius is a new Fructuosus, as against others who, have either not 
59. Valerius. “Quod de superioribus...”: 3.
60. Valerius. “Replicatio sermonum a prima conversione”, Valerio del Bierzo...: 15-16. The action by bishop 
Aurelio would be here the counterpoint to that of Isidoro, by supporting the initiative by Valerius and 
his disciple.
61. These are topos that are also seen in Fructuosus’ life, where the saint appears living in a cell (ergastulum) 
in San Pedro de Montes, where he treied to distance himself from the world; Díaz, Manuel C. La Vida de 
San Fructuoso...: 6.
62. Valerius. “De Celeste revelation”, Valerio del Bierzo...: 1.
63. The adaptation of the image of Fructuosus and the one that Valerius wanted to project of himself is 
evident, as Pablo C. Díaz and Lina Fernández have shown: Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio del 
Bierzo...”: 20-21. Anyway, as Renan Frighetto has shown in: Frighetto, Renan. “O modelo de vir sanctus 
segundo o pensamiento de Valério do Bierzo”. Helmantica, 145-146 (1997): 59-79, Valerius’ model of 
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followed the path marked by the saint (the only really orthodox) or have distorted 
his message.64 The image offered by Valerius and its appropriation have undoubtedly 
survived and in fact should be well-known features from the Astur-Leonese era, the 
period that the oldest surviving manuscripts of the work of Valerius date from.65 In 
this sense, his work was a success. It is something quite different whether Valerius 
really managed to impose his criteria and make his model hegemonic. It is possible 
that setting his model of microchristendom in writing has overshadowed other 
possible traditions and memories that have not survived or that were never put into 
writing.
3. The monastic restoration of Gennadius and the link  
to the Visigothic past
The Muslim conquest of Hispania generated a dynamic of changes in all the 
territory. Some of these modifications simply deepened certain processes that can be 
seen earlier in the areas outside Andalusian control. In the north of the peninsula, 
the political fragmentation that had allowed the development of the regional and 
local powers, favoured by the implantation of state forms that acted less directly 
on the local scale, was driven by the absence of a state umbrella from the second 
third of the 8th century. The absence of a solid state apparatus and the propaganda 
used by the Asturians to legitimise their growing expansion were key factors in the 
creation of an image of a depopulated area, that, nevertheless, the analyses over 
recent decades have demolished. These studies indicate that the construction of 
the new Asturian political structure was the result of a long process of formation 
and consolidation, with the integration of the regional elites through various 
expedients.66 
Some recent researchs on eighth-tenth century El Bierzo have shown clear 
indications of a demographic continuity,67 but also in the field of power structures, 
as the territorium bergidense, cited in the 7th century, continued to exist as an entity 
in the 9th and 10th century.68 It is possible that the integration of this area into the 
“holy man”, who seeks out and captures disciples and who attempts to be present in the world, resembles 
more Saint Martin of Tours or Martin of Braga than the fathers in the desert.
64. However, and in contrast with Fructuosus, Valerius proposed a model of sainthood based on devotion, 
sacrifice and rigurous practices, and not in the use of wonders; Martín, José Carlos. “La biografía dentro 
de la autobiografía...”; Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos...: 232.
65. Díaz, Manuel C. “Sobre la compilación hagiográfica de Valerio del Bierzo”. Hispania Sacra, 7 (1951): 
3-25.
66. Castellanos, Santiago; Martín, Iñaki. “The Local Articulation of Central Power in the North of the 
Iberian Peninsula (500-1000)”. Early Medieval Europe, 13/1 (2005): 1-42.
67. Rodríguez, Mª Carmen; Durany, Mercedes. “Ocupación y organización del espacio en el Bierzo bajo 
entre los siglos V al X”. Studia Historica. Historia Medieval, 16 (1998): 45-87.
68. This territory is cited in Vita Fructuosi and the works of Valerius. The territorio Bergido appears in the 
first surviving document from after the Visigothic period about the area, dated in 857. El Tumbo de San 
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structures of the Asturian kingdom came about at the end of the 8th or beginning of 
the 9th century, in the same dynamic that had led to the integration of the Miño area 
and south-east Galicia, whose relations with El Bierzo were notorious.69 Little is 
known about the mechanisms of this integration or the configuration of the territory 
and society in these centuries, as we depend excessively on the written records, 
non-existent in this period. However, after the end of the 9th century, there is more 
documentation about El Bierzo, despite the terrible loss of the Astorga sources —of 
which in many cases, there are only some reviews from the 18th century. 
There is a relevant data in this documentation that reveals a certain continuity with 
the Visigothic past. This continuity was naturally always dynamic and in movement: 
the presence of numerous monasteries. An analysis of the documents from between 
850 and 1050 shows over twenty of these monasteries scattered over the area. 
These monasteries appear as important axes for the local social and religious life, 
although there were no indications initially of either an internal hyerarchialisation 
or a dependence on ecclesiastical institutions, as they operated autonomously.70 
Some of these monasteries had been founded by people invested with ecclesiastical 
positions, although we cannot ensure that these functions depended on a canonical 
and hierarchical structure.71 The fact is added that certain local aristocratic families 
exercised patronage over them.72 Such data remind us of a very similar pattern to 
that which can be glimpsed in Valerius’ autobiographical works. It can be stated 
that monastic network in El Bierzo had arisen and was managed by local social 
agents, little or not at all connected to supra-regional networks, which is possibly a 
reflection of the region's inclusion in Astur-Leonese kingdom.
Gennadius’ task of monastic restoration must be understood in this context. 
Through his own words, we know that Gennadius was a monk in monastery of 
Ageo, in Ayóo de Vidriales, in the northeast of the current province of Zamora.73 
Julián de Samos (siglos VIII-XII), Manuel Lucas Álvarez, ed. Santiago de Compostela: Caixa Galicia, 1986: 
doc. nº 1. However, there seems to be no evidence to confirm that Castro Ventosa was occupied in this 
period.
69. Given the close links between the two regions, it seems interesting to compare the situation in El 
Bierzo with that in Galicia. See: Baliñas, Carlos. Do mito á realidade. A definición social e territorial da Galicia 
na Alta Idade Media (séculos VIII e IX). Santiago de Compostela: Fundación Universitaria de Cultura, 1992.
70. Martín, Iñaki. “Monasterios y redes sociales en el Bierzo altomedieval”. Hispania, 237 (2011): 9-38.
71. This was the case of Santa Leocadia de Castañeda, a monastery founded by the abbots Valentín and 
Moisés. After their deaths, there was a split among the monks, and some of them took the monastery's 
pact or testament to Bishop Indisclo, who seized control of the monastery for the bishopric. Colección 
documental de la catedral de Astorga. Vol. I. 646-1126, ed. Gregoria Cavero, Encarnación Martín. León: Centro 
de Estudios San Isidoro, 1999: doc. n º 13. In this text, it is inferred that the monastery's founders held 
an ecclesiastical position, but the monastery was not initially under episcopal control but rather was 
subjected to a monastic pact. Its foundations must be dated to the period of the episcopate of Indisclo 
(853-879) at the latest.
72. This is what happened with Santa Lucía de Montes, for whose patronage Count Placente's 
grandchildren competed with Osorio Gutiérrez. The former appear as descendents of the monastery's 
founder. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 71 (952. 10. 01).
73. Quintana, Augusto. El obispado de Astorga en los siglos IX y X. Astorga: s.n., 1968: 208: Cunque adhuc sub 
patre apostolico et abbate meo Arandiselo, in Ageo monasterio degerem. I use the edition by Augusto Quintana 
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This was an area with a high monastic density in the 10th century, and where an 
important cultural environment developed, with some important scriptoria.74 It is 
probable that certain figures, such as Abbot Arandiselo or Aransdisclo, played as 
role in the origins of this monastic blooming. The abbot was cited by Gennadius 
as abbot of Ageo and an epigraph with his name has been discovered recently 
near Tábara, one of the most important monasteries in the area, created by royal 
initiative.75 Ageo thus seems to have been an important monastic centre, linked to 
the Asturian polity that was in a full process of political integration of the Duero 
basin. This aspect needs to be highlighted, as Gennadius arose from this cultural 
environment, knowing the Visigothic-origin traditions and closely linked to royal 
power. It is impossible to establish whether he was from El Bierzo or not;76 what is 
important is that his initiative was born outside the Bierzo networks.
Gennadius continues to tell us that he left Ageo, with the agreement of abbot 
Arandiselo, to go with twelve brothers to San Pedro de Montes, a monastery founded 
by Fructuosus and where Valerius lived, whose lives and miracles are gathered 
in writing, and that they encountered barren.77 Here he plays with various topoi: 
the number of companions was inspired in the twelve apostles, so doubts can be 
expressed about the statement; moreover, the view of the place being a wasteland 
corresponds to one of the most common images in monastic literature, in which 
the desert —remembering the Egyptian and Syrian fathers— is a fundamental 
requirement for the founding of monasteries. In any case, it seems that San Pedro 
de Montes was restored in 895 and its church was consecrated in 919.78 From 
then on, Gennadius followed an ecclesiastical career that included the foundation 
or restoration of other monasteries in the Bierzo region and his appointment as 
bishop of Astorga, by decision of Alfonso III, around 909.79 This cursus honorum is 
relatively common; Froilán, first bishop of León, whose career is found in the Vita 
Froilanis possibly written around 920, also began by founding monasteries then 
and not the more recent one by Gregoria Cavero and Encarnación Martín, as the document in question 
appears mutilated in the latter, as the lines that are of interest here have been skipped, a lamentable 
errata.
74. Quintana, Augusto. “El monasterio de Ageo”. Brigecio, 1 (1989): 61-108; Regueras, Fernando; 
García, Hermenegildo. Scriptorium. Tábara visigoda y mozárabe. Tábara: Ayuntamiento de Tábara, 2001.
75. Regueras, Fernando; García, Hermenegildo. “Cenobios tabarenses: sobre un nuevo epígrafe 
localizado en Tábara”. Brigecio, 7 (1997): 65-90.
76. Testón, Juan Antonio. El monacato en la diócesis de Astorga en los periodos antiguo y medieval. La Tebaida 
berciana. León: Universidad de León, 2008: 305-307.
77. Quintana, Augusto. El obispado de Astorga...: 208: vita heremitarum delectantibus cum duodecim fratribus 
et benedictione supradicti senis, ad Sanctum Petrum, ad heremum perrexi, qui locus possesus a beato Fructuoso et 
institutus, postquam sanctus Valerius eum obtibuit: quantae autem vitae santitatis fuerint et quanta virtutum gratia 
et miraculorum emolumenta enituerint, historiae et vitarum eorum scripta declarant.
78. As indicated in an epigraph in San Pedro de Montes, edited by: Gómez, Manuel. Iglesias mozárabes. 
Arte español de los siglos IX a XI. Madrid: Centro de Estudios Históricos, 1919: 215, where the text appears 
with its abbreviations developed.
79. Quintana, Augusto. El obispado de Astorga...: 110-113; Testón, Juan Antonio. El monacato en la diócesis 
de Astorga...: 307.
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later to be named bishop by the king.80 However, Froilán had hermetic beginnings, 
which Gennadius lacked, although at the end of his life, the latter seems to have 
freed himself from his charges to take a hermitic life, even if it was in the monastic 
structures he himself had founded.
My aim is not to carry out a detailed study of the figure of Gennadius81 or the 
“holy men” of this period, which would, however, be of enormous interest. I will 
focus mainly on his actions. Gennadius appears to us as a restorer of monasteries. 
Right from the start, he sought to recover the monastic tradition of the Visigothic 
period, inspired by Fructuosus and Valerius, which shows the circulation of works 
related to both of the latter in this period. The most eloquent example is the choice 
of San Pedro de Montes, mentioned as being deserted. It is of no matter whether 
it was or not, although the grant of the monastic demesne by Bishop Ranulfo in 
896 describes a mountain landscape with evident anthropic elements.82 From this 
foundation, Gennadius built a whole network of monasteries. Leaving aside some 
very optimistic statements about the number of institutions Gennadius founded,83 
we know for certain that he founded San Andrés de Montes and Santiago de Peñalba, 
as well as the oratory of Santo Tomás.84 In this case, restoration did not imply that 
these monasteries had existed previously but rather that a monastic model closer to 
the values expressed by Fructuosus and Valerius was implanted. One of the props 
for this network was an itinerant library, created by Gennadius himself, shared by 
the four foundations. It held biblical books and others by doctors of the Church.85 
Thus a “textual community” was formed in which the writings served to set a model 
in line with a canon seen as the Orthodoxy. Thus an internal cohesion was created 
that simply denied the existence of other traditions that coexisted in the same place. 
80. Martín, José Carlos. “La ‘Vita Froilanis episcopi Legionensis’ (BHL, 3180) (s. X). Introducción, 
edición crítica y particularidades lingüísticas”, Parva pro magnis munera. Études de littérature tardo-antique et 
médiévale offerts à François Dolbeau per ses élèves, Monique Goullet, ed. Turnhout: Brepols, 2009: 561-584.
81. Quintana, Augusto. El obispado de Astorga...: 81-185 does an excessively hagiographic reconstruction 
of the life of Gennadius.
82. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes, ed. Augusto Quintana. León: Centro de Estudios San Isidoro, 1971: 
doc. nº 4. This document mentions the existence of a strata that crosses the mountainous landscapes.
83. Quintana, Augusto. “Las fundaciones de san Genadio”. Archivos Leoneses, 19 (1956): 55-118.
84. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 12 (915): ecclesiam Sancti Petri quam dudum 
restauraveram, miris aedificaminibus revolvens ampliaui et in melius ut potui erexi. Deinde autem in montibus illis 
aulam nomine Sancti Andreae construxi aliudque monasterium ad ordinem monasticum, inter vallum distendens, 
in memoriam Sancti Iacobi, tertium construxi quod vocatur Pennalba, inter utrumque vero locum est qui dicitur ad 
Silentium in honorem sancti Thomae quartum oratorium fabricaui...
85. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: Restat autem qui non solo pane vivit homo, sed omni 
verbo quod precedit de ore Dei ut tradam caeteros libros quam divinos, id est, bibliotecam totam,: Moralia Job, 
Pentatheucum, cum Historia Ruth liber unus, sive etiam specialiter doctorum, ide est, Vitae patrum, item Moralium, 
Ezechielem, item Ezechielem, Prosperum, Genera officiorum, Ethimologiarum, Carta Iohannis, Libri trinitatis, Liber 
aeprincgi, Epistoli Hieronymi, item Ethimologiarum, Glossomatu, Liber comitis, Liber regularim virorum illustrium. 
Hos omnes libros iubeo ut onmibus fratribus in istis locis communes sint nec quisquam eorum pro dominatione sibi 
vindiciet sed sicut dixi per parte in communes possidentes videant legem Dei et adsuprascriptas ecclesias percurrant 
verbi gratia ut quantoscumque fuerint ex eis in Sancto Petro, alios in Sancto Andreas et alios tantos similiter in Sancto 
Iacobo, et mutuo inter eos disponenet istos quos qui legerint in uno monasterio commutent eos cum alio, ita per singula 
loca discurrent ut totos eos communiter habeant et totos per ordinem legant ea dum taxat ratione servata...
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This community of communities was subject to episcopal control, which allows 
us to conceive of Gennadius’ network as a microchristendom linked to main 
ecclesiastical lines associated with Astur-Leonese power, versus the local initiatives. 
In fact, the action of Bishop Ranulfo of Astorga seems to have been fundamental 
in the phase of foundation, as the church of Santa María de Castrelo, and some 
properties in Redelga, near Astorga, appear granted to San Pedro de Montes in 
892.86 Even the grant of the monastic demesne was done by the same bishop and 
under the condition that the monastic rule be followed.87 This relation with the 
bishopric of Astorga became deeper thanks to Gennadius obtaining the position 
of Bishop of Astorga and was constant from then on. Four bishops are mentioned 
on the consecratory epigraph commemorating the construction of the church of 
the monastery of San Pedro de Montes, dated in 919. Their presence legitimated 
the act and also certified that the community recognised the episcopal authority.88 
Therefore, the monastic and hermitic impulse was set inside the framework of the 
ecclesiastical episcopal structures. This process can be seen as an initiative that 
sought to make the theoretical control of the Astorgan prelates over El Bierzo more 
effective. This domain was limited by the presence of large number monasteries that 
operated outside the bishops’ control. They took advantage of any circumstances 
to integrate these monasteries more closely as in the case of Santa Leocadia de 
Castañeda, where internal conflict between the monks was used by bishops Indisclo 
and Ranulfo to take direct control of the monastery.89 The creation of the network 
sponsored by Gennadius, directly under the power of the Astorgan bishops, must 
be understood in this context of the search for mechanisms to make the theoretical 
power of the bishops effective on a local scale.
This circumstance brings us back to the view of a multiplicity of ecclesiastic 
agents, probably each with their own traditions, who functioned as a plethora of 
microchristendoms, among which, the one built around Gennadius was just one 
more. A study of the activity in San Pedro de Montes and Santiago de Peñalba, 
compared with other monastic centres of different origins in El Bierzo, shows up 
some specific features. Thus, these centres related mainly with ecclesiastical (against 
the predominance of the lay in the other cases), with a certain tendency to control 
of centres of worship, especially in San Pedro de Montes. However, they do not 
seem to have exercised a more relevant social role than the other monasteries, 
nor formed more extensive assets than the monasteries of “local” origin, although 
they stand out for their more numerous assets in Astorgan territory, a result of 
their relation with the bishops.90 Therefore, the success of the network established 
by Gennadius was relative and had to coexist with other monasteries with other 
86. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: docs. nº 1 and 2.
87. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 4.
88. Gómez, Manuel. Iglesias mozárabes...: 215. For an evaluation of the function of these epigraphs, see: 
Martínez, Artemio M. “Dedicaciones, consagraciones y monumenta consecrationes (ss. VI-XII): testimonios 
epigráficos altomedievales en los antiguos reinos de Asturias y León”. Brigecio, 6 (1996): 77.
89. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 13.
90. Martín, Iñaki. “Monasterios y redes sociales ...”.
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traditions and that possibly based their prestige on other elements. However, the 
prestige of this microchristendom made it easy for Gennadius to incorporate some 
monasteries into this network, such San Alejandro, in Soto de Frailes91 or Santa 
Leocadia de Castañeda.92 These were pre-existing institutions, under the control of 
local elites, who now recognised the moral and ecclesiastic authority of Gennadius, 
accepting the pattern of Christianity that he advocated and placing themselves 
under the control of the bishopric of Astorga.
This microchristendom must have competed with others that already existed in 
El Bierzo, so that those aspects that favoured its prestige over the others had to be 
enhanced. The main tool was the link to the memory of Fructuosus and Valerius. 
Thus, the grants by Bishop Ranulfo to San Pedro de Montes highlighted that the 
monastery had been founded by Fructuosus, stressing his condition as bishop to 
enhance the episcopal domain over the new monastery.93 However, Gennadius also 
included Valerius —a formula to blur a memory excessively orientated towards the 
episcopal— and expressed his desire to emulate Fructuosus and Valerius. Although 
we know very little about the specific structure of the “Genadian” communities, it 
seems reasonable to imagine a fairly faithful adaptation to the postulates of the two 
“holy men” cited, used as a higher authority than those of other traditions. Some 
indirect witnesses tell us about a monastic life subjected to eremitical practices,94 
closely in lien with the Fructuosus pattern held especially by Valerius. As we have 
seen, it was also subject to episcopal power, closer to Fructuosus than to the problems 
Valerius had with the Astorgan bishops. This memory is constantly cited and comes 
from the most relevant cultural cenacles culture, which particularly appealed to the 
members of the ecclesiastic group.
All these characteristics were perfectly described in the consecratory inscription 
in the church of San Pedro de Montes.95 The epigraph begins by recording the 
founding of an oratory by Fructuosus, after having founded Compludo, and the 
later extension of the church by Valerius. 
Insigne meritis beatus Fructuosus, postquam Complutensem condidit
cenobium, et nomine Sancti Petri, brebi opere in hoc loco fecit oratorium;
post quem non inpar meritis Valerius sanctus opus aeclesie dilatabit
This narration does not coincide with those from Vita Fructuosi and the 
autobiographical works of Valerius, which indicate the existence of an oratory, but 
inside a perfectly structured monastic institution. This is a fiction that thus aims to 
91. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 11 (915. 05. 28).
92. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 13 (916. 01. 08).
93. In 892, in the grant of assets in Redelga to San Pedro de Montes by bishop Ranulfo, mention is made 
in the fact of it having been founded by Fructuosus: qui locis fundatus est a sancto Fructuoso, episcopo... Tumbo 
Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 2. The same occurs with the grant of the monastic demesne in 896 
(Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 4).
94. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 71.
95. The quotes follow the text as it is reproduced in Gómez, Manuel. Iglesias mozárabes...: 215, note 1.
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offer a less problematic connection between Fructuosus and Valerius, avoiding the 
innumerable problems the latter had with the monks in Rufiana. It then indicates 
that Gennadius restored the place in 895 with twelve brothers and then, as bishop, 
he completely rebuilt it. 
Nobissime Genadius presbiter cum XII fratribus restaurabit, era DCCCCXXXIIIª
pontifex effectus a fundamentis mirifice ut cernitur denuo erexit,
non oppresione vulgi, sed largitate pretii et sudore fratrum huius monasteri
At this point, it is worth highlighting that the activity of bishop Ranulfo, of 
whom several diplomas supporting the restoration of San Pedro de Montes have 
survived and who was a very important agent in this task, was eliminated. The 
inscription centred on Gennadius, successor to Fructuosus and Valerius in a line of 
continuity that reinforced the role of the restorer, who is presented in his episcopal 
task. However, the initiative dates from before his appointment as bishop of Astorga 
and, on the other hand, there is no mention of Fructuosus becoming a bishop, like 
there was in contrast, in the texts emitted by Ranulfo. Thus it seems that there was 
struggle for control of the official memory that finally fell to Gennadius, placing 
emphasis on the monastic restoration. Lastly, the consecration of the church was 
carried out by four bishops, who thus sanctioned the restoration, which was placed 
directly under episcopal control. 
Consecratum est hoc templum ab episcopis IIIIor, Gennadio Astoricense, Sabarico
Dumiense, Frunimio Legionense, et Dulcidio Salamnticense; sub era nobies centena, decies 
quinta, terna, et quaterna, VIIIº kalendarum nobembrum
This epigraph presents the “official” version of the restoration by Gennadius,96 
who would not innovate but would use models that the tradition had considered 
optimum, using the memory for this. This memory was set in an inscription, that 
is, a text that could be seen by the public, although always bearing in mind the fact 
that only a few people could understand it as it was written in elegant Visigothic 
people letters. Thus, the epigraph itself is evidence of the cult character that this 
memory adopted.
It is worth noting that both the inscription and the surviving documentation strive 
to give an image of the “holy men” that emphasises their character as founders de 
monasteries. While Valerius had considered Fructuosus firstly as a hermit, Gennadius 
and his monks saw Fructuosus, and to a lesser extent his follower Valerius, more 
as creators of monasteries and, therefore, of a rule. This partial view is understood 
96. The text can be understood as an example of monumenta consecrationes as information is added about the 
construction of the building and it generates and official narrative; Martínez, Artemio M. “Dedicaciones, 
consagraciones y monumenta...”: 89.
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in the context of Gennadius’ own activity, he being the founder (or refounder) of 
monasteries and restorer of monastic rules associated with Fructuosus himself.97 
The microchristendom organised by Gennadius and sustained by the memory 
of Fructuosus and Valerius thus obtained a prestige with which to compete 
with other monastic networks. During the 10th century, the latter showed great 
vitality, so the success of Gennadius’ restoration was very partial. Even so, and 
after Gennadius’ death, the Astorgan bishops took advantage of some moments 
of difficulties in the monasteries to include them into this network. This is what 
happened to Santa Lucía de Montes, whose control was disputed between Count 
Placente's grandchildren and the Galician aristocrat Osorio Gutiérrez and that in 
952 came under the domain of the bishopric of Astorga, following the model of 
the hermitages of Santiago de Peñalba, San Andrés de Montes and San Pedro de 
Montes.98
When Santa Lucía de Montes joined the microchristendom organised around 
Gennadius, he was already dead. However, his role was still essential, as his prestige 
had gone beyond his life. A resort to this end used was the creation of a funerary 
and topographic memory associated with the saint. In a document dated in 937, 
the bishop of Astorga, Salomón, recalls that he was Gennadius’ successor in the 
bishopric, and how he founded monasteries in the area, before being ordained bishop 
by mediation of Alfonso III. Salomón explains that Fortis, disciple of Gennadius, 
and who succeeded the latter in the Astorgan chair, wanted to dedicate a place to 
the memory of Gennadius in Valle del Silencio, but died before his commission 
was carried out. Salomón now returned to the task and, after gathering abbots 
and confessors, decided that the chosen place was not adequate, so it was moved 
to the monastery of Santiago de Peñalba, founded by Gennadius. The bishop paid 
for necessary works to put the tomb of Gennadius there, for which he granted 
the loans of the village of Santa Colomba on the river Jamuz.99 Thus, a place to 
commemorate Gennadius was created through his burial in a monastery, a locum 
sacrum that was created by Gennadius himself, and reinforced the signs of identity 
of the microchristendom. These signs were under the direct control of the Astorgan 
bishops, the real managers of both the saint's memory and his foundations.
The cycle begun by Gennadius at the end of the 9th century had ended. Gennadius 
used the memory of Fructuosus and Valerius to build a microchristendom and, on 
his death, his memory was added to that of the Visigothic “holy men” to legitimise 
and promote a Christian model, with a hegemonic vocation, but in dispute with 
other extant models.
97. Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos...: 243 qualifies Gennadius as the “historical heir” of 
the Visigothic “holy men”.
98. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 71. This agreement was ratified in 956; Colección 
documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 84.
99. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 48.
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4. The memory of the institution: San Pedro de Montes
The careers of Fructuosus, Valerius and Gennadius have shown how the memory 
was progressively modifying, using various instruments to alter and transmit it. 
In this sense, not only the contents should be addressed but also the forms 
in which these contents are stored. As Patrick J. Geary has stated, the way the 
past is stored affects the contents of what is remembered, so that a change in the 
storage mechanism causes a change in the content.100 This reflection forces us to 
ask ourselves about the registers through which the memory is conserved. Geary 
insisted that the documentary records often have a prescriptive social force, which 
affects the development of the collective memory.101 An example of this would be 
the cartularies that make up an institutional memory based partially on selective 
oblivion, and whose projection creates a collective memory with a political sense. 
Therefore, the formal study of the cartularies gives greater insight into the building 
of an institutional memory.102
We have one of these great compilations of documents from San Pedro de Montes. 
This is the so-called Tumbo Viejo, written at the end of the 13th century and published 
some decades ago by Augusto Quintana Prieto. Its purpose was the construction 
and preservation of the memory of an institution closely linked to our “holy men”: 
Fructuosus, Valerius and Gennadius. For that reason, I would like to analyse briefly 
some aspects related to the memory of said “holy men” in relation with the activity 
of San Pedro de Montes in the 11th to 13th centuries.
A striking element of the diplomas of the Tumbo Viejo of San Pedro de Montes is 
the direction of the protocols of most of the grants logically mentions the monastery, 
but, and this is very significant, its relation with the “holy men” is also frequently 
quoted. This phenomenon is seen in the documents from the 10th century and 
the first half of the 11th.103 These refer expressly to the monastery as having been 
founded by the bishop Fructuosus (locum olim a sancti Fructuosi episcopi fundatus). 
This reference aimed to strengthen the prestige of the institution among those who 
gave the grants, a prestige based on it being a true Fructuosian institution, founded 
by the saint himself. However, the insistence on defining Fructuosus as a bishop is 
significant, which connects with the patronage the Astorgan bishops exercised over 
this and other monasteries in the Genadian network.
However, the number of documents from San Pedro de Montes is not very large 
in this period and is very similar to other monastic institutions in El Bierzo not in 
the Genadian sphere, such as Santos Cosme y Damián in Burbia. This situation 
would again demonstrate that fostering these monasteries did not mean making 
100. Geary, Patrick J. Phantoms of Remembrance. Memory and Oblivion at the End of the First Millenium. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994: 10.
101. Geary, Patrick J. Phantoms of Remembrance. Memory and Oblivion...: 11-12.
102. A magnificent work, that inspired the following lines, is the one by David Peterson: Peterson, David. 
“Reescribiendo el pasado. El Becerro Galicano como reconstrucción de la historia institucional de San 
Millán de la Cogolla”. Hispania, 233 (2009): 653-682.
103. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: docs. 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.
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their model hegemonic, so the appeal to the prestigious founder and bishop was a 
strategy aimed at collecting favourable wills. 
This situation changed in the mid 11th century, when the documentation started 
to become more abundant. 173 texts have survived from the period between 1061 
and 1156 alone, which indicates a period of considerable growth of the monastic 
domain.104 This was when San Pedro de Montes became the principal monastery in 
the region, with strong backing from magnates and bishops, in a process of ranking 
the monastic centres that is seen generally in the kingdoms of León and Castile.105 In 
contrast, most of the region's old monastic centres that coexisted and competed with 
San Pedro de Montes seem to have been reduced to parishes, when not completely 
abandoned. 
The choice of dates is not random but rather corresponds to the moment in when 
the citations linking the monastery with the “holy men” proliferated. From this 
period alone we know of the existence of 73 documents whose protocols contain 
these quotes, and these make up 43% of the surviving diplomas. However, this 
figure is misleading, as the link between the monastery and the “holy men” is 
only mentioned in the protocols of the grants but not in other types of document 
(purchases, lawsuits, etc.). Thus, they are a specific characteristic of the grants. If 
we bear in mind that there are 140 registered in this period, the percentage of 
documents with references to the “holy men” rises to 52%. Thus it is a very common 
feature of the registers of grants, particularly at the end of the 11th and beginning of 
the 12th centuries. 
The formula used until 1081 was similar to the one used in earlier documents: 
the foundation by bishop Fructuosus was mentioned. This means that there was 
continuity with regard to the use of the memory it was aimed to strengthen. However, 
a change is seen from this year, as quotes appear that include the participation of 
Fructuosus, Gennadius and Valerius in the founding, construction and monastic life 
of San Pedro de Montes (ubi ex cenobio monastice regule constructum est permanendum, 
a sancti patribus Fructuosus, Gennadius et Valerius). This triad progressively substituted 
the exclusive mentions of Fructuosus, which practically disappear from the start 
of the 12th century. Such a change conceals a modification in the structure of the 
memory; not is the prestigious founder appealed to but also other names linked 
to the monastery. In this sense, special relevance is conceded to Gennadius, who 
generally appears before Valerius, thus breaking with the chronological order in 
favour of an order of prestige and priority in the memory. While in 1075, Gennadius 
and his memory appear directly related to the monastery de Santiago de Peñalba,106 
in the first quarter of the 12th century, he is mentioned as the founder of San Pedro de 
104. About the forming of the domain, see: Durany, Mercedes. San Pedro de Montes. El dominio de un 
monasterio benedictino del Bierzo (siglos IX al XIII). León: Diputación de León, 1977.
105. García, José Ángel. “Los monasterios del reino de León y Castilla a mediados del siglo XI: un ejemplo 
de selección de las especies”, Monjes y monasterios hispanos en la Alta Edad Media, José Ángel García, Ramón 
Teja, eds. Aguilar de Campoo: Fundación Santa María la Real, 2006: 255-268.
106. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 24.
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Montes, and even appears alone.107 It could be said that the former bishop of Astorga 
acquired at that moment an important role in the memory of the monastery, which 
coincides with a progressive decline in the importance of Santiago de Peñalba.108 
Possibly, the memory of Gennadius and his activity shifted in benefit of San Pedro 
de Montes. In contrast, the figure of Valerius appears somewhat less defined and it 
is conceivable that his inclusion has much to do with the traditions encouraged by 
Gennadius, set in the consacratory epigraph of the monastery church.
The use of these references in the protocols of the donations was a strategy 
designed to reinforce the prestige of the institution the asset had been given to. This 
highlighted the association with “holy men” who had founded and lived in San 
Pedro de Montes: its founder and creator of the rules for its monastic life, the saint 
who had restored the monastery and the ascetic who lived in it. The appropriation 
of the memory of Gennadius linked the monastery to the bishopric of Astorga, 
under whose protection he placed it.
From 1156, the abandonment of this strategy is detected. From then on, the 
documentation ceases to mention the “holy men” as elements of prestige. This 
phenomenon could be blamed on the reduction in the number of donations in 
favour of San Pedro de Montes, but enough remained, all without the mention of 
the “holy men”, to consider that this was a tendency that affected the monastery's 
strategies of social prestige. We can think about a change in these strategies, but 
what was it?
A look at the configuration of the Tumbo Viejo shows up some interesting 
details. The first document registered is a diploma by Sancho IV dated 1294, in 
which the privilege of Ordoño II about the immunity of demesne of Valdueza in 
918 is confirmed.109 Given that the Tumbo began with this text, which was given 
fundamental importance, the paradoxical conclusion is reached that the long and 
prestigious history of the monastery, that included its restoration by Gennadius 
and the endowment by Bishop Ranulfo, was not the best endorsement for the 
monastery at the end of the 13th century. In contrast, the monastery's links to the 
monarchy were emphasised and a relevant significance was given to the grant 
of immunity of the demesne by Ordoño II, a document that is contained in the 
confirmation of Sancho IV. An analysis of the grant of immunity means that it can 
be assured without any shadow of doubt that it was a forgery, probably done in the 
12th century.110 
This choice gave special emphasis to the legitimation of the seigneurial domain 
over the monastery's surrounding, threatened by the proliferation of “new royal 
107. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: docs. nº 110, 135 and 138.
108. For the evolution of this monastery that became a parish in the 12th century, see: Quintana, Augusto. 
Peñalba (Estudio histórico sobre el monasterio berciano de Santiago de Peñalba). León: Imprenta Provincial, 
1963.
109. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. 385.
110. This is the opinion of the editor of the Tumbo, correcting his initial idea that it was a strange 
document, but authentic that he had expressed in: Quintana, Augusto. “El privilegio de Ordoño II a San 
Pedro de Montes”. Archivos Leoneses, 21 (1957): 77-134.
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towns” that had arisen between the 12th and 13th centuries.111 However, what 
interests us most is that resort was made to royal patronage, that fact that the 
monastery had been since ancient times under the protection of the kings, whose 
power had increased in this period. The problem arose given the absence of any 
direct evidence that could relate San Pedro de Montes with the Astur-Leonese kings 
in the time of its restoration. There was no royal donation and only in the award of 
the church of Santa María de Castrelo in 892 by Bishop Ranulfo is it stated that the 
above-mentioned centre had been given to the bishop by prince Ordoño, possibly 
the future Ordoño II.112
Now, why this emphasis on the royal donation? I believe that this change should 
be understood in the new context that appeared with the restoration of San Salvador 
de Carracedo by Sancha Raimúndez, Alfonso VII's sister, in 1138.113 With the 
backing of the royal family, this monastery, which had been founded by Vermudo II 
at the end of the 10th century, began to receive goods that considerably increased 
its domain in the Bierzo region and beyond. It became a powerful competitor for 
San Pedro de Montes for the favours of the believers, relying precisely on royal 
protection: it was the kings’ monastery. Faced with the effectiveness of this strategy, 
the monks of San Pedro de Montes had to modify theirs and they orientated their 
efforts towards a memory that showed their ancient and privileged relation with 
the Astur-Leonese monarchs. This change implied that the kings replaced the “holy 
men” as the basis for institutional memory, at least partially. It is this time that the 
forgery of the text of the donation by Ordoño II must date from, probably using 
as a basis the text from 896 in which bishop Ranulfo conceded a demesne to the 
monastery. This privilege was first confirmed by Alfonso VII in 1129,114 but there are 
some doubts about its authenticity. In contrast, these doubts evaporate in the case 
of the following confirmation, by Fernando II precisely in 1162.115
5. Conclusions: the construction of memory
The study of monasticism in El Bierzo shows how social memory is a construction 
in which contents from the past are selected that are best suited to the present in 
which they are used. It is also a creative action to the extent that a discourse is 
generated that does not necessarily respond to the perpetuation of earlier traditions, 
despite being presented as the continuation of the line that links the 7th century 
111. Durany, Mercedes. “Organización social del espacio berciano (siglos IX-XIII)”, La pervivencia del 
concepto. Nuevas reflexiones sobre la ordenación social del espacio en la Edad Media, José Ángel Sesma, Carlos 
Laliena, coords. Zaragoza: Universidad de Zaragoza, 2008: 149-196.
112. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. 1.
113. Cartulario de Santa María de Carracedo. Volumen I (992-1274), Martín Martínez, ed. Ponferrada: Instituto 
de Estudios Bercianos, 1997: doc. nº 16.
114. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. 144.
115. Augusto Quintana, ed. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. 195.
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to the 12th. Thus, the memory is modified and its contents changed over time, 
despite its pretensions. The figure of Fructuosus is a good example. His polyvalent 
personality meant it was possible to choose the image that best suited each moment: 
founder of monasteries for the redactor of the Vita Fructuosi, model of hermit for 
Valerius of El Bierzo, mediator of regulated monasteries for Gennadius and a model 
of monk and bishop for the monks of San Pedro de Montes. These modifications 
(always presented as formulas for perpetuating and renovating the memory) 
responded to specific contexts, as a formulation of a model half way between the 
hermitic and monastic, with a strong charismatic bias by Valerius, or the restoration 
under the episcopal protection of Gennadius.116 However, it can be seen that there 
was a turning point in the mid 12th century, at least in the institutional field of the 
memory of San Pedro de Montes, when the “holy men” were replaced by the kings 
as the central axes of this memory.
This fluid movement is explained because the social memory is always at the 
service of an objective. In the case of monasticism in El Bierzo, the aim was to 
legitimate the action of individuals who presented themselves as instruments of 
a reform that was dressed up as a return to an ideal past. This operation required 
the support of lay and ecclesiastic groups, so the resort to the memory aimed to 
capitalise on the prestige of certain figures, these “holy men” who were considered 
examples to follow as well as intercessors with the divinity. From the 12th century, 
this legitimation and social prestige was no longer based on the “holy men”, at least 
not exclusively, but rather in relation to the kings and the protection they provided. 
These aims are understood in a context of a wide heterogeneity of Christian 
patterns, each of which possessed its own mechanisms for obtaining prestige. 
Until the second half of the 11th century, one can talk about a struggle to obtain a 
hegemonic position in this field. Resorting to a direct link to the “holy men” was 
an excellent way, although its success should not be exaggerated. In any case, it 
could be used to bind these groups together more tightly, giving them a more solid 
sense, converting them into part of the central nucleus of traditions that made up 
these microchristendoms. This happened with Valerius of El Bierzo, although we 
do not know the degree of institutionalisation he may have acquired. The example 
of Gennadius and his restoration is clearer, a case seems to me very similar to the 
consolidation of a structured micro-Christianity, linked to the ecclesiastical politics 
promoted by Astur-Leonese kings, in which the memory of the “holy men” was a 
fundamental ingredient. 
It can be stated that the changing meanings of this memory were the result of 
different contexts, but all determined by the struggle for hegemony in a Christianity 
that was not homogenous. Even the references to the Tumbo Viejo of San Pedro de 
Montes should be understood as the consequence of a rivalry in order to become 
the most prestigious monastery, a struggle around the hierarchisation, to annul 
116. As Henriet, Patrick. La parole et la prière au Moyen Âge: le verbe efficace dans l'hagiographie monastique des 
XIe et XIIe siècles. Brussels: De Boeck, 2000, has accurately indicated, hagiography sirved as an effective 
instrument to transmit a monastic pieousness that adopted various forms and contents over time.
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Santiago de Peñalba and fight against the growing influence of San Salvador de 
Carracedo, for which new strategies were established.
I have examined a traceable memory, that which emanates from power it is a 
written memory and is put into writing. This formal aspect should not be ignored, 
as it is an element that also configures the type of memory. In this sense, it could be 
said that we are faced with “textual communities”, in which the connection with 
the past was a basic ingredient for creating and consolidating them. It is not a mere 
anecdote but more a basic component. Unfortunately, we cannot track the oral 
memory that must surely have played a fundamental role in forming this written 
and official memory.117 This also prevents us from knowing other memories about 
the “holy men” and even other traditions that have been erased by the final triumph 
of the modalities studied here.
To finalise and returning to the quote by Kirmen Uribe, the analysis of the Bierzo 
case lets me state that the social memory is a fiction based partially on reality, but 
a fiction which is, in turn, able to create reality and reproduce itself as this reality.
117. Innes, Mathew. “Memory, Orality and Literacy in Early Medieval Society”. Past & Present, 158 
(1998): 3-36.
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abstract
This article focuses on the general strategy of defense developed by the Aragonese 
king, Pere III "the Cerimonious" during the War of the Two Pedros (1356-1366) 
between the Crown of Aragon and Castile ruled by Pedro I "the Cruel". By an 
asymmetrical form of defense using feudal and mercenary troops, Pere was able 
to wait out his "principal adversary" and bring the war to a successful conclusion: 
survival. Pere's crisis military administration and financing ultimately pointed to 
institutional changes that would come into full existence with the "united" Spain of 
the later fifteenth century.1
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1. I would like the thank the anonymous readers of this paper whose insightful and often quite frank 
comments have helped materially in bringing it to publication. Used abbreviations: ACA, Arxiu de la 
Corona d’Aragó.
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According to the principal military theorist of the nineteenth century, Carl 
von Clausewitz, war should never be viewed as having a life of its own, separate 
from the state. It should rather should be understood as a“continuation of [state] 
policy with other means2.” Contemporary intelligence analyst, Robert O’Connell, 
would agree, assuring us that “war is not simply armed violence... [but rather] 
a specific institution premeditated and directed by some form of governmental 
structure.”3 
In theory, most writers on military affairs in the medieval era would accept 
the truth of these statements. Honoré Bonet, for one, firmly believed that “no 
man should, or may, bear arms without the permission of the prince4”. On the 
other hand, Bonet and his kind were only too aware of the decentralized military 
realities of their own day which often seemed to have more in common with 
blood feud and riot than organized, state-directed military operations.5 At the 
end of the medieval period, the great Florentine humanist and historian, Niccolò 
Machiavelli, also recognized the chaotic and futile nature of much medieval 
warfare which he disdainfully characterized as a “rapacious, fraudulent, and 
cruel [regime conducted] by those... who make a trade of war.”6 
The chaos exhibited in medieval warfare has often led modern scholars to 
downplay or even ignore the administrative scaffolding for war set up by rulers 
of all sorts across Europe, men whom Gerald Harriss classified as both “warriors 
and justiciars.”7 To assess both the methods and effectiveness of the state in what 
one historian has called “the organization of war,”8 this paper will focus on the 
long conflict of the mid-fourteenth century called by later historians the War 
of the Two Pedros (1356-1366).9 This disastrous struggle was fought between 
2. von Clausewitz, Carl. On War. Michael Howard, Peter Paret, eds. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1984: 69-102; Paret, Peter. Clausewitz and the State: The Man His Theories and His Times. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1976: 382-383; Howard, Michael. Clausewitz: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1983: 36 (reprint in 2002).
3. O’Connell, Robert L. Ride of the Second Horsemen: The Birth and Death of War. New York: Diane Pub 
Company, 1995: 225.
4. The Tree of Battles of Honoré Bonet, ed. George William. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1949: 129; 
Kaeuper, Richard W. Chivalry and Violence in Medieval Europe. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999: 98.
5. Tree of Battles of Honoré Bonet...: 189; Kaeuper, Richard W. Chivalry and Violence...: 185; Wright, Nicholas. 
Knights and Peasants: The Hundred Years War in the French Countryside. Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1998: 
9-11.
6. Machiavelli, Niccolò. The Art of War, Ellis Farneworth, ed. New York: Bobbs Merrill, 1965: I, 15; Viroli, 
Maurizio. Machiavelli. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998: 54.
7. Harriss, Gerald. “Political Society and the Growth of Government in Late Medieval England”. Past and 
Present, 138 (1993): 32.
8. Hewitt, Herbert J. “The Organisation of War”, The Hundred Years War, Kenneth Fowler, ed. London: 
Macmillan, 1971: 75-95.
9. The recent historiography on the War of the Two Pedros is immense. Major works on the strategical 
and tactical developments associated with the conflict include: Máximo, Diago Hernando. “El final 
de la guerra de los dos Pedros y sus efectos sobre el escenario político regional soriano en la segunda 
mitad del siglo XIV”. Celtiberia, 48/92 (1998): 125-56; Lafuente, Mario. “Que paresca que ciudad es: 
la fortificación de Zaragoza en la guerra de los Dos Pedros (1356-1366)”, Construir la ciudad en la Edad 
Media, Beatriz Aríaga, Jesús Ángel Solórzano, coords. Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 2010: 
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two very different sovereigns, Pedro I of Castile (1350-1366/69), a brutal 
warrior comparable in skill with his re-conquest predecessors,10 and Pere III of 
Aragon (1336-1387), whose minimal achievements on the battlefield were far 
outweighed by his accomplishments as a military executive11.
571-600; Pont, Antonio Ramón. “El infante don Fernando, señor de Orihuela en la guerra de los 
dos Pedros (1356-1363)”. Anales de la Universidad de Alicante. Historia medieval, 2 (1983): 63-92; Sáiz, 
Jorge. “Una clientela militar entre la Corona de Aragón y Castilla a fines del siglo XIV: caballeros de 
casa y vasallos de Alfons d’Aragó, conde de Denia y marqués de Villena”. En la España Medieval, 29 
(2006): 97-134; Sánchez, Manuel. “Un episodio de la Guerra de los Dos Pedros: la defensa costera 
de Cataluña en el verano de 1365”, Poder y sociedad en la Baja Media hispánica: Estudios en homenaje 
al profesor Luis Vicente Díaz Martín, Carlos Manuel Reglero, ed. Valladolid: Universidad de Valladolid, 
2002: I, 273-288; Zueco, Luis. “La guerra de los dos Pedros: Castilla contra Aragón”. Arqueología, 
historia y viajes sobre el mundo medieval, 33 (2009): 30-41. Works concerning the Iberian diplomacy of 
the period include: Becerra, Manuel. “La corona de Aragón y Granada durante la Guerra de los dos 
Pedros, 1356-1366. El corso”, IV coloquio de historia medieval andaluza: Relaciones exteriores del reino de 
Granada, Cristina Segura, ed. Almería: Instituto de Estudios Almerienses, 1988: 307-321; Becerra, 
Manuel. “Las relaciones diplomáticas entre la Corona de Aragón y Granada durante la Guerra de 
los Dos Pedros: desde 1356 hasta 1359”. Acta historica et archaeologica mediaevalia, 9 (1988): 243-260; 
Muñoz, María. “Preliminares de la guerra de los dos Pedros en el reino de Valencia (1356)”. Anales de 
la Universidad de Alicante. Historia medieval, 1 (1982): 117-134; Zabalo, Francisco Javier. “Participación 
navarra en la guerra de los dos Pedros: la expedición a Murviedro de 1363”. Principe de Viana, 2-3 
(1986): 777-784. Works concerning the effect of the decade of conflicts on the region's economies 
include: Cabezuelo, José Vicente. “Un ejemplo de reactivación económicas en tierras valencianas 
tras la Guerra de los Dos Pedros: la concesión de una feria al Alcoy en 1366”. Alebus: Cuadernos 
de estudios históricos del Valle de Elda, 1 (1991): 125-136; López, María Dolores. “Las repercusiones 
económicas de la guerra de los dos Pedros en las aljamas musulmanas aragonesas: el caso de Escatrón 
y Alborge”. De mudéjares a moriscos: una conversión forzada, 1 (2003): 211-228; Lafuente, Mario; 
Martínez, Sergio. “Ejército y fiscalidad en la encomienda santiaguista de Montalbán (Aragón durante 
la guerra de los dos Pedros (1356-1366)”. Espacio, tiempo y forma. Serie III, Historia medieval, 24 (2011): 
109-142; Sarasa, Esteban. “La financiación de las tropas castellanas de Don Enrique de Trastámara 
en su intervención en favor del Rey de Aragón en la guerra de los dos Pedros”, Estudios en homenaje 
a Don Claudio Sánchez Albornoz en sus 90 años. Buenos Aires: Instituto de Historia de España, 1983: 
IV, 529-534. Works concerning the effect of the decade of conflicts on the region's society include: 
Cabezuelo, José Vicente. “Las comunidades judías del mediodía valenciano en el siglo XIV. De la 
vitalidad a la supervivencia”. Miscelánea medieval murciana, 29-30 (2005-2006): 75-104; Campón, 
Júlia. “Consecuencia de la Guerra de los Dos Pedros en el Condado de Denia”. Anales de la Universidad 
de Alicante. Historia medieval, 8 (1990-1991): 57-68; Lafuente, Mario. “Aproximación a las condiciones 
de vida en Daroca y su entorno durante la Guerra de los Dos Pedros (1356-1366)”. Studium: Revista 
de humanidades, 15 (2009): 53-87; Lafuente, Mario. “Comportamientos sociales ante la violencia 
bélica en Aragón durante las guerras con Castilla (1356-1375)”. Historia, instituciones, documentos, 35 
(2008): 241-68.
10. Estow, Clara. Pedro the Cruel of Castile, 1350-1369. Leiden: Brill, 1995; Villalon, Andrew. “Pedro the 
Cruel: Portrait of a Royal Failure”, Medieval Iberia: Essays on the History and Literature of Medieval Spain, 
Donald J. Kagay, Joseph T. Snow, eds. New York: Peter Lang, 1997: 201-216.
11. Tasis, Rafael. Pere el Cerimoniós i els seus fills. Barcelona: Vicens Vives, 1957; Cohen, David A. 
“Secular Pragmatism and Thinking About War in Some Court Writings of Pere III el Cerimoniós”, 
Crusaders, Condottieri, and Cannon: Medieval Warfare Around the Mediterranean, Donald J. Kagay, Andrew 
Villalon, ed. Leiden: Brill, 2003: 19-56. 
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The geographical environment in which these two Iberian kings faced off against 
each other would test their skills as both military commanders and survivors. The 
two principal arenas of the Iberian war—the Valencian frontier opposite Murcia and 
the Aragonese borderland across from Cuenca—was some of the bleakest scrub land 
in the Peninsula12. Though Castilian armies raided this flat and open territory with 
great frequency during the war, they showed little real interest in annexing it. The 
real focus of the invaders was rather the urban “oases” formed by such prosperous 
cities as Calatayud, Teruel, Elche, Orihuela, and Alicante as well as the myriad of 
“hamlets” (aldeas) that clustered around them.13 
A military contest fought on such barren frontiers for the capture or defense of 
such municipalities becomes understandable if the Iberian attachment to these sites 
is taken into consideration. As Helen Nader has observed, very few Castilians lived 
outside urban centers and even those who farmed for a living “lived in towns and 
walked to their fields.”14 Much the same could be said of Aragon and the southern 
districts of Valencia which Teofilo Ruiz has described as “semi-urban islands in a 
sea of rural communities.”15 This same attachment to urban centers would become 
apparent in Spain'scapture of the Americas. Thus though crossing vast distances, the 
first wave of conquistadores took their principal mission to be both the subjugation of 
Indian settlements and the foundation of permanent, organized towns.16 
When armies massed on eith side of the Iberian frontiers, they were 
commanded by the monarch himself or by a trusted “lieutenant” (locumtenens, 
lugarteniente), normally one of the princes. In Catalonia, at least, a military 
intermediary, the seneschal, relayed orders to the troops and drew them up 
in the proper formation.17 A number of parliamentary texts dated between 
1356 and 1363 discuss the composition of the Aragonese forces. They reveal 
that military units throughout the Crown of Aragon during the Castilian war 
were divided between “heavy cavalry” (cavall armat, caballo armado) and “light 
12. Ford, Richard. A Hand-Book for Travellers in Spain and Readers at Home. Ian Robertson, ed. Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 1966: II, 606-608; Fisher, William Bayne; Bowen-Jones, Howard. 
Spain: An Introductory Geography. New York: Praeger, 1966; Kagay, Donald J. “The Defense of the Crown 
of Aragon during the War of the Two Pedros (1356-1366)”. The Journal of Military History, 71 (2007): 18.
13. Cox, Josiah. Medieval Regions and their Cities. Newton Abbot: David & Charles PLC, 1972: 168-69; 
Kagay, Donald J. “Two Towns Where There Was Once One: The ‘Aldea’ in Medieval Aragon”. Journal 
of the Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association, 14 (1993): 33-43; Cabazuelo, José Vicente. La 
guerra de los dos Pedros en las tierras alicantinas. Alicante: Instituto de Cultura Juan Gil-Albert-Diputación 
Provincial de Alicante, 1991: 32-36; Fisher, William Bayne; Bowen-Jones, Howard. Spain: An Introductory 
Geography...: 156.
14. Nader, Helen. Liberty in Absolutist Spain: The Habsburg Sale of Towns, 1516-1700. Baltimore: The John 
Hopkins University Press, 1990: 27.
15. Ruiz, Teófilo. Spanish Society, 1400-1600. Harlow: Longman, 2001: 42.
16. Nader, Helen. Liberty in Absolutist Spain...: 41.
17. García, Luis. Curso de historia de las instituciones españolas: de los origenes al final de la Edad Media. Madrid: 
Revista de Occidente, 1968: 619.
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cavalry” (cavall alforrat, caballo desarmado). A unit of heavy cavalry consisted of 
a heavily-armored knights with war horses, accompanied by a mounted squire, 
and two footmen. A light cavalry unit included a lightly-armored knight and two 
footmen.18 Royal law mandated that the knights of the first class should possess a 
“padded doublet” (perpunt), “chain mail (loriga), and “other knightly weapons”; 
those of the second class had to be equipped with a “breast plate” (cuyrase), a 
“mail shirt” (camisol), “helmet” (bacinet), “leather shield” (darga de scut) and a 
“lance” (atzagaya, lança).19 All members of these units were paid a daily wage, 
were compensated for the injury or loss of their horses, and were free of all tolls 
and taxes during their military service.20 By the end of the Castilian conflict, the 
heavy cavalry, at least, had begun to acquire a new name, the “lance” (lança, 
lanza).21
While the War of the Two Pedros did feature a few episodes of major campaigning 
that pitted sizeable forces against each other22, the vast majority of the decade-long 
conflict (1356-1366) was fought around the fortresses that clustered on both sides 
of the Castilian frontiers with Aragon and Valencia. In these border districts, Pedro 
named a “governor general” (adelantado mayor) who commanded sizeable swaths of 
frontier land as well as “captains of the frontier” (capitanes de la frontera) to garrison 
the castles that were built along the borders, and utilized townsmen as a type of 
border militia.23 On the Aragonese and Valencian side of the frontier, Pere put the 
wall of fortresses under the command of “frontier captains” (capitaniae; frontalers) 
18. Colección de documentos inéditos del archivo general de la Corona de Aragón, ed. Francesco Casula. Barcelona: 
Tipográfica y litográfica de J.E. Monfort 1982: XLVIII, 84, 119, 135 (arts. 5, 13, 18); Kagay, Donald J. “A 
Government Besieged by Conflict: The Parliament of Monzón (1362-1363) as Military Financier”, The 
Hundred Years War: A Wider Focus, Andrew Villalon, Donald J. Kagay, eds. Leiden: Brill, 2005: 141.
19. Colección de documentos inéditos del archivo general de la Corona de Aragón...: 48, 135, art. 18; Kagay, 
Donald J. “Government Besieged by Conflict...”: 143; For a description of these weapons and equipment, 
see: de Riquer, Martí. L’Arnès del Cavaller: Armes i armadures catalans medievals. Barcelona: Edicions Ariel, 
1968.
20. Colección de las cortes de los antiguos reinos de Aragón y de Valencia, y el principado de Cataluña, ed. Fidel 
Fita, Bienvenido Oliver. Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 1896: I, 2: 591; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. 
“La organización militar en Cataluña en la Edad Media”. Revista de Historia Militar, 1 (2000): 169.
21. Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La organización militar en Cataluña...”: 169-170.
22. Between 1358 and 1359, Pere commanded small and ineffective operations along the Castilian 
borderlands with Aragon. Between 1363 and 1365, the king led large armies of over 1,700 knights 
into Valencia, but never forced his Castilian adversary to the battlefield. Chronicle of Pere III of 
Catalonia (Pedro IV of Aragon) ed. Mary Hillgarth, Jocelyn N. Hillgarth. Toronto: Pontifical Institute 
of Medieval Studies, 1980: II, 521, 548, 564; Pere III of Catalonia. Chronicle...: VI: 21, 40, 52; López, 
Pero. Coronica del rey Pedro. Constance L. Wilkins, Heanon M. Wilkins, eds. Madison: Hispanic 
Seminary of Medieval Studies, 1985: 142-143, 145 (15 year: iii, vii; 16 year: ii); Kagay, Dolnald J. 
“The Defense of the Crown of Aragon...”: 29. 
23. Palomeque, Antonio. “Contribución al estudio del ejército en los estados de la reconquista”. 
Anuario de Historia del Derecho Español, 15 (1944): 342-344; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La organización 
militar en Cataluña...”: 176; García, Luis. Curso de Historia de las Instituciones Españolas...: 510.
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either directly or through administrative intermediaries.24 He used urban troops for 
“raids” (cabalcadas) and to help man castles and fortified watchtowers.25
The requirements and expectations of these commanders were very similar 
on both sides of the contested frontiers and were clearly reflected in the legal 
masterwork of the era, the Siete Partidas. In general, such leaders could only gain 
military success by coupling intelligence with experience, courage, and prudence. 
If, as Alfonso X's work claims, these qualities were essential for the management 
of a civilian life during peacetime, how much more were they necessary during 
war when a captain held so many lives in his hands.26 The dangers of military life 
were clearly intensified when a person accepted responsibility for the command of 
a castle. Bound by such mundane, yet crucial duties as the maintenance and repair 
of walls, towers, and moats,27 the recruitment and disciplining of garrisons,28 as well 
as the purchase and storage of supplies within the fortress,29 the castle commander 
carried a heavy yoke of responsibility. According to both the Siete Partidas and 
the Costum d’Espanya, a generally-accepted rule of castle tenure in Castile and the 
Crown of Aragon,30 a person in charge of a castle had to defend it “until death,” 
even if his loved ones were threatened with torture or death to force his surrender. 
Such a surrender was tantamount to treason which itself was considered equivalent 
to causing “the death of... [one's] lord.”31 Castellans were thus urged by the very 
culture in which they lived “to leave a glorious name rather than exhibit downright 
cowardice.”32 In the real world of siege and castle defense, both sides of the dyad 
of selfless bravery and self-preservation are all too obvious in the Iberian battle 
accounts of the thirteenth century.33 
24. Kagay, Donald J. “The Defense of the Crown of Aragon...”: 25; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La organización 
militar en Cataluña...”: 174.
25. Powers, James F. A Society Organized for War: The Iberian Municipal Militias in the Central Middle Ages, 
1000-1284. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988: 138-139.
26. Alfonso X de Castilla. Las Siete Partidas, ed. Samuel Parsons, Robert Ignatius Burns. Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2001: II, 433-434, 441-442 (tittles XXII-XXIII, laws 2-4). 
27. Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La tiença a costum d’Espanya en els castells de la frontera meridional valenciana 
(Segle XIV)”. Miscel·lània de Textos Medievales, 4 (1988): 68 (doc. nº 27); Kagay, Donald J. “A Shattered 
Circle: Eastern Spanish Fortifications and their Repair during the ‘Calamitous Fourteenth Century’”, War, 
Government, and Society in the Medieval Crown of Aragon. Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2007: III, 
130-131.
28. Alfonso X de Castilla. Las Siete Partidas...: II, 388-389 (tittle XVIII, law 12).
29. Alfonso X de Castilla. Las Siete Partidas...: II, 384 (tittle XVIII, law 6); Kagay, Donald J. “A Shattered 
Circle...”: 124; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La organización militar de Cataluña...”: 151.
30. Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La Tinença a costum d’Espanya...”: 5-6; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La organización 
militar de Cataluña...”: 139-44.
31. Alfonso X de Castilla. Las Siete Partidas...: II, 384 (tittle XVIII, law 6).
32. Alfonso X de Castilla. Las Siete Partidas...: III, 388 (tittle XVIII, law 2).
33. The great Catalan chronicles of the thirteenth century provide very clear examples of “good” and 
“bad” castellans from their behavior in the testing ground of war. In 1220, King Jaume I (1213-1276), 
who had been called on to regain a castle for one of his barons, encountered the redoubtable castellan, 
Pedro Gomez, who fought on, standing in the breach of the fortress wall “up to his knees” in rubble, 
awaiting there “death rather than life.” Another captain, a Castilian named Nicolas Peris who held the 
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Because of the jurisdictional ambiguities of holding a castle for a distant lord 
(especially one as punctilious and self-seeking as Pere III), the office of castellan 
or frontier captain was a particularly dangerous one. Placed in the often-hopeless 
situation of undergoing “great famine and tribulation” during a siege, the castle 
commander could suffer every bit as much by surrendering the fortress to the enemy, 
thus becoming a traitor in the eyes of his own sovereign. Though occasionally 
offering a vague promise to raise the siege that entangled them, the king could 
seldom offer his beleagured castellans much real hope of being delivered from 
danger, despite his insistence that they maintain “firm hope” in him as a “Christian 
and Catholic king.”34 Even so, at times, Pere had to acknowledge just how hollow 
were his effusive promises of support by freeing his besieged castellans from their 
feudal ties to him and allowing them to surrender to the Castilian enemy.35 Without 
this permission, any castle commander who surrendered became in the eyes of the 
king “villainous” by reason of his “evil treason.”36 Besides a loss of reputation, such 
castellans would have their fiefs and chattels confiscated and their titles abrogated. 
In fact, they could count themselves fortunate at not incurring the Crown's judicial 
wrath.37 Ironically, much of the money raised from the sale of confiscated property 
was granted to future castellans or used for the repair of their fortresses.38 Instances 
did arise, however, in which castellans did not risk ruin with the surrender of their 
castles. Mitigating circumstances, such as active treason among the garrison, might 
influence Pere to formally absolve a royal servant of blame for the fall of a fortress. 
Even with these official acts of royal forgiveness, Pere never again fully trusted 
the men he had pardoned and often charged them for refitting of the castles they 
had surrendered if these fortresses were recaptured from the enemy.39 Whether 
fortress of Alicante, bravely fell fighting the Aragonese king, Jaume II (1291-1327). Instead of honoring 
his brave defense in which “he was cut to pieces,” Jaume looked on him as a traitor to the Castilian king 
and, rather than giving him a Christian burial, “had his body thrown to the dogs.” The Book of Deeds of 
James I of Aragon, Damian Smith, Helena Buffery, ed. Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2003: 30-31 
(chapter 15); The Chronicle of Muntaner Translated from the Catalan, Lady Henrietta Margaret Goodenough, 
ed. New York: The Hakluyt Society, 1921: II, 451-54 (chapter 188).
34. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1211, f. 95v-96; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La Tinença a costum 
d’Espanya...”: 66-67 (doc. nº 25); Alfonso X de Castilla. Las Siete Partidas...: II, 390-391 (tittle XVIII, law 
16).
35. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1210. f. 115; Ferrer, Maria Teresa “La Tinença a costum d’Espanya...”: 
67-68 (doc. nº 26).
36. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1569, f. 22v-23; Registro 172, f. 2; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La Tinença a 
costum d’Espanya...”: 60, 63 (docs. nº 16, 21).
37. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 910, f. 112v-113; Registro 911, f. 4-5, 7r-7v; Registro 1192, f. 72r-72v; 
Registro 1198, f. 234v; Registro 1220, f. 32v; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La frontera meridional valenciana 
durant la guerra amb Castella dita dels Dos Peres,” Pere el Cerimoniós i la seva època, Maria Teresa Ferrer, 
ed. Barcelona: Institució Milà i Fontanals, 1989: 292, 295, 297-298; Kagay, Donald J. “Defending the 
Western and Southern Frontiers in the War of the Two Pedros: An Experiment in Nation-Building”. 
Journal of the Georgia Association of Historians, 23 (2002): 89.
38. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1199, f. 403r-403v; Registro 1572, f. 2; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La 
Tinença a costum d’Espanya...”: 63, 65 (docs. nº 23, 25).
39. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 914, f. 226v-227; Registro 1199, f. 404; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La 
Tinença a costum d’Espanya...”: 66, 71-72 (docs. nº 24, 32).
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victorious or defeated in a siege, Aragonese and Valencian castellans in “the Castilian 
war” would agree with the chronicler, Ramón Muntaner's conclusion that “one of 
the greatest dangers in the world is to hold a castle for a lord.”40
2
According to Robert I. Burns, S.J., “Iberia was a packet of various allied frontiers, 
variously evolving.”41 The same description applies to Pere III's “system” of defense 
that emerged from one military crisis after another, all of them connected and yet 
each somehow unique. With a surprise Castilian raid into regions of his realms not 
yet caught up in the war, Pere relied on the general levy to put a great number of 
men into the field quickly and to hold up the enemy advance by the massing of 
troops if not by the gathering of a great deal of military talent. 
In Catalonia, the general array was connected to the Usatges article, Princeps 
namque, that commanded all men to aid their sovereign when “a certain king or 
prince... [came] against him to wage war.”42 Not surprisingly with the Catalan sense 
of separateness from the other Iberian regions, Pere found Princeps namque a difficult 
article to enforce and one larded with legal exceptions.43 
In Aragon, Valencia, and the Pyrenean counties of Roussillion and Cerdanya, by 
contrast, Pere normally called out the various grades of nobility to beat back enemy 
surprise attacks.44 All nobles thus contacted were to bring a customary number of 
horsemen to a designated rendezvous with the king.45 Pere often used this site as an 
initial base camp from which he would “seek battle” with a rapidly-closing Castilian 
force. If his nobles failed to answer the royal call for support, the Aragonese king 
assured them that he would take legal proceedings against their persons and 
40. The Chronicle of Muntaner...: II, 453 (chapter 188).
41. Burns, Robert Ignatius. “The Significance of the Frontier in the Middle Ages”, Medieval Frontier 
Societies, Robert Bartlett, Angus MacKay, eds. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989: 315.
42. Donald J. Kagay, ed. The Usatges of Barcelona: The Fundamental Law of Catalonia. Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1994: 80, article 64; Kagay, Donald J. “The National Defense Clause and the 
Emergence of the Catalan State: ‘Princeps Namque’ Revisited”, Crusaders, Condottieri, and Cannon: Medieval 
Warfare in Societies around the Mediterranean, Andrew Villalon, Donald J. Kagay, eds. Leiden: Brill, 2003: 
57-58.
43. Donald J. Kagay, ed. The Customs of Catalonia between Lords and Vassals by the Barcelona Canon, Pere Albert: 
A Practical Guide to Castle Feudalism in Medieval Spain. Tempe: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance 
Studies, 2002: 36-37, article 37; de Socarrats, Johannes. Tractatum Petri Alberti canonici barchinonensis de 
consuetudines Cataloniae inter dominos et vassalos ac nonnulli aliis que commemorationes Petri Alberti appellantur. 
Barcelona: apud Antonium Vicentium, 1551, 385-386, 390, 395; Sánchez, Manuel. “The Invocation of 
‘Princeps namque’ in 1368 and it Repercussions for the City of Barcelona”, Hundred Years War...: 297-
329; Kagay, Donald J. “The National Defense Clause...”: 84-90.
44. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 186-89; Registro 1384, f. 5v-6; Registro 1387, f. 119v-120.
45. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 184-185; 198v-199.
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property just as he might legally prosecute all “those [persons] disobedient to our 
commands, the fuero, and good reason.”46 
Since the units of nobles and knights were often summoned to serve in emergency 
conditions, they were occasionally required to transport under guard crucial supplies 
to the front. To help facilitate their journey, they would be specifically exempted 
from all tolls and taxes they might encounter on the road.47 To help assure that these 
complicated operations would be successfully carried out, Pere normally instructed 
trusted officials of his household to collect muster lists from each of the summoned 
nobles and to see that all the members of their companies received the proper pay.48
While general levies did plug emergency breaches in his territorial defense, 
Pere accomplished much the same objectives on a regular basis by arranging with 
individual nobles and the agents of towns and military orders to provide small 
companies of between 60 and 150 horsemen or crossbowmen to garrison individual 
castles.49 All of these men demanded and received a daily wage, an expense that 
the king was quick to curtail whenever a truce with Castile loomed.50 Throughout 
the conflict, Pere manifested concern over the behavior of all salaried defenders, 
not only in fighting the Castilian enemy, but also toward his own subjects. He was, 
however, especially anxious about the units raised by nobles whom he repeatedly 
urged to act as if each phase of their service had a direct bearing “on our honor and 
yours.”51 By contrast, in regard to the companies drawn from communal sources, 
his concern centered on the varying quality of troops sent to the front. In 1361, he 
chided the prioress of the Hospitaller house of Sigena not to send into his service 
“the old, powerless, and poor,” but rather “an army of select persons.”52 The king 
saw the effect of sub-standard soldiers in 1367 when urban defenders of Alicante 
“were greatly disturbed by the terror of the enemy” who threatened the lives of 
their families back in their home villages, outposts that lay squarely in the path of 
the Catilian invaders. To restore the “daring and firm courage” of these garrison 
troops, the king allowed them to bring their loved ones to Alicante's walled safety, 
provided their commander had removed any men in the garrison unfit for combat.53
46. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 118v.
47. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 82; Registro 1387, f. 113r-113v.
48. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1381, f. 123r-123v, 181; Registro 1383, f. 221v-222v; Registro 1387, 
f. 113.
49. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 89, 96v; 137v-138; 176r-176v; Registro 1383, f. 235v-236; 
Registro 1387, f. 110v.
50. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: II, 532; VI: 30. For similar actions in the northern campaigns of the 
Hundred Years War, see: Fowler, Kenneth. “Truces”, Hundred Years War...: 190-191.
51. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 113v.
52. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1384, f. 3.
53. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 148.
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3
Because the “autonomous towns” acted as “the cells of the body politic” in both 
Castile and the Crown of Aragon54, urban attack and defense became a prime feature 
in the mid-fourteenth-century struggle between the two states. The conflict was 
not only played out against the principal symbol of medieval life (the circuit of city 
walls),55 but also across the vast “territory” (territorium, tierra) which surrounded 
and was included within the jurisdiction exercised by settlements of all sizes.56 
While Pere's capitals, Barcelona, Majorca, and Valencia were attacked on several 
occasions,57 the frontier towns of Calatayud, Daroca, Elche, and Teruel bore the 
brunt of sizeable Castilian assaults and intermittent raids.
To assure that towns and the hamlets subject to them were well-defended, Pere 
initially relied on the people and institutions that ruled them.58 When Pedro led 
surprise attacks across Pere's borders or bands of “free companies” crossed the 
Pyrenees in search of plunder and employment, the Aragonese king relied on the 
town militias to stem the initial tide. “Hauling up...[their] banners... [and] ringing 
the [church] bells,” town fathers would gather all men of fighting age and proceed to 
the assembly point set by the king. Such units fought under their own commanders 
or those appointed by the sovereign. Failure to answer a royal summons could brand 
an entire community with treason and provide a reason for blaming a campaign's 
failure on this urban default in service.59
The principal duty each municipal official owed his own town during wartime 
consisted in overhauling of its fortifications. With the successful completion of 
the great reconquest in the thirteenth century, many an Aragonese and Valencian 
settlement once on the “cutting edge” of the war with Iberian Islam had very quickly 
slipped into a “virtual backwater.”60 As a result, castles and curtain walls fell into 
disrepair and, with the Castilian threat of the fourteenth century, had to be restored 
54. Nader, Helen. Liberty in Absolutist Spain...: 207.
55. Pirenne, Henri. Medieval Cities. Frank D. Halsey, ed. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1925: 
107; Frugoni, Chiara. A Distant City: Images of Urban Experience in the Medieval World. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1991: 13-14 (translation by Willaim McCuaig).
56. Kagay, Donald J. “Two Towns Where There...”: 35.
57. Barcelona and Majorca were threatened in the spring of 1359 when Pedro brought a large fleet up 
the Catalan litoral and then directed it toward the Balearics. In the end, he withdrew with little to show 
for his efforts. In the summer of 1364, Pedro unleashed a large attack against Valencia and, though 
retaining troops for over a year in the vicinity of the southern capital, he never captured it. Chronicle of 
Pere III of Catalonia...: II, 523-526, 544-553; VI: 22-26, 40-44. 
58. Catalan, Majorcan, and Valencian municipalities were ruled by a town council (consell) staffed by 
“councilors” (consellers), “good men (proomes), “peacekeepers” (pahers), “sworn men” (jurats). Aragonese 
municipalities were ruled by a town council staffed by “sworn men” (jurados) and assisted by the “mayor” 
(alcalde) and the“justice” (justicia). García, Luis. Curso de Historia de las Instituciones Españolas...: 552-53. 
59. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1385, f. 127v; Registro 1387, f. 9v; 97; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación 
castellano-aragonesa desde Jaime II a Pedro el Ceremonioso. Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Científicas, 1994: II, 530-531 (doc. nº 232 and 154).
60. Kagay, Donald J. “Two Towns Where There...”: 40.
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in very short order to their pristine state.61 Municipal governments thus had to 
shoulder the onerous duty of repairing and extending the circuit of walls or the 
widely despised obligation of destroying structures on either side of the town wall 
that might give aid to a besieging enemy or obstruct a harried defender.62 Though 
these actions were supposedly carried out for the survival of an entire town, they 
often pitted one class against another.63 Since all such urban projects intimately 
affected the war effort, they were closely watched by regular royal officials and 
extraordinary appointees who traced the expenditure of royal funds in municipal 
defense works and insisted on proper accounting practices to trace these outlays.64 
Since the Aragonese and Valencian frontier towns that suffered the most from 
Castilian attack were surrounded by as many as a hundred hamlets with varying 
kinds of allegiance to them,65 the relationship of town and hamlet populations 
during the Castilian conflict proved as essential as it was stormy. The mutual duty 
of town to hamlet and viceversa during this period was that of protection. Hamlets 
unfortunate enough to be in the path of an enemy invasion were commanded 
to move their families and goods inside the town they were subservient to. This 
protection was scarcely free, however, since a good portion of hamlet goods could 
be confiscated by the town fathers to reinforce the network of urban walls that stood 
between the “hamlet residents” (aldeanos) and a Castilian enemy often bolstered 
by greatly-feared, Muslim auxiliaries. Citizens of the outlying communities were 
often called on to help “block the iniquitous plans” of the Castilian king, but 
seldom served under their own banners and commanders. They were rather part 
of a militia whose main aim was to hold the frontier against Pedro's troops, thus 
assuring that the local town emerged from the fray unscathed.66 Many hamlets 
were not as fortunate, however, and could be left depopulated or partially ruined by 
countless Castilian raids. With a long history of seeking ever-greater autonomy from 
the neighboring towns, the hamlets bitterly resisted the transfer of their wealth to 
defend the larger urban centers and even occasionally gained the right to form a 
61. Kagay, Donald J. “A Shattered Circle: eastern...”: 123-127.
62. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 134v-135.
63. In 1367, a town council at Jaca was forced to take the unprecedented step of forcing nobles to 
work along with other citizens in the crucial task of wall construction. In the same year at Tarazona, 
however, the upper classes firmly objected to war preparations which required all inhabitants of the 
town's suburb to permanently resettle within the area closed off by the town's new circuit of walls. 
Despite the appointment of royal commissioners to carry out this mandate, the upper clergy and nobles 
were unwilling to give up portions of their urban property to accommodate their fellow citizens and 
eventually had to be forced into compliance by royal agents. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 
127r-127v; 172.
64. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 162.
65. Kagay, Donald J. “Two Towns Where There...”: 39.
66. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 109v-110, 128v, 139; Powers, James F. “Two Warrior-Kings 
and their Municipal Militias: The Townsman-Soldier in Law and Life”, The Worlds of Alfonso the Learned and 
James the Conqueror: Intellect and Force in the Middle Ages, Robert Ignatius Burns, ed. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1985: 117-118; Caruana, Jaime. Indice de los pergaminos y documentos insertos en ellos, 
existentes en el Archivo de la Ciudad de Teruel. Madrid: Cuerpo Facultativo de Archiveros, Bibliotecarios y 
Arqueólogos, 1950, 34, 37-38.
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“brotherhood” (germanitas) to raise troops and defend their fellow citizens engaged 
in bringing in harvests.67
Because of the social and political differences that divided urban classes as well 
as larger and smaller municipalities along Pere's embattled frontiers, the Aragonese 
king increasingly turned to a single military authority for the command of an entire 
municipal district. The city captain, like his Italian counterpart of the same period, 
the podestà,68 exercised broad military powers that routinely brought both urban 
officials and the town's economic well being under his control. A document of 1360 
is typical of all captaincy appointments Pere made during the Castilian war.
Since it is fitting for our honor and the utility of the republic, the Aragonese king, 
who cannot be everywhere in his realms at once, has designated strong men...to 
defend against the attacks of the enemy.69
This transfer of authority was made to both clerics and laymen with two 
outstanding qualifications: (1) they “had sweated in...[royal] service” and (2) they 
were “strong, youthful and experienced warriors.”70 These appointees held civil 
and criminal jurisdiction over all inhabitants in the principal town and throughout 
the municipal district subordinated to it.71 The town fathers, residents, and billeted 
troops all had to accept the captain's orders exactly as if they had been issued by 
the king.72 Those who refused to submit to his authority could be “condemned 
and punished as the captain saw fit.”73 His power in military matters extended 
over all civilian property of the town and of the surrounding hamlets. He also 
controlled, with few exceptions, the money allocated to pay his troops by the town 
government, the parliament (corts, cortes), or the crown.74 He could also compel 
labor and money from the town population to refit the fortresses and could also 
force them to undertake garrison duty.75
Even with this broad statement of jurisdictional authority, urban captains were 
limited by their relationship to the legal precedents set by previous town captains.76 
When more than one captain was appointed to a single community, they had 
to carefully respect each other's rights and communicate the intricacies of their 
relationship to the forces they commanded.77 While in the midst of the Castilian 
war, Pere normally endowed his captains with power for as long as they saw fit to 
67. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 139v, 160, 174-175.
68. Waley, Daniel. The Italian City-Republics. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969: 67-74; Martines, Lauro. Power 
and Imagination: City-States in Renaissance Italy. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973: 41-44; I podestà dell’Italia 
communale, Jean-Claude Marie Viguer, ed. Rome: École Française de Rome, 2000.
69. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1383, f. 132r-132v.
70. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 140v-141.
71. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 148v-149v.
72. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 132r-132v.
73. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 120v, 166v-167.
74. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 18r-18v.
75. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 19, 143v.
76. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 166v. 
77. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 14v.
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hold it. Those appointed under emergency conditions when Castilian troops or “free 
companies” threatened to overrun undefended districts saw their power and the 
money used to support it removed once the emergency had passed.78
In most instances, urban captains carried out virtually the same civil duties as did 
the town councils and municipal officials. In regard to military matters, however, 
they acted quite differently. They marshaled and commanded municipal troops (both 
horsemen and crossbowmen), leading them on expeditions far from their home 
bases.79 When their urban headquarters fell under heavy attack by Castilian raiders, 
captains, who were occasionally given some advance warning of the invasion by 
Pere's spy network, were expected to make all requisite preparations. This included 
supplying nearby castles with artillery, shot, and supplies, refitting damaged fortress 
walls, and destroying buildings outside of castles or urban walls that could aid an 
enemy siege. In effect, the captain was to do everything possible to safeguard the 
territory under his control.80 
One of the urban captain's prime duties involved moving much of the population 
from surrounding hamlets into his urban headquarters and storing their goods and 
animals within the circuit of walls. The protection the captain extended was never 
free, however, for he often confiscated a portion of the food the aldeanos brought 
with them to feed the garrison when the town came under siege. The hamlet 
residents were also used as a unpaid work force in readying the town to resist 
enemy attack.81 
As the king's military representative in the town, the urban captain faced pressure 
from all quarters. The ultimate command he could scarcely afford to disregard was 
the oft-repeated royal directive: “never surrender” since in capitulating he had 
more to fear from his own sovereign than from a Castilian victor.82 Since urban 
captains often hailed from other parts of the Crown of Aragon or were members 
of a military order, they were often received as “foreigners” by the townsmen they 
commanded.83 Thus bitterly opposed on occasion by their urban constituents, the 
only real support they could depend on was the company of horsemen/retainers 
they brought with them. Even this backing was conditional, however, for the troops 
had to be paid and if their salaries were in arrears from the king or one of his 
parliaments, they simply deserted. Since many an urban commander had grown 
used to constraining the property of the aldeanos to make up shortfalls in military 
salaries, the hamlets became increasingly distrustful of the local commander and 
asked the king to prevent his “illegal” activities.84 Because of the porous boundaries 
78. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 171, 195v.
79. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1383, f. 50r-v; 174v-175; Registro 1387, f. 178r-178v.
80. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 11v, 19r-v, 151v.
81. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 127v, 128v, 129v, 140r-v, 144, 168v-169.
82. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1383, f. 179v.
83. For the linguistic and cultural differences between the various realms of the Crown of Aragon, see: 
Kagay, Donald J. “The Institutional Blue Print of a Crusader Land: The Case of the Medieval Crown of 
Aragon”. Journal of the Georgia Association of Historians, 24 (2003): 32-33.
84. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 150r-150v, 191.
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between captaincies, bitter disputes also flared among urban commanders over 
manpower and revenues. To rein in these extraordinary agents within the towns, 
villages, and hamlets of frontier Aragon and Valencia, Pere invariably fell back on his 
officials who, in controlling the military purse strings, qualified as extraordinarily 
persuasive arbiters between feuding captains.85 
4
Despite a long tradition of the Middle Ages that assigned to clergy the duty of 
prayer in leading their lay charges “to the path of salvation,” rulers across western 
Europe frequently disregarded canon law's ban against clerical participation in 
warfare and used their clergy as paymasters, administrators, and even soldiers in 
wars large and small, foreign and domestic.86 In Christian Spain as in the Latin East, 
clerical organizations, later known as the military or crusading orders, came into 
being during the international conflict with Islam. On the Iberian Peninsula, the 
international orders of the Hospitallers and the Templars were soon joined by the 
Castilian fraternities of Calatrava, Alcántara, and Santiago as well as the Catalan and 
Valencian orders of San Jorge de Alfama and Montesa.87 Though initially utilized 
to keep constant pressure on Muslim Hispania, the military clergy soon proved 
invaluable to Aragonese and Castilian sovereigns who quickly realized that the 
administrative districts in which military orders divided their land holdings were 
ready-made for raising war financing and rapidly putting experienced warriors into 
the field.88 Though the targets of many later expeditions were not Muslims, but 
fellow Christians, the members of the military orders had taken “oaths of homage” 
to serve their king “in the defense of his realms.”89 Though the Castilian orders 
remained focused on the last Muslim outpost in Granada, those of the Crown of 
85. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1381, f. 226; Registro 1383. f. 16r-16v; Gutiérrez, Antonio. “La 
contraofensiva aragonesa en la guerra de los Dos Pedros: Actitud militar y diplomática de Pedro IV el 
Ceremonioso (años 1358 a 1362)”. Cuadernos de Historia “Jerónimo Zurita”, 14-15 (1963): 15.
86. Duby, Georges. The Three Orders: Feudal Society Imagined. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980: 
78-79; Brundage, James A. Medieval Canon Law and the Crusader. Madison: University of Winsconsin 
Press, 1969: 28-29; Brundage, James A. “Holy War and the Medieval Lawyers”, The Holy War, Thomas 
Patrick Murphy, ed. Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1976: 99-140.
87. Forey, Alan John. The Templars in the Crown of Aragon. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973; Ledesma, 
María Luisa. Templarios y hospitalarios en el reino de Aragón. Zaragoza: Guara, 1982; Lomax, Derek. La 
Orden de Santiago (1170-1275). Madrid: Escuela de Estudios Medievales, 1965; O’Callaghan, Joseph F. The 
Spanish Military Order of Calatrava and its Affiliates. London: Variorum Reprints, 1975; Sáinz Lasoli, Regina. 
“Military Orders”, Medieval Iberia: An Encyclopedia, E. Michael Gerli, ed. London: Routledge, 2003: 566-
568; Sáinz, Regina. La orden de San Jorge de Alfama: Aproximación a su historia. Barcelona: Institució Milà i 
Fontanals, 1990. 
88. Forey, Alan John. The Military Orders from the Twelfth to the Early Fourteenth Centuries. Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 1992: 148-203.
89. Sáinz, Regina. La orden de San Jorge de Alfama...: 61, 259-260 (doc. nº 43); Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La 
organización militar de Cataluña...”: 187.
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Aragon served royal military ventures across the Mediterranean from Majorca to 
Sardinia.90 The strict command of one thirteenth-century, Casilian king to the order 
of Calatrava is easily applicable to all military orders: “You are always to make war... 
and peace whenever and with whomsoever I command.”91
With the dangers and discord inherent in ten long years of combat that continually 
inflamed his frontiers and endangered the churches and monasteries located 
there, Pere occasionally felt moved to exercise his duty of “protection” for clerical 
institutions and their property.92 This royal action was seldom brought about by 
imminent danger to any specific clerical institution, but rather by its importance to 
the Crown. In 1369, when the Castilian civil war still raged and Pere's frontiers were 
far from safe, the king moved to have Poblet, a Catalan monastery “conspicuous for 
the clarity of its piety” and for a long history of royal endowment, surrounded by 
“walls and moats.” This expensive project was supported by royal funds, but its 
supervision was conducted by a clerical agent acting for the king and the extensive 
labor it required was provided by the monks themselves.93
For Pere, then, war could not be compartmentalized. His clergy and laymen alike 
were exposed to the threat of Castilian invasion and were equally expected to devote 
themselves to the defense of the homeland. As real battlefield leaders, however, the 
king relied on talented administrators such as Archbishop Lope of Zaragoza94 as 
well as the experienced officer corps and troops provided by the military orders. 
He acted to block “the iniquitous and wicked plans” of his Castilian adversary by 
summoning individual commanders and small companies of horsemen to garrison, 
arm, and supply castles for up to four months.95 When the enemy threat was 
sufficiently grave, Pere activated the entire service network of the military orders 
by sending summons for participation in his military expeditions to their masters or 
commanders general. These leaders would then notify their secondary commanders 
and, in short order, much of the organization's warrior corps would be on its way 
90. Sáinz, Regina. La orden de San Jorge de Alfama...: 58-60.
91. Forey, Alan John. The Military Orders from the...: 50.
92. Kennelly, Karen. “Catalan Peace and Truce Assemblies”. Studies in Medieval Culture, 5 (1975): 44-45; 
Kagay, Donald J. “Violence Management in Twelfth-Century Catalonia and Aragon”, Marginated Groups 
in Spanish and Portuguese History, William D. Phillips, Carla Rahn Phillips, eds. Minneapolis: Society for 
Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies, 1989: 12-15.
93. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1217, f. 106; Registro 1223, f. 43, 77; Colección de documentos inéditos del 
archivo general de la Corona de Aragón, ed. Próspero de Bofarull. Barcelona: Tipográfica y litográfica de J.E. 
Monfort, 1847: 6: 351-355 (docs. 104-105); Altisent, Agustí. Història de Poblet. Poblet: Abadía de Poblet, 
1974: 296-313; Domenech, Luís. Historia y arquitectura del monasterio de Poblet. Barcelona: Montaner y 
Simón, 1927: 33-34.
94. Archbishop Lope's presence was so “very profitable and necessary,” Pere requested the Pope to 
release him from service as a nuncio in Italy so he might return to direct the defense of the Aragonese 
capital. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1187, f. 156v; Documenta Selecta mutuas civitatis Arago-Cathalaunicae 
et ecclesiae relationes illustrantia, ed. Johannes Vincke. Barcelona: Biblioteca Balmes, 1936: 454-55 (doc. 
nº 599). 
95. ACA, Cancillería real, Registro 1387, f. 53v, 109v-110, 111v, 142v, 145.
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to the rendezvous designated by the Crown.96 Like other units joining a major royal 
force, these clerical warriors received official safeguards from the payment of tolls or 
taxes and were indemnified from any “crimes, excesses, or debts” they themselves 
might be accused of.97
Clerical officers and men were paid a daily wage and were reimbursed for horses 
killed or maimed in military action. In the first years of the war, this money came 
from the royal treasury, but as the conflict dragged on, most of Pere's warriors —both 
clerical and secular— were paid from large parliamentary subsidies raised from a 
“household tax” (fogatge) imposed on urban residents, some of whom were feudally 
tied to the very military orders called on to serve.98 Like other royal captains, those 
of the military orders had to turn over muster lists with the names of their soldiers 
to receive pay vouchers which could take a very long time to be paid in full.99 More 
than once, clerical commanders complained of suffering at the hands of arrogant 
officials whose actions “abounded in infamy and shame.”100 
Despite these problems, Pere found the military orders invaluable purveyors of 
money, supplies, and troops whose training and discipline seldom failed him.
5 
From the very first months of the Castilian war, Pere was quick to realize that, 
though urban and clerical captains were essential in mounting the day-to-day 
defense the continual Castilian pressure often imposed on him, he had need of a 
much larger force led by thoroughly professional commanders. The Aragonese king 
96. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1384, f. 9v-10; Registro 1387, f. 90; Sáinz, Regina. La orden de San 
Jorge de Alfama...: 61-62, 277-279 (doc. nº 53).
97. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 982, f. 191v-192v; Sáinz, Regina. La orden de San Jorge de Alfama...: 
274-276 (doc. nº 51).
98. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 982, f. 184-187; Registro 1173, f. 125r-125v; Sáinz, Regina. La orden 
de San Jorge de Alfama...: 270-271, 276-277 (doc. nº 50 and 52). For the Catalan household tax (fogatge) 
and that of Aragon (fogaje) and France (fouage), see: Smith, Robert. “Fourteenth-Century Population 
Records of Catalonia”. Speculum, 19 (1944): 494-495; Pons, José María. “Un fogajament desconegut de 
l’any 1358”. Boletín de la Real Academia de Buenas Letras de Barcelona, 30 (1963-1964): 323-498; Ainaga, 
María Teresa. “El fogaje aragonés de 1362: Aportación a la demografía de Zaragoza en el siglo XIV”. 
Aragón en la Edad Media, 8 (1989): 33-59; Bell, John. Royal Taxation in Fourteenth Century France: The 
Development of War Financing 1322-1356. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971: 4-5, 211-215, 255-
259, 281-283; García, Luis. Curso de Historia de las Instituciones Españolas...: 305-306.
99. Saínz, Regina. La orden de San Jorge de Alfama...: 256-257 (docs. nº 40-41).
100. A particularly infamous example of the treatment of clerical commanders took place in 1358 when 
the master of San Jorge de Alfama, Brother Humbert Sescorts, was engaged in Valencia on royal business. 
He fell from his horse and was seriously injured. After spending six weeks recuperating in Valencia, he 
not only found that he could not recover the monetary losses incurred by the damage to his horse, but 
also soon discovered that a large amount of the order's tax revenues in Valencia had been auctioned 
off by royal officials—supposedly without Pere's knowledge. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 694, f. 65v; 
Registro 1201, f. 26v; Sáinz, Regina. La Orden de San Jorge de Alfama...: 269-270, 281-282 (docs. nº 49 
and 56). 
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was determined to find military allies who could defeat Pedro and, in so doing, 
would guarantee that a good deal of the contested border land between Castile 
and the Crown of Aragon would pass into his eager hands. He found such an avid 
and effective cat's-paw in the bastard son of the Castilian king, Alfonso XI (1312-
1350), Count Enrique of Trastámara (1333-1369), who had barely escaped the 
lethal machinations of his cruel half-brother, Pedro I, in 1356. Though entering 
the service of the French ruler, Jean II (1350-1369), in the same year, he was 
tempted into Aragonese employment in August, 1356 by the prospect of gaining 
vengeance against his royal relative.101 Narrowly escaping the fate of his erstwhile 
French master who within a month went down to defeat at the battle of Poitiers 
(September 19, 1356),102 Trastámara gathered many of his Castilian retainers and 
crossed the Pyrenees in the late fall.103
After lengthy negotiations, the count of Trastámara rendered homage to Pere “by 
hand and mouth” in November, 1356, promising further that he would not renew 
his feudal ties to Pedro without his new lord's permission.104 Some six months later 
on August 30, 1357, the two parties fleshed out their agreement with an extremely 
detailed contract. The count accepted Pere as his “true prince founded on the truth 
of whole faith.” For his part, the Aragonese king swore he would protect Enrique “as 
a good king and lord must defend his good subject and natural lord.” The promises 
exchanged between the new lord and vassal were unenforceable and political. 
Pere assured the count and his retainers that he would shield them from Castilian 
charges and somehow prevent their holdings in Castile from being confiscated by 
their enraged former lord who was still seeking to punish them for treason. In 
regard to salary arrangements, however, Pere was very specific in delineating how 
much he would compensate Enrique's party of retainers as well as his war band. If 
Trastámara violated his pact in any way, he would be guilty of treason according to 
the custom d’Espanya and, as such, would not be able to legitimately defend himself 
“with or without weapons.”105 
Though Enrique's role, like that of other frontier captains, was primarily defensive, 
his desire for vengeance against his half-brother and the very real possibility of 
gaining the Castilian throne for himself led Trastámara to engage in daring raids 
across the Aragonese frontier into his former homeland, one of which in 1360 almost 
101. Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón, Ángel Canellas López, ed. Zaragoza: Institución 
Fernando el Católico, 1967-1985: IV, 306-307; O’Callaghan, Joseph F. A History of Medieval Spain. New 
York: Cornell University Press, 1975: 422-423. 
102. For Castilian involvement in French forces of Hundred Years War, see: Nicolle, David. French Armies 
of the Hundred Yeara War. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000: 5-6.
103. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: II, 510; VI: 8.
104. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 21r-21v.
105. ACA. Cancillería real. Varia. Registro 68, f. 69-74; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde 
Jaime II...: II, 444-451 (doc. nº 213/78 bis). These terms were renewed in July, 1364, ACA. Cancillería 
real. Varia. Registro 68, f. 69v; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: II, 533-536 (doc. 
nº 233/162). 
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claimed Pedro's life.106 Soon realizing the geopolitical possibilities that his Castilian 
captain represented, Pere attempted in 1363 and 1366 to profit from Trastámara's 
hatred. Though the first venture was not carried out, it clearly laid out the terms for 
the second which ultimately aided in making Enrique the Castilian king. To assure 
that this expedition had some possibility of success, Pere guaranteed Enrique the 
salaries of 1,000 knights and 1,000 infantry for two months. He allowed the counts 
of Denia and Foix to pledge another 1,000 horse and 2,000 foot to the adventure. 
If Trastámara proved successful, the Aragonese king expected to be repaid with a 
“perpetual grant” of the realm of Murcia and a long list of Castilian frontier towns. 
Trastámara also promised to return to his lord all of the Aragonese and Valencian 
towns Pedro had captured. These transfers were to be only the first step towards 
“a confederation of love” symbolized by the marriage of Trastámara's son, Juan, 
to Pere's daughter, Leonore. These new peaceful relations would be reinforced by 
Enrique's promise of non-aggression against the Crown of Aragon if he gained the 
Castilian crown.107
Though the men who “loved and followed” Trastámara from their Castilian 
homeland into the Crown of Aragon served their new master “for a wage,” the 
count himself was amply rewarded with lands and titles.108 Ironically, many of these 
holdings had belonged to Pere's own hated half-brother, Prince Ferran, marquis of 
Tortosa, who had first taken refuge in the Castilian court in 1348.109 The core of this 
land transfer was, quite naturally, a number of Catalan, Aragonese and Valencian 
towns.110 Trastámara held these sites “in pure and mixed ownership and with every 
jurisdiction high and low,” controlling all the Christians, Jews, and Saracens who 
lived there and who had rendered homage and fealty to him.111 Though Castilians, 
the count and his retainers were bound to observe all the “fueros, privileges, usages, 
ordinances...[and] constitutions” of their new lands. In exchange for his new landed 
status in the Crown of Aragon, the count had to lead his war band against persons 
of any “estate or rank” the Aragonese king commanded him to. His Castilian troops 
106. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1383, f. 179v-180; Cabezuelo, José Vicente. La Guerra de los dos 
Pedros...: 71-76. In this first battle at Nájera (Araviana), the master of Calatrava, several great nobles, and 
150 Castilian knights were killed.
107. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 66v, 70; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime 
II...: II, 531-533, 541-545 (docs. nº 233,169, 237,181); Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: 
IV, 457; IX: xliv. Pere and Enrique engaged in several marriage arrangements between 1366 and 1369 
which attempted to tie the Castilian princess, Juana, to the Castilian nobleman, Felipe de Castro, as well 
as Trastámara's son, Juan, to Pere's daughter, Leonore. In the first, Enrique attempted to use one or 
more of his holdings in the Crown of Aragon for his daughter's dowry, but in the second demanded the 
princely sum of 200,000 florins. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 62r-62v, 68v-69. 
108. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: II, 510; VI: 8.
109. O’Callaghan, Joseph F. A History of Medieval Spain...: 410-411.
110. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia ...: II, 510; VI: 8. In Catalonia, Enrique held Montblanch, Tarraga, and 
Vilagrasa; in Aragon, Tamarite de Litera, Ricla, and Epila; and in Valencia, Castellon de Burriana and 
Villareal.
111. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 33.
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could be supplemented with the addition of town troops who were required to 
accept him as feudal lord under the penalty of high or low treason.112
Unlike others of Pere's captains, who might control a good deal of clerical or 
urban property, Trastámara commanded a veritable army of companies that 
stretched across the Crown of Aragon's most exposed realms. To pay these troops 
and compensate them for the damages suffered by their horses on the battlefield, 
the Aragonese king repeatedly affirmed the huge debt he owed his Castilian 
mercenaries and proceeded to slowly pay it off on the installment plan.113 Enrique 
proved extremely adaptable in acquiring this essential financing and in directing it 
to his Castilian troops. Like other urban captains, he could confiscate all customary 
revenues associated with the towns he held in full ownership, but this never proved 
sufficient to fill Trastámara's coffers for more than a few months.114 Pere thus 
occasionally allowed his captain to draw revenues from towns he did not even own 
and to appoint bailiffs in these outposts to collect and transfer these monies back 
to Trastámara headquarters.115 When his Castilian captain was in sore need of seed 
money to finance large expeditions into Pedro's borderlands, Pere permitted him to 
sell off future revenues in the Aragonese, Catalan, and Valencian towns he held or 
even to auction these very sites to the highest bidder.116
Since Trastámara had little time to function as his own paymaster, he increasingly 
relied on Pere and the extraordinary committees of his several parliaments to 
provide intermittent grants for his “good service.”117 To assure that these payments 
were promptly turned over to his principal captain, Pere could command a number 
of his larger towns to send a small party of their prominent citizens to be held as 
hostages by Trastámara until he received money promised him by the parliament.118 
The Aragonese king was not even adverse to speculation in the Mediterranean grain 
market to see that his most important warrior was paid. “Wishing to duly avoid the 
great peril” of making grain deliveries down the Catalan-Valencian litoral into water 
patrolled by Pedro's multi-national fleet, Pere had wheat bought in Majorca and 
then sold by royal agents at Tarragona or Tortosa for a handsome profit. Once the 
112. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 3-5, 7r-7v, 10-16v, 31v; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-
leonesa desde Jaime II...: II, 268-69.
113. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 48; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: 
II, 553-554 (doc. nº 238/186).
114. For the road, bridge, and trade imposts exacted by Spanish towns as lords of their surrounding 
territory, see: García, Luís. Curso de Historia de las Instituciones Españolas...: 606-607; Ladero, Miguel Ángel. 
Fiscalidad y poder real en Castilla (1252-1369). Madrid: Editorial Complutense, 1993: 131-174.
115. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 154, f. 32r-32v.
116. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 40v-42, 49-50v.
117. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1380, f. 170v-171. For the executive committees (diputaciónes) that 
permanently carried out the fiscal responsibilities of the various parliaments of the Crown of Aragon, 
see: Sesma, José Ángel; Armillas, José Antonio. La Diputación de Aragón: El gobierno aragonés del Reino a la 
Communidad Autónoma. Zaragoza: Ediciones Oroel, 1991: 17-23; Ryder, Alan. “The Role of the ‘Catalan 
Corts’ in the later Middle Ages”. The English Historical Review, 351 (1974): 248-251; Myers, Alec Reginald. 
Parliaments and Estates in Europe to 1789. London: Thames and Hudson, 1975: 64-65.
118. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 99v, 104v-105.
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administrative costs were deducted, the remainder would be sent to Trastámara “so 
the said count might help himself.”119 
Despite his many efforts at maintaining Trastámara's companies as a buffer 
against Castilian invasion, Pere soon found that paying one foreign force to resist 
another had mounting political costs. While he insisted for the historical record 
that the count had maintained his holdings in the Crown of Aragon “peacefully 
and without question” until the beginning of the Castilian civil war in 1366, he 
elsewhere admitted that Trastámara had left his service after the peace of Murviedro 
in 1363 and only after the pact had been violated in the same year did he send 
agents to France to bring back his Castilian captain and a hardened company of 
2,000 horse and foot.120
With little intention of becoming yet another mercenary captain in war-ravaged 
France, the count of Trastámara gratefully returned to Pere's service, but did so with 
full knowledge of the limitation it placed on his political and military ambitions. He 
had already experienced first-hand the distrust of the Aragonese and Valencians 
when his companies were stationed to frontier duty.121 Since his companies often 
proved more dangerous than the enemy to the townsmen and villagers they were 
paid to protect, the count found this population, which should have been his natural 
clients, a kind of fifth-column, ever ready to complain to Pere about the behavior of 
his Castilian companies.122 This often-stormy relationship exacerbated the count's 
efforts at having his troops paid and fed. As the years of low-level border war took 
their effect on the municipalities designated as the prime sources of Trastámara's 
main financial support, he increasingly found his urban vassals plagued with a deep 
“weariness... [due to] the unbearable damage from supporting so many troops for 
so long.”123 The realization of how deep this malaise actually was must have dawned 
on the count in 1361 when Pere insisted that he, as an extensive landholder in 
Aragon, contribute to the extraordinary military subsidy voted by the Aragonese 
cortes and thus to effectively pay his own salary.124
Through his entire tenure as Pere's captain, however, Trastámara found one 
problem more serious than all the rest: the reception of aristocrats and townsmen 
119. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 90v-91v, 96. For the trading triangle between Majorca, 
Catalonia, and Valencia, see: Abulafia, David. A Mediterranean Emporium: The Catalan Kingdom of Majorca. 
Cambridge (UK): Cambridge University Press, 1994: 150-164; Abulafia, David. “The Commerce of 
Medieval Majorca, 1150-1450”, Medieval Spain and the Western Mediterranean, Paul E. Chevedden, Donald 
J. Kagay, Paul G. Padilla, Larry J. Simon, eds. Leiden: Brill, 1994: II, 345-378.
120. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: II, 510, 536-537; VI: 8, 30. For the peace of Terrer (1361) and 
Murviedro (1363), see: Ferrer, Maria Teresa. Entre la paz y la guerra. La corona catalano-aragonesa y Castilla 
en la Baja Edad Media. Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 2005: 396-399, 409-
410; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La frontera medieval valenciana...”: 275-277, 285-286; Cabezuelo, José 
Vicente. La Guerra de los dos Pedros...: 77-78, 83-84.
121. As the Aragonese chronicler, Jeronimo Zurita, observed, “it was difficult [for Pere] to maintain 
Castilians on frontier duty since they could not be distinguished from the enemy.” Zurita, Jerónimo. 
Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: IV, 322; IX: ix.
122. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1381, f. 33v-34.
123. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 107.
124. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 173.
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throughout the Crown of Aragon into his command or his lordship over them. 
From the announcement of his appointment as Pere's principal commander in 
March, 1359,125 the king's other captains increasingly refused to serve under the 
count and, over the next year, this slowly flattened the command structure into a 
coterie of military leaders who operated beyond Trastámara's direct command, even 
though the count still retained the office of captain general of Aragon.126 
This development was largely accomplished without violence, but the same 
could not be said of Trastámara's relationship with his urban vassals. In Montblanch 
and his other Catalan holdings, the count's agents were met with such “injurious 
and threatening words of death” that they were afraid even to enter the town 
limits.127 In the Valencian town of Castellon de la Plana, the citizens refused to 
render homage to Trastámara, even when Pere claimed that this action was for 
“the evident necessity and utility of our crown and public good of our lands and... 
realms.”128 Enraged that these townsmen, instead of “tendering a confiding faith” to 
their captain,129 had absolutely refused to accept him as their lord, Pere, known for 
his flights of enraged bombast, promised the disobedient citizens that we will come 
personally to you and... inflict such a state of punishment that for all time it will 
be... an example to others who are disobedient to our commands.130
In reality, however, the king relied on royal agents who were allowed to raise a 
small military force of their own to constrain the rebellious townsmen personally 
and financially. To add even further pressure for the punishment of “this repetition 
of superabundant deceit,” Pere ordered his officials to arrest the ringleaders and 
submit them to the workings of royal justice.131 Few arrests took place, however, 
and most of the rebellious urban centers accepted the count's leadership in a 
perfunctory way. Their violent reactions to their foreign lord, however, scarred the 
relationship, leading Trastámara to view his towns more as centers of economic 
exploitation than of military or political support.132
Despite his stormy relationship with his Aragonese, Catalan, and Valencian towns, 
Trastámara retained his right in them until 1366 when he initially won the Castilian 
125. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1381, f. 205v-207.
126. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1381, f. 226; Registro 1382, f. 61; Registro 1383, f. 16r-16v; Gutiérrez, 
Antonio. “La Contraofensiva aragonesa...”: 158. Pere mentions the command divisions often in 1359 and 
1360, begging his captains “to be obedient to the great men” for “by such disobedience and disorder 
of the lesser men, damages, dangers, and confusion [comes] to the greater men.” He begged them to 
maintain their companies on the frontier “as good and loyal retainers customarily do”and a promised a 
full discussion and settlement of the issues in a way agreeable to all.
127. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 35, 36.
128. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 25v-26; Registro 1543, f. 26v.
129. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 37.
130. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 26r-26v, 36v-37, 38.
131. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 26v, 38v.
132. In some ways, Trastámara's approach to the towns of the Crown of Aragon set the stage for the 
mercedes enriqueñas, the massive grants or urban territory that he made, once he had consolidated the 
Castilian Crown. Valdeón, Julio. Enrique II. Palencia: Diputación Provincial de Palencia-Editorial la 
Olmeda, 1996: 275-276; Valdeón, Julio. “Enrique II, King of Castile”, Medieval Iberia...: 304. 
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Crown, even claiming these urban jurisdictions for several years afterwards. For his 
part, Pere resorted to legal casuistry in transforming the “perpetual” grants made to 
the count in 1357 into conditional donations that would revert back to the Aragonese 
crown if Trastámara himself “arrived at a royal rank.” Since “the then-count and 
now-king” initially accomplished this feat in the spring of 1366, Pere argued that 
the urban grants had reverted back to their “former state” and, as a result, the 
feudal oaths of the town residents to Trastámara were effectively abrogated.133 To 
claim back what was rightfully his, Pere ordered his officials and representatives, 
including Queen Elionor, to take “physical possession” of the towns, expelling all of 
King Enrique's agents in the process.134 Since the new Castilian sovereign had used 
one of these sites as a part of a dowry for his daughter, Juana, the nature of the 
urban grants became the subject of a lawsuit between Pere and Enrique's intended 
son-in-law, Felipe de Castro, but was ultimately settled out of court.135
The shaky bond between Pere and his Castilian captain grew even more 
complicated when Pedro, who had been forced from Castile in the fall of 1366, 
returned with a mercenary army led by Edward, the Black Prince, and soundly 
defeated Enrique at Nájera (April 3, 1367).136 In much the same way as he had 
unilaterally abrogated all the land grants when the count of Trastámara became 
the king of Castile, Pere concluded a truce with his Castilian adversary late in 1367 
without even informing his former captain, who was by then a fugitive in France.137 
When Enrique quickly recovered from his defeat and formed yet another army, 
Pere now looked on him as an invader rather than a paid defender. Taking great 
pains to stop Enrique's march through the Pyrenean passes and across the Ebro into 
Castile because of the letter of the agreement he had made with Pedro,138 Pere's 
efforts proved futile and he was forced to engage in a waiting game for which he 
had not set the rules and could not control. The road to Pedro's death and Enrique's 
ultimate victory at Montiel in 1369 now led away from the Aragonese king who 
could only watch these events from afar.139
133. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 58-60; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime 
II...: II, 555-556 (doc. 240/198).
134. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 60, 64.
135. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 61.
136. Estow, Clara. Pedro the Cruel of Castile...: 233-241; Valdeon, Julio. Enrique II...: 149-160; Castillo, 
Fernando. “Análisis de una batalla: Nájera (1367)”. Cuadernos de Historia de España, 73 (1991): 105-146; 
Fowler, Kenneth. Medieval Mercenaries-volume 1: The Great Companies. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2001: 
199-221; Lerena, Tomás. “La batalla de Nájera (1367)”, La Guerra en la Edad Media. XVII Semana de Estudios 
Medievales. Nájera, del 31 de Julio al 4 de Agosto de 2006, José Ignacio de la Iglesia, ed. Logroño: Instituto de 
Estudios Riojanos, 2007: 345-378; Villalon, Andrew. “Spanish Involvement in the Hundred Years War 
and the Battle of Nájera”, Hundred Years War...: 2-70.
137. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 183v-184.
138. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 184v-185, 186-187, 198.
139. Lopez, Pero. Coronica del rey Pedro...: 195-96 (3rd year, chapter vi); Estow, Clara. Pedro the Cruel of 
Castile...: 257-59; Villalon, Andrew. “Pedro the Cruel...”: 201.
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Unlike his relationship with his other captains, Pere's bond to Enrique de 
Trastámara grew ever more complicated between 1357 and 1369 with the count's 
steady transition in status from royal contender to legitimate king. His relationship 
to his other great captain, Prince Ferran, marquis of Tortosa, was even more 
complicated and contentious. Born in 1329 to the Aragonese king, Alfonso IV 
(Alfons III) (1327-1336) and the Castilian princess, Leonore, Ferran soon proved 
a direct threat to Pere as presumptive heir. The queen and her Castilian advisers 
“devised many... persecutions” for Pere while influencing Alfons to settle on his 
second son a huge inheritance within the kingdom of Valencia.140 Even before the 
Aragonese king's death in 1336, Leonore and her sons, Ferran and Juan, fearing 
Pere's desire for vengeance, fled to the court of her brother, the Castilian king, 
Alfonso XI (1312-1350). According to Pere, this unhappy event greatly damaged the 
Crown of Aragon.141 Leonore's meddling soon brought her a great and implacable 
enemy in the Castilian court itself in the person of her brother's bastard, the count of 
Trastámara.142 Even with their honored and stable base of operations in Castile, the 
widowed queen and her sons remained persistent rivals to the Aragonese sovereign. 
They pushed him to the limit of political persistence by throwing in their lot with a 
broad-based baronial rebellion, the Unión, which swept across Aragon and Valencia 
in 1346-1348.143 Besieged by enemies on all sides, Pere had little option but to mend 
fences with his step-mother and half-brothers. With no male heir of his own at the 
time, Pere was forced by a raucous Valencian Unión to accept Ferran as his successor 
in the Crown of Aragon.144 Even after his first son was born in 1351, he attempted 
to maintain good relations with his Castilian relatives by reaffirming their titles to 
Valencian lands, swearing that he would carry out “neither deceit nor trickery” 
against Leonore or her sons, and allowing them to pass unimpeded between their 
Castilian and Valencian holdings.145 
140. Ferran's claim to these regions were immediately contested by the Valencians themselves who 
refused to accept a Castilian lord and “were not kept in subjection as are the people of Castile”. Chronicle 
of Pere III of Catalonia...: 174-179; I: 43-48; Miron, E. L. The Queens of Aragon: Their Lives and Times. London: 
S. Paul, 1913: 170-176; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 25-26; O’Callaghan, 
Joseph F. A History of Medieval Spain...: 410-11.
141. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: I, 186; I: 54.
142. Estow, Clara. Pedro the Cruel of Castile...: 182; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime 
II...: I, 232.
143. For the Aragonese and Valencian uniones, see: Tasis, Rafael. Les Unions de nobles i el Rey del punyalet. 
Barcelona: Rafael Dalmau Editors, 1960; Snneidman, Jerome Lee. The Rise of the Aragonese-Catalan Empire, 
1200-1350. New York: New York University Press, 1970: II, 486-503. 
144. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: I, 206-211; II, 26-28; Estow, Clara. Pedro the Cruel...: 182.
145. Pere claimed that “as nothing had been taken from the prince [Ferran] there was nothing to return 
to him.” ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1532, f. 47; Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: I, 211; II, 29; Masiá, 
Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 233 (doc. nº 194); II, 362 (doc. nº 194); II, 369-383 
(doc. nº 199/7). 
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In spite of this temporary thawing in relations, Ferran stood with his Castilian 
cousin and against his Aragonese half-brother when war loomed in 1356. Bringing 
a large company of horse and foot into southern Valencia in early fall, he soon 
failed in attracting to his cause former allies from the kingdom's Unión and, after 
less than a year in Pedro's service, lost the crucial port city of Alicante.146 Fearing the 
vicious and unpredictable temper of his cousin that would eventually claim the lives 
of his mother and brother and following a general trend of defection among the 
Castilian barony within the first year of the war,147 Ferran, despite Pere's repeated 
proclamations of his relative's manifest treason during the war's first year, took the 
road of reconciliation with Aragon before 1357 ended.148 After secret negotiations 
with Pere's trusted adviser, Bernat de Cabrera, in the late fall of 1357, Ferran came 
before the Aragonese king at Xativa early in 1358 “as one who wished to serve... 
[him] in everything.”149 The agreement they concluded, however, was hardly one-
sided. In exchange for formally making peace with certain of his enemies among 
the Aragonese barony, including the counts of Trastámara and Luna, Ferran was 
made governor-general of Valencia and formally received title to cities and castles 
that had been taken from his family at the start of the Castilian war.150 
During his first years in Aragonese service, Ferran had little opportunity for 
offensive operations, and in the few raids he was involved in —forays against Murcia 
and Cartagena in the summer of 1358 and against southern Valencian castles in 
the next year—, he showed himself to be an extremely cautious soldier.151 Indeed, 
much of his career as an administrator/captain was marked by the frustration and 
envy that led to his ultimate break with his half-brother. From the great number of 
royal communiques that came to him, the prince must have seen Pere as a micro-
manager who seemed at least as interested in the types of battle banners his soldiers 
carried and in the responsibility his commanders had in providing salaries for 
isolated ancillary units as he did in laying out a general strategy to defeat Pedro.152 
146. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 889, f. 154v-155; Registro 1148, f. 124v; Epistolari de Pere III, Ramon 
Gubern, ed. Barcelona: Editorial Barcino, 1955: 129-132 (doc. nº 118); Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la 
Corona de Aragón...: IV, 310; IX: vi; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 255.
147. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: II, 493-495; VI: 2; Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: 
IV, 318-320; IX: viii. For Pedro's mental disorders, see: Estow, Clara. Pedro the Cruel of Castile...; Moya, 
Gonzalo. Don Pedro el Cruel. Biología, política y tradición literaria en la figura de Pedro I de Castilla. Madrid: 
Ediciones Júcar, 1974.
148. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1532, f. 54v-55, 56-58.
149. Pere III of Catalonia. Chronique...: II, 517; VI: 17; Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: 
IV, 342-343; IX: xiv; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 270-271.
150. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1532, f. 60-63; Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: IV, 
344-346; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 271-272; Sitges, Joan Bautista. Las 
mujeres del rey Don Pedro I de Castilla. Madrid: Est. Tipolitográfico “sucesores de Rivadeneyra”, 1910: 108-
109.
151. ACA. Cancillería real. Cartas Reales [Pedro IV], nº. 5744; Registro 1171, f. 42r-42v.
152. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1162, f. 136; Registro 1382, f. 95v-96; Documents històrichs catalans del 
sigle XIV: Colecció de cartas familiars corresponents als regnats de Pere del Punyalet y Johan I, ed. José Coroleu. 
Barcelona: Imprempta La Renaixensa, 1889: 63.
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With the great number of vassals Ferran possessed in both Aragon and Valencia, 
he spent much of his time in seeing that his retainers/soldiers were paid a promised 
daily wage.153 In this drive for monetary compensation, his relationship with the 
towns he held under direct jurisdiction became severely strained. As he brusquely 
asked sites such as Orihuela to increase their funding, the city fathers just as 
persistently complained that they were unable to do so because of the devastating 
effect of persistent, Castilian raiding on their shattered economy.154 When these 
same town officials asked the Crown for the disbursement of war funds to their 
own citizens who had served alongside Ferran's troops, the prince seemed ready 
to break his ties to all southern Valencian towns.155 The end-result of this petulant 
policy was Pere's increasing lack of confidence in his half-brother as a defender who 
disdained defensive operations and as a frontier commander with suspiciously close 
ties to many Castilian baronial families.156 Ferran's arrogant lack of subservience 
to the Aragonese crown quickly led the prince to sue Pere to regain some of the 
Valencian properties once held by his deceased brother, Juan. The litigation was 
unsuccessful, but Ferran did manage to severely weaken his tenuous personal and 
military relationship with his half-brother.157
Despite these very open differences, Pere never missed an opportunity to 
use Ferran as a pawn against the Castilian king. Throughout 1360 and 1361, he 
urged his sibling to mount an “invasion” (entrada) into Castilian territory.158 Pere 
apparently had some confidence that Ferran, who was extremely popular with 
the Castilian émigrés in the Crown of Aragon,159 could either hold Pedro at bay 
or seriously challenge him for his throne. Ever ready to expand his own realms 
through the efforts of others, Pere solidified his relationship with Ferran, who, like 
Enrique de Trastámara, might rapidly transform himself from a captain of defense 
to a foreign conqueror. On January 31, 1361, Pere, displaying little confidence in 
the negotiations that would ultimately lead to a peace instrument he concluded at 
Terrer with Pedro in May 14, 1361,160 met with the prince before a distinguished 
assembly of clerics and magnates at Barcelona to arrange supposedly secret accords 
that would led to the long hoped-for downfall of his Castilian adversary. To bring 
about this event, Pere guaranteed Ferran the salary of 2,500 horsemen and 500 
crossbowmen for the next three months and that of 500 knights for the month of 
153. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 121r-121v.
154. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1181, f. 32r-32v.
155. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1158, f. 104; Registro 1180, f. 59r-59v.
156. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 982, f. 1210; Registro 1173, f. 55, 65v; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación 
castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 279.
157. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1161, f. 42r-42v; Registro 1547, f. 7v-10v, 30-32v, 59v-61.
158. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 131, 136v, 174v. Pere himself had already led small raids into 
Castile in 1358 and 1359, but had quickly broken off the forays “because of the scarcity of victuals” and 
since he encountered “no [enemy] force” on this bleak frontier. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: II, 521; 
VI: 21; Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: IV, 366; IX: xx. 
159. Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: IV, 468-69; IX: xlvii.
160. Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: IV, 432-433; IX: xxxviii.
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May if a mopping-up operation proved necessary. With this moderately-sized army 
by the standards of the War of the Two Pedros, Ferran was expected to militarily 
challenge his cousin, Pedro, in the Castilian heartlands. If the prince was successful 
in winning the Castilian crown, Pere expected to reap a handsome dividend from 
his investment by having transferred to his control the entire kingdom of Murcia 
and sixteen Castilian border towns “with all their castles, hamlets, kingdoms, and 
appurtenances.”161 More importantly for the future of his dynasty, the Aragonese 
king arranged for a marriage agreement between his heirs and those of Ferran. If 
the prince had no male descendants, his daughter would be married to one of Pere's 
legitimate successors, thus effectively uniting Castile and the Crown of Aragon 
under an Aragonese ruler.162
As soon as Ferran began to carry out these grandiose plans in the spring of 1362, 
Pere's devious nature interceded. Writing his half brother on March 28, 1362, he 
sternly instructed him to return lands he had recently won from the city of Murcia, 
saying that his unwarranted action caused great “offense” to the sovereigns of both 
Castile and Aragon.163 The secret agreement between Ferran and Pere had apparently 
been trumped by the Aragonese king's public agenda of maintaining the flagging 
peace of Terrer. The shifting nature of their relationship now entered a particularly 
dangerous phase that once more pitted the half-brothers not as lukewarm allies but 
as serious rivals. 
As 1362 passed into 1363, Pere's relationship with his sibling/captain grew 
steadily worse and was complicated by the king's desire to maintain Trastámara's 
good will and to force Pedro back to peace negotiations. During the late summer of 
1362, the Aragonese king utterly lost confidence in the prince who failed to react 
against a large Castilian offensive that quickly led to the capture of Calatayud on 
August 29.164 Following a pattern well-established during his Aragonese service, 
Ferran largely ignored his half-brother's calls for help and allowed his southern 
Valencian towns and fortresses to remain under-manned and poorly supplied.165
Even beyond Ferran's appearance of official “disservice,” Pere was faced with 
the far more serious problem of preventing the rivalry of his foreign captains 
from devolving into a civil war in its own right. The count of Trastámara grew 
increasingly alarmed as more and more of the Castilians in Aragonese service threw 
161. ACA. Cancillería real. Pergaminos de Pedro IV, nº. 2260; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde 
Jaime II...: I, 282-283, 291; II, 495-497 (doc. nº 224); Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: 
IV, 407-408; IX: xxxi. The towns menationed were: Requena, Moya, Cañete, Cuenca, Farizia, Salmerón, 
Valdeolivas, Alcocer, Escamiella, Beteta, Molina, Medinacelia, Almazán, Berlanga, Soria, Gomara, and 
Agreda. 
162. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1293, f. 77v-78v; Sitges, Joan Bautista. Las Mujeres del rey don Pedro...: 
110-114.
163. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1394; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: II, 
499-500 (doc. nº 226).
164. Gutiérrez, Antonio. “Las fortalezas aragonesas ante la gran ofensiva castellana en la guerra de los Dos 
Pedros”. Cuadernos de Historia Jerónimo Zurita, 12-13 (1961): 9-15; Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de 
Aragón...: IV, 445-448; IX: xlii.
165. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1181, f. 73v-74.
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in their lot with the prince as their natural lord. When his own brothers, Sancho 
and Tello, followed suit and transferred their allegiance to Ferran, the count forced 
his Aragonese master to chose which of his captains possessed superior authority.166 
Consistent with his dissembling way of politics, the Aragonese king gave no public 
indication of this change in official direction. The troubled stalemate was forced to a 
head when Castilian and Aragonese negotiators concluded yet another peace treaty, 
this time at Murviedro on July 2, 1363.167 Seeing little future for himself in the 
Crown of Aragon, Ferran asked his half-brother for permission to take his Castilian 
companies across the Pyrenees where mercenary service had entered a growth 
spurt after the treaty of Bretigny in 1360.168 Before he could escape the cockpit of 
Aragonese politics, however, Pedro threatened to reject the Murviedro pact unless 
Pere killed all the Castilians in his service.169 Though Pedro was clearly referring 
to his own hated half-brother, Enrique de Trastámara, the military instability his 
actions caused would soon cost Ferran his life.
Though Pere spent much of the spring and summer of 1363 in defending the 
capital of Valencia, the treaty of Murviedro provided the king with a temporary 
respite from military concerns. Taking some rest in Burriana, the king moved his 
pared-down court to Castellon de la Plana on July 10. He dined with his half-
brother on the following Sunday (July 16) and then, influenced by his counselors, 
Trastámara and Bernat de Cabrera, concluded that it was too dangerous to allow 
Ferran to remain in or leave Aragonese service. Considering the prince guilty of 
treason and dereliction of duty, Pere ordered him arrested. Accompanied by a 
sizeable body of Trastámara's and Cabrera's retainers, the arresting officer soon 
found that the prince ready “to die rather than to be a prisoner.” Drawing their 
swords, Ferran and his followers held off the king's men and killed at least one of 
them. Eventually, however, royal numbers won out and the prince and his principal 
lieutenants were hacked to death, though several of his younger retainers escaped 
through a window.170
While the prime mover in Ferran's death was clearly his fellow captain and rival, 
Enrique de Trastámara, Pere also had blood on his hands, but this hardly slowed 
his drive to profit from the situation.171 On the very day of Ferran's death (July 16, 
1363), the king began the process of reclaiming the towns and fortresses formerly 
held by the prince. Informing the urban officials and castellans of these sites that 
Ferran, a proven traitor who had driven the king “to the point of losing his crown 
166. Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: IV, 469; IX: xlvii; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-
leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 311-312.
167. López, Pero. Coronica del rey Pedro...: 136-37 (14th year, chapter 5); Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona 
de Aragón...: IV, 464-467; IX: xlvi.
168. Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 312.
169. López, Pero. Coronica del rey Pedro...: 137 (14th year, chapter 5).
170. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: II, 537-541; VI: 34-36; López, Pero. Coronica del rey Pedro...: 137-138 
(14th year, chapter 6); Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: IV, 473; IX: xlvii.
171. Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona de Aragón...: IV, 472-473; IX: xlvii; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación 
castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 313.
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and realm,” was now dead, Pere instructed these officials to turn over control of the 
sites to royal officials who would duly reclaim them for the crown.172 Even with the 
fiat accompli of Ferran's death, the prince's former vassals retained their allegiance 
to his wife, Princess Maria of Portugal, (who was rumored to be pregnant with his 
child), and did not formally renew feudal tied to the king for over a year.173
While Ferran's death proved a victory of sorts for his half-brother, it displayed 
the many weaknesses of Enrique de Trastámara as Pere's principal foreign captain. 
Though bolstered by renewed feudal pact of February, 1364 in which the king swore 
to protect the count as a lord “must defend his good subject and natural vassal,”174 
Trastámara had lost the backing of his brothers and many other Castilian émigrés.175 
A crown was in Enrique's future, but it would hardly be gained with the support of 
his old retainers, but rather from the skill of foreign mercenaries. For Pere, Ferran's 
death was scarcely the sorrowful loss of “a brother of our own blood from the 
same father,”176 but instead the elimination of a serious rival for royal power and a 
definitive step towards military and political survival.177 
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Unlike the reconquest campaigns Jaume I (1214-1276) conducted against 
Majorca (1229-1232) and Valencia (1234-1238) that often brought together up to 
15,000 troops in the field for long periods and featured war councils that aided but 
often frustrated the king in formulating long-range strategy,178 Pere III's ten-year-
long war against Castile was largely an asymetrical conflict fought by extremely 
172. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1188, f. 40; Registro 1189, f. 206v, 215; Registro 1190, f. 428, 429v, 
430, 434.
173. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 911, f. 22r-22v; Registro 1190, f. 428v; Registro 1197, f. 1394v; 
Registro 1199, f. 503v.
174. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1543, f. 42-47v; Masiá, Ángeles. Relacón castellano-leonesa desde Jaime 
II...: II, 501-509.
175. López, Pero. Coronica del rey Pedro...: 138 (14th year, chapter 7); Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la Corona 
de Aragón...: IV, 503; IX: liv.
176. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1190, f. 434.
177. Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa desde Jaime II...: I, 312-313.
178. For army sizes in the Balearic and Valencian campaigns, see: Santamaria, Álvaro. “La expansion 
politíco-militar de la Corona de Aragón bajo la dirección de Jaime I: Baleares”, Jaime I y su época. X 
Congreso de Historia de la Corona de Aragón. Zaragoza: Institución Fernando el Católico, 1979: 93-146, 
especially 122-123; Kagay, Donald J. “Army Mobilization, Royal Administration, and the Realm in 
the Thirteenth-Century Crown of Aragon”, Iberia and the Mediterranean World of the Middle Ages, Paul 
E. Cheveden, Donald J. Kagay, Paul G. Padilla, Larry J. Simon, eds. Leiden: Brill, 1995-1996: I, 105; 
Rogers, Clifford J. Soldiers’ Lives through History: The Middle Ages. Westport: Greenwood, 2007: 48-49. For 
the Conqueror's war councils during the Majorcan and Valencian campaigns, see: The Book of Deeds of 
James I of Aragon...: 85-86, 163-166, 171, 179, 187, 204-206, 218-219 (chapters 166-170, 180, 194, 206, 
233, 237, 261-262); Kagay, Donald J. “Jaime I of Aragon: Child and Master of the Spanish Reconquest”. 
Journal of Medieval Military History, 8 (2010): 99-100. 
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small parties of horse and foot around the castles that dominated the Crown of 
Aragon's eastern and southernfrontiers.179 Although depending on the advise of his 
uncles, Count Ramon Berenguer of Ampurias and Count Pere of Ribagorza during 
most of the Castilian war,180 the Aragonese king seldom relied on councils of his 
army leaders, but rather as an absentee manager conducted a system of defense that 
utilized officials of all types to inform, direct, and even discipline aristocratic, urban, 
clerical, and foreign captains who held the exposed frontiers. Within the third year 
of the conflict, the parliaments of Aragon, Catalonia, and Valencia also assumed 
fiscal, logistical, and organizational functions which made them and their executive 
committees (diputaciones, generalitats) into a kind of a “shadow government” that 
vied with the crown to assume military responsibilities.181 Pere heavily relied on 
his own officials and those of the parliaments to pass orders to captains and bring 
communiques back to their royal master.182 Occasionally, these agents were called 
upon to make public announcements concerning the war to an entire community.183 
When the king's captains or subjects chose to ignore his commands, Pere used his 
magistrates to both cajole them by threatening to distrain their property and tempt 
them by offering fiscal or judicial inducements.184
Since most of the Castilian conflict was fought over the possession of frontier 
castles, royal officials proved invaluable in seeing that captains, town councils and 
military orders carried out royal directives to repair castles or town fortifications.185 
They were also ordered to co-ordinate the supplying of such outposts with “food, 
firewood, weapons, stone shot, ... hemp, pitch, lime, and tallow.”186 This often 
required the expropriation of crops or manufactured goods and the confiscation 
of ships or mule trains to transport such supplies to the war zone.187 Along with 
179. Kagay, Donald J. “Defending the Western and Southern Frontier...”: 77-107.
180. Chronicle of Pere III of Catalonia...: I, 16-17.
181. Kagay, Donald J. “The Societal and Institutional Cost of Territorial Defense in Late-Medieval Catalonia”. 
Journal of the Georgia Association of Historians, 25 (2004): 38-39; Kagay. Donald J. “A Government Besieged 
by Conflict: The Parliament of Monzón as Military Financier”, Hundred Years War...: 134-140.
182. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1136, f. 120v; Registro 1180, f. 79v; Registro 1384, f. 74v; Registro 
1387, f. 10v, 36v-38, 60v-61, 123, 189; The Book of Deeds of James I of Aragon...: 424 (doc. nº 559); Ainaga, 
María Teresa. “El fogaje aragonés de 1362: Aportación a la demografía de Zaragoza en el siglo XIV”. 
Aragón en la Edad Media, 8 (1989): 36.
183. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1380, f. 159r-159v. One example of such announcements is 
sufficient: 
“Here ye, now that the Lord King makes known to every knight, son of a knight, high-born person, 
honored townsman, villager, and others who customarily serve with a horse and weapons...that since 
the king of Castile has come into the frontiers of Aragon..., the [Aragonese] king wishes to engage in 
combat with him”.
184. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1380, f. 27, 153; Registro 1381, f. 185; Registro 1382, f. 153-154; 
Registro 1383, f. 216v-217; Registro 1387, f. 25, 40v-41, 54v-56,62r-v,73r-v, 80v-81, 116v-117. 
185. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 107r-107v; Registro 1387, f. 83, 87r-v; 161v-162, 163v-164; 
Kagay, Donald J. “A Shattered Circle: eastern...”: 128-129.
186. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1174, f. 55v; Registro 1380, f. 81v; Registro 1387, f. 35v; Epistolari de 
Pere III...: I, 167-168 (doc. nº 25); Kagay, Donald J. “A Shattered Circle: eastern...”: 124.
187. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 165v; Registro 1387, f. 69r-69v, 143v-144, 146v.
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their counterparts in the parliamentary executive committees, royal officials were 
essential in the collection of funds needed for extending campaigning. The principal 
form of these extraordinary subsidies was the “household tax’ (fogatge, fogaje) that 
was exacted on every hearth (foch) of the cities, towns, villages, and hamlets in 
the realm in which these imposts were collected.188 Parliamentary agents were 
normally in charge of gathering this money and transporting it to the front, but 
could never consider their task complete without an audit of their accounts by 
one of the king's treasury officials.189 Such functionaries were also essential for 
the smooth management of fiscal operations at the front by verifying “muster 
lists” (mostras), issuing “pay vouchers” (alberani, albaras), “letters of credit (cartas 
de creença), “receipts” (apochas), and “estimates of money needed” (estimes), and 
keeping a special account (compte) for each commander.190 Beyond their service to 
the war effort, Pere's functionaries, acting “in his stead,” routinely operated within 
the purview of their offices to settle disputes between captains, and to give them 
advice about terrain that was often based on first-hand intelligence.191 They were 
also called on to act as arbiters between captains and the governments of the towns 
and villages in which they were stationed.192 These two groups, though ostensibly 
natural constituents because of their complementary roles in the war, often viewed 
each other with as much distrust as they did the Castilian enemy.193 To maintain the 
fragile peace in such settlements while fighting an external war, royal officials had 
to support the rights of frontier commanders to act as judges except in those cases 
in which the garrison had engaged in violent exchanges with townsmen. When this 
occurred, they stepped in and issued verdicts that bound both sides.194
The thorniest problems faced by Pere's magistrate's during the long conflict had 
less to do with their relationship to the royal captains and more with their general 
duty to safeguard the Crown of Aragon's rugged and ill-defined borders. Since a 
large Castilian population had entered Aragon and Valencia during the war either 
to escape Pedro's cruelty or to seek fresh opportunity in Pere's lands, the Aragonese 
king feared they might serve as a “fifth column” for their former royal overlord. To 
prevent this, Pere had his men maintain constant surveillance on Castilians in the 
Crown of Aragon and, after 1366, ordered them moved away from the border.195 
188. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1382, f. 146; Registro 1387, f. 10, 166.
189. Kagay, Donald J. “A Government Besieged by Conflict...”: 138.
190. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1381, f. 123r-123v, 192; Registro 1382, f. 180v-181; Registro 1383, 
f. 221v-222v; Kagay, Donald J. “A Government Besieged by Conflict...”: 138.
191. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 26, 132r-132v.
192. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1380, f. 111.
193. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1379, f. 117.
194. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1379, f. 123r-123v.
195. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 135, 144v. Pere, ever suspicious that Pedro's great victories 
were caused by the treason and collaboration of his own people, dealt with the problem by moving 
suspected populations away from exposed frontiers. After the fall of the Aragonese city of Tarazona in 
1357, the king, certain that the city had surrendered because of “the great treason and wickedness” of 
its citizens, would tolerate the presence of the Tarazona survivors on the Aragonese frontier any longer, 
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Between 1366 and 1369 when Pedro and Enrique were involved in a bloody 
struggle for the Castilian throne, Aragonese officials had to protect the exposed 
frontiers against both the army Enrique brought together in France after his defeat 
at Nájera196 and the “free companies” under the command of the Black Prince and 
Bertran de Guesclin that began to stream over the Pyrenees seeking employment in 
the Castilian civil war.197
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The ten years of sometimes low-level, sometimes desperate border fighting 
associated with the War of the Two Pedros had truly accelerated the transformation 
of the Crown of Aragon into a set of nation-states.198 The success of Pere's parliaments 
and their executive committees in paying for, recruiting, and deploying troops 
in an effort parallel to that of the royal administration represented, at least for a 
time, a virtual “governmental duality.”199 One modern historian has characterized 
Pere's day-to-day political and military adaptation simply to survive the constant 
Castilian pressure on his borders as a loss of “initiative in policy and finance to his 
great assemblies.”200 This same era of weakened royal power and the parliaments’ 
simultaneous discovery of their permanent voices has led another scholar to 
describe the years of the Castilian war as the natal period for the birth of “a new 
representative State [in the Crown of Aragon] before [the development of] the 
monarchical State.”201
These assessments have some validity in a narrow sense, but they overlook 
the broader defensive structure that Pere developed in the long frontier duel 
with Pedro I. The asymmetrical union of captains and administrators, which had 
eventually prevented the Castilian capture of great swaths of Aragon and Valencia, 
also safeguarded the exposed Pyrenean borderlands of Catalonia, Cerdanya, and 
Ribagorza from the English and French mercenary bands who came south seeking 
martial opportunity after 1360. The amalgam of feudal, national emergency, and 
mercenary troops that Pere threw into the fray, however, can hardly be called a 
moving them to the Catalan city of Manresa where they stayed for the rest of the war. ACA. Cancillería 
real. Registro 1149, f. 96v; Epistolari de Pere III...: 155-158 (doc. nº 21).
196. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 122, 125v, 129, 131; Registro 1543, f. 69v.
197. ACA. Cancillería real. Registro 1387, f. 126v, 150v, 172-173; Masiá, Ángeles. Relación castellano-leonesa 
desde Jaime II...: II, 554-555 (doc. 239/190).
198. Kagay, Donald J. “Defending the Western and Southern...”: 90-91.
199. Bisson, Thomas N. “Statebuilding in the Medieval Crown of Aragon”, El poder real en la Corona de 
Aragón. XV Congreso de Historia de la Corona de Aragón (Siglos XIV-XVI). Zaragoza: Institución Fernando el 
Católico, 1993: I, 157-158.
200. Bisson, Thomas N. The Medieval Crown of Aragon: A Short History. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1986: 118.
201. González, Luis. “Sobre ‘Poder y Sociedad’”, El poder real en la Corona de Aragón...: I, 309. 
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centralized army such as those developing in the early modern period.202 The diffuse 
military force (or rather set of forces) that emerged under Pere's direction during 
the Castilian war was perfectly fitted to the defense of realms that were themselves 
imperfect and evolving compromises between a small but forward-looking royal 
center and a jealously-conservative aristocratic and feudal periphery. Companies of 
horse and foot serving under specially-appointed commanders became the standard 
of Iberian military organization for the next century. It was utilized in a fully urban 
setting when Barcelona defended itself with a complex arrangement of neighborhood 
captains and militias during the invasion of the French count of Armagnac in 1389203 
and even constituted a prime aspect of Catholic Kings’ epic war against Granada 
(1481-1492). The tension between the personal regime of such great captains as 
Gonzalo de Córdoba and Hernando Cortes and the royal government that paid 
them204 pointed in microcosm to the decentralized and centralized control which 
characterized the new Iberian state that flowered under Ferdinand and Isabela as “a 
reorganized and re-articulated medieval society.”205 
202. Hale, John Rigby. War and Society in Renaissance Europe, 1450-1620. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1985: 46-74; McNeill, William H. The Pursuit of Power: Technology, Armed Force, and Society 
since A.D. 1000. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982: 125-143.
203. Marsá, Francisco. Onomàstica Barcelonina del Segle XIV. Barcelona: Edicions de la Universitat de 
Barcelona, 1976; Ferrer, Maria Teresa. “La organización militar en Cataluña...”: 189.
204. Stewart, Paul. “The Soldier, the Bureaucrat, and Fiscal Records in the Army of Ferdinand and 
Isabela”. The Hispanic American Historical Review, 49 (1969): 288-292.
205. Elliott, John Huxtable. Spain and its World, 1500-1700. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989: 28.
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abstract
This study analyses the chapters on the journey of the emperor Charles IV to Paris 
(1377-1378), which are part of the Grandes Chroniques de France. It follows the critical 
insights offered by Heinz Thomas, Françoise Autrand and Anne D. Hedeman, putting 
forward specific objectives of this source. The approach regarding these chapters as a 
“protocol fiction” and a highly political document emphasizing the grandeur of France 
against the Holy roman Empire, makes possible to distinguish the perspective of the 
Emperor from that of the French Court, to reconstruct Charles's attitude to some 
specific events (i.e. his entry to Paris, festivities of the Epiphany, oaths of allegiance) 
and to establish a more equilibrated image of the Emperor's visit to France.1
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The visit of Holy Roman Emperor Charles IV to France in 1377 and 1378 has been 
the subject of frequent research in French, German, Czech and other historiographies. 
The studies always involve new analyses of the corresponding chapters of the 
Grandes Chroniques de France of Charles V also known as the Chronicles of the Reigns 
of John II and Charles V (Chronique des règnes de Jean II et Charles V). They serve as the 
principal source of data for this event.2 Though it sounds unusual, the chroniclers of 
Emperor Charles IV neglected to report on this event. Thus, only the official French 
version of the Emperor's visit, as well as several other brief descriptions and notes, 
are available at present. Although the narration of the Grandes Chroniques follows 
the Emperor's figure, its principal and real subject is France. Based on the current 
sources available, the following text delves into the possibility of describing the 
visit from the Holy Roman Emperor's point of view. This paper likewise focuses on 
several real-life situations, which have not been thus far considered or explained in 
a satisfactory manner.
The present analysis is inspired by interpretation alternatives sourced in the texts 
of Anne Hedeman, Françoise Autrand and Heinz Thomas concerning the Grandes 
Chroniques.3 Their observations indicate that a detailed depiction of the Emperor's 
visit to France is not what it seems to be; i.e. an exhaustive delineation how the 
Emperor's visit to Paris actually proceeded. They doubt the course of the event as 
reported in the Grandes Chroniques. The interpretation issue of the Grandes Chroniques 
resides in their pragmatics and subjectivity. However, both the Paris court and its 
guests had had their own ideas of how the Emperor's stay should proceed, as implied 
by the confrontation concerning the Christmas celebration held in accordance with 
the imperial traditions as depicted in the Grandes Chroniques. Emperor Charles IV 
had to withdraw his intention to celebrate Christmas in Paris and instead organized 
a Christmas ceremony in Cambrai on the territory of the Holy Roman Empire.4 
For in France, rex imperator in regno suo —the king was Emperor within its own 
kingdom. He was the only one entitled to demonstrate his sovereignty in public 
such as certain liturgical ceremonies, the riding of a white horse, the pealing of bells, 
etc.5 Yet the French and imperial conceptions of the ceremonies collided during 
the crucial moments of the Emperor's visit and it is these moments of conflict and 
rivalry which are worth paying more attention to.
2. Chronique des règnes de Jean II et de Charles V, ed. Roland Delachenal. Paris: Librairie Renouard, 1910-
1920: II, 193-277.
3. Hedman, Anne Dawson. “Valois legitimacy: Editorial changes in Charles Vs Grandes Chroniques 
de France”, Art Bulletin 66 (1984): 97-117; Autrand, Françoise. “Mémoire et cérémonial: la visite de 
l’empereur Charles IV à Paris en 1378 d’après les ‘Grandes Chroniques de France’ et Christine de Pizan”, 
Une femme de Lettres au Moyen Age. Etudes autour de Christine de Pizan, Liliane Dulac, Bernard Ribémont, eds. 
Orleans: Paradigme, 1995: 91-103; Autrand, Françoise. Charles V. Paris: Fayard, 1994: 779-805; Heinz, 
Thomas. “Ein Zeitgenossisches Memorandum zum Staatsbesuch Kaiser Karls IV in Paris”, Zwischen Saar 
und Mosel: Festschrift für Hans-Walter Herrmann zum 65 Geburtstag, Wolfgang Haubrichs, Wolfgang Laufer, 
Reinhard Schneider, eds. Saarbrücken: Saarbrücker Druckerei und Verlag, 1995: XXIV, 99-119.
4. Chronique des règnes...: II, 197-198.
5. Chronique des règnes...: 199-200; Autrand, Françoise. Charles V...: 787.
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1. The Grandes Chroniques of Charles V: Their nature and objectives
Commissioned by Charles V, the Chronicles of the Reigns of John II and Charles V is 
the official chronicle of the Kingdom of France. They were not a separate work, 
but preserved either as a constituent of the Grandes Chroniques or as a continuation 
of a popular French chronicle by Guillaume de Nangis (+ 1300), chronicler and 
monk of Saint-Denis.6 Similar to the first Grandes Chroniques written by the monk 
Primat and based on the request of King Louis IX, their continuation (initiated by 
Charles V) testified to the legitimacy of the current royal dynasty, i.e. in particular, 
to the succession of the Valois Dynasty. Moreover, they were meant to emphasize 
the grandeur of France over England and the Holy Roman Empire.7 The oldest and 
best preserved version of the Chronicles of the Reigns of John II and Charles V can be 
found in a manuscript of the Grandes Chroniques8 which Charles V ordered to be set 
up in the 1370s. The Delachenal edition was based on this manuscript as well. This 
generously illuminated manuscript (originally two-volumes) contains the amended 
chronicles of Saint-Denis followed by the Chronicles of the Reigns of John II and 
Charles V covering from approximately 1350 to 1379. The manuscript was bound 
for the first time in 1377 (narrating until 1375).9 As proved by Anne Hedeman's 
codicological analysis which focused on replenishing miniatures into the text, the 
revision of the narration proceeded even after the manuscript's completion. The 
revision substituted four sets of illustrated texts for pages containing new text and 
illustrations, with the primary goal of the amendments being the legitimization 
of the Valois succession. As Anne Hedeman reminds us, the editor of Charles V's 
codex suppressed texts that detracted from this goal, while introducing texts and 
illustrations that also furthered it. (The amendments concerned the life of Philip of 
Valois, a depiction of the king of England's homage to the king of France, Charles 
of Navarre's conspiracy, etc.). Through this editing, the Grandes Chroniques became a 
unique expression of Charles V's political and dynastic concerns.10
All editing was controlled by the kingdom of France through lawyers (legists). 
The chronicle might have been controlled by Pierre d'Orgemont, the legist and loyal 
clerk whose career was linked with Parliament and who became the Chancellor of 
France in 1373.11 The objectives followed by the revision of the chronicle of Saint-
6. The Nangis French Chronicle was originally written as the royal tomb guide for the Basilica of Saint-
Denis. However, further parts describing the period from 1285-1384 were also compiled (Chronique 
française amplifiée de Guillaume de Nangis). Guyot-Bachy, Isabelle; Moeglin, Jean-Marie. “Comment ont 
été continuées les Grandes Chroniques de France dans la première moitié du XIVe siècle”, Bibliothèque de 
l'École des chartes, 163 (2005): 385-433.
7. Tyl-Labory, Gilette. “Chroniques de France (Grandes)”. Dictionnaire des Lettres françaises. Le Moyen Age, 
Paris: A. Fayard, 1992: col. 296-298.
8. BnF, ms. fr., n° 2813.
9. Chronique des règnes...: III, 11.
10. Hedeman, Anne Dawson. “Valois legitimacy: Editorial changes in Charles V's Grandes Chroniques...”: 
97-99, 109. Guyot-Bachy, Isabelle; Moeglin, Jean-Marie. “Comment ont été continuées les Grandes 
Chroniques de France...”: 385-386.
11. Chronique des règnes...: III, 12-15.
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Denis can also be observed in the Chronicles of the Reigns of John II and Charles V: e.g. 
given the relations to the Holy Roman Empire, the chronicle completely omitted 
any homage rendered by the Dauphin Charles to the Emperor at the Imperial Diet 
in Metz on December 25, 1356, on the grounds of possessing the title of Dauphin 
of Vienne.12 The possibility that this omission was inadvertent can be excluded. In 
analyzing the Grandes Chroniques, any incorrect knowledge, mistakes or other false 
information can generally be ruled out. Everything included was conscientiously 
considered and if the chronicle's version differed from the actual course of events, 
this variation was intended for a certain purpose.
2. Protocol and reality
The chronicle's two principal objectives also coalesce in the chapters devoted to 
the Emperor's visit: one of them was to legitimize the Valois Dynasty in terms of 
the king of England, i.e. to defend and fix the official French version of the past; the 
other objective was to establish the protocol and pattern of future relations with the 
Emperor and the Empire.
The manuscript history of the chapters dealing with the Emperor's visit is 
unique: Firstly, it is impossible to ascertain for certain that they were written by the 
same author who wrote the rest of the Chronicles of the Reign of John II and Charles V. 
From our perspective, the author's actual identity is not so important since the 
official supervision of the kingdom minimized the potential personal aspect of the 
authorship.13 There are two versions of the narrative – the full and the abridged 
one. The full version of the visit exists only in the continuation of the Chronicle of 
Guillaume de Nangis (12 manuscripts), the only exception being the aforementioned 
issue of the Grandes Chroniques of Charles V14. The abridged version, which can be 
found in the manuscripts of the Grandes Chroniques, with the exception of Charles V's 
manuscript of the chronicle, describes events up until the ceremonial Three Wise 
Men lunch (January 6, 1378). Nevertheless, it does not cover the theater entremets 
dealing with Godfrey of Bouillon's conquering of Jerusalem as presented at the 
close of the ceremonial lunch. Moreover, some other real-life facts depicting the 
Emperor's visit were summarized in a separate paragraph. This abridged version 
describes the welcome ceremonies on the Emperor's journey from Cambrai to 
Paris, as well as the reception and behaviour of both the Emperor and the king of 
12. Chronique des règnes...: I, 91: Le lundy, quint jour dudit mois de decembre, parti le dit monseigneur le duc de 
Normandie de Paris pour aler à Mès par devers monseigneur Charles de Boesme, empereur de Romme, oncle du dit 
monseigneur le duc, pour parler à luy et avoir son conseil, tant sur le gouvernement du royaume de France et de la 
prise dy Roy, son pere, comme de pluseurs autres choses ...
13. The chronicle is a unique presentation of Charles V's political and dynastic thinking within the period 
before his reign. During Charles V's reign, the chronicle merely summarizes important events in a dry 
manner and lists documents in extenso. Tyl-Labory, Gilette. “Chroniques de France...”: col. 296-298.
14. BnF, ms. fr., no 2813.
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France. It also indicates the seating plans during banquets, describes the interiors 
of buildings, the arrangement of valuable items, decorations, etc. This information 
inspired later courtly protocols in the centuries that followed. Thus, the abridged 
version found its own individual path beyond the chronicle to eventually become a 
separate document.15 As stated by Françoise Autrand, the full version of Charles IV's 
journey to France, meant to function as the French ceremony (cérémonial français), 
was issued by Théodore Godefroi in 1614.16
The relation between the chapters on Charles’ visit and courtly protocol is one 
of the keys to interpreting this source. No protocol for the Emperor's visit existed 
in 1377. It had to be developed especially for this occasion. Françoise Autrand has 
focused her investigations on the wider context of Charles V's reign. She researched 
the self-confidence of the kingdom of France and the expectations of the king of 
France during Charles’ visit. Both the confidence of the kingdom, as well as the 
king's expectations strongly influenced the newly prepared protocol. “There was 
no single detail omitted during the entertainment and protocol events. All actions 
were intentional and deliberate to set a certain image of France and the Crown.”17 
According to F. Autrand, the Grandes Chroniques “fixed the protocol for future.”18 This 
meant that the group of clerks who prepared the Emperor's visit and the group of 
people who compiled the official chronicle had to be nearly identical.19 Presumably, 
the chronicle derived information from some preparatory documents or protocol 
papers developed for the purpose of the Emperor's visit.
Heinz Thomas, the German historiographer, edited the entire document Memoire 
comment l’empereur entra a Paris – On the Emperor's Arrival into Paris – which describes 
the first three days of the Emperor's stay in Paris (covering his departure from Saint-
15. One of the separate short versions from the Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, no 5128, was edited by: Tille, 
Václav. „Francouzský rukopis o cestě císaře Karla IV. Do Francie v létech 1377-1378“. Věstník Královské 
české společnosti náuk, 14 (1899): 1-16 ( Translation: Tille, Václav. “French Manuscript on the Visit of the 
Holy Roman Emperor Charles IV to France in 1377-1378”. Bulletin of the Czech Royal Society of Scholars, 14 
(1899): 1-16 ; Chronique des règnes...: II, 239, note 3; it was also researched by Jaroslav Hrubant: Hrubant, 
Jaroslav. „Pařížské rukopisy o cestě Karla IV. Do Francie a Paříže (1377-1378)“. Časopis musea Království 
českého, 87 (1913): 362-365 (Translation: Hrubant, Jaroslav. “Paris Manuscripts on the Visit of Charles IV. 
to France and Paris (1377-1378)”. Journal of the Museum of the Kingdom of Bohemia, 87 (1913): 362-365, 
here page 365, who came to the following conclusion, “Both manuscripts look like occasional papers: 
the writers who were quite close to both the royal court and the clerical circles did not intend to write a 
history. Rather, they copied the present part of the Chronicle of Saint-Denis in accord with the instructions 
of a highly positioned person who were later interested in the pomp and beauty linked with Charles IV's 
visit to France and in the details on the courtly welcome ceremony held to honor foreign monarch.”
16. Autrand, Françoise. “Mémoire et cérémonial...”: 92, 101; Autrand, Françoise. Charles V...: 780.
17. The ceremony was organized by the Bureau de la Rivière who discussed with the Emperor 
himself the necessity of holding a Christmas liturgy in Cambrai and the arrival of the Emperor in Paris 
(Chronique des règnes...: 208). Schwedler, Gerald. “Prinzipen der Ordnung königlicher Prozessionen im 
späten Mittelalter”, Prozessionen, Wallfahrten, Aufmärsche. Bewegung zwischen Religion und Politik in Europa 
und Asien seit dem Mittelalter, Jörg Gengnagel, Monika Thiel-Horstmann, Gerald Schwedler, eds. Cologne-
Weimar-Vienna: Böhlau, 2008: 122-142, here page 127.
18. Autrand, Françoise. “Mémoire et cérémonial...”: 91-103; Autrand, Françoise. Charles V...: 787, 793.
19. Heinz, Thomas. “Ein Zeitgenossisches Memorandum...”: 99 (doc nº 2): Unbezweifelbar ist, dass der 
Verfasser dieses Teils der Chronik über nicht jedermann verfügbare Unterlagen des Protokolls verfügt haben muss.
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Denis on January 4, 1378 to the Three Kings’ lunch on January 6). This document 
differs significantly from the Grandes Chroniques. At approximately the same time 
as H. Thomas, Martina Lechová issued the second manuscript version of the same 
text. According to H. Thomas, the issue of the originality of one of the copies (either 
A or B) is more a subject of choice than of a scientific assessment.20 In his study, H. 
Thomas compared content differences in narration on the Emperor's arrival in Paris 
on January 4 in the Grandes Chroniques and in the Memoire. He defines the Grandes 
Chroniques’ narrative as “protocol fiction”: even if French protocol was not followed, 
the chronicle still recorded an “ideal” version of the preparatory documents and not 
the genuine events.21 Gerald Schreiber supports Thomas’ proposition by referring 
to narration points which indicate that the chronicler worked on the basis of 
preparatory documents.  The real-life course of events appears as a compromise 
of the negotiations between the French and Imperial parties. The Emperor's 
concessions, both in protocol and in politics, were probably compensated by 
France's concessions. However, the Grandes Chroniques do not address this topic, 
thus preventing concessions from becoming the new precedent.
3. The private and the political
The Grandes Chroniques feature an official political document. Likewise, private and 
personal matters of the French princes —nephews of the Emperor, who adamently 
supported Charles V and his brothers throughout the hard times between 1356 and 
1359— are reduced. According to F. Autrand, the role of the king's brothers and 
brothers-in-law during Charles’ visit was purely a “decorative” one.22 The chronicle 
does not provide personal and private information on French participation. It focuses 
on ceremonial acts of courtoisie and political requirements, which were satisfied 
by the Emperor. On the contrary, the Emperor is depicted in a highly personal 
manner. His principal objective was to meet the royal family and consign his son 
Wenceslas IV to them for safekeeping.23 The Emperor's relations towards the French 
royal family were, in fact, primarily defined from the emotional point of view. Thus 
as a person, Charles IV was observed very closely. The Grandes Chroniques do not 
indicate at all that the Emperor might have proposed any non-private and political 
requirements. The official aspects of the Emperor's reception in France (including 
20. Heinz, Thomas. “Ein Zeitgenossisches Memorandum...”: 115-119; Lechová, Martina. „Zpráva o 
návštěvě Paříže Karlem IV. roku 1378“. Sborník prací Filozofické fakulty brněnské univerzity, C 43 (1996): 
49-59 (Translation: Lechová, Martina. “The Report on Charles IV's visit to Paris in 1378”. Anthology of 
the Brno University's Philosophical Faculty. Studia minora Facultatis philosophicae Universitatis Brunensis, C 43 
(1996): 49-59. This edition contains mistakes.
21. Stefan Weiss observes the protocol and its variations during the Emperor's visit to Avignon. Weiss, 
Stefan. Die Versorgung des päpstlichen Hofes in Avignon mit Lebensmitteln 1316 (1316-1378). Studien zur Sozial- 
und Wirtschaftsgeschichte eines mittelalterlichen Hofes. Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2002: 236-237, 240-241.
22. Autrand, Françoise. Charles V...: 800.
23. Chronique des règnes...: II, 198-199.
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a lack of Christmas liturgy, pealing of bells, royal entry processions and riding a 
black horse, instead of a white one) are strangely mixed with extremely private 
information on the Emperor. The text continuously comments on the Emperor's 
health status, emotional relations (towards the French king and monarchs buried 
at Saint-Denis), and even the Emperor's tears during his meeting with Isabelle of 
Valois.  In this sense, the text appears out of balance. The Emperor's visit indeed 
featured several momentous political acts such as the ceding of power over the 
Kingdom of Arles to the Dauphin Charles, an utterance of unambiguous support 
for France within the Anglo-French conflict, as well as a promise of alliance and 
loyalty pledged by the Holy Roman King Wenceslas IV into the hands of Charles V. 
However the Grandes Chroniques do not indicate any obliging action on the side of 
the French which might have been considered a quid pro quo. The helpfulness of the 
House of Luxembourg towards the French Crown looks like it was quite unlikely in 
forthcoming. Would the sentimental Emperor really sell the Kingdom of Arles for a 
ceremonial lunch?24
Undoubtedly, personal and private emotions were present among the French 
participants as well. In addition, displacement of this information from the chronicles 
probably caused certain interpretation difficulties solved by the historiographers. 
H. Thomas calls attention to the fact that, according to the Memoire, the French 
king's brothers and brothers-in-law, the dukes Philip the Bold, John of Berry, Louis 
of Bourbon, and Robert of Bar, arrived in Saint-Denis on the morning of January 
4, when the Emperor was present. The Grandes Chroniques cover only the preceding 
official reception, the Duke of Bourbon's welcoming the Emperor in Compiègne 
on December 3125, the king's brothers, Philip and John, setting off for Senlis on 
January 1 and the Duke of Bar's welcoming the Emperor on January 2 in Louvres.26 
This reception of the Emperor was most likely based on personal relations. Louis of 
Bourbon, the son of Isabelle of Valois (herself the sister-by-blood of the Emperor's 
first wife Blanka and a friend of the Emperor's sister Bonne) was the closest person 
to the Emperor. Louis visited the Emperor's court several times during the unsettling 
period of 1357-1359.27 The Emperor knew Philip the Bold and John of Berry, the 
sons of his sister, to a lesser extent: in 1356, he met John in Metz and in 1365, both 
brothers greeted him during his journey to Avignon and Arles. The least personal 
in terms of relations was the Emperor's acquaintanceship with Robert of Bar, his 
vassal of the margraviate of Pont-à-Mousson and the husband of Mary of Valois, the 
Emperor's niece.
The Grandes Chroniques do not depict any events after the reception ceremonies. 
They record a dinner organized in Compiègne by Louis of Bourbon. As Charles IV did 
24. German chronicler Dietrich von Nienheim (Compare with Heinz, Thomas. “Ein Zeitgenossisches 
Memorandum...”: 114) was outraged that Charles IV sold the Kingdom of Arles for a ceremionial lunch.
25. Chronique des règnes...: II, 202.
26. Chronique des règnes...: II, 204.
27. See: Fantysová-Matějková, Jana. “Un duc de Bourbon à la cour de l'empereur Charles IV. Note sur 
les relations franco-impériales (1357-1359)”, Universitas scolarium. Mélanges offerts à Jacques Verger par ses 
anciens étudiants, Cédric Giraud, Martin Morard, eds. Genève: Droz 2011: 583-595.
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not feel well, it was only the Emperor's son Wenceslas and the Emperor's company 
who attended the dinner. Thus Louis stayed there until at least the following day. 
We may wonder whether Philip of Burgundy, John of Berry and Robert of Bar 
also had to partake in similarly organized ceremonial dinners. Most likely, they 
needed to however once again, the Grandes Chroniques did not consider it necessary 
to write about these events. According to the accounting records, Philip the Bold 
had a sword lavishly decorated with gems for his cousin Wenceslas IV.28 Charles IV 
had received a similarly precious sword from the Dauphin Charles at the Imperial 
Diet in Metz. The parallel is quite obvious, though we have no information under 
what circumstances the swords were given to the Luxembourg sovereigns.
The Grandes Chroniques mention the presence of the king's brothers (apparently 
of his brothers-in-law, as well) in Saint-Denis on January 3 and add the information 
that the princes set off for Paris that same day.29 The following day on January 4, the 
bourgeois of Paris arrived in Saint-Denis to welcome the Emperor and later to lead 
the Emperor's procession to Paris. According to the Memoire, the four aforementioned 
princes and other patricians set off for the journey to follow the bourgeois. However, 
they returned to Paris when the Emperor had left Saint-Denis.30 They then departed 
from Paris again to welcome the Emperor and become a part of the king's instead of 
royal procession. Apparently, the king's brothers escorted the Emperor throughout 
the entire event, i.e. from the moment they met him for the first time. However, 
the procession became too large once Robert of Bar was received in Louvres. Thus, 
the procession could not be accommodated in Saint-Denis and had to return to 
Paris. The princes came back to Saint-Denis to keep the Emperor company the 
next day. Most likely, they stayed with him in the Basilica of Saint-Denis where the 
Emperor honored the relics and tombs of kings of France. Any personal aspects of 
the behavior of the king's brothers were not observed within the Grandes Chroniques, 
since only the purely ceremonial acts were described.
28. The sword for Wenceslas IV was manufactured by the Parisian goldsmith Jehannin de Saint Laurent. 
See: Inventaires mobiliers et extraits des comptes des ducs de Bourgogne de la Maison de Valois (1363-1477), ed. 
Pierre H. Prost. Paris: E. Leroux, 1913: II: 15-16 (doc. no 96-97); 20 ( doc. no 117); 28 ( doc. no 162); 
Quicke, Fritz. Les Pays-Bas à la veille de la période bourguignonne, 1356-1384; contribution à l’historie politique 
et diplomatique de l’Europe occidentale dans la seconde moitié du XIVè siècle. Brussels: Éditions universitaires, 
1947: 289.
29. Chronique des règnes... : II, 203, 206: Et aprez ce qu’il fu reporté en sa chambre, les diz freres du Roy, et aucuns 
des prelas qui estoient demourez, pristrent congié de li et devindrent devers le Roy à Paris ...
30. Item a ycelui jour au matin yssirent de la ville de Paris de deux mile a XXIIC bourgois de Paris tous vestus d’un 
parement,[...] Item cheuaucoient par deuant eulx bien de cent a VlXX sergens vestu d‘une autre liuree non pareille 
d’icelle et cheuauchierent en belle ordenance et honneste et estoit noble chose a veoir. Et en ycelle ordenance 
chevauchierent jusques pres de Saint Denis a l‘encontre du dit empereur et illeuc seruirent en belle ordonance. Et 
apres eux se partirent (de Paris pour venir encontre l’empereur) le duc de Bourgoigne, le duc de Berri, le duc de 
Bourbon, le duc de Bar, et pluseurs autres barons, de quoi ie ne fais pas mencion, et auoient chascun baron vestu de 
belles lieureez et honueste. Item quant l’empereur parti de Saint Denis les dis barons retournerent a Paris deuers le 
roy et les dis bourgois s’enuindrent cheuaucant deuant l’empereur en belle ordenance et vindrent en ycelle ordenance 
iusques a La Chapelle. Et si tost qu’il orent passe La Chapelle et qu’il porent prendre les champz il se mirent en 
ordenance en maniere de bataille tout du lonc du chemin bien et par bonne ordenance. L’empereur descendi a La 
Chapelle de la dicte litiere et monta sur I destrier noir. Et les princes qui estoient retourne deuers le roy a Paris 
retournerent tantost deuers l’empereur, et le roy les sieuy tantost apres et li vint au deuant entre La Chapelle et Paris.
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4. Imperial or French?
The King's representatives, Bureau de la Riviere and Colard de Tanques, arrived 
in Saint-Denis to meet the Emperor and discuss his ceremonial entry into Paris. 
They also gave him the king's gift —two horses. Among other items, the Grandes 
Chroniques explain that according to imperial traditions, the emperors arrive in their 
imperial cities riding a white horse. The Emperor, however, cannot enter Paris riding 
a white horse as he is not the sovereign ruler there. The white horse is designated 
for the king of France alone. Thus, the Emperor must ride a black horse, a destrier 
morel31, which was given to him by the king of France in Saint-Denis. In fact, he 
received two horses, i.e. he could choose between a bel coursier and a bel destrier. The 
bel destrier was harnessed in the French royal colors. The Emperor promised to enter 
Paris riding the given horse. And so he did.32 The chronicle does not depict whether 
the horse was re-harnessed in imperial colors. It is significant that the colors of the 
French processions were described in great detail,33 while there is no information 
given on the colors of the imperial visit.
We do not have much information on the imperial tradition of entering imperial 
cities while riding white horses, excluding the occasions when this tradition was 
not respected. Thus, the Emperor Charles IV did not enter Avignon (May 23, 1365) 
riding a white horse, in spite of the fact that the Pope had sent him a white destrier 
for this purpose:
Dominus tamen papa album dextrarium magnum sericeo panno splendide coopertum et 
auro contextum aquila et imperialibus armis signatum sibi transmisit, quem ante se deduci 
fecit, sed in suo proprio dextrario versus Auinionensem civitatem processit 34.
In Paris, the Emperor not only received a dark horse, but even one which was 
clothed in French colors. However, we do not know any details. In Avignon, the 
Emperor did not ride the white horse to honor the Pope who repaid the Emperor 
via other variations to the protocol.35
On the other hand, the Grandes Chroniques are the only source, which does 
mention Charles V as riding a white horse. The Memoire talks only about the Emperor 
as riding a black wartime horse. There is no information on colors and the French 
king's white horse is not even mentioned there. In other words, everything was 
quite normal and thus there was no need to record such an event.
31. Chronique des règnes... : II, 210-211.
32. Chronique des règnes... : II, 208, 210.
33. Autrand, Françoise. “Mémoire et cérémonial...”: 94.
34. “Though the Pope sent a large, white steed covered with glittering silken fabric interlaced with gold, 
decorated by an eagle and sporting the imperial symbols, he let this horse walk in front of him and rode 
his own horse (suo proprio dextrario) towards Avignon” (“Johannis Neplachonis, abbatis Opatovicensis, 
Chronicon”, Fontes rerum Bohemicarum, Josef Jireček, Josef Emler, Ferdinand Tadra, eds. Prague: Printing 
of František Palacký, Grégr a Ferd. Dattel, 1882: III, 443-484 specially page 483).
35. Weiss, Stefan. Die Versorgung...: 236-237, 240-241.
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Thanks to the Memoire, we can presume that Charles’ arrival in Paris on the destrier 
morel was a symbol of his own choosing. From La Chapelle, where the Emperor 
changed from a sedan to a horse and where the burghers of Paris organized in a 
ceremonial procession (belle ordonnance) changed into a battle formation (il se mirent 
en ordenance en maniere de bataille). This symbolic army was approaching Paris as 
an ally and, at the same time, as a potential security and protection factor. The 
Emperor rode the wartime horse (destrier) and used the burghers battle formation 
as a vanguard. They were followed by the Emperor's escort and part of the welcome 
delegation from Cambrai, i.e. Enguerrand of Coucy, John of Sarrebrücken and Simon 
of Braine (in total, approximately 150-200 riders) who had escorted the Emperor 
since his entrance to the Kingdom as reported in the Grandes Chroniques.36 These 
riders were not only the French feudal tenants, but also Imperial ones. Thus, they 
accompanied the Emperor on his French journey and could partially be considered 
as forming the Emperor's company.
It is impossible to precisely define the size of the Emperor's company. According 
to the Grandes Chroniques, more than fifty of the most important members of the 
Emperor's company listened to the King of France's speech in the salle d’apparat in 
the Louvre.37 We know the names of fourteen persons: Wenceslas IV, Wenceslas of 
Bohemia, Duke of Luxembourg and Brabant, Albert, Duke and Elector of Saxony, 
Heinrich Sorebom, Bishop of Warmia (Braunsberg) and three Silesian dukes 
—Wenceslas of Opava (Troppau), Henry of Brzeg and Boleslaw of Legnica, the 
hoffmeister Peter of Vartenberg, the landgrave John of Leuchtenberg, the chamber 
master Těma of Koldice, the chancellor Nicholas of Riesenburg, the marshal of the 
Kingdom of Bohemia Hynek of Lipá and Rataje, and finally two Bohemian courtiers, 
Hašek of Zvířetice and Albrecht of Sternberg.38 However, the Holy Roman King 
Wenceslas himself had his own company of forty horsemen39 and the Elector of 
Saxony and the Duke of Brabant were most probably escorted by similar retinues.40 
The company of a prince attending the Emperor's court usually consisted of forty to 
fifty horsemen.41 Three Silesian dukes might have had slightly smaller companies. 
In all likelihood, there were not less than 200 horsemen escorting the Emperor.42
36. Chronique des règnes...: II, 218.
37. Chronique des règnes...: II, 249-250.
38. Kavka, František. Vláda Karla IV za jeho císařství 1355-1378. Prague: Univerzita Karlova, 1993: II, 211. 
(Translation: Kavka, František. The Reign of Charles IV during his Empire 1355-1378. Praha: Univerzita 
Karlova, 1993: II, 211.
39. Chronique des règnes...: II, 194.
40. The Duke of Brabant was escorted by forty-two barons and knights dressed in his colors on his 
way to Reims for Charles V's coronation (1364). Martens, Mina. “L’Administration du domaine ducal 
en Brabant au Moyen Age (1250-1406)”. Mémoires de l’Académie royale de Belgique, classe des Lettres, 48/3 
(1954) : 180-181, note 8.
41. According to Froissart, Albert of Bavaria arrived in Aachen with fifty horsemen in 1372 to visit the 
Emperor. Œuvres de Froissart. Chroniques, eds. Joseph-Bruno-Marie-Constantin Kervyn de Lettenhove, 
Jean Froissart. Brussels: V. Devaux, 1867-1879: XIII, 25.
42. The welcoming processions of French dukes, earls and bishops consisted of about 300 horses 
in Cambrai, 300 horses in Compiègne, and 500 horses in Senlis.
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The entire Emperor's company, consisting of the group of French tenants with 
the vanguard of Parisian burghers, approached the King of France in the battle 
formation. As the Anglo-French war was again rekindled in autumn 1377, the 
Emperor's symbolic war alliance was not considered unsuitable. However, the picture 
of France as protected by the Imperial eagle's pinions was not the one favored by 
French legists. The relationship of the two Charleses was always a dual one —both 
personal and political. The Emperor dominated this relationship in that he, as the 
uncle, protected and supported his nephew, while the nephew honored his uncle 
and asked him for advice. However, such relations were not to be demonstrated in 
the official protocol or in the formal relationship of France to the Empire. These 
dual aspects of the relationship were always sensitively addressed in the official 
rules and instructions describing how the monarch should write lettres close:
Quando vero littere clause fiunt non subditis sciendum est quo Rex nulli se subcribit nisi 
pape. Interdum tamen se subscribit isti imperatori hodierno quia ejus est avunculus, filius 
scilicet sororis imperatoris. Et ideo aucunes fois il lui rescript de sa main ou par autre bien 
privéement. Et tunc il se met desoubz hic dicendo: le Roy de France vostre nepveu ... Et istud 
ut nunc dixi non habet locum nisi isti imperatori propter familiaritatem quam simul ipse 
et rex habent propter genus et sanguinem etc... Et de ordinacione rex scribit imperatori sicut 
ceteris regibus ut super dictum est.43
These exceptions are accepted solely on the basis of a close blood-relationship 
between the Emperor and the King of France. This extraordinary relationship can 
be demonstrated, for example, during the entrance into Paris, however, it could not 
be fixed as a precedent for future emperors and kings of France, as they might not 
be relatives.
On the other hand, if the Emperor announced his journey to France by letters 
written in his own handwriting (we cannot know if the letters were signed or not), 
he was emphasizing the more private rather than the political nature of his visit. If 
the visit grew into an official and political event, we should thank both the Grandes 
Chroniques and Christine de Pizan for such a shift. Christine had accented certain 
concrete aspects of the visit which were to the King of France's benefit and which 
contributed to the myth of Charles the Wise (roi sage).44 Consequently, it can be 
43. “When the sealed letters are written to persons other than tenants (of the King of France), it is 
necessary to know that the King does not grant his signature on any of these letters, except the ones 
addressed to the Pope. As the case may be, the King – as a son of the Emperor's sister – signs the letters 
to the present Emperor who is his uncle. Thus, the King writes to the Emperor privately in his own hand 
or through somebody else. If this is the case, the following must be stated at the bottom of the letter: 
‘The King of France, your Nephew’... Such signature is only added in the case the present Emperor, due 
to the family relationship between the Emperor and the King regarding their origins, blood relations, 
etc. According to this rule, the King writes letters to the Emperor and to other monarchs as stated above 
(Autrand, Françoise. “Mémoire et cérémonial...”: 100 according to BnF, ms. fr. 18 674, fol. 18-28). 
44. Kintzinger, Martin. “Das inszenierte Imperium. Kaiser Karl IV. und König Karl V. von Frankreich”, 
Die Goldene Bulle Kaiser Karls IV. Politik-Wahrnehmung-Rezeption. Berichte und Abhandlungen, Sonderbände 12, 
Ulrike Hohensee, ed. Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2009: I, 299-326, specially page 302.
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derived from the narrations that the Emperor's visit had an enormous political and 
promotional impact on the Kingdom of France.
5. Joint entrance to Paris: Conflict of the ceremonies?
Both monarchs met and greeted each other between La Chapelle, from where 
the Emperor set off for his journey on a wartime horse in a war formation, and 
Windmill. Discrepancies between the Grandes Chroniques and the Memoire as far as 
the formation of the joint procession of the Emperor and the King of France have 
already been discused by several scholars.45 According to the Grandes Chroniques, the 
Emperor, monarchs and dukes approached Paris in ranks of threes.46 The first trio was 
headed by the King of France on a tall white horse, while the Emperor and the Holy 
Roman King accompanied him on the left and right sides on smaller, dark wartime 
horses. They were followed by the trio comprising Wenceslas of Bohemia, Duke of 
Luxembourg and Brabant in the middle and Philip the Bold and John of Berry on 
his sides and other horsemen followed. They were to keep the formation from the 
meeting point all the way to Paris and further along the Grande Rue (nowadays, 
Saint Denis Street).47 Gerald Schwelder has noted the Emperor's disagreement with 
the formation in the Grandes Chroniques: the King of France “positioned the Emperor 
on his right even though the Emperor tried to make an excuse several times and did 
not want to follow the King's instruction.”48 Apparently, Charles IV did not wish to 
ride on the King's right within the trio as the most honored place was in the middle 
and this was occupied by the King of France. Most likely, the Emperor wished to 
be in the middle of the trio, i.e. on the King's left. In compliance with the Grandes 
Chroniques, the King of France asked the Emperor to go on the right side despite 
the Emperor's protests. However, they maintained the ranks of threes; in other 
words, they kept the formation the Emperor did not wish to form! The Memoire 
does not address the issue of the right and left sides, but instead describes a different 
formation —in ranks of twos. From the moment they first met, the Emperor and 
the King of France rode side by side. As soon as they went through the Paris town 
gate, their horses were bridled. First a pair was formed by the Emperor and King 
of France and this was followed by Wenceslas IV and his uncle, Duke Wenceslas.49
45. František Šmahel for the last time, Cesta Karla IV. Do Francie. 1377-1378. Prague: Argo, 2006: 266-268. 
(Translation: Šmahel, František. The Journey of Charles IV to France. 1377-1378. Prague: Argo, 2006: 266-
268).
46. Heinz, Thomas. “Ein Zeitgenossisches Memorandum...”: 106-108.
47. Chronique des règnes... : II, 220-221.
48. Chronique des règnes... : II, 217: le fist mectre à destre de lui, combien que l’Empereur s’en excusast tres 
longuement et ne vouloit faire; Schwedler, Gerald. “Prinzipen der Ordnung...”: 127.
49. ... et, quant il orent salue l’un l’autre, il prinrent a cheuauchier, l’un empres l’autre, et ainsi entrerent a Paris, 
et quant il vinrent a la porte monseigneur Charles de Poitiers et messire Buriau de la Riuiere se mirent tout a pie et 
menerent l‘empereur par le frain jusques au palais; messire Adam de Galonguet et messire Guillaume des Bourdes 
amenerent le roi en ce parti et par deuant estoit monseigneur de Coucy et pluseurs autres cheualiers qui faisoient 
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H. Thomas has addressed these inconsistencies in ranks of threes and twos. He 
observes that the ranks of threes were those designated by protocol, while the 
ranks of twos were formed for practical reasons: the roads were quite narrow 
and the ranks of threes were too risky considering the amount of people in the 
streets; the horses might get frightened and were thus bridled. Nevertheless, the 
Emperor and the King of France rode side by side since they first encountered one 
another somewhere between La Chapelle and Windmill as observed in the Memoire. 
Obviously, the Parisian court knew how many horsemen could ride next to each 
other along the Grande Rue. If three horses could not ride side by side along this 
street, why were more feasible guidelines not established in the protocol? Most likely, 
the Memoire depicts a negotiated compromise: Charles IV did not ride in the middle 
of the trio on the King's right as he probably wished to do so originally.50 He may 
actually have ridden on the right of his nephew, the King of France, as stated in the 
Grandes Chroniques, however in ranks of twos, as indicated in the Memoire. The French 
party had bowed to the Emperor in his petit moment of glory; however, in the official 
chronicle, the protocol version of the French court was recorded.51 Such discussions 
as to the right and left sides and the ranks of threes or twos might have even had an 
affect on the arrival of the Holy Roman King Wenceslas IV in Reims twenty years 
later. King of France Charles VI was on his right and King of Navarre Charles III on 
his left.52
The issue of formation of the joint procession is not the only discrepancy between 
the Grandes Chroniques and the Memoire. There were several confusing details, for 
example the monarchs’ taking off of their hats when meeting one another (according 
to the Grandes Chroniques, the Emperor was the first one to take off his aumuche 
and according to the Memoire, it was the King of France who first took off his 
chapel53). The procession of the King of France is likewise depicted inconsistently. The 
Grandes Chroniques indicate that four princes led the procession behind the King, 
yet according to the Memoire, the King followed the procession. The aforementioned 
details indicate that the princes were returning from Saint Denis and had to join the 
procession in front of the King's suite.54 Nevertheless, the Grandes Chroniques depict 
the ideally stipulated order.
The bridling of the Emperor's and the King's horses after their arrival in Paris was 
not only for practical reasons, the procedure in and of itself constituted part of the 
official ceremony. The Memoire even stipulates the names of the four men honored 
vuidier les gens hors de la voie, et l’auoit ainsi le roy ordene affin que on veist plus plainement l’empereur. Apres 
l‘empereur et le roy de France cheuauchoient le roy de Behaigne, le duc de Brabant, tout les freres du roy de France 
et pluseurs autres princes et barons ...
50. Heinz, Thomas. “Ein Zeitgenossisches Memorandum...”: 110.
51. A corresponding miniature (BnF, ms. fr. 2813, fol. 470v) carries traces of having been repaired. 
It depicts three monarchs side by side, but differently than stated in the Grandes Chroniqes. Charles V is 
placed in the middle, Wenceslas in on his right and the Holy Roman Emperor is on his left.
52. Schwedler, Gerald. “Prinzipen der Ordnung...”: 131.
53. Chronique des règnes... : II, 217.
54. Šmahel, František. Cesta Karla IV...: 266.
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to bridle the horses. The Emperor wished these tasks to be arranged by the French 
party. Similarly, in Arles, the Emperor's horse was bridled by the Duke of Oranges 
and the Earl of Valencia —the local Arles princes.  It was considered a privilege to 
bridle the Emperor's horse. Such a privilege was given to the Emperor's stepbrother 
Wenceslas Duke of Luxembourg and Brabant in 1354. 
6. The Memoire: Its nature and power
We have repeatedly set the Grandes Chroniques face to face with the Memoire, the 
document recording the first three days of the visit from January 4-6. The Memoire, 
in particular, focuses on lists and enumerations. Simultaneously, it records the order 
of the processions, the banquet menus on January 5 and 6 including the seating 
plans, i.e. any and all information which would have been difficult to memorize 
given that there were similar events organized, one after another. The document 
looks as if it were written by somebody who was present during the events and who 
was familiar with the movement of separate groups of people (the Emperor's suite, 
four princes, the King of France). Apparently, the course of the events was depicted 
to inspire further potential court protocols.
Moreover, the Memoire and the Grandes Chroniques do not fully match in their 
descriptions of ceremonial banquets. According to the Grandes Chroniques, the 
banquet was held at dinnertime on January 4, the day of the Emperor's arrival. 
However, this banquet was not depicted by the Memoire's author, despite the fact that 
the other data listed is particularly thorough. The banquet was not even mentioned 
by the Chronique des quatre premiers Valois which emphasized the banquets held 
during the two following days.55 Similarly, minor discrepancies can be found with 
regard to the presence or absence of particular guests. According to the Grandes 
Chroniques, Wenceslas IV was absent from the lunch on Tuesday January 5 while 
the Memoire observes that Wenceslas, Duke of Luxembourg and Brabant, was not 
present. Most likely, some noble members of the Emperor's suite accompanied the 
ill Charles IV who took his meal in his private room; the Duke of Saxony then 
joined the Emperor on Monday night, while the Duke of Brabant Wenceslas and 
the King Wenceslas IV joined the Emperor on Tuesday. The Three Kings’ lunch is 
the only event which is depicted identically by both sources, given that this lunch 
was of paramount importance and nobody could be absent56.
We can merely conjecture who saw to the origin of the Memoire. This document 
is available in two versions in the Archives départementales du Nord in Lille, the 
archive of the counts of Flanders. With regard to this fact and considering the type 
55. Chronique des quatre premiers Valois (1327- 1393), ed. Siméon Luce. Paris: V. J. Renouard, 1862: 264: 
Icellui jour estoit la vegille de la Typhanie. Moult tint riche hostel pour ce jour le roy de France. Et l’andemain tint le 
roy court plainière à son palais et moult honoura l’empereur et son fils et tous les haulz hommes de sa compaignie.
56. See the table in: Fantysová-Matějková, Jana. Wenceslas de Bohême, un prince aux carrefours de l'Europe 
(1337-1383). Paris: Presses de l’Université Paris-Sorbonne, 2013: 498-501.
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of handwriting, H. Thomas has suggested ascribing the authorship to the Count 
of Flanders Louis of Male (1330-1384) or to his son-in-law and later heir, Philip 
the Bold (the Duke of Burgundy) —the younger brother of Charles V, the King 
of France.  Louis of Male did not partake in the Emperor's visit to Paris, which 
seems to have been an ample reason for him to record this visit. Yet why would the 
Duke, who avoided the Emperor intentionally, have been interested in processions 
and seating-chart details, as well as in the descriptions of menus which he did not 
even taste? He was likewise interested in the performance of Godfrey of Bouillon's 
conquer of Jerusalem which was then described in the end of the Memoire. Moreover, 
his engagement in the event is very unclear. On the contrary, Philip the Bold was 
responsible for substantial tasks and, undoubtedly, he was well informed on protocol 
and “historiography” activities at the French court. Philip the Bold obtained a copy 
of the Grandes Chroniques and ordered the Livre des Fais et Bonnes Meurs du Sage Roy 
Charles V by Christine de Pizan, in which the author merely copied the extended 
version of the Emperor's visit.57
Attempting to identify the Memoire's author, many other attributes have to be 
considered. Firstly, it is a French text, thus, it was definitively originated at the 
francophone court. Unlike the Grandes Chroniques, which consider the Emperor's 
suite as a German one, the Memoire's author distinguishes between the noblemen 
from Bohemia and those from Germany. Unlike the Grandes Chroniques, it titles 
Wenceslas IV as the King of Bohemia and not the Holy Roman King. Nevertheless, 
this approach is not a purposeful avoidance at titling the king as the Holy Roman 
King, as Martina Lechová has noted. Apparently, there were long negotiations with 
the Curia Romana to approve Wenceslas IV as the Holy Roman King.58 Wenceslas 
was usually referred to as “the King of Bohemia” in Brabant because of Bohemian 
kings’ succession rights to the Duchy of Brabant, Limburg and Luxembourg.59 The 
succession of Brabant-Limbourg also was of great importance for Louis of Flanders 
and Philip the Bold, who both claimed these countries as the inheritance of their 
wives, Margaret of Brabant and her daughter Margaret of Male.
However, the discrepancies between the Memoire versus the Grandes Chroniques 
regarding the titling of Bohemian noblemen and the King of Bohemia could also be 
considered in a completely different manner. Obviously, the members of the Parisian 
court knew that Wenceslas IV was the King of Bohemia and they were familiar with 
the Bohemian noblemen of the Emperor's suite. Yet the Bohemian title is missing 
in the chronicle, since it could not be utilized politically. Among other objectives, 
57. de Winter, Patrick M. La Bibliothèque de Philippe le Hardi, duc de Bourgogne (1364-1404). Etude sur les 
manuscrits à peintures d’une collection princière à l’époque du ‚style gothique international‘. Paris: Éditions du 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1985: 43; de Pizan, Christine. Le Livre des Fais et Bonnes 
Meurs du Sage Roy Charles V, ed. Suzanne Solente. Paris: H. Champion, 1940: II, 89-132.
58. Lechová, Martina. „Zpráva o návštěvě Paříže...“: 50.
59. On December 31, 1377, the city of Leuven sent a messenger to Paris to address Duke Wenceslas, 
asking him to negotiate tax exemptions for Leuven merchants operating in Paris with Charles V. 
Accounting records suggest that the Duke was in Paris with the Emperor and the King of Bohemia. 
Quicke, Fritz. Les Pays-Bas à la veille de la période bourguignonne...: 288 and note 37.
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the chronicle was meant to strengthen the position of France towards the Empire. 
Thus, Wenceslas IV's pledge of loyalty as the King of Bohemia does not have the 
same weight as the pledge of the Holy Roman King, the future Emperor. Though, 
it was not a feudal vow or homage, the miniature illustrating Wenceslas’ pledge 
is quite appalling in comparison with other pictures of homage in manuscripts 
of the Grandes Chroniques (BnF, ms. fr. 2813, fol. 290, 357 r and v). For example, 
the homage of King of England Eduard towards the King of France, Philip VI, was 
emphasized in the Grandes Chroniques. Apparently, Eduard was on one of his knees; 
however, his head was only half of a head (fol. 357r) or a full head (fol. 357v) lower 
than that of the King of France.60 On the other hand, the head of Wenceslas IV, who 
definitely did not render tribute, is below the King's chest and although he is not 
kneeling, it indeed looks like he is about to soon fall to his knees (fol. 478r). It was 
hard to imagine an any more imperative demonstration of Wenceslas IV's pledge. 
This is also gestured by the long forefinger of Charles V's six-fingered left hand, 
indicating that the pledge was made based on the will of Wenceslas IV's father. Yet 
what did Wenceslas actually promise on January 11, 1378?
According to the full (original) version, he promised to the King of France that 
“before all princes of the world, he would love and serve both him and his children 
until the end of his days; the King has expressed his thanks and is grateful.”61 A 
short and later re-written version (of the manuscripts of the Grandes Chroniques with 
the exception of Charles V's manuscript) uses much stronger expressions. Love, 
which demonstrates the private nature of the promise, is replaced by obedience. 
Purportedly, Wenceslas promised to the King of France that “his entire life long, he 
would obey and serve him and his children above all others.”62 No space was left to 
express the King of France's gratitude in the short version. The Grandes Chroniques 
of Charles V contains narrative covering up until spring 1379, i.e. they were worked 
on even after the death of Charles IV (November 29, 1378) and during the time of 
the schism, thus aiming to remove responsibility from the King of France for the 
dissension of Christendom. Apparently, the miniature also illustrates the obedience 
of the Holy Roman King towards the King of France. At the same time, it proves 
that if the Roman King had met his obligations and obeyed the King of France, there 
would have been no need for dual papacy. The absence of a Bohemian element in 
the Grandes Chroniques reflects the decided political intentions. Consequently, any 
data not supporting the aforementioned intentions had to be eliminated.
60. An illustration of Henry III rendering homage to Saint Louis, as well as two illustrations of Edward 
III's homage to Philip VI, were added to the manuscript at the same time (third phase) when the events 
from autumn 1375 to spring 1379 were being compiled and illustrated. Hedeman, Dawson, Anne. “Valois 
legitimacy: Editorial changes in Charles vs Grandes Chroniques...”: 98. Thus, they originated at the same 
period as Wenceslas “semi-homage”.
61. Chronique des règnes...: II, 264-265: ...que il l’ameroit et serviroit, tant comme il vivroit, devant tous les princes 
du monde, et les enfans du Roy aussi ; de quoy le Roy le mercia et sot bon gré.
62. Chronique des règnes...: II, 239, note 3: ...que tous les jours que il vivroit lui seroit obeissant et le serviroit et 
obeiroit devant tous et contre tous et contre tous ceulx qui porroient vivre et morir, et les enfans du Roy pareillement.
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Conversely, the Memoire does not reflect any of France's political ambitions. 
Moreover, it almost ignores them (ruling out the white horse). Considering the 
Duke of Burgundy as a possible owner of the Memoire, the following question must 
be asked: was Philip the Bold independent enough of French opinions in 1378 to 
have the document intended for him be without any comments on the results of 
French ambitions? This is quite unlikely for Christine de Pizan who appropriated, 
confirmed and supported Charles V's version of the Grandes Chroniques. We do not 
have to take into consideration the location of the original in Lille, even though the 
transfer of the document to Lille cannot be substantiated. With regard to the close 
relations between the Flanders, Hainaut-Holland and Brabant-Luxembourg courts 
and also considering further territorial developments within the Netherlands region 
(which was gradually unified as a result of Philip the Bold's and Margaret of Male's 
offspring), the removal of such a document from one residence to another cannot 
be ruled out. Hypothetically, the Hainaut-Holland regent —Albert of Bavaria— and 
the Emperor's step-brother Wenceslas of Bohemia —the Duke of Luxembourg and 
Brabant— might be suggested as the authors of this document.
Moreover, the Memoire stipulates the native country of Henry of Brieg (Brzeg) 
who is titled in the Grandes Chroniques as Duke Henry. The Duke was a relative of 
Margaret of Liegnitz and Brieg, wife of Albert of Bavaria and mother of the Queen 
of Bohemia —Joanna of Bavaria. Undoubtedly, the Dutch princes were familiar 
with this information and they had sufficient reasons to list the Duke's full name. 
However, Albert of Bavaria did not partake in Charles’ journey. Only his bailiff, the 
sire de Houdaing, was present there.
 
 On the contrary, Wenceslas of Bohemia, the 
Duke of Luxembourg and Brabant, set off for the journey as allies of the Empire and 
France at the highest possible level. At the minimum, one herald of Brabant named 
Heurerch, travelled to Paris in his suite.63 The Duke of Brabant accompanied his 
sixteen-year-old nephew Wenceslas IV on the visit to France and introduced him 
to his cousins, the brothers of the King and Queen of France and other important 
representatives of the French court. Simultaneously, he probably arranged fluent 
communication among all, since the Emperor's suite did not speak French.64 The 
thirty-nine-year-old Duke Wenceslas might easily have needed to take responsibility 
for organizing similar meetings of the Empire and France in the future and, thus, 
he was highly interested in the details of the welcome ceremony. Apparently, the 
Duke was expected to actively partake in imperial policy, as Charles IV felt old and 
unwell. The Duke was expected to attend Wenceslas IV's coronation in Rome.65 
Thus, it cannot be ruled out that Duke Wenceslas, Charles IV's step-brother, who 
63. Delisle, Léopold. Mandements et actes divers de Charles V (1364-1380) recueillis dans les Collections de la 
Bibliothèque nationale. Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1874: 788 (doc. no 1588).
64. Chronique des règnes...: II, 255-256.
65. Regesta Imperii, eds. Johann Friedrich Böhmer, Alfons Huber. Innsbruck: Wagner, 1877: VIII; with a 
supplement dating from 1889, reprint Hildesheim, 1968. Deutsche Reichtagsakten. Deutsche Reichstagsakten 
unter König Wenzel. Erste Abtheilung 1376 bis 1387, Julius Weizsäcker, ed. Munich: Literarisch-Artistische 
Anstalt, 1868: 138, note 1; Regesta Imperii...: VIII: 522 ( doc. no 151).
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had attended all the essential events, himself ordered the Memoire to be compiled so 
that all the substantial information could be recorded.
7. Three in one: Struggle for liturgy
The Memoire does not note the further course of the Emperor's visit to France, 
concluding its narration with the Three Kings’ lunch and the performance of Godfrey 
of Bouillon's conquer of Jerusalem. However, certain details of the Emperor's visit 
as described in the Grandes Chroniques are strange enough to raise many questions 
on their own. As mentioned above, Charles IV wished to celebrate Christmas using 
imperial traditions. The French party did not allow him to do this. Apparently, 
everybody remembered the Christmas celebration in Metz (1356), held in the 
presence of Dauphin Charles, his brother John and other French participants. During 
the Christmas service, the Emperor read the seventh lesson of the Book of Hours, 
dressed in an imperial gown holding a drawn sword. Such a supreme presentation 
of the imperial majesty took place this time in Cambrai, as it was inadmissible on 
French territory.66 The Epiphany ceremony was featured as the paramount event 
of the Emperor's visit to France. An extraordinary liturgy was offered in the Sainte 
Chapelle and it was hence depicted both in the Grandes Chroniques and in the Livre 
des Fais et Bonnes Meurs du Sage Roy Charles V:
When it came to the offerings, the King prepared three: gold, frankincense and 
myrrh to offer up for himself and for the Emperor, as is common. When the King 
asked the Emperor if he was going to make an offering, the Emperor apologized 
saying that he could neither walk nor kneel or even hold anything due to gout and 
wished the King to perform the offering himself. The King's offering proceeded in 
the following way: three knights (his chamberlains) held up three beautiful, gilded 
and enameled goblets. There was gold in the first one, frankincense in the second 
and the myrrh in the third. All three of them walked in line in front of the King, 
one after another, maintaining the proper offering procedure. The King followed 
them. The knights then knelt and the King knelt as well in front of the Archbishop. 
The first offering was gold; the knight holding the gold handed it to the King who 
offered it up and kissed the Archbishop's hand. The second offering of incense 
was handed by the second knight to the first one. The first knight handed the 
incense to the King who offered it up, kissing the Archbishop's hand. The third 
offering of myrrh was handed by the third knight to the second one, the second 
knight handed it to the first one and the first knight handed it to the King who, 
in turn, offered it up and kissed the Archbishop's hand. Thus, the King concluded 
his offering in a religious and honest manner. No sermon was held during the 
aforementioned service, as it was too late...67.
66. Chronique des règnes...: II, 197-198.
67. Chronique des règnes...: II, 233-234.
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It seems too appropriate to celebrate the Three Kings’ ceremony on the occasion 
of the meeting of the three monarchs: the Emperor, the King of France and the 
Bohemian and Holy Roman King. Nevertheless, it was discovered that Wenceslas IV 
was ruled out, since Charles V prepared only one pair of each of the three offerings, 
i.e. for himself and for the Emperor. Thus, the ceremony was not of “Three Kings” 
importance, but of a bilateral Imperial-French one. The Holy Roman and Bohemian 
King was not at all taken into consideration and the chronicle did not provide any 
explanation of this. The Emperor was immediately ruled out: his illness limited him 
to the extent he could not make any offerings because of his physical sufferings. 
The possibility of replacing him by his oldest son and heir was not considered at all 
(similarly, the Duke of Luxembourg replaced the Bohemian King at the Christmas 
banquet in Metz in 1356). The King of France makes the offerings alone, playing the 
roles of Melchior, Balthazar and Caspar in turn. Françoise Autrand is probably right 
talking about a kind of liturgy revanche. As an eighteen-year-old man, Charles V 
had to watch the Emperor's Christmas ceremony in Metz. And on the other hand, 
the Emperor is powerless from his illness and watches the King of France play a 
triple royal role.68 Undoubtedly, these active and passive roles in the liturgy were 
one of the aspects of this liturgical revenge.
The meaning of the entire ceremony was likely of enormous significance. The 
Three Kings’ relic belonged to the imperial relics administered by the Archbishop of 
Cologne who was, in turn, authorized to crown the Holy Roman king in Aachen. 
Frederick Barbarossa had found the relic in Milan and in 1164, donated it to the 
Archbishop of Cologne who then transported the relic to Cologne. The translation 
of the relic was subsequently linked with the canonization of Charles the Great and 
was meant to emphasize the Emperor's right to direct his relationship with God 
(not intermediated by the Pope). It is widely known that Charles IV followed up on 
Barbarossa's heritage and promoted the cult of Charles the Great. (Charles V, his 
nephew, followed the ideological heritage of Charles the Great as well.69) The Three 
Kings’ cult spread to the Duchy of Brabant. The Duke of Brabant, John I, together 
with his ally, the Archbishop of Cologne, attributed the victory in the Brabant-
Luxembourg Battle of Worringen (1288) to the help of the Three Kings. In this 
battle, all the adult men from the Luxembourg Dynasty died. The Worringen rivals 
reconciled via the marriage of Henry of Luxembourg and Margaret of Brabant, the 
grandparents of Charles IV and grand-grandparents of the King of France, Charles 
V. In 1308, Henry VII was elected the Holy Roman King with significant French 
support. He was crowned on January 6, 1309 in Aachen and two years later in 1311, 
the iron Lombard crown was placed on his head during the Three Kings’ ceremony 
in Milan.  Forty-four years after his grandfather's coronation in Milan, Charles IV 
was crowned the King of Lombardy on Epiphany. Similarly, the King of France, 
Philip IV the Fair (1286), and potentially Philip V (1317) as well were crowned in 
Reims on Three Kings’ Day. Apparently, the participants of the Parisian Three Kings’ 
68. Autrand, Françoise. “Mémoire et cérémonial...”: 96-97.
69. Kintzinger, Martin. “Das inszenierte Imperium...”: 300-301.
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liturgy in 1378 were familiar with such nuances associated with coronations and 
the Epiphany ceremony, in general, was a good opportunity to continue the age-old 
struggle of the imperial and French royal majesty.
Within the context of the Three Kings’ ceremonies associated with the coronation, 
it is quite obvious that the well-developed imperial cult and its random application 
in France established two parallel traditions. Neither of them could overtake nor 
subjugate the other. The liturgical message of the King of France was parallel 
to rex imperator in regno suo wherein an equal and independent status of France 
and its King was manifested. It was ingenious to maneuver Charles IV into such 
a situation where he himself had to acknowledge that he could not be Emperor 
in France. Most likely, his health problems were not the main issue; instead his 
primary concern was the Archbishop of Reims’ mission. The Archbishop of Cologne 
and other imperial prelates were present at both the Epiphany ceremony and the 
coronation. However, Charles IV was not accompanied by anybody of similar status; 
the Bishop of Braunsberg could not partake, given his low hierarchical position. The 
Emperor could make the offering, kneel down and kiss the hand of the Archbishop 
of Reims. However, the first of the French pairs was not the right person either. 
Charles IV had the choice of celebrating the Epiphany ceremony by kneeling down 
at the feet of the French prelate and then kissing his hand. However, this would 
have been absolutely unprecedented and potentially misused in the future. Thus, 
Charles IV decided to watch the ceremony passively and this is also the reason 
why Wenceslas IV did not represent him during the ceremony. Inevitably, Charles 
IV must have felt that he was not the Emperor in France. He used his illness as an 
excuse and this became a two-edged sword. Thus, the Grandes Chroniques imply that 
if Charles IV had not been unwell, he would have conducted the ceremony in the 
same manner as Charles V had done so.
F. Autrand suggests that the tradition of offerings at the Epiphany celebration 
was not a regular one and that most likely, it was performed solely for this 
opportunity. Potentially, such a tradition was not at all present at the French court 
before 1378.70 Moreover, the Epiphany ceremony was one of the most important 
celebrations in 1352 to honor the ephemeral Knightly Order of the Star (Ordre de 
l’Etoile), which was established by the King of France, John the Good, the father 
of Charles V. It is quite unlikely that this ritual would have had something in 
common with the Three Kings’ paraliturgy conducted by Charles V. However, 
certain analogies between the 1378 Epiphany ceremonial lunch, including the 
performance of Godfrey of Bouillon's conquer of Jerusalem, and the banquet 
of the Knights of the Star on January 6, 1352, can be noted. Both ceremonies 
mutually alluded to each other to a certain extent (e.g. the Star of Bethlehem 
points to the Holy Land which is to be liberated by crusades). Both Three Kings’ 
70. Autrand, Françoise. “Mémoire et cérémonial...”: 96-97.
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banquets (fol. 394r and fol. 473v) are depicted in the manuscript BN ms. fr. 2813 
and such cannot be a coincidence.71
8. The Dauphin on the table: Struggle for sovereignty
It is noteworthy to trace the Grandes Chroniques’ observation of the assignment of 
the Kingdom of Arles's powers and authorities to the nine-year-old son of Charles V, 
the Dauphin Charles. The minor Dauphin was made an adult by the document of 
January 5, 1378; this was a common and advisable step within the context of the 
Emperor's policy towards the French princes who were holding imperial fiefs.72 
The documents of January 7 consign the imperial vicariates in Dauphiné and in the 
Kingdom of Arles to the Dauphin for life (not lineally).73 Potential reasons for these 
concessions by Charles IV have already been researched. Thus, we will only attempt 
to address a single issue: the obligatory homage or vow of the young Dauphin 
towards the Emperor with respect to the possession of Dauphiné. Naturally, the 
medieval monarch did not grant authority or fiefs to somebody who did not render 
homage. However, the Grandes Chroniques never recorded the Dauphin's homage 
towards the Emperor. This holding back of information is noticeable and leads 
to insufficient reciprocity of mutual respect and possible concessions between 
the Empire and France. Likewise, the Grandes Chroniques do not report on any 
homage paid in Metz or in Paris. The French crown craved full sovereignty over 
the Kingdom of Arles, thus stressing feudal dependency on the Emperor was not 
in the interest of the chronicle. The French legists attempted to restrict the terms 
of the Emperor's sovereignty in France. Charles IV was not allowed to carry out 
his Christmas ceremonies in France: the bells did not peal, no processions were 
held, he had to ride a black horse and people were denied any right to partake in 
entertaining events on the occasion of the monarchs’ meeting. In this context, the 
ceremony demonstrating the Emperor's sovereignty par excellence, i.e. the Dauphin's 
ceremonial homage, obviously generated many troubles. In spite of the purposeful 
silence of the Grandes Chroniques on this account, the homage indeed must have 
taken place. Otherwise, the Dauphin would not have gotten the imperial vicariates. 
Yet the question remains —during which part of the visit was the homage rendered?
At Christmas in Metz (1365), the Dauphin Charles rendered homage to the 
Emperor in the afternoon, after religious services and a ceremonial lunch.74 The 
71. Concerning the Order of the Star: Pannier, Léopold. La Noble-Maison de Saint-Ouen. La villa Clippiacum 
et l’ordre de l’Etoile d’après les documents originaux. Paris: A. Franck, 1872; d’Arcy, Jonathan. The Knights of 
the Crown. The Monarchical Orders of Knighthood in Later Medieval Europe 1325-1520. New York: St. Martin's 
Press, 1987: 167-210.
72. Regesta Imperii...: VIII: 490 (doc. no 5858).
73. Regesta Imperii...: docs. nº 5861 and 5862.
74. The information used in this study concerning the Metz Imperial Diet comes from Hergemöller, 
Bernd-Ulrich. “Der Abschluss der Goldenen Bulle zu Metz 1356/1357”. Studia Luxemburgensia, Studien zu 
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homage in Paris might have proceeded similarly during the most important visting 
day, i.e. Three Kings’ day. Therefore, we can rely on the data stipulated in the 
principal documents: the Dauphin was proclaimed an adult the day before the 
homage was rendered (January 5) so that the ceremony of homage would be legal. 
A day after the homage (January 7), he was given the vicariates in Dauphiné and 
in the Kingdom of Burgundy. Such careful arrangements were made so that there 
would be no assumptions that the documents had been issued on January 6, i.e. 
before the homage ceremony. The relationship between the Dauphin Charles and 
Charles IV was thus depicted by the chronicles very cautiously. When the Emperor 
officially met the Dauphin, Charles IV did his best, “he asked to be lifted from his 
chair, took off his hat, embraced and kissed him,” while “the Dauphin bowed down 
without genuflecting.”75 Surely, the situation was intentionally in opposition to the 
perscribed homage requiring genuflection, the removal of a tenant's hat and the 
stretching of the tenant's hands forward to be taken by the sovereign. Thus, a very 
curious formulation is described at the place where we would expect the homage to 
be rendered after the Three Kings’ lunch: “After it was completed, the Dauphin was 
brought and placed on a table, two feet in front of the Emperor and the King76, and 
was held by the Duke of Bourbon.”77 The chronicles do not observe why and how 
long the Dauphin stood on the table or what he did there. Thus, we may assume 
that some information is missing at this point. Most likely, this is the event which 
we are seeking.
The homage ceremony was probably modified as it was not undertaken on the 
territory of the sovereign and needed to be made by a nine-year-old child. The 
permanently reported immobility of the Emperor might have been another reason 
for some of the adjustments. It is unusual that the ceremony was to be carried 
out on a table. Incidentally, any ceremonies performed on a table two feet apart 
from the Emperor and the King are quite peculiar. However, the Dauphin was a 
nine-year-old child who could kneel on a table and comfortably kiss his sovereign 
from a distance of sixty centimeters. Moreover, the sovereign did not need to bend 
down or lean over. The homage could also be seen by many more people than if it 
had taken place on the floor. Despite the peculiar situation, the Dauphin's feudal 
obligations had to be fulfilled. Likewise, the Grandes Chroniques do not note any 
homage rendered in Metz in 1356 nor in Paris in 1378. The empowerment of the 
Dauphin by Charles IV is described retrospectively after the Emperor's departure. 
The matters are introduced by the phrase, il n’est pas a oublier, i.e. it must not be 
forgotten. The circumstances of empowering the Dauphin are not described at all. 
den Luxemburgern und ihrer Zeit, 3 (1989): 123-232.
75. Chronique de Jean II et Charles V...: II, 235.
76. The king is not specified here, however, is should be the King of France based on the context. If we 
insist of the fact that the Dauphin made the homage at this moment and that the Grandes Chroniques are 
quite vague, we may suggest that the Dauphin appeared before Charles IV and Wenceslas IV and made 
the homage towards the both monarchs simultaneously.
77. Chronique de Jean II et Charles V...: II, 243: ...et fu apporté le dalphin sus la table, en estant à deux piez entre 
et devant l’Empereur et le Roy, et le tenoit le duc de Bourbon.
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Naturally, the legally valid designation had to take place during the Emperor's stay. 
Ultimately, the last chapter comes back to the topic and suggests that the Emperor's 
chancellor Nicolas of Riesenburg later brought the documents to the Dauphin. 
Obviously, these documents solely testify to the designation, but do not establish it. 
Nevertheless, the illumination does not depict the designation —the legally binding 
public act which should have been testified. Instead, only Nicolas of Riesenburg is 
shown as he brings the documents to the Dauphin. This is the only illustration of 
the Emperor's visit depicting the young Dauphin (fol. 480r).
9. To throw away or to give: The contest for the better banquet
In conclusion, we quote a unique and original narration of Charles IV’ visit to 
Paris by Jaique Dex, the chronicler of Metz.78
L’an mil IIIc LXXVII allait Charle 
l’empereur a St. Mors des Fousses en 
pellerinage, et a Parix li fist le roy de France, 
fil de sa suer, grant honnour et furent fais 
dons a lui de bien LX millez francz et de 
plus. Et ne savoit parsonne pourquoi il y 
alloit for que en pellerinaige de St. Mort. Le 
dit roy de France donnait le dit empereur 
a digner tres grandement et tant de pairez 
de met que ce fuit merveille, ... et quant on 
deservoit, on raluoit tout.
In 1377, Emperor Charles set off for 
the pilgrimage to St. Maur des Fosses. 
In Paris, he was honored by the 
King of France, the son of his sister 
and was given gifts amounting to 
approximately 60,000 francs or even 
more. And nobody knew why the 
Emperor went there except for the 
pilgrimage to Saint Maur. The said 
King of France provided the Emperor 
with such a wide choice of courses 
that is was surprising...and when the 
tables were cleaned off, everything 
remaining was thrown away.
Puez donnait le dit empereur a digner le 
dit roy de France de II pairez de met, c’est 
assavoit le premier une grant piece de boeuf 
et ung chappont boillis au navel et une 
joutte au baucon. Le second met chappons et 
pourcillons rostis sen sause et gellee. Le tier 
met lachefrites, poierez et neuxes.
Afterwards, the Emperor arranged 
a four course lunch for the King of 
France. The first course consisted of 
large portions of beef, boiled capons 
with turnip and a juicy roast meat 
with bacon. The second course 
included roasted capons and piglets 
without any sauce and jelly. The 
third course consisted of desserts, 
pears and nuts.
78. Die Metzer Chronik des Jaique Dex (Jacques d’Esch) über die Kaiser und Könige aus dem Luxemburger Hause, 
ed. Georg Wolfram. Metz: G. Scriba, 1906: 313.
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Et tout quant que on estoit desor tauble tant 
de vin comme de viande on n’en raluoit 
riens, mais tout gittez on pot a l’ausmonne 
et tout donnei pour Dieu aprez dignei. 
Se fuit plux prisier que le disney du roy 
pourtant c’on ne raluoit rien. Et disoit le dit 
empereur qu’il donnoit grossement a disner 
selong la coustume d’Allemaigne, combien 
que le disney de Fransoys estoit trop pluz 
coustangeauble.
When the tables were cleaned, no 
wine and meat was thrown away, 
but instead was put into charity 
vessels and given to God. Thus the 
Emperor's lunch was valued more 
than the lunch of the King as nothing 
was thrown away. The said Emperor 
said that his German style lunch was 
bigger [as it fed more people], even 
though the French lunch was more 
costly.
Et au despartir qu’ilz firent l’un de l’autre, 
le dit empereur demandait ung don audit 
roy de France que li volxit promettre qu’il 
n’entreprenroit riens ne ne soufferoit de 
riens laissier entreprenre contre son fil 
Wainchelat de venir a l’empeire aprez son 
decept. Lequeil roy li ottriait et le tint. Et se 
fut la cause pourqouy le dit empereur s’en 
allait a St. Mor de Parix.
At the departure, when the 
monarchs were saying farewell, 
the said Emperor asked the King of 
France for a gift. He asked the King 
to promise him that he would not 
take or allow any action against his 
son Wenceslas when he succeeded 
to the throne after the Emperor's 
death. And the King promised this 
and kept his promise. This was the 
reason the said Emperor went to the 
Parisian Saint Maur.
Dex’ stories are often anecdotal, yet informative while emphasizing the 
intelligence of the Luxembourg monarchs. They might have returned from France 
through Metz without even spending a night there. Thus, the Metz people could 
have had some information. The sum of money determined by Dex as the sum of 
gifts to the Emperor and his suite was most likely not far from the truth.79 At the 
same time, Dex agreed with the Grandes Chroniques on the Emperor's journey to 
Saint Maur les Fosses. The Grandes Chroniques quote Emperor Charles IV several 
times. He announced the following to the French delegation in Cambrai:
Though he is planning to set off for the pilgrimage to the monastery of Saint Maur, he is still 
coming to visit the King, the Queen and their children and he wishes to meet them more than 
any other persons in the world. When he meets the King, he will talk to him and when he 
commends his son to him (the King of Romans), who came along to be entirely at the King's 
disposal, he will say that he will accept death at any time when God sees fit to call him, as 
this would be fulfilling one of his greatest wishes80.
79. Šmahel, František. Cesta Karla IV...: 362-363, lists the total costs of the French Crown for the reception 
of the Emperor at 55.888 francs. The gifts made up only a part of this. Other items must also be included, 
for example, the clip for the Duke of Luxembourg and Brabant costing 900 francs, (Delisle, Léopold. 
Mandements et actes divers de Charles V...: 796-797 (no 1605)), or the unquantified items as books (e. g. two 
Books of Hours for the Emperor as reported in the Grandes Chroniques). Several gifts financed from other 
sources may also be included.
80. Chronique des règnes...: II, 198.
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Indeed, Wenceslas’ visit was understood as the introduction of the future 
emperor. Negotiations on the papal approval and the Holy Roman coronation were 
being thoroughly prepared in this time.81
We can hardly speculate if the Emperor arranged a German style banquet in 
Paris as suggested by Dex, as no other sources can neither confirm nor disprove 
this information. The Grandes Chroniques would not be interested in any such 
information. To defend the German style banquet, it should be stated that banquets 
based on the guest's national tradition, i.e. pro modo patriae, were a part of the papal 
court's protocol. According to the Chronicle of John of Reading, Emperor Charles 
IV was honored similarly in 1365.82 However, the information that Charles V 
promised to support Wenceslas IV when he ascended the imperial throne after his 
father's death and that he indeed kept this promise should be taken very seriously. 
Undoubtedly, such a promise from the King of France constituted a counterweight 
to Wenceslas IV's promise of life-long love and service.
10. Conclusion
This analysis of some portions of the Emperor's journey to France demonstrates 
that the Grandes Chroniques chapters covering the Emperor's visit were entirely 
driven by political and protocol objectives. Research suggests that in spite of the size 
and detail, the text's focus is a selective and limited one. Some facts are reduced, 
since they are not considered significant (relations between the Emperor and his 
nephews), while others are considered even undesirable (the Dauphin's homage, 
the pledge of Charles V to Wenceslas IV). Finally, some aspects, such as the pomp 
and self-presentation of the Emperor (the colors of his procession entering Paris, the 
German-style banquet) would have distracted the reader's attention from France 
and its King. Undesirable elements and disputes between the French and Imperial 
parties to be obliterated were described in quite a typical manner. During these 
moments of confrontations, the courtesy, thoughtfulness and kindness of the French 
party towards the Emperor was always emphasized. Instead of learning about the 
Emperor's manner of entering Paris, we receive information on borrwed sedans 
and on bestowed horses. The entry ceremony peculiarly focuses on the Emperor's 
diseased legs (the King of France was afraid to touch the Emperor's legs when riding 
side by side on his horse). Likewise, the dispute on the procession as organized in 
ranks of twos or threes is overshadowed by the issue of a more honorable acceptance 
of homage. Oddities continued in that before the Three Kings’ service took place, 
the Emperor was kindly offered holy water and the gospels earlier than the King 
of France were offered the same. And when we expect the Dauphin's homage, it is 
suggested that a different procedure is carried out due to the Emperor's disease. Is it 
81. Kavka, František. Vláda Karla IV...: II, 206-212.
82. Weiss, Stefan. Die Versorgung...: 237-230.
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solely a coincidence that the kindness and courtesy of the French host is emphasized 
at the moments of potential protocol and political disputes? There is every likehood 
that it is not a coincidence, but in actuality a strategy. Yet it is hard to determine 
whether this is a characteristic feature of the text or if this indeed managed to 
genuinely influence the Emperor's visit.
Undoubtedly, the French hosts utilized whatever means possible, including a 
detailed report in the official chronicle, to take political and promotional advantage 
of the Emperor's visit. Nevertheless, Charles IV was a master of propaganda as well. 
Although he made a large error in not ordering the visit to be described similarly, he 
also utilized any and all means to promote the Empire and himself. Charles IV's visit 
was a hard-earned compromise in many ways. Given the limited sources, we are not 
able to develop a complete description of the Emperor's visit; however by analyzing 
certain passages, we can outline a “shadow version” of the Grandes Chroniques. 
The Emperor arrived with a representative suite, actively discussed the course of 
ceremonies, entered Paris in a manner which he deemed adequate and eventually 
refused to participate in the Three Kings’ liturgy which would damage his majesty's 
honor. The Dauphin Charles (VI) had to render hommage for the Dauphiné of 
Vienne. The King of France, Charles V, promised the Emperor that he would not 
allow any actions to be taken against Wenceslas IV when he ascended the throne 
after his father's death. Henceforth, the tradition of good personal and political 
relations between the Roman Empire and France, as well as the Luxembourg and 
Valois Dynasties, was passed on to the new generation during this Parisian visit. 
Apparently, the strong determination to maintain this constant European policy 
was later confirmed, even during the time of dual papacy, which brought both 
“states” into odds against each other83.
83. Fantysová-Matějková, Jana. Wenceslas de Bohême...: 513-552.
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In late Middle-Age Catalonia, some saints were invoked as protectors of ships, 
which is understandable if we take into account the political-economic context. In 
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Gothic Art, Hagiography, Worship, Artistic Promotion, People who worked at 
Sea. 
caPItalIa Verba
Summa Artis Gothicae, Hagiographia, Veneratio, Promotio artium, Nautarum 
turba.
1. My thanks to the directors of my thesis, Anna Orriols and Jordi Cerdà, for checking this text. Also 
the corrections and comments by Marta Bertran, Cèsar Favà and Sílvia Solé, and the help of Francesc 
Rodríguez.
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At the end of the Middle Ages, the number of voyages by sea increased considerably. 
With the expansion of the Catalan-Aragonese Crown across the Mediterranean 
the fear of attacks by pirates and corsairs diminished. Also, improvements in naval 
technology and the use of such developments as the compass and navigation charts 
led to a decrease in accidents on the high seas. However, going to sea continued to 
be dangerous and feared.2 
The documentation offers us authentic proof that accidents of various kinds on 
voyages. Although a shipwreck was not necessarily the most common problem, 
nor did it always mean the death of the crew and passengers, personal misfortunes 
did occur. Jaume Aurell presents the striking case of the merchant Pere Salelles 
who, having lost his son-in-law on a voyage, rewrote his will to mention the 
misfortune, “Antoni Luna, my son in law, for who I pray to God to save his soul, 
as no more than two days ago, I learned that he had passed away on the island 
of Malta...”.3 Some notations by notaries on the margins of insurance contracts 
let us see certain details of these accidents. For example, Francí Marlès’ ship ran 
onto reefs off the lighthouse of Messina, on its way to Rhodes; or the caravel of 
Camelles ran aground on Majorca.4 Beyond this reality, the literature is full of 
tales of sudden storms and other unpleasant surprises while sailing. Thus, the 
risk of shipwreck or other kinds of accident during a journey must have been 
continuously in mente for everyone who went to sea.5 It was not only the cargo 
that was at risk, but also their lives, and it was well known that a sudden death 
that impeded guaranteeing the soul of the dead a good future was especially 
undesirable.6
Thus, it is no surprise that the devotional practices of seagoing people (sailors, 
fishermen, merchants) were aimed especially at obtaining the intercession of Christ, 
2. del Treppo, Mario. Els mercaders catalans i l’expansió de la corona catalano-aragonesa al segle XV. Barcelona: 
Curial, 1976: 339-344. 
3. N’Antoni Luna, gendre meu, al qual prech Déu haia la sua ànima per tant com no havia molt, com no havia 
pus de dos jorns, que sabí que Déus lo savia presla en la illa de Malta...: Aurell, Jaume. Els mercaders catalans al 
quatre-cents. Mutació de valors i procés d’aristocratització a Barcelona (1370-1470). Lleida: Pagès editors, 1996: 
103, note 55. 
4. For these examples and the “dangers of the sea” in general, see: del Treppo, Mario. Els mercaders 
catalans i l’expansió...: 339-344. 
5. Delumeau, Jean. La peur en Occident (XIVe-XVIIIe siècles). Paris: Fayard, 1978: especially 49-62; Molina, 
Ángel Luis. “Los viajes por mar en la Edad Media”. Cuadernos de Turismo, 5 (2000): 113-122; Batany, 
Jean. “Un ‘estat’ trop peu ‘estable’: navigation maritime et peur de l’eau”, L’eau au Moyen Âge. Marseilles: 
Publications du CUERMA-Université de Provence, 1985: 23-42; Deluz, Christiane. “Pèlerins et voyageurs 
face à la mer (XIIe-XIVe siècles)”, Horizons marins itinéraires spirituels (Ve-XVIIIe siècles), Marins, navires et 
affaires, Henri Dubois, Jean-Claude Dubois, André Vauchez, dirs. Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 1987: 
II, 277-287. 
6. Ils craignent à la fois pour leur argent et pour leur âme, thus Charles M. de la Roncière summarised 
the medieval merchants’ fears (although in another field) in: de la Roncerie, Charles M. “La foi du 
marchand: Florence XIVe-milieu XVe siècle ”, Le marchand au Moyen âge. XIXe Congrès de la Société des 
Historiens Médiévistes de l’Enseignement Supérieur Public (Reims juin 1988). Paris: Cid Éditions, 1992: 237-
250, especially 240. 
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the Virgin Mary and the saints in the case of accidents on the high seas.7 This study 
concentrates on the saints invoked to protect ships in Catalonia in the 14th and 15th 
centuries. 
1. Saint Nicholas of Bari
Saint Nicholas of Bari was widely venerated by seafarers, as shown by abundant 
devotional practices, as well as texts and a range of documents. In Johan Luschner's 
print of the Llibre del Consolat de Mar (1502), one of the first texts on maritime 
legislation, invokes the “glorious saints Erasmus, Saint Nicholas, Saint Anthony and Saint 
Claire patrons and intercessors for seafarers”.8 The Bari saint's power to intercede is also 
reflected in the Libre dels Mariners, from the 14th century. This satirical work about 
the lives of sailors tells about their work on the sea and how they waste their money 
on land on good food, prostitutes and gambling. Despite the mood of the text, it 
includes the worship of the saint in verses 276-279:
7. The historiography has several times emphasised the fact that in the late Middle Ages, the saints 
were valued especially for their power to intercede, see: Pietri, Charles. “L’évolution du culte des 
saints aux premiers siècles chrétiens: du témoin à l’intercesseur”, Les fonctions des saints dans le monde 
occidental (IIIe-XIIIe siècle), Actes du colloque. Rome: École Française de Rome, 1991: 15-36; Vauchez, 
André. “Saints admirables et saints imitables: les fonctions de l’hagiographie ont-elles changé aux 
derniers siècles du Moyen Âge?”, Les fonctions des saints dans le monde occidental...: 161-172. Regarding 
the saints who intervened in moments of difficulty on voyages, the bibliography about the Catalan 
area will be mentioned when relevant. For a more general viewpoint: Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc Henri. 
“Les saints protecteurs de bateaux. 1200-1460”. Ethnologie française, 9/2 (1979): 161-178. For another 
geographic area, it is also interesting to see: Veyssière, Gérard. “Miracles et merveilles en Provence aux 
XIIIe et XIVe siècles à travers des textes hagiographiques”, Miracles, prodiges et merveilles au Moyen Âge, XXV 
Congrès de la Société des Historiens Médiévistes de l’Enseignement Supérieur Public (Orléans, juin 1994). Paris: 
Publications de la Sorbonne, 1995: 191-214. Given that the following pages concentrate on the study of 
the saints, I mention some works on the Virgin Mary. In the general field, the above-mentioned study by 
Geneviève and Henri Bresc (Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”: 161-178) contains 
an epigraph dedicated to the sanctuaires marins et sanctuaires de la piété maritime (Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, 
Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”: 172 and following).. Regarding the specifically Catalan area: García, 
Arcadi. Història de la marina catalana. Barcelona: Aedos, 1977: 140; in the same geographic area, there is 
the notable case of Montserrat, dealt with by: Llompart, Gabriel. “Las tablillas votivas del Puig de Pollensa 
(Mallorca)”. Revista de Dialectología y Tradiciones Populares, 28 (1972): 39-54 and, especially, Albareda, 
Anselm M. Història de Montserrat. Barcelona: Publicacions de l’Abadia de Montserrat, 1972: 126 and Tarín, 
José. “Montserrat y su tradición marinera”, Leyendas y tradiciones marineras. Barcelona: Ediciones de la 
Sección de Prensa de la Diputación Provincial de Barcelona, 1954: 59-61.
8. Gloriosos sancts mossenyer sanct Helm, sant Nicholau, sant Antoni e santa Clara patrons e advocats dels nauegants: 
Aguiló, Marià. Catálogo de obras en lengua catalana impresas desde 1474 hasta 1860. Barcelona-Sueca: Curial, 
1977: 356-358. Joan Ors presents the invocation of “sanct Helm” and “sanct Nicolau” in the 1494 edition 
(Ors, Joan. “El ‘Libre dels Mariners’ (text i caracterització literària)”. Boletín de la Real Academia de Buenas 
Letras de Barcelona, 37 (1977-1978): 213-252, especially: 248, note 276. There are various editions of the 
Llibre del Consolat de Mar: Consolat de Mar, ed. Ferran Valls i Taberner. Barcelona: Barcino, 1930. More 
recently and a revision of the above-mentioned edition, Llibre del Consolat de Mar, ed. Germà Colón, 
Arcadi García. Barcelona: Fundació Noguera, 2001.
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Cert, per sent Nicolau,
més valgra que en nau
tota hora stat agués,
e no n agra despès.9
The religiosity of those who worked at sea was also expressed through the names 
given to their ships. Although some were given profane names, of fast animals, 
for example, in other cases, they were given the names of those who could act 
miraculously to save the crew or the cargo. These same names were used to bless 
a voyage (prior to setting sail) or on the sea. Among the most frequent saints was 
Saint Nicholas.10 
The proliferation of chapels and altarpieces dedicated to this saint around the 
country shows that he had a wide following. Within this, we can see that his presence 
in buildings that were especially significant for worship by seafarers reinforces the 
idea of his popularity amongst these. In this sense, especially notable is Santa Maria 
del Mar in Barcelona,11 closely linked to the merchants.12 Very close to this Gothic 
church there was the plain of the ships, also called Saint Nicholas Square (as it was 
the site of the old hospital named after him)13 and the old convent of Saint Claire, 
where there was “a chapel, which is dedicated, with its altarpiece of Saint Nicholas 
and Saint Helena and Saint Barbara”.14 Similarly, on the sea front in Barcelona, 
there was a chapel dedicated to the bishop saint. We must also add that, in Portopí, 
9. “Certain, for Saint Nicholas,
It would have been better
In the ship to have stayed,
And so not to have had to pay”.
(Ors, Joan. “El ‘Libre dels Mariners’...”: 213-252); especially 241. It was also included in: Cançoner de les 
obretes en nostra lengua materna més divulgades durant los segles XIV, XV e XVI, ed. Marià Aguiló. Barcelona: 
Libreria d’Àlvar Verdaguer, 1873-1900, f. 173r-176v. Other satirical poems on maritime themes appear in: 
Massó, Jaume. “Dos poemes catalans del XIV en segle sobre la vida de la gent de mar”. Revue Hispanique, 
9 (1909): 241-251. 
10. Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”; Carrère, Claude. Barcelona 1380-1462. Un 
centre econòmic en època de crisi. Barcelona: Curial, 1977: I, 250 and following; Varela, María Elisa. “Navegar 
y rezar. Devoción y piedad de las gentes de mar barcelonesas (siglos XIV y XV)”. Anuario de Estudios 
medievales, 29 (1999): 1120-1132.
11. The essential work about Santa Maria del Mar is: Bassegoda, Bonaventura. Santa Maria de la Mar. 
Monografía histórica-artística. Barcelona: Indústries gràfiques. Fills de J. Thomas, 1925: I, 150, of which 
there is a summarised edition: Bassegoda, Bonaventura. Santa Maria de la Mar. Monografía històrico-artística 
del temple. Barcelona: Universitat Politècnica de Barcelona-Editores técnicos asociados, 1975. 
12. Aurell, Jaume. Els mercaders catalans...: 270 and following. 
13. Duran, Agustí. Barcelona i la seva història. La formació d’una gran ciutat. Barcelona: Curial, 1973: I, 433. 
The capital dedicated to the saint nowadays conserved in the Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya which 
seems to show the miracle of the three young men brought back to life must be from this old hospital. 
See: Castiñeiras, Manuel. “San Nicola attraverso e al di là del cammino di Santiago”, San Nicola. Splendori 
d’Arte d’Oriente e d’Occidente, Michele Bacci, ed. Ginevra-Milano: Skira, 2006: 127-136; Camps, Jordi. 
“L’escultura en pedra”, El romànic a les col·leccions del Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya. Barcelona: Museu 
Nacional d’Art de Catalunya-Lunwerg, 2008: 165-183. 
14. una capella, la qual és de devoció, ab son retaule de Sanct Nicolau y Sancta Elena y Sancta Bàrbara: Madurell, 
Josep M. “El pintor Lluís Borrassà: su vida, su tiempo, sus seguidores y sus obras”. Anales y boletín de los 
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the port of Palma de Mallorca, there was a little church dedicated to the same saint. 
Like the rest of the Majorcan port, this is portrayed on the altarpiece of Saint George 
by Pere Niçard. Still in the Balearic Islands, there was also a chapel dedicated to 
Saint Nicholas in the port of Ciutadella, on Minorca.15
Prayers and refrains also show how the worship of this saint persisted over the 
years. Even in relatively recent times, sailors made offerings to Saint Nicholas.16 
His reputation for protecting ships concords with the miracle of the rescuing of the 
shipwrecked narrated in the book of his life17 and in devotional texts like the Sermó 
de sant Nicolau, from the first half of the 14th century:
alscuns noxes eren an mar
Qui no podien escapar
clamaren sen Nicolau
E sempra la mar fo en pau
E axi foren escapats
De gran paril et desliurats.18 
This sermon, also called del Bisbetó, was preached for the festivities of Saint Nicholas 
in a number of places, like Girona and Lleida, where there is known to have been a 
chapel dedicated to this bishop saint. The presence of the saint's maritime wonder 
in texts unconnected to his worship by seafarers is proof of the spread of this cult 
during the late Middle Ages.19 The supernatural intervention to save the lives of the 
Museos de Arte de Barcelona, 7 (1949): 7-325; 8 (1950): 7-387; 10 (1952): 7-363, for this one in particular, 
7 (1949): 59. 
15. El cavaller i la princesa. El sant Jordi de Pere Nisard i la ciutat de Mallorca, ed. Gabriel Llompart, Francesc 
Ruiz. Palma de Mallorca: Consell de Mallorca-Sa Nostra Caixa de Balears, 2001. For the recreation of 
the port, see especially within the above-mentioned, the article by: Llompart, Gabriel. “País, paisatge i 
paisanatge a la taula de sant Jordi de Pere Niçard”, El cavaller i la princesa...: 59-89, which contains the 
previous bibliography. 
16. Llompart, Gabriel. “Las tablillas votivas...”: 49. 
17. da Varazze, Iacopo. Llegenda Àuria, ed. Nolasc Rebull. Olot: without publisher, 1976: 939-947.
18. “Some damage there was at sea 
That we could not escape
We prayed to Saint Nicholas
And the sea was always calm 
And we could escape and
From great danger were freed”.
v. 63-68 of the poem. It also relates how the saint fasted when young, the miracle of the three maidens, 
the ressuscitated altar boys, that of the wheat multiplied, the boy who fell into the sea, etc. Miret, 
Joaquim. “El Sermó de sant Nicolau”. Revue Hispanique, 28 (1963): 390-395, specifically page 393 (here 
I have used this transcription); Teatre hagiogràfic, ed. Josep Romeu. Barcelona: Editorial Barcino, 1957: 
LXXX. For the transcription of the text, see: vol. II: 17-24, about the text vol. I: 24 and following. 
19. Teatre hagiogràfic...: I: 26 (notes 4, 5 and 6). Josep Romeu collects the evidence supplied by: Villanueva, 
Jaime. Viaje literario por las Iglesias de España. Valencia: Faximil Edicions Digitals, 2001: XII, 281; XVI: 93). 
It is not the only the sermó del bisbetó. See another example (not dedicated to Saint Nicholas) in: Blandín 
de Cornualla i altres narracions en vers dels segles XIV i XV, ed. Arseni Pacheco. Barcelona: Edicions 62-“La 
Caixa”, 1983: 172-193, note 96. 
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crew of a drifting ship is one of these wonders attributed to various saints, as we 
shall see. The hagiographic theme was incorporated into numerous cycles dedicated 
to the saint. The altarpiece from the end of the 15th century in the Llotja de Mar in 
Perpignan (Roussillon), attributed to the anonymous Master of Canapost identified 
by part of the historiography with the Master of la Seu d'Urgell (Illustration 1), is a 
significant example.20 
IlluStratIoN 1. altarpIece of ConsolaT de mar, 
perpIgNaN. MuSée HyacINtHe rIgaud (INStItut 
aMatller d’art HISpàNIc-arxIu MaS).
20. Cornudella, Rafael. “El Mestre de la Llotja de Mar de Perpinyà (àlies Mestre de Canapost; àlies Mestre 
de la Seu d’Urgell)”. Locus Amoenus, 7 (2004): 137-169. 
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This altarpiece only illustrated one narrative scene from the saint, this being the 
rescuing of the shipwrecked. The presence of the Bari saint's prodigy fits perfectly 
in the work's complex iconography. The elements that complement the depiction 
of the Trinity and the messages in the phylacteries comprise an interesting allegory 
of justice. This is not surprising if we bear in mind the altarpiece's destination, the 
chapel of the Consulate of the Sea, and that one of the functions of the consuls was 
precisely to apply justice according to the legislation in the Llibre del Consolat de Mar. 
The scene below recreates the results of the consuls’ good work: a dynamic and 
economically prosperous port. And it even shows that the seafarers and traders are 
not imperilled by meteorological inclemency thanks to the supernatural power of 
Saint Nicholas.21 
While the links between maritime activity, the worship of the saint and the presence 
of the scene on the altarpiece seem clear in Perpignan, I have more doubts in other 
cases about whether including the miracle in the iconography responds to the worship 
by seafarers. In this sense, mention must be made of the altarpiece in Canapost (Baix 
Empordà), also attributed to the anonymous master named after the town. In this, 
the image of Saint Nicholas and the scene of the rescuing of the shipwrecked fill one 
of the side panels. The Virgin of the Humility appears in the central panel and the 
Crucifixion, in the attic, as is habitual. The effigy of Saint Bernard is on the other side 
panel and the episode of the lactatio of the saint above this. 
As Joan Molina has shown, the episodes of the Virgin and Saint Bernard make 
up a short cycle of exaltation of the Virgin Mary. The presence of Saint Nicholas 
must be due to a local or parochial devotion. He also argues (convincingly) that the 
altarpiece must have been a collective commission by the town's peasant community. 
However, that does not exclude the possibility that the presence of the bishop saint 
was also due to iconographic questions. During his infancy, Saint Nicholas sometimes 
abstained from feeding from his mother's breast to comply with the fast, which can 
be related to the episode of the lactatio. On the other hand, the miracle of rescuing 
the shipwrecked is sometimes attributed to the Virgin and, according to the sermon 
by Saint Vicent Ferrer, a prayer by Saint Bernard was recited after the miracle.22 
With regard to the Cistercian saint, it is worth mentioning the problematic about 
a piece in the Episcopal Museum in Vic. Two scenes are illustrated: saving a ship 
(Illustration 2) and an exorcism. Although the saint in question has traditionally 
been identified with Saint Bernard, Rosa Alcoy suggests that it could be identified 
21. Molina, Joan. “Relacions i intercanvis artístics entre Girona i el Rosselló a la segona meitat del 
segle XV”. Annals de l’Institut d’Estudis Gironins, 33 (1994): 481-515, especially page 494 and following; 
monographically about this altarpiece, by the same author: Molina, Joan. “Espacio e imagen de la 
Justicia. Lecturas en torno al retablo del Consulado de Mar de Perpiñán”. Locus Amoenus, 3 (1997): 51-66. 
22. Molina, Joan. “Relacions i intercanvis...”: 481-515, especially page 500 and following. This was not the 
first time Saint Nicholas and Saint Bernard were linked. In Santa Maria del Pi, in Barcelona, there is a chapel 
dedicated to both. Bernaus, Magda. “Santa Maria del Pi”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya. Arquitectura II: Catedrals, 
monestirs i altres edificis religiosos, Antoni Pladevall, ed. Barcelona: Enciclopèdia Catalana, 2004: II, 96-101. 
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with Saint Romuald. The scene that concerns us is precisely one of the arguments 
that she uses in favour of the latter, to whom the miracle is attributed.23 
IlluStratIoN 2. CoMpartMeNt of the altarpIeCe of SaINt 
BerNard (?). MuSeu epISCopal de VIC (Marta Nuet).
Bearing in mind the reiteration of this scene in Catalan Gothic art, one asks 
oneself if this could be iconographic “contamination” that would have transferred 
the prodigy to Saint Bernard.24
23. Alcoy, Rosa. “Sant Romuald de Camaldoli i el problema de les taules de Vic relacionades amb Ferrer 
Bassa”. Analecta Sacra Tarraconensia, 65 (1992): 211-248. 
24. The doubt about the authorship and the origin should be added to this question, but that's away from 
the purpose of these pages. Regarding the latter question Rosa Alcoy mentions the possibility that this is 
a piece done in Italy. Alcoy, Rosa. “Sant Romuald de Camaldoli i el problema de les taules de Vic...”: 219. 
Regarding the, this has been situated in Bassa's circles. There are two opinions diametrically opposed 
opinions about Bassa's painting. Rosa Alcoy's is presented –among other studies- in: Alcoy, Rosa. “Ferrer 
Bassa allo specchio”. Arte medievale, periodico internazionale di critica dell’arte medievale, 2 (2003): 107-127. 
Joaquín Yarza presents his case in: Yarza, Joaquín. “María de Navarra y la ilustración del ‘Libro de Horas’ 
de la Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana”, Libro de Horas de la Reina María de Navarra. Barcelona: Moleiro, 
1996: 93-356. A recent contribution about the piece in the Museu Episcopal de Vic is: Cornudella, Rafael. 
“Mestre de la Coronació de Bellpuig. Escenes de la vida de sant Bernat (?)”, Convidats d’honor. Exposició 
commemorativa del 75è aniversari del Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya. Barcelona: Museu Nacional d’Art 
de Catalunya, 2009: 126-131. 
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Let us return to the Canapost altarpiece. This piece, together with others that 
are dealt with below, lead me to think that, while Saint Nicholas must have had a 
relevant role in the devotion among seafarers, a good part of the examples of worship 
of the saint that we know correspond to other areas. In Santa Maria in Cervera 
(Segarra), a chapel dedicated to the saint was built around 1405-1410 (situated on 
the southern corner of the building) and was acquired by the priests in 1411. The 
bishop saint was also portrayed in the keystone sculpted by Francesc Marata in 
1407.25 Among the chapel's ornamental elements and liturgical furnishings, there 
was the altarpiece of Saint Nicholas, by Borrassà, which has been lost, and the 
cross of Saint Nicholas, dated from 1435-1437, by the silversmith Bernat Llopart, 
which remains in situ. We have little information about the altarpiece, but we do 
know that it was made and placed in the church in Cervera through a document: 
“In 1419, the venerable Monsignor Nicolau of Cornellana and Monsignor Bernat 
Lop being priors of the Brotherhood, which was made in Barcelona by Master Lluís 
Borraçà and Luch, slave of said Borraçà, painters...”.26 
Regarding the cross, this is known especially as the protagonist of the episode of 
“competition” between the brotherhood of Saint Nicholas and that of the Virgin, as 
the promoters of the work requested explicitly that the cross “be as big or bigger and 
no smaller than the one in the Brotherhood of Our Lady Saint Mary”. Moreover, 
it presents a very wide narrative cycle dedicated to the saint that includes “the 
story of the miracle on the sea, that is, a ship where there will be sailors in the 
hands of fate, tye put their hands together and kneel, invoke Saint Nicholas, and 
an image will be made of Saint Nicholas, who will appear in said ship to reveal 
their fate”. The “miracle on the sea” is complemented with other episodes featuring 
the bishop saint: the saint resuscitating the three altar boys; the child saint praying 
while bathing; giving the golden balls to the maidens as a dowry; and the image of 
the child with a golden chalise in front of the altar.27 
The miracle of the rescuing of the shipwrecked (that appears frequently in the 
hagiographic cycles dedicated to the saint) and the resurrection of the boys, do not 
25. Beseran, Pere. “Santa Maria de Cervera”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya. Arquitectura II...: 39-50.
26. En 1419, éssent priors de la Confraria los venerables mossèn Nicolau de Cornellana y mossèn Bernat Lop, lo qual 
se féu en Barcelona per mestre Lluís Borraçà y Luch, sclau de dit Borraçà, pintors... Madurell, Josep M., “El pintor 
Lluís Borrassà...”, for this document see: VII: 247 and 248 (doc. nº 222); Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. 
Pintura gótica catalana. Barcelona: Polígrafa, 1986: 86. 
27. Sie tan gran o mayor e no pas menor que es aquella de la confraria de madona Sta. Maria; la historia del 
miracle de la mar, ço és a saber una nau en la qual haura marines posats en fortuna e ab les mans junctes de 
genollons invocaran sent Nicholau, e farà la imatge de sent Nicholau qui appareixerà en la dita nau per revelar la 
fortuna. Ainaud, Joan. “Creu de Sant Nicolau. Bernat Llopart”, Catalunya Medieval. Barcelona: Lunwerg-
Generalitat de Catalunya, 1992: 316-317; de Dalmases, Núria. Orfebreria catalana medieval, Barcelona, 
1300-1500. Barcelona: Institut d’Estudis Catalans, 1992: I, 265-267; II, 276-277 (the extracts of the 
contract are from here); Duran, Agustí. “Orfebreria catalana: la creu de Sant Nicolau de Cervera. Els 
argenters de Cervera”. Estudis Universitaris Catalans, 8 (1914): 108-201. The prodigy of the resuscitated 
children comes from a literary tradition. About this aspect, see: Ainaud, Jordi. “De Jaume Roig a Stephen 
Sondheim: canibalisme i misogínia”, Actes del VII Congrés de l’Associació Hispànica de Literatura Medieval, 
Santiago Fortuño, Tomàs Martínez, eds. Castelló de la Plana: Publicacions de la Universitat Jaume I, 
1999: 243-253. 
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clash in a context of passion and redemption. As is habitual, there is the Crucifix on 
the other face of the cross. However, if we consider globally the miracles by the saint 
displayed there, they seem to show his power as an intercessor through the relics 
that had to be kept on the cross28.
illustRAtion 3. AltARPiece of sAint nicholAs And sAint michAel. 
seu de mAnResA (montseRRAt bARniol).
28. I restrict myself to indicating some “classic” studies on the subject of the relics: Brown, Peter. Le 
culte des saints. Son essor et sa fonction dans la chrétienté latine. Paris: Les éditions du Cerf, 1984; Geary, 
Patrick J. Furta Sacra. Thefts of relics in the central Middle Ages. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978; 
Herrmann, Nicole. Les reliques des saints. Formation coutumière d’un droit. París: Éditions Klincsiek, 1975; 
Bozóky, Edina; Helvétius, Anne Marie. Les reliques. Objets, cultes, symbols. Actes du colloque international de 
l’Université du Littoral-Côte d’Opale (Boulogne-sur-Mer). Turnhout: Brepols, 1999. 
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Nowadays there is still an altarpiece dedicated to Saint Nicholas of Bari and Saint 
Michael (Illustration 3) contracted by Jaume Cabrera in 1406 in Santa Maria de 
Manresa (Bages). It was originally in the chapel of the brotherhood of Saint Nicholas, 
the clergy, canons and doctors, where the saint is depicted on the keystone, as in 
Cervera. Four miracles by Saint Nicholas are shown. In the lower compartment 
of one of the lateral streets we see two scenes of the saving of the three altar boys 
murdered in their sleep. In the other street, there is the illustrated story of the father 
who had asked Saint Nicholas for a child. On the way to the saint's sanctuary to 
thank him, the boy fell into the sea. Despite this, the father reached the sanctuary 
to give him the gold cup, and miraculously found the baby there. There are two 
more miracles flanking the holy burial on the predella. The first is the sailors who 
Saint Nicholas asked to give part of their cargo of wheat to a city affected by famine. 
Despite doing so, they found that their cargo weighed the same on reaching their 
port of destination, obviously, through the saint's intercession. The other is that of 
the tree cut down which the devil comes out of.29 
As we have seen, the clergy had chapels dedicated to Saint Nicholas in Cervera 
and Manresa. In Lleida and Girona, the Sermó del Bisbetó was performed. On these 
occasions, it seems reasonable to think about him being worshiped as an exemplary 
bishop and a protector of infants and altar boys. 
There are some other cases with narratives scenes from the Bari saint in the 
Catalan altarpiece tradition. There is very little information about an altarpiece 
that was said to come from the Maresme (figs. 4 and 5). Although some of its 
panels have been lost, it is mostly preserved in the Amatller Institute of Hispanic 
Art (Barcelona).30 The altarpiece, dedicated to Saint Nicholas, includes several of 
his miracles. The narrative cycle begins a damaged scene where the bishop saint is 
giving balls of gold to three maidens whose father could not pay the dowry for their 
weddings. Under this, we find the saint preventing the murder of three innocent 
soldiers. On the other lateral street, there is the saint rescuing the shipwrecked and, 
finally, resuscitating three dead boys. The other testimony is the altarpiece in the 
parish church in Cameles (Roussillon), also dedicated to Saint Nicholas and dated 
from 1407-1408. This was done with a wide repertoire of scenes of the saint's life 
and miracles, among which the saint helping sailors in peril.31 Although the places 
these altarpieces come from (Maresme and Rosselló) are near the coast, we have no 
evidence to link them to worship by seafarers. Thus, I am inclined to think that, in 
29. Yarza, Joaquín. Els retaules gòtics de la Seu de Manresa. Manresa: Fundació Caixa de Manresa, 1993: 56. Anna 
Orriols i Alsina has dealt with the altarpieces in La Seu on various occasions: Orriols, Anna. “Els retaules gòtics 
de la Seu”, Manresa i la Seu. Manresa: Amics de la Seu, 1991: 113-127; Orriols, Anna. “La pintura gòtica a 
la Seu”, Manresa Medieval. Història, art i cultura a l’Edat Mitjana. Manresa: Amics de l’Art Romànic del Bages, 
2001: 105-133. These studies contain the previous bibliography about the altarpiece and its artistic context. 
30. Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica...: 52 (cat. nº 111); 305 (Illustration 232).
31. Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica...: 117 (cat. nº 371); 383 (Illustration 626-627); Ruiz, 
Francesc. “Els pintors del Rosselló”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya, Pintura II, el corrent internacional, Francesc Ruiz, 
coord. Barcelona: Enciclopèdia Catalana, 2005: 127-133. 
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these cases, the inclusion of the miracle in the cycle is due more to the wish to show 
the saint's powers in general, and not limited strictly to maritime activities. 
illustRAtion 4. AltARPiece of sAint nicholAs. institut 
AmAtlleR d’ARt hisPànic (institut AmAtlleR d’ARt hisPànic-
ARxiu mAs).
2. Saint Erasmus of Formiae
Saint Erasmus, or Elmo, is also venerated in various places as the patron saint of 
sailors. There are many variants of the name: Elm, Erm, Antelm, Telm, Tem, etc. 
He has often been mistaken with the 13th-century Dominican saint Pere González 
Telmo, which is logical given the similarity between the names (T)elm and Telmo.32 
Some written references (more than artistic depictions) gathered from various places 
help us to reconstruct partially the demonstrations of devotion to the saint. Like 
Saint Nicholas, he is one of the saints ships are named after.33 According to the 1547 
pastoral visit to the convent of Sant Antoni i Santa Clara in Barcelona, there was, 
32. Colomer, Ignasi M. Sant Elm i la coca. Calella: Museu-Arxiu Municipal de Calella, 1989; García, Arcadi. 
Història de la marina...:140-141; Amades, Joan. Els exvots. Barcelona: Orbis, 1952: 105. 
33. Carrère, Claude. Barcelona 1380-1462...: I, 250 and following.
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“the image of Saint Elmo, with the arms of the Mariners [...] in the middle, on the 
altar, a beautiful altarpiece, with gilded quilting, image of Saint Erasmus, with his 
history, with his golden circle and the arms of the Mariners”.34 We know that the 
painters Bernat Martorell, Jaume Cirera and Lluís Dalmau worked on the painting of 
the altarpiece or on the decoration of the chapel of Saint Erasmus in this convent.35
In Sant Feliu de Guíxols (Baix Empordà), the seamen worshipped Saint Erasmus, 
where there was a chapel dedicated to him.36 In Calella (Maresme) there was 
another dated from 1449. Colomer37 proposed this was the place of origin of the 
votive offering in the shape of a coca (a short, very wide-beamed ship), traditionally 
known as the coca of Mataró. There was also a gothic altarpiece from the same 
place that supposedly depicted Saints Abdon and Sennen, as well as Saint Erasmus, 
34. la image de sanct Helm, ab les armes dels Mariners [...] en mig, en lo altar, un bell altarpiece, daurat en mig 
stoffa, ymage de sanct Helm, ab la història de ell, ab ses polseres ab les armes dels Mariners. Madurell, Josep M. 
“El pintor Lluís Borrassà...”:VII, 58-59. 
35. Duran, Agustí. Barcelona i la seva història. l’art i la cultura. Barcelona: Curial, 1975: III, chapter 6; 
about Bernat Martorell page 116-134 (docs. nº 55, 65), chapter 7; about Lluís Dalmau and Jaume 
Huguet page 135-179 and 147-148; Madurell, Josep M. “El pintor Lluís Borrassà...”: VIII, 375-376 
(doc. nº 365); Ruiz, Francesc. “Lluís Dalmau”, l’art gòtic a Catalunya. Pintura III, darreres manifestacions, 
Joan Sureda, coord. Barcelona: Enciclopèdia Catalana, 2006: 51-67 and 64.
36. Amades, Joan. Els exvots...: 116; Villanueva, Jaime. Viaje literario...: XIV, 66. 
37. Colomer, Ignasi M. Sant Elm...
IlluStratIoN 5. altarPIece of 
SaINt NIcholaS, detaIl. INStItut 
amatller d’art hISPàNIc 
(INStItut amatller d’art 
hISPàNIc-arxIu maS).
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but its current whereabouts are unknown. In their legends, these two saints are 
also attributed with having saved a ship that was on the verge of sinking. A 1428 
manuscript, probably copied from an earlier text, includes the episode of the saints’ 
relics being taken from Saint Mark's in Venice to Arles del Tec (Vallespir). After 
embarking the relics, the Catalan expedition sent to bring them back continued its 
homeward voyage. Some ten miles from, they came across a ship that was sinking. 
The abbot of Arles, who was in charge of the saints’ bodies, began to pray to Saints 
Abdon and Sennen for help. After finishing his prayer, the sailors were able to 
continue their voyage to Cadaqués (Alt Empordà) without problems.38 Although 
this prodigy by Saints Abdon and Sennen is narrated in their legendary, we know of 
no cases where it is depicted in Catalan Gothic art.
Returning to the coca, this little vessel is a wooden votive offering, nowadays 
in the Maritien Museum Prins Hendrjk, in Rotterdam (Holland). Although it has 
always been known as the coca of Mataró, Colomer argues that it was from Calella as 
the chapel of Saint Simon in Mataró dates from the end of the 16th century. On the 
other hand, a marine votive offering fits perfectly in a place of worship dedicated 
to Saint Erasmus.39 The most recent historiography has echoed this hypothesis, but 
without any firm arguments in favour of either possibility. The majority tendency in 
the historiography is to maintain the coca's place of origin as Mataró.40
Thanking a divinity or the saints with an ex-voto was not new to the Middle 
Ages. This phenomenon already had a long tradition with numerous examples in 
both the ancient and medieval worlds.41 In Gothic art in Catalonia and in other 
countries, when the inside of a building or the tomb of a saint is depicted, hanging 
votive offerings were sometimes added. We see this on the above-mentioned 
38. Sistac, José. Vida, culto y folklore de los Santos Abdón y Senén, popularmente llamados “sant Nin i sant Non” 
abogados de los agricultores, antiguos co-Patronos de Barcelona y Patronos de multitud de lugares de Cataluña, 
Aragón, Valencia y sur de Francia. Barcelona: Gráficas Ramón Sopena, 1948: 46-55. 
39. Colomer, Ignasi M. Sant Elm...: 32 and following. 
40. It is clear that there is no definitive study of this piece. In the recent: de Meer, Sjoerd. “La coca de 
Mataró”, Mediterraneum. L’esplendor de la Mediterrània medieval, Joaquim Alemany, Xavier Barral, coords. 
Barcelona: Lunwerg, 2004: 573-579, looks into the origins. The typology of the ship is studied (coca, nau 
(generic term for “ship”) or caravel), and he inclines towards a coca, and he evaluates whether this is a 
votive element. It is also interesting to consult the museum's online file <http://www.maritiemmuseum.
nl/pix/tentoon/mataro/online/eng_mataronline.pdf> and Martínez, José M. Evocaciones en torno a la 
Coca de Mataró. Barcelona: Cámara Oficial de Comercio, Industria y Navegación de Barcelona, 1986, 
which also includes information about the context and typologies of late medieval vessels. For the latter 
question, see also: Gertwagen, Rudy. “Característiques de les embarcacions marítimes de la Mediterrània 
durant els segles XIII-XV”, Mediterraneum...: 543-561. 
41. Freedberg, David. El poder de las imágenes, Estudios sobre la historia y la teoría de la respuesta. Madrid: 
Cátedra, 1989. About votive offerings in the Middle Ages it is also interesting to see: Sigal, Pierre-André. 
“L’ex-voto au Moyen Âge dans les régions du Nord-Ouest de la Mediterranée (XIIe-XVe siècles)”. Provence 
historique, 33/131 (1983): 13-31. The study by Francesca Español is very interesting for an overview of 
this question in Catalan lands. Español, Francesca. “Exvotos y recuerdos de peregrinación”, El camí de 
Sant Jaume i Catalunya. Actes del Congrés Internacional celebrat a Barcelona, Cervera i Lleida els dies 16, 17 i 18 
d’octubre de 2003. Barcelona: Publicacions de l’Abadia de Montserrat, 2007: 297-317; going outside the 
limits of the Middle Ages: Parés, Fina. “Ex-voto catalans”, Provence historique, 33/131 (1983): 87-101, 
also: Amades, Joan. Els exvots...
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altarpiece of Saint Nicholas in Manresa, where ex-votos hang above the altar. There 
is the scene of the pilgrims at the tomb of Saint Nicholas of Tolentino on the Domus 
Dei altarpiece by Antoni Llonye in Miralles (Castellví de Rosanes, Baix Llobregat) 
(Illustration 6). There are many little figures, some whole bodied, others, legs or 
arms, etc., hanging above the saint's tomb. Although the composition is different, 
we find the same in the scene of the pilgrims at the tomb of Saint Vicent in the 
altarpiece of Sarrià, by Jaume Huguet. However, the most interesting case related to 
this study is the altarpiece in Granollers. Here, the scene of the exorcism of princess 
Eudòxia is illustrated above the tomb of Saint Steven. There is a coca among the 
votive offerings hanging above the saint's grave.42 
42. See note 28 for the altarpiece in Manresa. For the altarpiece at Miralles: Orriols, Anna. “Iconografía 
de san Agustín en los ciclos góticos catalanes”. Boletín del Museo e Instituto Camón Aznar, 41 (1990): 13-
46, specifically pages 26 and following; Elsig, Frédéric. “Antoine de Lonhy. Muerte de santa Mónica y 
Milagros ante la tumba de san Nicolás de Tolentino, c. 1460-1462”, El Renacimiento Mediterráneo, viajes de 
artistas e itinerarios de obras entre Italia, Francia y España en el siglo XV, Mauro Natale, coord. Madrid-Valencia: 
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza-Museu de Belles Arts de València, 2001: 481-484. Regarding this aspect of 
the altarpiece by Huguet: Llompart, Gabriel. “Aspectos folklóricos en la pintura gótica de Jaume Huguet 
y los Vergós”. Revista de dialectología y tradiciones populares, 29 (1973): 391-408; Molina, Joan. “Hagiografía 
IlluStratIoN 6. comPartmeNt of 
the altarPIece of the coNVeNt of 
domus deI de mIralleS. muSeu 
de Peralada (INStItut amatller 
d’art hISPàNIc-arxIu maS).
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We have no evidence of the miracle of the shipwrecked being depicted among 
the scenes about Saint Steven in any of the altarpieces. However, it is included in 
his legendary.43
Fragments that illustrate the practice of giving votive offerings can be found in 
Catalan medieval literature. The following verses appear in the poem Veles e vents 
han mos desigs complir, by Ausiàs March, with a metaphor of a voyage and love and 
fortune (v. 17-20):
Los pelegrins tots ensems votaran
e prometran molts dons de cera fets;
la gran paor traurà·l llum los secrets
que al confés descoberts no seran [...].44
As seen above, the votive offerings could be made of wax or wood. However, 
on other occasions, more luxurious materials were used. Changing the geographic 
setting, one example is that of Louis IX. In 1254, when the king was returning from 
Syria to France with Queen Joinville, near Cyprus the wind became “so strong and 
so terrible” that there was a danger of the ship sinking.45 Then the queen prayed 
Saint Nicholas and promised him a silver ship of five marks. This golden silver ship 
with the insignias of Prince Martin and Maria de Luna for which the silversmith 
Romeu des Feu was paid seventy-two lliures, three sous and three Barcelona coins 
on the 12th of June 1372, could respond to a similar casuistic.46 
Returning to the works of art possibly from Saint Erasmus in Calella, I now 
focus on the altarpiece, stylistically in the orbit of the Vergós workshop. Between 
Saints Abdon and Sennen, a bishop saint is depicted with a little ship in his hands. 
y mentalidad popular en la pintura tardogótica barcelonesa (1450-1500)”. Locus Amoenus, 2 (1996): 125-
139. For the altarpiece in Granollers, see the above-mentioned article by Gabriel Llompart and also: 
Tintó, Margarita. El retaule gòtic de Sant Esteve de Granollers. Granollers: M. Tintó, 1990; Garriga, Joaquim. 
“L’antic retaule major de sant Esteve de Granollers, dels Vergós”. Lauro. Revista del Museu de Granollers, 15 
(1998): 15-35; Ruiz, Francesc. “Els Vergós i el Retaule de Sant Esteve de Granollers. Un nou apropament 
a la seva complexitat”, Entra a l’església gòtica de Granollers, Jaume Dantí, coord. Granollers: Museu de 
Granollers, 1997: 74-79. In general, for the iconography of ships, see: Villain, Christiane. “Iconographie 
et datations du navire médiéval”, Iconographie médiévale. Image, texte, contexte, Gaston Duchet, dir. Paris: 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1990: 49-73. Concerning the drawings on the back of the 
altarpiece of Púbol, see the portrayal of vessels, especially the Iberian ones, Yarza, Joaquín. “¿Dibujos, 
esbozos, modelos?”, Bernat Martorell i la tardor del gòtic català. El context artístic del retaule del Púbol, Joan 
Molina, ed. Girona: Museu d’Art de Girona, 2003: 147-168. 
43. da Varazze, Iacopo. Llegenda Àuria...: 971 and following.
44. “The pilgrims together took the vow
of many donations of wax images;
the great fear will out the secrets
not revealed by he who confesses [...]”.
(March, Ausiàs. Tria de poemes, eds. Josep Pujol, Francesc Gómez. Barcelona: Biblioteca Hermes, 1998: 
117).
45. Si forz et si orribles. Delumeau, Jean. La peur en Occident...: 51.
46. de Dalmases, Núria. Orfebreria catalana...: II, 74. 
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Traditionally identified as Saint Nicholas,47 Colomer proposes that this is, in fact, 
Saint Erasmus. This is feasible if we believe that it is from the chapel dedicated to 
this saint. This would not exclude it from having been moved to the church of Saint 
Quirze and Saint Julita where the brotherhood of Saint Erasmus was established in 
a side chapel. Colomer's hypothesis is reinforced by the fact that its iconography is 
the same as that of the saint on the keystone in the chapel of Saint Erasmus in the 
church of Tossa (La Selva).48 
Logically, to weigh up how accurate this identification of the bishop saint is, 
it must be compared with the iconography in other pieces. Although above I 
have mentioned pictorial works where the saint appears, we only know about 
these through the cited documents. So, we must look beyond Catalonia to make 
comparisons. Saint Erasmus appeared on a Valencian altarpiece dedicated to three 
Saints, attributed to Bartomeu Baró, whose whereabouts is nowadays unknown. 
The images in the central and right-hand side panel can be identified as Saint 
Sebastian, with his martyrdom depicted at the peak, and Saint Bernard, identified 
by the accompanying inscription. However, what interests us is the effigy on 
the left. Although one can read “S. Blas Obispo” beside the saint's feet in old 
photographs, this was originally an image of Saint Erasmus repainted to turn it 
into Saint Blaise. In one of the compartments of the predella, just under the effigy 
of the bishop saint, there is a depiction of the rescue of the shipwrecked. An imago 
pietatis and a miracle by Saint Bernard complete the predella.49 In Italy there is 
also an image of the saint with the vessel in his hand. This is in a compartment 
of a polyptych by Giovanni Canavesio from the second half of the 15th century.50
In light of the examples mentioned, Saint Erasmus was not as widely worshipped 
as other saints. However, both the signs of devotion to the saint and his iconography 
(with the boat) accentuate his speciality as an intercessor against the feared dangers 
of the sea.
3. Saint Onophrius
One of the prodigies by Saint Onophrius is the “miracle that happened on 
[the] sea”. In the Catalan life of the saint in the Library of Catalonia (ms. 13), 
and versions of this, which also include post mortem miracles by the saint, a 
prodigy is explained that must have been added by the person who translated 
the text into Catalan. This tells how a merchant from Barcelona went to visit 
his sister, a Poor Clare nun in Pedralbes, before he set sail. She advised him to 
47. Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica...: 181 (cat. 503); 434 (Illustration 879). 
48. Colomer, Ignasi M. Sant Elm...
49. Cornudella, Rafael. “El Mestre de la Porciúncula i la pintura valenciana del seu temps”. Butlletí del 
Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya, 9 (2008): 83-111. 
50. Kaftal, George. Saints in italian Art. Iconography of the saints in the painting of north west Italy. Florence: 
Casa Editrice Le Lettere, 1986: IV, 262. 
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pray to Saint Onophrius in case of danger. Once at sea, they sailed into a storm 
and the merchant invoked the hermit saint, just like his sister had told him to, 
promising that, if he survived, he would have a chapel built in the saint's name 
in the Poor Clare monastery. As can be expected, the story has a happy ending 
and merchant kept his promise.51 However, it seems that in reality this type of 
promises and other votive offerings were often easily forgotten once the danger 
had receded and the person was safe and sound.52 
In the necrology of Pedralbes, Beatriu d’Òdena (†1389) is said to have had 
a predella made with the history of Saint Onophrius for the altar of the eleven 
thousand virgins. The work commissioned by the Poor Claire must be the panel 
dedicated to the saint nowadays in Barcelona Cathedral Museum (Illustration 
7). The life of the hermit is portrayed on this predella, but does not include any 
post mortem miracle, or the rescuing of the merchant. Various authors who have 
studied the piece date it from about 1360-1370 and, in any case, we have 1389 
as an ante quem date. However, it dates from before the version in the Library of 
Catalonia, the oldest surviving Catalan life of Saint Onophrius, from circa 1400.53 
51. The transcription is from the very interesting study of the iconography of the saint in Mallorca 
by Gabriel Llompart: Llompart, Gabriel. “San Onofre, eremita, en el medioevo mallorquín”. Estudios 
lulianos, 7-8 (1963): 203-208. There is a full edition of the life of Saint Onofre in ms. 13 of the 
Biblioteca de Catalunya: Hernández, José. “El manuscrito 13 de la Biblioteca de Catalunya: ‘Comença 
del Benaurat sant Honoffree la sua santa e uirtuosa vida’”. Estudios románicos, 8-9 (1993-1995): 185-
262. Some fragments (transcribed, studied and compared with the incunable from Valencia) are also 
found in: Wittlin, Curt. “‘Qualsevol qui de mi scriurà libre, Déu li perdonarà tots los pecats’: the full 
Catalan translation of the ‘Vida de sant Onofre’ ampliada”, De la traducció literal a la creació literària. 
Barcelona: Publicacions de l’Abadia de Montserrat, 1995: 103-118. 
52. Varela, M. Elisa. “Navegar y rezar...”: 1123.
53. There is one edition of the necrology of Pedralbes: de Castro, María. “Necrologio del monasterio 
de Sta. Mª de Pedralbes (s. XIV)”. Hispania Sacra, 21 (1968): 391-427. For the bancal of Saint 
Onophrius it is interesting to consult: Trens, Manuel. Ferrer Bassa i les pintures de Pedralbes. Barcelona: 
Institut d’Estudis Catalans, 1936: 22; also the article by Francesca Español that, althoughh not 
dedicated to the bancal, has relevant contributions: Español, Francesca. “Los membra disjecta de un 
coro gótico catalán en el Museo de Cleveland”, Imágenes y promotores en el arte medieval, M. Luisa 
Melero, Francesca Español, Anna Orriols, Daniel Rico, eds. Bellaterra: Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona-Servei de Publicacions, 2001: 337-352 and, by the same author: Español, Francesca. El 
gòtic català. Manresa: Angle Editorial-Fundació Caixa de Manresa, 2002: 238; Carbonell, Marià; 
Castellano, Anna; Cornudella, Rafael. “Una col·lecció per al monestir de Pedralbes”, Pedralbes. Els 
tresors del monestir, Marià Carbonell, Anna Castellano, Rafael Cornudella, dirs. Barcelona: Museu 
d’Història de la Ciutat-Museu Monestir de Pedralbes, 2005: 25-33; Alcoy, Rosa. “Ramon Destorrents 
i taller. Predel·la de sant Onofre”, Millenum, història i art de l’església catalana. Barcelona: Generalitat 
de Catalunya, 1989: 258. You could also consult my dissertation (Barniol, Montse. El culte a Sant 
Onofre a Catalunya en època gòtica i la seva traducció plàstica. Barcelona: Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona (PhD Dissertation), 2006), which includes this and other bibliography. More recently, 
about this piece: Cornudella, Rafael; Favà, Cèsar. “Francesc Serra (?). Bancal de la vida de sant 
Onofre”, Convidats d’honor...: 132-137. 
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IlluStratIoN 7. Predella of SaINt oNuPhre. MuSeu de la catedral de BarceloNa (aNNa 
orrIolS-MoNtSerrat BarNIol; © catedral de BarceloNa).
Considering all these data, Assumpta Escudero proposes that the protagonist of 
the prodigy is the brother of Beatriu d’Òdena, so that the hagiographic text and the 
pictorial work would be closely linked. Although this hypothesis is interesting and 
tempting, I consider it perhaps too bold.54
I believe it is interesting to highlight the fact that this text is not the only that 
links a merchant to the cult of Saint Onophrius. In Barcelona City Historical Archive 
there is an inventory of the goods belonging to merchant Eloi de Navel dated 1457. 
The wealth he accrued from the saffron trade meant he had a privileged financial 
situation, as is clear in the document. Among his possessions, there are the contents 
of a large library, among which there was a life of Saint Onophrius. Despite originally 
being from Cardona (Bages), like so many other merchants from the same town, he 
lived in Barcelona, although he never severed his links with his birthplace, where 
he owned a house. Precisely, a predella nowadays in a private collection, attributed 
to Pere Vall, is from Sant Miquel in Cardona, “the merchants’” church. The Egyptian 
hermit appears on it, among other saints. Again, to attempt to link the Navel family 
directly with this fragment of an altarpiece would be, at least, precipitated. Similarly, 
it shows that the cult of Saint Onophrius was alive in Cardona, a place of intense 
commercial activity and, as a result, strong economic and demographic growth 
towards the end of the Middle Ages.55 The worship of Saint Onophrius is also seen 
54. Escudero, Assumpta. El monestir de santa Maria de Pedralbes. Barcelona: Edicions de Nou Art Thor, 
1988: 76-77.
55. From Eloi de Navel's will: Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat de Barcelona. Arxiu Notarial. I. 10. f. 27v; 
Iglesias, Antoni. “De drassanes i drassaners: Eloi de Navel (†1457), un drassaner lletraferit”. Drassana, 11 
(2003): 84-96; Aurell, Jaume. Els mercaders catalans...: 150 and 188; Aurell, Jaume; Puigarnau, Alfons. 
La cultura del mercader...: 263-264 and note 199. Regarding the burghers of Cardona (among whom were 
the Navels) in the Late Middle Ages: Galera, Andreu. Territori, senyoriu i jurisdicció a la Catalunya central: 
la batllia de Cardona, ducat de Cardona i baronia de Santa Maria d’Aguilar (s. XI-XVI). Barcelona: Universitat 
de Barcelona (PhD Dissertation), 2001: 558; Casas, Montserrat. “Els habitants de Cardona i les seves 
activitats econòmiques al voltant de 1400”. Cardener, 2 (1985): 125-143; Galera, Andreu. “Els Ros de 
Garrigosa: entorn les relacions entre l’oligarquia de la vila de Cardona i l’alta burgesia barcelonina (segles 
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in the will of Caterina Llull i Çabatida, a Catalan merchant from the second half 
of the 15th century. The document contains money assigned to pay for masses on 
seventeen festivities, among which was Saint Onophrius.56 
Although less evident, there are other signs the saint enjoyed relative popularity of 
among the merchants. In a 1508 document, in the chapel of Saint Michael in Santa 
Maria del Mar there was an altarpiece “sub invocacione sanctorum Honofrii et Antonii”.57 
On the other hand, one of the figures on the west doorway has been identified as 
Saint Onophrius.58 Some news in the same line can be found in the documentation 
related to the promotion of the arts by the merchants. The saint is sculpted on one 
of the keystones of a chapel in the cloister of Sant Jeroni de la Murtra (Badalona, 
Barcelonès); a merchant's mark appears on the outer shield of the same part.59 
It seems that in 1401, the saint was venerated in Barcelona cathedral, near the 
altar of Saint Oleguer, which is in the chapel of Saint Agustine.60 According to the 
patriarch Sapera, this worship was still alive twenty years later “[...] the image 
being painted on an oratory or kind of tryptych, that is, an altarpiece with hinged 
panels”.61 We do not know who the promoter was. However, we do know that, 
among many others, two merchants, Ponç de Gualbes (1369) and Pere d’Urgell 
(1391) founded benefits in the chapel. This simply shows that the chapel where the 
saint was venerated was a place where merchants went to worship.
The worship of Saint Onophrius did not reach Catalonia until the 14th century 
and was never one of the most widespread. However, given the above-mentioned 
examples, it seems that Saint Onophrius enjoyed a certain degree of popularity 
among merchants and seafarers.62
XII-XV)”. Acta Historica et Archeologica Mediaevalia, 20-21 (2000): 591-615. About the painting: Orriols, 
Anna. “La pintura gòtica a Sant Miquel de Cardona”, L’Església parroquial de Sant Miquel de Cardona, El gòtic 
al mig Cardener. Cardona: Centre d’Estudis del Bages, 2003: 131-195. 
56. Colesanti, Gemma. Caterina Llull i Çabatida: una mercantessa catalana nella Sicila del ‘400. Girona: 
Universitat de Girona (PhD Dissertation), 2005: 79. 
57. For Santa Maria del Mar, see: Borau, Cristina. La fundació de capelles i retaules a la Barcelona del Segle 
XIV. Barcelona: Fundació Noguera, 2003: 525-526. 
58. Bassegoda, Bonaventura. Santa Maria de la Mar...: I, 150. 
59. Aymar, Jaume. “El monestir de Sant Jeroni de la Murtra”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya, Arquitectura II...: 
217-223. 
60. Mas, José. Guía / Itinerario de la Catedral de Barcelona. Barcelona: Imprenta La Renaixensa, 1916: 93.
61. [...] essent pintada la imatge en un oratori ó especie de triptich, es á dir un retauló ab portelletes. Mas, José. 
Notes Históriques del Bisbat de Barcelona, Taula dels altars y capelles de la Seu de Barcelona. Barcelona: J. Vives-
La Renaixensa, 1906: I, 52. The Visitatio Sedis (1421/25-1428, f. 72-72v), is referred to in the following 
terms: Est ibi sepulcrum de alabaustro cum ymagine Sti. Oulegarii satis pulcre sculpta et cum aliis diversis 
ymaginibus parvis et operaturis de vitro livido et daurato, supra quodquidem sepulcrum est quoddam oratorium de 
Sancto Honofre, transcribed in: Terés, M. Rosa. Pere Ça Anglada. Introducció de l’estil internacional en l’escultura 
gòtica catalana. Barcelona: Artestudi, 1987: 126. 
62. I dealt with this in greater detail (and citing more data) in: Barniol, Montserrat. “El culto a San 
Onofre en Cataluña durante los siglos XIV y XV”, El culto a los santos: cofradías, devoción, fiestas y arte. Actas 
del Simposium, 2/5-IX-2008. San Lorenzo de El Escorial: Ediciones Escurialenses, 2008: 177-190. 
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4. Saint Anthony the Abbot
The historiography has also referred to Saint Anthony the Abbot as a protector of 
ships.63 According to Joan Amades, he was worshiped among seafarers in Catalonia 
owing to the episode explained in the legend, supposedly translated from Arab to 
Latin by Alfons Buenhombre in 1341. According to this text, the saint reached 
Barcelona from the desert of Thebes by crossing the sea on a cloud that has come to 
be known as Saint Anthony's boat.64 Saint Anthony's miraculous journey inevitably 
recalls the one attributed to Saint Raymond of Penyafort, who crossed the sea on his 
cloak. On reaching the port of Barcelona, he picked up the surprisingly dry cloak from 
the water. Catalan folklore has made much of this prodigy. For example, it appears in 




surten a muralla 
Què és això que es veu?
n’és galera o barca?
No n’és barca, no
ni galera armada
que n’és sant Ramon
que ha fet un miracle
Santa Caterina
toca les campanes65
It seems that this miracle was written down in 1456. The Dominican saint, 
who lived from 1175 to 1222, was not canonised until 1601 and, although he was 
63. Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, Henri. “Les saints protecteurs... ”: 161-178. 
64. Amades, Joan. “Tradiciones marineras catalanas”, Leyendas y tradiciones marineras...: 28-49. See also: 
Halkin, François. “La légende de Saint Antoine traduite de l’arabe par Alphonse Bonhome, O.P.”. Analecta 
Bollandiana, 60 (1942): 143-203; Meersseman, Gil-M. Gérard. “La chronologie des voyages et des oevres de 
frère Alphonse Buenhombre O.P.”. Archivum Fratum Praedicatorum, 10 (1940): 77-108. 
65. “From Montjuïc
a ship was pointed out
all the sailors
went to the wall
What is that we see?
Is it a galley or a ship?
No, not a ship, nor
An armed galley 
It is Saint Ramon
Who has done a miracle
Saint Catherine
Ring the bells”
(Amades, Joan. Els exvots...: 43). 
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already widely worshiped before, I cannot guarantee that he had a special place 
among seafarers in the Middle Ages.66
The fantastic journey of Saint Anthony is not shown in any of the surviving 
Catalan altarpieces or those known from photographs.67 However, further afield, 
it was recreated in the manuscript of the saint's life profusely illustrated by Robert 
Fournier in 1426 in Saint-Antoine-en-Viennois (Delfinat, France), the home of the 
Anthonians, under the orders of Guigue Robert, prior of the abbey. The codex, 
conserved in the Public Library in La Valletta (Malta), was copied three years later 
by order of Jean de Montchenu, preceptor of Ranverso Abbey (Piedmont, Italy).68 
However, Joan Amades’ hypothesis does not match the opinion of Geneviève and 
Henry Bresc, that attributed an ongoing veneration among seafarers from 1200 
onwards, and which only weakened slightly after 1400.69 Whatever the truth, like 
the other saints protecting ships, we also find his name on various ships, alone or 
sometimes combined with other saints or the Virgin Mary.70
During the Gothic period, Saint Anthony was very widely worshiped in 
Catalonia. Although it is impossible to describe in a few lines the reasons for this 
wide popularity, let me note a few. Firstly, it seems that throughout the Middle Ages 
he was valued as an example, both among hermits and monastic orders. His life, 
written by Saint Athanase and translated into Latin by Evagrius of Antioch, was 
notably present in later texts, where it is easy to find texts borrowed from it. On the 
other hand, from the end of the 11th century, the Order of Saint Anthony spread. It 
was basically dedicated to treating the victims of ergotism, an ailment also known as 
“Saint Anthony's fire”. His “speciality” was not as an intercessor before the perils of 
the high seas, but we cannot deny categorically that, on occasions, he was invoked 
for this purpose. It is true that we have the mention in the Llibre del Consolat de Mar 
mentioned above, although it does not specify whether it refers to Saint Anthony 
the Abbot or Saint Anthony of Padua.71 
66. Valls, Ferran. San Ramón de Penyafort. Barcelona-Madrid: Editorial Labor, 1936; Réau, Louis. 
Iconographie de l’art chrétien. Iconographie des saints, P-Z. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1959: 
III, 1139; Vauchez, André. “Raimondo di Penyafort, santo”. Bibliotheca Sanctorum. Rome, Citta’nuova 
editrice, 1968: XI, 16-24. For the iconography of the saint, it is also interesting to consult: Kaftal, George. 
Saints in italian Art. Iconography of the saints in Tuscan painting; Iconography of the saints in the painting of north 
east Italy...: I, 873-874; III, 895-898.
67. Nor in other areas. Meiffret, Laurence. Saint Antoine ermite en Italie (1340-1540). Rome: École Française 
de Rome, 2004.
68. Cockerell, Sidney C. “Two pictural lifes of St. Anthony the Great”. Burlington Magazine, 63/399 (1933) 58-
67; Graham, Rose. A Picture-book of the Life of St. Anthony the Abbot, by the Monastery of Saint-Antoine de Viennois 
in 1426. Oxford: John Johnson for the Society of Antiquaires, 1933; and by the same author: Graham, Rose. 
“Le Livre d’images de la vie de saint Antoine”. Annales de l’Académie de Mâcon, 3/29 (1934): 176 and pl. XV, 2. 
69. Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”, in this sense, the painting on page 169 is 
very graphic.
70. Carrère, Claude. Barcelona 1380-1462...: I, 250 and following. 
71. The worship of Saint Anthony would undoubtedly require a much more detailed explanation. 
Although there is a very extensive bibliography dedicated to the question, I only cite here some relevant 
studies. There is a Catalan edition of the Greek text: Atanasi. Vida de sant Antoni, trads. Daniel Codina, 
Miquel Estradé. Barcelona: Publicacions de l’Abadia de Montserrat, 1989; the French version is especially 
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5. Saints from mendicant orders
The fragment of the Llibre del Consolat de Mar mentioned above cites Saint Claire 
as a patron of sailors. Despite this reference, there are very few mentions of the saint 
as a protector of ships in either Catalonia or abroad.72 A notable exception, in Italy, 
is a 14th-century predella by Giovanni di Paolo, now in a private collection. It shows 
the saint interceding to help a vessel in difficulties.73
The rescue of the shipwrecked forms part of the hagiographic scenes featuring 
Saint Dominic and Saint Peter the Martyr.74 The Dominican prodigy is recreated in 
the altarpiece by Lluís Borrassà in Santa Clara in Vic (Illustration 8), nowadays in 
the town's Episcopal Museum. The miracle is also illustrated on a panel attributed 
to Jaume Cabrera, in a private collection in New Jersey (United States).75 On 
occasions, however, it has been suggested that the character in the panel is Saint 
Peter the Martyr (and not Saint Dominic).76 Saint Peter the Martyr is portrayed 
in the mural paintings in Sant Domènec in Puigcerdà (Cerdanya) (figs. 9 and 
accurate with a very useful introduction and notes, d’Alexandrie, Athanase. Vie d’Antoine. ed. G. J. M. 
Bartelink. Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 2004. About the saint's survival in the later tradition see: Leclercq, 
Jean. “Saint Antoine dans la tradition monastique médiévale”. Studia Anselmiana, 38: 228-247; Penco, 
Gregorio. “Il ricordo dell’ascetismo orientale nella tradizione monastica del medio evo europeo”. Studi 
Medievali, 3/4 (1963): 571-587. Regarding the Antonine order, see: Mischlewski, Adalbert. Un ordre 
hospitalier au Moyen Âge. Les chanoines réguliers de Saint-Antoine-en-Viennois. Grenoble: Presses Universitaires 
de Grenoble- La Pierre et l’écrit, 1995; and in a more specific field: Tomàs, Macià. El foc de sant Antoni a 
Mallorca. Medicina, història i societat. Palma de Mallorca: El tall editorial, 1996. Dealing with the worship of 
Saint Anthony, one cannot omit mention of his protection of the rural world, for which one can refer to: 
Llompart, Gabriel. “San Antonio Abad y su fiesta en la ruralía mallorquina”. Boletín de la Cámara Oficial de 
Comercio, Industria y Navegación de Palma de Mallorca, 661 (1968): 207-221.
72. Réau, Louis. Iconographie de l’art chrétien...: 316-319; Blasucci, Antonio. “Chiara da Assisi”, Bibliotheca 
Sanctorum. Rome: Instituto Giovanni, 1962: III, 1201-1208; dins el mateix volum: Zocca, Emma. “Chiara 
da Assisi, iconografia”, Bibliotheca Sanctorum...: 1208-1217; Kaftal, George. Saints in italian art. Iconography 
of the saints in central and south italian schools of painting...: II, 297-300; Saints in italian art. Iconography of 
the saints in the painting of north east Italy...: III, 225-226; Saints in italian art. Iconography of the saints in the 
painting of north west Italy...: IV, 201-202.
73. Kaftal, George. Saints in Italian Art. Iconography of the saints in tuscan painting...: 269-279; also: Arrouye, 
Jean. “L’en-dessous et l’en-dessus de la mer”, Mondes marins du Moyen âge. Actes du 30e colloque du CUERMA, 
3, 4 et 5 mars 2005. Aix-en-Provence: Publications de l’Université de Provence, 2006: 27-41, specifically 
page 33. Here the author makes an interesting parallelism between the meaning of the saint's name 
(Claire) and the fact that she saved the ship from being swallowed up by the darkness. 
74. Nuet, Marta. “El salvamento de náufragos, metáfora de la penitencia en el gótico catalán”. Locus 
Amoenus, 5 (2000-2001): 53-65.
75. Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica...: 84 and 96; 205 (cat. nº. 205 and 256). Also the Vic 
altarpiece: Nuet, Marta. El retablo de Santa Clara, de Lluís Borrassà una imagen de devoción en la orden de las clarisas 
de la ciudad de Vic. Bellaterra: Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 1998 (unpublished research project). 
76. Ruiz Quesada. “La darrera producció del taller de Lluís Borrassà. Una via per a l’aproximació de dos 
artistes: Lluc Borrassà i Pere Sarreal”. Lambard, 10 (1998): 53-96; Post, Chandler R. A History of Spanish 
Painting. Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard University Press, 1930-1966: X, 308.
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10)77 and also in the sculptural altarpiece in Alòs de Balaguer (Noguera).78 It is 
clear that the geographic origins of the pieces in no way lead us to think of a 
possible relation with the piety of the seafarers. Marta Nuet proposes, convincingly, 
that the rescuing of the shipwrecked is a metaphor for penitence. Among others 
things, she bases her argument on the Sermon of Lent by Saint Vicent Ferrer, 
where the simile is very explicit.79 The miracle also ended up being attributed to 
the same preacher, canonised in 1455, and was portrayed on the altarpiece of 
Colantonio circa 1460.80 
77. Cid, Carlos. “Las pinturas murales de la iglesia de Santo Domingo de Puigcerdá”. Anales del Instituto 
de Estudios Gerundenses, 15 (1961-1962): 5-97; Macià, Montserrat. “Els murals de sant Domènec 
de Puigcerdà”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya, Pintura I, de l’inici a l’italianisme, Rosa Alcoy, coord. Barcelona: 
Enciclopèdia Catalana, 2005: 115-118. 
78. Duran, Agustí. Els retaules de pedra. Barcelona: Alpha, 1932: 80 and sheet 51. 
79. Nuet, Marta. “El salvamento de náufragos...”: 53-65. 
80. Galli, Antonio. “Colantonio. Aparición de la Virgen a san Vicente Ferrer en su celda, c. 1460”, El 
renacimiento mediterráneo. Viajes de artistas e itinerarios de obras de arte entre Italia, Francia y España en el 
siglo XV, Mauro Natale, coord. Madrid-Valencia: Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza-Museu de Belles Arts de 
València, 2001: 388-390. 
IlluStratIoN 8. CoMpartMeNt of the altarpIeCe of 
SaNta Clara of VIC. MuSeu epISCopal de VIC (Marta 
Nuet).
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illustRAtion 9. detAil of the muRAl PAintings of sAint dominic of 
PuigceRdà.
illustRAtion 10. detAil of the muRAl PAintings of sAint 
dominic of PuigceRdà.
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Whether for this reason or not, it was added to the list of the saint's miracles, 
this prodigy (like so many others) would contribute to increasing the Dominican's 
merits to be sanctified.81 
However, and as Marta Nuet shows, the origins of this metaphor go back to the 
writings of Saint Jerome and also appear in those of Saint Thomas Aquinas.82 I do 
not know to what extent this analogy between the maritime miracle and penitence 
explains why the miracle is included in certain texts or, especially, in hagiographic 
cycles about saints who do seem to have been widely worshipped by seafarers. I am 
thinking about the case of Saint Giles, a 7th-century Athenian, who left his native 
Greece to dedicate himself to eremitic life in Provencal lands and other places, such 
as the sanctuary of Núria. His legendary also attributes him with rescuing sailors 
in danger and other prodigies especially related to penitence, like his pardon of 
Charlemagne. As part of a wider cycle, the miracles of the ship and emperor are 
illustrated on the walls of the south apse of the crypt of Saint-Aignan-sur-Cher 
(Loir-et-Cher, France), which date from around 1090. Given that the iconographic 
programme of the mural paintings in the crypt emphasises the need for penitence to 
save one's soul, I wonder if this can be read into the scene (or scenes) of Saint Giles 
or they simply aim to show the saint's power to intervene more generically. On the 
other hand, given the geographic location of the building it seems rather unlikely 
that it harbours a marine devotion.83 
The miracle of the shipwrecked is also attributed to Saint James. The Liber 
Sancti Jacobi relates how a pilgrim en-route to Santiago de Compostel·la by sea was 
caught by a sudden storm, which he escaped unscathed thanks to the apostle's 
intercession.84 The historiography has shown the link between pilgrimage and 
penitence on various occasions.85 Anyway, I do not believe that that is enough to 
81. This miracle is also attributed to other saints from the end of the Middle Ages outside the Catalan 
lands. Vauchez, André. La sainteté en Occident aux derniers siècles du Moyen Age d’après les procès de canonisation 
et les documents hagiographiques. Roma: École Française de Rome, 1988: 571; Prouvost, Yveline. “Les 
miracles de Pierre de Luxembourg (1387-1390)”, Hagiographie et culte des saints en France méridionale (XIIIe-
XVe siècle). Toulouse: Privat, 2002, p. 481-506.
82. Nuet, Marta. “El salvamento de náufragos...”: 53-65, especially note 24. 
83. About Saint Giles: Everlange, Pierre-Émile. Histoire de Saint-Gilles, sa vie, son abbaye, sa basilique, sa 
ville, son pèlerinage, sa crypte et son tombeau. Avignon: Seguin frères, imprimeurs-editeurs, 1885. For the 
paintings of Saint-Aignan see the studies by Marcia Kupfer: Kupfer, Marcia. “Symbolic Cartography 
in a Medieval Parish: From Spatialized Body to Painted Church at Saint-Aignan-sur-Cher”. Speculum, 
75/3 (2000): 615-667; Kupfer, Marcia. The Art of Healing: Painting for the Sick and the Sinner in a Medieval 
Town. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003; Kupfer, Marcia. “Images, Pilgrims, and 
the Dead: Spatial Practices of Penance and Burial at Saint-Aignan-sur-Cher”, Shaping Sacred Space and 
Institutional Identity in Romanesque Mural Painting. Thomas E. A. Dale, ed. London: Pindar Press, 2004: 
162-200.
84. Liber Sancti Jacobi, “Codex Calixtinus”, trans. Abelardo Moralejo, Casimiro Torres, Julio Feo. Santiago 
de Compostela: Xunta de Galicia, 2004: 349-350. The same volume contains similar miracles that also 
took place at sea (like rescuing someone who had fallen overboard). In some lives of Saint Dominic, the 
seafarers saved are also pilgrims on their way to Santiago. See this in: Nuet, Marta. “El salvamento de 
náufragos...”: 53-65.
85. This relation is presented, for example, in: Duby, Georges. “Peregrinaciones”, Vida y peregrinación. 
Madrid: Ministerio de Cultura, 1993: 19-29. Specific cases are presented in: Gudiol, Josep. “De peregrins 
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justify attributing the miracle to Saint James. It may be another example to show 
the apostle's protection for the pilgrims on their way to his sanctuary.
6. Conclusions
As we have seen, the importance of maritime activity in Late-Middle-Age 
Catalonia influenced devotional practices. Seafarers (a heterogeneous class, made 
up of both humble sailors and rich merchants) prayed to the Virgin, Christ or saints, 
all of whom were effective intercessors in moments of peril. In these pages, I have 
attempted to analyse the most significant hagiographic cults among those who went 
to sea. The legends of the saints and the dedication of chapels and altarpieces, with 
their narrative cycles, are proof of some of the devotions. However, it is evident 
that these were not the only ones and that the full list could be long. This is shown, 
for example by the names of ships, where, apart from the most common names 
like Saint Nicholas, there are many others that appear with a certain frequency 
(Saint Michael, Saint Gabriel, Saint John, Saint Eulalia, Saint Paul, Saint Peter, 
etc).86 Nevertheless, it is also true the cults that these reflect were not necessarily 
widespread among seafarers. On occasions these may be more particular devotions.
Aside from these considerations, the cases studied show that this devotional 
panorama was made up both of saints considered to protect ships everywhere (like 
Saint Nicholas), and others that are only worshiped as such on Catalan territory. It 
is no surprise that such a widespread miracle and one that responds to the fears of 
quite a large group (seafarers) in Catalonia in the Late Middle Ages is included in 
the “local legends”.87 Examples would be the tale of the miracle by Saint Onophrius 
rescuing a merchant added to the life of the saint, or the transfer of the relics of 
Saints Abdon and Sennen. It is not surprising that the same miracle is attributed to 
various saints. The historiography has shown extensively how some hagiographic 
themes enjoy widespread popularity and these we then find reiterated in the lives 
of the saints. This phenomenon is illustrated by the miracle of the person hung 
unjustly that the saint keeps alive, or the theme of the child seized by the devil.88 
i peregrinatges religiosos catalans”. Analecta Sacra Tarraconensia, 3 (1927): 93-119; Llompart, Gabriel. 
“Penitencias y penitentes en la pintura y en la piedad catalanas bajomedievales. Un estudio de folklore 
retrospectivo”. Revista de dialectología y tradiciones populares, 28/3-4 (1972): 229-249.
86. Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc Henri. “Les saints protecteurs... ”: 161-178; Varela, M. Elisa. “Navegar y 
rezar...”: 1121.
87. Llegendes autòctones. This term is taken from the following article: Molina, Joan. “La ilustración de 
leyendas autóctonas: el santo y el territorio”. Analecta Sacra Tarraconensia, 70 (1997): 5-28. The author 
analyses a series of local hagiographic traditions (among these, the transfer of the relics of Saints Abdon 
and Sennen) and their artistic translation. 
88. The historiography has often dealt with these hagiographic themes. I limit myself here to citing 
“classic” studies. About the miracle of the person hung: Saintyves, Pierre. “Les cheminements d’un 
thème miraculeux: le pendu miraculeusement suspendu”, En marge de la Légende dorée: songes, miracles 
et survivances. Essai sur la formation de quelques thèmes hagiographiques. Paris: Nourry, 1930: 193-217; 
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On the other hand, I think it is interesting to emphasise the fact that the inclusion 
of the prodigy of rescuing a ship in the legendary or in the narrative cycle is not 
necessarily related to the devotion of seafarers. It may be due to other reasons. On 
occasions, it serves to illustrate (generically) the saint's power as an intercessor. This 
is exemplified by the cross in Cervera or the altarpiece of Saint Nicholas in Manresa. 
In other cases, as the historiography has already noted, an allegoric sense to the 
miracle must be sought. I am thinking about the altarpiece in Santa Clara in Vic or 
the mural painting in Sant Domènec de Puigcerdà, among others. 
de Gaiffier, Badouin. “Un thème hagiographique: le pendu miraculeusement sauvé”, Études critiques 
d’hagiographie et d’iconologie. Brussels: Société des Bollandistes, 1967: 194-226; de Gaiffier, Badouin. 
“Liberatius a Suspendio”, Études critiques d’hagiographie et d’iconologie...: 227-232. Regarding the child 
stolen by the devil: de Gaiffier, Badouin; de Tervaent, Guy. “Le diable, voleur d’enfants. À propos de 
la naissance des saints Étienne, Laurent et Barthélemy”. Homenatge a Rubió i Lluch. Barcelona: Institut 
d’Estudis Catalans, 1939: II, 33-58. 
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abstract
This article focuses on Aragonese courtier Hugo de Urriés's public profile by 
means of analyzing the critical points derived from examining his personal, political, 
cultural and historical stands making use of an invaluable primary source, his 
letter to Fernando the Catholic in the early 1490s. It is not often that the medieval 
scholar is presented with the chance to analyze a self-evident symbiosis between 
the public and private personae of a late medieval knight. As part of Urriés's public 
profile, his translation of Valerius Maximus and his foreword to King Fernando 
of Aragón are contextualized as an integral part of an agenda of legitimization of 
royal and imperial power, an agenda in which Urriés actively participated and one 
that he militantly promoted throughout his life. This article juxtaposes diplomacy, 
courtliness and translation of classics as a means of showcasing some of the markers 
of nation building in the years of the reign of the Catholic Monarchs.
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Most scholarly attention given to the figure of Hugo de Urriés has traditionally 
been focused on his poetry and his role as a possible compiler of the Cancionero de 
Herberay, one of the most interesting and diverse courtly literature collections in the 
Spanish fifteenth century.1 His cultural, literary and political influence made him a 
very important man of his time. Moreover, it is not often that the medieval scholar 
is presented with the chance to analyze a self-evident symbiosis between the public 
and private personae of a late medieval knight. His poetry —most notably, that 
addressed to his wife— forms a rare and revealing corpus of late medieval and early 
modern ideas about gender relations and marriage. For this reason, he is better 
known for being the only Spanish courtly poet to address his poems to his wife: the 
so called “devout lover of married love”.2 This unusual degree of public exposure of 
his private life has already attracted some critical attention.3 This article, however, 
will focus solely on his public profile by means of analyzing the critical points derived 
from examining his personal, political, cultural and historical stands making use of 
an invaluable primary source, Urriés's introductory letter to Fernando the Catholic 
in the early 1490s. 
Archival and historiographic research shows that Urriés was much more than 
an idle courtier who spent his time in Juan II of Trastámara's Navarrese-Aragonese 
court engaged in highbrow literary activities. His political life and his work as a 
translator of Valerius Maximus need to be discussed in further depth. Political 
influence and the translation of classical texts were intimately linked in the Spanish 
fifteenth century. Furthermore, the study of Hugo de Urriés's life throws some light 
on Juan II of Navarre's external policy and Navarre-Aragón's diplomatic relationship 
with England and France during his reign. As part of Urriés's public profile, his 
translation of Valerius Maximus and his foreword to Juan II's son, King Fernando 
of Aragón, Fernando the Catholic, will be contextualized as an integral part of an 
agenda of legitimization of royal and imperial power, an agenda in which Urriés 
actively participated and one that he militantly promoted throughout his life. This 
article will juxtapose diplomacy and translation of classics as a means of showcasing 
two of the markers of nation building in the early years of the reign of the Catholic 
Monarchs. This period was personified by Hugo de Urriés's endeavours and the 
1. It is worth noting that, despite Urriés's unmistakable hand behind the selection of materials of this 
courtly literature volume, he could not have been the compiler of the LB2 manuscript itself, which is a 
copy derived from different sources. See: Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero de Herberay y la corte literaria 
del Reino de Navarra. Newcastle: Arts and Social Sciences Academic Press, 2009: 2-3; Aubrun, Charles V. 
Le Chansonnier espagnol d’Herberay des Essarts XVe siècle. Bourdeaux: Féret et Fils, 1951: 1; Beltran, Vicenç. 
“Tipología y génesis de los cancioneros: la reordenación de los contenidos”, Los cancioneros españoles: 
materiales y métodos, Manuel Moreno, Dorothy Severin, Vicente Beltrán, Cleofé Tato, Josep Lluís Martos, 
eds. London: Queen Mary and Westfield College, 2005: XLIII, 15.
2. See: Tillier, Jane Yvonne. “The Devout Lover in the Cancionero de Herberay”. La Corónica, 12/2 (1984): 
265-274; Whetnall, Jane. “Unmasking the Devout Lover: Hugo de Urriés in the Cancionero de Herberay”. 
Bulletin of Hispanic Studies, 74 (1997): 275-297.
3. This aspect of his life and works is better addressed in a forthcoming article: Conde Solares, Carlos. 
“Men who Talk about Love in Late Medieval Spain: Hugo de Urriés and Egalitarian Married Life”. New 
Readings, 13/1 (2013).
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evolution of his public role through nearly every decade of the 1400s. When Urriés, 
in his old age, wrote his introductory letter to Fernando, he reflected on a life of 
loyal service to both Juan II of Navarre-Aragón and the Catholic King himself. He 
took pride in the fact that, during a century of political confrontation and intrigues, 
he always remained an active part of the winning side. Unlike many of his courtly 
contemporaries, he never strayed away from the party led by Juan II and his son 
Fernando the Catholic, despite the many chances provided during the century by 
the rifts created by, above all, Juan II's disgraced son Carlos of Viana. Urriés defined 
himself as4:
...subdito e seruidor suyo y criado anciano del magnanimo padre vuestro, ca li año le serui 
continuadamente, e le seruieron tres generaciones de mi linaje, padres, fijos e nietos. E ahun 
a vuestra grande alteza assi en todas las guerras que houo e houistes como en los tiempos de 
paz e tranquilidad.
This passage highlights Urriés's lineage-building ambitions. His background was 
relatively humble (youngest son of Felipe ‘el Celludo’, a lesser nobleman) and 
his intention was to consolidate his prestige so that his family could benefit from 
it. Perhaps as a result of Hugo de Urriés's achievements, his son Pedro became 
Fernando's ambassador and his grandson Hugo was emperor Carlos V's royal 
secretary.5 His loyalty was, without a doubt, his greatest credential in his own eyes, 
but the late medieval idea of fully rounded knighthood and courtliness certainly 
went beyond military and political discipline. According to Ruiz Casanova's history 
of Spanish translation, the fifteenth century signalled the end of the dichotomy 
between arms or letters as ideals of life for a courtier.6 Having spent half of his life 
engaged in military work, Urriés went on to become an important diplomat, poet 
and translator. Intellectual activity became a requirement for knights and courtiers 
by the end of the fifteenth century, when the different courts competed not only for 
military and territorial power but also fought for cultural domination.7 Noble and 
even royal sponsorship was available for the purpose of the creation of libraries, 
compilation of cancioneros (such as the Cancionero de Herberay, for which Urriés 
was largely responsible) and also for the translation of classical works. What had 
previously been an individual task for men such as Archbishop Raimundo, Sancho 
IV or, just a few decades before Urriés's time, Enrique de Villena, became part of the 
4. “...your old subject and server of your magnanimous father, whom I served continuously for 51 
years, and so did three generations of my lineage, fathers, sons and grandsons. And still today I am 
serving your great highness, as I served you in the past, in your times of war and in times of peace 
and tranquillity” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio Máximo [Facta et dicta memorabilia (en castellano): 
Valerio Máximo]. Zaragoza: Pablo Hurus, 1495: 6r).
I quote Urriés's prologue from the incunable volume held at Madrid's National Library (I-913). 
Transcriptions (introducing punctuation only) and translations are mine.
5. For full discussion of the Urriés lineage, see: Jordán, José. Genealogía de la casa Urriés. Valladolid: 
Maxtor, 2003 [1922].
6. Ruiz, José Francisco. Aproximación a una historia de la traducción en España. Madrid: Cátedra, 2000: 91.
7. Ruiz, José Francisco. Aproximación a una historia...: 91.
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ideal of life for men like Urriés himself in Navarre-Aragón or, to quote an archetypal 
case, Diego de Valera in Castile. Both were late medieval examples of what was 
to become the clichéd ideal of the courtier of the Renaissance. Valera, better 
known than Urriés by today's critics, was much more than Urriés's almost perfect 
contemporary (c. 1412-c. 1480). He was, just like the Aragonese poet, a soldier 
and diplomat, a man who fought in several wars, travelled the courts of Europe, 
wrote many learned treatises and showed a keen interest in classical literature and 
historiography, just like the Guzmáns, Manriques, Estúñigas and Santillanas of their 
time.8
Urriés was a “medieval” translator, but he also embodied the ideas of a courtly code 
of thinking that was culturally influenced by the dawn of vernacular Humanism in 
the Iberian Peninsula. Urriés's translation of Valerius Maximus was only published 
posthumously, in 1495, by the Pablo Hurus publishing house in Zaragoza, but had 
been written three decades earlier, as shown in his prologue. He carried it out9
...stando en Anglaterra e Borgoña embaxador de vuestra majestad e del preclarissimo rey 
e padre vuestro de inmortal memoria, fecha una consulta a vuestras excellencias, a mi 
fue necessario por no star ocioso procurar me passatiempo de lectura. E Carlos, el duque 
illustrissimo de Borgoña, mandome prestar vn libro por el mucho preciado.
Ruiz Casanova considers that his translation of Valerius Maximus dated back to 
1477.10 However, Urriés must have completed this task a decade earlier, in 1466 and 
1467, as he was in Burgundy preparing for a diplomatic mission that would take him 
to England in 1467 and 1468.11 The importance of the exact date is that this journey 
almost coincides with the approximate timing of compilation of the Cancionero de 
Herberay, a process in which he was involved. Herberay (manuscript LB2 in the 
8. On this side of Valera's profile, see: Lawrance, Jeremy. “On Fifteenth Century Spanish Vernacular 
Humanism”, Studies in Honour of Robert Brian Tate, Ian Michael, Richard A. Caldwell, eds. Oxford: Dolphin, 
1986: 64-65.
9. “...being in England and Burgundy as an ambassador for your majesty and the enlightened king, your 
father of immortal memory, having consulted your highness. It became necessary for me, in order to 
escape from boredom, to find myself a reading passtime. And Charles, the illustrious duke of Burgundy, 
helped me borrow a book that was much appreciated by him” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 
3v).
10. Ruiz, José Francisco. Aproximación a una historia...: 124.
11. Urriés was sent to Bruges and England between the years of 1466 and 1469. The aim of this visit was 
to sign an alliance with the Duke of Burgundy and the King of England (see: Conde Solares, Carlos. El 
Cancionero...: 80). Extracts from Juan II's letter, written in Latin and still the lingua franca of diplomacy, to 
Edward IV of England during this mission can be found in: Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero...: 81-82. 
Burgundy, where Urriés undertook the task of translating Valerius Maximus, was not meant to be more 
than a stopover for Urriés in order to prepare the strategy he would use in England. Edward IV might 
not have been entirely receptive, perhaps because of the alliance he had previously signed with Enrique 
IV of Castile (Ferguson, John. English Diplomacy 1422-1461. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972: 58). This gave 
him time to translate Simon de Hedin's French version of Facta et dicta memorabilia.
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Dutton coding) also contains the longest of his moralizing and exemplary poems.12 
Courtly poetry and translation of classical texts were clearly intertwined tasks for 
Urriés. This is apparent in much of the classical erudition that can be appreciated 
in the pieces of prose that open the Cancionero de Herberay (some by Urriés himself 
but others written by authors such as Pere Torroella or Juan Rodríguez del Padrón). 
Some of this erudition can be tracked back to Valerius Maximus (and most likely to 
Urriés's translation) 13:
E todo lo sobredicho actoriza e aprueua maestre Symon de Hedin con muchos e diuersos 
auctores, allegando sus libros e capitulos, e por special trahe mucho en ello a Tito Liuio, 
Orosio e Ysidoro, a Justino, a Sant Agustin de la ciudad de Dios, e a Lucano e a Solin, que 
hablo de las marauillas del mundo, e a Aulo Gelio, que tracta de las noches e costumbres de 
Athenas, e a otros que no curo de nombrar, pues son contenidos en el dicho libro.
It is worth noting how Livy is the source of Coluccio Salutati's Declamatio Lucretiae, 
translated into Spanish in the Cancionero de Herberay by an anonymous author likely 
to be Urriés himself.14 Orosius (through Boccaccio and translations of Valerius 
Maximus) was also the source for many of the “famous women” quoted by Pere 
Torroella in another of the opening pieces of prose of the LB2 manuscript. Urriés 
was part of the medieval canon of translators of classics and included his source, 
even though this was a vernacular translator like Hedin, into his list of auctoritas.15 
Urriés's views on translation of classics are clearly dependent on pragmatism and 
usefulness, and not necessarily linked to pre-Humanist erudition. 
In order to fully comprehend Urriés's personal, cultural and historical stands, 
we must consider his late reflection on his fifty one years of service to Juan II of 
Navarre-Aragón. Given the dates, he must have entered Juan II's service around 
1428.16 Juan II had been crowned King of Navarre three years earlier, in 1425, after 
12. This commonly used coding for Iberian courtly literature manuscripts is taken from: Dutton, Brian. 
Cancionero del siglo Xv c. 1360-1520. Salamanca: Universidad de Salamanca, 1990-1991.
13. “And everything is sanctioned and authorized by Master Simon de Hedin using many different 
authors in each book and chapter. In particular, these authors are quoted: Livy, Orosius, Isidore of 
Seville, St Augustine of the City of God, Lucan, Solinus, who wrote of the wonders of the world, and 
Aulus Gellius, who wrote of the customs of Athens, and others that I will not mention because they are 
contained in the book” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 4r).
14. Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero...: 97-103.
15. The French translation used by Urriés had not been printed until the 1470s and would then be 
reprinted by Mateo Husz in Lyon in 1485 and 1489 (Palau, Antonio. Manual del librero hispanoamericano. 
Barcelona: Palau y Dulcet, 1954: XXV, 91). This 1489 reprint contains a useful piece of information: that 
Hedin's translation had been finished in 1375, as a result of an assignment set to him by French King 
Charles IV, as Urriés indicated in the prologue he wrote in the 1490s. Hedin's translation only went as far 
as the seventh book. The remaining two chapters were translated into French by Nicolas de Goresse, who 
finished them in 1401 (Palau, Antonio. Manual del librero...: 91). Hugo de Urriés must have completed 
his mighty task in just seven months, those he spent in Bruges (Pellicer, Juan Antonio. Ensayo de una 
biblioteca de traductores españoles. Madrid: Antonio de Sancha, 1778: 89-90).
16. Sanz mistook his identity at this point, stating that he would join Fernando I of Castile (later to be 
Fernando of Antequera) and his retinue at a very young age. This Hugo de Urriés was one of Felipe el 
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marrying Carlos III's heir, Blanca of Navarre, in 1420.17 After participating in the 
battle of Ponza, Urriés stayed in Italy until well into the 1440s, as can be deduced 
from the absence of documents related to him in the General Archive of Navarre. 
He returned to Juan II's court around the years of 1448-1449.18 His role, for the first 
half of the century was that of a protégé, man of action, soldier or military knight. 
Dated 15 March 1448 (a few days before the death of Princess Inés of Cleves) there 
is a paper in which Carlos of Viana gives the places and castles of Santacara and 
Murillo el Fruto to his adviser and chancellor Juan de Beamonte. Murillo would 
then be given to Urriés by Viana's arch-enemy, his father Juan II.19 
His longer than thought stay in Italy is of interest when we consider his later 
endeavours, as his long time in Alfonso V's deeply Humanist Neapolitan court 
must have done no harm to his interest in classical Rome. Urriés recalls Alfonso V's 
magnificent library and its variety of Roman sources. In his prologue to Fernando, 
Urriés revealed how Juan II's brother paid particular attention to the stocking of his 
Neapolitan library with books that could legitimize his knowledge of Imperial Rome 
in order to establish himself as a successor of the great rulers of the past20:
...el serenissimo rey de Aragon e de las dos Scicilias don Alonso de gloriosa memoria, tio de 
vuestra majestad, ya sea que touiesse grande famosa libreria de muchos e diuersos libros 
contenientes algunos dellos los fechos romanos. E por esso mando fazer dobladas diligencias 
Celludo's brothers, and belonged to a previous generation. Sanz, Jacobo. “Dezir del casamiento” de Hugo 
de Urriés; va seguido de una “Difinición de amor” del mismo. Salamanca: Europa Ediciones de Arte, 1993: 5.
17. Urriés, lacking the nobility and clergy titles of his older brothers, earned the confidence and respect 
of the royal family thanks to courageous services to Alfonso V in his first Italian expeditions; see: Marino, 
Nancy. “Hugo de Urriés: embajador, traductor, poeta”. Boletín de la Biblioteca Menéndez Pelayo, 53 (1977): 
4. The Marquis of Santillana mentioned Urriés in the 71st stanza of his Comedieta de Ponza —he appeared 
among the Aragonese captains involved in 1435. He was then also at Alfonso V's Neapolitan court 
for several years. Following Neapolitan archival documentation (mainly listings by Italian humanist 
Giovanni Pontano) Benedetto Croce included him in the list of permanent Spanish courtiers in Alfonso 
V's retinue (Croce, Benedetto. La Spagna nella vita italiana durante la Rinascenza. Bari: Laterza, 1917: 263).
18. These crucial years of his life can be reconstructed with documents held in the General Archive of 
Navarre. Chamber of Accounts. box 152, numbers 20, 15 and 30, 30. He was warden of the castle of 
Murillo el Fruto, Juan II's cup bearer and also became governor of Fraga during the civil wars in the 
Navarrese-Aragonese kingdom.
19. Archivo Real y General de Navarra. Accounts. box 154, number 23. This document reveals how the 
post that Urriés would take following the Prince of Viana's fall from favour belonged to none other than 
the Chancellor of the Beamonte party himself. This was obviously a post of vital importance for Juan 
II's strategic interests, and Hugo de Urriés must have been one of his most loyal subjects. Therefore it 
seems reasonable to think that Hugo de Urriés's Italian adventure lasted just over ten years, and that he 
rejoined the Navarrese court in 1448, considerably later than Nancy Marino thought (Marino, Nancy. 
“Hugo de Urriés...”: 4). For full discussion of General Archive of Navarre documentary evidence on 
Urriés, see: Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero...: 77-85.
20. “...his Highness the King of Aragón and of the two Sicilies, Alfonso of glorious memory, uncle of 
your Majesty, had a great and famous library with many different books, a number of which spoke of 
the Romans. And for that reason he ordered to undertake the laudable enterprise of launching a search 
all over Europe to satisfy his desire to find a book that would fully instruct him in the beginning, middle 
and end of the Roman Empire, and in their conquests and their prosperity, all of which is discussed 
extensively and concisely in this book, in such a way that all of the most essential facts can be found 
when reading it” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 4r). 
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por toda la Europa mostrando mucho dessear tener libro que lo informasse complidamente 
del principio, medio e fin del imperio de Roma e de sus conquistas e prosperidades, lo qual en 
este se contiene dello assaz extensamente, e algo con breuedad, empero en tal manera que lo 
bueno e mas essencial todo se halla en el no subseguidamente mas leyendo lo todo.
This passage also illustrates how, during his time in Italy, Urriés became a close 
confidant of Alfonso, who was looking for a book, such as Facta et dicta memorabilia, 
that could instruct him and his court in the endeavours of the Roman Empire from 
a global and diachronic perspective. Considering his background as a low-ranking 
nobleman, Urriés used his fifty one years of service to Juan II of Navarre-Aragón 
as a means of establishing his credentials in the eyes of his son, the Catholic King. 
Moreover, his revelation of some of Alfonso V's confidential ambitions was also 
used in that same spirit of highlighting his own importance in his uncle's court21:
E vean vuestras excelencias quanto reputada es hoy en dia la Hyspaña que yo e otros oymos 
dezir al magnanimo e victorioso rey don Alfonso, tio de vuestras serenidades, que si el drecho 
le diera la señoria de los reynos de Castilla con los de Aragon que su alteza posseya, que no 
dudaria de se fazer señor e monarcha del poderio mundano.
Urriés intelligently contextualizes Fernando's power and his achievements. The 
Catholic Monarchs now control both Castile and Aragón, and Urriés legitimizes their 
expansive nation building by stating how their predecessors would have liked to be 
in their position to implement the same agenda. In doing this, Urriés establishes 
himself as not just a loyal subject but, crucially, a knowledgeable one that had 
previously deserved the confidences of Fernando's father and uncle (Juan II and 
Alfonso V). His translation of Facta et dicta memorabilia is also presented as an essential 
document in helping to secure Fernando and Isabel's status as moral successors to 
the Holy Roman Empire. His trustworthiness was based on his constant and faithful 
political and military allegiances. Even though the topic was perhaps too sensitive 
to mention in his overture, Urriés's loyalties never wavered and, unlike many of his 
counterparts, he never joined Viana's alternative —between 1451 and 1456, Hugo 
de Urriés was entirely devoted to military work, in the context of the skirmishes 
that took place along the Navarrese-Aragonese borders, defending Juan II's party.22 
The last document referring to Urriés in Navarre is from 1457.23 Following Alfonso 
V's death, Hugo de Urriés must have accompanied Juan II on his coronation as King 
21. “Your excellence, Spain's reputation today is very highly regarded, since I, and others, heard your 
uncle, the magnanimous and victorious King Alfonso, say that had the law given him the power over the 
Kingdoms of Castile, together with that of Aragón, which he possessed, he would not hesitate in taking 
over the entire world” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 5v). 
22. Aragonese chronicler Jerónimo Zurita mentioned him among other mounted captains in 1452 
(Zurita, Jerónimo. Anales de la corona de Aragón. Ángel Canellas, ed. Zaragoza: Institución Fernando el 
Católico, 1973-1978: IX, 16). Still in 1452, Juan II's army, with Urriés as commander, defeated the Prince 
of Viana's supporters, preventing his coronation in Catalonia. Once the rebellion was put down, Urriés 
returned to his position as warden.
23. This document is in the General Archive of Navarre. Chamber of Accounts. box 152, number 31.
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of Aragón in 1458. He would always be part of his party, and his influence would 
never cease to grow.
Urriés's two-legged ambassadorial trip to Burgundy and England between 1466 
and 1469, during which he undertook the task of translating Hedin's French version 
of Valerius Maximus's Facta et dicta memorabilia, was his most important diplomatic 
mission, but it was not his first. His political and military profile had gradually been 
evolving into an ambassadorial one. Without a doubt, his interest in translation 
of the classics stemmed, to no small extent, from the courtly perception of what 
was appropriate for his public persona. The apparent gap in his biography between 
joining Juan II in his coronation in Aragón in 1458 (noticeable by the sudden lack 
of Navarrese archival documents referred to him from that year) and his crucial 
diplomatic mission of 1466-1469 is filled with his first visit to England, which had 
begun on 13 November 1461, and further military engagements.24 After this first 
diplomatic visit to England, Urriés returned to Juan II's court, which was then 
in Aragón. As Juan II's authority in Navarre and Aragón became stronger, so did 
Urriés's profile as a respectable figure in the king's entourage. Following Viana's 
death, rebellions continued in Catalonia in the name of the deceased prince, and 
between 1461 and 1463, Juan II had to rely on assistance from France. Domestically, 
Urriés's military role was key during these turbulent times, as he was in charge of 
defending the border in Fraga, Huesca.25 He was no longer standing directly in the 
line of fire, as he had been in Ponza some years before. Urriés's new role was a 
reflection of his personal success, showcasing social mobility through intellectual 
and political prowess as well as military services. At a time when Urriés was writing 
the best of his courtly literature, his political role was gradually shifting from the 
battleground to the higher echelons of diplomacy and military politics. 
24. See: de los Ríos, José A. Historia crítica de la literatura. Madrid: Gredos, 1969: VI, 254. Navarre and 
England had traditionally had a friendly relationship, at least from the first third of the fifteenth century. 
The Navarrese had previously collaborated with English settlers in Gascony in order to keep the French 
at bay (Ferguson, John. English Diplomacy...: 39). This was a very delicate diplomatic relationship for Juan 
II, since he needed to secure England's neutrality in his collaboration with France, an alliance that had 
been forced upon him in order to effectively deal with the internal rebellions in the Aragonese kingdom. 
From 1459 Juan II had tried to prepare the ground with the presence of Valencian diplomat Vicent 
Clement in the English court (Ferguson, John. English Diplomacy...: 57). However, Clement returned very 
ambiguous messages from the English monarch, and Juan II decided to send Hugo de Urriés, a man in 
whom he had full confidence. No breakthrough emerged from the mission, although what happened 
shows that Vincent Clement was considered a less than trustworthy ambassador in terms of the interests 
of Navarre-Aragón. Clement would then spend most of his diplomatic life engaged in English missions 
in the continent; see: Tate, Robert B.; Fernández, A. “Vicent Climent: un valenciano en Inglaterra”. 
Estudios de Historia Moderna, 6 (1956-1959): 133-139. Clement still acted as a link between Juan II and 
Edward IV until 1462, when a safe conduct for this purpose is recorded in England (Scofield, Cora L. The 
Life and Reign of Edward the Fourth, King of England and of France and Lord of Ireland. London: Longmans, 
1923: 430). From 1464, he acted as papal nuncio and deacon (Calendars of Patent Rolls 1461-1467. London: 
H. M. S. O., 1900). This increased Hugo de Urriés's future diplomatic responsibilities (Ferguson, John. 
English Diplomacy...: 58). During these years, Urriés was to maintain close contact with the Valencian 
diplomat, who was acting as a sort of double agent, for both England and Aragón (Conde Solares, Carlos. 
El Cancionero...: 79).
25. Marino, Nancy. “Hugo de Urriés...”: 5.
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Social mobility through intellectual and political worthiness could be linked 
to the agenda of the Navarrese-Aragonese elite of Urriés's time. This cultural and 
social programme mirrored the preoccupations of both King Juan II of Navarra-
Aragón and his son Carlos of Viana as (often confronted) political figures as well as 
patrons of cultural projects. We know that both of them took a keen interest, for 
arguably different reasons, in having access to the wisdom of the classics. Carlos 
himself was a translator (reflecting his “philosopher prince” personality) and Juan 
II, whose evolution throughout the century (from “medieval king” to sponsor of 
culture) mirrored in more ways than one that of his protégé Urriés, had previously 
commissioned a translation of Virgil's “Aeneid”, a task that was completed by 
Enrique de Villena.26 The seeds of Fernando the Catholic's obsession with not just 
political but cultural domination and legitimacy can already be found in his father 
Juan II, and Hugo de Urriés's foreword to Fernando speaks volumes of his level of 
political awareness. In other words, Urriés knew that, for his king, a respectable 
court was one that had a respectable library. The distribution of Valerius Maximus 
in late medieval Spanish libraries was, at best, limited. Gemma Avenoza found ten 
citations in different peninsular sources of perhaps no more than six versions: one 
or two from Aragón, two Catalan ones, and two Castilian ones, the newest of which 
was Urriés's.27 Therefore, it seems likely that Urriés thought that translating Hedin's 
French version, whilst waiting to receive permission to visit the English court, was 
time well spent, something he would then explain in his introductory letter, because 
of the wisdom and statecraft that could be learned from the writings of the Roman 
historian. Urriés considered that he had translated28
...el mejor tractado que houiesse jamas oydo ni leydo. Delibere transferir lo del lenguaje 
frances en el destos reynos de Castilla e de Aragon, subditos de vuestra serenidad, ca vi por 
esperiencia tener lo que no alcança en vn solo volumen otro libro alguno, a mi parecer, en 
la mayor parte de la cristiandad, de la qual yo he andado e visto lo mas fermoso e politico 
e digno de notar (...) Las hystorias e poesias que Valerio toca en tamaño complimiento 
e multiplicacion de cosas admirables e de buena doctrina moral e spiritual, que no hay 
hombre que algun tanto a lectura inclinado sea que se harte jamas de leer (...) No lo hay en 
la Hyspaña en vn volumen e lengua vulgar tan moral e hystorial, ni que tracte de tantos e 
tan marauillosos enxemplos.
26. Ruiz, José Francisco. Aproximación a una historia...: 99.
27. Avenoza, Gemma. “Antoni Canals, Simón de Hesdin, Nicolás de Goresse, Juan Alfonso de Zamora 
y Hugo de Urriés: lecturas e interpretaciones de un clásico (Valerio Máximo) y de sus comentaristas 
(Dionisio de Burgo Santo Sepulcro y Fray Lucas)”, Essays on Medieval Translation in the Iberian Peninsula, 
Tomás Martínez, Roxana Recio, eds. Castellón: Universitat Jaume I, 2001: 46. 
28. “...the best treatise I have ever read or heard about. I decided to translate it from French into the 
language of these Kingdoms of Castile and Aragón, subject to your royal highness, because, in my 
experience, no other book contains in a single volume as much wisdom as this one, in my opinion, 
anywhere in the Christian world, of which I have seen and visited the most beautiful and noteworthy 
parts (...) The multiple stories and poetries narrated in detail by Valerius Maximus are all to be admired 
and provide good moral and spiritual doctrine, and there is no man with the slightest inclination to 
reading that could ever get tired of reading it (...) There is nothing like this in Spain, in just one volume, 
containing such moral and historical teachings, and narrating such wonderful examples” (de Urriés, 
Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 3v-4v).
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Without a doubt, the Navarrese-Aragonese court had no previous access to a 
vernacular Facta et dicta memorabilia. Even in Castile, the only recorded volumes of 
Valerius Maximus's work were in Santillana's library, and not even Fernán Pérez de 
Guzmán, Juan II of Castile or the Villena library held copies. A vernacular copy was 
recorded in the 1499 catalogue of Isabel the Catholic's library.29 This must have been 
one of Urriés's 1495 incunabula.
But was this translation enough for us to consider Urriés a man of the pre-
Renaissance, a proto-humanist or even an early Humanist? Translation of classics 
flourished throughout the entire Middle Ages. However, by the end of the fifteenth 
century, the social and political prestige of the translation activity had increased 
considerably, and this can be easily related both to the Catholic Monarchs’ political 
agenda (on which I shall expand later) and to the dawn of cultural Humanism 
in Spain. If we follow Peter Russell's definition of (the practical lack of) Iberian 
Humanism in the fifteenth century, Urriés most certainly could not have been 
labelled a Humanist in any of its variations, vernacular or otherwise.30 Russell 
considers that translators such as Urriés “medievalized” classical works and did 
not follow the doctrine of Italian Humanism. On the other hand, authors such as 
Jeremy Lawrance have defined and described a less pompous and more accessible 
“vernacular humanism” in Spain.31 In this sense, Urriés could be defined as a medieval 
translator directly benefitting from a new-found environment that enhanced the 
prestige and promoted the translation of classical wisdom, a prestige that would 
lead to the Catholic Monarchs’ investment in classical erudition in the vernacular to 
support a political agenda. 
Buezo's textual analysis of Urriés's translation finds how Urriés took the time 
to correct errors in the textual transmission of the witness he was translating and 
how he was very careful when it came to respecting both the content and the 
structure of the original.32 Technically speaking, this ecdotic perfectionism could be 
interpreted as an early indication of Humanism. On the other hand, when assessing 
Urriés's translation, Di Stefano regrets that not only his but his model's translation 
was already very far away from the Latin original.33 Both Castilian translations of 
Valerius Maximus came from Latin glosses of the original.34 Therefore, what Urriés 
29. Crosas, Francisco. De diis gentium. Tradición clásica y cultura medieval. New York: Peter Lang, 1998: 16-
17.
30. Russell, Peter. Traducciones y traductores en la península ibérica (1400-1550). Bellaterra: Universitat 
Autònoma de Barcelona, 1985: 61-62.
31. Lawrance goes so far as to say that, even in Italy, nobility preferred vernacular versions rather than 
erudite antiques (Lawrance, Jeremy. “On Fifteenth-Century...”: 78-79).
32. Buezo, Catalina. “Las traducciones vernáculas de Valerio Máximo en el cuatrocientos hispano. El 
códice de la Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la Historia”. Boletín de la Real Academia de la Historia, 185/1 
(1988): 53.
33. Di Stefano, Giuseppe. “Tradizione esegetica e traduzioni di Valerio Massimo nel primo umanesimo 
francese”. Studi Francesi, 21 (1963): 408.
34. Simon de Hedin himself admitted that he was following glosses by “Maistre Denis du Bourg”, Dionisio 
de Burgo Santo Sepulcro, an Augustine friar who worked in Avignon, friend of Petrarch and instructor of 
Boccaccio (Avenoza, Gemma. “Antoni Canals...”: 48).
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did was translate into Spanish an already modified version of Valerius Maximus's 
Latin original. Hedin and Goresse had produced a compilation, in French, of the 
most readily available medieval and pre-humanist interpretations and explanations 
of the Latin text.35 Urriés was aware of the nature of his source and had no reason 
to hide the medieval nature of its commentary36:
...en el dicho libro hay infinitos enxemplos e marauillosos que Valerio saco de diuersos libros 
de todos los actos e propositos humanos que entre hombres pueden acaecer, assi buenos como 
viciosos, los testos e sentencias de los quales declara e moraliza el dicho maestre Simon de 
Hedin (...) e cada qual de los capitulos tiene muchos articulos con addiciones del transladador. 
Hedin and Goresse's purpose, much like Urriés's, was to make the book 
accessible for a nobility that was largely illiterate in Latin, using medieval erudition 
to bring the text closer to the target readers of their time rather than trying their 
luck with the opposite approach, more in line with Italian Humanism, of bringing 
their contemporaries to understand the language and the content of the Latin 
original. Urriés would then be a merely acritical vehicle of transmission of a French 
vernacular text and, to critics such as Russell, nothing like a Humanist. 
However, if we consider that the Italian ideal of a Humanist had a great deal to do 
with being precisely that type of acritical broadcaster of classical wisdom (just using 
Latin rather than vernacular texts) we could easily be tempted to think that the 
difference was barely superficial. Moreover, allegorical and moral commentaries, 
insertions and interpretations of Latin texts were not an exclusively medieval 
practice. Urriés was by no means an ignorant translator, and he knew full well that 
what he was rendering into Spanish was a text full of insertions from later dates, 
as shown in the previous extract.37 Given the majesty of the addressee, Urriés's 
assessment of his own ability as a translator can hardly be detached from formulaic 
expressions of modesty and captatio benevolentiae. However, his tone, and his actions, 
always remained upbeat about the quality of the gift he was giving to the kingdom38:
35. See: Avenoza, Gemma. “Antoni Canals...”: 49.
36. “...in this book there is an infinite number of wonderful examples that Valerius Maximus took from 
various books, covering all human facts and customs, both virtuous and vicious, the texts and moral 
teachings of which are declared and moralized by Master Simon de Hedin (...) And each of the chapters 
contains many sections, with additions from the translator” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 
3v-4r. 
37. According to Avenoza, he respected those annotations because he found them useful for the target 
readers and he had the work of Hedin and Goresse very high in his estimation (Avenoza, Gemma. 
“Antoni Canals...”: 51).
38. “...aware of the special nature of this treatise, and since I did not ignore my little competence to bring 
to my nation this singular benefit, I undertook the task of said translation. It was hard work for me, 
because I had to read, write and translate the whole book by myself in seven months. The short time, 
the weakness of my wisdom, and the enormity of the task were the reasons why I could not translate it 
in the high and elegant style that I should have done. And I did this against the advice of some friends 
who told me: ‘Hugo de Urriés, this task is for a wiser and more historically aware man that you are’” (de 
Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 4r).
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...reconocida la tanta singularidad del dicho tractado, ya sea que no ignorasse mi pequeña 
sufficiencia por traer a mi patria este singular beneficio, propuse de fazer la dicha translacion, 
que me fue trabajo muy grande, ca houe yo mesmo de leer, screuir e transferir todo el libro en 
siete meses, e por esso la breuedad del tiempo e la flaqueza del ingenio e la grandeza del dicho 
tractado causaron que no lo pude traduzir en aquel stilo alto y elegante que hazer se deuiera. 
Y esto emprendi contra el consejo de algunos amigos que me dixieron: “Ugo de Vrries, essa 
empresa es para hombre mas docto e hystorial que soys vos”. 
Therefore, against the advice of those people (real or not) who considered that 
a man like Urriés would not be able to dignify such almighty task, the Aragonese 
courtier and ambassador decided that it was worth the effort and did it anyway. 
The fact that it took him over a quarter of a century to find a publisher would be a 
consequence of the new political agenda and an indication of his growing prestige 
rather than a negative reflection on the quality of his work.
In order to understand the full extent of Urriés's approach to translating a classical 
text, we need to contextualize his task within the predominant ideas about this 
activity in the Iberian Peninsula of his time. Alfonso de Madrigal (El Tostado) was 
the most influential medieval scholar to set the theoretical framework of translation 
in the fifteenth century. In his Tostado sobre el Eusebio, written 1450 and printed 
1506-1507, Madrigal defined the difference between two types of translators: 
those who translated word by word (he called them “interpreters” and believed 
that theirs was the finest form of translation) and those who used explanations, 
insertions and interpolations (he believed that this approach was for those of 
lesser wisdom).39 According to his ideas, Urriés followed a trend, informed and 
promoted by nationalism by the time he wrote his introductory pledge of allegiance 
to Fernando, that denied the inferiority of the vernacular.40 In this, Urriés was a 
man of his time, a time that took the translation of classics beyond the borders of 
medieval scholasticism. 
According to Roxana Recio, the first three quarters of the fifteenth century 
were a time of latinizing translations in the Iberian Peninsula, a time of mistrust 
of the vernacular. Authors would discard this discrediting of the vernacular in the 
final years of the fifteenth century and the first decades of the sixteenth, slowly 
but surely focusing on a methodology that would show reverential respect for the 
content of the original works whilst being openly unapologetic about their careful 
use of the vernacular.41 Urriés was clearly concerned about being able to translate 
the sense rather than style42:
39. However, Madrigal was not a radical Latinist, as he acknowledged that the first type of translation 
was also problematic, since using the same words as the original was impossible (Recio, Roxana. “Alfonso 
de Madrigal (El Tostado): la traducción como teoría entre lo medieval y lo renacentista”. La Corónica, 19/2 
(1991): 119-120).
40. Recio, Roxana. “Alfonso de Madrigal...”: 112.
41. Recio, Roxana. “Alfonso de Madrigal...”: 112.
42. “...on being told that the book was Valerius Maximus's, considering that the original was difficult to 
understand apart from for the highly cultured and those who are experts in the histories, Roman and 
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...en diziendo me ser Valerio Maximo, por aquel en su prima forma ser dificil de entender 
sino por los muy doctos y expertos de diuersas hystorias, en special de las romanas e griegas, 
yo començe a leer en el como forçadamente, su alto stilo y escuras sentencias mucho temiendo. 
Such style difficulties were not a deterrent for Urriés, as he focused on extracting 
practical moral and philosophical lessons from the text, even if this entailed adding 
insertions and even explanatory glosses in the form of versified moralising poetry, 
which was the trademark of his cancionero poetry.
In his prologue to Fernando the Catholic, Urriés declared himself proud of the 
work he had done a few decades earlier, and for which he had significantly failed to 
find a publisher until the 1490s, under the reign of the Catholic Monarchs and 25 
years after the arrival of the printing press in Spain43: 
E porque fasta la presente jornada no he fallado scriptor que a mi voluntad trasladar este 
libro quisiesse, he diferido de lo presentar a vuestra excellencia. Mas agora que tengo buena 
oportunidad para lo poner a la emprenta, he delibrado, pues en esta guerra santa no puedo 
personalmente hazer seruicio a vuestra majestad por el impedimento de mi senectud, de le 
seruir con este libro. 
Reflecting upon his life of service, Urriés likened military to cultural and political 
service. The fact that he spent seven months in Bruges completing his translation 
whilst waiting to finally be received by the English king in 1468 shows to what 
extent diplomacy and studying classical works were often tasks for the same type 
of person.44 For Urriés, just as military work had granted him the respect of the 
royal family and poetry had given him a reputation as a man of letters at court, 
engagement with classical works, even if rendered from vernacular sources, was also 
a fitting, prestigious occupation in the eyes of the king, the nobility, the courtiers, 
and the political elite.
Greeek in particular, I started to read it not without great difficulty and almost by force, very fearful of 
its style and its dark phrasing” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 3v).
43. “I had delayed the presentation of this book to your majesty because until now I could not find a 
printer that would publish this book to my liking. But now that I have a good chance to send it to the 
print, I have decided to do so, since my old age is preventing me from serving your majesty personally in 
this, your holy war, so I can serve with this book” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 4v).
44. Having completed his translation of Valerius Maximus, Urriés then reached the English court in May 
1468. The Aragonese party's was not the only diplomatic visit received by Edward IV on that year. On 
17 May 1468, the Archbishop of Bath, Robert Stillington, informed Parliament that the king was about 
to sign strategic alliances with Castile, Aragón, Denmark, Scotland, Naples and the Dukes of Burgundy 
and Brittany (Ross, Charles. Edward IV. London: Eyre Methuen, 1974: 112). The aim of this agreement 
was to build a common front against Louis XI of France, who was actively and logistically supporting the 
Catalan campaigns led by the Duke of Calabria and René d’Anjou. Whilst Urriés was in England, Edward 
IV sent Vicent Clement to the court of Zaragoza (Scofield, Cora. The Life and Reign...: 430; Calmette, 
Joseph; Périnelle, Georges. Louis XI et l’Angleterre (1461-1483). Paris: Auguste Picard, 1930: 100). A letter 
from Juan II to Edward IV dated 21 October 1468 explained to the English king the reasons for Urriés's 
presence in England and also acknowledged the arrival of Vincent Clement (Conde Solares, Carlos. El 
Cancionero...: 81).
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Urriés was very careful to respect his interpretation of the spirit and the structure 
of Valerius Maximus's work, using glosses and writing with the clear, rationalistic 
and direct style that he normally used in both his courtly poetry and his diplomatic 
letters. In his willingness to translate the sense of a piece rather than style (in his 
prologue he often repeats the idea that he could not cope with the “stilo” but was 
more than happy with the “materias”), Urriés followed Alonso de Cartagena's 
translation handbook, as defined by Buezo.45 Royal and noble patrons were seeking 
practical lessons from the classics, and in the words of Lawrance, ancient history and 
moral philosophy were seen as “relief from boredom” (in the words of Urriés, he did 
it “por no star ocioso”) and “exempla as a desideratum”, becoming both “exemplo 
e consolación”.46 For this purpose, Urriés could find plenty of useful “examples” in 
Valerius Maximus, whilst the explanatory nature of the French textual tradition he 
was using provided plenty of philosophical reflections. 
Given the difficulty of Urriés's diplomatic objectives, his public life was about 
prudence and cunning too. These had traditionally been the two components of 
“sapientia”. Reading Urriés's exordium in conjunction with his diplomatic letters, 
it is immediately clear that his main worry was to showcase his own expertise, his 
own “sapientia”.47 This was the defining skill of the ultimate late medieval man of 
arms and letters. Urriés participated, in these late decades of the fifteenth century, 
in the aspiration to be the embodiment of the ideal conjunction of intellectual and 
physical prowess, becoming the perfect warrior-knight later defined by Castiglione. 
His other cultural activities, such as compilation of cancioneros and engagement in 
courtly literature and poetic debate, were also useful when it came to interacting 
with the courtly elite and showcasing wit, intelligence and finesse in a ludic setting.
Urriés's integration in the Iberian elite is shown in a clear light by his final 
diplomatic mission for Juan II, which started in 1473. He travelled from Bilbao to 
Flanders in early September in order to seek allies for the imminent war against 
the French. From Bilbao, Urriés wrote to Juan II reporting details of great strategic 
importance. In his letter, Urriés told the King of Aragón how it would be advisable 
to be on good terms with Edward IV.48 But, without a doubt, the most remarkable 
aspect of this letter has to be its tone. Hugo de Urriés took liberty not only to 
advise the king on his foreign policy, addressing him directly, but also to assess the 
situation and tell him what needed to be done. The letter was not just informative, 
Urriés seemed to have a very conspicuous role in Aragonese government and 
45. Buezo, Catalina. “Las traducciones vernáculas...”: 53.
46. Lawrance, Jeremy. “On Fifteenth-Century...”: 66.
47. Transcriptions of Hugo de Urriés's diplomatic letters to Juan II and, in later years, to Fernando the 
Catholic, can be found in: Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero...: 80-83. The tone and the contents of 
his letters showcase not only his excellent degree of expertise in European affairs but also his growing 
influence. His later letters strongly advise the kings on their external policies and suggest alliances and 
future actions they should take. Urriés would become almost a foreign affairs minister for both Juan and 
Fernando.
48. A full transcription of this letter can be found in: Fernández, Cesáreo. La marina de Castilla desde su 
origen y pugna con la de Inglaterra hasta la refundición en la armada española. Madrid: El Progreso Editorial, 
1894: 454-455, and in: Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero... 82-83.
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decision-making. In his last paragraph, Urriés firmly stated that Aragón had to seek 
collaboration with the English49:
...e concluyendo, senyor muy excellente, (...) seria bien menester (...) questouiese en concordia 
con el Rey d’Anglaterra. 
When reading such extracts from this diplomatic letter, it becomes clear that 
Urriés's role had evolved. He was no longer a protégé and servant from the lesser 
nobility, but a fully-fledged politician, and someone whose opinion was respected 
by the king himself. Quite simply, his all-round performance as a man of arms, 
letters, courtly finesse, classical knowledge and worldly wisdom had earned him 
remarkable success in terms of social mobility and political power. Urriés returned 
from this diplomatic mission in 1475. It is worth noting how he had been sent to 
his final posting as an envoy by Juan II in 1473 but he responded to Fernando in 
1475.50 The times were changing and the king he had served for half a century, 
blind and very ill, continued his reign in Aragón, king in name only, until his death 
in 1479. But Hugo de Urriés's influence survived his protector, as he remained an 
enthusiastically active player in the game of courtly politics of his time. 
Every aspect of Urriés's life had an influence in his other activities. As we have 
seen so far, Urriés alternated periods of military endeavour with other extended 
intervals of diplomacy, poetry and translation. Urriés's learned cultural baggage was 
reflected in the Cancionero de Herberay in various forms.51 His diplomatic missions 
in England left some visible markers such as his mention of an English character.52 
Moreover, his military and courtly time in Italy shaped, to a large extent, the 
selection of materials of the tradition that produced Herberay. This was most visible 
in the pieces of prose that open the volume, some of which were informed by an 
incipient vernacular Humanism: the Letra de los çitas a Alexandre was an adaptation 
49. “...and, in conclusion, my excellent Lord, it would be advisable to seek an alliance with the King of 
England” (Real Academia de la Historia. Salazar y Castro Collection. Document A9). 
50. This letter is dated on December 1475. It can be consulted in the Borrador de la biblioteca de escritores 
del Reino de Aragón que escribía el cronista D. Juan Francisco Andrés (Biblioteca Nacional de España. Borrador 
de la biblioteca de escritores del Reino de Aragón que escribía el cronista D. Juan Francisco Andrés, f. 
462-465.
51. For example, in the final poem of the Cancionero de Herberay, a long rationalistic discussion on the 
topic of fickle Fortune (LB2-201), Urriés quoted not only the archetypal case in Spanish literature, that 
of Álvaro de Luna, but he also referred to a character clearly alien to Iberian tradition: Pues no es d’olvidar 
/ el que Duch se llamava / de Sofolech en Anglaterra, / el qual sin otro mandar / la cort e rey governava / en paz e 
tiempos de guerra. / Pues aquel tú lo puyaste / debaxo en alto grado / con muy desigoal favor, / e con rigor le causaste 
/ que fuesse despedaçado / con voz de vil e traydor (LB2-201, lines 205-217). See: Conde Solares, Carlos. El 
Cancionero...: 83-84.
52. El duch de sofolech quoted by Urriés was none other than William de la Pole, first Duke of Suffolk and 
Henry VI's favourite. In a twist of Fortune similar to Luna's fate in Castile, he was imprisoned and later 
killed in the Tower of London in 1450 (Richardson, Douglas. Plantagenet Ancestry: A Study in Colonial and 
Medieval Families. Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing, 2004: 612). Hugo de Urriés clearly wrote his poem 
after having been in direct contact with the English political context. The Duke of Suffolk's death had an 
enormous impact in England, as Álvaro de Luna's had in Spain (Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero...: 
83-84).
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of certain passages by Quintus Curtius using pre-humanist and Humanist sources 
such as Gautier de Châtillon.53 Rodríguez del Padrón's Epístola de la Madreselva 
was taken from Ovid's Heroides using both medieval sources (such as Alfonso X's 
General Estoria) and Humanist renditions.54 The opening Declamación de Lucrecia was 
also an adaptation of Livy more directly sourced from Italian Humanist Coluccio 
Salutati and quoted by many fifteenth century Iberian poets, most famously by 
Santillana.55 In some cases, the erudition shown by poets such as Pere Torroella 
in his Razonamiento can be directly linked to Humanist sources (such as Giovanni 
Boccaccio's De claris mulieribus in Torroella's enumeration of virtuous women) and 
vernacular ones, such as Urriés's own translation of Facta et dicta memorabilia. This 
informed suspicion is supported when we see that some of the rubrics of these 
pieces of prose are addressed to a certain “Mossen Hugo”, without a doubt referring 
to Hugo de Urriés.
The notion of courtliness as an ideal of life, as well as the definition of the essence 
of knighthood shaped Hugo de Urriés's public stand. Having served Juan II for fifty 
one years, between 1428 and 1479, his success was not just about his loyalty to his 
king but also about his ability to adapt his profile to what was required at all times. 
As seen before, his enthusiasm for the Catholic Monarchs and their ideological 
programme led him to apologize to Fernando for not being able to take part in 
the campaigns of Granada, at a time when he was already an octogenarian. His 
approach to his translation was also pragmatic, in the sense that classical moralists 
and historiographers offered the Catholic Monarchs and their noble readers practical 
lessons on conduct, statecraft, warfare and secular ethics based on empirical examples. 
Valerius Maximus addressed very relevant problems, such as the conduct and duties 
of rulers, the role of the institutions, military discipline, strength of spirit, social 
mobility, assertiveness of public speeches, friendship, loyalty, generosity, religious 
piety, education, chastity, spirit of justice, wisdom, cunning, drive for glory, avoiding 
despotism, rejecting vindictiveness and promoting a collective idea of patriotism. 
Nationalism and the legitimization of a new golden age by making use of a classical 
golden age were at the core of this phenomenon.56 Hugo de Urriés enthusiastically 
contributed to this agenda, clearly drawing parallels between imperial Rome and 
53. See: López, Francisco. “Prehumanismo del siglo XV: la Letra de los escitas a Alejandro del Cancionero 
de Herberay des Essarts y las formulaciones utópicas en la Edad Media”, Medieval, Renaissance and Folklore 
Studies in Honor of John Esten Keller, Joseph R. Jones, ed. Newark: Juan de la Cuesta, 1980: 195. Urriés also 
refers to Alexander the Great in his prologue, mentioning that Valerius Maximus covered some of his 
life: E ahun se alcança en este libro assaz parte de los imperios de Babilonia e de Madeconia e del grande Alexandre. 
“And this book even covers part of the Babylonian and Macedonian empires, and Alexander the Great.” 
(de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas...: 4r).
54. Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero...: 104.
55. Conde Solares, Carlos. El Cancionero...: 97-99.
56. Lawrance, Jeremy. “Fabulosa illa aurea secula: The Idea of the Golden Age at the Court of Isabel”, 
The Spain of the Catholic Monarchs. Papers of the Quincentenary Conference, David Hook, ed. Bristol: HIPLAM, 
2008: 1, 17, 29; Russell, Peter. Traducciones y traductores...: 9.
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imperial Spain under the Catholic Monarchs when addressing his introduction to 
Fernando57:
E mi opinion es que no fue en aquellos tiempos rey, principe ni señor renombrado en toda 
la redondez de la tierra que en este libro no sea contenido, ni que digno entonce fuesse ni 
despues haya sydo merecedor de tanta gloria, triumpho, renombre y ençalçamiento como 
vuestra serenissima persona. 
Moreover, Urriés chose to comment on those passages of Facta et dicta memorabilia 
that addressed glorious aspects of Roman Spain, intentionally linking the Catholic 
Monarchs with the most remarkable anecdotes related to the province of Hispania, 
hence contributing to the narrative of nation building and legitimate imperial 
continuity. Urriés mentions the importance of Spain and the bravery of its people 
in the times of Hannibal, Scipio Africanus, Pompey the Great, governors Petraeus 
and Afranius, Julius Caesar and the triumvirate. He also extracts the passages 
about Quintus Sertorius, shepherd Viriatus, and the sieges of Sahagún, Numantia, 
Murviedro and Zamora.58 
This overall picture of nation building and underpinning of imperial moral 
legality would not be complete without linking Fernando to Visigothic legitimacy, 
starting with Pelayo. The intention was clear: to assert that Fernando had completed 
what Pelayo had begun, the expulsion of Islam from the Peninsula59:
Ca nunca de don Pelayo aqua el infante godo, en el tiempo del qual milagrosamente la 
yra diuinal cesso de perseguir los cristianos spañoles, dando les victorias increybles, vieron 
la Hyspaña nuestros antepassados ni los presentes sin bollicios y alteraciones como agora 
ni con tanta justicia e seguridad de caminos e stados, ni los reyes assi obedecidos señores e 
seruidos con mucho acatamiento (...)sin duda toda la Hyspaña vendra en vuestro señorio, 
segun que fue de los reyes godos vuestros antecessores, los quales conquistaron muchas tierras 
e prouincias, e Roma con lo mas de la Ytalia fasta que echaron de la Gallia que agora se 
dize Francia e despues de la Hyspaña a los vandalos, alanos, sueuos e silingos. En la qual 
tomaron la fe cristiana, e permanecieron e permaneceys hoy en dia, ca descendeys de su 
sangre e real corona, que ha dos mil años que houo principio, e siempre ha durado por 
57. “And it is my opinion that there was never in those times a prince, king or lord as renowned as your 
majesty, anywhere in the world, of those contained in this book. There was never anyone as deserving 
of glory, triumph, fame and acclaim as your highness” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 4v).
58. de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 5r -5v.
59. “Never since the times of Visigothic lord Pelayo, in whose times, by art of miracle, divine wrath 
ceased to punish the Spanish Christians rewarding them with unbelievable victories, have Spain or our 
ancestors seen an era like this one, without instability or altercation, and with justice and safety on all 
our roads and states. Never have the kings been obeyed with such discipline. Without a doubt, the whole 
of Spain will be under your lordship, just like it was under that of your predecessors the Visigothic kings, 
who conquered many lands and provinces, even Rome and most of Italy, and they expelled the Vandals, 
Alans, Sueves and Silings from the Gaul, now called France, and then from Spain. And they embraced 
the Christian faith, and they kept it, as you keep it today, because you descend from their blood and royal 
crown, which started two thousand years ago and has lasted by succession of kings until your excellency. 
Such durable stability cannot be found or read in any other dynasty or lineage of kings” (de Urriés, Hugo. 
Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 4v -5r). 
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succession de reyes fasta vuestras excellencias, la qual stabilidad e durada no se falla ni se lee 
que jamas houiesse ningun linage ni corona de reyes. 
Urriés's positive perception of his own work was based on its usefulness.60 The 
above paragraph of his foreword cannot be underestimated in terms of propping 
up Fernando's agenda: the Catholic Monarchs needed historical legitimization for 
both their own power and their ambitious political and military endeavours. Urriés 
could provide two thousand years’ worth of legitimacy. When his model, Simon 
de Hedin, presented his translation to Charles V of France, he also stated that his 
aim had been to translate, phrase by phrase, from clear Latin to understandable 
French vernacular, thus delivering an immediately useful product.61 Urriés talks of 
the “service” he is providing with his translation, aware of the fact that translating 
is no longer a second-rate task and, to a large extent, without feeling the need to 
present his product wrapped in a formulaic or apologetic captatio benevolentiae. There 
is, of course, modesty in his tone, but this should be understood mostly in terms of 
the addressee of his words and not in terms of the worthiness of his task, which he 
clearly felt was unquestionable. Urriés went even further, and his preamble seemed 
to suggest that his intellectual service more than made up for his inability to take 
part in the campaigns of Granada. His service was important, amongst various other 
practical, political and cultural reasons, because of the lack of vernacular copies 
of Facta et dicta memorabilia in the Navarrese-Aragonese court. Availability of such 
texts was a growing concern for the court, and the classical questions posed by the 
narrative of Valerius Maximus were of great interest to the elite. This increased 
appeal of the classics was reflected not only in the catalogues of late medieval 
libraries but also in the type of courtly literature in which Urriés himself engaged, as 
erudition became an obsession for the canon-builders of his time, such as Santillana 
and Mena.62 
His volume was only printed three decades after being written and there is no 
significant evidence of its manuscript circulation before 1495. Again, evolving 
cultural and political perceptions of usefulness were part of the reason for this. 
60. Even his courtly poetry, a literary genre often perceived as a shallow form of entertainment, was 
impregnated by moral reflection, practical advice and social criticism, with poems addressing moral and 
political corruption. Of particular interest are El de los grosseros and El de los galanes, both in the Cancionero 
de Herberay des Essarts, manuscript LB2. For a full discussion of these poems, see: Conde Solares, Carlos. 
El Cancionero...: 85-95.
61. See: Russell, Peter. Traducciones y traductores...: 21. Urriés also tries to underline the usefulness to 
Spain of Simon de Hedin's original, by stating that de otros viriles actos e animosos faze testigo maestre Simon 
de Hedin en el presente libro, alabando singularmente el osado animo e fortitud de questa nacion (de Urriés, Hugo. 
Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 6r). “Master Simon de Hedin testifies of other virile and brave acts in this book, 
praising in particular the daring spirit and courageous disposition of our nation”.
62. Lawrance, gathering evidence from Menéndez Pelayo, found that, at the very least, these classics 
were available in the vernacular in Urriés's time: Livy, Caesar, Quintus Curtius, Josephus, Justin's 
epitome, Valerius Maximus, Orosius, both Plinies, Plutarch, Procopius, Sallust, Vegetius, Frontinus, 
Polybius, Eutropius, Thucyclides, Homer, Lucan, Virgil, Ovid, Cicero, Lucian, Eusebius, Palladius, 
Boethius, Seneca, Plato and Aristotle (Lawrance, Jeremy. “On Fifteenth Century...”: 65). This listing 
shows the growing popularity of historiography and philosophy.
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According to Catalina Buezo, its publication in 1495, together with other vernacular 
versions of classical works, supports the suspicion that a circle of translators was 
working for Pablo Hurus in Zaragoza between 1491 and 1499.63 For Pablo Hurus, 
his business was about both honouring and being useful to his kingdom, “para 
honra y utilidad del reino”.64 Hurus benefited from a new official law on production 
and dissemination of books and classical knowledge. This law was elaborated in the 
1470s and 1480s and meant that the vast majority of incunable volumes published 
in the 1490s, such as Urriés's, were written in the vernacular.65 The law had much 
to do with the development of what has been called Iberian vernacular Humanism, 
since, unlike in Italy, the ideal of installing a cultural programme based on a reading 
knowledge of Latin was deemed unrealistic.66
Urriés rounded off his militant eulogy of Fernando's ruling programme by 
underpinning his historical legitimization with enthusiastic glossing of his flagship 
projects, the conquest of Granada and the expulsion of the Jews. He welcomed 
and encouraged the holy war that the Catholic Monarchs had undertaken, asking 
Fernando to67
...en loor de la diuinal prouidencia e aprouacion de las celestiales influencias prosiguir 
la destruction de la secta mahometica, como sancta e prosperamente principiada teneys, e 
ahun victoriosamente concluyda en la entera conquista del reyno de Granada, y en la sancta 
expulsion e destierro de la pessima generacion de los judios, de cuya ponçoñosa y enconada 
malicia han emanado las infinitas heregias que manzillauan vuestra Hyspaña. Ca segun 
vuestros grandes complimientos e corporales e mentales disposiciones e osada fortaleza de 
vuestros subditos, ninguna generacion ni poderio real puede a vuestra viril, cristiana, e 
poderosa exsecucion resistir. 
In doing so, Urriés reflected on his own life of military service to Juan II of Navarre-
Aragón and to his son Fernando. Allegorical language and moralizing intent were 
two of the key aspects of many of these vernacular translations, and Urriés found 
the perfect way to relate his work to the more pressing issues of the king's agenda, 
undoubtedly linking the potential teachings that could be extracted from his book 
to successful statecraft and government, hence contributing to the completion of 
the Reconquest with his wisdom rather than his strength, given his presumable 
physical weakness in his old age. His translation of Valerius Maximus added the 
63. Buezo, Catalina. “Las traducciones vernáculas...”: 52.
64. See: Carrera, Avelina. “Dos manifestaciones político-culturales del siglo XV español: las primeras 
traducciones castellanas de las monografías de Salustio”. La Corónica, 37/1 (2008): 92.
65. Carrera, Avelina. “Dos manifestaciones...”: 92.
66. See: Fernández, Luís. “Alonso de Cartagena y el humanismo”. La Corónica, 37/1 (2008): 208.
67. “...in agreement with the divine providence and with approval of heaven, continue with the 
destruction of the Islamic sect, as you are saintly and prosperously doing already with the victorious 
conquest of the Kingdom of Granada, and with the holy expulsion and eradication of the abominable 
Jewish lineage, whose poisonous and inflamed wickedness have exuded the unending heresies that 
were besmirching your Spain. Because with your great qualities, your mental and bodily strength, and 
the brave fortitude of your subjects, no race or royal power can resist your virile, Christian and powerful 
disposition” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 5r). 
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stamp of “auctoritas” to Fernando and Isabel's embodiment of the continuation 
of the Holy Empire, linking them to Rome, Pelayo and Visigothic legitimacy and 
contextualizing their military agenda as a culmination of a divinely predetermined 
interpretation of history. In this part of his prologue, Hugo de Urriés militantly 
participates in the construction of the idea of a new fabled golden age under the 
Catholic Monarchs, celebrating some of their policies, such as the above mentioned 
expulsion of the Jews and the campaigns of Granada, and even before Columbus's 
expedition returned with news of the discovery of the New World. For Lawrance, 
this type of language, used in the final years of the fifteenth century, was aimed 
at building a new cultural canon to support the idea of the golden age of empire, 
informed by nationalism, late medieval apocalyptic and, crucially in Urriés's work, 
comparison with Imperial and Augustan Rome.68 In fact, all of the values mentioned 
before and promoted by Valerius Maximus's Facta et dicta memorabilia were directly 
transferrable to the Spain of the Catholic Monarchs.
Other prologues addressed to the Catholic Monarchs in the same period shared 
this tone. For instance, Antonio de Nebrija's prologue to his Gramática de la lengua 
castellana, also praising the Reconquest of Granada, celebrated69 
...que después que vuestra Alteza metiesse debaxo de su iugo muchos pueblos bárbaros et 
naciones de peregrinas lenguas (...) entonces por esta mi arte podrían venir en el conocimiento 
della como agora nosotros deprendemos el arte de la gramática latina. 
That is, at the same time that Urriés was writing his prologue to Fernando the 
Catholic, the idea of the vernacular as the language of the new empire was being 
promoted by the intellectual elites, and praising the virtues of the Catholic Monarchs’ 
belligerent policies was also commonplace for learned courtiers, as they embraced 
the idea of a new golden age that was the legitimate continuation of Imperial Rome 
and Visigothic Christianity.
Hugo de Urriés died at the age of eighty seven, according to Marineo Sículo's 
Epistolarium familiarium. When he died, he was a Knight of the Order of St. George, 
whom he mentions in his prologue to Fernando as his intercessor for divine 
inspiration when undertaking the task of translating Facta et dicta memorabilia70:
...houe deuoto recurso al ajutorio del glorioso cauallero Sant Jorge por leer de su habito e 
profession, ahunque indigno, el qual me recabo la gracia del eterno fijo de Dios, inuocando 
68. Lawrance, Jeremy. “Fabulosa illa aurea secula...”: 3, 17.
69. “...that after your Highness subjugated many barbarian people and many nations of outlandish 
languages (...), thanks to my work they will be able to learn it (the Spanish language) just like we now 
have to learn Latin grammar ourselves” (Quoted from: La gramática de la lengua castellana de Antonio 
de Nebrija (1492), Antonio Quilis, ed. Madrid: Aguilar, 1992: 98; Lawrance, Jeremy. “On Fifteenth 
Century...”: 4-5).
70. “I had recourse to the intercession of St. George, the glorious knight, by reading of his endeavours 
and achievements, and, although I am not worthy of his help, he granted me the grace of God's eternal 
son, invoking the intercession of Our Lady, his holy mother, by virtue of whom I managed to complete 
this task by awakening my weak and unrefined spirit” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 4r -4v).
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la intercession de nuestra señora su bendita madre, por virtud de la qual di fin e cabo a la 
dicha obra adelgazando e despertando mi rudo e flaco spirito. 
Part of his own legitimacy had to do precisely with having achieved such honours 
through constant and loyal services to his king. Urriés could hardly hide his pride 
when he looked back upon his life and realized how much upward social mobility 
he had achieved through being able to travel the world and meet the powerful71: 
E ahun vuestros merecimientos reales son tantos que en quantas hystorias he leydo que 
son asaz de reyes e reynas, ni en dizesiete reyes que yo he visto e conocido, e reynas veynte e 
quatro, a menos de quatro padres santos e muchos otros principes e grandes señores, toda 
fiction e lisonja cessantes, en todas virtudes e nobles costumbres sin defecto alguno par no 
he fallado a vuestras excellencias, en majestad, virilidad, humanidad e noble consejo, ni en 
tanta perfeccion. 
Given that Urriés did not mention the discovery of America in his foreword to 
Fernando, the obvious conclusion is that he must have died very shortly before 
Columbus's emissaries brought news from the New World, but undoubtedly after 
the expulsion of the Jews; that is, Hugo de Urriés would have died, at the age of 
eighty seven, by the end of 1492 or by early 1493, two years before his translation 
of Facta et dicta memorabilia was finally published. Urriés lived a remarkable life of 
service to both Juan II of Navarre-Aragón (for over half a century) and Fernando 
the Catholic in his final years. If, at the beginning of the century, men like Enrique 
de Villena had been criticized by noblemen because of their love for books and 
not arms, Urriés always delivered what was expected from him, from his military 
services in Italy and in the Navarrese-Aragonese civil wars in the first two thirds of 
the fifteenth century to his intellectual, diplomatic and political expertise in the last 
third.72 In this context, Urriés was the perfect courtier. According to Carrera de la 
Red, the elites controlled political power in the first half of the century legitimized by 
their military achievements.73 In the second half of the century, some of those elites 
were not the masters of military prowess but the masters of intellectual activity, and 
in particular, those with an in-depth knowledge of the classical world, its philosophy 
and its moral teachings. With his translation, Urriés firmly believed that he could 
71. “And your royal merits are so many that exceed all the stories that I have read of kings and queens. 
None of the seventeen kings, twenty-four queens, no less than four popes and many other princes and 
great lords that I have seen and met, leaving all flattery aside, come close to your excellence of virtues 
and noble habits, and I have never found anyone like your excellence in majesty, virility, humanity and 
noble governance, and nobody as perfect” (de Urriés, Hugo. Las rúbricas de Valerio...: 5r).
72. For Nicholas Round, these different attitudes to learning between the older and younger generations 
of the nobility were made explicit by Enrique de Villena's grandfather's disappointment at him not being 
a knight. See: Round, Nicholas. “Renaissance Culture and its Opponents in Fifteenth-Century Castile”. 
Modern Language Review, 57 (1962): 207. On the other hand, for younger men like Santillana, men like 
Villena were nothing less than contemporary men of letters descending directly from none other than 
Valerius Maximus himself (see: Twomey, Lesley. The Fabric of Marian Devotion in Isabel de Villena's Vita 
Christi. London: Tamesis, 2013).
73. Carrera, Avelina. “Dos manifestaciones...”: 74.
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provide a crucial service despite his old age. He could no longer be a military knight, 
but he had become a philosopher knight whose legitimacy had been secured by 
means of excelling, throughout his life, in everything that was appropriate to his 
own age and, crucially, what was required in the changing world he had to live in. 
Hugo de Urriés, following a life of military, literary, political, diplomatic and erudite 
achievement, could be forgiven for his pride when looking back at his lifetime. He 
was the perfect example of the ideal man of arms and letters of the Spanish fifteenth 
century.
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AbstrAct
the paper examines the Black sea question in the second half of the 15th century, with 
special emphasis on crusading and religious questions. Based on selection of recently 
discovered italian archival sources, the study focuses on a series of pivotal moments 
in the history of the region: the battle of Belgrade (1456), the fall of caffa (1475) 
and the ottoman conquest of chilia and cetatea albă/ akkerman (1484). all three 
events implied a succession of extreme reactions, both in military and in ideological 
terms, vivid proofs for the pressures and the stakes of those times. such aspects tend 
to be particulary relevant if the religiously and ethnically mixed character of the areas 
under analysis is taken into account. Moverover, under these circumstances, it is 
highly noteworthy that “figures”, previously predominantly regarded as “traitors of 
the cross” become its “heroes” (e.g. the genoese in 1456 or the Walachians in 1475), 
supplementing the number of the crusaders confronting the ottoman power, in a time 
when also the ranks of the “partners” of the Turk was growing, until he was “officially” 
accepted as an “european partner” through the peace of Buda (1503).1
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Prior to the decisive confrontations between the Ottoman army and the crusaders 
at Belgrade (July 21-23, 1456), ‘the free Christian world’ awaited a new disaster 
that had to complete the catastrophe of 1453 and open Italia and Germania as well 
to the Ottoman power. The almost desperate attempts of Serbian despot George 
Branković and Walachian ruler Wladislaw II (both, until then, the ‘sworn’ enemies of 
hero John Hunyadi) to halt Mehmed II's northern advance had ended badly in June. 
The ‘crusaders of Belgrade’ were one step away from fighting each other, for reasons 
of tongue or for motifs of social rank. Hunyadi's ‘professionals’ and Giovanni da 
Capestrano's ‘penitents’ had great chances of becoming martyrs if they did not kill 
each other before falling into Ottoman spears. However, the miracle took place. 
Mehmed had to retreat. The Christian dreams began. Constantinople was to be 
recovered, then Nazareth and eventually Jerusalem. For a good while, in that 
summer and autumn of 1456, many actually believed that Constantinople had been 
liberated2.
At that time, John Hunyadi had died. Viewed as the true heir to the imperial 
crown of Constantine XI Palaeologus (by the Greeks in his entourage), as the mythical 
founder of Byzantium, the Yanko bin Madyan (by the Ottomans Turks), the late hero 
2. For the events of 1455-1456: Hofer, Johnnes. “Der Sieger von Belgrad”. Historisches Jahrbuch, 51 
(1931): 163-212; Babinger, Franz. Der Quellenwert der Berichte über den Entsatz von Belgrad am 21/22 Juli. 
1456 (off-print Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, NS, VIII (1956). Munich: Bayr.
Akad.d.Wiss., 1957); Housley, Norman. “Giovanni da Capistrano and the Crusade of 1456”, Crusading in 
the Fifteenth Century: Message and Impact, Norman Housley, ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004: 94-115; 
Simon, Alexandru. “The Lion in Winter: John Hunyadi from Kossovopolje to Belgrade”, Between Worlds. 
Extincta est lucerna orbis: John Hunyadi and his Time, Ana Dumitran, Loránd Mádly, Alexandru Simon, ed. 
Cluj-Napoca: Editura Academia Românǎ, 2008: 491-522. For a documentary overview of the political 
context, we have selected data from the various reports that circulated through the Italian Peninsula in 
the summer of 1456: [...] El Turcho [Mehmed II] era venuto verso le parte de Valachia [ruled by Wladislaw II, 
who was eventually attacked from back and dethroned by the future Vlad III of Walachia, better known as 
Dracula, who abandoned John Hunyadi, whose captain he was at that time, and sided with Mehmed II] e del/ 
despoto de Rassia [George (Đurađ) Branković] cum grande zente. El quale despoto credio havesse cum desordine/ 
cum alchune zente circha persone VIIIIm ando per assaltarli, ma trovo li Turchi bene/ in ordine et hebe la pegore. Ne 
rimaso prexi et morti la piu parte d’essi VIIIm./ Poy el prefato Turcho sente ch’el Papa [Calixt III], la Maesta del Re 
d’Aragona [Alphonse V] et ducha de Burgogna [Philipp the Good] andavano/ overo mandavano alchuna possanza 
verso Constantinopoli, delibero de ritornare indireto/ per provedere a dicta citta de Constantinopoli. Et cossi ritorno cum 
una parte de sua/ zente piu utille. Li altri sono restati ad damni del prefato despoto e de Valachi. / El Brancho [John 
Hunyadi, known in the Italian Peninsula as Brancho or Jancho too] sta la vicino ad guarda del Danubio; 
aspetta grande exercito de/ Ungari, quali non porano metersi insieme fine non sia facto el recolto [...] (Venice, 18th of 
July 1456). [...] El Turcho e ad campo ad/ Belgrado in forma che non se speranza di securirlo. El Brancho e retracto 
doe giornate piu que qua. Se dice bene che Ungari se unischano per securilo, ma qua/ non se ha troppo bona speranza 
[...] (Venice, 28th of June 1456). [...] Del Turcho non ce altro de novo salvo che cum grande navillio e entrato in lo 
Danubio, ma che la peste e/ grandissima in lo exercito suo. L’imperatore [Frederick III of Habsburg] pero ha discordio 
cum lo conte de Cil [Ulrich de Cilly] et ha facto grande/ concentratione ad aiuto de Ungari. El ducha Steffano [Stephen 
Košarca, duke of Saint Sabbas, the future Herzegovina] christiano fa grande pratiche in Albania per li favori del 
Turcho, et persuadio ogniuno se arambi al Imperatore Turcho como/ al mazore signore del mondo. Et asay se dubita che 
degli Albanesi [in example the local rivals of Skanderbeg] non se lassano pravaricare/ ad dicti conforti del ducha 
Steffano quale de grande signore in dicte parte [...] (Venice, 23rd of July 1456, the day the battle of Belgrade ended 
with the start of the Ottoman retreat). The quoted sources come from the Archivio di Stato di Milano, Milano 
(ASM), Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Venezia, fasc. 343, 1456, fasc. 6-7, Giugno-Luglio, nn). Used 
abbreviations: ASM, Archivio di Stato di Milano.
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had started as a misfit and reached immense power and prestige in the 1440s. It 
was time for another ‘set’ of misfits to take center stage and prolong the existence of 
the hopes and dreams born by the ‘miracle of Belgrade’. That is at least what a letter 
in an Italian archive suggests. In fact, it was drafted before news of Hunyadi's death 
arrived. This might indicate that there was plenty of room for misfits which could 
have redeemed (the) Christian honor and resurrected an elusive dream. At any rate, 
it completed the background that enabled also some altogether sketchy plans for 
the canonization of the later hero. But he had been at least as mortal and sinful 
(given also his bribing that contributed to the crusader disaster of Varna) as the ‘new 
liberators’3.
1. Crusading, Trade and Treason in the East
The Genoese had two crusader deadly sins: Nicopolis and Varna. In 1396, they had 
supplied to Bayezid I the plans of the crusader army. In 1444, they had provided Murad 
II with the ships that had allowed him to urgently return to Europe and take the ‘new 
crusaders’ by surprise. ‘Obviously’, not all Genoese had been involved. Nonetheless, the 
image of the centrifugal Genoese colonial empire bled because of the instrumental role 
played by the Genoese in the East during the Balkan and Pontic rise of the Ottomans 
and because of their slave trade (which, contrary even to ‘more liberal rules’, also 
involved many Christian slaves). However, the fall of Byzantium (for which they had 
been blamed too at first) had basically thrown them into the arms of the crusade. It 
was not just the theater of Christian duty. Venice too, Genoa's archrival, believed the 
crusader commitment of the Ligurian republic. It was not just a desperate involvement, 
but a practical one. Genoa had refused to support Hunyadi against the Turk because she 
viewed him as already too weak. In return, she had invested considerably in the fleet 
that had to attack Mehmed in the Eastern Mediterranean4.
3. See, for instance: Yerasimos, Stéphane. “Enquête sur un héros: Yanko bin Madyan, le fondateur mythique 
de Constantinople”, Mélanges offerts á Louis Bazin par ses disciples, collègues et amis, Jean-Louis Bracqué-
Grammont, Louis Bazin et alii, ed. Paris: Éditions L’Harmattan, 1992: 213–217 (with reference also to 
the matter of the feared, by the Ottoman Turks, Benī asfer nations in the north, to which the Magyars/ 
Hungarians too belonged); Szabó, Péter. “Heilige Haltungen und ritterliche Merkmale im Kultus des 
Johannes Hunyadi”, Between Worlds, Maggie Goh, Craig Stephenson, eds. Oakville: Ricon Publishers, 1989: 
II, 169-171; Mureşan, Dan Ioan. “Le royaume de Hongrie et la prise de Constantinople: croisade et union 
ecclésiastique en 1453”, Between Worlds...: II, 489-490.
4. For Genoa's oriental policies: Gioffré, Domenico. Il mercato degli schiavi a Genova nel secolo XV. Genoa: Fratelli 
Bozzi, 1971; López, Roberto S. “Venise et Gênes: deux styles, une reussite”, Su e giù per la storia di Genova. Genoa: 
Università di Genoa-Instituto di paleografia e storia medievale, 1975: 35-42; Basso, Enrico. “From Cooperation 
to Clash of Interesets: Genoa and the Turks in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries”, The Turks, Hasan Celal 
Güzel, Cem Oğuz, Osman Karatay, Murat Ocak, eds. Ankara: Yeni Türkiye, 2002: III, 175-184; Somaini, 
Francesco. “Les relations complexes entre Sigismond de Luxembourg et les Visconti, ducs de Milan”, Sigismund 
von Luxemburg. Ein Kaiser in Europa, Michel Pauly, François Reinert, eds. Mainz am Rhein: Philipp von Zabern, 
2006: 157-198; Origone, Sandra. “La fine del dominio grecol nel Mar Nero”. Bizantinistica. Rivista di Studi 
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The Jews bore the cross of treason. Virtually almost all crusader movements 
and actual crusades had been accompanied by pogroms or, at least, by anti-
Jewish decisions. At best, the Jews got off, like in Hungary or Moldavia in the 
1470s, with a mass-taxation and a persecution (in Moldavia). The, nevertheless 
‘accidental’, moment when the Jewish army core would join Matthias Corvinus’ 
conquering parade through the streets of Vienna (1485) was in the remote future. 
Besides, the Jews were percieved, at least as much as the schismatics, as loyal tools 
of the Muslim power. Their commercial rivalries with the Latins and the Greeks 
in the Orient further aggravated the condemnation of the Jews. It is certain only 
that, after the crusader triumph of Granada (1492), the Porte sheltered Moors 
and Jews alike. From this point of view, the political intelligence and the relative 
tolerance (namely until the second third of the 1500s) of the Ottomans was 
largely fatal for the crusader ‘image of the Jew’5.
These pariahs of the Christian crusader world were ‘granted’ the glory of 
fighting over the already holy too city of Constantine. The honor was bestowed 
upon them by the Venetians. Half a joke, half a serious rumor (at any rate it was 
important enough to be recorded by the only network of informants comparable 
to that of Venice in the Christian world), this ‘story’ made its way via a copied 
letter into Italia at the end of August 1456. Still, like most contemporaries, 
including those at the papal curia or those who obtained the information for 
the interests of Milan, the author(s) of the news did not know that Hunyadi 
had died two weeks earlier (August 11). They talked of Capestrano, of Ladislas 
V, who, after fleeing the kingdom long before the arrival of the Turk, could have 
become the great victor of that year. With or without, John, the captain who had 
Bizantini e Slavi, 8 (2006): 245-272 (here pages 249-254); Simon, Alexandru. “The ‘Captain’ and the ‘Superba’: 
Crusader Moments in the Relations between John Hunyadi and Genoa”, Between Worlds...: II, 333-364.
5. Makki, Mahmoud. “The Political History of al-Andalus (92/811-897/1492)”, The Legacy of Muslim 
Spain, Salma Khadra Jayyusi, Manuela Marín, eds. Leiden-New York: Brill, 1992: 84; Harvey, Leonard 
Patrick. “The Political, Social and Cultural History of the Moriscos”, The Legacy of Muslim...: 205; Gow, 
Andrew. “The Jewish Antichrist in Medieval and Early Modern Germany”. Medieval Encounters, 2/3 
(1996): 249-285, McMichael, Steven J. “The End of the World, Antichrist, and the Final Conversion 
of the Jews in the ‘Fortalitium Fidei’ of Friar Alonso de Espina (d. 1464)”. Medieval Encounters, 
12/2 (2006): 224-273. The Jews north of the Danube after 1453-1456: Simon, Alexandru. Ştefan 
cel Mare şi Matia Corvin. O coexistenţă medievală. Cluj-Napoca: Presa Universitară Clujeană, 2007: 280-
282 (Translation: Simon, Alexandru. Stephen the Great and Matthias Corvinus: A Medieval Coexistence. 
Cluj-Napoca: Presa Universitară Clujeană, 2007) (to which we add a document from spring 1475 
misplaced, under the year 1493, in: ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Venezia, cart. 
381, Giugno-Dicembre 1493, fasc. 4, Settembre. nn; according to Venice's plan presented before 
pope Sixtus IV, the Jews in Hungary and Moldavia could and should have supplied most of the 
resources needed for the crusade against Mehmed II, which led to a serious conflict between Stephen 
III of Moldavia and the Jews, a conflict so serious that in the early 1500s, the learned Elie Capsali of 
Crete, a Venetian subject, claimed that the conflict between the Molda-vian ruler and the Jews had 
been the cause of the Moldavian-Ottoman war as Meh-med II stepped in to protect the Jews; for Elie 
Capsali: Halévy, Mayer J. “Les guerres de Etienne le Grand et d’Uzun Hasan d’après la ‘Chronique de 
la Turquie’ du candiote Elie Capsali (1520)”. Studia et Acta Orientalia, 1, (1957): 189-197).
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saved his posterity at Belgrade, the, until then, frightened ‘free Christian world’ 
was however ready to accept and to assume the liberation of Constantinople6.
6. ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Venezia, cart. 343, 1456, fasc. 8, Agosto, nn 
(August 25, 1456; both the sender and the recipient are otherwise unknown, even though Antonio 
Murin<i>o, appears to have been one of the first Venetian recipients (and senders) of the news on 
the fall of Byzantium (the letters can be found in: ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, 
Venezia, cart. 340, 1450-1453, fasc. 4, 1453, nn). One of his letters on the fall reached Milan via 
possibly the same Dulceto, recorded in the Milanese copy of the letter as Alberto [not as Chilberto, 
like in 1456] Dulceto in Ferrara. [...] Sono avisato chome in Constantinopoli e stato tolto da Genovesi [...]/ 
El capitolo della lettera dice per essere el Turcho [Mehmed II] in campo haveva tolto molte/ monitoni fora di 
Constantinopoli et pro essere in dicto luogho grande mortalitade/ et li Turchi che erano in guardia del detto 
luogho l’aviano abandonato et/ lasciado in guardia alli Giudei, et giognendo in Constantinopoli quattro navi/ 
grosse di Genovesi, con persone 1800 per nave, per andare in percorso di Capha [Genoese merchants, with 
such large vessels and “crews” on the road to their Crimean Caffa, were usually slave traders in the 
first place and “less crusaders”, although Genoa feared greatly a potential loss of the city, which 
the Ligurian government had been com-pelled to hand over to the Bank of San Giorgio after the 
fall of Byzantium],/ et pare per quello si dice che se missono in contencione con li Giudei, et cosi i Genovesi/ 
sono intrati in Constantinopoli [Milanese copy, preserved among the secret reports from Venice, of the 
letter of Antonio Murin<i>o/ Qu<i>rin<i>o [?] to Chilberto [?] Dulceto, and dated by the former: 
Datum die XXV augusti, <Venice> in papariis 1456]. [On the same sheet, in partial at least consonance 
with lines of the letter on the Genoese, another copied report, recieved also from Venice, followed]. 
Copia alcune lettere de Venetiis// La nova de Ungaria vene confirmada si da terra come da mare et dice/ come 
fratre Giovanni da Capestrano [notorious for his anti-Semitic preachings, yet forced on the eve of the 
siege of Belgrade to ask both Jews and Schismatics, previously his main targets, alongside the Turks, 
for aid] predica e confortava la brigna [instead of brigata; brigna (prugna in modern Italian) had a 
condescent meaning in regard to the ‘common’ crusaders and their mind (their plum)] ad essi/ valenti, 
et come lo prevadore [title still used for Hunyadi, though he had resigned as governor of Hungary 
in winter 1452-1453] et lo Re de Ungaria [Ladislas V] ere d’acordo et fano/ grandissimo apare<c>chio 
per andare in persona contra al Turcho [undated]. Capestrano in the context of the 1450s: Damian, 
Iulian Mihai. Ioan de Capestrano şi Cruciada Târzie. Cluj-Napoca: Academia Română-Centrul de Studii 
Transilvane, (PhD Dissertation, 2008: 90-94. (Translation: Damian, Iulian Mihai. John Capestran 
and the Late Crusade. Cluj-Napoca: Academia Română-Centrul de Studii Transilvane, (PhD 
Dissertation, 2008). The Greek and Latin problematic of Byzantium as a holy city is well revealed 
in: Werner, Ernst. “‘Translatio Imperii ad Turcos’: päpstliche ‘Renovatio’ und Weltkaiseridee nach 
dem Fall Constantinopels”. Byzantinische Forschungen, 11 (1987): 465-472; Carile, Maria Cristina. 
“Constantinople and the Heavenly Jerusalem?: Through the Imperial Palace”. Bizantinistica. Rivista 
di Studi Bizantini e Slavi, 8 (2006): 85-104; Blanchet, Marie-Hélène. Georges-Gennadios Scholarios (vers 
1400-vers 1472). Un intellectuel orthodoxe face à la disparition de l’Empire byzantin. Paris: Institut français 
d’études byzantines, 2008. For the Milanese system: Margaroli, Paolo. Diplomazia e stati rinascimentali. 
Le ambascerie sforzesche fino alla conclusione della Lega italica (1450-1455). Firenze: La Nuova Italia, 1992. 
In this context, a passage from the letter sent by Giovanni, bishop of Pavia, to the duke of Milan, 
Francesco Sforza, from Wiener Neustadt, might be interesting: Illustrissimo Signore Mio, de novelle di 
Turchi poso la vittoria de Nandoralba [Belgrade] de la quale scripsi/ alla Signoria Vestra et mandavi la copia 
de le lettere de Jo vaynoda [John Hunyadi; no sign of abbreviation accompanies the name Jo] e sequiter/ 
la morte del dicto Jo [likewise] vaynoda. Item se dice della morte del Grande Turcho./ Item se dice che li Turchi 
sono caciati de Constantinopoli, non lo credo buono./ Lo Re [Ladislas V] se tira di lo Realme de Ongaria. El 
Conte de Cili [Ulrich von Cilly] fa tucto./ Monsegniore de Sancto Angelo [cardinal Juan Carvajal] e in 
Nandoralba. Grande quantita de crucisignati/ sono la. Io in tre die ne ho mettuto fora de Vienna circha/ VIm 
bene armati, et li ho accompagnati fine alle nave, et lo Re sorpresso e/ venuto ad vedere. Se Dio me fa dar gratia 
de fare questa pace, ho speranza/ se ordenara grande exercito in questo paese [Austria] maximo per lo anno 
sequenter (ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze estere, Germania, cart. 569, 1450-1458, fasc. 7, 
1456, nn 29th of August 1456; this was not a one of a kind message).
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2. The Genoese Recovery of Byzantium
In that summer (and not only) there was mixture of hope and confusion revealed 
also by the letter's dating: in the porridge of <the year> 1456.
Sono avisato choe in Constantinopoli e stato tolto di Genovesi per lo modo infradiecto./ 
El capitolo della lettera dice per che el Turcho [Mehmed II] in campo haveva tolto molte/ 
monitoni fora di Constantinopoli et perche esse in dicto luogho grande mortalitade/ et li Turchi 
esi erano in guardis del dicto luogho havano abandonato et/ laserado in guardis alli Giudei, 
et giongendo in Constantinopoli quattro navi/ grosse di Genovesi cum persone 1800, per nave, 
per andare, in percorso di Capha/ et pare per quello si dice essere missono in contencione con 
li Giudei, cosi i Genovesi/ sono intrati in Constantinopoli (August 25, 1456; Milanese copy, 
preserved amongst the Venetian secret reports, of the letter sent by patrician Antonio 
Murino to his friend Chilberto Dulceto, both otherwise virtually unknown characters; 
dated by the former: Datum die XXV augusti, [in Venice] in papariis 1456).
[On the same sheet, in partial at least consonance with lines from above, another 
copied report, also from Venice, followed].
Copia alcune lettere de Venetiis// La nova de Ungaria vene confirmada li da terra come da mare 
et dice/ come fratre Giovanni da Capestrano predica e confortava la brigna [prugna in modern 
Italian; it had an obviously condescent meaning in regard to the ‘common’ crusaders and their 
mind, that is their plum] ad essi/ valenti, et come lo prevadore [title still used for John Hunyadi, 
who had resigned as governor of Hungary three years ago] et lo Re de Ungaria [Ladislas V the 
Posthumous] ene d’acordo e fano/ grandissimo aparecoso per andare in personi contro al Turcho.
At least, for a Milanese perspective, the only time span comparable, in terms of 
intensity and mixture of news and plans of anti-Ottoman essence with those months 
of 1456, was later the period marked by the arrival of the news on the fall of Caffa and 
on the Moldavian-Hungarian campaign in Walachia (August 1475-November 1476), 
Then, for more than a year, basically not one day passed without at least one report 
or news on pro or anti-Ottoman activities. However, seemingly, no other ‘liberation of 
Constantinople’ surfaced, though plans were still drafted for its recovery. Perhaps, 
the desperation and relief were not that great as they had been three years after the 
fall of Byzantium. Maybe also the personalities of the 1470s lacked the career and the 
‘panache’ of those at Belgrade. Possibly, all was due also to the fact that the Genoese 
had lost Caffa, while the Jews, at least those in king Matthias’ service had other 
tasks too7.
7. In this context, in direct relation to the other crusader Christian-Muslim front: Gómez, Lino. Un español al 
servicio de la Santa Sede, Don Juan de Carvajal: cardenal de Sant’Angelo legado en Alemania y Hungría, 1399?-1469. 
Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas-Instituto Jerónomo Zurita, 1947; Navarro, Miguel. 
Calixto III Borja y Alfonso el Magnánimo frente a la Cruzada. Valencia: Ajuntament de València, 2003. For the 1470s: 
Simon, Alexandru. “The Costs and Benefits of Anti-Ottoman Warfare: Documents on the Case of Moldavia 
(1475-1477)”. Revue Roumaine d’Histoire, 48/1-2 (2009): 37-53. The effectives of the ‘Genoese armada’ were 
clearly exaggerated. 7.200 men on 4 ships was an immense figure, even if consider that most of them could 
have been slaves. The figure itself came close to that of the troops which Hunyadi had under his command at 
Belgrade (see the studies quoted in note 1 and in particular that of Babinger). On the other hand, voluntarily or 
involuntarily, this figure also tends to increase the credibility of the information, given, for instance, the fact that 
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The plague ravaged the Balkans since the end of spring 1456. It had pushed the 
Ottomans out of Constantinople. According to the ‘overwhelming’ Christian version 
of the events, the plague was also fatal to John Hunyadi. On the other hand, we 
have the Ottoman form of ‘poetic justice’. A ‘lost’ Ottoman arrow would have ended 
John's life. Each version has its strengths and weaknesses. The Ottoman version 
also has the ‘advantage’ of shaping an image of ‘Cid of the Balkans’ for John, as 
the Ottomans did not reattack Belgrade afterwards (but no contemporary seems to 
have made use of this ‘possibility’). Regardless of how we choose to look at these 
depictions of one and the same summer, a unique confrontation between despairs 
arises, even from Ottoman perspective. Like never before or after, Mehmed II forced 
the decisive blow, when the resistance of adversaries could have been patiently and 
surely eroded. Under such circumstances, it is no wonder why Christians claimed that 
the sultan had wanted to commit suicide when he had realized the magnitude of his 
failure or why there was repeated news of the reconquest of Byzantium8.
Aside from the exaggerations of the Franciscans, who tried to make the most out of 
their brother's exploits, from the popular exaltations that aroused Pius II's irony (jealous 
of the glory won by Capestrano), or older or newer millennarist interpretations, 
an almost strange idea of a basically confused redemption emerges from the utopic 
liberation (if we were to draw a parallel, based on political affinities and general attitudes 
towards Greeks, the Genoese ‘would be’ the more tolerant Dominicans, whereas the 
Venetians ‘would be’ the ‘determined’ Franciscans). Slave traders (for this is what 
probably the constant Ottoman garrison of Constantinople consisted of approximately 1.200 men (see also the 
analysis of: Zattoni, Piero. “Le forze militare Ottomane secondo Jacopo de Promontorio”. Bizantinistica. Rivista 
di Studi Bizantini e Slavi, 8 (2006): 305-330, namely pages 309-314). As to Antonio Murino, an intriguing, yet 
virtually unknown, figure, we have to note the fact that he was actively involved, as a recipient and (then) as a 
sender, of the first news on the fall of Byzantium that reached Venice in 1453 (Simon, Alexandru. “Unknown 
Dispacci on the Fall of Byzantium”. Jahrbücher für Österreichische Byzantinistik, 54 (2010), forthcoming; the 
four dispacci containing the, very, fresh news on the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople are preserved in 
the ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Venezia, cart. 340, 1450-1453, fasc. 4, 1453, nn. On the 
other hand, in reference to the events in the 1470s, one other peculiar case should be recalled, maybe as 
intriguing as the ‘Genoese conquest’ of Byzantium. In 1477, after the attempt to defeat Mehmed II in 1476 
had ended with a crusader disaster, leading to renewed major conflicts in the crusader camp and especially 
to threats of withdrawal from it from the main military anti-Ottoman forces in the South-East (Hungary and 
Moldavia), Rome and Venice were in virtually desperate position. Sixtus IV even considered ‘saving the day’ 
by reactivating the Templar Knights in Venice and on Rhodes, which also reveals how limited Rome's means 
were. [Yet another experienced Milanese diplomat, Leonardo Botta, wrote] Che al presente de ordinatione della 
Santita del Papa et del Gran/ Magistro di Rodi [Pierre d’Aubusson] debbeno venire qui a Vinetia a fare capitulo tuti li/ 
Cavalleri del Templo perche voriano che li prosperosi andasseno a habitare/ qualche anni a Rodi et li intabili li desseno 
subsidio pecuniario [...] (ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Venezia, cart. 365, 1477, fasc. 11, 
Novembre, nn; 14th of November 1477; report sent from Venice).
8. In general: Hegedűs, András. “Isten segedelmével a török császárt a fent mondott várból kivetettük: Hunyadi János levele 
Szécsi Dénes esztergomi érsekhez a nándorfehérvári győzelemről”. Magyar Sion, 44/1 (2008) (Translation: Hegedűs, 
András. “With God's Help, with have chased the Turks out of the fortress: John Hunyadi's Letter to Denis 
Szécsi, archbishop of Esztergom, on the Battle of Belgrade”, Magyar Sion, 44/1 (2008): 110-120); Fodor, Pál. 
“The Ottoman Empire, Byzantium and Western Christianity. The Implications of the Siege of Belgrade, 1456”. 
Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 61/1-2 (2008): 43-51; Simon, Alexandru. “Notes on John 
Hunyadi's Actions and Images”. Analele Universităţii Oradea. Istorie, 18 (2009): 35-51 (the main source on 
Hunyadi's ‘alternative death’ remains the altogether very well informed chronicle of Tursun Bey).
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Genoese merchants, with such large vessels, on the road to Crimean Caffa, were in the 
first place) freed the city, resanctified by its punishment of May 1453, from the hands of 
the first primal enemies of Christ. Whether or not the author(s) of the news and those 
who circulated it (until, in fall, the winds of success stopped blowing) saw, willingly or 
unwillingly, such meanings, is a question that can hardly be answered, first of all, due to 
practical reasons dating back to 1456. A few months after the miracle, Hungary entered 
the civil war that Hunyadi would have had to face, had he lived, while the crusader fleet 
in the Mediterranean drowned in piracy and financial dispute9.
3. The Ottoman Conquest of Caffa
In 1471 a pope of Genoese descent took on Saint Peter's succession. Genoese popes, 
like Genoese crusaders, were a rarity. Sixtus IV had neither the ‘genes’, nor the time for 
an all too favorable image. Matters did not improve for him over the next years. Still, 
he continued to try to compensate for them by promoting crusading and humanism. 
Popes before him had usually done the same. Sixtus’ successor's largely upheld the 
pattern, in particular one of his own nephews, the future Jules II. But, by the time 
when Jules took up his cross, his family's Genoese heritage, as well as Genoa's glory, 
seemed to be in the remote past, both in the Italian Peninsula and in the East. In 1475, 
Caffa had fallen. By that time, for more than two decades, Caffa had ceased to be the 
Crimean pride of the republic. It had turned into, more or less, a ‘private enterprise’ ran 
9. Paschini, Pietro. “La flotta di Callisto III, 1455-1458”. Archivio della Società Romana di Storia Patria, 53-
55 (1930-1932): 177-254; Marinescu, Constantin. “Le Pape Calixtus III (1455-1458), Alfonse d’Aragon, 
roi de Naples, et l’offensive contre les Turcs”. Bulletin de la Section Historique de l’Académie Roumaine, 19 
(1935): 77-97; Delacroix, Claudine. Les Dominicains et la Chrétienté grecque aux XIVe et XVe siècles. Rome: École 
française de Rome, 1997; Millar, Bonnie. “Sanctity, Savagery and Saracens in Capystranus: Fifteenth Century 
Christian-Ottoman Relations”. Al Masaq, 14/2 (2002): 113-121; Damian, I.M. “Fonti e ideologia della ‘crociata 
dei minori’”, Between Worlds...: II, 447-462; Simon, Alexandru. “Milanese Perspectives on the Hungarian Events 
of 1456”, Miscel·lanea Historica et Archaeologica in Honorem Professoris Ionel Cândea, Valeriu Sârbu, Cristian Luca, 
eds. Brăila: Muzeul Brăilei-Editura Istros, 2009: 249-260 (the start of the civil war). In these crusader and 
Hungarian matters, the following passages, drawn from Milanese reports sent from Vienna and Buda, are 
quite relevant: Qua se dice ch’el Conte de Cile [Ulrich von Cilly] e morto et che lo figliolo della bona memoria de 
Johannes/ Uniad [Ladislas (László) Hunyadi] lo habbia amazato sotto pretexto ch’el dicto conte de Cile voleva amazare/ 
luy. E questo e stato in Ungheria. E alchuni pensano male del stato del Re de Ungaria/ perche dicto Conte de Cile faceva 
fare al dicto Re [Ladislas V] su e giu come voleva/ luy. I Ungari sono infideli e imbecilli e inconstanti homini verso li loro 
Signori/ e maxime <verso> li Principi, et se dice etiam che tutti li consiglieri e grandi maestri/ ch’erano con el Conte de Cile 
siano presi e sostenuti, et che tucta la robba/ a havere con si el dicto Conte de Cile sia stata saccomanata. Et in queste/ parte 
ognuno se alegra della morte del dicto Conte de Cile, e qua communiter/ se dice ch’era cason de questa guerra che se faceva 
al imperatore [Frederick III] e ch’era uno/ tiranno che voleva guastare e mettere male usanze e graveze in tucta Alemagna 
[...] // [Likewise] Io ho voluto sentire della sconfita di Turchi [i.e. the battle of Belgrade] e trovo per tre o quattro 
persone con/ che ho parlato quale se sonno personaliter ritrovate in quella guerra, e chi de loro/ so serito, e chi strupiato de 
schioperti in quella guerra e sconfitta. E dicono/ che li Turchi hanno havuto poca rotta e che se ritrovano XXXXm morti, 
tanti/ Christiani che li Turchi, e che lo magior danno che habbiano havuto Turchi e/ la perdita della munitione e della 
armata d’aqua. E dicese che lo Turcho fa/ magior apparato ad guerra che may e ch’el fa come fa lo lione quando e/ humilato 
(ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Germania, cart. 569, fasc. 7, nn, 31 decembrie 1456, Wiener 
Neustadt; the report by Giovanni de Ulesis, Francesco Sforza's experienced diplomat).
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by the Bank of San Giorgio, the true, the most constant at least, ruler of Genoa in those 
decades10.
The peak of crusader attention given to the Black Sea had been in the final hours 
of Byzantium (1452-1453). Later Roman, Venetian or Genoese Pontic plans were less 
energetic. Uzun Hassan's rise, the Venetian rediscovery of the Russian and Tartar anti-
Ottoman reservoirs, as well as Venice's own anti-Ottoman misery, brought the area 
back to major crusader attention (1472-1474). The Bohemian involvement of John 
Hunyadi's royal son, Matthias Corvinus, the main figure on Christendom's Ottoman 
border, had also pushed this attention eastwards. His political return to the south, 
largely made possible by Mehmed II's eagerness to teach him a lesson at home for 
his mingeling in the Porte's Walachian affairs, was accompanied by Stephen III of 
Moldavia's anti-Ottoman rise (1474-1475). But, not others followed. When Caffa fell, 
only two states were in fact at war with the Turk (Rome was ‘still’, by definition, forever 
at war with the Turk): Hungary and namely Moldavia. Not even Genoa was at war 
with the Porte, whereas Venice had concluded in March 1475 a six month truce with 
the empire11.
10. See, in this context, in particular: Baletto, Laura. “Sisto IV e Gem Sultano”, L’eta dei Della Rovere. Atti del 
Convegno, Savona, 7-10 novembre 1985. Atti e Memorie della Società Savonese di Storia Patria. Savona: Società savonese 
di storia patria, 1988: II, 153-170; Martignone, Franco. “L’orazione di Ladislao Vetesy per l’obbedienza di 
Mattia d’Ungheria a Sisto IV”, L’eta dei Della Rovere. Atti del Convegno, Savona...: 205-249; Matschke, Klaus-
Peter. “Der Fall von Konstantinopel in den Rechnungsbüchern der genuesischen Staatschuldenverwaltung”, 
ΠΟΛΥΥΠΛΕΥΡΟΣ ΝΟΥΣ. Miscellanea für Peter Schreiner zu seinem 60. Geburtstag, Cordula Scholz, Peter Makris, 
eds. Munich-Leipzig: K. G. Saur, 2000: 204-220; Kolditz, Sebastian. “Mailand und das Despotat Morea nach 
dem Fall von Konstantinopel”, Geschehenes und Geschriebenes. Studien zu Ehren von Günther S. Henrich und Klaus 
Peter Matschke, Sebastien Kolditz, Ralf Müller, Klaus-Peter Matschke, Günter S. Henrich, eds. Leipzig: 2005: 
367-407; Papacostea, Şerban. La Mer Noire carrefour des grandes routes intercontinentales 1204-1453. Bucharest: 
Institutul Cultural Român, 2006. For the conquest of Caffa: Babinger, Franz. “Die Aufzeichnungen des 
Genuesen Iacopo de Promontorio de Campris über den Osmanenstaat um 1475”. Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 8/9 (1957): 24-31; Cazacu, Matei ; Kévonian, Keram. “La chute de Caffa en 1475 
à la lumière de nouveaux documents”. Cahiers du Monde Russe et Soviétique, 17/4 (1976): 495-538 (Caffa was 
the largest city north-east of both Istanbul and Venice, with a population of approximately 70.000; Baletto, 
Laura. “Caffa 1467”, Genova, Mediterraneo, Mar Nero (secc. XIII-XV). Genoa: Civico Istituto Colombiano, 1976: 
269-290. In this context, we recall what seems to be one of the most eloquent samples of Chris-tian collective 
hope and individual survival, at the same time, in that period: [...] L’armata del Turcho e intrata in Mare Magiore 
alla via de Capha/ per questo anno siamo liberati da terrore. Esso sta in persona a/ Constantinopoli, et questo anno non ha 
a moverse, potra forse mandare/ el suo bassa de Romania cum lo exercito a la via de Moldavia/ per cerchar de vindicarsi del 
dampno et iniuria quale el/ dicto bassa have questo zenario in dicti parti di Moldavia [in example the battle of Vaslui, 
10th of January 1475], che li/ fuorono tagliati in peze piu de 30m Turchi, che s’el andara, prego/ Dio la secunda cavalchata 
corresponda ala prima [...] (ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Turchia-Levante, cart. 647, fasc. 1, 
Albania, nn; 29th of May 1475; report sent from Ragusa to Venetian authorities and copied for the chancery of 
the Milanese duchy).
11. For a selection of sources and analysis: Archivio Segreto Vaticano (ASV), Armadi (Arm.), XXXIX-7, 
f. 83r-83v (4th of April 1457); XXXIX-10, f. 127 (128)r [document issued after the 16th of April 1472]; 
Miscellanea, Armadi (Misc., Arm.), II-7, ff. 387 (391)v-390 (394)r, 469 (473)r-473 (477)r (6th of May and 13th 
of July 1472); II-30, f. 33 (38)r (30th of May 1472); II-56, f. 225 (235)v (6th of August 1475); “Acta Vladislao 
Jagellonide Regnante”. Fontes Rerum Polonicarum e tabulario reipublicae Venetae, ed. August Cieszkowski. Poznań: 
Typis Officinae Dziennik Poznański, 1890: I-2, 131-150 (doc. nº 53-64); Bogdan, Ioan. Documentele lui 
Ştefan cel Mare. Bucharest: Socec & Co. 1913: II, 319-347 (doc. nº 143-156); Cronaca di Anonimo Veronese 1446-
1488, ed. Giovanni Soranzo. Venice: A spese della Società, 1915: 307; Mehmet, Mustafa A. “La politique 
ottomane à l’égard de la Moldavie et du Khanat de Crimée vers la fin du règne du sultan Mehmed II ‘le 
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Towards the end of the year, the ‘crusader’ tension reached a high level not 
touched since the fall of Negroponte (1470-1471) or even Pius II's final years 
(1463-1464). Sixtus IV tried to offer the best response possible to Caffa's fall. 
The Genoese however provided however a much weaker response. Their actual 
response came in fact much later, following the Ottoman conquest and the ‘holy 
recovery’ of Ortanto (1480-1481). In spring 1475, several Genoese officials, not 
only from the Crimea, viewed the fall of Caffa as inevitable. Like other Italian 
politicians they seemed unimpressed by the recent Ottoman defeat in Moldavia 
that Venice and Buda tried to present as one of the greatest defeats in Ottoman 
history. If they accepted the news on the battle and on its magnitude, they were 
generally fright tened by what was to come. Still, Genoese defensive precautions 
were limited, almost formal. After Caffa's conquest, it seemed that for some the 
Conquerant’”. Revue Roumaine d’Histoire, 13/3 (1974) : 512-515. Venice would have turned the truce of spring 
1475 into a peace, if in October, the same year, Mehmed II's demands would have been smaller. Buda and 
Suceava too had attempted in (late) spring 1475 to reach arrangements with the sultan. But in particular in 
relation to Stephen III (who, officially, only became the vassal of Matthias Corvinus, a month after the fall of 
Caffa), the sultan was not willing to accept any compromise, only full submission. Impulsive and seemingly 
over-confident alike, Mehmed II pushed for more in autumn, to the horror of the West (at that time, the Tartar 
fights had divided the Tartar power into two, into the Golden and Great Horde, and consequently influenced 
pro- and, namely, anti-Ottoman conduct in Tartar lands, but still, at that time, did not pose a major problem 
in the East to the sultan, who had asserted his dominance and created an Ottoman-Tartar power center, by 
compelling khan Mengli Ghiray, very eager otherwise to secure a large portion of the Genoese heritage in 
the Crimea to join the Ottomans at the siege of Caffa). In the end it should however be remembered that the 
Christian impact of the fall of Caffa was compared to that of Constantinople and that, had the sultan's health 
been in better condition, he could have conquered the other old Genoese colonies in the Black Sea area in that 
summer. For a selection: [...] Questa hora XV la Signoria per uno suo secretario me ha mandato/ ad monstrare doe lettere 
de di ultimo del passato che eadem hora dice havere recevute per/ uno correro ad posto del suo ambassatore de Ungaria, per una 
delli quali li significa/ una pessima novella, videlicet ch’el Re de Ungaria [Matthias Corvinus] e stato advisato dal Vaiuoda/ 
Valacho [Stephen III of Moldavia], como l’armata del Turcho ha debellato et preso Caffa con tute le forteze/ et ha tagliato 
a peze tuti li italiani, et principali del dicto loco, como piu diffisamente/ per la copia della dicta lettera, la quale mando qui 
inclusa Vestra Sublimita vedera. Questa/ perdita de Caf-fa secundo me ha dicto el prefato secretario dicta Signoria la risposta/ 
importantis-sima et periculosissima ad Cristiani, per la intelligentia seguita tra Turchi et Tartari, in Dio permetti quello sia per 
il meglio [...] (14th of July; report from Venice) [...] Ello ha acquistato duo sedia, per uno de soy figlioli, che e de maiore 
botta la/ perdita di Caffa a Christiani, che non fu quella de Constantinopole quod spachieva/ tutto quello cantone et forno che 
habilitater potero corerre fin in gaudro, poy che ello/ ho prexo Caffa, ello ho prexo tutta la Signoria di Gotia [the Principality 
of Thedoro], che sono Greci, solius/ in resto uno castello nominato Teodoro, al quali sono a campo tutti, non e apicato/ al ello, 
sed alla fine lo prendera per asedio. La sua armata adhuc e in quelle/ parte, noy eraviamo de opinione, che la dicta armata 
dovesse andare a Mocastro [Moncastro/ Maurocastro/ Cetatea Albă, at the Dniestr Mounds, the old Genoese colony 
under Moldavian control], lo/ terra maestra alle marine del Velacho, no a qui non gli e andato et sub/ opinione per questo 
anno non la andara. Io mi credo che la peste grande che e in/ Turchia et in Grecia et maxime in Constantinopole, che in dicto 
loco li morano lo/ forno ottocento li habia rotto delli desegni assay per questo anno [...]// La persona sua e in Adrianopole, con 
grande oste, dicano octantamillia, era per / intrare in Velachia, fin a qui non lo ha facto, ne se estime lo debia fare [...] (18th of 
August; report from Rhodes). [...] Hogi è gionto la nave Salvaga, che se è partita un mese fa da Chio./ Alarano Salvagio, 
patrono d’essa, dice che la si haveva per certa la perdita/ de Caffa, et che fuo presa senza altra defensione quamprimum gli 
gionse/ l’armata dil Turcho, laquale non si era ancora partita da quelle parte/ dil Mare Maore et ch’esso Turcho si era reducto 
in Andrinopoli cum/ XXX mille homini, per timore della peste chi è in Constantinopoli et che haveva/ saputo dil paramento 
faceva il Valacho [Stephen III] et Ungano [Matthias Corvinus] (25th of September; report from Genoa). ASM, 
Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Genova, cart. 691, 1475 Agosto-Settembre, fasc. 2, Settembre, nn (25th 
of September); Turchia-Levante, cart. 647, fasc. 2 (18th of August); Venezia, cart. 361, fasc. 6, Giugno, nn; fasc. 7, 
Luglio, nn (14th of July).
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fall had been in fact a mean of cutting lose, with the sultan's hands, a costly 
appendix that had outlived its usefulness. No unholy recovery followed12.
4. The Ottoman End to a Crusader Dream
In the summer of 1484, the Ottoman Empire conquered the last major free 
Christian harbors in the Black Sea area and Bayezid II saved his reign. Within less than 
a month, Bayezid II conquered Moldavia's entire maritime façade, which at the time 
stretched apparently beyond the Dniestr Mounds. Later Ottoman-Moldavian talks and 
12. In this respect: Archivio di Stato di Genova (ASG), Genoa, Archivio Segreto, Diversorum Communis Januae, 
3056, 1475, nn (21st of January 1474, 13th, 18th of Fe-bruary, 27th of March, 18th of December 1475); Sezione 
Manoscritti, Mss. 849, Caffa: Estratti dall’Archivio di San Giorgio, no. 115 [April 1475]; Gali, Antonio. Commentarii 
de rebus Genuensium et de navigatione Columbi. 1466-1494, ed. Emilio Pandiani. Città di Castello: S. Lapi, 1910: 
60-64; 68-69; 71-72; Neri, Archille. “Lettera di Laudivio da Vezzano sulla caduta di Caffa”. Giornale linguistico 
di scienze, lettere ed arti, 2 (1875): 137-153; Balard, Michel. “Caffa ‘Ianuensis civitas in extremo Europe’”. Rivista 
di Bizantinistica, 3 (1993): 165-182; Pistarino, Geo; Tacchella, Lorenzo. Tre cabellesi consoli di Genova in Crimea 
nel secolo XV. Giovanni Renzi da Cabella, Barnaba da Cabella e Antoniotto da Cabella. La caduta di Caffa (Teodosia) nel 
1475. Milano: Biblioteca dell’Accademia Olubrense, 2001. As an example for the Ottoman crusader pressure 
in that time, if we add together only the reports in the Roma and Venezia series of the Ducal Archives of 
Milan, let alone the data in the ‘oriental’ departments, there was virtually no day, for up to 15-16 months 
(August/October 1475-November/ December 1476), without one (at times even three) reports on crusader 
talks or on (anti-/ pro-) Ottoman activity. The tension remained at that level for almost a year until it became 
clear for many that the anti-Ottoman (short term) successes in Serbia and Walachia could not compensate 
for the failure in Moldavia (the land was ravaged by Mehmed II, who, however could not take any major 
city, but the main crusader aim had been not to repell Mehmed, but to trap and defeat him between the 
armies of Moldavia and of Hungary, from the West). Mehmed was still standing. The ‘anti-Ottoman energy’ 
redropped to its level of mid 1475. Italian affairs moved along. In 1475, Rome and Milan had been concerned, 
like Florence, each for its own purposes, that the fall of Caffa virtually left Venice, and then Naples, as the 
only real Italian seapowers to the East. Furthermore, no Genoese crusader energy, anger, or fear was to 
surface in the manner of 1453/1454-1456 (which seems rather explainable under the circumstances). Besides, 
propaganda aside, there seemed to be no hero, like Hunyadi, to fuel and capture responses. His second (the 
first one was Skanderbeg) successor as an athlete of Rome, Stephen III of Moldavia made a very handsome 
profit in trading Caffese captives and goods, a profit that could have been as high as two thirds of the yearly 
papal budget at that time; Item, per molte altre littere de persone privar de Levante, se intende el dictoTurco essere/ molto 
indignato et incrudelito verso Genuesi et la casone de tale indignatione afferiscono/ essere perche una nave genuese, chiamata 
la Nigrona, piu di sono caricho in Caffa/ robe de Turchi de valuta circha ducentomilla ducati et alcuni puti che erano/ 
mandati al dicto Turcho. Et post alle vele per venire ad Constantinopoli mutato/ consilio, parue al patrone d’essa che le richeze 
et il tempo li fusse molto comodo ad/ fare uno bono quadagona. Et cosi presi et morti tuti li Turchi erano sopra dicta/ nave. Se 
adrizo alla volta del Danubio et ando con tute queste faculta ad trovare il/ Vayvoda Steffano, et con esso divise la roba a suo 
modo. Per la quale violenta/ animosita scriveno el Turco indignato havere facto incarcerare tuti li Genuesi/ erano in Pera, in 
Metelino et nelli altri lochi circumstanti, et toltolli tute le loro/ faculta, et havere deliberato vedre il firie di Syo. Che se queste 
cosa fusseno della / natura se scrivero veramente Genuesi seriano in una miserissima exterminatione./ Et etiam sono alcune 
altre litere che dicono esso Turcho eodem modo haver facto/ incarcerare tuti li Franchi, videlicet tuti li Cristiani, erano in Pera 
et in quelli lochi/ circumstanti. Tamen queste ultime novelle non se hanno de lochi ben auctentii (ASM, Archivio Ducale 
Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Venezia, cart. 365, fasc. 5, Maggio, nn; 11th of May 1477; report by Leonordo Botta; 
in these matters, see further: Andreescu, Ştefan. “Autour de la dernière phase des rapports entre la Moldavia 
et Gênes”. Revue Roumaine d’Histoire, 21/2 (1982) : 257-282; Baczkowski, Kryzstof. “Nieznane listy Baltazara 
z Piscii do papieża Sykstusa IV z lat 1476-1478 ze zbiorów weneckich”. Prace Historyczne, 89 (1989): 242-248, 
app. nº1; Pienaru, Naghi. “Un document otoman necunoscut din 1476”. Revistă Istorică, 13/1-2 (2002): 229-241.
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arrangements namely those of 1486 and 1501-1503, failed to significantly change the 
situation in Moldavia's favor. Stephen III no longer held the keys to Hungary (Chilia) 
and Poland (Cetatea Albă), as the two most important former Genoese colonies under 
Moldavian control were viewed at that time. Poland and Hungary too had failed to 
render any efficient aid. The events were an embarrassment for the Christian powers 
with interests in the region. The ‘weakling’ Bayezid was neither dethroned nor (at least) 
halted. Still, Bayezid did not over emphasize matters not even when, in early August, he 
hurried to announce his victory to both his subjects and his neighbors. This was not so 
much a question of balanced tactics, but of methods of conquest, contrary to his desired 
image13.
13. For an overview: “‘Historia politica constantinopoleos a 1391 usque ad 1578 annum Christi’”, Historia Politica 
et Patriarchica Constantinopoleos. Epirotica, Immanuel Bekker, ed. Bonn: Impensis Ed. Weberi, 1849: 54; “Aus der 
Chronik des Oruç, Aus dem Anonymus Hanivaldanus”, Der fromme Sultan Bayezid. Die Geschichte seiner Herrschaft 
(1481-1512) nach den altos manischen Chroniken des Oruç und des Anonymus Hanivaldanus, Richard F. Kreutel, ed. 
Graz-Vienna-Cologne: Styria, 1978: 43-44; 212-215; Cristea, Ovidiu. “Campania din 1484 în lumina unor noi 
mărturii veneţiene”, Ştefan cel Mare şi Sfânt: Atlet al credinţei creştine, Ştefan Sorin Gorovei, Maria Magdalena 
Székely, eds. Putna: Muşatinii, 2004: 187-274; Maxim, Mihai. “Stephen the Great and the Sublime Porte: New 
Turkish Documents”. Transylvanian Review, 14/1 (2005): 19-21. The following pages largely draw on our study: 
Simon, Alexandru. “The Contested Sultan: The Backgrounds of Bayezid II's Moldavian Campaign of 1484”. 
Eurasian Studies: Journal for Balkan, Eastern Mediterranean, Anatolian, Middle Eastern, Iranian and Central Asian Studies, 
7 (2009): 17-50. In late spring 1484, Venice, Naples, Rhodes, Buda and Suceava felt (equally) threatened by 
Ottoman war preparations. To different degrees, their fears were justified. Eventually, Moldavia, the harbors 
under her control, was the target of the attack. In fact, she had been the Porte's cible since the beginning of the 
year. In spite of his costly power displays, Bayezid II was unwilling, at the time, to risk an open confrontation with 
a Latin rite power. Faced with major foreign and domestic troubles, the sultan had been compelled to promise 
a highly profitable campaign for all those which would have followed Bayezid on his endeavor. In particular, 
the Janissaries, which had rebelled against him in the winter of 1483-1484, were asking for money and, at the 
same time, for a proof of the sultan's military abilities, for he was the son of Mehmed II (Bayezid's brother and 
rival Djem had taken refuge with the Knights Hospitallers and was still very popular in the Ottoman Empire). 
The unique privileges issued by Bayezid II on the occasion of his ‘sudden’ Moldavian campaign of 1484 also 
show that the campaign was a matter of survival. Eventually in that summer, Bayezid II conquered from 
Stephen III of Moldavia around 6 harbors (Chilia, Licostomo, Cetatea Albă, ‘Czernigrad’, ‘Sevastople’, Ilice and 
thus half of the urban population of medieval Moldavia. For a time, Stephen III seems to have lost his capital 
city of Suceava too. The Christian failures were largely the result of the fact that, on military and diplomatic soil, 
Stephen III (influenced also by Sixtus IV attempts to relaunch the crusade in the East in order to escape the 
Italian pressure the pope was under) and Matthias Corvinus (caught in his conflict with emperor Frederick III 
of Habsburg) underestimated the sultan, who, nevertheless, was in a seemingly impossible situ-ation. In this 
respect, we recall a rather eloquent eastern report that reached Milan via Naples prior to the fall of the habors: 
[...] Delle cose del Turco: aviso la Vostra Excellentia noviter essere venuto di Constantinopoli/ uno nepuote del conte camer-
lengo, che referisse essere partito da Constantinopoli trenta giorni fa, et lo Grande Turco essere levato da dicta cita per andare 
ad campersi contra/ lo Signor di Valachia, et questo per che era stato tre anni che non haveva pagato lo censo de/ cer-te castelle 
che tene censuario nomine da sua Signoria, et havendogli mandato ad offerire/ di pagarli di presente, lo ha recusato, con dire 
che vole le castelle, et ch’el prefato Signor di Valachia hagli risposto che le castelle non sono sue, ma sono del serenissimo Re di 
Ungaria. Questo/ medessimo etiam se affirma per lettere de Ragusei del primo del presente, per le quale refferiscono/ esse Gran 
Turco havere misso nel Mar Magiore centocinquanta velle per volere debellare/ questo Signor di Vala-chia, dicendo che questa 
armata l’haveva instructa ad effecto di/ mandarla parte in Puglia ad instantia di Venetiani, et parte contra Rodiani, perche 
gli era significato suo fratello [Djem] essere morto. Et che essendoli persuaso da uno grande/ maestro suo assistente de drizare 
questa armata contra lo Signor di Valachia haveva/ mutata sententia, et sequito il suo consiglio facilitando questa impressa, 
et persuadendoli/ <verso> [...]ta puoi poteria venire alla impresa di qua. Narrando apresso/ [...] Re di Ungaria havere 
mandati li soi ambasciatori per/ [...] pace et havere nominato in essi capituli per adherente lo dicto Signore/ [...] non haverli 
voluto consentire ne acceptare la pace; parendoci/ [...]gnosa cossa havere facto tante apparato contra esso Signore per ritrarsi 
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Stephen III had come to the rescue of Chilia and was crushed outside the 
city. All Moldavian survivors were executed at the city gates, which fell shortly 
after, if it had not fallen prior to the clash. These executions shocked Cetatea 
Albă. She surrendered almost immediately after Bayezid set foot in front of 
her. The Ottoman sources kept perfect silence on the less than heroic actions. 
Venice recorded what had actually occurred. Yet, she did not remind the sultan 
of them, but greeted his envoy with the news of his master's victory. Regardless 
of their rite, for motifs that stretched from personal shame to collective failure, 
Christians played along. As time went by, the duration of the sieges was 
prolonged, up to a month in later Ottoman sources. Back in Chilia, Bayezid II 
had announced his complete victory to Ragusa. He soon realized that his victory 
could be detrimental to him, if he did not provide an alternative perspective 
of what had happened in July and in previous months as well, when his rule 
had been severly threatened. Other examples of such Christian acceptance of a 
Muslim story are hard to find14. 
puoi/ [...], et per questo lo prefato Re di Ungaria li haveva ma dato/ [...] uno valoroso capitaneo con grande copia di gente per 
aiutarlo. Et che esso/ [...] sera munito et fortificato talmente che non temeva lo advento suo/ [...]evasi anchora in dicte lettere 
che la gentedarme del prefato Signore Gran Turco/ era malcontenta da la sua Signoria et che universalmente desideravano 
lo fratello/ confortaria essi Ragosei la sua Maiesta di havere esso fratello nelle mano/ per secureza dello stato suo et di tutta la 
Christianità, significandoli ch’el/ prefato Signor Gran Turco haveva preso gran sdigno ad emulatione che Venetiani/ havessero 
preso Galipoli, et intrati in questo reame [...] (ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze Estere, Napoli, cart. 244, 
fasc. 2, nn (9th of July; highly damaged report, authored by Milan's able spy Branda di Castilono; the Venetians 
however had not taken Galipoli, but, as fearful of preserving the peace with the Empire and as anexious of even 
regaining, by the sultan's goodwill, some of the possessions lost during the war of 1463-1479, as they were, the 
Venetians had to take into account the possibility of the collapse of Bayezid II's reign, case in which the republic 
had to avoid being ‘caught’ of the Ottoman sultan's side).
14. Archivio di Stato di Venezia (ASV), Senato Secreti, Deliberazioni, reg. 32, 1484-1485, c. 92r (16th of 
September 1484); Dispacci Constantinopoli, F[ilza], 1A, 1484-1567, Dispacci al Senato del Segretario Giovanni Dario, 
1484,31 maggio 28 febbrario mv [1485], no. 24a (5th of August 1484; edition: 22 Dispacci da Constantinopoli al 
doge Giovanni Mocenigo, ed. Giuseppe Calo. Venice: Corbo e Fiore, 1992: 82 (doc. nº 24a); Makusev, Viaceslav. 
Monumenta Historica Slavorum Meridionalium vicinorumque populorum e tabularis et bibliothecis italicis derompta. I-1. 
Ancona-Bononia-Florentia. Warsaw: typis Districtu Sscholastici Varsaviensis, 1874: 554 (doc. nº 9); Monumenta 
Historica Slavorum Meridionalium vicinorumque populorum e tabularis et bibliothecis italicis derompta. I-2. Genua, Mantua, 
Mediolanum, Panormus et Taurinum. Belgrade: Typographia Regni Serbiae, 1882: 134 (doc. nº 14); Nagy, Iván; 
Nyáry, Albert B. Magyar diplomacziai emlékek. Mátyás király korából 1458-1490. Budapest : A M. Tud. Akadémia, 
1875-1878: 36-37 (doc. nº 33) (2nd of August 1484; a copy from the 24th of December, 1484, of Bayezid II's 
letter to the city of Ragusa was preserved also in: ASM, Archivio Ducale Sforzesco, Potenze estere, Illiria, 
Polonia, Russia, Slavonia, cart. 640 [1450-1531], fasc. [1], Illiria, nn); Antalffy, Andrei. “Două documente din 
biblioteca egipteană de la Cairo”. Revista Istorică, 20/1-3 (1934): 38-40; Sanudo, Marino. Le vite dei dogi (1474-1494), 
ed. Angela Caracciolo. Padua: Antenore, 1989-2001): 472, 476-477 (based on the same manuscript in the 
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana in Venice, the data on the fall of harbors was edited prior to the Italian edition 
of the chronicle in Eudoxiu de Hurmuzaki: Documente privitoare la istoria românilor, ed. Ioan Slavici. Bucharest: 
Academia Româna şi Ministerul Cultelor si̧ Instrucţiunii Publice 1894: VIII 27-28 (docs. nº 29-30); Bogdan, 
Damian P. “Ştiri despre români în cronici publicate la Moscova”. Revista Arhivelor, 54/4 (1977): 443-446 (Stephen 
III lost however far more than the 200 men, claimed by a contemporary anonymous (Russian) Lithuanian 
chronicle). [Extracts from Marino Sanudo's Vite dei dogi regarding the events of 1484]. In questo tempo [prior 
to the 5th of September 1484] per uno grippo venuto da Corphù con lettere di Sier Piero Bembo <figlio> quondam sier 
Lorenzo, Baylo nostro a Con-stantinopoli, et di Zuan Dario, Secretario nostro [these letters or other letters on the fall 
of the Moldavian harbors had been sent from Istanbul to Venice already on August 5 and 6], se intese come il 
signor Payseta turcho [Bayezid II], che andò nel pa-exe dil Valacho di [passage missing from the manuscript in the 
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After Stephen III's first failed attempt to retake Cetatea Albă, the councillors of 
Ferdinand of Aragon, knew for a fact that one of the harbors lost during the previous 
summer had been reconquered by Stephen III in early 1485. It was not true. A year 
later, in Pskov, in the remote Muscovite lands, monks wrote that Matthias Corvinus 
and Stephen III, Moscow's allies, and Casimir IV Jagiello of Poland and the Teutons, 
Moscow's enemies, had retaken the harbors and rode towards Istanbul (1486). Such 
a dream of liberating even Constantinople had not arisen after Stephen's celebrated 
anti-Ottoman victory of 1475. Disaster made it possible. Apparently, immediately after 
receiving news on the Ottoman triumph of July 1484, Sixtus IV, much weakened by 
his defeat in the war with Venice, had died. His successor, Innocent VIII proclaimed the 
crusade15. 
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana; probably the missing passage of text of the chronicle read either Carabodan or 
Moldavia], havia preso la terra fortissima chiamata Nicostomo, et roto 25m cavalli de’ coradori di ditto Valacho, per il che li 
custodi et habitatori di Moncastro [the Genoese name of Cetatea Albă], vedendo la crudeltà dil Turcho fata a Nicostomo 
[in example Licostomo; the Genoese name(s) for Chilia and the urban settlements in her vicinity] li mandoe le 
chiave di ditta cità, et senza altra bataglia avé quel Dominio [inspite of Suceava's efforts to increase her control over the 
southern harbors, these cities still enjoyed a very large authonomy as a particular ‘domain’ within Moldavia's 
statal sphere]. [...]. A dì 18 [September 1484] dil dito mexe arivoe in questa cità uno ambasador dil signor Bayseto, 
Principe d’ i Turchi. El qual fo honorato iusta el solito, et venuto in Colegio apresentoe la lettera dil suo Signor, che avisava la 
vitoria auta e l’aquisto di le terre dil Valacho, et che, come nostro bon amico, mandava ad alegrarsi di la sua vittoria. Poi esso 
orator, qual havia inzegno, havendo per camin inteso di la paxe fata, si congratulò col Principe, dicendo il suo Signor l’averà 
molto a grato ad intender tal nova, per la bona amicitia e paxe ’l ha con questa Signoria. Et, stato dito orator qui alcuni zorni, 
fo risposto a la lettera dil Signor ralegrandosi di tal vitoria; et lui fo vestito et la soa fameglia, et apresentato; poi se partì molto 
contento // Ma pocho dapoi, se intese esso Signor Turcho havia auto una rota di molta di la soa gente da Hongari et Croati adunati 
insieme con le zente dil Valacho, lì in Valachia. Per il che, di novo esso Signor feva exercito per andar im persona contra di questi. 
15. Rinaldo, Odorico. Annales ecclesiastici ab anno MCXCVIII ubi desinit Cardinalis Baronibus auctore Odorico Raynaldo 
accedunt. Colony, 1693: XIX, 345b-346a (doc. nº 64-68); 346b (doc. nº 71); 349b-350a (doc. nº 3-5); Correspondenze 
degli ambasciatori fiorentini. Corrispondenza di Giovanni Lanfredini (maggio 1485-ottobre 1486), ed. Elisabetta Scarton. 
Salerno: Carlone, 2002: II, 140-141; Panaitescu, P. P. “Ştefan cel Mare în lumina cronicarilor contemporani 
din ţările vecine”. Studii şi cercetări ştiinţifice. Istorie, 11/2, (1960): 219-220 (the chronicle from Pskov). Through 
the offices of Sixtus IV (at that time, unlike in 1484, one of the greatest supporters of both Matthias Corvinus 
and Ferdinand of Aragon), the king of Hungary had married the daughter of the king of Naples, Beatrice, 
in 1476, whereas, in 1483, the daughter of Stephen III, Helena, had married the son and heir, Ivan, of Ivan 
III of Moscow, with the blessing of Matthias Corvinus, Stephen's suzerain, thus securing the long desi-red 
Hungarian-Moldavian-Muscovite alliance against Poland-Lithuania. The first attempts for this alliance had 
been made soon after the fall of Caffa (usually an adversary of both Ivan III and Stephen III), when Stephen III 
had written a most passionate letter to Ivan III, urging the latter, in the name of their common Eastern rite, to 
join forces against the Ottomans and the Tartars who had just conqured the Crimean metropolis. As he had 
done in 1472-1473, just after his marriage to Zoe Palaeologus (the cousin of Stephen III's second wife, Mary of 
Theodoro, whom he had married in 1472 too), and as he would do in 1484-1485, Ivan III nonetheless kept his 
distance from the Ottoman front, though by marriage as well (his wife, Stephen III's wife and Usun Hassan 
wife, Helena Cantacuzenos, were, for instance, all three the nieces of cardinal Bessarion, Venice's favorite and 
the Greek spearhead of papal crusading against the Ottomans), he had strong connections to the anti-Ottoman 
camp. In 1486, when Casimir IV of Poland (who had reluctantly agreed to aid Stephen against Bayezid II, after 
Matthias had failed to significantly aid the Moldavian ruler) asked Ivan III to come to Stephen III's aid, the 
Muscovite grand-knjaz responded that Stephen's neighbors have the Christian duty to help him, for he, Ivan, 
cannot do that, though he wants to, because Moscow is too far away from the southern battlefields (Relaţiile 
istorice dintre popoarele URSS şi România în veacurile XV-începutul celui de al XVIII-lea. Bucharest-Moscow: Nauka, 
1966: I, 64 (nº 10)). In this respect, given also the general Russian, in particular, reaction to the Church Union 
and crusading after 1439 (the Union of Florence) 1448 (the official Muscovite rejection of the union), the chronicle 
of Pskov, its lines referening to the year 1486, illustrate a quite rare Orthodox stand towards anti-Ottoman warfare. 
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The former Genoese colonies at the Dniestr and Danube Mounds (better known 
however as the Habors of the Hungarian to Byzantines and Ottomans alike) did not 
return into Christian hands, though rumors of their recovery still arose from time to 
time16.
16. For the harbors of the Hungarian, in reference to the Genoese colonies under Moldavia's (very disputed) control 
since the 1380s, see for instance: Fontes Historiae Daco-Romanae, IV, Scriitori şi acte bizantine, secolele IV-XV, Horaţiu 
Mihăilescu, Radu Lăzărescu, Nicolae-Şerban Tana-şoca, Tudor Teoteoi, eds. Bucharest: Editura Academiei 
republicii socialiste România, 1982: 560-562 (doc. nº LXXII-5, 6, 7); 567 (doc. nº LXXIII (Manolis Sclavos)). 
In December 1485, Cetatea Albă was also named dy Deuthsche Weysenburgk, like the other fames White Castle of 
the age (Nandorlaba/ Belgrade) was named the Greek White Castle/ Griechische Weissenburg. Acta statuum terrarum 
Prussiae regalis, ed. Karol Górski, Marian Biskup. Toru: Societas Scientiarum Torunensis, 1955: I, 392 (doc. nº 
212). The ‘Hungarian status’ of the harbors went probably back to John Hunyadi's time. However, unlike Chilia, 
retaken from under Walachian-Ottoman control by Stephen III of Moldavia, with Matthias Corvinus’ approval in 
1465, Cetatea Albă had never housed a Hungarian garrison. It is possible that John Hunyadi requested Cetatea 
Albă, in order to aid Byzantium (and his interests), from Alexander II of Moldavia, most likely, in parallel with 
his request (eventually granted by the Byzantine emperor) for Messembria, made to Constantine XI Palaeologus 
in 1452-1453. In early 1448, Peter II of Moldavia had been forced by Hunyadi to surrender Chilia to the governor 
of Hungary who installed a Hungarian garrison in the harbor (the garrison was driven out in late 1464, while 
king Matthias Corvinus was on his second Bosnian campaign and the inhabitans of the city viewed the garrison 
as detrimental to their commercial interests that ran through the Ottoman Empire). The probably best known 
rumor of a recovery of the harbors lost in 1484 dates from 1497. Jan Albert of Poland left for his crusade against 
the Ottomans (the only crusade not officially sanctioned by the papacy in the late 1400s, even though pope 
Alexander VI thought it wise to approve the raise of funds for it in Poland and Lithuania, in order to keep a 
balance between the rival powers in the region). Jan Albert's plan was to first recover Chilia and Cetatea Albă 
and then (if possible) to continue further south (not to the east). On the way however, he wanted to dethrone 
Stephen III of Moldavia. The latter, according to his own promises and to the obligations imposed upon him 
by Venice in exchange for the secret funds she sent him, had to support such an anti-Ottoman campaign. Yet 
he knew of John Albert's secret plan and he further knew that Wladislaw II of Hungary and Bohemia, John 
Albert's brother, wanted to disposes Stephen of his Hungarian estates, while also pushing for the dethronement 
of Radu IV of Walachia. With support from Bayezid II, Maximilian I of Habsburg (the main adversary of the 
Jagiellonians), the Hungarian elite hostile to the Jagiellonian brothers, Ivan III of Moscow (who prevented 
Lithuania from aiding the king on campaign) and Radu, Stephen eventually crushed John Albert's army at 
the end of autumn 1497. Yet, until then, in Venice there had been several semi-official rumors that Wladislaw, 
John Albert, Ivan and Stephen, all together (sometimes joined in these rumors by Tartar khan Mengli Ghiray 
as well) had retaken the harbors and were riding towards Constantinople. Venice (maybe even unaware of 
John Albert's ‘secondary’ intentions) apparently had high hopes. In 1498 she ordered a full inquiry into the 
matter and namely on how Stephen had misused/ embezzled her subsidies. Venice's involvement in the 1497 
crisis took her one step closer to a new war with the Porte, which eventually irrupted in 1499 (Nowakowska, 
Natalia. “Poland and the crusade in the reign of King Jan Olbracht, 1492-1501”, Crusading in the Fifteenth Century 
Message and Impact, Norman Housley, ed. Houndmills-Basingstoke-Hampshire-New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2004: 128-147; Simon, Alexandru. “The Dying Crusade: The Hungarian Royal Elections of 1490 as Moldavian 
Prequel to the Polish Crusade of 1497”, Worlds in Change. Church Union and Crusading in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth 
Centuries, Christian Gastgeber, Ioan-Aurel Pop, Oliver Jens Schmitt, Alexandru Simon, eds. Cluj-Napoca: 
Center for Transylvanian Studies, 2009: 391-410.
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abstract
The aim of this article is to show the diffusion, survival and influence of the 
Christian medieval legendary in a corpus of historiographic sources. In this case, 
it is about how the tales of the Sevillian Saints Justa and Rufina, included in the 
Pasionario Hispánico, the most important hagiographic-liturgical collection in Spain 
and widely known in the Visigoth and Mozarab epochs, became ecclesiastical and 
urban stories, adapted and updated in function of the lay and ecclesiastical values 
and ideals. Thus, we consider that the religious and cultural tradition that grew 
up around the above-mentioned saints from the late antiquity was kept alive 
through written works. These served a clearly edifying purposes for faithful and 
devout Christians, with narrations that served to exalt their hometown, the city 
of Seville, ennobled by the illustrious patrons who, with their “tangible presence” 
demonstrated through their relics and miracles, sacralised it and protected its 
inhabitants during the Reconquest and everyday necessities. 
key Words 
Legendary, Hagiography, Sevillian Saints, Miracles, Relics. 
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Hagiography is the literary genre of Christian culture which, born in Late Antiquity, 
evokes the lives of saints in order to perpetuate their memory, indoctrinate and 
edify the faithful with the emulation of virtues and paradigmatic acts which offer 
behavioural models or exemplum, and spread their cult throughout the community. 1 
In the midst of this type of literary constructions inspired by religious devotions and 
beliefs, we find the legendarios [legends] which were texts that, intended for liturgical 
reading, celebrated a saint's dies natales, that is, the day of death or martyrdom 
which was seen as the birth into “true life”.2
This paper will relate the religious and cultural valuation of one of the most 
important hagiographical and liturgical collections in Spain, the Pasionario Hispánico 
[Hispanic Passionary] which, formed during the seventh century with the impulse 
of saint worshiping and the fourth Council of Toledo, continued to be expanded 
over the following centuries and can be deemed one of the main sources for the 
knowledge of medieval legends. In our case, we will address one of the martyr stories 
(known as passions) about the Sevillian virgins, Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina, in 
order to analyse the distribution of a text which was part of Visigothic or Mozarabic 
liturgy and later incorporated into other texts of a historiographical nature. 
Therefore, in the following pages we will try to demonstrate this text's survival and 
influence as well as the objectives it acquired in the culture and religious tradition of 
1. Interest in hagiographical studies has proven so fructiferous that we felt the need to cite some of the 
most representative works about Late Antiquity and the Medieval and Modern periods: Brown, Peter. 
“The rise and function of the Holy Man in Late Antiquity”. Journal of Roman Studies, 61 (1971); Brown, 
Peter. The cults of saints. Its rise and function in Latin Christianity. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981; 
Golinelli, Paolo. Cittá e culto dei sati nel medioevo italiano. Bologna: Clueb, 1991; Coelho, Geraldo. Legendae, 
vitae, flores: formas e conteúdos da hagiografía em Portugal na Epoca Moderna. Porto: Centro Inter-Universitario 
de Historia da Espiritualidade e do Instituto de Cultura Portuguesa, 1996; Liturgia e agiographia tra 
Roma e Constantinopoli, Atti del I, II Seminario di studio. Roma-Grotta: Monastero Esarchico, 2007; Baños, 
Fernando. La hagiografía como género literario en la Edad Media. Oviedo: Universidad de Oviedo, 1989; 
Baños, Fernando. Las vidas de santos en la literatura medieval española. Madrid: Ediciones del Laberinto, 
2003; García, Carmen. El culto de los santos en la España romana y visigoda. Madrid: Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Científicas-Instituto Enrique García Flórez, 1966; García, María Ángeles. “La hagiografía 
medieval. Una particular historiografía. Balance del caso hispano”. Hispania Sacra, 51/104 (1999); García, 
María Ángeles. La praesencia y la virtus. La imagen y la función del santo a partir de la hagiografía castellano-
leonesa del siglo XIII. Burgos: Abadía de Santo Domingo de Silos, 2002; Pérez-Embid, Javier. Hagiología y 
sociedad en la España Medieval. Castilla y León (s. XI-XIII). Huelva: Universidad de Huelva, 2002; La hagiografía 
entre la historia y la literatura en la España de la Edad Media y del Siglo de Oro, Marc Vitse, Henri Guerreiro, 
coords. Pamplona-Madrid-Frankfurt am Main: Universidad de Navarra-Iberoamericana-Vervuert, 2006; 
La leyenda. Antropología, historia, literatura. Actas del Coloquio celebrado en la Casa de Velázquez 1986, Jean-
Pierre Etienvre, ed. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez-Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 1989. 
2. The term comes from the Latin “legenda” and means “what must be read”. Notably, however, research 
into hagiographical literature has raised different perspectives on the points which the Passionario and 
Legendarios share and those which differenciate them. Fábrega Grau specifies that in Spanish liturgical-
hagiographical literature, these are “two substantially diverse units”. The first is defined as an essentially 
liturgical book, while the second is exclusively destined for pious reading. In the same way: Philippart, 
Guy. Les legendiers latins et autres manuscrits hagiographiques. Turnhout: Brepols, 1977, explains that they 
are compilations of stories destined for spiritual or pious reading by an individual or to a group. In a 
similar way Isabel Vázquez believes that not all old passionaries had a liturgical purpose, and that they 
could have been designed and composed for other forms of public reading.
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the Middle and Modern Ages. To this end we will examine ecclesiastical and urban3 
stories because they constitute a corpus of interesting sources for the study of the 
beliefs, conceptions and values that the Church and communities held sacred and 
holy. As sources that have come into direct contact with hagiographical narrative, 
they will enable us to approach the knowledge of official and ecclesiastical discourse 
as well as religious practises and the popular cult of saints.
1. The hagiographic legend
The Pasionaries constitute the most abundant type of legends and the most 
important hagiographical collection. 4 As regards our case, the Passio of Saint Justa 
and Saint Ruffina was composed after the events it narrates, towards the end of 
the sixth century or beginning of the seventh, from a short version believed to 
be written by an eye-witness. 5 Therefore, the tale in the Hispanic Pasionary is a 
modified later compilation, which gained prominence after their cult had become 
widespread due to the distribution of their relics in Andalucia and the southern part 
of the Carthaginian Province. 6
The stories included in the Hispanic Pasionary are chronologically listed by the day 
and month in which the liturgical calendar commemorated a martyrs’ anniversary. 
That of Justa and Ruffina is July 17th, which Fábrega Grau finds significant because 
the fact that it was held on the first day of the Adonia festivities indicates that 
Christians wished to counterpose a Pagan celebration with one dedicated to the 
martyrs. With this the Church aimed to guide memories and thoughts and channel 
piety towards the new heroines of the Christian faith.
3. de Morales, Ambrosio. Las antigüedades de las ciudades de España. Alcalá de Henares: Casa de Juan 
Iñiguez de Lequeríca, 1575; de Morgado, Alonso. Historia de Sevilla en la qual se contienen sus antigüedades, 
grandezas y cosas memorables, en ella acontecidas, desde su fundación hasta nuestros tiempos. Sevilla: Imprenta de 
Andrea Pescioni y Juan de León, 1587; de Marieta, Juan. Historia eclesiástica de todos los santos de España. 
Cuenca: Casa de Pedro del Valle Impresor, 1596; Espinosa, Pablo. Segunda parte de la Historia y grandezas 
de la ciudad de Sevilla. Sevilla: Oficina de Iván de Cabrera, 1630; Caro, Rodrigo. Antigüedades y Principado 
de la Ilustrísima ciudad de Sevilla y chorographia de su Convento Jurídico o Antigua Chancillería. Sevilla: Andrés 
Grande, 1634; de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado: fiestas que su santa 
iglesia metropolitana celebra al ilustrísimo Señor Deán y cabildo de la misma Santa Iglesia. Sevilla: Francisco de 
Lyra, 1637; Flórez, Enrique. España Sagrada. Teatro geográphico-histórico de la Iglesia de España. De las Iglesias 
sufragáneas antiguas de Sevilla: Abdera, Asido, Astigi y Córdoba. Madrid: Antonio Marín, 1775: vol. X.
4. Philippart, Guy. “Les Légendiers Latins et autres manuscrits hagiographiques”, Typologie des sources 
du Moyen Age Occidental, Léopold Genicot, dir. Turnhout: Brepols, 1977; Castillo, Pedro. “El Pasionario 
Hispánico como fuente de los mártires hispanorromanos”. Revista de la Facultad de Humanidades de Jaén, 
2/4-5 (1995-1996); Vázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos en la Hispania visigoda. Aproximación a sus 
manifestaciones literarias. Mérida: Museo Nacional de Arte Romano, 2002: 104. 
5. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico (siglos VII-XI). Madrid-Barcelona: Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Científicas-Instituto P. Enrique Flórez, 1953: I, 254. Another study is that of: Riesco, 
Pilar. Pasionario Hispánico, Introducción, edición crítica y traducción. Sevilla: Universidad de Sevilla, 1995.
6. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: I, 131.
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The text's title contains the names of the Saints, that of the judge who inflicted 
the martyrdom upon them and the city where they were subjected to it. 7 Moreover, 
formally the text is subdivided into numbered paragraphs to be distributed according 
to Divine Office and the time of reading, and includes formulas which prove its 
liturgical nature —such as the answers listeners gave at the beginning and the end 
of the tale.
2. Distribution of a model of virtue
In order to promote the cult and veneration of martyrs, every Passio contained 
the formulation of exemplum. 8 To this end, the tale's hagiographer highlighted 
large contrasts between martyrs and their persecutors, which clearly reflected that 
stereotypes —typical of the genre— had been created by underlining the contrast 
between both sides’ actions. Therefore, this systematization of the differences 
between Pagans and Christians was well suited to the tale's didactic purpose, 
guaranteed all listeners would understand without exception, and was also useful 
for extracting models of virtue from the saints and martyrs. 9 
With the inclusion of hagiography in the Divine Offices, worshipers easily noticed 
the dichotomies in the lives of the biographee: the “erring Gentiles”; the perversity 
(malignitas) and cruelty (crudecitas) of governor Diogenianus —who embodied the 
devil— and the compendium of virtues incarnated in Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina: 
faith (credulitas, fides, fiducia) and love and fraternal charity (karitas, dilectio, affectus, 
misericordia, unanimitas, humanitas), as expressed in the Hispanic Passionary.10
In the description of the martyrs we notice the edifying intention of the Passion's 
author who tells us that their parents, although poor in worldly goods, were rich in 
eternal ones; that they were zealous Christians among the Gentile people of Seville 
and that they lived in the perseverance of virtue and honesty, qualities which he 
emphasises as tokens of greater esteem.11As noble and humble pottery makers, the 
damsels remedied the poverty of others by selling earthenware vessels, vases and 
bowls. They were recognised for their exemplary and pious life since they only 
7. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: II, 296.
8. Castellanos, Santiago. Hagiografía visigoda. Dominio social y proyección cultural. Logroño: Fundación 
S. Millán de la Cogolla, 2004; Castillo, Pedro. Cristianos y hagiógrafos. Estudio de las propuestas de excelencia 
cristiana en la Antigüedad Tardía. Madrid: Signifer, 2003; Castillo, Pedro. Los mártires hispanorromanos y 
su culto en la Antigüedad Tardía. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1999; Castillo, Pedro. “El valor 
representativo, ejemplar y didáctico de mártires y santos en la Antigüedad Tardía”, Santos, obispos y 
reliquias. Actas del III Encuentro Hispania en la Antigüedad Tardía, Luís García et alii, eds. Alcalá de Henares: 
Universidad de Alcalá-Servicio de publicaciones, 1998. 
9. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: 296.
10. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: 296.
11. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: 296.
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kept what was necessary for their sustenance and clothing, giving the rest of their 
earnings to the needy.12
In addition, the hagiographer highlighted another important virtue: the Saints’ 
strength (fortitudo) and unbreakable constancy when facing the horrors of torture, 
which evidences the pedagogical function of religious literature, developed in the 
context of persecution, at a time when the Christian Church was threatened by 
the Pagans. Justa and Ruffina refused to worship Salammbô (the goddess Venus) 
whose statue the Gentile were carrying through the streets and the squares and 
accompanying with dances and rejoicing. 
Therefore, they were indicted for refusing to give alms and for knocking down 
and breaking the processional idol which they rejected as a false god. With this they 
were stating that their doctrine is “there is only one true God”.13
Their similar reaction to the aforementioned honour rites being carried out 
was publicly interpreted as a criminal act of hostility and disruption to the Pagan 
religion, which first lead to their confinement and later their punishment: they were 
hung, torn with hooks and deprived of food and drink. What is more, Diogenanius 
imposed they forcibly take part in the ritual acts —by walking barefoot on the rough 
Sierra Morena road— in a bold and vain attempt to get them to worship the Pagan 
idols and renounce their Christian faith by becoming apostates. However, the Saints 
stood firm in the conviction they were “God's servants” by preaching the Gospel. 14 
By contrasting their gentleness and beatitude with the cruelty and anger of their 
judges and executioners, the hagiographer highlighted how Justa and Ruffina 
fought for God with pious devotion: 15 
Sed, quia semper aduersarius uerteustissimus inimicus in seruos et ancillas Dei emulationis 
et inuidie sue flamas obiectat, grauissimas penas indicit, ut tormentis seuientibus bene fixas 
mentes euertat, ungulas et gladios conminatur, ut animas terreat inocentes et dicata Deo 
corda contubert. Sed quipus debebatur in tanto certamine seuissima pena, simul aderat et 
parata victoria. Iam tempus certaminis gloriosi ferbebat, et diuinum examen pugne celestes 
urguebat et spiritalis agonis stadium parabatur nec diutius diferri poterant spectacula Dei.
The distribution of this gesta [song of heroic deeds] garnered great interest. The tale 
of their “heroicities”, known through the narration of the details of their martyrdom, 
hardships and sufferings, was meant to encourage devotion, the remembrance of 
the Passion of Christ. In this way, the passio acquired an apologetic tone:16 Magna est 
et plurimum laudabilis constantia uirtutis, que passionis tolerantia coronatur.
The author's testimony of faith exalted the imitatio Christi. With his exemplum 
he presented the victory of Christianity over Paganism, the irreducibility of the 
12. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: 296. See also the importance of the concept of charitas in 
Christian religion in: Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España visigoda”. Estudios de Historia de 
España, 3 (1990). 
13. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 297.
14. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 297-298.
15. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 296-297.
16. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 296.
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martyrs who overcame physical and moral suffering without fear and with the 
help (auxilium) of Heaven. Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina courageously overcame 
all the trials of the “fight against evil” and assumed a destiny ordained by God, thus 
becoming laudably worthy of the celestial crown and, for this reason, worthy of 
veneration and glorious to be in the “bosom of Abraham”.17 Thus, their cardinal 
and theological virtues —the axis around which the others revolved— were used 
to highlight central figures from the early days of Christianity, who died in the year 
287 of Diocletian and Maximian's Empire, a key period when the Hispanic Church 
was looking for religious and institutional affirmation.
It is known that Late Antiquity bequeathed archetypes of holiness and, among 
them, those of the martyrs to the Middle Ages. However, in the hagiographical 
texts these models did not remain stationary, but adapted to the changes suffered 
by the society for which they were intended, and became mirrors of the values and 
concerns of the Church and the faithful. Each period has born witness to models of 
holiness which the literary tradition has passed on, and although the cult of martyrs 
in the Iberian Peninsula was renewed in Mozarabic writings and became apologetic 
in the ninth century with the Muslim persecution of Christians —which especially 
increased the examples in the Andalucian calendar of saints’ days—, hagiographical 
interest did not decisively shift towards new models of Christian perfection such 
as bishops, confessors and members of monastic and secular orders until the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. For this reason, since Late Antiquity's liturgical 
and hagiographical source was passed on to other works of a religious, pious and 
historiographical nature written later on, it is interesting to analyse how this period 
influenced the historical and cultural future. What models of virtue could the 
saints-martyrs’ vitae offer to societies which lived in times of religious intolerance 
to Christianity? What scope would they have in a world which was so different 
from the one which produced their model of holiness? How would literature and 
historiography distribute the message to the faithful and make it comparable to the 
ideals of society, without it appearing unusual and difficult to imitate?
The large quantity of texts produced in Latin and vernacular in the Peninsula 
during the Middle Ages, leaves us with no doubts that hagiography was the most 
prolific genre of the time and that it became general reading over the following 
centuries. These texts gained enormous popularity in the sixteenth century, since 
religious and historiographical works captured the Church's concerns for spreading 
Catholic principles and the cult and devotion of saints, driven by the intense impact 
of the Protestant Reformation in Europe. By using the Hispanic Passionary and its 
hagiographical tales, the Church aimed to instruct, teach and transmit doctrines 
and ethical-moral principles, highlight a range of values needed to guide Christians, 
weigh up virtues that offer examples and indicate the road to perfection so that 
people would imitate the saints. Therefore, exemplum and imitatio formed the main 
binomial of secular and ecclesiastical author's discourses.18 Who but the saints 
17. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 298-299.
18. Arizaleta, Amaia; Cazal, Françoise; González, Luís; Güell, Monique; Rodríguez, Teresa. Practiques 
hagiographiques dans l´Espagne du Moyen Age et du Siécle d´Or. Tolouse: Centre National de la Recherche 
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constituted, in a religious sense, mirrors where everyone should look? So the 
Church tried to decisively influence the spirituality and way of living of the faithful, 
by turning the saints’ virtues into the “aim of everybody's actions”.19 
However, we ask ourselves, which were the dissemination means used to make 
contact with models of holiness, or the channels for transmitting stereotypes? What 
chance had society of accessing them to know them? It should be noted that religious 
experiences differed according to the membership to a particular stratum of society, 
and that only some could access the knowledge of the hagiographies through 
the written word. The majority of Christians established this contact through the 
spoken word, during mass, predictions and sermons. Although the dissemination 
of saints’ lives written in vernacular brought society closer to them, sermons and 
the spoken word were safer channels for popular dissemination when we take 
into account that the majority of the population was illiterate. Moreover, religious 
Councils recommended the advantages of public exposure, processions and imagery 
worshipping through the city streets when celebrating Saint's Days, because the 
figures might be seen, known and revered by people who did not attend church.
Nonetheless, hagiographies received new impetus in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries because they were distributed in broadsheets, ballads, poems 
and romances, devotion manuals and stories, mainly aimed at those who had access 
to reading. As a result, these texts constituted a means of spiritual formation for 
privileged classes such as the nobility or urban oligarchy —which showed an interest 
in culture, knowledge and moral, religious and intellectual perfection. Moreover, 
they served as rules for life which helped their readers and the faithful to complete 
the guidance received from the clergy. Studies about readers, books and libraries 
lead us to think that they were also an external sign of devotion at a time when 
“to be or appear to be a good Christian”, especially for the converts, was extremely 
important, in a sense that possession of such texts could be evidence of one's 
religiousness. Furthermore, they have highlighted the role of major lineages and 
noblewomen that, due to their link with churches and religious orders and being 
founders or exercising patronage, are seen as the main recipients and transmission 
agents of models of religiousness.
What is more, hagiographical tales were included in chronicles and stories, which 
were the most characteristic and representative genre in stately and noble libraries, 
because they were believed to have a teaching use —given that they taught positive 
behaviours to be followed and negative ones to be avoided— and they discussed 
saints’ intervention in large enterprises during the Reconquest that, in turn, 
contributed to the building of a National identity in which the nobility had taken 
part. Therefore, these books were valued as they helped to preserve the historical 
memory of this stratum's antecedents and to justify its dominance as a privileged 
class.20 
Scientifique-Université de Toulouse-Le Mirail, 2007.
19. de Marieta, Juan. Historia eclesiástica de todos los santos...
20. Beceiro, Isabel. Libros, lectores y bibliotecas en la España Medieval, Múrcia: Nausícaä, 2007.
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This distribution was further made possible with the development of the printing 
press, which played a key role as the spoken tradition of transmitting the essential 
Christian values gave way to the intensification of communication through the 
written tradition, intended for a literate sector of society. As a result, hagiographic 
tales in their various forms had multiple recipients: Kings, clerics, prelates, monks, 
nuns, laic men and women and nobility. In this varied audience lay the widespread 
success of editorial distribution because the reading of religious themes played an 
essential role in the configuration of private and communitary devotion.
Besides extolling the Church, awakening sensitivity and spirituality and 
demonstrating religious and moral values, books were a way of displaying examples, 
teaching virtues and influencing behaviours and individual and collective attitudes. 
This idea, which refers to one of the aims of the hagiographical genre we are studying, 
was based on the fact that to know and read about the laudable and glorious deeds 
of saints should inspire and awaken the same qualities in society. This rhetorical 
religious tradition, which humanists used to weigh up their own vitae, was also used 
to exalt cities and their inhabitants because “loor” or praise was applied to “eminent 
citizens”: the local saints and martyrs who, with their glorious actions, eternized 
the popularity of cities and their dioceses, ennobled their “homeland” with their 
heavenly crowns and enriched their churches with their virtues and relics. 
A fragment from Saint Chrysostom collected by Antonio Quintanadueñas, a 
Spanish monk from the Society of Jesus, well illustrates the meaning saints had 
when considered “egregious examples for the different stratum”:  
Esclarecida gloria de las Iglesias, superior lustre de las ciudades, crecida honra de sus 
ciudadanos... con su sangre derramada por christo ennoblecieron sus patrias, fertilizándolas 
con tal riego, para que diessen sagrados frutos.21
In his work he demonstrates that the Church —the ideological system's main 
configurating institution, generated archetypes of perfection which constituted true 
frameworks. 
Antonio Quintanadueñas asked himself, how can we imitate what we do not 
know? How do we follow what we cannot see? What impact can examples that 
cannot be heard have? Hence this interest to present an account of Saint's lives, the 
story of their exploits, to weigh up their virtues, to be aware of their examples and 
to know the story of their martyrdom.
The inhabitants of a city could come to identify with those who protected them, 
that is, with their saints and martyrs, to the extent that they could assimilate and 
implement their qualities and virtues. Just as Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina had 
dressed poor like Christ, accommodated pilgrims, fed the hungry and gave a drink 
to the thirsty, the Sevillans found in these Saints —as in many others— examples 
21. Illustrious glory of the Churches, superior luster of cities, high honour of its citizens... with the blood shed for Christ 
they ennobled their homeland, fertilizing it with such a flow so that it could give sacred fruits. De Quintanadueñas, 
Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 46, cap. X. 
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which were “so close, so close to home, so close to the heart” that they effectively 
moved them to imitation. 22 
Friar Juan de Marieta also discussed a similar idea about the lesson offered by the 
“good books”, because through examples God spoke to the sole, ignited the heart, 
moved the will, and by reading the lives of saints the faithful would find a “cure for 
all illnesses”. 23
In accordance with these premises, the transmission of the hagiographical tale 
about the Saints could not omit the imitable aspect of their lives, and, for this 
reason, it revalued their pious role so that, by rescuing an image which was closer 
and more accessible, it would serve as an example to the faithful. Therefore, the 
distribution of the cult of Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina fed feelings of Christian 
piety which, in turn, became paradigms of individual and collective behaviour that, 
in Sevillian society, crystallised in the foundation of guilds, churches, chapels and 
hospitals placed under their patronage. 24
Ecclesiastical and urban stories dedicated to Seville strived to prove that the 
city where the Saints had been born and suffered martyrdom and where they 
exerted their patronage surpassed other places in terms of devotion, with many 
pious and religious institutions having been founded in their memory. 25 Evidence 
of this can be seen in the temples dedicated to them: one of the first was carved 
by Saint Leander as a tomb for himself and his brothers and is located next to the 
Cordoba door on the site of a chapel; a hospital with its guild (reduced in size in 
1584 and closed in 1590) —erected close to the Guadalquivir river, in front of the 
old Triana door where the Saints had lived and sold their vessels and where they 
first started fighting for the faith that led to martyrdom—; a hospital in Cestería 
Street; a hospital in the surroundings of the Church of Magdalena; the church and 
convent of Conceptionist nuns called “Las Vírgenes” [The Virgins] which is next to 
Saint Nicholas and was founded in 1588 by Alonso Fajardo de Villalobos, who was 
archdeacon and cannon of the Church of Seville and bishop of that of Esquilache; 
the convent of Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina of Capuchin monks founded in 1627 
on the site left by the nuns of Saint Leander of Shoe-wearing Agustinians; two 
chapels dedicated to the Saints, one in the convent of the Holy Trinity, —where the 
22. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...; de Morales, Ambrosio. Las 
antigüedades de las ciudades de España...: 367. 
23. de Marieta, Juan. Historia eclesiástica de todos los santos...: 900, cap. II.
24. Delaruelle, Etienne. La piété populaire au Moyen Age. Turin: Bottega d´Erasmo, 1975.
25. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 80-81. See also: Cordero, 
Juan. “Asociacionismo popular: gremios, cofradías, hermandades y hospitales”, VIII Semana de Estudios 
Medievales. Vida cotidiana en la Baja Edad Media, José Ignacio de la Iglesia, coord. Nájera: Instituto de 
Estudios Riojanos, 1997; Franco, Alfonso. “La religiosidad popular en la Baja Edad Media”, Actas de 
los VII Encuentros de Historia y Arqueología. Gremios, Hermandades y Cofradías. Una aproximación científica 
al asociacionismo profesional en la Historia de Andalucía, San Fernando: Ayuntamiento de San Fernando, 
1991; CXIX Reglas de Hermandades y cofradías andaluzas, siglos XIV, XV y XVI, José Sánchez, ed. Huelva: 
Universidad de Huelva, 2002; Sánchez, José; Moreno, Isidoro; Bernales, Jorge. Las cofradías de Sevilla. 
Historia, antropología y arte. Sevilla: Universidad de Sevilla-Ayuntamiento de Sevilla, 1999; Moreno, 
Isidoro. Cofradías y hermandades andaluzas. Estructura, simbolismo e identidad. Sevilla: Editoriales Andaluzas 
Unidas, 1985; Pérez, Silvia María. Los laicos en la Sevilla bajomedieval. Sus devociones y cofradías. Huelva: 
Universidad de Huelva, 2005. 
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martyrs were imprisoned— which was built in 1249 with the monks from this order 
who accompanied King Ferdinand III in the conquest of Seville, and another in the 
Prado [Meadow] —which was their tomb—.
3. Legitimization of relics and places of worship
According to the Hispanic Passionary, after the martyrdom of Saint Justa, governor 
Diogenianus ordered her lifeless body be thrown into a deep well from which 
archbishop Sabino rescued it in order to give it a Christian burial “with honours” in 
a cemetery close to the city of Hispalis (Seville). The archbishop did the same with 
Saint Ruffina who was burnt to death in the amphitheatre; he deposited her ashes 
and bones in the same place as her sister: a meadow that stretched from the Osario 
to the Córdoba Door which, since the Middle Ages, has been known as the “Field of 
the Virgins or Meadow of Saint Justa”.26
Therefore, at the time of its writing, one of the aims of hagiographical literature 
was to legitimise holy relics and places of worship or martyrdom (loca sanctorum)27, 
because, early on, the recovery of bodily relics and the whereabouts of these Saint's 
tombs was of great interest to their cult.
As is known, relic worshipping in the West was more moderate than in the East, 
and the custom of dividing and moving martyr's remains was not introduced until a 
later date. Nonetheless, the building and consecration of churches boosted the need 
to obtain revered relics and initiated their multiplication all over the ecclesiastical 
geography. In this sense, there are many references to the destination of the Saints.
The first evidence we have of the dissemination of saint worshipping through 
the depositing of relics is from after the episcopate of Saint Isidore and appears in 
the inscriptions of the Conventus Hispalensis: Salpensa in 648, Alcalá de Gazules 
in 662, in the Gaditano (referring to Cádiz) and the Carthaginian, in the Guadix 
Basilica in 652; and in the Conventus Cordubensis, in Torredonjimeno, old Osaria, 
next to Tucci (Martos) where there was a sanctuary from the Visigothic period. 28
Note that in the spread of the cult of saints, which was a result of the translatio, 
geographical, historical, political and religious reasons played a role, as did the 
importance of Roman roads in unifying the land, the influence of major cities, 
population migration and the relations between monasteries which propitiated 
26. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: II, p. 298.
27. García, Luís. “La cristianización de la topografía de las ciudades de la Península Ibérica durante la 
Antigüedad Tardía”. Archivo Español de Arqueología, 50-51 (1977-1978); Guiance, Ariel. “Hagiografía y 
culto de las reliquias en la Hispania romana y visigoda: testimonios y mensajes”, Sociedad y memoria en 
la Edad Media, Ariel Guiance, Pablo Ubierna, Nilda Guglielmi, eds. Buenos Aires: Consejo Nacional de 
Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas-Instituto Multidisciplinario de Historia y Ciencias Humanas, 2005. 
28. García, Carmen. El culto de los santos en la España romana...: 231-232.
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communication and exchanges.29 A city like Seville, which possessed several of 
these conditions, had ample opportunity for the cult of its martyrs to spread quickly.
It should also be remembered that, after the Muslim invasion, believing Visigothics 
subdivided their territory and moved body-relics or their parts to the different places 
to which they emigrated for fear of desecration and to avoid persecution, taking 
them to safer places, particularly Toledo and Leon, which were important religious 
centres where Monarchs were buried, and Navarre, Catalonia and Aragon, for their 
safekeeping.30
From 1063 dates the news that King Ferdinand I ordered the translation of relics 
to the church dedicated to Saint John and Saint Pelagius he had instructed be built 
in Leon. Stories from the eleventh century speak of this pious work and of the 
request made to the Sevillian King Benabeth (Ibn Abbad) to remove the body of 
the virgin and martyr Saint Justa from the city. To effectuate the translation, this 
Christian King sent Alvito, the bishop of Leon and Ordoño, the bishop of Astorga, 
but their mission came across impediments because the Muslims did not want to 
show them the body. In order to identify it, the bishops asked God to show them the 
body through a revelation, and this is how they learnt through a vision Alvito had 
—in which he saw a venerable old man, Saint Isidore, dressed as a Pontiff— that 
God's will was another because the message said that they should not strip Seville 
of such valuable gifts, but that they could take the body, as they finally did. 31 In this 
case, the translatio constituted an event with strong political connotations because 
Saint Justa's relics were not really very profitable for the religious tradition and 
Hispanic-Gothic politics which were trying to be restored in Leon.
Alonso Morgado —an Extremaduran writer who was a priest in Seville— also 
referred to “the journey of the Saints” to places where Christian dominance had 
been consolidated:  
...como los de Toledo quisieron guarecer sus sanctas reliquias, y riquezas, en las Montañas y 
Asturias, los de Sevilla (entrandose la tierra adentro) se tuvieron por mas seguros la derrota 
de los Montes Pyrineos, y en aquellas partes de Navarra, y Cataluña, llevando consigo 
solamente las cabeças de aquellas santas, y sancto Príncipe Patronos suyos, y otras reliquias 
de otro tanto, o menos peso, dexando los sanctos cuerpos en sepulcros los mas escondidos, que 
ellos pudiesen, por no ir tan embaraçados, yendo como yvan huyendo inciertos del lugar, 
adonde la fortuna les echaría. Y como mucho de los Pueblos de los Reynos de Aragón no 
fueron entrados de los moros, mas antes después de averse defendido, se dieron a partido, 
y señaladamente Barcelona, y Zaragoza, y pudieron los cristianos de Sevilla, conservar, y 
29. Castillo, Pedro. Los mártires hispanorronamos y su culto en la Antigüedad Tardía. Granada: Universidad 
de Granada, 1999: 316.
30. Giordano, Oronzo. Religiosidad popular en la Alta Edad Media. Madrid: Gredos, 1983; Sánchez, José. 
“Algunos elementos de la religiosidad cristiana popular andaluza durante la Edad Media”, La religiosidad 
popular. Antropología e Historia. Barcelona-Sevilla: Anthopos-Fundación Machado, 1989: vol. 1; Fernández, 
Francisco Javier. La religiosidad medieval en España. Alta Edad Media (s. VII-X). Oviedo: Universidad de 
Oviedo, 2008; Fernández, Francisco Javier. La religiosidad medieval en España. Plena Edad Media (s. XI-XIII). 
Oviedo: Universidad de Oviedo, 2008.
31. Anonimous. “Historia translationis corporis Sancti Isidori”, Patrologiae. Cursus completus. Paris: 
Jacques Paul Migne editorem, 1862, LXXXI, col. 945-68.
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esconder bien las sanctas reliquias de los sanctos, como escondieron, y guardaron los Tesoros, 
y otras cosas de mucha menor consideración. 32
In turn, Ambrosio de Morales added other opinions about the depositing of these 
relics in his work: some believed they had been placed in a church in Asturias 
because it offered the best conditions for the Christians to hide them; while others 
say they were moved to the Carthusian monastery called Aniago, close to Simancas.33 
Antonio Quintanadueñas gathered information to this respect in his “Libro de la 
comprobación de reliquias” (Book of the verification of relics), in which it is stated 
that when the Muslims took over Seville, the Catholics took the head of Saint Justa 
and the bone or armbone of Saint Ruffina to Liège (Belgium) to a parish church, 
from where the Solicitor General of the convent of the Holy Trinity brought them 
back to Seville. Once acknowledged by archbishop D. Fernando Niño, the relics 
were received and revered, and deposited at the sanctuary which had been the 
Saint's prison and was a place Sevillians visited and revered with great devotion. 34
In his opinion, the archbishop of Toledo, Rodrigo Jiménez de Rada's claim that 
these bodies were in the Monastry de las Huelgas in Burgos, where Pedro Fernández 
de Castro, nicknamed “el castellano” (the Castillian) took them, was unfounded. 
He was also sceptical about the stories which state that they were half a mile from 
Santillana, whose inhabitants advertised “they kept the bodies”; and doubtful of 
those who wrote that their heads were revered in Aragon, in the convent of Nuestra 
Señora de Sigena [Our Lady of Sigena] of the Sisters of Saint John of Jerusalem, 
which was established by King Alfonso II. In his opinion this presumption was 
impossible because the body of Saint Ruffina was consumed by fire and turned into 
ashes, although he admits that her head and some bones were saved.35 
All these references to the “moving of relics” might be indicative of the friendship 
between ecclesiastical headquarters, and cities and towns, but also of the existence of 
dependency or rivalry between different religious centres. It should be remembered 
that saints and martyrs’ relics conferred prestige to cities and that, for Christians, 
a place's splendour lay in the possession of these “rich treasures”. So, in order to 
prove civic pride local historiography included in its works veritable inventories. 
Associated with relics was a significant transference because the ennoblement 
of bodily remains or of objects of daily use which retained divine favour and a 
thaumaturgic character, also ennobled the various places in which they were 
32. ...because those from Toledo wanted to protect their holy relics, and riches, in the Mountains and Asturias, those 
from Seville (when going inland), fearful of the defeat of the Pyrenean Mountains and of the parts of Navarre and 
Catalonia to where they fled, felt safer taking with them only the heads of those saints and their holy Patron Prince, 
and other lesser or lighter relics, leaving the holy bodies in well hidden tombs, so as to not travel so ladened to where 
fate sent them. Because many of the cities of the Aragon Kingdom, and most importantly Barcelona and Zaragoza, 
were not penetrated by Muslims and, if they were, these fled after the cities had defended the attack, the Christians from 
Seville were able to preserve and well hide the holy relics of their saints, as they hid and safeguarded their Treasures, 
and many other things of lesser worth. De Morgado, Alonso. Historia de Sevilla en la qual se contienen...: 114.
33. de Morales, Ambrosio. Las antigüedades de las ciudades de España...: 367, lib. X, cap. XVI.
34. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 79.
35. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 79.
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deposited, in a sense that, with their “presence” or through their contact, these 
places became holy. 36 
Is it possible that the “disputes” between cities for the possession of relics have 
been influenced by organicist conceptions based on the bodily metaphors which 
used parts of the body to highlight the importance of their role and significance in 
society? That is to say, was a city's hierarchy measured not only by the quantity of 
relics it owned, but also by these relic's nature and symbolic meaning? Was it not 
logical for the supporters of “Sevillian patriotism” to reject those relics attributed 
to other cities? If so, we know that in Christian imagery saint's feet, legs, arms, 
fingers and tongues were prized as relics. However, among these, the head and the 
heart were the most valuable because of their leading role: the first was the realm 
of thoughts, which was identified with the principle of cohesion and essential unity 
of limbs and, the second, was a vital organ and realm of feelings, which referred to 
the idea of centrality.37 Therefore, urban and ecclesiastical stories from the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries proposed many conjectures about the “journeys of holy 
relics” from city to city, addressing the large circulation and translatio that occurred 
after the Muslim occupation and the “loss of Spain”.
However, if cities and society exalted their pride in possessing holy relics, how 
did Seville resolve the question of the “ennoblement of urban soil” faced with the 
translatio practise? 38
In spite of all this controversy, works of a religious and historiographical nature 
continued to remind Christians of the content of the Hispanic Passionary: that in 
36. Delehaye, Hippolyte. Loca sanctorum. Bruxelles: Bureaux de la Societé des Bollandistes, 1930; García, 
Ángeles. “La materialidad eterna de los santos sepulcros, reliquias y peregrinaciones en la hagiografía 
castellano-leonesa (siglo XIII)”. Medievalismo, 11/11 (2001); Vauchez, André. “El santo”, El hombre 
medieval, Jacques Le Goff, ed. Madrid: Alianza, 1995; Les reliques. Objets. Cultes. Symboles. Actes du Colloque 
Internacional de l´Université du Litoral-Côte d´Opale (Boulogne su Mer), 4-6 September 1997, Edina Bozoky, 
Anne-Marie Helvétius, eds. Turnhout: Brepols, 1999; Belting, Hans. Imagen y culto: una historia de la 
imagen anterior a la edad del arte. Madrid: Akal, 2009; Boison, Stéphane. La controverse née de la querelle des 
reliques á l´époque du concile de Trente (1500-1640). París: Presses Universitaires de France, 1989.
37. See: Le Goff, Jacques; Troung, Nicolas. Una historia del cuerpo en la Edad Media. Buenos Aires: 
Paidós, 2005; Schmitt, Jean-Claude. Le corps, les retes, les réves, le temps. Essais d´anthropologie médiévale. 
París: Gallimard, 2001; Schmitt, Jean-Claude. “La noción de lo sagrado y su aplicación a la historia del 
cristianismo medieval”. Temas Medievales, 3 (1993); Vigarello, George. Historia del cuerpo. Del Renacimiento a 
la Ilustración. Madrid: Santillana, 2005; Castillo, Pedro. “¿Rivalidades ciudadanas en textos hagiográficos 
hispanos?”, Florentina iliberritana. Revista de Estudios de Antigüedad Clásica, 10 (1999). 
38. The practise of translating [translatio] martyrs and saints’ relics helped form cultural centres, 
pilgrimage routes and to connect distant cities and towns as well as to rank them according to possessions. 
This intense movement, both in the East and the West, and from the south to the north of Spain, 
which in the Middle Ages was driven by the Crusades and the Christian Reconquest, was studied by 
historians who were interested in rebuilding spiritual and religious connexions through the movement 
of holy remains and the journeys saints made while alive as well as their after life, appearances and 
the dissemination of their devotion through invocations. In the case of Spain, for example, this issue 
has been updated and addressed brilliantly by: García, José Ángel. “El ‘Sanctus Viator’, Los viajes de los 
santos (venidas del más allá, difusión de advocaciones, traslado de reliquias)”, Viajar en la Edad Media. 
XIX Semana de Estudios Medievales, José Ignacio de la Iglesia, ed. Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 
2008; McCormick, Michael. Orígenes de la economía europea. Viajeros y comerciantes en la Alta Edad Media. 
Barcelona: Crítica, 2005. 
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Seville there was “an extremely privileged place” with a special ability for religious 
evocation, due to the fact that it was where the Saints left the worldly earth for 
eternal glory, and because it possessed their relics, thus becoming an essential centre 
for their cult. 39 According to Antonio Quintanadueñas, the religious tradition 
revealed el sagrado culto que le dan nuestros sevillanos, las luzes, resplandores, visiones, y 
prodigios innumerables que en él se an visto.40
Note that the Church and popular Christian culture's religious beliefs diversified 
and multiplied the possibility of contact between the faithful and saints, and 
elevated the status and dignity of different places which preserved their “tangible 
presence”.41 Important enclaves were where saints were buried, but also where they 
were born and lived, where they suffered and “illustrated the ground with their 
blood” and died martyrs, and where they performed miracles.42
Although the Pagans tried to make the bodies of Saint Justa and Saint 
Ruffina disappear in the third century, “to erase their memory and prevent their 
veneration”, the Hispanic Passionary did not cease to highlight holy topography 
based on the routes followed by these Saints up to their death. Their passio 
indicates places of martyrdom, in and outside the walls of Hispalis (Seville): 
the prison where they were held, Sierra Morena where they paraded, and the 
well or cave and the amphitheatre where they died.43 The hagiographical genre 
transmitted orally and in writing provided information about these places and, 
by giving them a historical, symbolical and religious value, made sure they 
remained in the memory of the inhabitants who, having been made aware of 
them, visited them.
Consistent with this story and in reference to this source, subsequent religious 
and historiographical works compiled a detailed account of the whereabouts of 
the main pious places and turned them into loca sanctorum, thus promoting them 
and stating the high quantity of them in Seville and its surroundings. Although 
throughout history there have been assumptions and additions to this issue, 
literature and historiography have delved into the loca sanctorum line of legitimacy 
possessed by cities. 
Secular and religious authors mention, for example, the outskirts of the city, 
next to the wall, where it is believed the house of the Saints could have been; the 
convent of the Holy Trinity, where the prison in which they were held was, close to 
39. The desire to indicate the exactness of the place, to make it prestigious with the existence of relics was 
already obvious in Prudentius’ Hymn of the martyrs. Peristephanon. Obras Completas de Aurelio Prudencio, 
ed. Alfonso Ortega, Isidoro Rodríguez. Madrid: Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1981. 
40. “The sacred cult offered by the Sevillian people; the many lights, glows, visions and wonders which we have seen 
in it”. De Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 78. 
41. Historia de las diócesis españolas. Iglesias de Sevilla, Huelva, Jerez, Cádiz y Ceuta, José Sánchez, coord. 
Córdoba: Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 2002.
42. See: Castillo, Pedro. “Reliquias y lugares santos: una propuesta de clasificación jerárquica”. 
Florentina Iliberritana. Revista de Estudios de Antigüedad Clásica, 8 (1997); La religiosidad popular. Vida y 
Muerte: la imaginación religiosa, Carlos Álvarez, María Jesús Beixo, Salvador Rodríguez, coords. Barcelona: 
Anthropos, 1989: vol II.
43. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: II, 297- 298. 
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the Córdoba Door, where a chapel had been erected, although some believe it was 
a cave, close to the Sol (Sun) Door; the well where Saint Justa was thrown, whose 
water it is said the sisters drank and that they made so miraculously ascend as to be 
able to gather it with their hands, which believers used with great devotion to cure 
illness and recover health; the place was even visited by the Kings Philip II in 1570 
and Philip IV in 1620, and enriched by Pope Gregory XIII. Also mentioned was the 
amphitheatre where Saint Ruffina died, site upon which a chapel was erected under 
the Saint's patronage and neighbours placed various wooden crosses; and a place 
close to the river where the Saints sold their vessels and where a hospital, a temple 
and a convent for nuns were built.44
Pious imagination made the urban space and its immediate surroundings appear 
almost completely sacred with various holy sites ranging from the outskirts to the 
inside of the civic area. This repertoire of places proves the symbolic and religious 
meaning the Sevillians gave to their city.
It is undeniable that this special interest in displaying and classifying these places 
in a “privileged” category contributed to increase Seville's prestige and situate it on 
the map of religious devotions. Due to the controversy which might be raised by 
the translatio of their patron Saints’ relics, Seville's soil was promoted and classified 
in another way. Even though the Muslim invasion affected the Andalucian region 
by depriving it of many of its bodily relics until the conflict had ended and the cities 
could recover them, nothing seemed to have altered the protection and help the 
devote Sevillians found at the aforementioned places. 
It is true that, just as there were categories of relics (bodily and representative), 
there were also categories of loca sanctorum, and some were of greater esteem than 
others. Although the Saint's tomb located outside the city —in accordance with old 
custom— was the most privileged place, sources show there were various epicentres 
of cult, resulting from Christian religiosity.
Therefore, it must be said that these places were a key component of the 
Sevillian landscape. Well documented topographical references were accredited and 
authenticated by miracles, which were a sign of the contact between Heaven and 
Earth, and saints and communities.45
If there were sacred places (some certain and others probable), and the first type 
were explicited in the Hispanic Passionary, the second could be a result of beliefs, 
suppositions, imaginations or be founded on miracles. In this sense, subsequent 
works aimed to legitimise cultural places by registering “wonders” which the Saints 
did post mortem. Such news shows how cult and devotions had evolved: as the cities’ 
Saints, they “had taken possession of the Sevillian soil”, ennobling it and protecting 
it with their patronage. 
44. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 77.
45. Castellanos, Santiago M. “Las reliquias de santos y su papel social: cohesión comunitaria y control 
episcopal en Hispania (ss. V-VII)”. Polis. Revista de ideas y formas políticas de la Antigüedad Clásica, 8 (1996).
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4. The miracles 
When constructing the image of the holy, an affiliation with “marvellous things” 
was fundamental and necessary for the Church because it was a visible sign of 
the manifestation of God, a guarantee of holiness and promoter of the piety of 
the faithful. In the Hispanic Passionary there are not any explicit references to the 
miracles of Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina, although the author was willing to 
display the “miraculous resistance” with which they resisted trials and suffering. 
Nonetheless, hagiographical and historiographical discourse became reoriented 
toward the telling of miracles and wonders, subjects which were equally developed 
throughout the Middle and Modern Ages. 
A record had to be made of miracles or they would be lost in oblivion; this is 
why the sources disseminated how the Saints and their relics became visible and 
effective signs which ensured communication between Heaven and Earth and how 
they managed to override the physical and temporal separation, by emphasizing 
their “permanent presence” in society. 46
The writing of “hagiographical wonders” referred to the Saint's intervention in 
the Reconquest of cities occupied the main place at a key time of the political and 
military venture in al-Andalus in the thirteenth century. The miracles they worked 
were reflected in the help and assistance offered to Christians, whom they protected 
from the enemy, the Muslims. It is said that in Lisbon, for example, the Mozarabic 
dedicated temples with the Saint's names because King D. Alfonso Enríquez, one 
of their devotees, thanked them for having freed —on the day of their feast— the 
city which was surrounded. Orihuela also dedicated a parish church to them after 
having been recovered on the day of their martyrdom. The city of Huete gave them 
equal recognition in 1172, since the reign of Alfonso VIII was freed from the siege 
imposed by the King of Morocco: when they were just about to surrender through 
thirst, Heaven sent such an abundant rainfall that it quenched the Christians’ thirst 
and destroyed the tents of the enemies who fled, beaten by the powerful hand of 
God and the intercession of the Saints.47
As can be seen, the martyrs were not static figures. Recorded in hagiographic 
narrative as followers of a faith or belief, and as dying and “being born” with 
martyrdom when defending that belief so that Christianity would triumph, they 
were revitalised with the passage of time in epical stories about the fight against 
the Saracenes. In this new religious combat they reacquired a special relevance for 
the history of Spain. During the Reconquest, the Saints intervened to ensure the 
triumph of Christianity in the confrontation, which was no longer with Paganism 
but against Islam. This feeling of victory found its most appropriate and legitimate 
representation in the martyrs.
What is more, the virtue derived from the holiness of these “illustrious citizens 
from Seville” —which was acknowledged by God who welcomed them into 
46. Guiance, Ariel. “Hagiografía y culto a las reliquias en la Hispania romana y visigoda: testimonios y 
mensajes”, Sociedad y memoria en la Edad Media... 
47. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 80. 
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Paradise—, had an enormous repercussion on those societies who experienced 
how the ability to work miracles emanated from their relics and holy places (site 
of martyrdom or burial and other loca sanctorum with which they had come into 
contact).
Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina were defenders of civitates, who exercised their 
patrocinium in Seville which is where they assumed an important role because, under 
their special protection and assistance its inhabitants felt safe. For this reason, the 
miracles worked in this city were included in historiographical reviews. The texts 
say that miraculous events shined in Seville under the sovereign patronage of Justa 
and Ruffina, “paradigms of the integrity of faith in Spain”. For example, Alonso 
Morgado wrote about the transcendence of their beneficent actions in Seville: 
Por ellas goza Sevilla de eterna excelencia y singular Prerrogativa del cielo como quiera 
que fueron naturales della, y las primeras vírgenes canonizadas que (conforme a mi saber) 
regaron el suelo sevillano... Y siendo como son Patronas suyas son también infinitas las 
misericordias, que Nuestro Señor obra en esta ciudad por su intercesión y patrocinio. Por lo 
qual se confiesan todos sus vezinos por muy obligados a estas gloriosas hermanas. Y al tanto 
los Reyes Cathólicos, que lo han sido en España, por quanto por sus méritos han recibido 
de Dios ellos también grandes misericordias dándoles victoria contra sus enemigos en la 
recuperación de España.48
Also worth mentioning is the compilation of miracles by Antonio Quintanadueñas. 
He relates that a knight from Seville asked the Pope if he could bring some relics 
to the city; the Pope agreed but in exchange requested first a bit of earth from the 
Saints’ Meadow. In compliance, the knight placed the soil in his hands and, when 
the Pope squeezed it, it started to ooze blood. After this “wondrous” supernatural 
event, the Pope asked: “Why are the Sevilians seeking relics when they possess the 
Meadow of Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina.”49
Other reports compiled by this author testify that the “treasurer” of the Holy 
relics was the tower of the Metropolitan Church. To better secure them in the 
city, the Arabs decided to put them in the tower's foundations whose construction 
was began with the placing of their urns or graves. This pious tradition confirms 
the event stated by faithful witnesses. One day strong winds were threatening to 
demolish the building, as they had done with other buildings in the city. At the 
storm's strongest, the frightful voices of demons crying “Demolish it, demolish it” 
were heard, to which the others replied: “We can’t because here lie the beheaded 
Justa and Ruffina”. With the dissemination of these episodes, the Church capitalised 
48. Thanks to them, Seville enjoys eternal excellence and the unique Prerrogative of Heaven inasmuch as they were 
born here and they were the first canonised virgens (according to my knowledge) who irrigated the Sevillian soil...
Since they are its Patrons, Our Lord has worked infinite mercy in this city through their intercession and patronage. 
For this reason all their neighbours acknowledge their close bind to these glorious sisters, as do the Catholic Monarchs 
of Spain that, due to their merits, have received great mercy from God who has given them victory against their 
enemies in the recovery of Spain. de Morgado, Alonso. Historia de Sevilla en la qual se contienen...: 10.
49. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 78.
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on and resolved in its favour places consecrated by relics and miracles, by putting 
them under its control in the ecclesiastical domain.
Likewise the Saints’ miracles were witnessed in processions and masses during 
the crisis caused by plagues and epidemics, when prayers were made while the 
images were being taken round the city. So, under their patronage, Seville was 
the protagonist of miraculous events: for example, during the 1568 plague, the 
Municipal and Cathedral Chapters agreed to take the images of the Saints to the 
convent of Nuestra Señora de la Trinidad [Our Lady of the Trinity]. There was a 
solemn procession with the participation of guilds, clergy, religious people, nobility 
and the metropolitan Church, and the Divine Offices were held. The stories say that 
on July 17th when their martyrdom is commemorated, the plague stopped “with 
those touched, improving, and without touching any others”.50 
Other accounts state that around 1571 there was a notable lack of water in 
Seville, and that to remedy it a procession with the images of Saint Justa and Saint 
Ruffina was held. From the moment they left the church, it rained for many days, 
the fields recovered from their losses and the city again had abundant resources and 
fruits “which were given to it”.51
Years later, in 1626, Seville suffered a major flood; the water covered two thirds 
of the city, Triana and the suburbs of Saint Bernard and Saint Roch, as well as those 
adjacent to the wall. From the Cuesta de Castilleja [Castilleja Slope] for more than 
a mile to the east and the field of Tablada and Saint Justa Meadow, it covered trees 
and houses causing large loses in goods, livestock and crops, as well as damage to 
various farms and demolishing buildings —among them the convent of the Holy 
Trinity— and putting in danger the life of its inhabitants. To slow the momentum 
of the water, the church and the faithful took the relics of the Saints out and, after 
they had been seen by the entire city, placed them opposite the violent current and, 
like the “Jordan to the Ark of the Covenant”, the water turned back defeated by 
such superior powers. 52
The Saints’ mediating and protecting role can also be seen in iconographical 
works of a religious nature.53Although the city was essentially identified with 
Ferdinand III the Saint, who was represented in its stamp and coat of arms, sitting 
in court between Saint Leander and Saint Isidore, his patrons and prelates, with 
an unsheathed sword raised in his right hand and a globe in his left; there are 
other examples which should be highlighted because they show the identification 
of Seville with Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina. The Book of Privileges of the council of 
50. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 82.
51. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 82.
52. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 82.
53. Burke, Peter. Visto y no visto. El uso de la imagen como documento histórico. Barcelona: Crítica, 2001: 59-
73; Ferrando, Juan. Iconografía de los santos. Barcelona, 1991; Reau, Louis. Iconografía del arte cristiano. 
Iconografía de los santos. Barcelona: Ediciones Serbal, 2000-2002: vol. II; Azcarate, José María. “El arte al 
servicio de las devociones despueblo cristiano”, II Semana Nacional de Arte Sacro. León: Junta Nacional 
Asesora de Arte Sacro, 1965; Carmona, Juan. Iconografía de los santos. Madrid: Istmo, 2003; Revilla, 
Federico. Diccionario de iconografía y simbología. Madrid: Cátedra, 2007. 
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Seville, which gathered the city's documents from 1251 to the period of the Catholic 
Monarchs (1475), incorporated in its edition a view of the city (a model taken from 
the south) with the image of the patron Saints which dates from the beginning of 
the sixteenth century. This book seems significant because it is a collection that 
was ordered in 1492 which belongs to a period when documents referring to the 
historical and archival memory of cities were recopilated on a general and local 
scale. This process which started in 1502 and continued with bylaws, in the case of 
Seville began between 1515 and 1519 and ended in 1527.54
The Saints were usually represented with the following elements: ceramic vessels 
(which was there trade), and the palm and iron hooks —attributes of martyrdom; 
the Gospel Book, with the broken idol at its feet and the lion— symbols of the 
strength of faith against idolatry —to which were added, in the sixteenth century, 
the protective aspect of Seville that turned the urban landscape into an image seen 
constantly between the “heavenly ambassadors”.55 The city's most important and 
representative buildings were placed under the protection of its patrons and, after 
1504, the images of Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina depicted with the Giralda became 
well known and spread as the result of an earthquake, when —according to Luis de 
Peraza— canon Don Pedro de Mendoza wrote in the Libro de la Regla Vieja del Coro 
that the virgin Saints had been seen supporting the tower. To commemorate the 
miracle and avoid subsequent earthquakes demolishing the Giralda, the Cathedral 
Chapter ordered that the Holy Church and its tower be painted with the Saints 
embracing it.
On the Cathedral altarpiece, carved between 1511 and 1518 by Jorge Fernández, 
we also find Saint Leander and Saint Isidore on both sides of the building's model 
and Saint Justa and Saint Ruffina on opposite sides of Seville. In this case, civil and 
religious protection was combined in the image, where the protection of the Saints 
was over the Cathedral, the symbol of spiritual life, and that of the city's patrons 
over Seville. Furthermore, in a royal charter granted by Charles V to Seville in 
1549, the Saints figure on either side of the city. What is more, on the title page of 
the Reglas del Cabildo y del coro [Rules of the Chapter and Choir] of the metropolitan 
Cathedral, published in 1658, the holy Kings Hermenegild and Ferdinand, as well 
as the holy bishops, Leander and Isidore, and the patrons of the city, Saint Justa 
and Saint Ruffina, can be seen inserted as sculptures in the niches of the reredos: 
the panoramic view of Seville was placed between the Kings; the title of the book 
between the Bishops and, between the patron Saints, the Chapter's crest centred 
around the Giralda.56
Therefore, the artists represented a “sacralised city”, an idealised image of Seville 
that was the result of its people's popular beliefs and devotions. Surrounded by 
54. Libro de Privilegios de la ciudad de Sevilla, ed. Marcos Fernández, Pilar Ostos, María Luisa Pardo. Sevilla: 
Ayuntamiento de Sevilla, 1993: 15v. 
55. Portús, Javier. “Algunas expresiones del orgullo local en la Sevilla del Siglo de Oro”. Espacio. Tiempo 
y Forma Serie VII. Historia del Arte, 4 (1991).
56. Iconografía de Sevilla 1650-1790. Juan Miguel Serrera, Alberto Oliver Javier Portús. Madrid: El Viso, 
1989: 43; 49-50.
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saints who protected and blessed it, to all its onlookers Seville seemed like “the city 
of God”, an “earthly branch of Heaven”.
5. Final considerations
The themes discussed in this paper —the model of virtue and the legitimization 
of relics and places of worship— were present in early hagiographical works such 
as the Hispanic Passionary. The hagiographical legend of the Saints and martyrs Justa 
and Ruffina was incorporated into other works which, written during the Middle 
and Modern Ages, resumed their tales and religious traditions.
As noted, the themes mentioned continued to be of current interest to authors 
of ecclesiastical and urban stories, and it is these tales which offer clear proof that 
the concept of what was sacred and its relationship with Christians in the medieval 
world, was kept alive in the Modern Age. In their literary and historiographical 
conception these texts offer an account of the crucial importance of popular 
religious sensibilities and practises in the same way that they show the influence of 
the Church that endorsed them.
Firstly, we see that hagiographical texts are in contact with a society that is 
transforming and changing and that, although the main figures of the primitive 
Church had been worshipped since the beginning of Christianity, their devotion 
continued to spread during the ecclesiastical and religious restoration in the 
thirteenth century after the Reconquest of the Andalucian cities. The model of 
feminine and secular holiness and the image of the Sevillian Saints which the 
historiographical texts of the Counter-Reformation emphasised was founded on the 
strength these women represented, their defence of the faith and their suffering as 
martyrs, and aimed to spread the more human side of an idealised model, seeking 
to make their example less distant, more accessible and imitable by illustrating how 
the faithful citizens should act in specific situations of daily life.
In the same way that piety and charitas were at the top of values at the time of 
writing the Hispanic Passionary —and other works of its period, like the Reglas [Rules] 
of Saint Leander and the Ethimologies and Sentences of Isidore of Seville—, they were 
also prominent in medieval and modern historiography which echoed them and was 
aware of their key social standing. In order to illustrate them, religious and secular 
people made the martyr Saints their referent and, as “good devotees”, imitated them 
by placing under their advocation institutions with two aims: one spiritual, through 
the foundation of churches and monasteries, and the other material, through the 
foundation of hospitals. Although the Church wanted to encourage every citizen to 
follow this discourse forged around pious and charitable actions, it was especially 
aimed at women and based on the hope they were “holy occupied”.
Secondly, the cult of these Saints further developed and increased in popularity 
with the existence of specific places where devotion materialised. As we have seen, 
the wide variety of sites with a supernatural capacity exceeded ecclesiastical control, 
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and were not only to be found in Church, convent and monastery graves, but in 
collective beliefs and sensibilities which placed them in different areas of the cities.
The enumeration of loca sanctorum in the sources examined had more than one 
meaning: as well as proving how the cult of these Saints grew, it had an advertising 
intention based on well-established “urban patriotism”.
Although the Hispanic Passionary already illustrated the geography of holiness, the 
stories extolded the greatness of Seville in accordance with the possession of relics 
and the “tangible presence” of its Saints, by sacralising their areas. Furthermore, 
because this “home” or local “pride” was linked to the possession of relics, a struggle 
between cities to claim such sacred treasures became inevitable.
Perhaps in light of these urban rivalries or disputes, in the historiographical 
sources of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries authors suggested a strong tie 
between these Saints and a certain place whose epicentre was Seville, from where 
they exercised a wide radius of action. These writers sought to strengthen this 
association with their homeland, by comparing the number of churches, shrines, 
guilds and hospitals with those of other religious centres who were also trying to 
consecrate and legitimise their sacred areas through relics and institutions placed 
under these Saints’ advocation and by holding festivities dedicated to them. So, for 
example, in accordance with Saint Isidore and the Mozarabic missal and breviary, it 
is said that the “solemnísima” was the celebration the Sevillians had held for Justa 
and Ruffina since Gothic times. What is more, after the Christians had recovered 
the city, they continued to celebrate this day, however with greater honour and 
cult, by holding famous processions and carrying the Saints’ images. The Sevillians, 
who turned these Saints into their most emblematic symbols undoubtedly extolded 
their city as their “temporal and spiritual homeland”, as proven by a wide range of 
iconographical representations.
Thirdly, this discourse about hagiographical wonders which was added to the 
historiographical genre has been used to consolidate and perpetuate the memory 
of how these Saints protected Seville, and to record their gestas [songs of heroic 
deeds]. It has been effective in strengthening the bond the Saints have had with 
Sevillians since the past and continue to have in the present, as well as guaranteeing 
their identity in the future because they have become associated with community 
cohesion. It also played an essential role because, through the knowledge of 
supernatural events transmitted orally and in writing, piety and devotion were 
encouraged giving new impetus to the Christian faith.
This association between relics, images and aid —demonstrated through 
miracles— has been studied in depth by historiographical sources in which we can 
distinguish three areas where the Saints acted or intervened: illness, danger and 
fear. This recopilation of stories, which displays their protection and updates their 
mediating and active role as patrons of Seville, shows us that all Sevillian hope 
was deposited in them and that the miracles were proof of God's solicitous and 
continuous care of this urban community. 
Hagiography has contributed the origins of cities’ greatness and excellence and 
that of their communities’ pious actions to medieval, modern and, more specifically, 
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urban historiography. In our case —as in many others— the martyr Saints decisively 
contributed to the construction of the symbolic and religious image of Seville. As 
leading “daughters and citizens” of the city, and the first martyrs of the Roman 
period, they took on a first class historical role because they did not only make 
Christianity triumph in their “homeland”, but placed Seville in the Sacred History 
and gave examples of pious actions which flourished amongst its devote inhabitants 
and became essential arguments of Sevillian pride. 
III PART
THE PAST EXPLAINED 
AND RECREATED
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abstract
“The Lord of the Rings” by J. R. R. Tolkien offers a magnificent panorama of 
imagined worlds, yet this epic story has very little description of meals. The prosaic 
but, as it turns out, heroic hobbits are oriented to comfort, which includes frequent 
dining, but once beyond the pleasant confines of the Shire, the narrative and 
descriptions involve beings who are either too evil, too grand or too preoccupied to 
eat. An exceptional moment, from which the article takes its title, is a debate over 
raw versus cooked food between two principle and otherwise opposed characters, 
Sam and Gollum.
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J. R. R. Tolkien, author of what is arguably the most popular work of serious fiction 
written in the twentieth century, was an eminent scholar of medieval philology and 
literature.1 It is obvious that the culture, diction and word-forms of the northern 
Middle Ages infuse “The Lord of the Rings” and its allied works, and so, logically, 
attempts have been made to interest students in medieval literature via Tolkien's 
imagination.2 Yet medieval cookery plays no role in creating the atmosphere of 
Middle-earth in Tolkien's grand narrative.3 There are banquets, minstrels, singing, 
poetry and generally all manner of medieval ceremonial, but the gastronomic 
content of the great feasts is invisible since they are provided by elves and the most 
high-born men of Middle-earth whose interest in the consuming body is minimal. 
In fact not very much food of any sort is on offer in the “Lord of the Rings”. What 
meals there are consist of rather basic items such as bread, cheese, bacon and fruit 
and the only group interested in the pleasures of the table are the hobbits of the 
Shire. 
To be sure, a number of feasts are celebrated in the course of “The Lord of 
the Rings”, but scant account is given of any specific foods included on these 
occasions. This is in part due to Tolkien's mastery at evoking vivid scenes without 
obtrusive or burdensome detail. Part of the magic of imagined worlds is that the 
mundane aspects of life, such as the constant need for sustenance, don’t have to 
be meticulously accounted for. In “The Hobbit”, a predecessor to “The Lord of the 
Rings”, the marvelous is encountered by relatively prosaic hobbits and dwarves and 
because hobbits are fussy about regular and tasty meals, there is much more to say 
about dining (or the misfortunes of not dining) than in the more grandiose epic. The 
members of this first quest (undertaken for treasure and not to save the world), are 
often famished. In “The Hobbit”, sinister and supernatural characters (elves, trolls, 
even the wizard Gandalf) are depicted as eating ordinary food. In the three books of 
“Lord of the Rings”, however, the meals become scarce and there is little mention of 
food at all as the perilous journey moves far from the Shire.
If a concern with food is one of the chief characteristics of hobbits and an emblem of 
their likeable ordinariness, it is also part of their early twentieth century Englishness 
whose contrast with the tropes of epic and romance are a central conceit of Tolkien's 
1. Among the most useful general studies of Tolkien's works and their enduring popularity are: White, 
Michael. Tolkien: A Biography. London: Penguin, 2001; Shippey, Tom. J. R. R. Tolkien: Author of the Century. 
New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2000; Rosebury, Brian. Tolkien: A Cultural Phenomenon. New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2003; Curry, Patrick. Defending Middle-earth: Tolkien, Myth and Modernity. Edinburgh: Floris 
Books, 1997.
2. Lee, Stuart D.; Solopova, Elizabeth. The Keys of Middle-earth: Discovering Medieval Literature through the 
Fiction of J. R. R. Tolkien. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005.
3. The absence of sophisticated cooking in Tolkien's works also reflects his personal tastes. He once wrote 
of himself, “I am in fact a ‘Hobbit’ (in all but size). I like gardens, trees and unmechanized farmlands; I 
smoke a pipe, and like good plain food (unrefrigerated), but detest French cooking...”, The Letters of J. R. 
R. Tolkien, Humphrey Carpenter, J. R. R. Tolkien, Christopher Tolkien, eds. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1981: 288-289. For a further discussion of Tolkien's personal tastes see the entry on Food and Drink in: 
The J. R. R. Tolkien Companion and Guide, Christina Scull, Wayne G. Hammond, eds. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 2006: I, 320-321.
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Middle-earth and part of the appeal of his books. It isn’t appropiate do for hobbits 
to express their love of dining by doing so on medieval food, because they function 
as characters who have modern sensibilities (or at least those contemporary with 
Tolkien's preferences) who are thus an effective means of interpretation of a fantastic 
world tinged by medieval literature, but not slavishly based on it.
Landscape, memory, and weather are more important in “The Lord of the Rings” 
than the minutiae of everyday life. The familiar must be balanced with the fantastic 
and the fantastic can’t be too literally medieval. It won’t do to have banquets 
that involve dishes that are too familiar as that spoils the sense of distance and 
otherness, but at the same time, having already invented languages, geographies 
and creatures, too much attention to a wholly unfamiliar cuisine would make 
Middle-earth an excessively mapped-out world. Yet if the food is too consistently 
medieval, the uncanny and evocative but unpredictable appeal of Tolkien's world 
would be in danger of having an archaic rather than an imaginative atmosphere. 
Tolkien was adept at rationing out his medieval inspiration so that although broken 
swords, subterranean miner-dwarves and herb-lore are taken from the literature 
of the Middle Ages, the imagined Middle-earth is considerably more than a neo-
medieval fancy.4
If the food of Middle-earth were to seem too much like that of medieval Europe 
(swans, game, spices) this might look like excessively literal borrowing from the 
Middle Ages. On the other hand, if the food were too fanciful, the story would 
take on the coloration of science fiction: making it part of an alternate and hence 
possibly irrelevant universe.5 “The Lord of the Rings” is a fantasy, but an erudite, 
controlled, complex and compelling one created through selective yet vivid details 
and atmosphere.
Scenes involving meals in “Lord of the Rings” highlight the hobbits’ affinity with 
cultivated and pleasantly scenic nature over and against the supernatural realm, 
exemplified by the elves and other beneficent fantastic creatures such as the Ents 
as well as the anti-natural force of the Dark Lord, Sauron. Each of the three tiers 
in Tolkien's cosmology (immortal elves, humans and hobbits, and the evil beings 
controlled by Sauron) has a mode of food consumption specific to it and changes 
in character arcs are signified in part by changes in what and how they eat as they 
move up or down within the system. Frodo loses his hobbit's preoccupation with 
food as he approaches Mordor and Mount Doom; Gollum has fallen from a hobbit-
like state of normal appetite to an eagerness for disgusting food; Saruman's descent 
is marked by an appetite for physical sustenance inappropriate for a wizard in good 
standing. Throughout the epic, however, different sorts of beings are associated with 
different levels of interest in food. The major contrast is between the hobbits, through 
whose eyes the story is told, and almost everyone else. The hobbits enjoy and think 
4. On Tolkien and the Middle Ages see the essays edited in: Chance, Jane. Tolkien the Medievalist. London: 
Routledge, 2003.
5. See Tolkien's comments on the first feature films of The Lord of the Rings for an explanation of his dislike 
of “scientification” in stories, The Letters of J. R. R. Tolkien...: 270-277.
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about food (although not in great detail) while everyone else either doesn’t require 
physical nourishment because of their supernatural power, or merely subsists.
There is some food and actually quite a lot of drink in the story, but not consistently. 
Bread, cheese, fruit, smoked or salted pork, honey, milk, wine and beer are the most 
frequently mentioned fare, simple items plausible in both a medieval and a modern 
setting. There are some exceptions and we will discuss the anomaly of the only 
significant cooked meal in “Lord of the Rings”: the rabbit stew Sam prepares on the 
border of Mordor. 
As we’ve said, the story is not bogged down by meticulous description of 
accoutrements or consumption. The beauty and horror of Middle-earth are vividly 
depicted but not its economy or the details of its material culture. One should not 
inquire too closely about how agriculture, land-tenure or the supply and distribution 
of goods function in Middle-earth. There are whole regions and many episodes in 
which the logistics of food are ignored completely.6 How, for example, do the hosts 
of evil land of Mordor survive? While Mordor as seen by the hobbits is almost 
completely desolate, Tolkien tells his readers in an aside that there were agricultural 
territories around Mordor's inland sea of Núrnen worked by slaves to feed the 
armies of orcs as well as tributary lands to the south and east7. The treacherous 
wizard Saruman's orcs, the Uruk-hai, have some kind of bread and unpleasant raw 
meat. The captured hobbits Merry and Pippin are also given an invigorating drink 
by the orc captain Uglúk, but there is no visible production of anything other than 
weapons in Sauron's Mordor or Saruman's Isengard and not much in the way of a 
culture of consumption other than that expressed by a lust for pillage8.
Not all supernatural beings are devoid of appetite. The hideous giant spider 
Shelob eats almost anything, including the odd orc, and has the spider's custom of 
consuming her prey alive, but that is her ravenous nature9. It is fine for supernatural 
beings to require nourishment if this forms part of their horrifying character, so that 
obviously vampires (into which Sauron transforms briefly)10, depend on the blood 
of the living, but unless a supernatural entity is defined by its disturbing means of 
subsistence, it can’t participate in the banality of ordinary dining without losing 
some of its formidable aura.11 This is true for both good as well as evil characters. The 
wizard Gandalf, one of the spiritual “Maiar” sent in disguise to Middle-earth by the 
(essentially divine) “Valar,” clearly doesn’t need food as he spends months isolated 
6. Tolkien remarked in a letter to Naomi Mitchison that the economic organization of Middle Earth could 
be largely inferred without taking up much room in the story, The Letters of J. R. R. Tolkien...: 196-197.
7. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1955: II, ii, 201.
8. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1954: III, iii, 35.
9. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Silmarillion. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1977: 73-77. The voracity of spiders 
is exemplified by Ungoliant, the mother of all spiders (including Shelob) who allies with Melkor in 
“The Darkening of Valinor” before trying to eat both the Silmarils and Melkor as well. She eventually 
consumes herself. On the relationship between eating and being devoured, see: Burns, Marjorie. Perilous 
Realms: Celtic and Norse in Tolkien's Middle-earth. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005: 156-171.
10. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Silmarillion...: 175.
11. Burns, Marjorie. Perilous Realms...: 160-163 lists ways that Tolkien's heroes find themselves in danger 
of being eaten.
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on a platform high up in Saruman's tower of Orthanc and his “rebirth” after casting 
down the fiendish Balrog involves weeks without any visible nutrition. Neither can 
the Balrog, whose essence is fire, be imagined as hungry in the ordinary sense. It is 
also difficult to think of Sauron, the Dark Lord, sitting down to a hum-drum lunch 
in his tower of Barad-dûr. In the more completely visionary and supernatural works 
of Tolkien's such as “The Silmarillion”, there is no food except for that consumed 
by the human heroes Turin and Beren (the latter is a vegetarian). Nourishment 
is mentioned at points essential to character development, but is limited to the 
mortals12.
Ordinary beings have moderate but keen physical appetites and this is part of 
what defines their ordinariness. Thus hobbits, who despite a few slightly fantastic 
traits are the most ordinary beings in the story (or certainly “English” ordinary circa 
1910), eat for pleasure (stuffing oneself is referred to as “filling up the corners”). 
We first meet Bilbo Baggins in “The Hobbit” rushing about distractedly finding 
eggs, pork pie, apple-tart, mince-pie, cheese, salad, cakes, tomatoes and even wine 
and coffee for his uninvited dwarf guests. The dwarves are sufficiently mortal and 
greedy to desire the sustenance, but they also make fun of Bilbo's preoccupation 
with his well-organized larder and crockery. “The Hobbit”, in contrast to “The Lord 
of the Rings”, is full of food which is both a source of pleasure and a constant 
problem as adventures mean skipped meals and even prolonged deprivation. Bilbo 
frets that while it is tea-time at his home in the Shire, he has little or nothing to eat 
on his adventure. There's not much cooking in “The Hobbit” and rather more in the 
way of English pub lunches than hot dinners, but quite a few meals are described. 
The elves of Mirkwood import wine and dine on roast meat; the horrible trolls eat 
hobbits and dwarves, but also more prosaic things such as mutton, cheese, and 
bacon. The shape-changing Beorn has an imagined bear's diet of honey, cream and 
mead. Even Gandalf is shown as occasionally hungry13. Already, however, there 
is a sense that the comfortable world of the Shire is where food (and tobacco) are 
readily obtained and appreciated while the wild lands and the pursuit of honor and 
gain are inhospitable to gastronomic enjoyment. The last words of the dying dwarf 
king Thorin Oakenshield are addressed to Bilbo: “If more of us valued food and 
cheer and song above hoarded gold, it would be a merrier world...14”. 
In contrast to “The Hobbit”, and in keeping with its less cozy, starker and more 
spiritual tone, “The Lord of the Rings” unfolds with decreasing culinary visibility. 
The Shire has gluttonous celebrations, but beyond its borders the food seems to run 
out. There is still a contrast between the hobbits’ appreciation of a good meal and 
the indifference of almost everyone else to the pleasures of the table. The creatures 
of the great world outside the Shire (with a few ravenous exceptions) are either 
morally too low or too high to be bothered with eating. When Merry wakes up 
12. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Silmarillion...: 164, 199. See Beren's vow to kill no animal that is not in the 
service of Morgoth and Turin's disgrace at the feasting table of Menegroth. 
13. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Hobbit. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1937: 44, 54, 121, 137, 188.
14. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Hobbit...: 299.
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after his near-death experience of confronting Sauron's great servant, the Lord of 
the Nazgûl, his first observation in response to the question of how he's feeling is 
to say “I am hungry,” showing both his resilience and essential nature15. Amidst the 
wreckage of Saruman's city of Isengard, Merry and Pippin are mocked by Gandalf 
and Gimli the dwarf for their tranquil pleasure in eating. Undaunted, the hobbits 
partake of a second lunch of captured salt-pork, bacon, butter, honey and bread 
that Saruman had stored for his human employees16. True, the elf Legolas joins the 
hobbits on this occasion (along with the Gimli and the man Aragorn), but there 
is not much other evidence that elves, at any rate, do much eating away from the 
tables of the wise Elrond's house in Rivendell. The Mirkwood elves in “The Hobbit” 
like to eat and especially to drink, but the High Elves of “The Lord of the Rings”, 
though hospitable and festive, live in a more numinous world.
Reticence about food with regard to the great and good protagonists is 
characteristic of medieval literature. In Tolkien's favorite Anglo-Saxon works such 
as “Beowulf” or “The Battle of Maldon” drink and festivities occur, but no food 
is mentioned except what the horrific Grendel and his mother consume (in their 
case human beings). Feasts occur in the chivalric romances and the requisite game 
and highly spiced dishes are served, but it is in the character of knights to lack base 
appetites and of peasants to be vulnerable to hunger and other bodily needs. The 
upper classes, especially the lovelorn, exist outside the framework of the ordinary 
struggle for existence. In the romances of Chretien de Troyes or the stories of Marie 
de France, the landscape is dotted with splendid castles, but no one seems to be 
working the land; clothes and furnishings are elegant, but meals are ceremonies 
rather than gastronomic events.
In a few medieval works of literature characters from the upper classes dwell 
lovingly on luxury food, but these gourmands are not admirable. The higher clergy 
were thought especially liable to inappropriate gourmandise. In Antoine de la 
Salle's romance “Jehan de Saintré” of 1456, a low-born abbé is passionately and 
sinfully devoted to cuisine. He and Jehan compete for the favors of the Dame des 
Belles Cousines. The abbé offers her roasted lamprey en croute, soles roasted, fried 
and boiled with orange verjus, and eels in galantine. He also proposes spiced wine 
(hippocras), and toast with “poudre de duc” which included cinnamon and sugar 
and had supposedly sexually simulative properties.17 Preoccupation with food is 
here comical and the abbé, whatever his pretensions to connoisseurship, possesses 
a fundamentally peasant appetite.
15. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: I, viii, 145.
16. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers...: III, ix, 161-164.
17. de la Salle, Antoine. Jehan de Saintré, Joël Blanchard, ed. Paris: Librairie Générale Française, 1995: 
436-438. See: Szkilnik, Michelle. “Nourriture et blasons dans ‘Jehan de Saintré’ d’Antoine de la Salle 
(1456)”. Fifteenth Century Studies, 16 (2001): 83-99. For food in other late-medieval romances see: 
Hyvernat, George. “Un repas princier à la fin du XVe siècle d’après le ‘Roman de Jehan de Paris’”, Manger 
et boire au Moyen Âge. Nice: Université de Nice, 1984: 261-265; Planche, Alice. “La table comme signe de 
la classe: le témoignage du ‘Roman du Comte d’Anjou’”, Manger et boire au Moyen Âge...: 239-260.
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Susceptibility to hunger and the ordinary demands of the physical world is the 
mark of lower-class mediocrity in medieval literature and in “The Lord of the Rings”. 
Hobbits and men who are not great warriors often feel hungry or tired while those 
referred to as the “great” or the “wise” (but also the evil) are never famished and 
seldom fatigued. Some exceptional commodities do excite desire across an unusually 
wide spectrum of the Middle-earth population. Pipeweed (using this term rather 
than “tobacco” which appears in “The Hobbit”) 18 is something that hobbits, men, 
dwarves and even wizards (both Gandalf and Saruman) crave not exactly a food 
item, but something involving appetite and internal bodily pleasure. It is a product 
of the Shire and so identified with hobbits and materiality, but it is also prized by a 
range of other sorts of beings. In the midst of his conspiracies Saruman has taken 
the trouble to acquire it.
More commonly, however, the great are preoccupied with power, ideas and 
passions while the lesser folk wonder where their next meal is coming from.19 As 
the hobbit Ring-bearer Frodo becomes transfixed by the Ring and the struggle of 
the quest, he grows less hobbit-like, less interested in hearing about food and water 
supply problems and closer to entering into the power of the Ring. In the last ordeal 
Frodo's companion Sam is the exclusive manager of the real world of physical 
survival and it is he who procures water and rations it along with their elven 
lembas bread and the soldier's fare provided for them by Faramir, the commander 
of Gondor. 
This contrast between master and servant is reminiscent of the more comical 
pair Don Quixote and Sancho Panza. The impractical knight takes no thought of 
nourishment, for his books and quest have made him indifferent to food, whereas 
Sancho is perpetually trying to manage to acquire something to eat. Once he has 
become ruler of his “island,” Sancho's doctor won’t allow him to eat anything so his 
peasant appetite is unable to profit from his apparent rise in fortune.
On a prosaic level there is plenty of beer and ale in the Shire and on its borders. 
Pippin regrets that the detour to avoid the Black Riders means they won’t be 
able to stop at the “Golden Perch” in Stock (“the best beer in the Eastfarthing”)20. 
Opportunities to describe what is served at feasts, however, are not taken up by 
Tolkien. The fêtes at Rivendell, the coronation banquet at Gondor, and the farewell 
meal at Lórien are grand events, but no menus are given. There is more information 
about drink than food in “The Lord of the Rings”, so that Elrond at Rivendell and 
the elves of Lórien are shown consuming a restorative cordial called miruvor, but 
here again, it would be inappropriate to imagine such ethereal beings as elves 
tucking into a meal. The Ent or “tree-herder” Treebeard drinks an “Ent-draught” 
18. In fact The Hobbit ends with Bilbo reaching for his tobacco jar and exclaiming “thank goodness” at 
being told that he is quite a minor figure in the world's doings.
19. The exception, as in so many other instances, is in the house of Tom Bombadil and his wife Goldberry. 
They are ur-supernatural beings who have been part of Middle-earth longer than anyone, but they enjoy 
and serve cream, honey, bread, butter, milk, cheese, herbs and berries. This is natural food that doesn’t 
involve cooking, but nevertheless it is recognizable to humans or hobbits. 
20. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Fellowship of the Ring. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1954: I, iii, 97.
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that soothes and energizes the hobbits Merry and Pippin21. This encounter of mortal 
beings with marvelous nourishment takes away the hobbits’ ordinary hunger for 
the time being and in the long term causes them to grow taller. 
Under ordinary circumstances the hobbits have the appetites of the better-off 
sort of rustics, yet if they live in a comfortable environment of mild gluttony, their 
actual cuisine remains a mystery. The great party that opens the tale involves lots of 
provisioning, open-air kitchens, the recruitment of cooks from nearby inns, but there 
is no mention of any specific food in the Shire except when Farmer Maggot serves 
Frodo and his companions bacon and mushrooms22. 
At the inn at Bree the hobbits dine on unspecified hot soup, unspecified cold 
meats, bread, butter, cheese, but also (more elaborately) a blackberry tart. Bree is a 
borderland, where both hobbits and men live, but beyond, as the journey becomes 
more magical, food almost evaporates. English farmhouse cuisine gives way to no 
food, or at least no visible food. There are things that allow for subsistence on the 
road, such as cram, a chewy kind of hard bread or biscuit, and its more elegant Elvish 
cousin lembas which comes in the form of thin cakes wrapped in leaves. But these 
were originally conveniences to explain how provisioning in the wilderness and 
desert is accomplished, although lembas gradually evolved in Tolkien's imagination 
into something much greater.23
There are not so many men in “The Hobbit”, which is populated mostly by 
dwarves, elves and hobbits, but the grander scheme of “The Lord of the Rings” 
involves the triumph of men and the eventual passing of many other beings into 
oblivion. It is noteworthy then that men, mortal and grasping though they may 
be, are seldom depicted eating or displaying any particular interest in food. In the 
Peter Jackson movie trilogy Denethor, Steward of Gondor, is shown eating alone, 
greedily, a sign of his obdurate selfishness and unreason and although this is quite a 
compelling cinematic image, it is not part of Tolkien's portrayal. In the book Denethor 
interrogates Pippin, giving him wine to drink and white cakes to eat. Pippin finds 
this snack far from adequate after the long ride with Gandalf from Isengard. Neither 
Gandalf nor Denethor shows the slightest interest in food during this interview and 
eventually Pippin obtains from the tower guard Beregond the usual modified English 
“Ploughman's Lunch” of bread, butter, cheese and apples (along with wine)24. The 
extension of the absence of food to the human world is partly in order to highlight the 
“humanity” and attractive but deceptive ordinariness of hobbits. Humans like to drink 
(as at the inn in Bree) and presumably eat as well, but it is only the humans at the 
borders of the Shire, men such as the innkeeper Barliman Butterbur and his tavern 
patrons, who are shown as enjoying food.
21. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers...: III, iv, 57.
22. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Fellowship of the Ring...: I, iv, 93.
23. The Letters of J. R. R. Tolkien...: 288. Tolkien describes how lembas evolved in his mind from a device 
for sustaining characters in the wilderness to a viaticum with links to the medieval Eucharist. See also 
the entry on lembas in The Peoples of Middle-Earth, Christopher Tolkien, ed. Boston: Harper Collins, 1996: 
403-408 for more information on its cultural and quasi-religious significance.
24. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: V, I, 29-35.
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Hobbits then are naturally (or at least culturally) fond of food and it is a mark 
of Frodo's ordeal that he is permanently affected by the darkness of his burden. He 
has entered the furthest into the non-hobbit supernatural and in Mordor is unable to 
remember tastes or other aspects of the sensory world as the Ring's power over him 
increases25. Even after the Ring has been destroyed Frodo cannot enjoy the restoration 
of safety and beauty. Although this is put in terms of the landscape of the Shire and in 
contrast with Sam's pleasure in his return (and speedy settling down to family life), the 
magnificent larder of the Baggins residence, we can surmise, is not what it once was.
Amid the general turning away from food in the marvelous lands of Middle-
earth there is one exceptional moment in which cooking is suddenly thrust into 
the foreground. In the chapter entitled “Of Herbs and Stewed Rabbit,” Frodo, Sam 
and Gollum have arrived in Ithilien, a surprisingly charming region given its close 
proximity to the dread realm of Mordor. Sam cooks rabbits hunted by Gollum, and 
the two have a Lévi-Straussian colloquy about the virtues of raw versus cooked food, 
a scene that has obtained a certain cult following because of Sam's longing for “taters” 
and Gollum's memorable question, “What's taters precious, eh, what's taters?” Sam 
spells it out “Po--ta--toes” and then observes that potatoes are “the Gaffer's delight, 
and rare good ballast for an empty belly.” Sam goes on to express a longing for fish 
and chips. In the closest thing to friendship that has or will exist between Sam and 
Gollum, the former proposes that if Gollum behaves himself and turns over a new 
leaf, he’ll cook him some fried fish and chips. “You couldn’t say no to that,” to which 
Gollum responds “Yes, yes we could. Spoiling nice fish, scorching it. Give me fish now 
and keep nasty chips!” Sam ends the discussion by exclaiming, “You’re hopeless, get 
some sleep26”.
Gollum is described as originally a member of a people like hobbits who lived by 
the Great River. He partakes of the same earthly nature as Sam but has descended to 
a lower level through his greed and the overpowering mastery of the Ring which he 
possessed for many years. Gollum's taste has suffered accordingly and he is capable of 
eating things hobbits (or humans) would fine repulsive or impossible. In “The Hobbit” 
Gollum is depicted as eating orcs when he could get them to supplement his diet of 
raw fish, and his desire to make a meal out of Bilbo demonstrates his eagerness to 
engage in something approaching cannibalism27. In “Lord of the Rings”, traversing the 
Dead Marshes, Gollum roots through the slime under the rocks for his meal and Sam 
has reason to suspect that he has at least tried to eat the corpses of the swamp that 
create the marsh-lights28. 
Yet there are things Gollum refuses to eat. He has sought out a meal in the muck 
in preference to the offer of the elves’ lembas bread, the mere smell of which made 
him ill29. Gollum's own choices, in addition to his long association with the Ring, 
25. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: VI, ii, 195.
26. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers...: IV, iv, 263.
27. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Hobbit...: 80.
28. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers...: IV, ii, 235-236.
29. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers...: IV, ii, 229.
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have caused him to fall below his original proto-hobbit nature so that he prefers 
raw or even rotten meat to cooked food. When the orcs of Mordor caught sight of 
him they associated him with no less depraved a gastronome than Shelob. Gollum 
is so far below the numinous nature represented by the elves that food associated 
with their magical realm sickens and revolts him. Frodo is speaking about more than 
gastronomy when he comments that the way-bread of the elves would do Gollum 
some good if he would only try it30. 
It's not remarkable that Sam would take pleasure in stewed rabbits or that Frodo 
would be pleasantly stupefied but only vaguely aware of the meal. The missing potatoes 
are surprising, however because their absence (or rather presence in the narrative) 
brings up the question, usually deftly avoided, of Middle-earth's relationship or likeness 
to medieval Europe. On the one hand there were no potatoes in Europe before the 
arrival of the Spanish in the New World and only in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries did potatoes become a common item and then a staple. On the other, Middle-
earth is not literally medieval Europe, after all, so there's no compelling reason why 
there shouldn’t be potatoes (just as there is something very much like New-World 
tobacco). The absent potatoes of Ithilien function as another form of Shire nostalgia. 
More remarkable is that Sam's food longing then extends to Fish and Chips, a 
modern British favorite. Fried fish as street food appeared only in the 1830s (a fried 
fish warehouse is mentioned in Dickens’ “Oliver Twist”). Potatoes were also offered 
as poor-people's takeaway food in the 1840s, but not until 1860 at the earliest were 
the two combined.31 Fish and Chips has been a modern urban working-class pleasure 
and sustenance, not part of the sensory patrimony of the countryside and Tolkien 
of course knew this. The introduction of such a jarring token of lower-class urban 
culture of contemporary Britain is different from the casual mention of coffee and 
tea in “The Hobbit”. Fish and Chips are part of the hobbits’ “humanity” as against 
the habits of fantastic and sinister creatures, but the dish is not only unmedieval, 
but requires a lot of quick heat, quantities of oil and special cooking equipment to 
prepare, unlike anything else served up in Middle-earth.
Reality (within the fictional world) soon returns. The rabbits/coneys are eaten 
without the potatoes, the fire has attracted notice, and the encounter with Faramir is 
ushered in. Held and questioned by the commander of Gondor, the hobbits eat again 
in the cave behind the waterfall, and despite the earlier rabbit hors d’oeuvre they are 
still desperately hungry. The second meal consists of yellow wine, bread, butter, salted 
meat, dried fruit and red cheese32. After an interlude of actual cooking we’re back to 
unadorned, minimally prepared food.
The final stage of the journey, into and within Mordor, involves a sustained ascent 
from nature into super-nature, but some form of nourishment remains imperative. 
Frodo and Sam begin by eating the provisions supplied by Faramir since they are 
30. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers...: IV, ii, 229.
31. Spencer, Colin. British Food: An Extraordinary Thousand Years of History. New York: Grub Street, 2002: 
264-266.
32. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers...: IV, iii, 285.
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perishable as well as less potent than the lembas bread given to them by Galadriel33. 
Following Frodo's imprisonment and during the escape from the tower of Círith 
Ungol he corrects Sam's opinion that the orcs, who are evil, must eat poison. The 
orcs as a race began life as higher creatures. Tolkien hints that they were once elves 
who were captured and twisted by the dark powers. Since the darkness cannot 
create life, neither can it devise new forms of sustenance or make its slaves immune 
to hunger and thirst34. In fact, Mordor's military water-supply depots make the dry, 
thirsty journey across the plain of Gorgoroth possible for Frodo and Sam. 
Nearing the end of the quest, the two hobbits rely entirely on the lembas bread 
to keep them alive and Tolkien highlights the difference between natural and 
supernatural sustenance.
The lembas had a virtue without which they would long ago have lain down to 
die. It did not satisfy desire, and at times Sam's mind was filled with the memories 
of food, and the longing for simple bread and meats. And yet this waybread of 
the Elves had a potency that increased as travelers relied on it alone and did not 
mingle it with other foods. It fed the will, and it gave strength to endure, and to 
master sinew and limb beyond the measure of mortal kind35. 
Tolkien's understanding of lembas as a single sustaining element also has precedents 
in medieval religious literature. In “The Lives of the Desert Fathers”, a chronicle of 
Egyptian hermits in the late antique and early medieval periods, the monks are often 
described as living entirely on the consecrated host for extended periods of time 
while their bodily health is not only sustained but improved by the practice.36 Sam's 
perception of Frodo's elf-like appearance at this stage marks the transition from the 
natural world of hobbit-life into the supernatural world of creatures that live beyond 
mortal appetites and needs.37 Yet, once the Ring is destroyed and Frodo and Sam give 
themselves up for dead, longing for the Shire (and, importantly, its food) is the most 
poignant emotion for Sam and he is only too happy to descend back into the natural 
world once his task is complete38. 
Two other characters take a journey in the opposite direction toward anti-nature 
and their diets change accordingly. Saruman, a Maia like Gandalf and one of five 
wizards entrusted with the care of Middle-earth and its protection against the 
Enemy, betrayed that trust and attempted to carve out a realm to rule as his own in 
33. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Two Towers...: IV, vii, 305.
34. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Silmarillion...: 50.
35. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: VI, ii, 213.
36. Abba Sourous is recorded as eating only food given to him by angels for the rest of his life following 
his conversion while the monk John ate only the Communion brought to him by the priest on Sundays 
for three years: Russell, Norman. The Lives of the Desert Fathers: The Historia Monachorum in Aegypto. Oxford: 
Mowbray, 1981: 83, 93.
37. Frodo takes on the appearance of a shining Elf-lord when he commands Gollum to allow him to 
complete his quest.
38. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: VI, ix, 311. Sam is granted the closing line of the trilogy when 
he returns from the Gray Havens to Shire and his growing family after watching Bilbo and Frodo sail into 
the west, “Well, I’m back.”
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defiance of both Sauron and the Order of Wizards39. So long as he had pretensions 
to greatness his predilection for bodily pleasures remained a secret. However, once 
he is overthrown, Saruman's descent from the supernatural into the natural world 
becomes obvious and Tolkien signifies this through, among other things, his eating 
habits. We have already mentioned the pipeweed from the Shire which made its 
illicit way to Isengard before the war, and when the hobbits finally confront the 
mysterious Sharky in Bag End they discover a well-fed Saruman40. Once he is killed 
they find out that his many ascetic ordinances were inspired not by a desire to 
eliminate gastronomic pleasures but to reserve them for himself and his cronies41. 
Saruman's creature, the treacherous human, Gríma “Wormtongue,” began as 
a lesser soul than Saruman and falls even further. Though he enjoyed the best 
of Théoden's table at Meduseld, Wormtongue is reduced by Saruman to near 
starvation in the Shire and stripped of his dignity as a human being. Shortly before 
Wormtongue murders him, Saruman hints that Gríma had resorted to something 
as terrible as eating hobbits after Saruman forced him to kill Lotho Baggins in 
Bag End42. This episode recalls Gollum's actions in the Dead Marshes and together 
Wormtongue and Gollum represent the nadir of the gastronomic scale, low points 
for two important character arcs. Their desire for the flesh of rational creatures has 
put them on the level with orcs, trolls and spiders. Each of these three, Saruman, 
Wormtongue, and Gollum, falls below his created state and this is reflected in their 
changing diets.
While carefully rationing out his knowledge of the European agrarian economy 
of the Middle Ages, Tolkien was able to employ differential attitudes toward food 
as a device for illustrating a tripartite moral and ontological system that governed 
his Middle-earth. The hobbits, with whom we identify in part because they love 
their victuals, are flanked on either side by those who are above the need for 
that particular pleasure, such as elves and wizards, and those who are unable or 
unwilling to rise to it, such as Gollum and Wormtongue.
Food is thus symbolically important in “Lord of the Rings”, despite its relative 
scarcity. With the notable exception of the stewed rabbit, the food that is mentioned 
is mostly uncooked or cured and could serve as the basis for either a medieval 
or modern meal. The absence of food in part serves to avoid burdening the story 
with an excessively medieval aura but it also underlines the transition from the 
comfortably prosaic Shire to the extraordinary realms beyond where the struggle 
over fate of the world tends, except for a few key moments, to obscure the question 
of what's for dinner.
39. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: VI, viii, 299.
40. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: VI, viii, 297.
41. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: VI, ix, 302.
42. Tolkien, J. R. R. The Return of the King...: VI, viii, 299.
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abstract
Although the Middle Ages is present and alive in popular culture, for instance in movies 
or other forms of entertainment such as reenactments or computer games, teaching its 
history at college level still365 requires an exercise of the imagination. The research on 
history learning in American contexts clearly suggests it: we need to find ways to make 
the study of the medieval past more locally rooted in order to create a necessary level 
of familiarity; at the same time, we need to keep it intellectually engaging and open 
to visions of diversity. The article describes the experience of teaching undergraduate 
college students the history of Medieval Europe through individual research projects 
using the city of Baltimore (USA), its buildings, monuments, museums, and the 
professional medievalists working and residing in the area. The students collaborate 
in a web-based project with texts and multimedia objects, thus building a repository 
of the knowledge they have acquired through their research projects about the urban 
landscape of this American city and its social history, and about the Middle Ages as 
an object of history but also of cultivated memory, creative inspiration and esthetic 
apreciation in contemporary America.
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In truth, the term ‘Middle Ages’ has no more than a humble pedagogical 
function, as a debatable convenience for school curriculums, or as a label for 
erudite techniques whose scope is moreover ill-defined by the traditional dates
Marc Bloch, The Historian's Craft.
To introduce college and university students to the study of the Middle Ages is 
a complex, uncertain task. One of the main difficulties derives perhaps from our 
scarce knowledge about how adult students today learn history. For instance, we 
do not know for certain which modes of communication are successful in exploring 
and building familiarity with the pre-modern past. Such familiarity can be defined as 
“an ability to recognize and situate a substantial common store of references about 
a consensually shared past”.1 Many scholars and teachers have expressed concerns 
about a current erosion of this familiarity. Without it, they argue, the difficulty of 
learning history increases at all levels of the curriculum, because a common ground 
and basic factual or chronological orientation are lacking. 
As the events, protagonists and developments of the historical period we call the 
Middle Ages take the character of arcane lore for our college students, we see the 
very resilience of popular images of “the Middle Ages.” Those images are present 
and persistent in today's changing public sphere. They are embodied in the world of 
digital fantasy games and entertainment, in movies,2 as well as in popular practices 
of reenactment and performance self-classified as “medievalish”.3 Politicians 
cultivate new uses for the ever-present adjective “medieval”.4 Occasionally, those 
images emerge in the classroom. As such, they can and have been used in teaching, 
mostly taken as by-products of the “pedagogical device” that the Middle Ages has 
not ceased to be. 
How could the latter direction become, for undergraduate students, more 
systematic and more productive as a learning mode? Such was my point of departure 
in the project I am about to present. I would like to describe here one experience 
of teaching the history of the Middle Ages by using concrete examples of American 
medievalism. “Medievalism” refers to the emergence of images and perceptions of 
the Middle Ages after the eighteenth century, including the works of scholars and 
also artistic, architectural, literary, visual and musical creations inspired by historical 
realities perceived as “medieval”. Although the first attempts at such a cultivated 
1. Rosenthal, David. “Dilemmas and Delights of Learning History”, Knowing, Teaching and Learning 
History, Peter N. Stearns, Peter Seixas, Sam Wineburg, dirs. New York-London: New York University 
Press, 2000: 64.
2. Barrio, Juan Antonio. “The Middle Ages in USA Cinema”. Imago Temporis. Medium Aevum, 2 (2008): 
229-260.
3. Those would be the numerous “medieval and Renaissance festivals”, reenactments and fairs, as well 
as forms of commercial entertainment that propose, for instance, to experience “medieval banquets and 
tournaments” staged in a theme-park environment: de Groot, Jerome. Consuming History: Historians and 
Heritage in Contemporary Popular Culture. New York: Routledge, 2008: 119-127.
4. A pervading use of “medieval analogies” can be detected, for instance, in American neoconservative 
writing of the turn of our century to classify “stateless” societies: Holsinger, Bruce. Neomedievalism, 
Neoconservatism, and the War on Terror. Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press, 2007.
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memory of the Middle Ages can be traced back to the works of antiquarians and 
writers from seventeenth-century Europe, it was in the decades preceding the 
French Revolution that a new interest for all things “medieval” emerged, for instance 
in France and in England.5 The success of the “medieval revival” in nineteenth-
century architecture and decorative arts, in Europe as well as in the Americas, is the 
most familiar aspect of medievalism in western societies. As such, this movement 
influenced the appearance of many cities of North America. As the traveler heading 
north in the Baltimore-Washington highway can observe, the first visual perception 
of the dowtown area of Baltimore includes the emblematic replica of an Italian 
gothic tower, the “Bromo-Seltzer Tower”, a fine example of this enfatuation with 
“medieval” forms. In Baltimore, and due to the “medieval revival” of the nineteenth 
century, the Middle Ages is all around us.
1. The project
The “Medieval Baltimore” project started in the context of three undergraduate 
courses covering the history of the High Middle Ages. It is currently hosted in a 
webpage accessible from the site of Towson University. The target population of 
these courses offered at a public comprehensive university consists mostly but not 
entirely of History majors who have previously taken general introductory courses 
on European History (a prerequisite), and mostly live in the metropolitan Baltimore/
Washington area. The courses also attract other students of diverse backgrounds 
and educational levels, a few graduate students, and “non-traditional” students 
interested in European studies. To clarify what type of experience these courses 
propose, we can give the example of general outcomes formulated for one of the 
courses: to analyze and interpret textual, material, and visual sources from the 
central period of the European Middle Ages (1050 to 1350 AD); to understand the 
cultural and linguistic diversity of European societies in this period; and to appreciate 
critically current historical explanations and debates regarding the environmental, 
economic, social and cultural changes occurring in Europe between the eleventh 
and the fourteenth centuries. The courses also aim to improve students’ writing 
skills. In some cases, these courses might have more specific thematic approaches, 
for instance, the history of medieval cities, or the history of women in the Middle 
Ages. They are all contained, however, within the general curriculum area of 
medieval European history. 
While researching several models and so-called “best practices” aimed at 
incorporating writing into the learning of medieval history, I explored Paul Halsall's 
inspiring web project started in the 1990s at Fordham University. One of its pages is 
a “guide of medieval New York” written by the instructor and students interested in 
5. Gossman, Lionel. Medievalism and the Ideologies of the Enlightenment. The World and Work of La Curne de 
Sainte-Palaye. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1968; Alexander, Michael. Medievalism. The Middle Ages 
in Modern England. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007.
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tracing the reflections of the medieval past in New York City.6 To develop a similar 
collaborative writing project based on the research of history students seemed 
appropriate for the undergraduate courses I teach. The research could focus on 
the urban environment of Baltimore with its abundant evocations of European 
architecture, and it could take advantage from the city's excellent museum 
resources. A first compilation of examples of neo-Gothic and neo-Romanesque 
buildings still standing in Baltimore quickly ascended to more than a dozen, and this 
sample revealed direct connections to monuments in Italy (for instance, the Lovely 
Lane church), in Spain (as in the Chizuk Amuno Synagogue), in England (as the 
Memorial Episcopal Church of Bolton Street attests) or in France (with a very early 
example of neo-Gothic revival, the Catholic Chapel of St Mary's Seminary), to name 
but a few. The Medieval section of the Walters Art Museum alone is comprised of 
several hundred artefacts in display whose places of origin can be traced to different 
regions of medieval Europe and the Mediterranean world.7 Two of the course's 
main goals mentioned above could thus be targeted: to understand the diversity of 
European societies (well represented in Baltimore's surviving architecture as well 
as its diverse museum collections), and to produce a significant amount of writing 
resulting from a contact with primary and secondary sources for the study of the 
Middle Ages. 
Learning history by exploring contemporary cities is a sound theoretical 
proposition. In a multimedia essay about Los Angeles, Philip Ethington proposed 
“historical mapping” as a practice of urban history that would achieve the combined 
tasks of “assembling knowledge about cities” and “put at our disposal a large 
collection of representations” of them. In this perspective, “the ‘terrain’ on which 
the history of a city can be apprehended is a vast landscape of the present, strewn with 
artifacts accumulated from countless ‘past’ moments of human labor”.8 Others have 
indeed used maps, both modern and old, in order to build a multilayered cartography 
of present-day cities with links to historical interpretation as devices for research 
and teaching. In these new hyperlinked maps the past can be successively “peeled 
back” in a chronological series of topologies made possible by modern cartographic 
tools.9 “Medieval Baltimore” can also evolve as another repository of assembled 
knowledge about urban America —that is, another experience of mapping the 
past by accepting artifacts and architectures as material sources revealing different 
temporal layers in the city.
6. Halsall, Paul. “Internet History Sourcebooks Project”. Fordham University. 10, December 2006. History 
Department of Fordham University. May 15 2010 <http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/med/medny.
html#IX>.
7. A good introduction to the collection can be accessed at the Walters website: <www.thewalters.org>.
8. Ethington, Philip J. “Los Angeles and the Problem of Urban Historical Knowledge. A Multimedia 
Essay”, American Historical Review (electronic version), 2000. 15, May, 2010 <http://www.usc.edu/dept/
LAS/history/historylab/LAPUHK>.
9. See for instance: Presner, Todd et alii. “Berlin: Temporal Topographies”. 2003. UCLA Center for Digital 
Humanities. 15, May, 2010 <http://www.berlin.ucla.edu/research>.
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Furthermore, a project of this type dispenses with teaching that would be done, 
so to speak, in a vacuum. Having taught medieval history at the university level 
in different countries and encountered different modes of learning, I have often 
reflected upon the ways in which teaching history can be contextually specific rather 
than made of a repertoire of fixed themes and approaches. Is the familiarity with a 
Gothic building, for instance, easier to promote in a European city than it is in the 
United States? And how much does the experience of entering a medieval palace 
or a church influence that familiarity? Such questions were in the background of 
the attempt to transform the courses by using the city of Baltimore as a venue 
for the study of the European Middle Ages. What specific pedagogic design would 
this decision entail, and what could be gained from such an approach? As I read 
the texts of nineteenth-century American authors and architects, I became aware 
that even such questions, too, had an interesting history that could be shared with 
undergraduate students. 
Some immediate concerns and requirements came to mind in the initial phase 
of project design. The project would be place-specific, resulting in a collection 
of student's contributions associated with one particular location, in this case, 
Baltimore. The teacher's expertise is not especially relevant within the local context, 
her input being largely that of a specialist in the non-local, that is, in European 
history. This did not seem detrimental to the learning process. Taking into account 
a greater degree of familiarity that the students might reveal with nineteenth- 
and twentieth-century American history, the project engaged them in research 
that mobilized areas of historical knowledge in which they were potentially more 
proficient than the instructor. As the city of Baltimore became their object of study, 
students applied that knowledge about American history to build a historical 
understanding of the place. 
To give but one example, the Lovely Lane church of downtown Baltimore is a 
well-preserved Methodist church built in the last decades of the nineteenth century 
whose façade is a replica of the medieval Benedictine abbey of Pomposa in Italy. This 
fact is pointed out in the initial list of buildings proposed to the students as objects 
of study. The knowledge about the importance of denominational and religious 
identity in nineteenth-century urban America helped some students formulate 
relevant questions about the material resources needed to undertake such an 
architectural project in Baltimore. The abbey of Pomposa, however, was to be the 
ultimate goal of their research, aiming at understanding a Benedictine community 
of monks as a medieval type of institution, and a specific human configuration. 
Such an ambitious pedagogical goal requires clarity in purpose and motivation. To 
promote the downtown areas of the city of Baltimore as an object of study, students 
must be led beyond the compilation of an artificial catalogue of monuments inserted 
in an urban landscape that is either invisible or seen as degraded and dangerous. A 
targeted didactic approach helps promote a deliberate avoidance of the search for 
the picturesque which would reinforce that isolated view of the “old buildings”. 
With that goal in mind, a general narrative is provided of how the city came to be 
what it is today, a narrative aimed at launching a contextual interpretation of the 
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specific monuments and buildings to be studied, as well as placing the collections 
of medieval art kept in the museums into that urban context as well. Inviting a 
colleague who teaches the history of Baltimore to deliver a special guest lecture 
early in the semester is one way to make this possible. By having the specialist 
lecture to the class, the history of the city is demarcated as an area of study with 
its own questions and approaches, to be explored for the specific purposes of the 
“Medieval Baltimore” project. The initial perception of a building as simply “old” 
should lead into a more systematic examination of the different layers of the past 
to be deciphered in it, a task that is not always made easier in the case of medieval 
artifacts, as it were, by the specific frame of the museum environment.
One sound point of departure for the project was the common requirement of 
the term research paper that each student has to write. The individual research 
paper is an adequate format to promote an encompassing experience for the whole 
duration of the semester. The paper is broken into several components achieved 
in successive stages, and it is a well-tested frame for the acquisition of research 
techniques as well as for the improvement of writing skills. An experiential, first-
hand contact with the tasks of research is combined, in the “Medieval Baltimore” 
project, with the suggestion that the student “look again” to places already known10 
in his or her effort of rendering familiar realities a means of connecting with the 
distant past, both in time and in space. 
The only requirement for the individual student research project, in general 
terms, is that temporally and spatially distant objects and historical entities be 
coupled for the purpose of historical enquiry. Thus the student can go from a first 
movement of historical awareness of the urban environment of Baltimore used in 
everyday life to a critical perception of the historical significance of many aspects 
(and specific buildings) of the architecture of the city, or of the many objects 
collected in its museums and other cultural institutions. This process will lead him 
to a search for specific aspects of the medieval past through a reconstruction of 
multiple articulations between past and present realities of the city of Baltimore. 
In the museum or in the art collection open to the student's visit, the objects are 
presented inside an orderly frame, already classified as “medieval” art objects or 
historical artifacts. That pedagogical vantage point is inherent to the first choice 
of subject for a significant part of the student projects. Similarly, a list of suggested 
buildings or itineraries in the older neighborhoods of Baltimore was compiled and 
made available in the syllabus or program of study for these courses. This list is, of 
course, flexible and open-ended. 
10. We borrow here the title of the inspiring book by: Dorsey, John. Look Again in Baltimore. Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005.
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Some examples of Baltimore buildings suitable 
for the project “Medieval Baltimore”
1. Lovely Lane Methodist Church (1887), St Paul and 22nd Street
2. Baltimore City Jail (1859), East Monument Street
3. Engine House number 6 (1853-54), Gay and Ensor Streets
4. Chizuk Amuno Synagogue (1876), Lloyd Street
5. Mount Vernon Methodist Church (1872), Mount Vernon and Washington 
Places
6. Emerson Bromo-Seltzer Tower (1911), West Lombard Street
7. St. Mary's Seminary Chapel (1808), 600 North Paca Street
8. Temple Oheb Shalom (1893), Eutaw Place and Lanvale Street
9. St. Paul's Episcopal Church (1854-6), Charles and Saratoga Street
10. Cathedral Church of the Incarnation (1909-47), University Parkway and St. 
Paul Street
11. Green Mount Cemetery Chapel (1856), 1501 Greenmount Avenue
12. Greek Orthodox Cathedral of the Annunciation (1889), Maryland Avenue 
and Preston Street
13. St John's Episcopal Church (1847), Huntington, 3001 Old York Road
14. Grace and St. Peter's Episcopal Church (1852), Park Avenue and Monument 
Street
15. Christ Church (1869), St Paul and Chase Streets
16. Memorial Episcopal Church (1864), Bolton Street and W. Lafayette Ave
illustRAtion 1: sAmPle list PRovided to the students.
In the remaining options of collaboration in the “Medieval Baltimore” project, 
the same strategy is adopted of proposing as a starting point a choice of feasible, 
productive objects of study. The existence of such lists obviates the relatively 
short times available for the initial choice of subject for the individual research 
projects. The advantages of this approach, however, are not only practical but also 
methodological. In other words, the museum served as a model in this project for 
the pedagogical move of constructing an ordering frame that can reveal, from the 
start, a meaningful urban landscape, but can also be analyzed critically. The research 
project, therefore, is bound to reveal the frame as well as the object itself. Categories 
such as “Gothic”, concepts requiring a historical definition such as “Abbey” or 
“Public Palace” are identified in order to show the students how historians interpret 
the past by naming, categorizing, establishing and explaining chronologies. The 
museum, as well as the list provided by the National Register of Historic Places, 
both use those same categories and concepts, and the students are encouraged to 
define and discuss them.
Another goal present from the start was to make the students’ thinking and 
research more public, ideally reaching beyond the university campus. Student term 
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papers are written to convey the knowledge that they acquired about the Middle 
Ages, in its connections with the present and the past of the city of Baltimore. The 
idea of making the best student papers available to a wider community of readers 
adds an incentive to the usual restricted academic purpose of student writing. The 
Internet is, for the students, a familiar and important place to disseminate their 
thinking. It is also an ideal place for collaboration between students of the same 
class, and even between successive divisions enrolled in the courses. For the 
purpose of dissemination of final texts, a web-based environment was created for 
the collaborative writing project that is currently fed, as a regular electronic journal 
would be, by student research done in successive semesters. Papers are classified and 
collected in an archive, after due authorization is obtained from each student, and 
they are made available to each new class as an incentive to continue the research 
already done. When a text is submitted as a finished contribution to be posted on 
the webpage, it may have several authors.
illustRAtion 2: Access PAge of the PRoJect: <httP://PAges.
toWson.edu/RcostAgo/medievAl.html>.
Adding a process of review and editing of student papers moves the learning 
process beyond the usual format and end result aiming at one single reader: the 
instructor. One of the students takes the voluntary role of general editor for several 
semesters and, modeling the process of expert or peer-reviewed publication, 
the papers are submitted for publication to an editorial board composed of the 
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instructor and the editor. This emphasis put on doing (researching, writing, but 
also revising and editing) challenges the perception that the college history course 
aims at merely “creating a copy of someone else's knowledge” of the Middle Ages 
“on the student's head”.11 Research, even if done at the undergraduate level, has 
great potential to shape the ways history is learned. The student in the “Medieval 
Baltimore” project is invited to abandon a passive role as the mere consumer of the 
ascribed meaning(s) proposed to him by the heritage monument or the museum 
object, and to appropriate himself of those realities by turning them into objects 
of historical enquiry. Publishing the result of his work, he is also led to experience 
what is at stake in a researcher's claim to authorship.
2. Three modules, three areas of collaboration
The project is currently divided (May 2010) into three modules: “Buildings”, 
“Objects” and “People”. Each area can be accessed as a separate repository of visual, 
textual and multimedia materials in the webpage. Creating distinct thematic areas 
of collaboration allows for incremental development of the different sections. Each 
section of the project also achieves specific outcomes. “Buildings” is a module 
devoted to the study of traces of the Middle Ages in Baltimore's urban landscape 
and architecture. It includes texts written, for instance, about the numerous neo-
Gothic and neo-Romanesque public and private buildings of the city, starting with 
the ones that are still standing, without necessarily disregarding in the future those 
that have disappeared. This section explores a local resource of immediate physical 
access, the buildings themselves, and it has a potential impact on the students’ 
awareness of preservation issues related to the metropolitan area.12 
“Objects” proposes the museum as a place of study, and opens up a different 
area of work to the students’ research, simultaneously revealing the practice of 
collecting in Baltimore as a form of cultivated memory of the European Middle 
Ages. This section of the project promotes or activates existing partnerships of the 
university with the museums of the city, in particular the Walters Art Museum 
11. Kolikant, Y. Ben-David. “Digital Students in a Book-oriented School: Student's Perceptions of School 
and the Usability of Digital Technology in Schools”. Educational Technology & Society, 12/2 (2009): 131-143.
12. Since the 1960s, the preservation of nineteenth-century buildings in most American cities has 
been a reality, Baltimore amongst them. Some authors have noticed the temporal coincidence between 
the Landmarks Preservation Act of 1965 and important changes in the way American architecture is 
studied, as exemplified by the publication in 1966 of Robert Venturi's Complexity and Contradiction in 
Architecture: Kaufman, Edward; Irish, Sharon. Medievalism. An Annotated Bibliography of Recent Research 
in the Architecture and Art of Britain and North America. New York-London: Garland, 1988: 44. For an 
overview of preservation in the United States, see: Wallace, Mike. “Preserving the Past: A History of 
Historic Preservation in the United States”, Mickey Mouse History and Other Essays on American Memory. 
Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1996: 178-221 (I am grateful to my colleague Patricia Anderson 
for providing some guidance in this field).
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and the Baltimore Museum of Art. Both museums host magnificent collections of 
medieval art. 
The “People” section is the third module, and its goal is to present medieval 
studies as a lively area of scholarship and research, as well as a diversified field of 
professional practice in the city of Baltimore. The student in this case takes one 
scholar or professional medievalist working in the metropolitan area —in fields as 
diverse as musicology, conservation of manuscripts, academic research in history 
or art history, paleography, costume and jewelry design, to name but a few— and 
interviews and/or follows his or her activities throughout the semester, providing 
a written or multimedia contribution about this experience for the “Medieval 
Baltimore” webpage. 
How can all of this become a helpful tool to learn about the history of the Middle 
Ages? One way to start answering this question is to make clear what this project 
is not set to achieve. As such, the collaborative research of the students does not 
aim at providing a general framework for his/her study of the history of medieval 
Europe. This framework should result from an encompassing learning experience 
that also depends on other aspects and activities of the courses, including more or 
less extensive readings of primary sources and textbooks, lectures, practical sessions 
and discussions, etc. Instead, the project simply collects the provisional results of 
multiple connections established by the students among present entities —the 
building, the museum artifact, the medievalist— and the past we are studying in 
the courses. “Medieval Baltimore” currently provides an area of collaborative work 
inside and across several courses aiming at transforming the learning experiences by 
promoting a more active style of learning.
The research process of the students is premised upon a specific diachronic 
perspective, that of the identification of at least two layers of sameness or 
appropriation related to distinct temporal planes. As they discover more about the 
city of Baltimore, in particular in the sections named “Buildings” and “Objects”, 
medieval history becomes for the students an object of study that is twice removed 
from the present. In other words, there is in the project a constant tension, discussed 
later in this essay, between researching about Medievalism per se and the study of 
the Middle Ages. The close orientation of students throughout the research process 
remains a necessary, albeit demanding task, in order for the different temporal 
planes to be kept distinct and separate, in an attempt to make explicit for novice 
history researchers how to achieve this reflective, counterintuitive mode of looking 
at the city.
For instance, a process of identification of formal sameness across a divide 
between two temporal planes generates the research for the “Buildings” section. 
On one plane, we have the architectural form or specific monument classified as 
“medieval”, on the other the nineteenth or twenty-century building in the city that 
is related to the first. To return to our previous example of the Lovely Lane church, 
the students start by recognizing a formal similarity between that church and the 
Abbey of Pomposa, in Italy. One of the research projects consisted in the analysis 
of the internal structure of the Benedictine abbey, locating the church inside the 
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medieval complex of buildings, in order to compare it to the plan of the Baltimore 
church in its urban context. The comparison revealed major and significant 
differences beyond that first level of perceived similarity. Those differences opened 
up at least two different areas of research for successive teams of students. One is 
centered in the nineteenth century experience of the architect Stanford White and 
his clients, the other on the eleventh and twelfth century rural society in the delta 
of the Po River, where the abbey of Pomposa is located. 
The goal of perceiving the historical particularity of each time and place must be 
clearly articulated and reinforced, however, at all stages of the research process. The 
acquisition of knowledge about the Methodist church in its urban context is not 
a self-sufficient aim; it is presented from the start as a means to an end. Students 
are encouraged to identify and explore the several coexisting and interactive layers 
of cultural memory in the work of the late nineteenth-century builders of Lovely 
Lane by carefully separating those layers in a temporal sequence. The separation 
allowed, in some cases, for a reflection upon the relative nature of periodization, as 
some students considered the long chronology of Pomposa abbey by using plans of 
its buildings dating from the 1500s and 1700s, and others searched for the writing 
of Stanford White to answer questions about his problematic perception of Pomposa 
as a “medieval” church. 
In the “Objects” section of “Medieval Baltimore”, this separation of temporal planes 
appears to be more easily achieved because of the existing museum categorization, 
but students are similarly encouraged to consider questions of provenance, not only 
to “travel back” to a place of origin in Europe suggested to them by the museum 
catalogue. The question “how did this object end up in our city” reveals that the 
need to “inscribe” the object, to classify it, to authenticate it represents another, 
different path for the cultivation of a memory of medieval Europe.13 What was 
embedded, obscured and freely combined in fragmentary ways in the “neo-
medieval” architecture (for instance the church of the abbey of Pomposa in the Lovely 
Lane church façade) is now revealed and made explicit by the museum display. 
Architectural memories of medieval forms are a “mute” reality in the buildings of 
Baltimore, though one clearly capable of acquiring different meanings as much as be 
ignored by the many passers-by in the city. In contrast to the building, the museum 
“speaks” to us; it “narrates” the Middle Ages by privileging one single temporal layer 
of the history of the artifacts on display and providing exact identification of places 
and dates of their fabrication. Nonetheless, other cultural symbols, other layers of 
the past of the city also recede into the background in the museum display, most 
notably the ones that are related to the constitution of the medieval art collections 
as a cultural practice of the wealthy educated classes and philanthropists in early-
twentieth century Baltimore.14 A simple awareness of the historicity of the museum 
13. Urry, John. “How Societies Remember the Past”, Theorising Museums, S. Macdonald, G. Fyfe, dirs. 
Oxford: Blackwell, 1996: 45-65. 
14. Johnston, William R. William and Henry Walters, The Reticent Collectors. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1999; Price, Marshall. “Henry Walters: Ellusive Collector”, Medieval Art in America. Patterns 
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collection is useful to the student's purpose of interrogating the history of medieval 
Europe by “letting go” of the museum narrative in order to create their own.
The eclecticism of Baltimore architecture constitutes a precious and original 
resource for this project, as does the coexistence of multiple architectural models 
—coming from Italy, England, Germany, Spain, or Greece— within the same urban 
landscape.15 There is a clear advantage in studying “Medieval Europe” not as a single 
historical entity (as is often the case in undergraduate history courses), and not even 
as an assembly of discrete, stable and unified realities, which would be the European 
countries, perceived as unchanging entities coinciding with the modern nation-
states. Instead, the “architectural quotations” of Baltimore buildings, utilizing details 
of monuments recognizable to the informed eye of nineteenth-century architects, 
propose to the student a multiplicity of places. Each of those places becomes more 
easily detached from an exclusively “national” perspective of analysis. This type of 
approach can promote a vision of the cultural complexity abstracted, for instance, 
in the textbook map about “the expansion of Gothic architecture” by suggesting 
specific locations, specific buildings as objects of study. A similar observation has 
been made about medieval art collections in American museums. In contrast to the 
“national” or local frame of most museums in Europe, the museums of Baltimore 
offer a parallel experience of objects from different regions of the continent. In 
the third section of the project named “People”, students again make contact with 
many possible paths for the study and appreciation of medieval Europe through 
the medievalists living and working in the metropolitan area. In this section, the 
project addresses the changes that separate modern practices of the disciplines of 
medieval studies from the visions of the Middle Ages of architects or collectors 
living and working in the Baltimore of the 1800s and early 1900s. But it also shows 
the continuous and heterogeneous intellectual and artistic activity that medieval 
Europe stills inspires today. 
3. Difficulties and pitfalls
Using American Medievalism to teach about the European Middle Ages 
is an indirect approach that might seem, in light of our previous description, 
unnecessarily complicated and full of obstacles. Although such a pedagogical project 
has the potential to familiarize the students with different uses of the medieval 
past in American culture, as we have seen it does not replace more direct forms 
of instruction and learning, in particular through contact with primary sources 
unrelated to the city of Baltimore. Museum artifacts can be used, pedagogically, as 
of Collecting, 1800-1940, Elizabeth B. Smith, dir. Pennsylvania: Palmer Museum of Art-Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 1996: 127-132.
15. Dorsey, John; Dilts, James D. A Guide to Baltimore Architecture. Maryland: Tidewater Publications, 1997; 
Hayward, Mary Ellen; Shivers, Frank R. The Architecture of Baltimore. An Illustrated History. Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2004.
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primary sources for the study of the Middle Ages. That approach is not outside of 
the sphere of experiences encompassed in the project we are describing. However, 
the “Medieval Baltimore” project is designed to promote research about museum 
collections also as part of the history of the city. This means that the collections are 
not merely proposed as “repositories of sources” but as the historical result of active 
processes of recovery, conservation, gathering, and categorization of the material 
remains from the medieval past. 
The project does not ignore the well-known conclusion of many studies of 
American medievalism, epitomized by the peremptory declaration of Norman 
Cantor: “The image of the Middle Ages (...) at any given period tells us more about 
the difficulties and dilemmas, the intellectual commitments of the men of the period 
than it does about the medieval world itself”.16 However, “Medieval Baltimore” 
disregards grand generalizations by proposing a more modest and more skeptical 
approach to the use of medievalism in history learning. Several productive directions 
have emerged in the research undertaken by the students while they considered the 
“medievalizing countercultures” present in urban America in the 1800s and early 
1900s and the ways in which those helped to bring forth, in a paradoxical way, 
critical views of the coming of an inevitable modernity.17 Observing those images of 
the medieval past(s) leads the students to appreciate not only how architects and 
collectors of the two last centuries, as one intellectual historian puts it, “endowed 
modern functions with the aura of tradition”18 but also used the medieval pasts of 
Europe to rethink their own urban societies. Those images are, as the students are 
the first to point out, the most resilient aspects of “the Middle Ages” that is offered 
to us as modern consumers in film, in computer games, or in other forms of popular 
culture.
Using American medievalism to learn about the Middle Ages, if done within a 
concrete framework such as that of the history of a city, is not a glib or circuitous 
pedagogical choice. It is a choice that can result in clear gains by making possible a 
reflective and higher level of historical understanding. The pitfalls of this approach, 
as suggested earlier, reside mostly in letting the tension between the two objects 
of research be solved by folding them into one single temporal layer, privileging 
16. Cantor, Norman. “Medieval Historiography as Modern Political and Social Thought”. Journal of 
Contemporary History, 3 (1968): 55, as quoted by: Kaufmann, Irish. Medievalism cited in note 11. An even 
more radical generalization is repeated by the same author in his book published decades later: “No book 
about the European Middle Ages written before 1895 or so is still worth reading except for curiosity's 
sake because the data base was inadequate and because the phantasmagoric screen of now-obsolete 
Victorian assumptions shaped perceptions of the past that are too remote from the understanding of the 
late twentieth century to be worth bothering about”: Inventing the Middle Ages: The Lives, Works, and Ideas 
of the Great Medievalists of the Twentieth Century. New York: William Morrow, 1991: 44.
17. Schorske, Carl E. “Medieval Revival and its Modern Content: Coleridge, Pugin and Disraeli”, Thinking 
with History. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998: 71-89. For a useful comparison between 
England and the United States, see the seminal article by: Kenney, Alice P.; Workman, Leslie J. “Ruins, 
Romance, and Reality: Medievalism in Anglo-American Imagination and Taste, 1750-1840”. Winthertur 
Portfolio, 10 (1975): 131-163.
18. Schorske, Carl E. “Medieval Revival and its Modern...”: 73.
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one single perspective, that of the study of medievalism. It would be simple then 
to conceive of “the Middle Ages” as one compact, abstract, undistinguishable 
“chunk” of several centuries of European history in which students would simply 
find ideas that did help since the 1800s the formulation of problems relevant to 
modern times. That is not the approach of the “Medieval Baltimore” project. In 
the “Buildings” section of the project, therefore, what is proposed is not the search 
for any essentialized “medieval” reality embodied in the various monuments or 
objects for which the National Register of Historic Places would provide a catalogue 
or archive. Buildings have a context, that of the history of Baltimore city. Similar 
emphasis is put on the social history of Baltimore in the “Objects” section. The 
discovery of different contexts for the museum artefact, rather than letting it “speak 
for itself” about the Middle Ages, highlights the discontinuity and difference which 
are major themes of our study of medieval Europe, opening the research projects 
of the students to the pursuit of the historical differences they would consider 
important.
Trying to tie together buildings and places separate in time and place, or to 
establish and explore connections between museum objects and contexts from the 
distant past are undoubtedly difficult tasks for undergraduate students who attempt 
the study of the history of the Middle Ages for the first time. The well-established 
format of the term research paper, however, allows them to tackle those difficulties 
by mobilizing familiar strategies, which they have used with more or less success in 
other learning experiences.
It is too soon to address the other question that we need to ask: what type of 
knowledge of the Middle Ages becomes familiar to the students through their 
collaboration in this project. Local realities, after all, become mere vehicles for active 
processes of learning, but those also appear to induce a recovery of a narrative that 
highlights the centrality of “the Middle Ages” in a definition of Europe and European 
culture as the “non-modern” entity that provides a “usable past” for a “new world”. 
It remains important, in my view, not to claim too much for this project. Its relative 
modesty of means, the informal and open atmosphere of collaboration between 
students of different skills and competences have triggered a myriad of reflections 
and areas of future work instilling, for instance, the respect of a set of best practices 
regarding copy-right of texts and images, including that of the students’ own writing 
and creations. 
The city and its cultural institutions are used in this project to foster an unfinished 
and problematic vision of what the “Middle Ages” can be, fundamentally a domain 
of historical enquiry and aesthetic appreciation, as well as a set of professional 
and scholarly practices, an overall reality that remains much more open-ended 
and exciting to the students than any textbook might, by itself, convey19. A recent 
19. The importance of textbooks in secondary education must not be underestimated in our practice 
as college teachers. In the USA “only 39 percent of the twelfth-grade students in the 1988 National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) history assessment claimed to have read material from a 
source other than a textbook”: Britt, Marie A.; Perfetti, Charles A.; Van Dyke, Julie; Gabrys, Gareth L. 
“The Sourcer's Apprentice”, Knowing, Teaching and Learning History: National and International Perspectives, 
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survey on prevailing forms of historical thinking among adults living in the United 
States seems to suggest specific obstacles exist to the perception of the distant past, 
those eras prior to the recollection of family trajectories, national narratives and 
vernacular memories. It is from the latter that adult Americans seem to extract 
most of of the basic elements of a sense of familiarity with the past. The Middle 
Ages might be all around us in American cities, yet it remains difficult to recognize. 
Concluding his commentary on the results of the survey, Roy Rosenzweig proposed: 
“We need a history teaching that is somehow simultaneously more local and more 
global and cosmopolitan, more shaped by popular concerns, and more enriched 
by insights based on systematic and detailed study of the past”.20 The experience 
of constructing the “Medieval Baltimore” webpage seems to address some of these 
desiderata. 
For my own teaching the project became a reinvigorating moment, mostly because 
of the fluid and multiple paths established between Europe and the United States, 
the present and the past of many familiar places. To say that history is (or should be) 
part of the culture of a nation is a goal both too artificial and too narrowly conceived 
to inspire our teaching practice today. History is part of reality, as it is also a way of 
addressing the realities of our lives. Together with my students, in developing this 
project, I was led to reflect how those realities will include, if we pay attention, the 
traces of multiple pasts as they enter in conjunction with our present.
Peter N. Stearns, Peter Seixas, Sam Wineburg, eds. New York-London: New York University Press, 2000: 
438.
20. Roy Rosenzweig. “How Americans use and think about the Past. Implications from a National Survey 
for the Teaching of History”, Knowing, Teaching, and Learning History...: 280.
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shLA PERCEPCIó ROMàNTICA EUROPEA PINTORESCA 




Els objectius d’aquest estudi1 són teòrics i comparatistes. S’ofereix un aparat teòric per com-
prendre les visions de l’Edat Mitjana als segles XVIII i XIX (admirativa, crítica i indiferent). I s’ob-
serva les sintonies dels romàntics europeus inclosos els catalans. Triem com a ponts entre ambdues 
èpoques els folklòrics i nacionalistes. Rehistoriem el pintoresc setcentista i vuitcentista i en donem 
una nova visió. En lloc de concebre’l com una estètica menor, el proposem com a precedent de 
l’avantguardisme atesa la defensa de l’irregular i del mal fet. Així mateix, conceptualitzem la idea 
decimonònica de paradís perdut sobre quatre eixos (passat, infància, natura i art) i en proposem 
un cinquè (ètnia2) pel segle XXI. 
1. El renaixement contra el gòtic, la il·lustració contra el romanticisme
L’any 1567 Philibert de l’Orme elabora una al·legoria sobre el bon i el mal arquitecte que il-
lustra l’oposició entre l’Edat Mitjana i el Renaixement3. L’arquitecte savi (iconografiat entre pa-
lauets renaixentistes amb quatre mans i tres ulls que parlen dels seus coneixements i la seva 
destresa) segueix un ordre clàssic, mentre que el dolent (un home cec i sense mans en un paisatge 
cavalleresc desolat) continua ancorat a les formes gòtiques que tant desplaïen a Montesquieu4. 
Podríem exemplificar aquesta dualitat posant en un costat de la balança la simetria impol·luta de 
l’arquitecte Palladio i en l’altra el Gargantua (1534) i Pantagruel (1532) on Rabelais defensa els nous 
temps (l’humanisme erasmista) ridiculitzant els antics: una Edat Mitjana rural i grollera habitada 
per monjos i cavallers tronats i deformes. 
Aquesta oposició entre formes rectes (apol·línies) i formes torçudes i recarregades es torna 
a repetir a finals del XVIII entre el Neoclassicisme i el Romanticisme. L’estètica neoclàssica i el 
pensament il·lustrat s’allunyen del món medieval i, seguint l’alternança històrica entre estètiques 
1. Aquest article forma part de les investigacions desenvolupades dins del projecte de recerca “Identitiy, Memory and 
Ideology in The Middle Ages” (HAR 2009-08598/HIST). 
2. Per bé que el concepte d’“ètnia” és anticientífic i desfassat, l’esmento perquè al XIX és un concepte rellevant que, 
lamentablement, encara s’empra al XXI, com explicaré més endavant.
3. de l’Orme, Philippe. “Livre IX”, Le premier tome de l’Architecture. París: F. Morel, 1567.
4. L’architecture gothique paroit très-variée mais la confusion des ornements fatigue par leur petitesse; ce qui fait qu’il n’y en a aucun 
que nous puissons distinguer d’un autre, et leur nombre fait qu’il n’y en a aucun sur lequel l’oeil puisse s’arrêter: de manière qu’elle 
déplaît par les endroits même qu’on a choisis pour la rendre agréable. Un bâtiment d’ordre gothique est une espèce d’enigme pour 
l’oeil qui le voît, et l’âme est embarassée comme quand on lui présente un poème obscur. Montesquieu [Secondat, Charles-Louis, 
baron de]. Essais sur le goût (1757). Ginebra: Droz, 1967: 73.
























sh simples i barroques, per oposició, l’estètica i la ideologia següent, la romàntica, s’hi atansa. En el 
quadre 1 podem observar la concepció dels vaivens històrics5. 
Tant els il·lustrats com els romàntics conceben l’Edat Mitjana com una època irracional i espi-
ritual (és a dir, coincideixen en la descripció del fet; o millor dit, del mal feyt), cosa que repugna els 
il·lustrats i atreu els romàntics. L’Edat Mitjana històrica té ben poc a veure amb la imatge que se’n 
té al segles XVIII i XIX. En aquest estudi no valorarem si les evocacions medievals dels romàntics 
eren o no encertades; sinó que, assumint que en general eren falses i poc fidels als textos literaris 
i als fets històrics, esbrinarem quines imatges fantàstiques tenien els romàntics de l’Edat Mitjana.
Al segle XIX trobem artistes com John Ruskin6 que descriuen l’arquitectura gòtica de manera 
similar a Philibert de l’Orme. Ara bé, la valoren a l’inrevés. De l’Orme té una idea negativa del món 
medieval (començant pel seu urbanisme desordenat i poc higiènic), mentre que Ruskin n’idealitza 
la seva imperfecció artesana. L’intel·lectual britànic considera que les característiques morals de 
l’arquitectura gòtica són, per ordre d’importància: salvatgia; la seva natura canviant, espontània i 
grotesca; la seva rigidesa i la seva redundància. Les seves pedres no farien sinó reflectir l’esperit de 
l’home tardomedieval caracteritzat per: la rudesa, l’amor al canvi i a la natura, la imaginació per-
torbada, l’obstinació i la generositat. M’imagino que els historiadors medievalistes s’estan posant 
les mans al cap. En efecte, l’Edat Mitjana de Ruskin no té res a veure amb la realitat. Tanmateix, 
no podem passar-la per alt, ni la seva ni la de tants romàntics que divulgaren el seu amor per 
l’Edat Mitjana per molt malament que ho fecin, perquè les seves opinions i la seva manera d’es-
criure, pintar i compondre “a la manera medieval” van tenir molta repercussió a finals del XVIII 
i XIX i han romàs fins als nostres dies. Avui dia, els periodistes filtren i manipulen la realitat a la 
qual normalment només hi accedim a través del que ells ens en diuen. Llevat que en siguem uns 
especialistes, la nostra visió del passat també està filtrada i mistificada. Més que conèixer el passat, 
5. Entre els defensors dels vaivens històrics s’inclouen entre d’altres: Heinrich Wölfflin, Thomas Samuel Kuhn, Hans-
Robert Jauss, Harold Bloom i Felix Vodicka. Garry W. Trompf considera que la Història està marcada per uns cicles 
alternats (Trompf, Garry W. The idea of historical recurrence in western thought, from Antiquity to Reformation. Califòrnia: 
University of California Press, 1979). Felix Vodička a “La història literària: problemes i deures” afirma: “El principi de 
la contradicció és la força motriu de la història literària en totes les fites de la seva evolució” (Vodička, Felix. “Literární 
historie, její problémy a úkoly”, Struktura vývoje. Felix Vodička, Miroslav Červenka, dirs. Praga: Odeon, 1969). L’inventor 
del paradigma, Thomas Samuel Kuhn subratlla que hi ha moments històrics proclius al canvi i al progrés; quan es donen 
les condicions adients, els canvis són dràstics i en forma de ziga-zaga. Kuhn imputa aquestes oscil·lacions a factors socials 
i culturals (Khun, Thomas Samuel. The structure of scientific revolutions. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962; Khun, 
Thomas Samuel. The Essential Tension. Selected Studies in Scientific Tradition and Change. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1977). Heinrich Wölfflin ja havia observat aquestes pujades i baixades però les justificava per motius formals 
interns. (Wölfflin, Heinrich. Renaissance und Barock: Eine Untersuchung über Wesen und Entstehung der Barockstils in Italien. 
Munic: Ackermann, 1888; Wölfflin, Heinrich. Die klassische Kunst: Eine Einführung in die italienische Renaissance. Munic: 
Bruckmann, 1899). Wölfflin estableix diferències formals binàries com l’oposició entre el principi d’unitat (el renai-
xentista) i el de multiplicitat (el barroc). A l’entendre de Wölfflin, els canvis d’estils en la història de l’art són per raons 
artístiques (per cansament de l’estil anterior; perquè les formes s’esgoten) i no sociopolítiques com tendim a pensar al 
segle XX i XXI per influència marxista més o menys velada. Wölfflin està influït per les idees del XIX i, com a bon intel-
lectual de la seva època, aplica conceptes biològics als estudis humanistes. Així, al seu parer, els estils tindrien una evo-
lució similar a qualsevol ésser viu: neixement-creixement-mort. Un estil decadent, moribund, seria substituït per l’estil 
oposat. El paral·lelisme natural no acaba de justificar els canvis estilístics (un organisme, un pintor pot neixer, florir i 
morir i, tot seguit, aparèixer un altre organisme de la seva espècie, un altre pintor que faci el mateix), llevat que Wölfflin 
pensés en mutacions súbites accelerades i radicalment diferents que mai no s’han donat en la història de l’evolució. El 
suport teòric dels vaivens històrics els subministra la psicoanàlisi i el marxisme més que no pas la història natural. Tres 
assaigs claus del segle XX en serien una bona prova: els de Thomas Samuel Kuhn i el canvi de paradigma; la lectura que 
fa Harold Bloom dels poetes romàntics que maten el pare i s’enfronten a la generació anterior (Bloom, Harold. The An-
xiety of Influence. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973); i la teoria de Hans Robert Jauss de l’horitzó d’expectatives que 
només esberlarien els grans escriptors revolucionaris capaços d’alterar el Sistema. (Jauss, Hans Robert. “La història de la 
literatura com a provocació a la teoria literària” (1967), Literaturgeschichte als Provokation. Frankfurt: Suhrkamp. 1970).
6. Ruskin, John. “The Nature of Gothic”, The Stones of Venice. Londres-Nova York: J. Wiley, 1851.
























shquan ens hi acostem de la mà de poetes, músics i pintors com farem en aquest article, assistim a 
malinterpretacions de malinterpretacions, belles però falses. Com diu I. Durand-Le Guern, l’Edat 
Mitjana del segle XIX és ucrònica, fora del temps, és una edat d’or poètica (cristiana, meravellosa, 
innocent, perduda): “Ce Moyen Âge apparaît comme le temps mythique d’une quête spirituelle et artistique, 
et n’a que peu de rapport avec une réalité historique.”7 
2. L’admiració romàntica per l’Edat Mitjana
Una de les crítiques freqüents que es fa al romanticisme és el seu histrionisme, presentant-nos 
obres inversemblants ambientades en castells de cartró-pedra. D’aquestes històries fantasioses en 
surten malparats el segle XIX i l’Edat Mitjana a l’ensems. El dramaturg Stoppard simbolitza la “far-
sa del romanticisme” en un jardí artificial: “Un escenari de terror de fireta i falses emocions”8 (In a 
setting of cheap thrills and false).
Els romàntics tenen imatges de l’Edat Mitjana molt variades entre si, però amb aquest deno-
minador comú de l’exageració. A alguns els fascina el seu misticisme contemplatiu i a d’altres 
l’extrem contrari: la seva cavalleria sempre a punt d’entrar en acció. En els quadres 2, 3 i 4 els 
presento resumides les meves hipòtesis sobre les diverses funcions de l’Edat Mitjana al Romanticis-
me. En aquest article em centraré en les visions folklòriques i nacionalistes del quadre nº 2. Entre 
els artistes del XVIII i del XIX, el medievalisme procaç i el lletrat ocupen un lloc molt secundari. 
Els romàntics eren purs i preferien el platonisme cast als fabliaux, així que aquesta Edat Mitjana 
desvergonyida la passen força per alt. En l’altre extrem, tampoc no busquen els llatinistes intel-
lectuals; pels romàntics, l’Edat Mitjana no és un model de saviesa. Intel·lectualment, els homes del 
XIX se senten superiors als seus avantpassats (a excepció dels clàssics). En conseqüencia, si és certa 
la meva teoria, el medievalisme romàntic no es basà ni en l’erotisme ni en l’Escolàstica, sinó en la 
cavalleria, la política, la religió, el misteri i el populisme.
Els romàntics es disfressen d’antics. El gust medieval està de moda. El número d’artistes se-
duïts i de simpatitzants és enorme. Els imitadors de Scott, de balades i de novel·les de cavalleria 
proliferen arreu. Que molts siguin mediocres i avui del tot oblidats no disminueix la importància 
d’un fenomen que inspira grans creacions. Tant els genis com els aficionats aposten per l’ana-
cronisme. Duen a la pràctica el pensament de Dilthey9, segons el qual la distància temporal se 
supera projectant-nos amb empatia cap al passat. Una re-experiència profundament imaginativa. 
Coleridge l’anomena suspension of disbelief: no siguem tan incrèduls i racionals, deixem-nos seduir 
per la poesia, endinsem-nos al món de la fantasia... Nacherleben vol dir reviure. No es tracta d’ex-
plicar (com fan les ciències) sinó de Verstehen, de comprendre (com han de fer les humanitats). 
Brentano i Arnim imiten contes medievals. Schlegel es deixa emportar pel túnel del temps i se’ns 
presenta més romàntic que científic. Els Grimm ho critiquen i demanen als historiadors que es 
mantinguin a distància i siguin objectius. Tot i que els Grimm tenien part de raó, dedicarem aquest 
estudi als apropaments subjectius per tal de conèixer millor els seus coetanis. Al XIX l’anhelada 
comprensió passa per una intuïció simpatètica amb el geni del poeta o amb una època remota. Al 
7. Durand, Isabelle. Le Moyen âge des romantiques. Rennes: Université de Rennes, 2001: 263.
8. Stoppard, Thomas. Arcadia. Londres: Faber & Faber, 1993: acte I, escena 2. 
9. Dilthey, Wilhelm. “Der Aufbau der geschichtlichen Welt in den Geisteswissenschaften”. (1910) Gesammelte Schriften. 
Leipzig: Teubner, 1922: VII.
























sh XX, amb Gadamer10 al capdavant, s’opinarà el contrari i en lloc de buscar una fusió amb el passat, 
s’acceptarà que és impossible. En lloc de mistificar el que va ocórrer i donar-ne una idea falsa, cal 
ser conscient dels nostres prejudicis. Com diu Peter Damian-Grint: Every century since sixteenth has 
remade the Middle Ages in its own image11. Al XX i al XXI atansem el passat cap al present, modernit-
zem conscientment la tradició; al XIX també ho feien però pensaven que no, que el seu amor cap 
a Grècia, Roma i l’Edat Mitjana els permetia anar del present cap al passat i fondre-s’hi estètica i 
espiritualment. Anem a veure com.
3. Medievalisme romàntic artesà i pintoresc
Començarem pels qui hi van a la contra. No tots els romàntics veuen igual l’Edat Mitjana. Alguns 
com Goethe no la miren amb bons ulls. O no sempre. Al seu Faust l’embadaleix el medievalisme 
cavalleresc i màgic, però quan Goethe pensa en el poble baix que continua essent tan groller com 
a l’Edat Mitjana, la qualifica d’època fosca. L’intel·lectual alemany no té cap interès per tornar 
enrera ni per anar cap baix, la qual cosa el fa criticar els artistes romàntics coetanis que enyoren i 
idealitzen les antigues tradicions populars: 
No guanyarem gaire bussejant en els temps foscos de la primitiva literatura germànica, ni en els cants serbis ni 
en cap obra de qualsevol de les literatures bàrbares. (...) Ja en viu prou l’home de confús per les seves passions 
i els seus infortunis, perquè calgui fer-li encara més llobrega la seva vida amb les tenebres de les antigues edats 
bàrbares!12 
Aquest desafecte de Goethe envers les formes populars ens recorda l’actitud highbrown de Dalí 
contra l’estètica popular. Dalí s’aparta de l’interès per l’art primitiu (africà, polinesi..) dels avant-
guardistes per les mateixes raons cultes que se n’aparta Goethe. 
Ja que hem començat amb autors que critiquen el vessant popular de les crides cap al passat, 
podem continuar amb autors que fan el que critiquen Goethe i Dalí, els que busquen en el passat 
medieval les arrels del poble, les seves tradicions i el seu caràcter nacional. 
Els corrents que assimilen positivament l’Edat Mitjana amb el passat popular són de tres tipus: 
el gremial artesà, el pintoresc i el nacionalista (quadre 5). Com ha analitzat molt bé Anne-Marie 
Thiesse13, el sentiment patriòtic s’alimenta del folklore, d’avantpassats mítics i d’una llengua naci-
onal comuna.
La defensa del món antic dels prerafaelistes14 anglesos té unes implicacions no sols estètiques, 
sinó polítiques i econòmiques. Rebutgen la modernitat i es fan volgudament anacrònics. William 
Morris es manifesta en contra del consumisme i la tecnologia americana del XIX i, en una mena de 
socialisme utòpic, aposta per la manera de ser britànica —amant de les tradicions—, per l’artesania 
10. Gadamer, Hans-Georg. Warheit and Method. Tübingen: Siebeck, 1960.
11. Damian-Grint, Peter. Medievalism and “manière gothique” in Enlightenment France. Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2006: 
1. Una obra col·lectiva excel·lent sobre el tema que ens ocupa.
12. Declaracions realitzades per Johan W. Goethe, el 3 d’octubre de 1828, recollides per: Eckermann, Johann Peter. 
Conversations with Eckermann; being appreciations and criticisms on many subjects. Washington: M. W. Dunne, 1901: 266.
13. Thiesse, Anne-Marie. La Création des identités nationales: Europe XVIIIe-XXe siècle. París: Seuil, 1999.
14. El nom prerafaelita —del grup d’artistes integrat entre d’altres per John Everett Millais i Dante Gabriel Rossetti—
indica la seva predilecció per l’art pre-renaixentista: els pintors medievals i els mites clàssics; i el seu rebuig envers el 
que ve a partir de Rafael, el pintor renaixentista que tant critiquen i que, com un martiri voluntari molt adient al seu 
caracter, els prerafaelites duen flagel·lat en el nom del seu grup. 
























shi per l’estructura socioeconòmica i urbanística dels gremis medievals. En la mateixa línia d’antipro-
grés tècnic, tenim John Ruskin el qual, per exemple, prefereix la ciutat medieval de Pisa i no pas la 
industrial de Rochdale, al nord de Manchester.
Els pintors del gènere pintoresc associen els elements populars amb el món tradicional que, 
implícitament, cal entendre com medieval. Els quadres pintorescs representen un món rural es-
table que ha romàs inalterable des de fa segles i lloen una manera de viure (pastors, pagesos) que 
ens fa entendre com es vivia a l’Edat Mitjana: amb lentitud, amb pocs recursos, però —al seu pa-
rer— amb alegria. Aquesta visió populista, reaccionària15, falsa i idíl·lica, parla de l’enyorança que 
tenen els romàntics pels temps passats. Els pintors pintorescs consideren que el paradís perdut de 
la naturalesa, de la lentitud i de la innocència inexistents a les ciutats encara es pot trobar al camp. 
Els paradisos perduts dels homes de ciutat i dels artistes es troben als orígens (quadre 6). A l’Edat 
Mitjana, a la infància, als paisatges no contaminats pel progrés i les fàbriques, a les maneres tradi-
cionals de fer i a l’artesania que es repeteixen des de fa segles i es transmeten de pares a fills. Les 
ciutats canvien, els pobles no. El paradís perdut enyora l’inalterable, allò que continua essent igual 
i fidel al record, indiferent als canvis històrics, personals i de modes. Aquest concepte romàntic de 
paradís perdut és una herència de la idea clàssica de l’Edat d’Or que Ovidi formulà amb sintetisme 
i que ha anat reapareixent al llarg de la nostra civilització; per exemple, a Erasme de Rotterdam16, 
per al qual l’Edat d’Or és sinònim de persones instintives, ignorants i felices. Per a Ovidi17 aquest 
paradís idíl·lic té les següents característiques: 1) És una societat de bondat innata on no cal policies 
ni legisladors (si no es fa el mal, no cal càstigs ni judicis), on tots els homes han nascut de la natura 
i són iguals entre si; 2) Innocent; 3) Pacífica (no cal armes per atacar ni defensar-se de ningú); 4) 
Primitiva tecnològicament; 5) Vegetariana (pel seu rebuig a la violència); i 6) Tancada, on no hi 
ha estrangers, ni se surt fora; és una societat closa i familiar que no té cap necessitat de viatjar per 
buscar res més. Aquest tancament del paradís és observable en la imatge recurrent de la illa com 
a paradís perdut que trobem des de Defoe18 a Huxley19. Al romanticisme, el paradís perdut és més 
rural i menys exòtic. Malgrat que a finals del XVIII els Alps també són un indret desconegut acabat 
de descobrir, la illa tropical de Huxley té poc a veure amb la illa europea de Rousseau envoltada 
d’excelses muntanyes. Rebaixant alçada, per a Rousseau, una illa d’un llac suís expressaria la idea 
de paradís. Una localització que subratlla aïllament i protecció a l’ensems. No és casual que davant 
la casa de camp de Wordsworth, el Dove Cottage al Lake District, també hi hagués una illa bufona 
i minúscula. Assegut al seu banc de fusta, Wordsworth tenia una visió rousseauniana.
15. Tory authors and historians looked to the medieval period for feudal paternalism and an interdependent community as a soluti-
on to economic crisi and class unrest. Fay, Elizabeth. Romantic medievalism. History and the romantic literary ideal. Nova York: 
Palgrave, 2002: 1.
16. “Eren ben senzills la gent de l’Edat d’Or, sense les ciències, guiant-se només per l’instint natural! ¿De què els hauria 
servit la gramàtica, en efecte, si tothom tenia la mateixa llengua i quan parlaven no pretenien res més que fer-se enten-
dre? ¿Quina utilitat hauria tingut la dialèctica, si no existien els combats entre opinions contraposades? ¿Quin lloc havia 
d’ocupar la retòrica, si la gent no es posaven entrebancs entre ells?”, Erasme de Rotterdam. “Capítol XXXII”, Enchomion 
moriae seu laus stultititiae (1511) / Erasamus In Praise of Folly. London: Reeves & Turner, 1876: 61.
17. Ovidius, Publius. Les metamorfosis, ed. Adela Mª Trepat, Anna Mª de Saavedra. Barcelona: Fundació Bernat Metge, 
1932: I, 59.
18. Defoe, Daniel. The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York, Mariner: Who lived Eight and Twenty 
Years, all alone in an uninhabited Island on the Coast of America, near the Mouth of the Great River of Oroonoque; Having been 
cast on Shore by Shipwreck, wherein all the Men perished but himself. With An Account how he was at last as strangely deliver’d by 
Pirates. Londres: Taylor, 1719.
19. Huxley, Aldous. Island. Londres: Chatto & Windus, 1962.
























sh Si en lloc d’estudiar el concepte de paradís perdut al s. XIX, el datéssim a finals del XX i principis 
del XXI, hauríem d’afegir-hi una cinquena dimensió. A més del paradís perdut del passat, infància, 
natura i art, caldria afegir-hi el concepte d’ètnia i plantejar que en la mentalitat conservadora actu-
al un dels paradisos perduts que més s’enyora és la nació d’una sola raça. Aquest concepte xenòfob 
de raça pura vs. immigració, previ a la globalització, és en realitat fals ja que des dels orígens (com 
es pot veure encara a Àfrica) les nacions han estat constituïdes per múltiples ètnies, llengües i 
religions. No obstant això, el segle XXI, gràcies a l’augment dels matrimonis interacials, marca un 
punt i a part a partir del qual es camina cap a un planeta sense fronteres de races. Aquesta visió 
post-colonial era impensable en l’època que ens ocupa. També ho seria la idea del camp i la natura 
(incloses la majoria d’espècies vegetals i animals) amb data de caducitat que tenim (i lamentem) 
avui dia. Com vèiem al quadre 6, els romàntics són conscients que hi ha coses que canvien (des de 
la nació al jo que es fa gran i renuncia als ideals). Tanmateix, n’hi ha moltes que no. Com la llengua 
i les tradicions. A diferència de la ciutat, el món rural és considerat molt estable, com un patrimoni 
inalterable. Si al quadre 6 hem inclòs la natura, ho hem fet per la raó següent. Els romàntics l’enyo-
ren no perquè considerin com avui dia que moltes parts del paisatge poden desaparèixer, sinó 
perquè viuen a les capitals i sospiren pel camp bucòlic on corrien de nens. En canvi al segle XXI, 
la natura i la vida rural estan menaçades i amb perill d’extinció. Deixem, però, la crítica ecològica 
i remuntem-nos segles enrere.
El gènere pictòric anomenat pintoresc s’inicia al segle XVII i floreix al XVIII. Els artistes vuitcen-
tistes a més de representar la bellesa a la manera clàssica, podien representar-la exagerant per dalt 
i per baix. La seva sensibilitat romàntica podia aspirar al sublim o complaure’s amb el pintoresc. 
Segons Christopher Hussley: “Les genials qualitats del sublim són grandesa i obscuritat; les de la 
bellesa, l’amable suavitat; i les del pintoresc, la rusticitat amb certs detalls irregulars de forma, 
color, llum o so.”20 La primera opció és l’harmònica i clàssica; la segona, la grandiosa i terrorífica; 
i la tercera, la rústega. Aquesta triple definició de Hussley és fidel al concepte de l’època tal com 
l’explica Uvedale Price al 179421. Els exemples que dóna Price d’aquestes tres tendències estètiques 
són: com a sublim, Haendel; com a bell, una pastoral de Corelli; i com a pintoresc, una pintura 
d’un paisatge holandès.
Henry Fielding, al començament de The History of Tom Jones (1749), es presenta com un anti-
romàntic ja que ell “no fa narració de monstres, ni es dedica a la poesia ni a la tragèdia grega”. És a 
dir, que el concepte que es tenia de romàntic a mitjans del segle XVIII era també triple: o tenebrós 
o delicat o històrico-mitològic. Nosaltres n’hem ampliat el sentit i també l’associem amb el pinto-
resc, el qual sí que li plaïa a Fielding, per bé que ell oposava pintoresc a romàntic, mentre que per 
a nosaltres n’és una de les seves escoles. El gust de Fielding es decanta pel costumisme —hi ha un 
moment on diu que és millor invocar balades que no pas déus grecs— i s’allunya del gòtic, de les fo-
olish novels and monstrous romances22 i de la seva depravació moral. Malgrat que avui dia considerem 
tan romàntics als pintorescs com als gòtics, en el seu moment eren dues tendències enfrontades, 
20. “While the outstanding qualities of the sublime were vastness and obscurity, and those of the beautiful smoothness and gentleness, 
the characteristics of the picturesque were “roughness and sudden variation joined to irregularity” of form, colour, lighting, and even 
sound”, Hussey Christopher. The Picturesque. Londres: Franz Cass. 1967: 14. 
21. Price, Uvedale. Essay on the Picturesque as compared with the sublime and the beautiful and on the use of studying pictures for 
the purpose of improving real landscape. Londres: J. Robson, 1794.
22. Fielding, Henri. The history of Tom Jones. A foundling. Londres: Millar. 1749 [Londres: Bliss & Sands. 1897: 250].
























shcom ens acaba de dir Fielding. Un segle després, a Espanya, Mesonero Romanos és del mateix parer 
apostant pel pintoresc i rebutjant el gòtic23: 
Ya no hay ovejas que asistan al cantar sabroso de pacer olvidadas escuchando; hoy sólo figuran buhos agoreros 
que en cavernoso lamento y profundo alarido interrogan a la muerte sobre su fatídico porvenir. Ya no hay 
chozas pajizas, quesos sabrosos, ni leche regalada: sólo se ven en el campo del dolor espinas y abrojos, sepulcros 
entreabiertos, gusanos y podredumbre. Los mansos arroyuelos trocáronse en profundos torrrentes; las floridas 
vegas, en riscos escarpados; las sombrías florestas, en desiertos arenales.24
Aquest gust per l’artesà i la cosa pagesa fa que es comencin a valorar productes més grollers i 
mal fets, que es comenci a considerar estètic un pont rústec, una planxa rovellada de ferro o una 
eina del camp trencada que ja no es fa anar. El vell és inservible, però a l’igual que els romanços i 
les balades tradicionals fa bo de tenir-los a prop i de continuar sentint-los, sobretot quan l’amenaça 
de l’urbà, el progrés i la literatura escrita posa en perill la literatura popular, els costums i la cultura 
oral que s’han anat transmetent des de temps immemorials. El mite del poeta anònim fa furor com 
la quintaessència d’un poble que s’expressa espontàniament en vers a través de les seves cançons. 
El poeta escocès Robert Burns, fill de pagesos, poua en aquest substrat pastoril i col·lectiu. Sens 
dubte, Rousseau és un dels grans responsables de la moda pagesívola del retorn a la natura i de 
la idealització de l’home pla, senzill i innocent25. Com deia a l’Emili (1762): “Oh, si mai arribava a 
tenir alguna rectoria a les nostres muntanyes amb bona gent per servir!” Una utopia rural d’aurea 
mediocritas que funciona més en la teoria que en la pràctica. Els bons salvatges són bons elements 
d’estudi. Desperten la curiositat i la compassió però amb distància. L’enyorança de W. Morris, la 
seva visió pastoral i el seu amor per la petitesa rural eren més ideals que reals. Per molt que ho 
afirmés, Morris no era cap idle singer of an empty day26. Com diu Isaiah Berlin27, el mite del noble 
salvatge només funciona com un ideal inabastable; cap noble no volia convertir-se en un rústec. 
Aquesta nova sensibilitat explica el perquè dels cottages anglesos i de l’arquitectura rústega de 
fusta que es fa a Suïssa al XIX imitant models medievals en els aspectes decoratius. Al Romanticis-
me, aquest retorn idíl·lic cap a temps passats va relacionat, ni que sigui inconscientment, amb el 
desig de retorn cap a la infància perduda (natural i espontània), on la rural i pastoril Edat Mitjana 
faria el paper de paradís perdut. Com també està associat al retorn al primitiu; de retruc, allò medi-
eval és entès com allò bonic però primitiu. Ens serviria d’exemple la reivindicació de l’arquitectura 
de fang de l’arquitecte François Cointeraux cap al 1789. Val a dir, però, que com ocorre sovint en el 
23. Tom Stoppard (Stoppard, Thomas. Arcadia...) recrea aquesta oposició a partir de la transformació d’un jardí bucòlic 
i pintoresc (amb rierols i unes quantes ovelles per fer bonic) en romàntic: “Una erupció de bosc ombrívol i d’espadat 
vertiginós, amb ruïnes”. L’autor, amb gran mestria irònica, afegeix que no hi pot mancar un ermità. I vet aquí part de la 
trama: la recerca d’un ermità per adornar els jardins del palau.
24. Mesonero, Ramón. Los españoles pintados por sí mismos. Madrid: Boix, 1844.
25. En el conte “La pagesa fingida”, Puixkin reflexiona irònicament sobre la moda rousseauniana: “Aquells lectors que 
no hagin viscut mai en un llogaret, no podran fer-se una idea de com en són, d’enciseres, les senyoretes camperoles... 
Educades a l’aire lliure i pur, a l’ombra de les pomeres dels seus jardins, els llibres són llur única font de coneixença del 
món i de la vida. L’isolament, la llibertat i la lectura, els desenrotllen ben aviat sentiments i passions, que desconeixen 
les avorrides belleses de la nostra societat. Per a una senyoreta camperola, sols el dring d’una campaneta ja és una aven-
tura.” Pushkin, Aleksandr Serguèievitx. The Works of Alexander Puskin Lyrics, Narrative Poems, Folk Tales, Plays, Prose. Nova 
York: Random House, 1936: 532-533.
26. Calhoun, Blue. The pastoral vision of William Morris. The Earthly Paradise. Atenes: Georgia University Press, 1975.
27. “A l’igual que en la recerca del Sant Graal (...), el noble salvatge ha de ser l’impossible d’aconseguir, l’introbable, 
l’infinit, l’ideal”, Berlin, Isaiah. The Roots of Romanticism (1965). Washington: National Gallery of Art, 1999: 144.
























sh romanticisme, es cau en la falsa teatralitat. Així per exemple, més que cabanes, els rics es constru-
ïen cottages ornés; imiten l’estil decoratiu de l’Anglaterra del XVIII, irregular i pintoresca, però amb 
tota mena de luxes. Per bé que s’imita la humilitat del pagès en forma de xalet suís, la rusticitat 
és falsa. El cas més posh fou el del cottage, el petit Trianon de Maria Antonieta, bastit al 1781, prop 
de Versalles. El petit Trianon, estava envoltat d’un poble artificial d’estil normand amb sostres de 
palla, un molí, una vaqueria i uns colomars que, en realitat, eren billars, sales de balls i salons per 
sopars informals.
El pintoresc reivindica la natura, tant la bucòlica com l’espectacular (una cascada, per exemple), 
sempre i quan la raresa estigui en un context suau i civilitzat (si fos més dramàtic, ens passaríem de 
tendència i seríem al romanticisme apassionat, sublim o macabre). La moda del jardins pintorescs 
suposa un deposito della memoria28. Els obeliscs, templets, columnes, torres o ermites recorden sim-
bòlicament d’on venim. Com diu Gilpin, la bellesa pintoresca és that kind of beauty which would look 
well in a picture29. És a dir, el tipus de panoràmica turística que avui dia qualificaríem de “foto”. El 
Prelude (1850) de Wordsworth uneix natura i infància i en recrea la nostàlgia de tots dos. I també 
del temps remot d’on provenen les balades populars que cal conservar com a relíquies sagrades. 
Com deia Hoxie Neale Fairchild, Wordsworth returned not only to nature but to the past.30 Avui dia, per a 
nosaltres, el Prelude és més que pintoresc: és sublim, però pels historiadors del XIX, com Menéndez 
Pelayo, el seu autor era pintoresc i prou, en el sentit més pejoratiu i barroer del terme: 
A Wordsworth, el sentimiento le salva y le redime cuando no es sentimiento falso; pero nadie ha llevado el 
prosaísmo sistemático, no ya de dicción, sino de asunto, a mayores desvaríos y excesos. No fue solamente el poeta 
de los rústicos y de los niños, empeñándose en imitar hasta su torpe balbuceo, sino el poeta de los estúpidos, 
de los idiotas, de los estropeados y de los mendigos. Y todo esto lo hizo con gran elevación moral, pero en una 
especie de prosa rimada, que a la larga llega a ser intolerable por la estéril notación de menudencias sin valor 
característico31.
Entre els que miren amb mals ulls l’estètica pintoresca podríem citar Josep Pla, el Voltaire cata-
là; Pla és molt més proper als il·lustrats enciclopedistes que no pas als romàntics que li repugnen: 
Les rares cases que es troben al costat de la carretera, rústiques i malcarades, tenen un aspecte 
desconfiat. Em costa de veure l’idil·li a muntanya, i a tot arreu més aviat trobo la misèria, l’estretor 
i l’aire mig amagat —un aire clandestí, merament al·lusiu, confús, inextricable.32 
Amb un gran sentit autocrític, Pla oposa l’alta cultura políglota i aristocràtica europea a la cultu-
ra espanyola: “El nostre desmenjament col·lectiu ens té lligats a les formes més baixes i miserables 
28. Bordone, Renato. Lo specchio di Shalott. L’invenzione del Medioevo nella cultura dell’Ottocento. Nàpols: Liguori, 1993: 21.
29. I continua: Composed well, harmoniously coloured; rough and broken objects (such as rocks, ruins ans shaggy cattle, Gilpin, 
William. “On picturesque beauty”, Three Essays. Londres: Blamire, 1792 [Hussey, Christopher. The Picturesque...: 114].
30. Fairchild, Hoxie Neale. “Medievalism of Wordsworth and Coleridge”, The Romantic Quest. Nova York: Columbia 
University Press, 1931: 273.
31. Menéndez, Manuel. Historia de las ideas estéticas en España. Madrid: Pérez Dubrull, 1883-1889; Menéndez, Manuel. 
Obras completas. Madrid: Fundación I. Larramendi, 2009: IV, 359.
32. Pla, Josep. “Cartes de lluny (1921-1925)”, El nord. Obra completa. Barcelona: Destino, 1967: V, 27.
























shdel pintoresc que es poden arribar a imaginar”33. A Pla li desagrada el costumisme i, per extensió 
qualsevol tendència romàntica, ja sigui gòtica o nacionalista. 
Charles Nodier trasllada al terreny literari l’estètica pintoresca barrejant-la amb el folklore tradi-
cional i la literatura oral i infantil. A Voyages pittoresques et romantiques dans l’ancienne France (1820), 
Nodier recrea la mitologia medieval meravellosa amanint-la amb inspiració escocesa. Apareixen 
fades i follets (els “lutins”) com a personatges d’un gènere híbrid a mig camí entre la novel·la de 
cavalleria i el conte de fades. El follet es el símbol de l’Edat d’Or innocent i de la infància, amb el 
qual es reivindiquen les cultures tradicionals, irracionals i supersticioses contra el materialisme 
tècnic, científic i racional del moment.
Malgrat els seus detractors34, la defensa del popular i l’artesà del pintoresc té unes conseqüèn-
cies importantíssimes en el desenvolupament de l’art modern. Abans que els avantguardistes, els 
primers que defensen una estètica irregular i mal feta són els artistes pintorescs i els crítics que els 
reivindiquen. Alhora, l’esperit pintoresc posa els fonaments de les columnes del pensament i art 
contemporanis, advocant per la varietat, la sorpresa i certa tendència cap a la confusió, com un 
principi amb molta més vida que no pas l’ordre fred del neoclàssic, tal com assenyala Price en la 
seva romàntica apologia de l’irregular: The intricacy in the disposition, and variety in the forms, the tints, 
and the lights and shadows of objetcs, are the great characteristics of picturesque scenery.35 L’assagista con-
clou que el gòtic és més pintoresc que no pas l’art grec, per molt bell que sigui.
La fascinació que exercia l’art popular anà més enllà dels límits raonables. Molts historiadors i 
intel·lectuals (F. A. Wolf, A. W. Schlegel, M. Menéndez Pelayo...) es convenceren que la literatura 
antiga i medieval no s’havien d’interpretar com a discursos cultes  —com s’argumenta avui dia—
sinó com a productes populars, ja que el pes de la tradició oral era enorme. La Iliada i l’Odissea, la 
poesia provençal, el Poema de Mio Cid i tants altres passaren a ser productes col·lectius, anònims, 
rudes i espontanis. Les seves imperfeccions les rescabalaven amb la seva “innocència” i “frescor”. 
4. Medievalisme romàntic nacionalista
Una de les funcions més importants dels referents medievals al segle XIX és la nacionalista. La 
poesia popular i l’èpica són els seus cavalls de batalla. Aquesta via és visible a Alemanya i Irlanda 
on cerquen el substrat germànic o cèltic (heroic o idíl·lic36) previ a la romanització-llatinització. 
El patriotisme és concebut com un sentiment natural que uneix els homes del present amb als 
seus avantpassats, mentre que, actualment, és vist com un pensament voluntari i ideològic37; que 
33. Pla, Josep. “Cartes de lluny...”: V, 276.
34. Entre els detractors del turístic pintoresc com una forma primitiva podem citar l’irònic escriptor Thomas Bernhard: 
“Els vienesos convencen la gent del Burgenland que el Burgenland és una regió molt bonica, perquè els vienesos estan 
enamorats de la brutícia del Burgenland i de l’estupidesa del Burgenland, perquè consideren “romàntiques” aquella 
brutícia del Burgenland i aquella estupidesa del Burgenland.” (Bernhard, Thomas. Alte Meister: Komödie. Frankfurt am 
Main. Suhrkamp. 1985: 14).
35. Price, Uvedale. Essay on the Picturesque as compared with the sublime and beautiful...: 17.
36. Leersen, Joseph. Remembrance and imagination: patterns in the historical and literary representation of Ireland in the ninete-
enth century. Cork: Cork University Press, 1996.
37. Beller, Manfred; Leersen, Joseph. Imagology. The cultural construction and literary representation of national characters. A 
critical survey. Amsterdam-New York: Rodopi, 2007; Michonneau, Stéphane. Barcelona: memòria i identitat: monuments, 
commemoracions i mites. Vic: Eumo-Universitat de Vic, 2002; Nieto, José Manuel. Medievo constitucional: historia y mito 
político en los orígenes de la España contemporánea (ca. 1750-1814). Madrid: Akal, 2007; Thiesse, Anne-Marie. La Création des 
identités nationales...
























sh no emana espontàniament, sinó que es fa. A Catalunya també es reivindica el catalanisme previ 
a l’espanyolització dels Reis Catòlics del segle XV, quan la Corona d’Aragó s’uneix a la noblesa 
castellana. Tot i que la Renaixença opta per un patriotisme sentimental, moderat i pactista, el seu 
impuls a favor de la cultura catalana és decidit i notable. No obstant això, els historiadors actuals 
discrepen sobre la seva valoració política. En posaré només un exemple: dues interpretacions ben 
distintes de les seves evocacions medievals. Per a uns, l’Edat Mitjana és l’edat d’or de les lletres 
catalanes, el model que esperona la represa cultural de la Renaixença començant per l’Ateneu i 
d’altres institucions. El paper dels intel·lectuals en aquesta reconstrucció és, com diu Jordi Casas-
sas38, fonamental. D’altres historiadors, com Michonneau o Josep Maria Fradera39, ho interpreten 
de manera diferent. Al seu parer, el medievalisme català decimonònic no enyoraria una pàtria 
catalana perduda, sinó una Espanya catalanitzada que mai no pogué ser; un matrimoni (polític i 
econòmic) reiteradament fallit.
Al XIX, una manera d’evocar el passat nacional perdut és a través de nostàlgiques balades popu-
lars (quadre 6). La recol·lecció de balades de Thomas Percy (Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, 1765) 
tingué molta influència en la literatura. Entre d’altres, inspirà les famoses Lyrical Ballads (1798) de 
Wordsworth i Coleridge. Herder es proposà recollir material similar a Alemània. I també Walter 
Scott (Minstrelsy of the Scottish border, 1803). El cas més cèlebre de recull poètic d’aires populars 
és el d’Ossian. Com molts de vostès ja sabran, James Macpherson (1736-1796) presenta el 1761 
al públic una pretesa traducció a l’anglès d’un poeta escocès del segle II desconegut anomenat 
Ossian40. No es tracta d’una traducció de poemes medievals sinó d’uns textos acabats d’escriure 
per Macpherson al segle XVIII a la manera medieval, on queda subratllada la simbiosi tan cara al 
romanticisme entre la nació i l’ànima popular. Macpherson escriu els seus poemes basant-se en 
les cançons dels bards gaèlics que tocaven amb arpa trencada (l’ernith). Els seus poemes més cele-
brats són: “Carthon”, “Temora” i sobretot “Fingal” (un llarg poema èpic de sis llibres). Macpherson 
aconsegueix ser prologat per Hugh Blair, l’intel·lectual vuicentista amb més renom d’Escòcia, i 
tots dos presenten Fragments of Ancient Poetry collected in the Highlands of Scotland, and translated from 
the Galic or Erse language el 1790. Abans de saber que la bella epopeia celta d’Ossian és falsa, se 
l’admira moltíssim i no sols a Escòcia. El corrent ossiànic s’estèn arreu d’Europa. Els poetes del 
moment (com Herder, Klopstock i Schiller) n’imiten el seu estil folklòric i èpic i la rara bellesa del 
seu passat gloriós i boirós. A Goethe, Ossian li agrada tant que el tradueix a l’alemany, malgrat 
les seves reticències contra l’abús medieval del seu segle. Leopardi, al Zibaldone (1820) en parla 
amb fervor. El nom d’Òscar (el fill d’Ossian) fa furor entre la noblesa sueca; un nom que avui dia 
sembla molt suec i amb molta tradició. Tanmateix, com la majoria de les preteses tradicions (Mares 
de Déu, balls, costums, etc,) són molt recents: la majoria arrenquen del XIX. Continuant amb la 
moda ossiànica, Napoleó du de campanya el seu exemplar d’“Ocean” (com li diu ell). I, entre al-
tres dades de la seva vasta recepció, l’abate Marchena (1768-1821) el tradueix al castellà. Després 
de les discussions venials (si Ossian havia estat irlandès o escocès), les polèmiques sobre la seva 
38. Casassas, Jordi. Entre Escil·la i Caribdis: el catalanisme i la Catalunya conservadora de la segona meitat del segle XIX. Barce-
lona: La Magrana. 1990.
39. Michonneau, Stéphane. Barcelona: memoria i identitat...; Fradera, Josep Maria. Cultura nacional en una sociedad dividida; 
Cataluña 1838-1868. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2003.
40. Fingal, an Ancient Epic Poem in Six Books, together with Several Other Poems composed by Ossian, the Son of Fingal, translated 
from the Gaelic Language, ed. James Macpherson. Dublín: Richard Fitzsimons, 1762. Anys després, Macpherson publicà, 
encara que aparentment només traduïa i editava: Temora (Macpherson, James. Temora. Londres: T. Becket and P. A. de 
Hondt, 1763) i The Works of Ossian (Macpherson, James. The works of Ossian. Londres: T. Becket and P. A. de Hondt, 1765).
























shautenticitat es disparen. Samuel Johnson fa un viatge a Escòcia per consultar els originals, i en no 
trobar-los, acusa Macpherson de plagiari-li. El filòsof empirista i nacionalista escocès David Hume 
també acaba retirant el seu suport a Macpherson, dient-li: “Ensenyi’ns els originals i hi creurem”. 
Però els originals, quin greu, no apareixen. 
Del pastitx medieval escocès passem a l’Alemanya del XIX. La nostàlgia nacionalista medieval 
també es canalitza per la via popular, començant pels reculls de cançons, contes i llegendes de Bren-
tano i von Archim (El corn meravellós del noi / Des Knaben Wunderhorn, 1806) que van inspirar lieds 
de Mahler. Caldria ressenyar també el recull de Contes de l’infant i la llar (Kinder-und- Hausmärchen 
1822-1912) dels germans Grimm. I el de Herder, Veus dels pobles dins la poesia (1779), on Herder va 
reunir cançons populars de diversos països amb intenció nacionalista. Herder, estudiant la Bíblia, 
encunyà el terme Volkspoesie, aquella que expressa la identitat nacional. La poesia bíblica, entesa 
com la poesia arcaica hebrea, expressa el caràcter de la nació jueva. La teoria etnoliterària de Her-
der és aplicable al naixement de tota nació: His theory implied that the original poetries of other nations 
has just as much relevance for their respective nations, be they Greek, Roman, Celtic or Slavic, because they lead 
back to the birth of that nation, just as Hebrew poetry led back to the birth of humanity.41
Els primers treballs de camp folklòrics van servir per preservar el patrimoni cultural i lingüístic. 
A part de recollir contes i poesies, Herder i von Humboldt fan reculls dialectals. A Catalunya, Marià 
Aguiló  també els endega en aquesta època. En els focus nacionalistes, la dialectologia serveix per 
conèixer i preservar expressions populars en desús que han perviscut en el món rural i que repre-
senten els orígens de l’idioma. En el cas de l’alemany tan dialectalitzat, a més de la construcció de 
la història d’una llengua comuna, hi ha una finalitat política. Es tracta de crear una llengua franca 
per sobre els dialectes on se sentin identificats els habitants de la nova confederació alemanya. 
Recordem que abans del procés d’unificació que va de 1815 al 1871, hi ha més de trescents estats 
alemanys independents. De la mateixa manera que a Escòcia el catolicisme té una lectura patriò-
tica que l’allunya del protestantisme britànic, a la confederació alemanya, el vincle entre llengua 
i nació també és reforçat per la religió. La conmemoració dels trescents anys de la traducció de 
la Bíblia de Luter a l’alemany té un component nacionalista antifrancès indubtable al festival de 
Wartburg de 1817. Un nom que els lectors fan bé d’associar amb Wagner. El subtítol de la seva 
òpera Tannhäuser (1845) és: “Torneig de trobadors del castell de Wartburg”, un lloc mític que refor-
ça el vincle medieval nacionalista. Paral·lelament, Herder i von Humboldt42 reflexionen sobre les 
relacions entre llengua i nació43  i funden l’etnolingüisme44, l’essència del qual és la creença que 
cada llengua té una visió del món particular (una Denkungsart o Weltanschauung). Aquesta perso-
nalitat lingüística i cultural hauria nascut a l’Edat Mitjana just quan neixen les llengües vulgars; 
de tal manera que, segons Herder, la llengua n’hauria esdevingut el seu baluard: el magatzem de 
la tradició i de la història d’un poble transmès de generació en generació. Com diu Humbold, i és 
41. Oergel, Maike. The Return of King Arthur and the Nibelungen. National Myth in Nineteenth-Century English and German 
Literature. Berlín: De Gruyter, 1998: 34.
42. Von Humboldt, Wilhelm. “Sobre l’origen de les formes gramaticals i sobre la seva influència en el desenvolupament 
de les idees (1822-23)”, Brief an M. Abel-Rémusat über die Natur grammatischer Formen im Allgemeinen und über den Geist der 
chinesischen Sprache im Besonderen. Stuttgart: Frommann-Holzboog, 1979. 
43. Morton, Michael M. “Herder and the Poetics of Thought. Unity and Diversity”. On Diligence in Several Learned Lan-
guages. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1989.
44. Al segle XX, Sapir i Whorf serien uns dels continuadors de les teories etnolingüístiques del XIX: Sapir, Edward. 
Language. An Introduction ot the Study of Speech. Nova York: Harcourt & Brace, 1921; Whorf, Benjamin Lee. “Science and 
Linguistics” (1940). Language, Thought and Reality. Cambridge (Mass.): MIT, 1956. 
























sh dogma de fe pels nacionalistes, la llengua és l’esperit d’una nació. Unes nacions que tot i existir 
des de fa segles —exagerant— és sobretot al XIX quan desperten i prenen consciència del que són. 
Johann Gottlieb Fichte demana que tot l’ensenyament es faci amb alemany i que el llatí i la cultura 
cristiana, que són cultures estangeres, siguin destronades de la nació alemanya perquè recuperi el 
seu caràcter germànic i la saba del seu idioma mig mort a la seva pròpia pàtria: “perquè més forma 
la llengua els homes que no pas els homes la llengua”45.
El pensament etnolingüista també floreix a la Catalunya del XIX amb plantejaments similars. 
En són testimoni les obres de Torras i Bages, La tradició catalana (1892)46; Joan Cortada, Catalunya i 
els catalans (1859-64); i Valentí Almirall, Lo catalanisme (1886). Com el seu nom indica, el moviment 
de la Renaixença pretenia despertar la nació i la cultura catalana dormides i recuperar l’esplendor 
que havia tingut en època medieval: Llull, els trobadors, Bernat Metge, els cronistes, Tirant lo Blanc, 
etc. El 1859 es van instaurar uns certàmens poètics d’orígens trobadorescs: els Jocs Florals. Els tres 
temes a concurs eren: Pàtria, Fe, Amor. El pes ideològic (nacionalista i catòlic) ocupava un lloc 
prominent. Les nostàlgies patriòtiques evocaven la llengua, la literatura i la Catalunya medieval 
abans de la unificació amb la Corona de Castella. S’hi unia l’art romànic, entès com una expressió 
del caràcter auster català. Quan el medievalisme s’uneix al regionalisme (seguint la terminologia 
decimonònica que avui dia s’ha tornat antinacionalista), la suma acostuma a ser reaccionària. Com 
succeeix amb el folklorista i dialectòleg mossèn Alcover i amb el bisbe Torras i Bages i la seva de-
fensa endogàmica del tradicionalisme català47 contra el progrés i l’internacionalisme:
Cercar sistemes forans, emmanllevar teories forasteres, enamorar-se d’idees novelles, i fer de tot això la base 
social, és cosa frèvola, contrària a l’escola regionalista i a la il·lustració internacional.48
Des de la Renaixença ençà, els catalanistes veneren la seva pàtria nascuda a l’Edat Mitjana 
que, essencialment, veuen similar a la moderna. Com si es tractés d’una narració èpica, el caràcter 
pràctic i moderat del poble es compensa amb la valentia dels seus monarques quan defensen el 
seu territori. Un dels mites medievals més populars del nacionalisme català és Sant Jordi, malgrat 
no ser ni català ni medieval; no obstant això, a Catalunya s’ha medievalitzat el cavaller romà i se 
l’ha catalanitzat a despit que l’heroi fantàstic que lluita contra un drac el veneren arreu d’Europa. 
Al nacionalisme li cal mites perquè el poble els adori; i si els mites no tenen personalitat pròpia, 
cal inventar-la i fer-la passar per única i exclusiva malgrat que sigui falsa. Al XIX no es fila prim i 
l’invent de tradicions, des dels kilts als herois de la Reconquesta espanyola, és a l’ordre del dia. Un 
cas paradigmàtic és la llegenda de Guifré el Pelós49; en aquest cas la mistificació, comparada amb 
45. Fichte, Johann Gottlieb. “De la esencia de la nueva educación”. Reden an die deutsche Nation (1807). Discursos a la nación 
alemana. Madrid: Editora Nacional, 1977: IV, 126.
46. “D’entre tots els vincles socials, treta la Religió, la llengua és el que estreny més fort. (...) La llengua d’un poble és la 
manifestació i esplendor de sa substància, la imatge de sa figura, i qui coneix una llengua coneix el poble que la parla, 
i desapareguda la llengua, queda també esvaït el poble, o almenys substancialment canviat.”, Torras, Josep. La tradició 
catalana. Barcelona: Giró, 1892; Barcelona: Edicions 62, 1981: 42-43.
47. No obstant això, Torras Bages considera el filòsof medieval Ramon Llull i les seves “formes ciclòpies” com una ex-
cepció del caràcter nacional català assenyat i discret.
48. Torras, Josep. La tradició catalana...: 403.
49. La primera constància escrita de Guifré el Pelós és a la Gesta Comitum Barchinonensium (1180) del monestir de Ripoll 
per tal d’enaltir els orígens del Casal d’Aragó. Coll, Miquel. Guifré el pelós en la historiografia i en la llegenda. Barcelona: 
Institut d’Estudis Catalans, 1990.
























shla de St Jordi, és menor perquè es basa en un personatge històric del segle IX català. Tanmateix, a 
partir del XIX s’exagera el seu protagonisme en la fundació de la pàtria; escriptors com Verdaguer, 
Pitarra o Víctor Balaguer el magnifiquen i en divulguen anècdotes apòcrifes (com la dels seus dits 
ensangonats dibuixant les quatre barres de la senyera50): “El comte Guifré va contribuir d’una 
manera eminent a forjar Catalunya, que, d’aleshores ençà, ha tingut uns ideals comuns i un senti-
ment comunitari”51, afirma el bisbe de Vic en l’homenatge que es féu al comte l’any 1982. El medi-
evalisme nacionalista català va lligat, a més, amb la religió. Guifré és presentat com el fundador de 
monestirs i com l’artífex de la repoblació catalana contra els musulmans. Aquest sentiment triple 
(medieval, català i catòlic) és l’estendard de molts monestirs catalans començant pel de Montserrat 
i acabant pel de Ripoll. 
Com dic, una via d’aproximacio popular i nacionalista a l’Edat Mitjana és la recuperació de 
cançons tradicionals. Aquest interès és molt viu a Catalunya52 i a tots els països i governs amb sen-
timent patriòtic (i quin no en té?), començant per Joan Amades i acabant per les danses i els vestits 
regionals impulsats per la Secció Femenina en la dictadura de Franco, per no citar l’espanyolíssima 
decoració medieval dels hotels dels Paradors Nacionals53. Al XIX, la Volkslied alimenta la identitat 
alemanya. La literatura catalana i occitana de la Renaixença s’omple de poesia pintoresca jocflora-
lesca (Francesc Bartrina, Mistral54, Rubio i Ors). Així mateix, la música de pastors suïssos o ranz de 
vaches, que es recull per primer cop al segle XIX, alimenta el nacionalisme helvètic del Guillem Tell 
(1804) de Schiller, el protagonista del qual, recordem-ho, també és humil.
Al XIX, els compositors eleven aquestes cançonetes a música culta per a piano a través dels 
lieds on la senzillesa temàtica es fon amb la complexitat sonora de les sopranos. Des de Rússia a la 
península ibèrica, els músics es fan eco de melodies populars, de manera decorativa o amb finalitat 
patriòtica. El XIX és ple de coloristes tonades tradicionals, des de les reivindicacions paneslaves 
(Tchaikovski, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Glinka, Stravinsky) al localisme madrileny de la sarsuela (Barbi-
eri, Chapí, Chueca, Tomas Bretón).
50. La llegenda de les quatre barres no és un invent del XIX per molt popular que fos en aquesta època. En tenim cons-
tància des del segle XVI en la Crónica general de España (1554) d’Antoni Beuter.
51. Masnou, Ramon. “Pregària”, Homenatge a Guifré el Pelós, repoblador de la vall i fundador del monestir. Girona. Sant Joan 
de les Abadesses, 1982.
52. Prats, Llorenç. El mite de la tradició popular. Els orígens de l’interès per la cultura tradicional a la Catalunya del segle XIX. 
Barcelona: Edicions 62, 1988.
53. En un article de decoració del diari franquista “Arriba” dels anys 50 s’encoratja el retorn al mobiliari medieval molt 
més patriota que no pas els mobles d’estil internacional: Es lástima que en nuestros hogares urbanos se haya desplazado el uso 
del arcón y se utilicen muebles sin tradición artística, de gusto modernista y, por tanto, de escaso valor y permanencia, mientras que el 
arcón es un mueble de estilo y función clara y definidos. El ideal, con todo, sería un arca antigua, con las populares tallas vascas, las 
arquerías levantinas, los cueros y telas claveteadas del Mediodía. También el arcón de modesta madera de pino podrá variarse con una 
decorativa piel de cabra, claveteada con tachuelas doradas, o bien volver sobre nuestros modelos de cuarterones, de influencia mudéjar, 
tan españoles, de donde podremos sacar temas originales. Conseguiremos de esta manera muebles con entronque en nuestra historia. 
(Feduchi, Luís M. La casa por dentro. Madrid: Aguado, 1952: 24-25).
54. de Caluwé, Jacques. Le moyen âge littéraire occitan dans l’oeuvre de Frédéric Mistral. París: Nizet, 1974. El Mirèio (1859) 
de Mistral no és original per la típica història d’amor amb diferència de classes sinó per la llengua en què està escrita, 
la llengua dels trobadors. L’obra és una reivindicació occitanista. El material medieval inclou, segons J. Gourc: 1. Al-
lusions a fets històrics (creuada albigesa, cort rei René). 2. Corts d’amor, Jocs Florals, culte a Clemence Isaure. 3. Formes 
poètiques medievals: sirventès, cançó, tensó, pastorel·la, balada. 4. Adaptacions de vides de trobadors (Jaufre Rodel, 
Peire Vidal, la història del cor menjat de Guillem de Cabestany reproduïda per Boccaccio, etc.). 5. Citacions de versos de 
trobadors del Parnasse occitanien i dels divulgadors dels segles XVIII i XIX com Sainte-Palaye o Sismondi. (Gourc, Jacques. 
“La renaissance félibréenne”, La fabrique du Moyen Âge au XIX. Représentations du Moyen Âge dans la culture et la littérature 
françaises du XIXè siècle, Simone Bernard-Griffiths, Pierre Glaudes, Bertrand Vibert, eds. París: Champion, 2006: 984). La 
fabrique és una altra obra erudita majúscula sobre la nostra matèria d’estudi.
























sh Al parer de Menéndez Pidal, la literatura catalana reapareix amb força i personalitat al XIX grà-
cies a la literatura oral. Aquest reduccionisme de la literatura catalana a allò popular ens remet a la 
teoria pintoresca que veiem més amunt (prenguin nota del símbol de l’humil llevat del pa de la se-
güent citació). Menéndez Pidal menysté d’aquesta manera la vàlua de la literatura catalana, la qual 
no sols destaca pels registres populars sinó pels cultes: La poesia popular salvó a la literatura catalana. 
(...) Sin esta benéfica levadura la renaciente poesía se hubiera extraviado por los fáciles senderos de la imitación 
de los románticos franceses y castellanos.55 Aquesta estratègia popular de devaluació també l’aplica al 
Don Quijote de la Mancha (1605); Cervantes és un ingenio lego, més groller que no pas refinat, que 
escriví la seva obra imitant romanços i manllevant frases del refranero. Aquesta tesi historicista 
avui dia està desprestigiada ja que el valor de Cervantes està en alça; tanmateix, Lázaro Carreter 
la continua defensant en l’edició de 1998: Cervantes no sale del ámbito del Romancero cuando pasa de 
lo heroico a lo caballeresco o a lo pastoril. Segons aquesta tesi popular, Don Quijote seria un paradigma 
del tradicionalisme espanyol medieval i popular, i no pas la primera novel·la moderna europea.
Arribats al segle XX, els nazis manipulen les cançons populars alemanyes amb finalitats pro-
pagandístiques per enaltir el poble i fer-lo favorable a la seva ideologia, exagerant una comunió 
nostrada entre els ciutadans. Les joventuts nacionalsocialistes no paren de cantar; l’eufòria del 
guanyador i l’amor a la terra alimenten la seva exaltació patriòtica. S’organitzen festes medievals 
amb noies vestides de valquíries, com la de 1937 a Munic on participen més de cinc mil persones 
disfressades d’època i on es pretèn resuscitar “dos mil anys de cultura alemanya”56. 
La música coral de Carl Off57 també té aquesta funció. Els nazis tornen enrere, cap al romanti-
cisme58 i per extensió cap al medievalisme. Promouen la pintura pintoresca en contra de l’art de-
generat de les avantguardes. L’estètica camperola d’una raça ària saludable s’inscriu dins el corrent 
anomenat Blut und Boden (Sang i Terra). Wagner és entronitzat i l’escenografia de les seves òperes 
es més medieval que mai, descartant les propostes escenogràfiques abstractes i avantguardistes. 
El 1943 l’escenògraf Ludwig Sievert, afí al Règim, tria com a decorat per a Els mestres cantaires de 
Nuremberg de Wagner (Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, 1868) un poble medieval, malgrat que l’obra 
de Wagner s’esdevé al segle XVI. Com es tracta de reivindicar Wagner com un gran patriota i 
d’inventar-se una nació alemanya al més vella possible, es manipula el temps de l’obra per tal que 
Hitler s’associï amb els herois de Wagner59, el nazisme amb el romanticisme; i el romanticisme amb 
55. Manuel Menéndez Pidal (1908) citat per: Alsina, Josep Maria. El tradicionalismo filosófico en España. Su génesis en la 
generación romántica catalana. Barcelona: Promociones Publicaciones Universitarias, 1985: 22.
56. Michaud, Éric. “1933: El triomf de Richard Wagner, la destrucció de la política”, La música i el III Reich. de Bayreuth a 
Terezin. París: Cité de la Musique, 2004; Barcelona: Fundació Caixa Catalunya. 2007: 66.
57. El 2009 Carles Padrissa va posar en escena Carmina Burana. És sorprenent que una companyia de teatre tant avant-
guardista com La Fura dels Baus, reivindiqui una obra tan emblemàtica del nazisme. No ho sé si es tracta de despullar 
l’obra de la seva ideologia. Les úniques dades objectives de les quals disposo són les seves entrevistes i la seva recepció 
a la premsa on se silencia el context històric on va néixer l’obra de Carl Off.
58. Arthur Oncken Lovejoy analitza el concepte de romàntic com a prefiguració de l’ideologia nazi; i observa que els 
romàntics alemanys dels 1790s llencen al món tres de les idees que nodreixen el nacionalsocialisme: Ganze (el Tot ≠ in-
dividualisme il·lustrat); Streben (la voluntat del poder de Nietzsche i de l’Home superior); i Eigentümlichkeit (defensa de la 
diversitat, del nacionalisme ≠ raó il·lustrada universal). Sense treure-li tota la raó, val a dir que no es pot fer responsables 
als poetes i filòsofs romàntics de les barbaritats dels nazis i que cal entendre que Lovejoy —un intel·lectual admirable— 
escriu aquest article durant la II Guerra Mundial quan s’està lluitant contra el hitlerisme diabòlic. (Lovejoy, Arthur O. 
“The meaning of romanticism for the historian of ideas”. Journal of the history of ideas, 2 (1941): 3). 
59. Per cloure els actes oficials d’inauguració del Tercer Reich a Postdam del dia 21 de març de 1933 i celebrar la victòria 
nacionalsocialista es tria Els mestres cantaires de Nuremberg de Wagner. Com esmenta Gerhard Splitt, el principal objectiu 
és identificar Hitler amb Hans Sachs, l’heroi wagnerià, i veure’l com el forjador de la nova Alemanya. (Splitt, Gerhard. 
“Hitler i la música”. La música i el III Reich...).
























shels pretesos orígens medievals del germanisme. Forçant encara més la màquina, Beethoven també 
és manipulat per fer-lo medieval malgrat que no ho sigui. Així, l’any 1938, un altre escenògraf afí 
al III Reich, Edward Suhr, manipula la seva òpera Fidelio (1805), i en lloc de respectar la datació 
històrica que figura al libretto, canvia el segle XVIII imaginat per Beethoven per un segle medieval 
indefinit omplint l’escenari d’herois i castells. No crec que el públic al 38, en escoltar el crit de 
llibertat del famós cor de presoners, pensés amb els jueus. Al cap i a la fi, la llibertat també pot ser 
interpretada en clau nacionalista i victimista com si els alemanys haguessin estat un poble oprimit 
(pels francesos i etc.) que finalment diu la seva. 
Les connexions entre el nacionalisme hitlerià i un medievalisme mal entès no acaben aquí. 
Hitler somniava morir escoltant la mort d’Isolda de Wagner. Entre altres desigs que no pot dur a 
terme, també s’hi compta la implantació de la lletra gòtica, per bé que per uns interessos menys 
purs i literaris que els dels Grimm, que al segle XIX també l’havien defensada. El folklorisme dels 
germans Grimm  —no endebades eren lingüistes i aviat indoeuropeistes—, reivindicant la lletra 
monàstica gòtica (la Fraktur) es transformà en bel·ligerància en mans dels nazis. La defensa de la 
lletra gòtica esdevé una afirmació germànica, la germanische Stammart, la cal·ligrafia del caràcter 
teutònic. Llàstima que en la seva ignorància no se n’adonessin que els manuscrits llatins dels “ene-
mics” també estaven escrits amb gòtica... La defensa d’aquesta cal·ligrafia pseudomedieval també 
suposava un rebuig a l’avantguardisme internacionalista de la Bauhaus, la revolucionària tipogra-
fia de la qual es distingeix per les seves lletres clares, com el tipus Universal. A la llarga llista dels 
perseguits pels nazis (jueus, gitanos, avantguardistes, músics de jazz, etc.) caldria afegir els tipògrafs 
moderns com Tschichold. Si em permeten dues anècdotes cal·ligràfiques en un tema tan seriós com 
aquest, val a dir que els nazis després d’haver exaltat la lletra Fraktur com la cal·ligrafia alemanya 
per excel·lència, la repudien quan se n’adonen que Gutenberg, l’impressor jueu, se l’havia fet seva. 
A més, situats en plena Segona Guerra Mundial, als pilots no els és fàcil aterrar en els aeròdroms 
retolats amb lletra gòtica... 
El nacionalisme rus del XIX també es remet a l’Edat Mitjana barrejant elements populars i he-
roics. A més de la recuperació de contes i cançons que duen a terme folkloristes com Aleksandr 
Afanasyev, l’art i la literatura es fan eco de la moda folklòrica, des de l’Ivan el foll (1883) de Tolstoi 
als vestits folklòrics dels personatges de Bilbin. En els quadres de Vasnetsov (Els bogatyrs o Els herois 
èpics, 1898; Cavaller a la cruïlla, 1881) tant les figures èpiques com les populars (v.g la Bella Dor-
ment) simbolitzen el desig de resuscitar la gran Rússia adormida60. Vasnetsov col·lecciona vestits 
russos i objectes antics i és tan tradicionalista que sopa a les fosques amb espelmes com als segles 
passats. Nicholas Roerich també és un artista romàntic retro que explora l’origen de l’ànima russa 
i que desitja transportar poèticament l’espectador cap al passat. En la seva obra plàstica es troben 
músics vells com a símbol del passat, místics, herois, donzelles i dracs convivint en harmonia. Així 
mateix, Roerich pinta de manera primitiva per empatia amb l’estètica medieval. La Rússia intel-
lectual del XIX s’apropia de la idea eslava, els intel·lectuals són patriotes i estendards de la santa 
Rússia (“s’agenollen místicament davant la pell d’ovella russa”, diu Turgeniev el 1862) i s’entusias-
men per la poesia etnogràfica. En rus, la mateixa paraula (narod) significa poble i nació. La minoria 
intel·lectual russa, de tall rousseaunià, es fa nacionalista oposant-se a la cultura occidental (els 
clàssics greco-llatins, l’Esglèsia romana, l’Escolàstica, el Renaixement, la Reforma, la ciència, l’in-
dividualisme racionalista) que ha ignorat el món eslau. Aquest eslavisme anti-occidental augmenta 
60. Russian Legends, folk tales and fairy tales. Eds. David Jackson, Patty Wageman. Groningen: Groninger Museum, 2008.
























sh l’espiritualitat i el conservadurisme. Dues actituds que acostumen a anar juntes, però no sempre. 
Escriptors com Dostoievski o Tolstoi defensen un messianisme espiritualista contra el materialisme 
europeu, però no pas la tirania. No obstant aquestes il·lustres excepcions, els nacionalistes panes-
lavistes s’inclinen cap a l’autoritarisme, mentre que els russos occidentalistes simpatitzen amb el 
liberalisme i el progrés, primer il·lustrat i després marxista. El que és curiós, però, és que aquest 
nacionalisme paneslau que al segle XIX és imaginari, fet de sospirs i de llegendes, com el que veiem 
als vaixells medievals pintats d’ Invitats de l’altra banda del mar (1901) de Roerich, arribi sorprenent-
ment a la pràctica en la guerra civil russa que enfrontà els revolucionaris soviètics amb els russos 
blancs. Uns somniaven en la revolució del proletariat i els altres en l’antiga aristocràcia guerrera.
Quant al nacionalisme francès, podríem citar les literaturitzacions de Napoleó com un nou 
Carlemany o, entre molts d’altres, el quadre de Delacroix El rei Joan a la batalla de Poitiers (1830). 
L’escena històrica ens remet a l’Edat Mitjana, a la guerra dels 100 anys. La tria d’aquesta batalla 
és significativa. Entre les innombrables possibilitats de recreació de la història medieval de França, 
Delacroix tria la d’una derrota. L’artista imbuït dels gustos de l’època s’estima més recrear el pathos 
de la nostàlgia que no pas unes trompetes triomfals. El rei Jean II és més que un rei històric, és un 
heroi literaturitzat exageradament bo (el rei destaca per la blancor del seu vestuari i del seu cavall 
enfrontant-se a l’exèrcit enemic del Príncep Negre pintat de fosc) que lluita exageradament sol i 
que morirà com a màrtir empresonat a Anglaterra. El símbol de Jeanne d’Arc també depassa els 
límits històrics per entrar en el terreny literari. Tot i haver viscut al segle XV la imatgeria artística i 
popular la vesteixen amb armadura medieval. Jeanne d’Arc esdevé el símbol de la pàtria vençuda. 
Un altre cop es busca l’exaltament patriòtic a través d’una derrota per provocar ràbia i melodrama-
tisme. Aquí, a més a més, s’hi apleguen més gustos de l’època: la debilitat pel naïf, pels visionaris, 
per les dones i per les víctimes innocents. El 1909 l’Església es retracta d’haver condemnat Jeanne 
d’Arc com a heretge i la santifica com a màrtir. La pressió del fervor popular al llarg del XIX, miti-
ficant Joana d’Arc dels artistes que l’enalteixen (Schiller, Verdi, Gounod, Txaikovski, Liszt, Dumas, 
Péguy...) i de la República francesa pot sobre Roma. No pot haver-hi res més romàntic que la cai-
guda i ressurrecció gloriosa d’un personatge. 
Desmentint que el nacionalisme és cosa de països petits i llengües minoritzades, podríem citar 
el cas de Tennyson, un poeta victorià i patriota anglès. A Idylls of the King (1885) amb l’excusa de 
l’evocació del rei Artús, fa una llarga oda a la monarquia britànica. Costa d’entendre com un rei 
celta pugui fer d’avantpassat de la reialesa anglesa. Tanmateix, al segle XIX es produí aquesta des-
naturalització política. El rei Artús cèltic i pagà es transforma en britànic i cristià. Charles Kingsley 
al 1848 en una conferència al Queen’s College, deixà caure que el rei Artús alhough originally Celtic 
havia estat adopted and naturalised by the Saxon61. 
Podríem acabar esmentant el substrat popular i medieval del nacionalisme espanyol decimo-
nònic, perquè, de patriotismes n’hi ha tant a les nacions grans com a les petites, com acabem 
de comprovar amb Rússia, França, Anglaterra i Alemanya. Ja que totes les monarquies es volen 
legitimar, recorren a tota mena d’estratègies simbòliques i propagandístiques per ser defensades i 
venerades, tal com assenyala Nieto Soria62. Del cas espanyol, n’he citat la defensa franquista dels 
balls regionals i la decoració patriòtico-medieval dels millors hotels del règim dictatorial. Del segle 
XIX en citaré només un exemple: el de la pintura històrica a les Exposicions nacionals de Belles 
61. Oergel, Maike. The Return of King Arthur and the Nibelungen...: 206.
62. Nieto, José Manuel. Medievo constitucional: historia y mito político....
























shArts on concorren els artistes del moment. Des de 1856 els temes patriòtics a concurs són: els Reis 
Catòlics, Colon, el Cardenal Cisneros, la victòria de Granada i la reconquesta contra els moros. Els 
pintors, patriotes o no, sabent que l’Estat compra aquest tipus de quadres, s’afanyen a pintar-los 
tan grans com els vol el mecenas. En la majoria, els pintors imprimeixen la càrrega nacionalista 
envers l’Espanya Imperial remetent-la als seus orígens medievals i, més en concret, als Reis Catò-
lics; com en El testament de la reina Catòlica (1864) d’Eduardo Rosales i La rendició de Granada (1882) 
de Francisco Pradilla.
La recerca patriòtica dels orígens medievals no sols serví al tradicionalisme conservador (v.g. 
Michaud, l’historiador de les creuades) sinó, ocasionalment, a l’esperit progressista. Tot i que la 
tendència democràtica fou menor en número comptà amb historiadors i intel·lectuals tan influents 
com Montesquieu i A. Thiérry. Aquest darrer considera que a l’Edat Mitjana neix la idea de lli-
bertat tan arrelada a la nació francesa. A Montesquieu li agrada l’Edat Mitjana política; l’art gòtic, 
però, no gens  —com vèiem al començament d’aquest article—, la qual cosa ens fa adonar-nos de 
la complexitat de les visions medievals al XVIII i al XIX que tan poden encisar com ser detestades. 
Montesquieu admira l’Edat Mitjana perquè el rei no tenia un poder tan absolut com al segle XVIII 
sinó que està equilibrat amb el poder dels nobles. Al seu parer, el govern gòtic dels francs represen-
ta un sistema on la liberté civile du peuple, les prérogatives de la noblesse et du clergé, la puissance des rois, se 
trouvèrent dans un tel concert, que je ne crois pas qu’il y ait eu sur la terre de gouvernement si bien tempéré.63
5. Reflexió final
Els originals d’Ossian no van aparèixer, ai las, i al final es va saber la veritat: que l’Ossian agra-
dava tant als romàntics no perquè fos medieval (que no ho era) sinó perquè era romàntic. Som en 
el cas més flagrant d’una Edat Mitjana inventada que enamora els artistes del moment i que els 
transporta no pas al passat, sinó cap a una disfressa del passat. El to medieval de l’art i la literatura 
romàntiques és un perfum, no un document; una fragància fantàstica, folklòrica i nacionalista que 
no transporta cap a la història sinó cap a una història inventada. 
63. Montesquieu [Secondat, Charles-Louis. De, baron de]. “Capítol VIII”, The Spirit of the Laws. Cambridge (UK): Cam-
bridge University Press, 1989:167. 
























sh PASADO Y PRESENTE DE LA ARqUEOLOGíA DE LAS ALqUERíAS
Jorge a. eiroa 
univeRsidAd de muRciA
resUmen
La Arqueología de al-Andalus, treinta años después de que se formulasen las primeras reflexio-
nes teóricas, sigue pendiente de encontrar una verdadera identidad en el contexto de la Arqueolo-
gía Islámica. Se trata de una disciplina centrada en los estudios urbanos y fascinada por los grandes 
conjuntos monumentales y las expresiones materiales más elevadas de su sociedad, en la que sigue 
estando pendiente el desarrollo de una arqueología eminentemente rural. De la misma forma que 
en los últimos años se ha reclamado una reorientación de la arqueología de los espacios producti-
vos hacia la arqueología agraria, este trabajo analiza las posibilidades de una nueva arqueología de 
las alquerías o de los asentamientos rurales para el conocimiento de la sociedad andalusí1. 
1. La Arqueología de al-Andalus y la búsqueda de una identidad
Aunque han pasado varias décadas desde que Miquel Barceló, en un histórico artículo, expu-
siese la necesidad de una nueva arqueología para el estudio de al-Andalus, sus palabras siguen 
cargadas de sentido; lamentablemente, apenas encontramos elementos en la práctica actual que 
nos permitan hablar de una nueva orientación, menos aún de “una arqueología conceptualmente 
limpia y, por eso mismo, capaz de proponer problemas históricamente relevantes y respuestas 
plausibles a estos problemas”, tal y como se reclamaba entonces.2 Nadie lo ha expresado más clara-
mente que Antonio Malpica, al señalar, treinta años después, que “las esperanzas que existían en 
1990 se han ido desvaneciendo, hasta el punto que, desde la perspectiva de la arqueología medie-
val, el cambio ha sido muy negativo”.3 
Esa situación ha terminado por configurar una disciplina que, a pesar de su dilatada trayectoria, 
sigue pendiente de encontrar una verdadera identidad.4 En ese sentido, resulta llamativo que la 
1. El presente artículo ha sido elaborado en el marco del Proyecto HAR2010-21932-C02-01 “Aclimatación y difusión 
de plantas en al-Andalus. Selección y gestión de plantas en al-Andalus. Prácticas campesinas y estados” y del Grupo de 
Investigación (2009 SGR-304): “Arqueología Agraria de la Edad Media (ARAEM)”.
2. Barceló, Miquel. “¿Qué arqueología para al-Andalus?”, Los orígenes del feudalismo en el mundo mediterráneo, Antonio 
Malpica, Tomás Quesada, eds. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1994: 93. El artículo fue originalmente publicado en 
catalán, dos años antes: Barceló, Miquel. “Quina arqueologia per al-Andalus?”, Coloquio Hispano-Italiano de Arqueología 
medieval (Granada, 1990). Granada: Patronato de la Alhambra y el Generalife, 1992: 243-252 (la referencia citada se 
encuentra en la página 250).
3. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento de la sociedad andalusí”, ¿Qué es Andalucía?. Una revisión 
histórica desde el Medievalismo, Antonio Malpica, Rafael Peinado, Adela Fábregas, eds. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 
2009: 40. Para un balance todavía más crítico, véase: Martínez, Virgilio. “Reflexiones sobre el estudio de al-Andalus 
como sociedad o, de nuevo, qué arqueología para al-Andalus”, Saber y sociedad en al-Andalus, Alejandro García, ed. Huel-
va: Universidad de Huelva, 2006: 193-237.
4. Es preciso indicar que no todos los autores comparten nuestra visión negativa. Incluso alguno de los protagonistas del 
despegue de la arqueología medieval española ha llegado a afirmar que la actual arqueología de al-Andalus constituye 
























sharqueología de al-Andalus se encuentre extrañamente alejada del debate teórico y metodológico 
internacional que los últimos años trata de definir la identidad de la denominada “Arqueología 
Islámica”, una discutida y, sin embargo, bicentenaria disciplina5. La reciente publicación de la obra 
de Marcus Milwright, An Introduction to Islamic Archaeology, ha vuelto a desempolvar la controversia 
que, hace más de diez años, alimentó una monografía de Timothy Insoll, The Archeology of Islam, 
poniendo encima de la mesa de debate algunas cuestiones conceptuales que siguen sin respuesta.6 
El primero de los trabajos, el de Insoll, sorprendió por una visión interdisciplinar en la que tenía 
cabida la periferia del mundo islámico —tan bien conocida por el autor—7, y por la primacía de las 
hipótesis interpretativas de modelos concretos sobre las tipologías y las clasificaciones; sin embar-
go, en realidad se trataba de un ensayo de “Arqueología de la religión”,8 en el que se identificaba 
el Islam como una superestructura uniforme capaz de ser detectada mediante un análisis especí-
fico del registro material.9 Frente a él, Milwright presenta una visión mucho más tradicional de 
la denominada “Arqueología Islámica”, alejándola de la arqueología de la religión y configurando 
un concepto hipertrofiado y difuso que genera una disciplina arqueológica europeocentrista más 
propia del siglo XIX.10 Puede que “al final, la «Arqueología Islámica» sólo sea una etiqueta crono-
lógica y geográfica que implica poco o nada”11, pero estos trabajos (y otros muchos similares, de 
menor impacto) insisten en la necesidad de establecer los verdaderos objetivos de una disciplina 
en creciente desarrollo.12 
Mientras que en el ámbito internacional se despliegan los argumentos para el debate que trata 
de definir la naturaleza de la disciplina, en la Península Ibérica (el territorio en el que, paradójica-
mente, más se ha desarrollado desde los años ochenta del pasado siglo) apenas se discuten estas 
cuestiones. Antonio Malpica, en su reciente y certero diagnóstico, ha llamado la atención sobre la 
inmovilidad de la Arqueología de al-Andalus, pero señalando que “al menos se ha tomado con-
“la arqueología medieval más pujante de Europa, posiblemente sólo aventajada por la británica”. Zozaya, Juan. “Bocetos 
para la historiografía de la arqueología andalusí”, 711. Arqueología e Historia entre dos mundos, Enrique Baquedano, Luís A. 
García, Alfonso Vigil, Manuel Acién et alii, eds. Alcalá de Henares: Museo Arqueológico Regional, 2011: 121.
5. Un resumen de la evolución histórica de la denominada “Arqueología Islámica” en sus orígenes se puede encontrar, 
por ejemplo, en: Vernoit, Stephen. “The rise of Islamic Archaeology”. Muqarnas, 14 (1997): 1-10.
6. Las dos obras referidas son: Milwright, Marcus. An Introduction to Islamic Archaeology. Edimburgo: Edinburgh Universi-
ty Press, 2010; Insoll, Timothy. The Archaeology of Islam. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1999. 
7. Insoll, Timothy. The Archaeology of Islam in Sub-Saharan Africa. Cambridge (UK): Cambridge University Press, 2003.
8. Una sub-disciplina sobre la que viene trabajando activamente. Timothy Insoll, ed. Case studies in archaeology and world 
religion: the proceedings of the Cambridge conference. Oxford: BAR International Series, 1999; Timothy Insoll, ed. Archaeology 
and World Religion. Londres: Routledge, 2001.
9. Un análisis crítico más detallado de la obra de Insoll y de su recepción en los trabajos de Ennahid, Benco, Robinson, 
Al-Sharekh y Whitcomb se puede encontrar en: Eiroa, Jorge A. “‘The Archaeology of Islam’, de Timothy Insoll”. Anales 
de Prehistoria y Arqueología, 16 (2003): 235-239.
10. El desarrollo de estos argumentos se puede encontrar en: Eiroa, Jorge A. “Sobre religión y poliglotía. Reflexiones 
en torno a la ‘Arqueología Islámica’ a la luz de un trabajo reciente”, Debates de Arqueología Medieval, 1 (2011): 185-188.
11. Johns, Jeremy. “Islamic archaeology at a difficult age”. Antiquity, 84 (2010): 1187-1191.
12. Algunos interesantes ejemplos: Northedge, Alastair. “Archaeology and Islam”, Companion Encyclopedia of Archaeology, 
Graeme Barker, ed. Londres: Routledge, 1999: 1077-1106; Walmsley, Alan. “Archaeology and Islamic studies: the deve-
lopment of a relationship”, From Handaxe to Khan, Kjeld von Folsach, Henrik Thrane, I. Thuesen, Peter Mortensen, eds. 
Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2004: 317-329; Whitcomb, Donald. “The Spread of Islam and Islamic Archaeology”, 
Changing Social Identity with the Spread of Islam: Archaeological Perspectives, Donald Whitcomb, ed. Chicago: The Oriental 
Institute of the University of Chicago, 2004: 1-7; Petersen, Andrew. “What is ‘Islamic’ Archaeology?”. Antiquity, 79 
(2005): 100-107.
























sh ciencia de la situación real en que estamos”13. Las necesidades se muestran, por tanto, más claras 
que nunca. Y en ese sentido, siguiendo la estela de un reciente trabajo publicado en esta misma 
revista, nos proponemos insistir en la necesidad de orientar la arqueología de al-Andalus hacia el 
terreno del espacio rural, en este caso hacia el ámbito del poblamiento.14
2. Sobre la necesidad de una arqueología andalusí eminentemente rural
Un rápido vistazo a las publicaciones actuales sobre Arqueología de al-Andalus revela que el 
enorme crecimiento de la disciplina en los últimos treinta y cinco años ha distado mucho de ser 
homogéneo o proporcionado. El espectacular salto de la Arqueología Medieval en España, que 
tuvo lugar en los años ochenta del pasado siglo, ha sido explicado tradicionalmente al amparo de 
algunos acontecimientos concretos que han terminado por adquirir un cariz casi mítico,15 pero 
las verdaderas razones del cambio quizás se puedan entender simplemente a partir de la Ley de 
Patrimonio Histórico de 1985.16 La aplicación de este marco legal y su desarrollo mediante las 
normativas de las Comunidades Autónomas, receptoras inmediatas de la competencia en materia 
de Patrimonio Histórico, se tradujo en la multiplicación de las intervenciones arqueológicas; en su 
mayoría, estas actuaciones incidieron en el patrimonio medieval y post-medieval, puesto que se 
realizaban principalmente en los centros urbanos, objetivo primordial de una fiebre constructiva 
que parecía no tener límites. El salto de la arqueología medieval, por tanto, fue esencialmente 
cuantitativo y en ningún caso cualitativo: como recientemente ha recordado Juan Antonio Quirós, 
el crecimiento exponencial de la actividad arqueológica en los yacimientos medievales no trajo 
consigo una consolidación de la disciplina o un reforzamiento de las propuestas metodológicas, 
conceptuales o teóricas.17 
Las consecuencias de esta nueva situación fueron múltiples y han sido sobradamente analiza-
das, reflejando un panorama poco esperanzador.18 En lo que respecta a nuestro análisis, se pueden 
resumir en un hecho: el estudio arqueológico de los espacios rurales se convirtió en una tendencia 
marginal. El impacto de la denominada “arqueología de gestión” o “arqueología contractual” fue 
mínimo fuera de las ciudades, reducido a la ejecución de las grandes obras públicas, en un espacio 
sometido a una especulación mucho menor y carente de las ventajas que otorgan a los centros 
urbanos los planes de protección especial del subsuelo. 
13. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento...”: 45.
14. El trabajo al que nos referimos es: Kirchner, Helena. “Archaeology of the Landscape and Archaeology of the Farmed 
Areas in the Medieval Hispanic Societies”. Imago Temporis. Medium Aevum, 5 (2011): 87-118.
15. Entre esos acontecimientos habitualmente señalados como factores decisivos para el salto exponencial de la ar-
queología andalusí destacan el primer Congreso de Arqueología Medieval Española de Huesca, celebrado en 1983, y la 
publicación del primer número del Boletín de Arqueología Medieval, en 1986.
16. Ley 16/1985, de 25 de junio, del Patrimonio Histórico Español (BOE núm. 155, de 29 de junio de 1985; corrección 
de errores en BOE núm. 296, de 11 de diciembre de 1985).
17. Quirós, Juan Antonio. “Medieval Archaeology in Spain”, Reflections: 50 years of Medieval Archaeology, 1957-2007, Ro-
berta Gilchrist, Andrew Reynolds, eds. Londres: Maney Publishing, 2009: 176.
18. Véanse las reflexiones recogidas en: Malpica, Antonio. “La arqueología medieval entre el debate científico y social”, 
Tendencias actuales en arqueología medieval, Ángel Luís Molina, Jorge A. Eiroa, eds. Murcia: Universidad de Murcia, 2007: 
9-22. Un análisis de las consecuencias, tomando como muestra un marco cronológico y geográfico concreto, puede 
encontrarse en: Eiroa, Jorge A. “Arqueología urbana de la Baja Edad Media en la región de Murcia: datos para un de-
bate sobre el modelo de gestión”, Ciudad y Arqueología Medieval, Antonio Malpica, ed. Granada: Alhulia, 2006: 191-217.
























shPor su parte, la arqueología desarrollada a partir de los proyectos científicos llevados a cabo 
desde las universidades y otros centros de investigación (museos, C.S.I.C., Casa de Velázquez, Ins-
tituto Arqueológico Alemán, etc.) ha sido en muchos casos epidérmica, y se ha centrado, en líneas 
generales, en aspectos muy alejados del ámbito rural. Al olvido generalizado al que fue sometido 
el espacio rural andalusí ha contribuido un monumentalismo de raíces decimonónicas del que no 
termina de desprenderse la arqueología de al-Andalus. La fascinación por el estudio de los grandes 
conjuntos monumentales y de las expresiones materiales más elevadas de su sociedad, si bien es 
comprensible, ha condicionado los programas de investigación y ha presidido las explicaciones a 
los grandes problemas históricos de al-Andalus. De esta forma, en muchas ocasiones se ha obtenido 
una imagen distorsionada, elaborada por la concatenación de distintos elementos aislados y poco 
representativos. Un mal común a las arqueologías de otros períodos, igualmente centradas en la 
serie de grandes manifestaciones arquitectónicas y artísticas estatales, que termina por desplazar 
los estudios sobre el ámbito rural a un segundo plano.
Que las ciudades desempeñaron una función central y rectora en la sociedad andalusí, como 
en la mayor parte de las sociedades,19 es algo aceptado por todos. 20 Pero el territorio andalusí no 
se puede explicar simplemente como “un país de ciudades”.21 Al-Andalus se constituyó, en gran 
medida, como una suma de territorios campesinos y valorar el decisivo papel desempeñado por los 
núcleos urbanos, que todos aceptamos, no tiene por qué minimizar la importancia del poblamiento 
rural. 
Aún más, en el debate historiográfico futuro, el espacio rural está llamado a constituir la base 
sobe la que cimentar las futuras explicaciones. En los últimos años, la discusión sobre la caracteri-
zación de la sociedad andalusí (la cuestión esencial) se ha avivado gracias a la primera respuesta en 
profundidad que reciben las tesis de Guichard, mayoritariamente aceptadas en los últimos treinta 
años.22 Nos referimos a la propuesta explicativa de los primeros siglos de al-Andalus de Eduardo 
Manzano, en la que la conquista del siglo VIII es presentada como el resultado del empuje de “los 
ejércitos de un imperio centralizado (...) en los que primaban férreas jerarquías sociales”.23 Aunque 
el debate se sigue desarrollando, trasladado al terreno de las cuestiones concretas y de las escalas 
local y regional, las fuentes escritas parecen haber ofrecido ya casi todas sus respuestas y la solu-
ción no va a estar en manos de una arqueología del poder que ya ha sido suficientemente explo-
tada. Un mejor conocimiento arqueológico de lo que sucede en el espacio rural, en cambio, sería 
decisivo para poder esclarecer la verdadera realidad de la sociedad andalusí. Si, por ejemplo, las 
19. Recordemos la sugerente monografía de Glaeser, que exalta la ciudad como la más importante creación humana y 
como elemento rector del desarrollo. Véase: Glaeser, Edward. Triumph of the City. How our Greatest Invention makes us richer, 
smarter, greener, healthier and happier. Nueva York: Penguin Press, 2011.
20. El propio Miquel Barceló así lo reconocía en el polémico artículo que abre nuestro análisis. Barceló, Miquel. “¿Qué 
arqueología...”: 93; o Barceló, Miquel. “Quina arqueología”...: 250.
21. La denominación se corresponde deliberadamente con el título de un congreso celebrado en 2005 y publicado tres 
años después: Al-Andalus, país de ciudades, Ricardo Izquierdo, Jesús Carrobles, eds. Madrid: Diputación Provincial de 
Toledo, 2008.
22. Se trata, lógicamente, de las tesis expuestas por vez primera en: Guichard, Pierre. Al-Andalus. Estructura antropológica 
de una sociedad islámica en Occidente. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1998 (ed. facsímil de la de 1976, con un completo 
estudio preliminar de Antonio Malpica).
23. Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistadores, emires y califas. Los omeyas y la formación de al-Andalus. Barcelona: Crítica, 2006: 
18-19. En el libro se apuesta por la disolución del pasado tribal de las poblaciones árabes en la vorágine de la conquista 
y por un papel de los grupos beréberes tribales siempre marginal; el autor está convencido de que las estructuras tribales 
se debilitaron rápidamente con el paso del tiempo y que su influencia en la articulación de al-Andalus fue prácticamente 
nula.
























sh zonas rurales del al-Andalus de los primeros siglos no conformaron un paisaje caracterizado por la 
presencia de células clánicas sino por la existencia de pequeños asentamientos preislámicos en los 
que se habrían establecido los miembros del ejército conquistador encargados de la percepción de 
tributos, habrá que confirmarlo yendo más allá de unas fuentes escritas, en las que, como reconoce 
el propio Manzano, identificar a los conquistadores es una tarea que “raya casi en lo imposible”.24 
Esta es sólo una muestra del alto grado de oposición que ha adquirido un debate de posturas en-
frentadas, pero los ejemplos podrían ser otros muchos. Es probable que, como ha señalado Antonio 
Malpica, la ausencia de un verdadero diálogo entre la Historia Medieval esencialmente documental 
y la Arqueología haya llevado a plantear una oposición muy manifiesta entre la organización de 
base del mundo campesino y el Estado.25 En cualquier caso, la arqueología rural de al-Andalus 
se presenta como una herramienta imprescindible para encontrar nuevas explicaciones, acercar 
posturas y alcanzar consensos.
3. La organización social del espacio rural andalusí y la cuestionada importancia 
de los espacios residenciales 
Aunque, en un primer momento, la organización del espacio rural debió tener múltiples for-
mas, en virtud de las distintas formaciones sociales que coexistieron en los años posteriores a la 
conquista, todos los datos indican que, a partir del siglo X, el mundo rural andalusí se caracterizó 
por la yuxtaposición e interrelación de algunos elementos más o menos estables. Estos elementos, 
que han sido analizados de forma desigual (y, rara vez, de forma conjunta), son habitualmente 
clasificados en tres grandes grupos: los espacios defensivos, los espacios productivos o de trabajo y 
los espacios residenciales. En la actualidad sabemos que estos tres grupos, que a su vez presentan 
distintas variables, pueden combinarse y superponerse, sin que deban existir los tres en todos los 
territorios. Incluso tenemos constancia de la unidad de elementos, desde que Barceló formula-
se por vez primera algo que hoy nos parece obvio: los asentamientos rurales andalusíes son un 
conjunto indivisible de espacios productivos y residenciales, esto es, de tierras y casas.26 Con una 
similar deducción, Pierre Guichard había identificado la existencia de una clara asociación, en el 
sharq al-Andalus, de los espacios residenciales, estos asentamientos rurales, y los espacios defensi-
vos (ḥiṣn/ḥuṣūn).27 Sin embargo, si bien este modelo de organización del hábitat rural desarrollado 
en los años ochenta del pasado siglo por los investigadores vinculados a la Casa de Velázquez,28 la 
primera propuesta global para entender la complejidad del paisaje rural andalusí, fue generalmen-
te aceptado, pronto se reveló reduccionista e insuficiente a la luz de los datos arqueológicos que 
iban conociéndose. La existencia de un poblamiento disperso entre numerosas alquerías (qarya/
24. Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistadores, emires...: 274, nota 70.
25. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento...”: 40. El debate entre sigue activo, a juzgar por un re-
ciente texto de Sonia Gutiérrez sobre la banalización del proceso de construcción del documento arqueológico. Véase: 
Gutiérrez, Sonia. “La islamización de Tudmīr”, Villa 2. Villes et campagnes de Tarraconaise et d’al-Andalus (VIe-XIe siècle): la 
transition, Philippe Sénac, dir. Toulouse: Université Toulouse II-Le Mirail, 2007: 278 y siguientes.
26. Un resumen actualizado de la propuesta en: Kirchner, Helena. “Archaeology of the Landscape...”: 88-89.
27. Uno de los primeros trabajos en detallar esta hipótesis fue: Guichard, Pierre. “Géographie historique et histoire 
sociale des hábitats fortifiés ruraux de la región valentienne”, Habitats fortifiés et organisation de l’espace en Méditerranée 
Médiévale, Andrés Bazzana, Pierre Guichard, Jean-Michel Poisson, eds. Lyon: Maison de l’Orient, 1983: 87-94.
28. La mejor formulación del modelo se encuentra en: Bazzana, André; Cressier, Patrice; Guichard, Pierre. Les châteaux 
ruraux d’al-Andalus. Histoire et archéologie des ḥuṣūn du sud-est de l’Espagne. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 1988.
























shqurā) de escasa importancia demográfica (entendidas como conjuntos homogéneos de viviendas y 
tierras), estructuradas en el interior de un mismo territorio rural por su reagrupamiento en torno 
a un ḥiṣn, construido por ellas como refugio y asociado de forma eventual a un hábitat de altura 
anejo o situado a poca distancia29, es válido en algunos casos,30 pero no es suficiente para explicar 
la organización social del espacio rural en todos los territorios y en todos los períodos. Uno de los 
autores de la propuesta, André Bazzana, ha reconocido recientemente la ingenuidad del “binomio 
ḥiṣn -qarya”.31 Son muchas las situaciones que quedan fuera de ese esquema y hacen patente la 
simplicidad de la propuesta: ḥuṣūn no construidos por ni para las comunidades rurales, como las 
fortificaciones erigidas por el poder en las zonas rurales para el control y la defensa fronteriza al-
rededor de Huesca, en la Marca Suprior, estudiadas por Philippe Sénac;32 ḥuṣūn que desempeñan 
una doble función, como refugio ocasional para los habitantes de las alquerías pero también como 
lugar donde se ejerce el poder, como los documentados en las Alpujarras por Patrice Cressier;33 o, 
incluso, redes de alquerías sin ḥuṣūn, como las identificadas en Ibiza por Helena Kirchner.34 Son 
solo unos ejemplos, pero suficientes para entender que los tres elementos principales identificados 
pueden combinarse y reformularse de muy variadas formas, incluso generando elementos nuevos, 
como los graneros fortificados, que no se adscriben a ninguno de los tres grupos identificados, pero 
permiten fortalecer y articular el diálogo entre ellos.35
De los tres grupos principales señalados, el de los espacios fortificados ha sido, sin duda, el más 
estudiado. Las fortificaciones, en cualquiera de las formas en que se reproducen en el paisaje rural 
andalusí (atalayas, torres de alquería, fortines, albacares, etc.), son los elementos más visibles y 
llamativos, los más perceptibles desde el punto de vista arqueológico. Quizás por eso han prota-
gonizado la mayor parte de los estudios no-urbanos sobre al-Andalus y el Magreb medieval: los 
ḥuṣūn se han impuesto, en líneas generales, como centro del debate historiográfico,36 a pesar de 
que hoy en día es evidente que los castillos no son por sí mismos generadores de una explicación 
29. Una explicación sencilla y clara del modelo puede encontrarse en: Guichard, Pierre. “Algunas reflexiones sobre la 
arqueología medieval y su valor”, La arqueología medieval en la arqueología, María de los Ángeles Ginés, ed. Granada: 
Universidad de Granada, 2003: 43.
30. Como demuestra, por ejemplo, la fatwā de ‘Abū-l-Walīd b. Rušd (Córdoba, principios del siglo XII), que presenta un 
territorio de catorce qurā organizadas alrededor de un ḥiṣn que sirve de refugio (con hábitat ocasional) en un momento 
de peligro. Véase: Guichard, Pierre; Lagardère, Vincent. “La vie sociale et économique de l’Espagne musulmane aux 
XIe-XIIe siècles à travers les fatwa/s du Mi’yâr d’al-Wansharîsî”. Mélanges de la Casa de Velázquez, 36/1(1990): 219-220; 
Lagardère, Vincent. Campagnes et paysans d’Al-Andalus (VIIIe-XVe s.). París: Maisonneuve et Larose, 1993: 176-177.
31. “Quizás tanto Pierre Guichard como yo tendríamos que hacer una especie de autocrítica: en efecto, para una mejor y 
más fácil demostración y para la claridad operativa del modelo, hemos acentuado demasiado los caracteres del ḥiṣn rural; 
la pedagogía puede revelarse como muy reductora”, Bazzana, André. “Castillos y sociedad en al-Andalus: cuestiones 
metodológicas y líneas actuales de investigación”, El castillo medieval en tiempos de Alfonso X el Sabio, Ángel Luís Molina, 
Jorge A. Eiroa, eds. Murcia: Universidad de Murcia, 2009: 33.
32. Ya desde sus primeros trabajos, en fecha muy temprana. Véase, por ejemplo: Sénac, Philippe. “Contribution à l’étude 
de la Marche supérieure d’al-Andalus: les ḥuṣūn et le système défensif de Huesca”, La Catalogne et la France méridionale 
autor de l’an Mil. Barcelona: Generalitat de Catalunya, 1991: 269-281.
33. Cressier, Patrice. “Le château et la división territoriale dans l’Alpujarra médiévale: du hisn à la tâ’a”. Mélanges de la 
Casa de Velázquez, 20 (1984): 115-144.
34. Kirchner, Helena. “Redes de alquerías sin ḥuṣūn. Una reconsideración a partir de los asentamientos campesinos 
andalusíes de las Islas Orientales”, Castillos y territorio en al-Andalus, Antonio Malpica, ed. Granada: Athos-Pérgamos, 
1998, 450-469.
35. Eiroa, Jorge A. “Fortified Granaries in southeastern al-Andalus”, Processing, Storage, Distribution of Food, Ruralia Series 
of peer review papers VIII, Jan Klápste, Peter Sommer, eds. Turnhout-Praga: Brepols Publishers, 2011, 1-9. 
36. Un acertado estado de la cuestión sobre el tema es: Malpica, Antonio. “Los ḥuṣūn andalusíes y su análisis arqueoló-
gico”, Arqueología Medieval. Reflexions des de la práctica, Flocel Sabaté, dir. Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2007: 155-176.
























sh científica, sino elementos de tercera categoría en el proceso de reconstrucción histórica que sólo 
pueden ser entendidos en relación con el territorio, con las zonas de residencia y con las áreas de 
explotación económica.
El segundo de los grupos, formado por los espacios de trabajo campesino o espacios productivos 
(esto es, los campos, en sus diferentes variables) ha sido también muy estudiado, en especial en el 
caso de los espacios agrícolas irrigados, máxima expresión agropecuaria de la sociedad andalusí. 
A partir de las primeras investigaciones llevadas a cabo por Miquel Barceló en los años ochenta 
sobre los espacios irrigados andalusíes,37 que formularon y sistematizaron una serie de principios 
generales de la hidráulica andalusí y de las primeras experiencias de trabajo de campo en Mallorca, 
Granada e Ibiza, se configuró la denominada “Arqueología hidráulica”,38 un conjunto de técnicas 
y métodos que ha permitido la reconstrucción planimétrica y funcional de los espacios irrigados 
originales andalusíes y, lo que es más importante, evaluar su rendimiento agrícola y su carga po-
blacional.39 Otras formas de espacios de trabajo campesino, como los espacios ganaderos o de agri-
cultura no irrigada, han sido mucho peor analizadas, pero algunas publicaciones recientes indican 
que la situación podría corregirse en los próximos años.40 
El tercero de los grupos, el de los espacios residenciales, ha sufrido, en cambio, un desarrollo 
intermitente. Los impulsos iniciales de la arqueología andalusí tras el gran salto de los años ochenta 
del siglo XX se tradujeron en algunos importantes proyectos de excavación sistemática en alque-
rías, como los de el Castillejo de los Guájares (Granada), Bofilla (Valencia) o el Castillo del Río 
(Alicante). Sin embargo, pronto se derivó el interés hacia una suerte de “arqueología extensiva”, 
basada en la prospección, y, sobe todo, hacia los campos, en los que parecía residir la lógica de todo 
el sistema.41 De poco servía que se fuesen acuñando conceptos que eran decisivos para entender 
la compleja estructura del poblamiento, como el de «redes de alquerías»: una “serie de asenta-
mientos —zonas de residencia y áreas de trabajo— homogéneos de construcción y conectados por 
caminerías específicamente diseñadas”.42 Los intereses se fueron trasladando hacia otros espacios 
y las investigaciones destinadas a caracterizar el poblamiento rural fueron circunstanciales y muy 
poco habituales.
37. Barceló, Miquel. “El diseño de espacios irrigados en al-Andalus: Un enunciado de principios generales”, I Coloquio 
de Historia y Medio Físico. El agua en zonas áridas. Arqueología e historia. Almería: Diputación Provincial de Almería, 1989: I, 
15-45; Barceló, Miquel. “De la congruencia y la homogeneidad de los espacios hidráulicos en Al-Andalus”, El agua en la 
agricultura de al-Andalus. Barcelona: El Legado Andalusí, 1995; 25-39.
38. Kirchner, Helena; Navarro, Carmen. “Objetivos, métodos y práctica de la arqueología hidráulica”. Archeologia Me-
dievale, 20 (1993): 121-150; Arqueología y Territorio Medieval, 1 (1994): 159-182; Glick, Thomas F.; Kirchner, Helena. 
“Hydraulic systems and technologies of Islamic Spain: History and archaeology”, Working with water in Medieval Europe. 
Technology and Resource-Use, Paolo Squatriti, ed. Leiden-Londres-Colonia: Brill, 2000: 267-329.
39. No vamos a insistir en estas cuestiones, mucho mejor explicadas en el artículo publicado por Helena Kirchner en esta 
misma revista. Véase: Kirchner, Helena. “Archaeology of the Landscape...”.
40. Un buen ejemplo es el reciente volumen sobre los espacios de secano publicado por la Universidad de Lleida. Véase: 
Sabaté, Flocel, dir. Arqueología Medieval: Els espais de secà. Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2010.
41. “Nunca un conjunto seriado de residencias contiene explicaciones suficientes sobre su emplazamiento. Sólo el 
estudio de los campos de trabajo puede revelar su lógica”. Barceló, Miquel. Los Banu Ru’ayn en al-Andalus. Una memoria 
singular y persistente. Granada: Al-Baraka, 2004: 38-39.
42. Se trata de una reformulación, mucho más útil, de las propias ideas de Barceló sobre la indivisibilidad de espacios 
residenciales y productivos: “Un conjunto técnicamente articulado en el que su fisonomía espacial, su dispersión, resulta 
solo comprensible mediante el estudio de las áreas de trabajo que componen su secuencia”. Barceló, Miquel. Los Banu 
Ru’ayn...: 22.
























shDe la misma forma que, en los últimos años, se viene reclamando un cambio en la práctica ar-
queológica de los estudios sobre espacios agrícolas medievales que se oriente hacia la arqueología 
agraria,43 consideramos necesario reformular las estrategias de investigación y aumentar las fuen-
tes de información para obtener resultados significativos en el estudio de los espacios residenciales 
del al-Andalus rural. Volver a apostar por una arqueología del poblamiento rural tendría un valor 
incuestionable para responder a las preguntas esenciales sobre la caracterización de la sociedad an-
dalusí más allá de los núcleos urbanos. Incluso puede que sea necesario reconducir la investigación 
hacia los asentamientos rurales porque en ellos esté la clave para la comprensión de las ciudades: 
si, como sugiere Antonio Malpica, ciudades tan relevantes como Madīnat Ilbīra o Pechina, surgie-
ron a partir de varios asentamientos rurales previos yuxtapuestos, la ciudad sólo será comprensible 
a partir de la conformación del mundo rural y su maduración.44
4. Un problema esencialmente arqueológico
Las fuentes escritas árabes presentan grandes limitaciones, que han convertido el campo anda-
lusí en “un terreno por el que avanzamos literalmente a tientas”45. Son, como acertadamente ha 
definido Pierre Guichard, “una geografía hecha por hombres de ciudad para hombres de ciudad”,46 
en la que el poblamiento rural no tiene cabida. Hay valiosísimas excepciones, como las más de dos 
mil fatwās del Mi’yār de al-wanšarīsī,47 pero, en líneas generales, las fuentes escritas árabes brindan 
una información muy restringida sobre las características de los asentamientos rurales andalusíes. 
Por una parte, como ha recordado Eduardo Manzano, imponen una visión “desde arriba”, esto es, 
en la que casi todo lo que conocemos remite, de una u otra forma, al poder, desvirtuando cual-
quier interpretación acorde con la realidad campesina.48 Por otro lado, su información suele hacer 
referencia a dos aspectos muy concretos: la toponimia y, muy especialmente, la terminología de los 
distintos tipos de asentamiento.49 Los textos se extienden en el uso de múltiples denominaciones 
43. Recientemente, un grupo de investigadores vinculados al estudio del poblamiento rural y los espacios agrarios 
medievales han reclamado una reorientación de la disciplina mediante una propuesta de protocolo de actuación, ba-
sado principalmente en los recursos arqueológicos, para estudiar espacios agrarios: Ballesteros, Paula; Eiroa, Jorge A.; 
Kirchner, Helena; Fernández, Margarita; Ortega, Julián; Quirós, Juan A.; Retamero, Félix; Sitjes, Eugènia; Torró, Josep; 
Vigil-Escalera, Alfonso. “Por una arqueología agraria en las sociedades medievales hispánicas. Propuesta de un protocolo 
de investigación”, Por una arqueología agraria. Perspectivas de investigación sobre espacios de cultivo en las sociedades medievales 
hispánicas, Helena Kirchner, ed. Oxford: BAR-Archaeopress, 2010: 185-202. Esta propuesta se articula en tres ejes fun-
damentales: la identificación y reconstrucción de parcelarios y su relación con los asentamientos campesinos (la medida 
del espacio); la datación y evolución de estos espacios (la medida del tiempo); el estudio de las formas de gestión de 
estos espacios de cultivo. Un desarrollo de estas cuestiones, en: Kirchner, Helena. “Archaeology of the Landscape...”.
44. Malpica, Antonio. “Castillos, alquerías y ciudades en al-Andalus. Un debate partiendo del análisis arqueológico”, El 
castillo medieval en tiempos de Alfonso X el Sabio...: 120.
45. Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistadores, emires...: 274.
46. Guichard, Pierre. “Los campesinos de al-Andalus”, Las Españas medievales, Julio Valdeón et alii, ed. Barcelona: Crítica, 
2001: 129.
47. Lagardère, Vincent. Histoire et société en Occident musulman au Moyen Âge. Analyse du Mi’yâr d’al-Wansharîsî. Madrid: 
Casa de Velázquez, 1995.
48. “Siempre tendremos (...) la gran limitación de no ser capaces de ofrecer una visión de al-Andalus “desde abajo”. A 
pesar de que en los últimos años los estudios sobre fuentes jurídicas están ofreciendo perspectivas mucho más profundas 
e insospechadas sobre la realidad social andalusí, ésta presenta una riqueza y complejidad que difícilmente podremos 
aprehender debido a la casi completa ausencia de testimonios procedentes de estos campesinos, artesanos o comercian-
tes que componían el grueso de la misma”. Manzano, Eduardo. “Al-Andalus: un balance crítico...”: 31.
49. Un buen análisis de las evidentes carencias que supone el trabajo con estas fuentes lo recoge la monografia de García 
Sanjuán sobre el territorio onubense durante la época andalusí. Véase: García, Alejandro. Evolución histórica y poblamiento 
























sh cuya correspondencia real con la evidencia arqueológica dista mucho de ser conocida. Junto a la 
qarya aparecen la ḍayca (aldea, cuya diferencia con la qarya desconocemos), el raḥal (asentamiento 
agrícola de propiedad individual), el maŷšar (cortijo o asentamiento menor, inferior a una qarya) o 
el ḥāra (segmento o parte de una qarya, a veces convertido en una qarya en sí misma);50 otros tipos 
de asentamiento minoritarios, en comparación con las qurā, que no han sido satisfactoriamente 
caracterizados.
En ese sentido, es preciso recordar que en este artículo se emplea el término “alquería” de for-
ma consciente ya desde su propio título, y eso obliga a una importante reflexión. Más allá de que, 
sobre la enorme diversidad que caracteriza el territorio rural de al-Andalus (en especial durante el 
emirato), terminara por imponerse la qarya como forma de poblamiento rural más extendida en 
al-Andalus, creemos que el uso de la palabra “alquería” debe emplearse para designar a cualquier 
núcleo rural de hábitat andalusí; esto es, en función de su definición en la Real Academia de la 
Lengua Española, que admite el vocablo para definir “un caserío o conjunto reducido de casas”, y 
no en la medida en que define exclusivamente lo que los textos árabes identifican con una qarya. 
Igualmente somos conscientes de que, de la misma forma que, en los textos árabes, la palabra ḥīṣn 
hace referencia a la vez al territorio de una comunidad rural y al punto fortificado que constitu-
ye su polaridad estructural51, el término qarya, cuando es empleado en los textos árabes, puede 
designar al poblado en sí (el conjunto de las casas) o a un conjunto relativamente homogéneo 
de viviendas y de tierras, como nos ha confirmado Vincent Lagardère en sus trabajos realizados a 
partir de las fatwās.52 Aunque desde esta última perspectiva debamos entender la alquería como 
un territorio de influencia, en el que no es extraño que existan varios lugares de residencia y del 
que es muy difícil establecer los límites, creemos necesario recuperar su significado tradicional. 
Emplear en español el término “alquería” para hacer referencia, como hacen mayor parte de los 
medievalistas, a cada uno de los poblados rurales andalusíes, atendiendo a la evidencia material, 
independientemente de la denominación que reciban en las fuentes (que puede ser qarya o no), y 
no al conjunto de tierras y campos (cuya indivisibilidad está sobradamente demostrada) ayudará 
a separar los núcleos de residencia o hábitat de los espacios productivos. Eso permitirá analizarlos 
por separado, un paso indispensable, a nuestro juicio, que debe ser previo a su comparación, a fin 
de explotar al máximo cada registro arqueológico antes del inevitable cotejo. Los poblados del al-
Andalus rural son susceptibles de un análisis propio, lo que no excluye que su comprensión pase, 
ineludiblemente, por el territorio que los mantiene y los explica.
Por lo tanto, consideramos necesario el empleo del término “alquería” para definir una realidad 
material, arqueológica, con múltiples variantes, siendo conscientes de que engloba muchas posi-
bilidades que en las fuentes escitas adoptan distintas formas, esto es, distintos vocablos. La varia-
bilidad de las fuentes, que designan a un mismo núcleo de población con distintos términos en un 
corto espacio de tiempo, así como la imposibilidad de encontrar equivalentes materiales para cada 
uno de los términos documentados, aconsejan esta decisión. 
del territorio onubense durante la época andalusí. Huelva: Universidad de Huelva, 2003: 162 y siguientes.
50. Sobre el ḥāra como unidad de poblamiento de las alquerías integradas, véase: Martínez, Virgilio. Al-Andalus desde la 
periferia. La formación de una sociedad musulmana en tierras malagueñas (siglos VIII-X). Málaga: Diputación de Málaga, 2003: 
323-328.
51. Bazzana, André. “Castillos y sociedad...”: 10.
52. Lagardère, Vincent. Campagnes et paysans d’Al-Andalus (VIIIe-XVe s.). París: Maisonneuve et Larose, 1993: 176-177.
























shUn buen ejemplo para entender las limitaciones de las fuentes escritas árabes en lo que respec-
ta a la caracterización del poblamiento rural lo constituye el estudio del territorio de la provincia 
de Albacete realizado por Carmen Navarro: un análisis exhaustivo de la documentación árabe 
presentaba una visión despoblada de Albacete, con apenas algunas fortificaciones de importancia, 
como Alcaraz; sin embargo, el mapa que se podía elaborar a partir de la documentación castellana 
generada en los primeros años de la ocupación del territorio de Albacete reflejaba más de cien nú-
cleos de población andalusíes; eso fue lo que llevó a Carmen Navarro a hablar, muy acertadamente, 
de “un al-Andalus textualmente casi invisible”.53 Es, además, una buena muestra de las muchas 
posibilidades que ofrecen los documentos castellanos y aragoneses del momento inmediatamente 
posterior a la conquista, sobre todo en el caso de los territorios peninsulares que fueron incorpora-
dos a partir del siglo XII y muy especialmente en el reino nazarí de Granada;54 pero, sobre todo, es 
una prueba más de la necesidad de acudir a la Arqueología en busca de respuestas.55
La principal fuente de información para conocer las características del poblamiento rural an-
dalusí es, por tanto, la Arqueología. Sin embargo, las enormes limitaciones, ya expuestas, de una 
arqueología medieval como la actual, mayoritariamente urbana y monumentalista, han mermado 
considerablemente sus posibilidades de responder a los interrogantes que plantean las fuentes 
escritas. Los datos recabados hasta el momento son heterogéneos y claramente insuficientes. En 
España, los casos publicados (al menos parcialmente) de alquerías andalusíes excavadas en ex-
tensión en el marco de proyectos de investigación arqueológica son muy pocos: el cerro del cas-
tillo de Peñaflor (Jaén)56, Bofilla (Valencia)57, el Castillo del Río (Alicante)58, Las Sillas de Marcén 
(Huesca)59, Solibernat (Lleida)60, Tirieza (Murcia)61, Yakka (Murcia)62, la Villa Vieja de Calasparra 
(Murcia)63 o el Castillejo de los Guájares (Granada)64, Posiblemente falten algunas alquerías en la 
53. Navarro, Carmen. “Fortificaciones y asentamientos andalusíes en la actual provincia de Albacete: un al-Andalus 
textualmente casi invisible”, L’ Incastellamento. Actes des rencontres de Gérone (1992) et de Rome (1994), Miquel Barceló, Pierre 
Toubert, eds. Roma: École Française de Rome, 1998: 205-231.
54. Véase, por ejemplo: Malpica, Antonio. Turillas, alquería del Alfoz sexitano. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1984. O, 
más recientemente: Martínez, Virgilio. Torrox. Un sistema de alquerías andalusíes en el siglo XV según su libro de repartimiento. 
Granada: Ajbar, 2006.
55. Sobre la arqueología como vía de renovación de la historia rural medieval, véase: Alfonso, Isabel. “Las historiografías 
nacionales sobre el mundo rural medieval: una aproximación comparativa”, La historia rural de las sociedades medievales 
europeas, Isabel Alfonso, ed. Valencia: Universitat de València, 2008: 24.
56. Salvatierra, Vicente; Castillo, Juan C. Los asentamientos emirales de Peñaflor y Miguelico. Sevilla: Junta de Andalucía, 2000.
57. López, Pedro. La alquería islámica en Valencia: Estudio arqueológico de Bofilla, siglos XI a XIV. Valencia: Generalitat Va-
lenciana, 1994.
58. Azuar, Rafael. El Castillo del Río (Aspe. Alicante). Arqueología de un asentamiento andalusí y la transición al feudalismo (siglos 
XII-XIII). Alicante: Diputación Provincial, 1994.
59. Sénac, Philippe. Un “village” d’al-Andalus aux alentours de l’an Mil: Las Sillas (Marcén, province de Huesca). Toulouse: 
Framespa, 2009.
60. Rovira, Jordi; Casanovas, Àngels; González, Joan R.; Rodríguez, Josep I. “Solibernat (Lleida). Un asentamiento rural 
islámico con finalidades militares de la primera mitad del siglo XII”. Archéologie islamique, 7 (1997): 93-110.
61. Eiroa, Jorge A. “El castillo de Tirieza: un asentamiento rural fortificado en la frontera oriental nazarí”, El otro lado. 
Asentamientos rurales andalusíes en la frontera oriental nazarí. Murcia: Universidad de Murcia, 2009: 37-48. 
62. Ruiz, Liborio. Hisn Yakka. Un castillo rural de Sarq al-Andalus. Siglos XI al XIII. Excavaciones arqueológicas en el cerro del 
castillo de Yecla (1990-1999). Yecla: Ayuntamiento de Yecla, 2000.
63. Pozo, Indalecio. “La alquería islámica de Villa Vieja (Calasparra, Murcia)”, Castrum 6. Maisons et espaces domestiques 
dans le monde méditerranéen au Moyen Âge, André Bazzana, ed. Roma-Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 2000: 165-175.
64. García, Alberto: La cerámica del poblado fortificado medieval de “El castillejo” (Los Guájares, Granada). Granada: Athos-
Pérgamos, 2001.
























sh lista y seguramente se añadan algunas intervenciones inéditas en los próximos años, pero no son 
más de una decena de ejemplos. Si añadimos las investigaciones en Portugal,65 podremos encontrar 
algunos casos más, entre los que destacan los clásicos estudios realizados en Alcaria Longa (en el 
Bajo Alentejo)66 o Aldeia dos Mouros (Algarve Oriental)67, así como interesantes nuevos datos, 
provenientes de yacimientos como el poblado de pescadores de Punta do Castelo, en Carrapatie-
ra (Algarve Occidental)68. En definitiva, no contamos con muchas alquerías estudiadas mediante 
un proyecto de investigación global que implique su excavación arqueológica. Son pocos casos y 
muy heterogéneos. Es necesario ampliar la casuística y definir nuevas estrategias de investigación, 
porque el poblamiento rural se debe caracterizar necesariamente a partir del dato arqueológico.
5. La caracterización de las alquerías andalusíes: viejas preguntas y nuevas 
estrategias de investigación
Para definir las características de las alquerías andalusíes y su papel en la organización social 
del territorio rural (y urbano) es necesario exprimir al máximo el registro arqueológico. Como es 
obvio, se hace imprescindible aumentar el número de alquerías conocidas arqueológicamente. En 
este sentido, es preciso indicar que la técnica de la prospección se ha revelado insuficiente. En los 
últimos años se ha generalizado la idea de que no es necesario excavar para desarrollar un conoci-
miento arqueológico del poblamiento rural de al-Andalus.69 Por supuesto que la excavación no es 
necesaria: es imprescindible. No somos los únicos en recordar su importancia.70 La excavación ar-
queológica en extensión con secuencias estratigráficas bien definidas es fundamental para obtener 
cronologías fiables o lecturas microespaciales y funcionales, sin olvidar la posibilidad de obtener 
materiales y muestras susceptibles de análisis arqueométricos, arqueozoológicos, o arqueobotáni-
cos, base indudable de la arqueología del presente y del mañana. 
La excavación arqueológica, además, representa la única opción posible para comprender la 
evolución de los asentamientos, una lectura diacrónica que suele pasar completamente desaper-
cibida en los análisis territoriales basados en la prospección sistemática de superficie y que, sin 
embargo, es decisiva para entender la organización social del paisaje rural. Durante años las alque-
rías han sido definidas con una inmutabilidad que no es cierta: los poblados se transformaron y 
modificaron, adquiriendo unas características muy distintas de las de su momento inicial; incluso 
65. Un estado de la cuestión breve y actualizado sobre la arqueología del poblamiento rural en el Gharb al-Andalus se 
puede encontrar en: Gomes, Rosa. “El mundo rural en el Sur del actual territorio portugués (siglos XII-XIII)”, Arqueolo-
gía Medieval: Els espais de secà, Flocel Sabaté, dir. Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2011: 99-116. 
66. Boone, James L. “Rural settlement and Islamization in the Lower Alentejo of Portugal: the evidence from Alcaria 
Longa”, Arqueología en el entorno del Bajo Guadiana. Actas del Encuentro Internacional de Arqueología del Suroeste, Juan M. 
Campos, Juan Aurelio Pérez, Francisco Gómez, eds. Huelva: Universidad de Huelva, 1993: 527-544. 
67. Júdice, Teresa. “Aldeia dos Mouros versus Alcaria Queimada, an Ethnoarchaeological Case Study”. Colóquio interna-
cional Arqueologia hoje, 1 (1990): 266-280.
68. Gomes, Rosa. “Povoado muçulmano na Ponta do Castelo (Aljezur)”. Al-Madan, 10 (2001): 200-201.
69. Por ejemplo, Virgilio Martínez ha señalado que “conviene recordar, por si quedara alguna duda, que en esa arqueo-
logía destinada a reconstruir redes de alquerías sobra casi siempre la técnica de excavación. La prospección, por tanto, 
permite aportar un nivel de conocimiento aceptable”. Martínez, Virgilio. “Reflexiones sobre el estudio...”: 217.
70. Antonio Malpica ha afirmado: “Estamos de acuerdo con la necesidad de una arqueología del paisaje, sobre todo 
desde el momento en que las transformaciones son crecientes e imparables, pero de ahí a decir que las excavaciones 
sobran hay un gran trecho. Una intervención que analice el subsuelo con las leyes de la estratigrafía es fundamental y 
no sólo para ofrecer cronologías”. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento...”: 47.
























shse abandonaron, como confirman los propios textos.71 En los últimos años se han presentado varios 
casos de mutación del poblamiento rural hacia formas distintas de las alquerías que han adquirido 
una dimensión histórica decisiva, alumbrando nuevas explicaciones a viejos problemas históricos: 
ese es el caso de la aparición de las almunias, un proceso de posible privatización de las propiedades 
documentado a finales del siglo X en el entorno de Tudela, Zaragoza o Lleida por Philippe Sénac, 
en ausencia de hábitats agrupados asimilables a las qurā;72 o el caso del proceso de transformación 
de los núcleos rurales en “villas de frontera”, tal y como las ha definido Antonio Malpica, a partir 
del siglo XII, un proceso de generación de estructuras casi urbanas en territorios en los que se con-
servan alquerías no fortificadas.73 Las alquerías, por tanto, no son, en absoluto, realidades estáticas.
La necesidad de más proyectos de excavación en alquerías se traduce igualmente en términos 
cualitativos. Es necesario ampliar nuestra variedad cronológica, pues apenas tenemos datos ar-
queológicos de las alquerías del periodo formativo de al-Andalus. También es preciso ampliar nues-
tra variedad tipológica, incorporando formas de poblamiento rural que han quedado al margen 
de nuestros esquemas. Nos referimos, por ejemplo, a los asentamientos rupestres, que ofrecen las 
mejores perspectivas para la investigación, con una poco frecuente “seguridad de lectura” (menos 
alteración de la estratigrafía, pureza del registro, etc.); el reciente estudio de los casos de Priego de 
Córdoba es un buen ejemplo74. Además, establecer una tipología de las alquerías que incorpore 
todas las variedades posibles, permitiría desarrollar herramientas que potencien la perceptibilidad 
y visibilidad arqueológica de este tipo de asentamientos.
Por otro lado, es preciso desarrollar la comparativa con los casos estudiados en el Magreb, 
aunque sepamos que el “complejo ḥiṣn -qarya”, por ejemplo, no tenga sentido al otro lado del 
Mediterráneo. En una publicación reciente, Patrice Cressier se sorprendía de que el tradicional des-
interés que los arqueólogos medievalistas españoles sienten por la realidad arqueológica marroquí 
o argelina se haya mantenido e, incluso, acentuado.75 Posiblemente si volvemos los ojos a los re-
cientes análisis del poblamiento rural en el Marruecos medieval76, o, incluso, a los clásicos análisis 
de yacimientos fortificados como los de Sabta, en la Bahira, o cAyn Nzar, en Oujda, estudiados hace 
más de cincuenta años,77 encontremos nuevos elementos para el cotejo.
La necesidad de medir y cuantificar aparece también en el horizonte, devolviéndonos, una vez 
más, a la decisiva cuestión de las dimensiones. No vamos a entrar en el debate que trata de dibujar 
la tenue línea que separa el mundo urbano del rural y que, en las fuentes escritas árabes, lleva a de-
signar con términos “rurales” a asentamientos que pueden ser descritos como claramente urbanos 
71. Nos referimos, por ejemplo, al caso de la alquería con mezquita abandonada en el entorno de Vélez-Málaga que 
aparece reflejada en un texto del siglo XI. Guichard, Pierre; Lagardère, Vincent. “La vie sociale et économique...”: 222.
72. Sénac, Philippe. “Evolución del poblamiento musulmán al norte del Ebro (siglos VIII-XI)”, Arqueología Medieval: 
Reflexions des de la práctica, Flocel Sabaté, dir. Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2007: 143-153, especialmente 150-152.
73. Malpica, Antonio. “Las villas de la frontera granadina ¿Ciudades o alquerías fortificadas?”, Le château et la ville. Espa-
ces et réseaux, Patrice Cressier, ed. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 2008: 151-173.
74. Cano, Encarnación. La ocupación de cuevas naturales durante la Edad Media andalusí en el entorno de madīnat Bāguh (Priego 
de Córdoba). Granada: Alhulia, 2008.
75. Cressier, Patrice. “Archéologie du Maghreb islamique, archéologie d’al-Andalus, archéologie espagnole?”, Al-Anda-
lus/España. Historiografías en contraste. Siglos XVII-XXI, Manuela Marín, ed. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 2009: 143-144.
76. Benhima, Yassir. “L’habitat fortifié au Maroc médiéval: éléments d’un bilan et perspectives de la recherche”. Archéo-
logie islamique, 10 (2000): 79-102.
77. Allain, Charles. “Reconnaissances archéologiques dans le massif des Rehamna et la Bahira I”. Hésperis, 41/1 
(1954):156-189; Marion, Jean. “Les ruines anciennes de la région d’Oujda (Dir du Ras Asfour)”. Bulletin d’Archéologie 
Marocaine, 2 (1957): 117-173.
























sh a la luz del análisis arqueológico78. Es suficiente con recordar las cifras que tenemos para entender 
su escasa capacidad a la hora de ilustrar el poblamiento rural andalusí. Las “sillas” en Marcén 
(Huesca) tenía una población de aproximadamente 200 habitantes según Philipe Senac y Bofilla, 
en Valencia, tiene más de 30 estructuras domésticas.79 ¿Son yacimientos representativos? Sin duda 
sí, pero no de las pequeñas alquerías. Las 8.000 qurā que, según al-Idrīsī, había en el Aljarafe sevi-
llano, serían núcleos de diverso tamaño que, en su mayoría, tendrían reducidas dimensiones.80 Ni 
siquiera el Castillejo de los Guájares es un caso de “pequeña alquería”: como ha demostrado Al-
berto García Porras, el Castillejo funcionó como polo de organización del espacio y ordenación del 
territorio y el análisis de su cerámica demuestra su conexión con un comercio de gran alcance.81 Es 
necesario, por lo tanto, ampliar la casuística, incorporando el estudio de los pequeños núcleos de 
hábitat que formaban el grueso del poblamiento rural disperso. Aunque la utilización de los con-
ceptos “disperso” y “concentrado” es una invención de la historiografía moderna que no suele ser 
aplicable a los contextos medievales,82 en muchas ocasiones al-Andalus refleja una realidad muy 
alejada del poblamiento nucleado, por lo que su empleo resultará de especial utilidad en el campo 
andalusí: permitirá establecer una jerarquía de los asentamientos y precisar las características de 
la polarización en torno a las mezquitas que sugieren los textos.83 Así se precisará la tipología de 
relaciones se establecen entre los grandes y los pequeños asentamientos para el establecimiento de 
las redes de poblamiento, y se podrán aplicar análisis espaciales a las tipologías de asentamiento 
con un sentido diacrónico.
La cuestión de las dimensiones va mucho más allá de lo expuesto y adquiere un relieve decisi-
vo en relación con la arqueología agraria. Ya se ha recordado la asociación entre campos y casas, 
la indivisibilidad de los núcleos de residencia y los espacios de trabajo. En ese sentido, durante 
los últimos veinticinco años, los investigadores del equipo formado en torno a Miquel Barceló y, 
posteriormente, Helena Kirchner, han insistido acertadamente en la necesidad de medir los cam-
pos, recordándonos, “lo que el tamaño importa”.84 Las comunidades campesinas conocían con 
precisión los límites de la capacidad sustentadora o “capacidad de carga” del territorio en el que se 
asentaban; es decir, el tamaño teórico máximo que el grupo humano podía alcanzar sin sobrepasar 
los límites productivos críticos de su nicho ecológico, para mantener la estabilidad con el medio.85 
78. Nos estamos refiriendo, por ejemplo, al caso de Siyāsa (Cieza, Murcia), un conjunto urbano (al menos en el período 
al que se adscriben la mayor parte de los restos excavados) que en las fuentes escritas recibe la denominación de ḥiṣn o 
qarya, pero en ningún caso madīna, y que ha sido definido por sus dos principales investigadores como “asentamiento 
rural hipertrofiado”. Véase: Navarro, Julio; Jiménez, Pedro. Siyāsa: estudio arqueológico del despoblado andalusi (ss. XI-XIII). 
Murcia: El Legado Andalusí, 1997: 328.
79. Sénac, Philippe. Un ‘village’ d’al-andalus...: 57; López, Pedro: La alquería islámica...: 158.
80. La cifra, seguramente exagerada, indica, en cualquier caso, la existencia de un poblamiento rural muy denso, que la 
arqueología ha confirmado. Véase: Valor, Magdalena; Carabaza, Julia M.; Porras, Ana I. “Espacio rural y territorio en el 
Aljarafe de Sevilla: Ḥiṣn al-Faraŷ”, Asentamientos rurales y territorio en el Mediterráneo medieval, Carmen Trillo, ed. Granada: 
Athos-Pérgamos, 2002: 338 y 353.
81. García, Alberto: La cerámica...: 454.
82. Véanse las reflexiones recogidas en: O’Keeffe, Tadhg. “Reflections on the ‘dispersed-nucleated’ paradigm in medie-
val settlement archaeology”, Ruralia III, Jan Klápste, ed. Praga: Institute of Archaeology, 2000: 103-105.
83. Especialmente significativa es la disputa entre alquerías por el establecimiento de una nueva mezquita recogida en: 
Lagardère, Vincent. Campagnes et paysans...: 176-177.
84. En directa referencia al título de uno de los trabajos: Retamero, Félix. “Lo que el tamaño importa. Cuándo y por qué 
se modificaron los antiguos sistemas hidráulicos andalusíes”. Arqueología Espacial, 26 (2006): 293-310.
85. Glassow, Michael A. “The concept of carrying capacity in the study of culture process”, Advances in Archaeological 
Method and Theory 1, Michael B. Schiffer, ed. Nueva York: Academic Press, 1978: 31-48. 
























shLa correlación entre campos y casas es, por tanto, evidente. Sin embargo, no basta con medir los 
espacios productivos. Es necesario, igualmente, medir los centros residenciales, las alquerías. Tar-
de o temprano la arqueología agraria necesitará tener medidas reales de las alquerías para poder 
obtener conclusiones significativas sobre la congruencia de los espacios hidráulicos con los grupos 
asentados. El establecimiento de correlaciones reales entre el número de unidades domésticas de 
una alquería y la extensión de su perímetro irrigado, de cara a la obtención de conclusiones signi-
ficativas sobre la distribución de la propiedad, sigue siendo una tarea pendiente. 86 Es imperativo 
determinar el tamaño y las dimensiones de las alquerías, tratando de obtener datos significativos 
sobre número de habitantes, número de unidades domésticas y densidad de población que sean 
susceptibles de ser empleados en un análisis de “capacidad de carga” relativo a las nociones de 
riesgo y sostenibilidad.
En ese sentido, es preciso reclamar una arqueología de las alquerías capaz de desarrollar es-
trategias de investigación que le permitan ahondar en la cuestión central de la autonomía de 
las comunidades campesinas. Durante años, con el término “alquería” nos llegaba un concepto 
que solíamos aceptar sin ambages: autonomía social, económica o administrativa frente a poderes 
externos. Así lo sugerían distintos fragmentos textuales, en el marco, no lo olvidemos, de unas 
fuentes escritas urbanas y estatalistas.87 Los análisis arqueológicos normalmente han confirmado 
que la homogeneidad y la cohesión de los grupos rurales se refleja en las alquerías. Así sucede, 
claramente, con los materiales y técnicas constructivas (en especial, con la técnica del tapial) o con 
la ausencia de edificaciones excesivamente diferenciadas por su tamaño o por su estructura. Tam-
bién es significativa la carencia de espacios públicos representativos, si exceptuamos algunos casos 
aislados, como los cuestionados baños públicos de Bofilla (Valencia); y la presencia de espacios 
de almacenamiento colectivo (hidráulico o agrícola) o estructuras defensivas comunes (muralla, 
albacar, torre). Incluso es frecuente leer que los materiales arqueológicos hallados en las alquerías 
revelan el alto grado de autosuficiencia de los grupos humanos allí instalados.88
Sin embargo, la autonomía de las comunidades rurales, reconocida hasta por los autores más 
críticos con el modelo tribal, cada vez está siendo más matizada.89 Ya no es posible seguir pensan-
do que vivían a espaldas del poder central y, menos aún, del mundo urbano. El modelo creado 
a partir de las primeras ideas de Pierre Guichard, en las que se presentaba un mundo campesino 
fuertemente cohesionado cuyas relaciones con el Estado, muy débiles, se limitaban al pago perió-
86. Malpica, Antonio. “La Arqueología para el conocimiento...”: 44. Citando a: Ramos, Manuel. “Recorrido histórico por 
la arqueología medieval en granada”, La arqueología medieval en la arqueología, María de los Ángeles Ginés, ed. Granada: 
Universidad de Granada, 2003: 71.
87. Guichard ha recopilado la mayoría de los testimonios escritos en los que se encuentran indicios de las estructuras 
comunitarias. Véase: Guichard, Pierre. Al-Andalus frente a la conquista cristiana. Los musulmanes de Valencia (siglos XI-XIII). 
Valencia: Univesitat de València, 2001: 294-295. 
88. Ese es el caso, por ejemplo de la alquería de Las Sillas de Marcén, o de las alquerías documentadas en la región 
extremeña por Sophie Gilotte. Véase: Sénac, Philippe. Un “village” d’al-Andalus...: 125; Gilotte, Sophie. “Al margen del 
poder. Aproximación arqueológica al medio rural extremeño (ss. VII-XIII)”, Arqueología Medieval: La transformación de la 
frontera medieval musulmana, Flocel Sabaté, ed. Lleida: Pagès Editors, 2008: 76.
89. Eduardo Manzano ha escrito que al ejército conquistador “se le habían unido contingentes tribales beréberes, cuyo 
papel se fue modificando después de su asentamiento en al-Andalus: de estar férreamente sometidos a sus señores 
árabes, estas tropas norteafricanas pasaron a adquirir una autonomía cada vez mayor”. Manzano, Eduardo. Conquistado-
res...: 274-275. En otro trabajo, sin embargo, sugiere que la presencia de la cultura material del califato en los espacios 
rurales más alejados de los núcleos urbanos invita a una revisión del grado de autosuficiencia de las comunidades cam-
pesinas. Manzano, Eduardo. “Al-Andalus: un balance crítico”, Villa 4: Histoire et archéologie de l’Occident musulman (VIIe-
XVe siècles). Al-Andalus, Maghreb, Sicile, Philippe Sénac, ed. Toulouse: CNRS-Université de Toulouse-Le Mirail, 2012: 28.
























sh dico del impuesto coránico, se ha revelado rígido e insuficiente:90 de base claramente teórica, no 
se adapta a la realidad arqueológica rural, en la que aparece una vida campesina claramente trans-
formada por su capacidad mercantil.91 Incluso la intervención de grupos de poder ajenos al Estado 
en las comunidades rurales, ha sido sobradamente constatada no ya en los períodos formativos de 
al-Andalus,92 sino también en los siglos centrales.93 Es preciso, por tanto, intensificar los análisis 
arqueológicos de las alquerías para documentar la presencia o ausencia de una jerarquía interna 
en los asentamientos, así como para medir la autonomía real de los grupos campesinos frente a los 
poderes externos.
En este sentido, son especialmente interesantes las posibilidades que ofrece el estudio de la 
vivienda rural en al-Andalus, reflejo inmejorable de la organización de los grupos familiares, que 
sigue pendiente de una caracterización adecuada que permita aclarar si hubo realmente una vi-
vienda-tipo y precisar su posible evolución. Aunque, como se suele señalar, se trata de una “arqui-
tectura sin arquitectos”, local, tradicional y popular, en la que las permanencias son más fuertes 
que las evoluciones,94 es preciso definirla y establecer una tipología. Sería el punto de partida para 
comprender la organización micro-espacial de las alquerías y conocer las claves de distribución 
interna, conexión viaria y jerarquía dentro de los asentamientos puede ser vital para entender la 
organización de los procesos de trabajo y comprender las jerarquías sociales existentes.
El desarrollo del análisis arqueológico de las alquerías permitiría, además, incorporar al análisis 
arqueológico los terrenos no agrícolas dependientes de ellas.95 Los espacios comunales incultos 
y todo lo que representan (ganadería, recolección, caza, etc.) nunca van a ser comprendidos sin 
tomar como punto de partida los campesinos y sus viviendas: la excavación de los espacios resi-
denciales, fuente inapreciable de materiales arqueológicos susceptibles de análisis de laboratorio 
(arqueométricos, arqueobotánicos, etc.), sí permite extraer conclusiones significativas sobre las 
90. Nuevamente, como acertadamente ha señalado Manzano, el problema no es la hipótesis de Guichard sino 
el mal uso que se dio de ella: la “consagración como “modelo” de un estudio histórico que, ciertamente, era 
brillante y sugerente, pero que contenía hipótesis y propuestas de estudio que su propio autor reconocía debían 
ser objeto de comprobación y desarrollo ulteriores tuvo como resultado que quedaran fijadas como premisas 
incontrovertibles lo que en realidad eran los brillantes comienzos para la ingente tarea de interpretar la compleja 
sociedad andalusí”, Manzano, Eduardo. “Al-Andalus: un balance crítico...”: 22.
91. Un desarrollo de esta cuestión puede encontrarse en: Malpica, Antonio. “Castillos, alquerías y ciudades...”: 99-107. 
Allí se afirma que “no se puede sostener, por tanto, que las comunidades rurales no se vieran afectadas por esa realidad 
cada vez más insoslayable”, si bien “eso no quita que pervivieran formas de vida próximas a la autonomía de las mismas, 
e incluso que se mantuvieran manifestaciones en coherencia con el peso de unos lazos familiares extensos”.
92. Son muy interesantes las referencias a miembros notables del ejército instalados en alquerías que recoge Eduardo 
Manzano, sugiriendo un poblamiento árabe temprano sobre lugares preexistentes. Véase: Manzano, Eduardo. Conquis-
tadores...: 276-282. 
93. Por ejemplo, la inscripción omeya procedente de Logrosán (Cáceres) en la que se conmemora la restauración, por 
iniciativa privada, de una mezquita rural. Véase: Gilotte, Sophie; González, Antonio; Souto, Juan A. “L’inscription 
d’epoque omeyyade de la mosquée de “Las paredes” (Logrosán, Cáceres, Espagne)”. Archéologie Islamique, 10 (2000): 
55-64.
94. Bazzana, André. “La maison rurale dans la péninsule iberique: un atelier d’ethno archéologie”, The rural house: 
from the migration period to the oldest still standing buildings, Jan Klápste, ed. Praga: Institute of Archaeology, 2002: 230. La 
monografía en dos volúmenes de André Bazzana sigue siendo, aún hoy, la obra más completa sobre la vivienda rural 
en al-Andalus. Véase: Bazzana, André. Maisons d’al-Andalus. Habitat médiéval et structures du peuplement dans l’Espagne 
orientale. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 1992.
95. Sobre la división del territorio dependiente de la alquería en distintas partes complementarias, de entidad jurídica 
distinta, entre las que destacan las tierras apropiadas o mamlūka y las no apropiadas o mubāḥa (comunales y muertas), 
véase: Trillo, Carmen. “La alquería y su territorio en al-Andalus: estrategias sociales de organización y conservación”. 
Arqueología Espacial, 26 (2006): 243-262.
























shestrategias de gestión y explotación del medio natural. Finalmente, es preciso esclarecer la rela-
ción de las alquerías documentadas con los aprovechamientos mineros y salineros, tradicional-
mente actividades marginales en la investigación que, sin embargo, revisten una importancia 
esencial para el conocimiento de la economía y el desarrollo de las fuerzas productivas.
6. Conclusiones
La arqueología de al-Andalus, a pesar de su extraordinario desarrollo, sigue pendiente de en-
contrar una verdadera identidad en el contexto de la “arqueología islámica” y continúa sin dar 
una respuesta adecuada a las dudas reflejadas por las primeras reflexiones teóricas, hace ya más 
de dos décadas. El espectacular desarrollo de la arqueología urbana y la inevitable fascinación por 
los grandes conjuntos monumentales de al-Andalus y las expresiones materiales más elevadas de 
su sociedad han relegado a un segundo plano a la arqueología rural. Sin embargo, una arqueolo-
gía centrada en resolver los problemas de la organización social del espacio campesino es la mejor 
opción para encontrar nuevos elementos que permitan la caracterización de la sociedad, objetivo 
final de cualquier investigación sobre al-Andalus.
En ese sentido, de la misma forma que en los últimos años se ha venido reclamando una 
reorientación de la arqueología de los espacios productivos andalusíes hacia la arqueología agra-
ria, consideramos que sería igualmente decisiva una intensificación y una renovación de la ar-
queología centrada en los asentamientos rurales, esto es, en las alquerías. Es preciso reactivar la 
investigación sobre las alquerías, aumentando el número de casos conocidos a través de excava-
ciones arqueológicas sistemáticas, multiplicando la casuística y fomentando la comparativa con 
el poblamiento rural magrebí. Necesitamos determinar las características de núcleos de pobla-
miento rural en al-Andalus (emplazamiento, situación, tamaño, número de habitantes, densidad 
doméstica, tipología y evolución de las viviendas, organización interna, etc.) a fin de definir una 
crono-tipología de las alquerías, y establecer las bases sobre las que se articula su relación con el 
territorio circundante, tanto con los espacios productivos (cultivados o no) como con los fortifi-
cados. Es preciso medir, nombrar y conectar. Solo así la arqueología de las alquerías conseguirá 
reformularse para dejar de ser una subdisciplina ancilar e ilustrativa y poder dar respuesta a 
problemas históricos relevantes, como la cuestión crucial de la autonomía de las comunidades 
campesinas andalusíes frente a los poderes externos. 
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shLES DéFIS DE L’HISTORIOGRAPHIE MéDIéVALE 
AU BRéSIL AU DéBUT DU XXIE SIèCLE
Fátima regiNa FerNaNdes
univeRsidAde fedeRAl do PARAná
résUmé
La recherche brésilienne dans le domaine des sciences humaines est en train d’émerger sur la 
scène internationale avec une certaine nouveauté, notamment en raison de la quantité d’articles 
publiés par des chercheurs brésiliens dans des revues européennes et américaines. La participation 
sans précédent de si nombreux Sud-Américains à des projets internationaux devrait être d’un pla-
cement effectué il ya quelques décennies à promouvoir la formation des enquêteurs et des centres 
qui commencent à donner des résultats visibles dans la communauté scientifique internationale. 
Par conséquent, cette étude propose d’identifier les moyens de cette construction, et est divisé en 
deux parties: la première, nous allons brièvement présenter les principaux aspects de la base insti-
tutionnelle à la recherche de l’obtention du diplôme pos au Brésil. Lors de la deuxième partie, nous 
présenterons un aperçu des effets de leurs politiques du gouvernement à soutenir la recherche en 
histoire, en fournissant un diagnostic des principales contributions historiographiques de cher-
cheurs brésiliens et des centres dédiés à étudier médiévale péninsule ibérique, Histoire et Politique 
spécialement des institutions.
1. Introduction
L’élaboration de bilans historiographiques est toujours difficile, car au-delà du risque de contra-
rier quelques susceptibilités, elle exige aussi de l’objetivité puisque l’auteur est inséré dans l’uni-
vers analysé. 
Ce travail concerne deux moments : premièrement, je vous présenterai les aspects principaux 
liés à la base institutionnelle de recherche des Études de Deuxième et Troisième Cycles et le Docto-
rat en Histoire au Brésil. Deuxièmement, je vous présenterai un bilan des effets de la politique gou-
vernementale d’appui à la recherche en Histoire en révélant un diagnostic de principales contri-
butions historiographiques des chercheurs et des centres brésiliens qui s’occupent des études de 
l’Histoire Institutionnelle et Politique de la Péninsule Ibérique Médiévale.
Les deux principales organisations responsables du financement de recherches au Brésil sont 
le CAPES (Coordination de Perfectionnement de Personnel de Niveau Supérieur)1 et le CNPq 
(Conseil National de Développement Scientifique et Technique)2. Les chercheurs de ma généra-
tion du domaine défavorisé de l’Histoire Ancienne et Médiévale au Brésil nous devons beaucoup 
aux agences CAPES et CNPq qui mantiennent jusque lors l’investissement dans la formation des 
1. <http://www.capes.gov.br>. 
2. <http://www.cnpq.br>. 
























sh cadres d’Études Supérieures et l’appui à la recherche réalisée au Brésil en tant qu’une politique 
prioritaire. La formation de ma génération de chercheurs a été le résultat de phénomènes liés 
aux politiques gouvernementales internes qui, dans un contexte de grande fragilité institution-
nelle, politique et économique, ont miraculeusement eu la capacité d’identifier les besoins de la 
recherche scientifique au domaine des Sciences Humaines et de maintenir les programmes et les 
soutiens des bases de son progrès. Le statut de chercheur du CNPq c’est celle de former des cadres, 
de promouvoir une production bibliographique de qualité, d’établir des coopérations scientifiques 
et aussi académiques, comme de consituer le cadre d’examinateurs des propositions envoyées aux 
agences sous la forme d’avis ad hoc. Il s’agit sans doutes d’un provilège, mais aussi d’un engage-
ment de rétribution de l’investissement reçu qui donne en échange du travail et de l’appui pour le 
développement général de la recherche au Brésil.
La réglementation des Grades de Master et Doctorat (cours qui suivent les 4 années de Licence) 
au Brésil a été promue par le Ministère d’Éducation et Culture et date de l’an 1971 et dès lors il 
existe une préoccupation intitutionnelle d’établir des critères unificateurs du fonctionnement de 
ces cours, d’abord pour le Master et ensuite pour le Doctorat. Dans ce panorama, on a eu comme 
promoteurs les Universités publiques les plus anciennes du Brésil : l’Université Fédérale du Paraná 
et l’Université de Sao Paulo, de l’état. La première, fondée en 1912 parmi les cercles culturels liés 
à l’imigration européenne, surtout l’allemande et l’italienne, et à l’Ordre des Frères Maristes3, a 
eu son Programme d’Études Supérieures (Master et Doctorat) en Histoire reconnu pour le Master 
en 1972 et pour le Doctorat dix ans plus tard, en 1982. la deuxième, fondée en 1934 a eu dans 
la mission de Fernand Braudel les bases pour la création de la Faculté de Philosophie, Lettres et 
Sciences Humaines en ayant la vocation de lien externe, surtout après 1971, lorsque de la création 
des Programmes de Post-Licence en Histoire Sociale et en Histoire Économique.
L’agence CAPES existe depuis 1951, cependant, c’est seulement en 1981 qu’elle reçoit le statut 
officiel de responsable de l’élaboration du Plan National d’Études Supérieures Stricto Sensu recon-
nue en tant qu’Agence Éxecutive du Ministère d’Éducation et Culture auprès du Système national 
de Science et Technologie, parmi ses responsabilités, nous avons l’élaboration, l’évaluation et la 
coordination des activités concernant l’Enseignement Supérieur, et aussi la disponibilisation de 
plusieurs rubriques d’appui à la recherche. En ayant son siège à Brasilia, CAPES soutient le rôle 
de Coordination de recherche et enseignement de niveau supérieur dans tout le pays, ce qui lui 
permet d’avoir la centralisation des normes et directives générales dans ce domaine.
L’autre institution fondamentale de recherche au Brésil, CNPq, Conseil National de Dévelop-
pement Scientifique et Technique, est une agence du Ministère de la Science et Technologie des-
tinée à l’appui de recherche scientifique et technique et à la formation de ressources humaines 
pour la recherche au pays, en disposant de plusieurs rubriques d’appui aux projets individuels 
de recherche, aux coopérations internationales et appui aux parutions et aux conférences. Cet 
organe concerne tous les domaines de recherche et aussi celui des Sciences Humaines, y comprise 
l’Histoire. Cette agence maintient sur sa page Internet la plateforme LATTES qui unifie, depuis dix 
ans, les curriculums de tous les chercheurs nationaux et internationaux intéressés, ce qui favorise 
l’intégration de la base de données. Telle centralisation d’informations aide les analyses de mérite 
et de compétence de ceux qui pleident de l’assistence auprès des agences, mais elle sert aussi de 
base de diagnostic pour les actions d’appui en général. Comme exemple des possibilités offertes 
3. UFPR a eu son Département d’Histoire oficiellement reconnu et organisé tel qu’il est aujourd’hui en 1958.
























shpar cette base, nous pouvons référer le relèvement présenté ci-dessus pour lequel on a eu LATTES 
comme source de recueil de données.
CAPES aussi bien que CNPq comptent sur des cadres techniques et administratifs permanents 
et un groupe de chercheurs nationaux de certaine importance qui participe aux Comités scienti-
fiques responsables d’établir les politiques générales ou de coopération ad hoc qui doivent évaluer 
le potentiel mérite scientifique des propositions envoyées et classées sous la forme de Domaines 
de la Connaissance. Il y existe une hiérarchie qui les distribue sous la rubrique Grands Domaines, 
telle que les Sciences Humaines où on voit un 2e niveau des Domaines, tel que l’Histoire et ensuite 
les Sous-Domaines, tel que l’Histoire Médiévale Portugaise.
Lorsqu’on parle d’Histoire Médiévale au Brésil, il est possible d’y observer une multiplicité de 
Programmes d’Études Supérieures en Histoire, normalement liés aux Universités publiques, soient 
elles Fédérales ou de l’État. Cette condition se doit au fait des institutions publiques d’enseigne-
ment supérieur être précocement demandées en ce qui concerne les indices de produtivité, de qua-
lification du cadre d’enseignants, de développement des travaux de mémoires de Master et thèses 
de Doctorat, ainsi que sur l’évaluation de la qualité des travaux défendus et des examinateurs. Un 
autre champ tel que l’indexation de la production bibliographique, l’uniformisation des indices 
soutenant le ranking de parutions périodiques parmi d’autres mesures vues, tout d’abord, comme 
excessivement quantitatives, a abouti à une amélioration générale des résultats.
Un autre côté de cette politique constitue le processus d’évaluation et atribution de notes aux 
Programmes inscrits et constituants de l’échelle nationale des cinquante-quatre Programmes 
inscrits d’Histoire, et qui, récemment, comprend aussi les Programmes des Universités privées. 
L’évaluation des Programmes en général concerne une évaluation annuelle réalisée par des 
rapports envoyés par les Programmes à CAPES, c’est le rapport DATACAPES. Cet instrument 
sert de base à l’évaluation d’un Comité Scientifique de chaque domaine, composé par des cher-
cheurs en Histoire, et indiqué par le Directeur de Programmes de CAPES. A chaque trois ans, 
cet organe publie le ranking des Programmes nationaux, ce qui peut montrer des progressions, 
régressions et même des radiations. Telle position de niveau national comprend naturellement 
des politiques d’élargissement ou restrition de ressources, de bourses de recherche pour le 
Master et le Doctorat, et encore la possibilité d’autres bénéfices qui encouragent la croissance 
de la qualité et de la quantité de production de la part des enseignants et étudiants.
En outre, les cadres d’enseignants composés en majorité par des professeurs permanents 
se traduit dans un engagement plus grand du professeur universitaire avec son domaine de 
référence qui doit être positivement clair sur sa responsabilité scolaire. De cette façon, la sta-
bilité professionnelle implique un plus grand retour en ce qui concerne la productivité de 
recherche et charge horaire et aussi l’accès à des conditions plus favorables au développement 
de la recherche.
Un autre élément important c’est la survivance du concept de spécialité et domaines de re-
cherches dans les Universités, malgré l’existence au Brésil des voix qui demandent politique et 
démagogiquement un élargissement et une dissolution des contenus des curriculums des cours 
universitaires ayant comme raison principale l’accès libre au savoir universitaire. On espère bien 
que ce mouvement sera seulement un écho des tendances momentanées, étant donné qu’au cas 
d’implantation, cela signifierait un boycott au projet mené par les gouvernements ultérieurs et 
les agences gouvernementales pendant des années et qui n’est qu’aujourd’hui à avoir des fruits 
durables. Même le MEC à travers ses critères d’évaluation des cours universitaires et CAPES 
























sh avec les Programmes de niveau Master et Doctorat présentent des éléments liés à la formation 
des cadres d’enseignants et des filières de recherche par rapport aux disciplines offertes aux étu-
diants. L’exigence de la spécialité pour les postes dans les cadres d’enseignants aux Université 
c’est aussi un bon signe.
Les lignes de recherche et les subdivisions internes des Programmes montrent dans leurs objec-
tifs structuraux une intégration désirable et chaque fois plus étroite entre l’action enseignante 
et la recherche, en construisant la cohérence historiographique entre quelques chercheurs des 
Programmes où on a la contribution de membres d’autres centres d’études nationaux et inter-
nacionaux. CAPES évalue, à son tour, les Programmes par rapport à la cohérence, la consistence, 
l’ampleur et l’actualisation du Domaine de Concentration en ce qui concerne les Domaines et 
Projets de recherche qui sont liés à la structure scolaire des cours de niveau supérieur. Il s’agit d’un 
projet d’intégration interne qui aboutirait à un ensemble harmonieux de recherches individuelles 
intégrées aux groupes de visibilité et lien externes.
Il s’agit naturellement d’un projet institutionnel et, ainsi, il est destiné à plusieurs équivoques. 
Cependant, on doit considérer que la persistence de certains principes généraux liés à la rigueur 
dans les productions et qualifications d’enseignants et d’étudiants contribue vers l’amélioration de 
la recherche notamment dans le domaine de l’Histoire.
2. Bilan
Et maintenant, on passe à la deuxième partie de ce travail, où l’on propose de présenter une 
évaluation des contributions actuelles de l’historiographie brésilienne par rapport à l’Histoire 
Institutionnelle et Politique de la Péninsule Ibérique Médievale, vu que la politique d’organisa-
tion et appui à la recherche rapportée ci-dessus a produit certains effets dignes de notes sur les 
historiens brésiliens4.
La recherche en Histoire Médiévale au Brésil commence officiellement avec la thèse soute-
nue en 1942 par le Professeur Docteur Eurípedes Simões de Paula5 à Universidade de São Paulo 
(USP) et vient jusque lors en présentant une augmentation quantitative et une considérable 
variété thématique. Les années 70 et 80 observent la constitution des premières généalogies de 
cadres formateurs de générations de médiévistes auprès de principaux Programmes d’Universités 
publiques, des noms qui ont formé une grande partie des chercheurs des cadres d’enseignants 
universitaires aujourd’hui6.
Le contact de ces médiévistes avec les Universités et Centres de recherche médiévale en Europe 
est devenu fréquent et mène vers une compréhension des métodologies et débats retenus par 
l’Académie brésilienne de façon plus ou moins directe. Ces initiatives ont engendré quelques cri-
tiques surtout chez les partisans de tendances historiographiques liées au matérialisme historique 
plus orthodoxe qui insistaient et insistent encore pour fausser les réalités médiév386ales en ayant 
des perceptions anachroniques et des résultats doubles dans leurs recherches. Cependant, nous 
4. Voyes le map des groupes de recherches au Brésil de Eliane Veríssimo ( Mestranda [UFPR]).
5. Macedo, José Riviair. “Os estudos medievais no Brasil: uma tentativa de síntese”. Reti Medievali Rivista, 7/1 (2006), 
<http://www.dssg.unifi.it/_RM/rivista/saggi/RivairMacedo.htm>.
6. Asfora, Wanessa C.; Aubert, Eduardo H.; Castanho, Gabriel de Carvalho G. « Faire l’histoire du Moyen Âge au Bré-
sil: fondements, structures, développements ». Bulletin du Centre d’études médiévales d’Auxerre, 12 (2008), <http://cem.
revues.org/document6602.html>.
























shdevons observer le besoin d’une réfléxion à propos de la pertinence de la réalisation d’études 
médiévales au Brésil par ces premiers maîtres, ce qui a donné une forme parfois exotique à cette 
spécialité dans le panorama des recherches nationales.
La centralisation dans des débas uniquement théorisants a promu une tendance de concen-
trer les préoccupations sur le débat historiographique, maintes fois reproducteur d’idées des 
chercheurs européens. Il faut encore considérer qu’à cette époque-là, les écoles historiogra-
phiques françaises passaient par une phase de révision et d’assimilation de nouvelles analyses, 
méthodes et nouveaux objets à un rythme très accéléré, et qu’elles avaient une grande influence 
sur cette génération de médiévistes brésiliens. Telle contingence stimulait les futurs chercheurs 
brésilien autant que les déconcertait devant les débats anciens et complexes auquels ils n’étaient 
pas encore habitués, ainsi, ces chercheurs assimilaient plusieurs tendances sans avoir une posi-
tion critique effective.
Un autre aspect qui provoque des confusions à la bonne compréhension de ces phénomènes 
même aujourd’hui, c’est la promotion de mauvaises traductions d’oeuvres de sources et bibliogra-
phie vers la langue portugaise, ce qui a fait de nombreaux équivoques interprétatifs des idées origi-
nales des auteurs concernés. Cependant, on observe une production historiographique médiévale 
au Brésil qui encourage les nouvelles générations en formation.
Ce débat s’est naturellement développé à partir d’une demande des agences pour la concession 
de nouveaux bénéfices et bourses et il a engendré un bon niveau de pertinence thématique et 
méthodologique de plus en plus attentive à ce que l’on développait internationallement.
Aux années 90, une génération de nouveaux médiévistes diplômés par des Universités euro-
péennes et soutenus financièrement par les agences CAPES et CNPq commence à surgir dans 
le panorama national, et encore que peu nombreux, ces chercheurs de plus en plus autonomes 
entreprennent les recherches en Histoire médiévale au Brésil. En même temps, d’autres jeunes 
médiévistes cherchaient leur qualification partielle aux Centres européens en conservant leur 
regard critique, même s’ils n’étaient pas directement liés aux débats. C’est à ce moment-là que 
l’on crée les associations nationales médiévales telle que l’ABREM, Association Brésilienne 
d’Études Médiévales7 et les séances régionales de l’ANPUH, Association Nationale d’Histoire8 qui 
s’occupent des publications et des événements où le débat à propos des défis de l’historiographie 
médiévale au Brésil traversent les recherches existentes au pays. Le relèvement et la divulgation 
des sources médiévales disponibles qu’a fait ABREM a été sans doute un fort encouragement à la 
recherche, notamment dans les cadres débutants, alors le manque de documents n’était plus un 
facteur limitant. L’insertion croissante des médiévistes aux cadres d’enseignants des Universités 
a favorisé quelques effets bénéfiques à ce niveau, puisqu’elle a permis l’indication et l’acquisi-
tion de sources et bibliographie en quantité et qualité raisonnables dans les bibliothèques uni-
versitaires. Un travail cumulatif qui doit ses premiers pas à l’action, disons, héroïque des pre-
miers chercheurs du pays qui ont acquis à leurs propres comptes les oeuvres ensuite disposées 
à leurs élèves. Le partage et la disponibilité des matériaux au collectif, maintenant très facile et 
rapide grâce à l’Internet et aux rubriques institutionnelles se sont conservées en tant que facteur 
d’identité des chercheurs nationaux presque traumatisés par la nécessité inhérente de sources. 
Ainsi, leur disponibilité au collectif de l’académie et même au grand public est une obligation 
7. <http://www.abrem.org.br>. 
8. <http://www.anpuh.org>. 
























sh morale demandée à tous ceux qui réussissent à les avoir. Un autre facteur important dans ce 
panorama est la rigueur des critères de traduction des sources et bibliographie disposée dans le 
milieu éditorial brésilien. Une rigueur qui se doit d’un côté à l’augmentation d’investissement, et 
de l’autre côté à l’avis de spécialistes en Histoire Médiévale en gardant, toutefois, le recours per-
manent aux spécialistes internationaux comme critère d’appréciation et crédibilité des travaux 
de traduction et aussi de production historiographique au niveau national.
L’une des critiques les plus courantes à la production historiographique médiévale au Bré-
sil, c’est le rare accès aux sources manuscrites. Les chercheurs brésiliens ayant leur formation 
intégrale aux centres portugais, espagnols et français au domaine de la Paléographie, du Latin 
et de la Linguistique historique représentent une génération mieux préparée pour l’analyse de 
ces sources, sans les restrictions liées à la nature et au support des matériaux, ce qui libère 
la recherche de la dépendance thématique des sources imprimées. Cette différence encourage 
l’intérêt à la maîtrise de ces sciences considérées indispensables à la réalisation du métier d’his-
torien. Les barrières sont peu à peu franchies, et on voit très proche la révision des limitations 
référées ci-dessus.
Dans un sondage récent du panorama des études d’Histoire Médiévale au Brésil, on observe 
comme résultat le fait de 97% des thèses soutenues au pays avoir comme sujet les réalités 
de l’Occident médiéval du Bas Moyen Âge, à la Péninsule Ibérique, notamment Portugal9. À 
notre avis, le privilège de ce choix est dû aux facteurs concernants, tout d’abord, à l’origine de 
notre tradition institutionnelle, linguistique et religieuse portugaise. N’en voulant pas proposer 
un débat sur les axes culturels, anthropologiques et sociologiques de la composition des élé-
ments formateurs de la nation brésilienne sous un regard historiographique, la contribution de 
la tradition portugaise notamment au niveau intitutionnel est sans soute remarquable. La per-
ception consciente ou non de cette influence favorise l’appel des thèmes d’Histoire Médiévale 
portugaise, voire ibérique, sur les chercheurs nationaux, ce qui apporte au concept de frontière 
quelques spécificités qui élargissent les limites du royaume portugais. Et on y ajoute un facteur 
plus pragmatique, celui de l’accès linguistique aux sources portugaises avec la maîtrise plus facile 
du galicien-portugais que d’autres langues médiévales. Ce qui nous mène à la compréhension de 
la préférence par les thèmes privilégiant la fin du Moyen Âge lorsque les sources commencent 
à être rédigées autant en latin qu’en langue roman. Cela va de soi que telles lectures interpré-
tatives du résultat du sondage en question peuvent être relativisées ou confirmées, cependant, 
elles constituent un essai de compréhension des données obtenus.
Maintenant, notre réfléxion posera sur les individus et les groupes qui développent des re-
cherches dans le domaine de l’Histoire Institutionnelle et Politique Médiévale de la Péninsule 
Ibérique au Brésil.
Naturellement, quelques difficultés se sont installées pendant ce sondage, lesquelles sont liées 
d’un côté à l’existence d’une quantité déjà importante de chercheurs et de l’autre côté à un 
phénomène d’inconstance thématique chez quelques représentants de la classe. Ainsi, on est 
obligé d’établir quelques critères de sélection afin d’assurer la qualité de ce sondage, tels que le 
choix des groupes et individus qui travaillent effectivement les réalités ibériques médiévales et 
non les lectures et révisions actuelles à propos du Moyen Âge. En outre, on considère, pour ce 
9. Asfora, Wanessa C.; Aubert, Eduardo H.; Castanho, Gabriel de Carvalho G. « Faire l’histoire du Moyen Âge au Bré-
sil... ».
























shtravail, les axes thématiques appréciés par les chercheurs à partir des informations déclarées sur 
la base de données de la plateforme de curriculums LATTES, selon les auteurs, et aussi les infor-
mations obtenues auprès de l’ABREM10 et d’autres sondages ultérieurs plus généraux. Un autre 
critère est la sélection des chercheurs docteurs en activité dans les institutions d’enseignement et 
recherche, quoiqu’on garde la référence aux chercheurs les plus importants et leur rôle dans la 
formation de nouvelles générations11.
C’est ainsi que l’on est arrivé à la définition, au niveau national, d’un univers de dix-neuf 
chercheurs qui présentent le profil demandé. Ils montrent sur leur qualification doctoral un laps 
de treize ans, de 1993 à 2009, ce qui montre la récente qualification et la concentration annuelle 
croissante à partir de 200512.
Ces chercheurs ont développé leurs études doctorales de façon équitable entre les centres les 
plus traditionnels de formation en Histoire Médiévale de la région sud-est du pays, l’Université 
Fédérale Fluminense et deux autres centres plus récents dans les régions sud-est et sud du Brésil, 
l’Université Paulista Júlio Mesquita et l’Université Fédérale du Parana. Il est important d’observer 
qu’un tiers des médiévistes engagés dans ce bilan a réalisé sa formation doctorale entièrement à 
l’étranger13.
Et par rapport à la région d’activité de ces chercheurs, on peut dire qu’ils se concentrent équi-
tablement aux régions sud-est, cetre-ouest et sud du pays. Les sept chercheurs qui travaillent dans 
la région sud-est se distribuent entre les Universités Fédérales du Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Minas 
Gerais et les Universités de l’État de Sao Paulo14, issus d’une formation réalisée surtout dans la 
même région15.
Les autres six chercheurs identifiés dans la région centre-ouest se distribuent entre les Fédérales 
de Mato Grosso et Brasilia en ayant la plus grande concentration en Goias16 et ils sont issus d’une 
formation doctorale réalisée notamment dans d’autres centres nationaux et étrangers17. Cette ten-
dance se doit conformément aux centres les plus récents au domaine d’Histoire Médiévale.
10. Qui est qui dans l’ABREM, malgré les données de 2007, a beaucoup contribué pour la localisation des chercheurs.
11. Asfora, Wanessa C.; Aubert, Eduardo H.; Castanho, Gabriel de Carvalho G. « Faire l’histoire du Moyen Âge au 
Brésil... ».
12. Par rapport à la qualification doctorale, le laps se configure de 1993 à 2009 en ayant une moyenne annuelle crois-
sante de qualifications 1 à chaque année (1993, 1996, 1997, 2004, 2007 et 2009), 2 par an (1998, 2000, 2003), 3 par 
an (2008) et 4 (2005).
13. Trois à l’Universidade Federal do Paraná (UFPR), trois à l’Universidade Federal Fluminense (UFF), quatre à 
l’Universidade Paulista Júlio de Mesquita (UNESP), un à l’ Universidade de Brasília (UNB), un à l’Universidade 
Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) e un à l’Universidade de São Paulo (USP). Sept autres à l’étranger: un à l’Uni-
versidad Complutense de Madrid, trois à la Faculdade de Letras da Universidade do Porto, trois à l’Universidade de 
Lisbonne, un à l’Universität Humbolt de Berlin et un à l’Universität Bielefeld, Allemagne.
14. Dans les Universités Fédérales: deux au Rio de Janeiro (un ‘a l’UFRJ et l’autre à l’ Universidade Federal Rural do Rio 
de Janeiro [UFRRJ]), un au São Paulo (Universidade Federal de São Paulo [UNIFESP]), un à l’ Espírito Santo ( Univer-
sidade Federal do Espírito Santo [UFES]), un au Minas Gerais (Universidade Federal de Alfenas [UNIFAL]) e deux dans 
les Universités de São Paulo (un à l’UNESP et autre à l’ Universidade Estadual de Campinas [UNICAMP]).
15. Formation doctorale réalisée entre 1998 et 2005, surtout à Universidade Federal Fluminense (UFF), Universidade 
Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) e Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho” (UNESP) et un seul cas de 
formation à l’étranger, à l’Université de Lisbonne.
16. L’un à l’Université Fédérale de Mato Grosso (UFMT), deux à l’ Universidade de Brasília (UNB) et trois à l’Université 
de Goias (UFG).
17. Formation predominante: UNB, UFPR, UNESP, Université Complutense et Université du Porto (2). Entre 1993 et 
2009.
























sh On identifie également six chercheurs dans la région sud, distribués entre les Universités du 
Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina e Parana et l’Université de l’État à Maringa18. Selon le cas, on 
peut noter la tendance croissante de formation dans sa propre région et la formation doctorale 
à l’étranger19, ce qui se justifie par la création récente de ces Centres de formation. Dans les 
deux cas, il y a l’avantage d’y avoir une plus grande circulation des professeurs issus d’autres 
régions du pays, beaucoup d’entre eux ayant de l’expérience à l’étranger et des liens externes 
qui contribuent à une plus grande diversité des perspectives historiographiques appliquées dans 
les Universités où ils travaillent.
En ce qui concerne les domaines prédominants développés par ce groupe de chercheurs 
analysé, on peut remarquer une concentration de travaux en Histoire Médiévale Portugaise 
entre les XIIIe et XVe siècles, selon les données obtenus sur la plateforme LATTES. On a observé 
quelques phénomènes dont la production se montrait un peu dissipée parmi plusieurs thèmes. 
Dans d’autres cas, la production se présentait interrompue par des grands laps de temps. Cepen-
dant, on a voulu sélectionner selon nos critères les thèmes les plus courants et qui possédaient 
un parcours continu. 
Un autre aspect général concernant la production des chercheurs, c’est qu’elle se voit parue 
dans des périodiques ou des éditions nationaux, ce qui finit par limiter sa diffusion dans des 
centres à l’étranger, cependant cela nous montre que le marché éditorial brésilien offre une 
capacité croissante pour les productions en Histoire Institutionnelle et Politique de la Péninsule 
Ibérique Médiévale.
Par rapport au thème du sondage, il est possible de dire que les chercheurs des régions nord 
et nord-est du Brésil participent très peu au volume de productions, fait qui se doit à la tradition 
de recherches sur les thèmes locaux.
A partir de ce point, nous nous retenons aux axes thématiques principaux de recherche 
développée par les professionnels qui travaillent l’Histoire Institutionnelle et Politique de la 
Péninsule Ibérique Médiévale.
Le premier est lié à la théorie politique monarchique, si l’on considère le concept d’histoire 
dans une analyse politique telle que la construction de théories de suprématie royale, papale 
et nobiliaire. Il s’agit d’un axe centré sur l’exploration des oeuvres de Espelhos de Príncipes et 
de chroniqueurs ibériques, Fernão Lopes, Gomes Eanes de Zurara et Pero Lopes de Ayala, et 
aussi les travaux doctrinaires d’Alvaro Pais20. La production de la Cour d’Alphonse X de Castille 
18. Comme suit: 4 dans des Fédérales (Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina [UFSC] – 1, Universidade Federal do 
Rio Grande do Sul [UFRGS] – 1, UFPR – 2), 2 at the state university (Universidade Estadual de Maringá [UEM] – 2). 
19. Surtout: UFPR, UNESP, Humboldt, Universität Bielefeld et Universidade do Porto. Entre 1997 et 2008.
20. Guimarães, Marcella L. Estudo das representações de monarca nas Crônicas de Fernão Lopes (séculos XIV e XV). O Espelho do 
rei: ‘decifra-me ou te devoro’. Curitiba: Universidade Federal do Paraná (PhD. Dissertation), 2004; Guimarães, Marcella 
L. “Os protagonismos do Cruel e do Cru, antes dos favoritos de Fernão Lopes e Pero Lopez de Ayala”. História. Ques-
tões e Debates, 41 (2005): 107-129; da Costa, Ricardo. A Árvore Imperial. Um Espelho de Príncipes na obra de Ramon Llull 
(1232/1316). Niteroi: Universidade Federal Fluminense (PhD. Dissertation), 2000; da Costa, Ricardo. Theml, Neyde; 
Chevitarese, André; Moura, José F.; Machado, Carlos Augusto R.; Oliveira, Bruno; Mattos, Carlinda; Zierer, Adriana; 
Macedo, José Rivair, org. Testemunhos da História. Documentos de História Antiga e Medieval, Ricardo da Costa, ed. Vitória: 
Editora da Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo, 2003; de Souza, Armenia Marialvaro. Os pecados dos reis: A proposta de 
um modelo de conduta para os monarcas ibéricos no Estado e Pranto da Igreja e no Espelho dos Reis do franciscano galego D. Álvaro 
Pais (1270-1349). Brasilia: Universidade de Brasilia (PhD. Dissertation), 2008; Escritas da História: Memória e Linguagens, 
Armenia Maria de Souza, org. Goiânia: Editora da Universidade Corporativa de Guarulhos, 2004; Escritas da História: 
Intelectuais e Poder, Armenia Maria de Souza, org. Goiânia: Universidade Católica de Goiás, 2004.
























shrévèle encore l’intérêt pour la l’historiographie brésilienne21, de même que les Princes d’Avis 
et les traités de gouvernement royal22; les questions liées au Schisme d’Occident et l’Éxil d’Avi-
gnon et ses effets sur la monarchie portugaise sont aussi d’intérêt des chercheurs brésiliens23. 
Un autre axe thématique développé par l’historiographie médiévale brésilienne est celui des 
relations de pouvoir et les groupes socio-politiques nobiliaires, urbains et ecclésiastiques com-
pris comme des agents compositeurs de la société politique qui entoure le roi. Dans ce point, 
nous avons quelques recherches fondées sur la méthodologie prosopographique de noblesse 
ibérique et cité médiévale24. Les débats à propos de la société qui entoure les rois de la dinastie 
d’Avis25, les stratégies politiques matrimoniales26, de même que les Assemblées de Cours27. On 
observe la concentration de chercheurs appliqués sur cette thématique aux Universités de la 
région sud du pays.
Il y a encore un axe de recherche lié à la législation royale médiévale et aux légistes, les termes 
théorique du Droit et les instruments empiriques d’exercices de la justice et de l’administration, 
axe développé par beaucoup de chercheurs brésiliens insérés dans l’univers thématique sélec-
tionné. On peut observer la préférence par la recherche liée à la législation et à la centralisation 
21. Franca, Susani. “Formas da verdade na poesia religiosa de Afonso X”, Novas leituras, novos caminhos: Cantigas de 
Santa Maria de Afonso X o Sábio, Ângela Vaz Leão, dir. Belo Horizonte: Veredas & Cenários, 2008; Rui, Adailson J.. 
“A sucessão de Alfonso X e a legitimidade de uma linhagem”. Pós-História, 2 (1993): 207-218. Rui, Adailson J. “A 
elaboração da História na Idade Média: o exemplo de Alfonso X, o Sábio”, A Ciência e a Organização dos Saberes na 
Idade Média, Luís Alberto de Boni, org. Porto Alegre: EDIPUCRS, 2000: 211-217; Pedrero, María G.; Rui, Adailson 
J.; Santos, E.; Morais, W.G. “Fontes Primárias da Idade Média”, Fontes Primárias da Idade Média séculos V-XV, Lênia 
Marcia Mongelli, org. Cotia: IBIS, 1999: II, 137-208.
22. Franca, Susani. Os reinos dos cronistas medievais. São Paulo: Annablume, 2006; Coser, Miriam C. “A dinastia de Avis 
e a construção da memória do reino português”. Revista Especiaria, 10 (2007): 703-727; de Nascimento, Renata Cristina 
Souza. “O Poder do Discurso: A Crônica da Guiné e a Construção da Imagem Mítica do Infante D. Henrique (Século 
XV)”, Anais do II Colóquio da pesquisas da História- Arte, Poder e Sociedade. Goiânia: Chrônidas-Universidade Federal de 
Goiás, 2009.
23. Fernandes, Fátima R. “O conceito de Império no pensamento político tardo-medieval”, Facetas do Império na 
História, Andrea Doré, Luís Filipe Silvéiro Lima, Luiz G. Silva, dirs. São Paulo: HUCITEC, 2008: 185-198; Fernandes, 
Fátima R. “A monarquia portuguesa e o Cisma do Ocidente (1378-1385)”, Instituições, Poderes e Jurisdições, Renan 
Frighetto, Marcella L. Guimarães, eds. Curitiba: Juruá Editora, 2007: 137-155.
24. de Almeida, Cybele Crossetti. “Uma introdução ao método prosopográfico: fontes e questões para pesquisa”, 
Ciências Humanas: Pesquisa e Método, Celi Regina Pinto, Cesar Augusto Guazzelli, orgs. Porto Alegre: Editora da Uni-
versidade, 2009; de Almeida, Cybele Crossetti. “Topografia e estratificação social: representações e mecanismos de 
poder na cidade medieval”. Anos 90, 14 (2000): 294-311; Fernandes, Fátima R. Sociedade e poder na Baixa Idade Média 
portuguesa. Curitiba: Editora da Universidade Federal do Paraná, 2003; Fernandes, Fátima R. “Os exílios da linhagem 
dos Pacheco e sua relação com a natureza de suas vinculações aos Castro (segunda metade do século XIV)”. Cuader-
nos de Historia de España, 82 (2008): 31-54.
25. Fernandes, Fátima R. “A construção da sociedade política de Avis à luz da trajectória política de Nuno Alvares 
Pereira”, Actas das VI Jornadas Luso-Espanholas de Estudos Medievais: A Guerra e a sociedade na Idade Média. Torres Novas: 
Almondina, 2009: I, 421-446.
26. Gimenez, José C. “Alianças matrimoniais como estratégias politicas na Península Ibérica”, Instituições, Poderes...: 
157-173; Gimenez, José C. A Rainha Isabel nas estratégias políticas da Península Ibérica - 1280-1336. Curitiba: Univer-
sidade Federal do Paraná (PhD. Dissertation), 2005; Souza, Armenia Maria de. “A Política de Casamento de Dom 
Afonso IV, Rei de Portugal, para com seus filhos D. Pedro e D. Maria (séc. XIV)”. Temporis(ação), 5/6 (2001): 25-42.
27. de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “As atitudes do rei em favor da nobreza e as queixas apresentadas em 
cortes: A permanência dos abusos da fidalguia durante o governo de D.Afonso V (1448-1481)”, Anais-XXIV Simpósio 
Nacional de História- História e Multidisciplinaridade: territórios e deslocamentos. São Leopoldo (RS): Unisinos, 2007; Fer-
nandes, Fátima R. “As Cortes medievais portuguesas e sua relação com o poder régio - segunda metade do século 
XIV”. Anais da XIX Reunião Anual da Sociedade Brasileira de Pesquisa Histórica, 19 (1999): 141-144.
























sh politique au Portugal et Castille28, les Enquêtes et Concordats29 où il y a une concentration de cher-
cheurs des Universités de la région centre-ouest et certains de la région sud.
D’autres axes présentent une contribution plus irrégulière des chercheurs nationaux tel que 
la Reconquête de la Péninsule Ibérique, généralement développés sur les lignes de manuels30, 
d’Ordres Militaires, surtout les portugaises31, la nature des rapports politiques et juridiques établis 
ou pratiqués entre les chrétiens, musulmans et juifs32, la dimension des pouvoirs conseils33, et aussi 
le pouvoir ecclésiastique et les reformes notamment monastiques34.
28. Dos Reis, Jaime E. Território, legislação e monarquia no reinado de Alfonso X, o Sábio (1251-1284). Assis: Universidade 
Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho” (PhD. Dissertation), 2007; dos Reis, Jaime E. “O Setenario de Alfonso X, o 
Sábio: código jurídico ou espelho de príncipe?” Educação, História e Filosofia no Ocidente: Antiguidade e Medievo, Terezihna de 
Oliveira, dir. Itajaí: Univali, 2009: 259-266; de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “A Sociedade e o Estado Português 
no Final do Século XIV”. Estudos (Goiânia), 26 (1999): 359-370; de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “A imagem de 
Nobreza em Portugal no Governo de D. Afonso V (1438-1481)”. Fragmentos de Cultura, 14/9 (2004): 1657-1663; Coelho, 
Maria F. “Justice et apparences: discours et pratiques dans la tradition portugaise en Amérique”, Normes juridiques et 
pratiques judiciaires, Benoît Garnot, dir. Dijon: Editions Universitaires de Dijon, 2007: 415-424; Coelho, Maria F. “Monar-
quia feudal e propaganda política. As inquirições portuguesas como fonte de estudo (séc.XIII)”, Idade Média: abordagens 
interdisciplinares. Rio de Janeiro: PEM, 2009: 150-154; Fonseca, Celso S. “Itinerário de estudo: o processo de organização 
do estado português nos séculos XIV e XV”. Revista Múltipla, 18 (2005): 163-174; Fonseca, Celso S. “Uma introdução ao 
estudo da centralização monárquica portuguesa”, Um passeio com Clio, Cléria Botêlho da Costa, dir. Brasília: Paralelo 15, 
2002: 61-74; Paes, Flávio F. “Leis Contra a usura na Idade Média portuguesa (séculos XIII e XIV)”, Os Pecados Capitais 
na Idade Média. Porto Alegre: PPG- História-Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, 2004: 1-44; Vidotte, Adriana. 
“Cerimônia política e legitimação do poder em Castela no período de Enrique IV”, Anais do I Ciclo Internacional de Estudos 
Antigos e Medievais e VII Ciclo de Estudos Antigos e Medievais. Assis: Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho”, 
2005. Vidotte, Adriana. “A historiografia espanhola sobre o reinado dos Reis Católicos”, Anais do XVII Encontro Regional de 
História da Associação Nacional de História (São Paulo). O historiador e seu tempo. Assis: Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio 
de Mesquita Filho”, 2006; de Almeida, Cybele C. “Legislar para o bem comum: direito e centralização política em Afonso 
X”. Biblos, 21 (2007): 9-32; de Almeida, Cybele C. “Considerações sobre o uso político do conceito de justiça na obra 
legislativa de Afonso X”. Anos 90, 16 (2002): 13-36; Fernandes, Fátima R. “A recepção do Direito Romano no Ocidente 
europeu medieval: Portugal, um caso de afirmação régia”. História, Questões e Debates, 41 (2005): 73-83; Fernandes, 
Fátima R. Comentários à legislação medieval portuguesa de Afonso III. Curitiba: Juruá Editora, 2000.
29. Paes, Flavio F. “Estratégias de poder: inquirições, concordatas e definição de fronteiras em Portugal (séc. XIII e XIV)”. 
Territórios e Fronteiras, 2 (2001): 63-74.
30. Da Costa, Ricardo. A Guerra na Idade Média. Um estudo da mentalidade de cruzada na Península Ibérica. Rio de Janeiro: 
Paratodos, 1998; Rui, Adailson Jose. “Uma mentalidade em transformação: o culto de São Tiago da Reconquista Espan-
hola à Conquista da América”. Pós-História, 5 (1996): 53-66.
31. Fernandes, Fabiano. “Na ‘ribalta’ das inquirições: a dissolução da Ordem do Templo e as comendas de Ega, Soure, 
Redinha e Pombal. 1308-1310”. XXV Simpósio Nacional de História. História e Ética. Fortaleza: Universidade Federal do 
Ceará, 2009; Fernandes, Fabiano. “As chaves do reino nas mãos do rei: A luta pela redefinição das esferas de poder e a 
criação da Ordem de Cristo (1319-1325)”, Anais do XI Encontro Regional Associação Nacional de História. Democracia e conflito. 
Rio de Janeiro: Associação Nacional de História, 2004; Fernandes, Fabiano. “Poder religioso e centralização régia nas 
vilas de Ega Soure, Redinha e Pombal. 1248-1348”, Atas da IV Semana de Estudos Medievais. Rio de Janeiro: Universidade 
Federal do Rio de Janeiro, 2002.
32. de Silveira, Aline D. “Política e convivência entre cristãos e muçulmanos nas Cantigas de Santa Maria”, Reflexões 
sobre o Medievo, Nilton Mullet Pereira, Cybele Crossetti de Almeida, Igor Salomao Teixeira, dirs. São Leopoldo: OIKOS, 
2009: 39-59; de Silveira, Aline D. “Cristãos, Muçulmanos e Judeus na Medievalística alemã: reflexões para um novo 
conceito de Idade Média”. Aedos, 2 (2009): 143-169; Fontes Primárias da Idade Média Séculos V-XV, Lenia Marcia Mongelli, 
ed. Cotia-São Paulo: Íbis, 1999, 2. vols.
33. de Nascimento, Renata Cristina Souza. “Nobreza/Poder Concelhio: Conflitos existentes no reinado de D. Afonso V 
(1449-1481)”, Medievalismo: Leituras Contemporâneas. Londrina-Maringá: Universidade Estadual de Londrina-Universi-
dade Estadual de Maringá, 2005: III, 533-537; Alves, Gracilda. “A atuação dos tabeliães em Portugal. Século XIV e XV”, 
O Portugal Medieval. Salvador: Associação Brasileira de Estudos Medievais, 2003; Alves, Gracilda. “Tabelionato: poder 
social, econômico e político”. XXII Simpósio Nacional de História. João Pessoa: Associação Nacional de História, 2003.
34. Almeida, Néri de Barros. “A ‘Vida de Santo Amaro’ entre as dinâmicas de uma tradição legendária e as tensões do 
estabelecimento da Ordem Cisterciense em Portugal (séculos XIII-XV)”, Inês de Castro: a época e a memória, Ana Paula 
Torres, org. São Paulo: Editorial Alameda-Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de São Paulo-Cátedra Jaime 
Cortesão, 2007: 79-102.
























shLes thèmes de recherche prédominants n’empêchent pas que les chercheurs cités développent 
d’autres thématiques isolées au gré de contingences des événements et des Universités. Voilà ceux 
qui nous semblaient les plus importants pour l’identification des chercheurs dans le panorama 
général.
Dans l’univers des Groupes de Recherche et Laboratoires, on observe la nécessité d’élargir un 
peu l’approche original de notre sondage, l’Histoire Politique et Institutionnelle de la Péninsule 
Ibérique médiévale. Les groupes identifiés ci-dessous réunissent une grande partie des chercheurs 
déjà mentionnés et encore d’autres qui collaborent dans ces centres. Tous ces chercheurs rendent 
leurs projets diponibles enregistrés au CNPq et doivent les mettre à jour sous peine de ne pas avoir 
l’avis de l’intitution qui les abrite et non plus du CNPq.
Et selon le cas, le classement des propositions de ces groupes devient difficile à cause de l’exces-
sive ampleur des rubriques, ainsi pour ce travail, nous identifions une grande partie des centres 
d’enquête engagées aux investigations sur la Péninsule Ibérique médiévale, surtout ceux qui 
s’occupent plus spécifiquement de l’Histoire Institutionnelle et Politique du Moyen Âge ibérique. 
Parmi eux, le Programme d’Études Médiévales de l’Université Fédérale de Goias; Speculum : Centre 
d’Études Médiévales de l’Université Fédérale du Mato Grosso, les deux dans la région centre-ouest 
du pays. Dans la région sud-est, la plus traditionnelle en ce qui concerne la recherche référée, 
le Programme d’Études Médiévales de l’Université Fédérale du Rio de Janeiro qui favorise des évé-
nements, de même que le Laboratoire d’Études Médiévales de l’Université de Sao Paulo et le Centre 
d’Études Anciennes et Médiévales de l’Université Estadual Paulista Júlio de Mesquita Filho. 
Tenant d’une dimension plutôt interdisciplinaire et dirigée au recueil et parution de sources, 
nous avons le Translation Studii-Centre Dimensions du Moyen Âge de l’Université Fédérale Fluminense. 
De même que le Sources pour l’enseignement et recherche en Histoire du Moyen Âge de l’Université Fédé-
rale du Rio Grande do sul et le Laboratoire d’Études Anciennes et Médiévales de l’Université de l’État 
à Maringa, au Parana.
Représentant d’une intervention plus directe en Histoire Istitutionnelle et Politique de la Pénin-
sule Ibérique Médiévale, voici le Centre d’Études Méditerranéennes, tel que le Pouvoir et Société à la 
Péninsule Ibérique ancienne et médiévale, les deux à l’Université Fédérale du Parana. Et encore le Scrip-
torium : Laboratoire d’Études Médiévales et Ibériques de l’Université Fédérale Fluminense de Niteroi 
(Rio de Janeiro) et le groupe Péninsule Ibérique : de l’Antiquité Tardive à la Reconquête de l’Université 
Fédérale d’Alfenas (Minas Gerais).
Tous ces groupes se proposent à favoriser l’échange avec des chercheurs externes nationaux et 
internationaux, en désirant l’établissement de liens scientifiques et interinstitutionnels. Pourtant, 
le besoin général de sources propres de financement empêche les actions plus durables vu que 
toutes les initiatives dépendent des rubriques disponibles dans les agences CAPES e CNPq, aussi 
que l’appui d’agences de l’état comme FAPESP à Sao Paulo. Les coopérations obtenues auprès de 
banques et entreprises publiques ou fondations à capital mixte sont ponctuelles et parfois sans 
perspective de continuité à long terme.
Ainsi, les ressources sont associées à la performance des chercheurs demandeurs et constituent 
une exception dans le panorama de la recherche nationale. La permanence des centres s’attache 
directement aux Universités qui les siègent et à l’appui aux boursiers institutionnels, aux étudiants 
en licence, master, doctorat ou post-doctorat qui servent de personnel aux initiatives de ces centres.
Telles limitations imposent des conditions aux programmes des centres, d’abord le calendrier 
fixé par les rubriques de financement. Ces rubriques se présentent sous la forme de flux continu, 
























sh c’est-à-dire, ouvert en permanence, surtout celles des concours pour les bourses de recherche, 
celles qui comprennent la parution de périodiques obéissent les calendrier des agences. D’où la 
difficulté pour la démarche d’événements à périodicité établie, soumis à l’ouverture des rubriques 
d’appui institutionnel. Considérons un autre aspect : les termes pour l’envoi, le résultat et l’im-
plantation des propositions, souvent très courts, ce qui exige du responsable une grande disponi-
bilité de temps et capacité de coordination auprès de l’équipe enseignante et d’étudiants engagée.
Une autre difficulté fonctionnelle est liée à la relève des boursiers qui collaborent à la perma-
nence et au fonctionnement des centres et projets de recherche collective. Les termes limites de 
financement de leurs recherches dépendent du niveau de qualification, jusqu’à trois ans pour 
l’Initiation Scientifique de premier cycle35, jusqu’à deux ans pour le Master et quatre ans pour le 
Doctorat. Etant donné que le financement n’est pas toujours accordé au début des cours, le temps 
de permanence de ces étudiants auprès des centres devient trop limité, situation atténuée par le 
travail volontaire des étudiants pendants leurs années d’études. Récemment, on a établi des quotas 
pour les bourses liées aux projets REUNI de modernisation des Universités brésiliennes et qui se 
rapportent notamment au centres de recherches qui fonctionnent dans les Institutions de l’Ensei-
gnement Supérieur.
L’accès aux sources sur Internet réduit l’urgence de compilations et publications de documents, 
pourtant il en est encore nécessaire. Cette initiative est devenue quand même importante, lorsque 
de la numérisation de sources manuscrites peu recherchées au Brésil, ce qui limite le chois théma-
tique des chercheurs.
L’appui financier et institutionnel est essentiel au fonctionnement des centres de recherche, 
cependant, leur existence et leur survie sont soumises aux demandes de solutions pour les difficu-
tés inhérentes à la recherche. L’initiative est d’ailleurs la pré-condition indispensable au chercheur, 
d’où les solutions typiquement médiévales qui permettent le progrès des recherches vers un ni-
veau de plus en plus large avec la diffusion des résultats et partage de documents entre les hommes 
de savoir. En tant que de vrais docteurs universitaires médiévaux, nous gardons aujourd’hui les 
contacts entre les centres d’enseignement et recherche, en participant aux congrès, en envoyant 
des matériaux à publier, en s’actualisant et en actualisant pour montrer que l’Académie brésilienne 
surgit dans le panorama international comme potentiel de participation aux recherches de niveau 
international.
Les contributions apportées par les premières générations de médiévistes au Brésil ont eu un 
caractère fondateur et détiennent une place importante au panthéon de l’Histoire Médiévale au 
Brésil, c’est le tour maintenant des nouvelles générations. Il faut conquérir et apprimorer la na-
ture, la qualité et la fréquence des recherches réalisées dans ce domaine au Brésil. En premier lieu, 
la tâche de diagnostiquer les domaines prédominants aux études d’Histoire Médiévale à travers le 
sondage périodique et thématique dont on peut identifier les besoins et évaluer l’occurrence des 
tendances interprétatives et historiographiques. Les résultats peuvent être des indices importants 
pour la fondamentation de demandes, critiques et direction aux futures politiques publiques et 
coopérations liées à la recherche au pays et à l’étranger.
Aujourd’hui, je crois être possible de dire que directe ou indirectement, les médiévistes brési-
liens doivent leur formation à l’Académie européenne, cependant, la maturité croissante des nos 
35. Des bourses accordées aux projets des chercheurs orientés de ces travaux dans lesquels les étudiants suivent les 
plans préalablement établis.
























shchercheurs et leur distance géographique naturelle bienvenue au contexte de champ d’analyse 
devrait être plus exploité. Nous, brésiliens du XXIe siècle, malgré la mondialisation, nous sommes 
souvent impliqués aux débats spécifiques de notre réalité sud-américaine, fils de nos temps et lieu, 
incapables, ainsi d’atteindre l’insertion complète à l’optique d’analyse contextuelle. Nous sommes 
victimes de la sujectivité inconsciente qui limite l’analyse par rapport aux phénomènes qui nous 
entourent, et qui favorise la bonne distance de la réalité et du débat européen, ce qui nous rend 
capables de participer scientifique et objectivement. Partant, la condition d’expectateur externe, 
maintes fois attribuée au médiéviste brésilien, devient une perspective privilégiée d’analyse et doit 
être mise en valeur dans les institutions et projets scientifiques afin de multiplier la génération de 
coopérations productives sous le point de vue scientifique et académique.
Avant tout, il est urgent de promouvoir la connaissance réciproque des chercheurs et des 
centres engagés à la recherche à travers les initiatives de bilans historiographiques définis par des 
approches clairs et pertinents. Les centres de recherche, dans ce sens, se constituent comme instru-
ments importants de visibilité institutionnelle, puisqu’ils proposent des recherches aux approches 
spécifiques, thématiques ou spacieux qui permettent d’établir des liens fondamentaux pour la 
science en même temps qu’ils favorisent l’implantation d’une interdisciplinarité productive.
Les centres de recherche européens se montrent de plus en plus comme coopérateurs de leurs 
semblables brésiliens, fait qui permet la construction de projets inédits de coopération scienti-
fique aux perspectives transcendantes de la recherche. La proposition de rapprochement entre les 
contributions des médiévistes brésiliens et chercheurs européens qui travaillent l’Histoire Politique 
et Institutionnelle de la Péninsule Ibérique énonce la nouvelle phase de recherches de ce domaine 
dans les deux continents. Le regard en commum, collectif, sans laisser de côté les spécificités de 
chacun, permet d’atteindre des visions et révisions historiques de grande considération en contri-
buant finalement pour la rénovation des études méviévales.
























sh CONSIDERAçõES SOBRE O CONCEITO DE GEnS E A SUA 
RELAçãO COM A IDéIA DE IDENTIDADE NOBILIáRqUICA 
NO PENSAMENTO DE ISIDORO DE SEVILHA (SéCULO VII)
reNaN Frighetto
univeRsidAde fedeRAl do PARAná
resUmo
O conceito de “identidade” ganhou, nos últimos anos, um espaço destacado nos estudos his-
toriográficos. A busca por definições de termos específicos, como natio, patria e regnum nas fontes 
tardo-antigas levou as pesquisas a aprofundarem o estudo do conceito de gens/gentes. Carregado 
dum duplo significado, unitário no singular e de facções no plural, o conceito de gens/gentes apre-
senta uma conotação de “identidade nobiliárquica” que reforça a idéia da configuração duma ins-
tituição “supranacional” que concorrerá com a própria realeza. No presente estudo, analisaremos a 
construção da “identidade nobiliárquica” no reino hispano-visigodo de Toledo a partir dos escritos 
de Isidoro de Sevilha (560?-636). 
1. Gens e nobilitas: distantes e próximos
Os estudos relacionados à análise, definição e, se possível, aplicação histórica do conceito de 
gens/genus/gentes ao longo da Antiguidade Tardia vem crescendo desde o início da década de 1980. 
Parece-nos certo afirmar que tal interesse pela origem daqueles grupos e populações que migraram 
para o interior do mundo imperial romano a partir do século III encontra-se relacionado ao proces-
so de expansão geo-política da União Européia. A busca por uma explicação lógica de que este ou 
aquele grupo populacional pertencem a própria configuração e formação da Europa provocou, nos 
últimos anos, grandes deturpações que acabaram confundindo a pesquisa histórica com a adoção 
de determinadas posturas políticas que, infelizmente, ocuparam um espaço destacado em alguns 
ambientes acadêmico-científicos1. Queremos no presente estudo afastar-mo-nos destas querelas 
ideológicas e políticas de como o conceito de gens foi utilizado no século XX, acentuando nosso in-
teresse no âmbito da pesquisa histórica e da abordagem das fontes, em particular as hispano-visigo-
1. Muito pertinente a colocação feita por Thomas F. X. Noble: Noble, Thomas F. X. “Introduction. Romans, barbarians, 
and the transformation of the Roman Empire”, From Roman Provinces to Medieval Kingdoms. London-Nova Iorque: Rou-
tledge, 2006: 4, ...It served the purposes of Europe’s state-builders to insist on the oldest possible claims for the coherent existence 
of specific groups of people on particular patches of soil. Nationalism is the ideology that in some ways animated and in other ways 
emerged from Europe’s nineteenth- century political experiments...; idéia também apresentada por Pablo C. Díaz: Díaz, Pablo 
C. “Los godos como epopeya y la construcción de identidades en la historiografía española”. Anales de Historia Antigua, 
Medieval y Moderna, 40 (2008): 26, ...La forma en que se plantea la pregunta y la disyuntiva que propone, sobre las que podremos 
volver más tarde, sólo se entienden en un contexto preciso del postromanticismo, donde el empeño por fundamentar los estados nacio-
nales había llevado a buscar obsesivamente las raíces de lo nacional en el pasado histórico particular e intransferible de cada una de 
las comunidades que formaban esas naciones...; na mesma linha interpretativa: Geary, Patrick J. O Mito das Nações. A invenção 
do nacionalismo. São Paulo: Conrad Livros, 2005: 57: “...No entanto, seria mais correto afirmar que o tipo específico de 
nacionalismo étnico que conhecemos hoje é algo recente...”.
























shdas, que apontam à elaboração conceitual amparada numa construção político-social que revela a 
existência duma relação entre os conceitos de gens e de nobilitas na Antiguidade Tardia2. Para tanto, 
devemos recuperar em linhas gerais as configurações formuladas para ambos os conceitos, de gens 
e de nobilitas, nos ambientes político, social, administrativo e cultural do mundo romano na fase 
final do período republicano e ao longo do principado para verificarmos se os mesmos sofreram 
renovações, re-interpretações, noutros contextos históricos como os do Império Romano tardio e 
das monarquias romano-bárbaras. 
Em relação ao termo gens, observamos nalgumas fontes romanas da segunda metade do século I 
a.C. uma interessante definição e caracterização que vincula-o aos grupos familiares de alta extra-
ção associados ao passado da ciuitas romana. Por exemplo, Cícero, no seu Tratado das Leis, estabelece 
uma clara relação entre as gentes romanas, famílias destacadas no universo social e político, com o 
poder legitimador dos antepassados3. Vale recordar que o mos maiorum, o costume dos antepassados 
ou a preservação da tradição ancestral4, surgia como elemento diferenciador da gens em relação ao 
restante do populus para a efetiva atuação política dos integrantes das gentes. Ou seja, no tratado 
ciceroniano encontramos uma configuração hierárquica sóciopolítica e funcional amparada na 
tradição das grandes famílias para explicar a atuação destas no senado e, conseqüentemente, na 
administração da própria República5. Surge, nesse caso, uma aproximação entre os integrantes 
das gentes com os optimi senatoriais responsáveis pelas tarefas de governo6. Contudo parece-nos 
correto afirmar que nem todos os optimi senatoriais do tempo de Cícero provinham do universo 
das gentes tradicionais já que em muitos casos, como os descritos por Salústio e no qual inseriam-
-se o próprio Cícero e Crasso, os senadores do século I a.C. eram oriundos do grupo de homens 
novos, indivíduos sem antepassados ilustres que alcançavam, por intermédio do mérito pessoal, 
a condição senatorial7. A partir desse momento, com evidente interesse pessoal, buscava-se criar 
2. Idéia apontada por Patrick J. Geary: Geary, Patrick J. O Mito das Nações...: 93, “...A aldeia era administrada por uma 
assembléia de homens livres, sob a liderança de um chefe e uma série de fatores determinavam sua escolha: riqueza, 
influência familiar e contatos com a liderança do povo do qual a aldeia fazia parte. As gentes, ou povos, eram formadas 
por uma combinação de tradições religiosas, legais e políticas que proporcionavam um forte mas instável sentimento de 
unidade...”; a relação entre as lideranças das gentes e o conceito de nobilitas, no caso hispano-visigodo, aparece apontada 
por: Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, X, 184: Nobilis, non uilis, cuius et nomen et genus scitur....
3. Cicero, De Legibus, II,55: ...Iam tanta religio est sepulcrorum, ut extra sacra et gentem inferri fas negent esse, idque apud maiores 
nostros A. Torquatus in gente Popillia iudicavit....
4. De acordo com Maria Helena da Rocha: da Rocha, Maria Helena. Estudos de História da Cultura Clássica. Cultura Romana. 
Lisboa: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 1982: 345, “Os romanos tinham como suporte fundamental e modelo do seu vi-
ver comum a tradição, no sentido da observância dos costumes dos antepassados, mos maiorum...”; e como bem atestam 
Francisco Marco e Francisco Pina: Marco, Francisco; Pina, Francisco. “‘Concordia’ y ‘libertas’ como polos de referencia 
religiosa en la lucha política de la república tardía”. Gerión, 18 (2000): 268, ...Toda ‘seditio’, en tanto que promueve cambios 
más o menos profundos en la estructura política o socioeconómica, es considerada como una amenaza para la libertas de los ‘optima-
tes’, que se basa en el respeto a su posición de preeminencia, justificada historicamente por el ‘mos maiorum’.... 
5. Cicero, De Legibus, II, 3: ...Hic enim orte stirpe antiquissima sumus, hic sacra, hic genus, hic maiorum multa vestigia....
6. Cicero, De Legibus, II, 30: ...Continet enim rem publicam, consilio et auctoritate optimatium semper populum indigere...; aspecto 
reforçado por Emilio Gabba: Gabba, Emilio. “El consenso popular a la política expansionista romana (siglos III-II a.C.)”, 
Sociedad y política en la Roma Republicana (siglos III-I a.C.). Pisa: Pacini Editore, 2000: 242-243, ...los argumentos patrióticos 
iban más allá de la simple glorificación de las grandes familias....
7. Sallustius, De Bello Iugurthino, 7: ...Etiam homines novi, qui antea per virtutem soliti erant nobilitatem antevenire, furtim et per 
latrocinia potius quam bonis artis ad imperia et honores nituntur...; para María José Hidalgo: Hidalgo, María José. “Algunos 
aspectos del pensamiento político de Salustio”. Studia Historica. Historia Antigua, 2-3 (1984-1985): 117, ...El juicio que el 
historiador vierte sobre este ‘homo novus’ es en líneas generales muy favorable, y se verifica sobre todo en la profesión de fe que le 
dedica en su propio discurso y que se avala con la presentación de una oligarquía auténtica basada sobre sus méritos y no sobre la 
herencia y el linaje...; como indica Claude Nicolet: Nicolet, Claude. “El ciudadano y el político”, El hombre romano, Andrea 
























sh uma ligação daquele novo senador/nobile com algum antepassado relevante8, dando a ele e aos 
seus futuros descendentes a possibilidade de formação duma gens amparada tanto na sua clientela 
privada como nas relações políticas com outras gentes. Portanto, podemos dizer que os autores da 
fase final da República romana estabeleciam uma nítida distinção entre os integrantes da aristocra-
cia tradicional, apontada como a ordo senatorial e vinculada com a tradição gentílica e ancestral, e 
aqueles homens novos/nobiles que passaram a integrar o ambiente do senado romano graças aos seus 
méritos funcionais e pessoais. Ordines, a da aristocracia tradicional e a dos homens novos/nobiles, que 
deveriam trabalhar conjuntamente em prol da concórdia, da preservação da auctoritas senatorial e 
do exercício do bem comum9.
Mas apesar do discurso tendente ao entendimento, observamos que a fase final do período 
republicano foi marcada pelo embate político característico das contradições internas existentes 
na segunda metade do século I a.C.10. A confrontação civil entre Otavio e Antonio foi um de seus 
exemplos mais eloqüentes e provocou uma significativa mudança na configuração do universo 
senatorial romano11. A eliminação de vários membros da aristocracia tradicional12 e as necessidades 
administrativas do novo regime político instaurado com a vitória de Otavio, o Principado, acaba-
ram favorecendo o ingresso de novos integrantes no senado sendo estes, por sua vez, controlados 
pela autoridade e pelo poder do princeps13. Essa nova diretriz político-social imposta pelo princeps 
pode explicar a radical mudança na própria definição sobre a gens no período do Principado, cada 
Giardina, ed. Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 1991: 63, ...Los ‘hombres nuevos’, hijos de notables, simples caballeros, tienen el derecho 
reconocido de aspirar a los honores e incluso, siguiendo los pasos de Mario o Cicerón, llegar a los primeros puestos....
8. Para Christophe Badel: Badel, Christophe. La noblesse de l’Empire Romain. Les Masques et la Vertu. Mayenne: Champ 
Vallon, 2005: 164, ...les hommes nouveaux s’émerveillaient d’obtenir les plus hautes dignités en l’absence de ce stimulant puissant 
qu’était l’exemple des aïeux(...) la dette envers les ancêtres représentait une impérieuse nécessité pour les ‘nobiles’...; talvez este fosse 
o caso de Gneus Calpurnius, apresentado por Luís Amela: Amela, Luis. “El asesinato de Cn.Calpurnio Pisón”. Gerión, 
20/1 (2002): 257, ...De hecho, da la impresión de que fue un influyente activista en la política romana del momento. Era induda-
blemente un ‘nobilis’, aunque se desconoce quien fue su padre (del cuál se sabe unicamente su ‘praenomen’, Cayo) o su abuelo....
9. Cicero, De Legibus, III, 28: ...Nam ita se res habet, ut si senatus dominus sit publici consilii, quodque is creverit defendant omnes, 
et si ordines reliqui principis ordinis consilio rem publicam gubernari vuelint, possit ex temperatione iuris, cum potestas in populo, 
auctoritas in senatu sit, teneri ille moderatus et concors civitatis status...; para Francisco Marco e Francisco Pina: Marco, Fran-
cisco; Pina, Francisco. “Concordia y libertas...”: 267, ...La concordia que defiende Cicerón se basa en lo fundamental en que cada 
ciudadano acepte el lugar que le corresponde dentro de la comunidad y se asocia claramente con la conservación del orden estableci-
do...; lógica apontada por Umberto Laffi: Laffi, Umberto. “El mito de Sila”, Sociedad y política en la Roma Republicana (siglos 
III-I a.C.). Pisa: Pacini Editore, 2000: 262, ...En el 70 la situación era bien diferente: copartícipes junto con la ‘nobilitas’ de la 
dirección política del estado, los ‘equites’ no tenían ya interés alguno en exasperar el conflito con la ‘nobilitas’ misma...”.
10. De acordo com María José Hidalgo: Hidalgo, María José. “Uso y abuso de la normativa constitucional en la Republica 
tardia: el ‘senatus consultum ultimum’ y los ‘imperia extra ordinem’”. Studia Historica. Historia Antigua, 4-5 (1986-1987): 
92, ...Al margen de las consideraciones jurídicas(...) hay que comprenderlas como expresión de las condiciones de la lucha política en 
un período —final de la República— en el que la agudización de las contradicciones internas del Estado era grande, la ‘concordia 
ordinum’ de épocas anteriores era muy precaria, las grandes diferencias económicas y la concentración de riquezas radicalizaban más 
la lucha político-social, llegándose a un nivel de violencia y de gran competencia en el propio seno de la clase dirigente. Esta caótica 
situación finalmente desembocará en abiertas guerras civiles....
11. Segundo Joaquín Muñiz: Muñiz, Joaquín. “Apio Cl. Pulcro, cónsul del 54 a.C.”. Gerión, 21/1 (2003): 206, Entre los 
Gracos y la batalla de Actium transcurre una centuria llena de sucesos graves y violentos que afectaron a la Ciudad y que ocasionaron 
la sustitución del sistema republicano por aquel otro modelo de gobierno que vino en llamarse principado.... 
12. Como recorda María Teresa Schettino: Schettino, María Teresa. “Cassio Dione e le guerre civili di età severiana”. 
Gerión, 19 (2001): 543, ...ricorre già in relazione alle guerre civili di età repubblicana: i conflitti civili depauperano il corpo dei 
cittadini e in particolare la nobilitas, sia per i caduti in battaglia sia per le epurazioni che comportano....
13. Para Céline de Jonqueires: de Jonquieres, Céline. “La crise de 19 d.C. et ses conséquences”. Gerión, 22/1 (2004): 285, 
...A partir de 19 d.C., Auguste détenait donc l’ensemble des moyens de diffusion de l’idéologie politique (...). En utilisant l’ensemble 
des pouvoirs que le Sénat lui avait attribués, il réussit à contrôler une gran partie de la ‘nobilitas’ et ainsi à éviter toute opposition 
de sa part....
























shvez mais integrada e associada à própria nobilitas sob o ponto de vista funcional. Ou seja, o perten-
cimento a uma gens, que vinculava o indivíduo com ancestrais ilustres e importantes, seria um que-
sito a mais na valoração e no mérito daquele interessado em participar, de forma efetiva, no âmbito 
senatorial e daí alçar a cargos e funções na administração imperial romana que o projetariam no 
conjunto da nobilitas. Por outro lado, graças ao processo de expansão hegemônica promovido pelos 
romanos entre os séculos III a.C. e I a.C., os contatos diretos com as aristocracias locais e regionais 
“bárbaras” aliadas de Roma, como as da África, Gália, Hispania, Britania e Germania acabaram por 
promover a inserção daquelas no ambiente político-administrativo do mundo romano gerando 
uma natural incorporação no corpo da nobilitas romana14. Assim, a extensão da nobilitas romana 
a um conjunto de gentes que, no discurso das fontes romanas, paulatinamente abandonam a sua 
condição de barbárie nos mostra a poderosa força do processo de integração daqueles grupos no 
universo da romana ciuilitas15. 
Ora, a limitação imposta pelo poder do princeps a atuação política das gentes romanas paralela-
mente a potenciação do conjunto dos nobiles para o desenvolvimento das funções administrativas, 
ao lado da inserção dos grupos aristocráticos locais aliados dos romanos ao longo do processo de ex-
pansão hegemônica da fase final da República, podem ser um indicativo da generalização da idéia 
sobre a nobilitas que envolveria, a partir do Principado, tanto os integrantes das antigas famílias 
gentílicas como nobiles de passado mais recente. Podemos, inclusive, apontar a possibilidade duma 
tendência à redução social e política das gentes romanas ao nível da nobilitas, prática política e ide-
ológica iniciada por Augusto e preservada pelo poder imperial como forma de destacar a figura do 
princeps como portador da gens mais importante do mundo imperial romano. Mas tal lógica valia, 
por certo, no ambiente político romano, excluindo-se aquelas regiões onde a dominação romana 
inexistia. Mesmo assim, observamos a tendência dos autores romanos de apresentarem os grupos 
aristocráticos “bárbaros” estabelecidos para além do limes romano com valores e virtudes que apro-
ximariam aqueles das antigas gentes romanas16. Exemplo destacado dessa perspectiva nos apresen-
tou Tácito ao descrever os hábitos, tradições e costumes dos habitantes da Germânia em obra do 
mesmo nome, revelando que embora fossem “bárbaros” os germanos, ao fim e ao cabo, apresenta-
vam virtudes similares àquelas dos romanos no passado17. Destacavam-se daquele conjunto de vir-
tudes a libertas e a intensa atividade guerreira18, vista como talento militar que foi paulatinamente 
14. De acordo com Dick Whittaker: Whittaker, Dick. “Ethnic discourses on the frontiers of Roman Africa”, Ethnic cons-
tructs in Antiquity. The role of power and tradition, Ton Derks, Nico Roymans, eds. Amsterdan: Amsterdan University Press, 
2009: 197, ...On the western limits of Mauretania Tingitana we can see what appears to be the first stage of the evolution of this 
process in the celebrated Tabula Banasitana, an inscription of the later 2nd century. It records a tribe, almost certainly attributed to the 
colony of Banasa, whose princeps with his family was awarded Roman citizenship.... 
15. Segundo Dick Whittaker: Whittaker, Dick. “Ethnic discourses on the frontiers of Roman Africa...”: 197, “...that is 
to say, by men drawn from the ethnic élite who at the same time became part of the Romanized, urban aristocracy...”.
160. Como indica Pablo C. Díaz: Díaz, Pablo C. “Rey y poder en la monarquía visigoda”. Iberia, 1 (1998): 176, ...Esta 
imagen procede de la deformación aportada por los mismos autores greco-latinos, quienes utilizaban categorías de inerpretación y el 
léxico de su realidad político-social para describir fenómenos o situaciones que les eran absolutamente nuevos....
17. Sobre esta questão vide: Frighetto, Renan. “Monarquia e poder régio nos primórdios do século V: os visigodos e a 
herança baixo-imperial romana”, Un magisterio vital: historia, educación y cultura, José Luiz Widow, Álvaro Pezoa, José 
Marín, eds. Santiago de Chile: Editorial Universitária, 2009: 241-242.
18. Tacitus, Germania, 1: ...nuper cognitis quibusdam gentibus ac regibus, quos bellum aperuit...; Tacitus, Germania, 7: ...Ceterum 
neque animadvertere neque vincire, ne verberare quidem nisi sacerdotibus permissum, non quasi in poenam nec ducis iussu, sed 
velut deo imperante, quem adesse bellantibus credunt...; Tacitus, Germania, 10: ...Est et alia observatio auspiciorum, qua gravium 
bellorum eventus explorant. Eius gentis, cum qua bellum est, captivum quoquo modo interceptum cum electo popularium suorum, 
patriis quemque armis committunt: victoria huius vel illius pro praeiudicio accipitur; Tacitus, Germania, 11: ...Mox rex vel princeps, 
prout aetas cuique, prout nobilitas, prout decus bellorum, prout facundia est, audiuntur, auctoritate suadendi magis quam iubendi 
























sh abandonado pelos romanos no Principado19 e que passou a ser sempre associado, de forma valora-
tiva, como inerente das gentes “bárbaras”20. Contudo, devemos observar que o destaque oferecido 
por autores gregos e romanos do período do Principado à habilidade militar dos “bárbaros” poderia 
estar relacionado a uma tentativa política e ideológica de valorizar e engrandecer os feitos bélicos 
das legiões romanas perante oponentes militarmente poderosos. Discurso de efeito propagandístico 
que se manteve imutável na época do Império Romano tardio e que realçava o valor militar dos 
“bárbaros” que acabariam integrando as forças imperiais para a defesa dos territórios romanos. 
Com respeito a esta temática, cabe destacar o já clássico estudo de Herwig Wolfram21 sobre o 
advento dos godos como potencia militar que culminou com o efetivo estabelecimento dos mes-
mos em diversos regna que substituiram, nos territórios ocidentais do Mediterrâneo, o Imperium 
romanorum22. Mais que uma força descontrolada, que unicamente por meio da violência impôs a 
sua vontade perante o combalido poder imperial romano23, os “bárbaros”, incluída nesse epíteto 
toda a miríade de grupos, tribos e clãs que se deslocaram para o interior do mundo romano, passa-
ram também à condição de atores principais de toda a trama histórica que caracterizou a Antigui-
dade Tardia24. É inquestionável que a partir da abordagem oferecida por Wolfram consolidou-se, 
no ambiente historiográfico, a idéia da profunda reformulação política, social, cultural e religiosa 
implementada pelo processo de migrações “bárbaras” que, juntamente com as mudanças políticas 
e institucionais operadas no mundo romano tardio, caracterizou os tempos tardo antigos. Ora, esta 
perspectiva de reformulação que atingiu a todos os rincões temáticos da sociedade tardo antiga 
entre os séculos III e VIII se distancia consideravelmente da fácil explicação sobre a ruptura total 
com o passado romano, pois como observamos pelos vários estudos e análises feitos nos últimos 
vinte anos muito dos pensamentos e práticas políticas romanas mantiveram-se vivos no conjunto 
potestate...; Tacitus, Germania, 14: ...Principes pro victoria pugnant, comites pro principe. Si civitas, in qua orti sunt, longa pace et 
otio torpeat, plerique nobilium adulescentium petunt ultro eas nationes, quae tum bellum aliquod gerunt, quia et ingrata genti quies 
et facilius inter ancipitia clarescunt magnumque comitatum non nisi vi belloque tueare; exigunt enim principis sui liberalitate illum 
bellatorem equum.... 
19. Sobre as razões desse abandono, vide: Badel, Christophe. La noblesse de l’Empire Romain...: 156-159.
20. Conforme Tacitus, Germania, 44: Trans Lygios Gotones regnantur, paulo iam adductius quam ceterae Germanorum gentes, 
nondum tamen supra libertatem. Protinus deinde ab Oceano Rugii et Lemovii; omniumque harum gentium insigne rotunda scuta, 
breves gladii et erga reges obsequium.... 
21. Wolfram, Herwing. History of the Goths. Berkeley-Los Angeles-London: University of California Press, 1990. 
22. Para Evangelos Chrysos: Chrysos, Evangelos. “The Empire, the ‘gentes’ and the ‘regna’”, Regna and gentes. The 
relationships between late antiquity and early medieval peoples and kingdoms in the transformation of the Roman world. Leiden-
-Boston: Brill, 2003: 13, ...If we base our analysis on the well established and accepted assumption about the ‘gentes’ being not 
solidly formed and statically established racial entities but group of peoples open to constant ethnogenetic change and adaptation to 
new realities, then it is reasonable to expect that their relationship with the Empire had a tremendous impact on their formation....
23. Esta visão da destruição da civilização romana por parte dos “bárbaros” está diretamente associada as perspectivas 
políticas e historiográficas do século XIX segundo Walter Pohl: Pohl, Walter. “Introduction: The Empire and the inte-
gration of barbarians”, Kingdoms of the Empire. The integration of barbarians in Late Antiquity, Walter Pohl, ed. Leiden: Brill, 
1997: 1, ...What, in German, is known as ‘Völkerwanderung’, the Great Migration, is called les ‘invasions barbares’, the barbarian 
invasions, in French. An age of romantic projections and national sentiments, roughly from Napoleon to Hitler, re-enacted the drama 
of a clash between northern barbarians and Roman civilisation, with very contradictory evaluations on both sides of the Rhine and the 
Alps: nobles savages who rejuvenate a decadent Empire; or brutal primitives who devastate civilised countries....
24. Segundo Peter Heather: Heather, Peter. The Goths. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1996: 1, ...The Roman Empire in 
western Europe, which had run Britain, France, Spain, Italy, together with parts of Hungary, Switzerland, Belgium and Germany as 
a single state for 400 years, had foundered. In its place, there stood a series of independent kingdoms constructed around the military 
power of immigrant groups. In al this, Goths had played a central role....
























shdas monarquias romano bárbaras com uma nova roupagem, uma nova perspectiva25. Esta pode 
ser observada pela presença incontestável, particularmente nas fontes hispano-visigodas, de dois 
elementos que contribuíram significativamente para o conjunto das mutações políticas, sociais, 
ideológicas e institucionais que caracterizaram o mundo tardo-antigo: a reformulação do conceito 
de gens/genus/gentes, intimamente relacionado com a elaboração duma identidade nobiliárquica e vin-
culado com a definitiva associação a um regnum que extendia a sua autoridade a patria integrada 
no âmbito da christiana ciuilitas. 
Porém, quando dirigimos nossa atenção investigativa ao estudo da configuração da gens entre 
as populações bárbaras que começavam a ingressar no mundo imperial romano entre os séculos 
III e V, nos deparamos com o ainda controverso tema da etnogenese26. A elaboração do conceito et-
nográfico e historiográfico da etnogenese teve seu primeiro desdobramento no estudo proposto por 
Reinhard Wenskus sobre a idéia da alteração da noção das gentes na primeira Idade Média27. Neste 
estudo, Wenskus lançava sobre a historiografia tradicional uma dura crítica sobre a perspectiva que 
apontava os “povos bárbaros” como entidades étnicas estáveis e uníssonas fundamentadas sobre a 
crença de que cada grupo “bárbaro” constituía-se de maneira biológica (Abstammungsgemeinschaft) 
e segregada. Aparte todos os problemas políticos e étnicos que envolvem a discussão deste conceito 
na historiografia contemporânea28 observamos que vários textos e estudos de relevo indicavam 
a noção fechada e exclusivista de que os visigodos eram apenas visigodos, os francos dividiam-se 
em dois grandes grupos —sálios e ripuários— sem qualquer vínculo com outras tribos bárbaras ou 
populações autóctones fixadas na mesma região29. A hipótese sugerida por Wenskus rompia com 
a idéia centrada na unidade de sangue dos grupos “bárbaros”, desviando o foco para aspectos que 
na perspectiva do autor seriam os verdadeiros configuradores das gentes “bárbaras”, os elementos 
25. Vários estudos tratam desta questão. Indicaremos unicamente os apresentados por María del Rosario Valverde: 
Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, simbolismo y ejercicio del poder real en la Monarquía visigoda. Un proceso de cambio. Sa-
lamanca: Ediciones Universidad de Salamanca, 2000: 30, ...Los factores analizados revelan la fuerte evolución que se está dando 
en la realidad de poder visigodo en contacto con las concepciones políticas imperiales...; Carrié, Jean-Michel. L’Empire Romain 
en mutation. Des Sévères à Constantin 192-337. París: Éditions du Seuil, 1999: 11, ...Quant à l’Antiquité tardive, la tendance 
est aujourd’hui à la prolonger jusqu’à la conquete musulmane en Orient et en Afrique du Nord, qui factionne l’unité du monde 
méditerranéen(...). Un tel découpage permet de mieux cerner les continuités et les ruptures entre l’Antiquité et le haut Moyen Age en 
Occident...; sem olvidarmos os igualmente clássicos de Henri Irénée Marrou: Marrou, Henri Irénée. Decadencia romana ou 
Antiguidade Tardia? Lisboa: Asper, 1979; Brown, Peter. O Fim do Mundo Clássico. de Marco Aurélio à Maomé. Lisboa: Edito-
rial Verbo, 1972; Rémodon, Roger. La Crise de l’Empire romain de Marc Aurèle à Anastace. París: Presses Universitaires de 
France/Nouvelle Clio, 1964. 
26. Sobre a questão da etnogenese, uma breve perspectiva é apresentada por Hans-Wener Göetz: Göetz, Hans-Werner. 
“Introduction”, Regna and gentes. The relationships between late antiquity and early medieval peoples and kingdoms in the Trans-
formation of the Roman World. Leiden-Boston: Brill, 2003: 8-9; de acordo com Patrick J. Geary: Geary, Patrick J. O mito das 
nações...: 57, “...Usamos os termos ‘povo’, ‘etnicidade’, ‘raça’ e ‘etnogênese’ como se tivessem um significado objetivo 
e imutável...”.
27. Wenskus, Reinhard. Stamnesbildung und Verfassung. Das Werden der frühmittelaltenlichen gentes. Viena: Böhlau, 1961. 
28. Um excelente estado da arte sobre o tema na historiografia européia entre os séculos XVIII e XX é apresentado por 
Ian Wood: Wood, Ian. “Barbarians, Historians, and the construction of national identities”. Journal of Late Antiquity, 1/1 
(2008): 61-81.
29. Um exemplo dessa visão pode ser observado em Lucien Febvre: Febvre, Lucien. “A Europa surge quando o Império 
desmorona”, A Europa. Gênese de uma civilização. Bauru: Edusc, 2004: 90, “...Olhemos o mapa do antigo mundo romano 
no final do século 5: (...) na pars occidentalis há toda uma floração de novas povoações: na Gália do Norte, os francos; na 
Gália oriental e renana, os alamanos; no Léman, no Saône, no Ródano, os burgúndios; no Sul da Gália e na Espanha, 
os visigodos; na Itália, o reino de Odoacro. Em resumo, o Ocidente já é o feudo dos invasores germânicos...”; idéia hoje 
superada, de acordo com Thomas F. X. Noble: Noble, Thomas F.X. “Introduction. Romans, barbarians...”: 13, ...Today 
there is a general consensus that one cannot speak of Goths, or Franks, or Lombards as discrete ethnic groups. They, and the other 
peoples mentioned by late Roman and early medieval writers, were all multi-ethnic confederations.... 
























sh de cunho político e a tradição ancestral. Devemos apontar que tais aspectos, em nossa opinião, 
tinham relação direta com as intrínsecas vinculações de caráter pessoal entre os membros dos clãs 
“bárbaros” que, com certeza, extrapolariam os laços de sangue configurando, a princípio, a idéia de 
um grupo político baseado na força de líderes tribais amparados pela força da ancestralidade30. Daí 
a importância da tradição, seja de caráter religioso ou de caráter sócio-político, vista igualmente por 
Hans Werner Göetz como elemento essencial na configuração das gentes no período tardo antigo 
(Traditionsgemeinschaften)31. 
Além de Wenskus, Wolfram e Göetz podemos dizer que tal noção direcionada a configuração do 
conjunto da gens na Antiguidade Tardia encontrava eco nas abordagens levadas a cabo por Arnaldo 
Momigliano ao desenvolver seus estudos sobre a interação cultural existente entre vários grupos 
populacionais estabelecidos no espaço geográfico da bacia mediterrânica num período que englo-
bava as épocas clássica e helenística32. Partindo dessa premissa podemos dizer que a construção das 
tradições políticas e sociais romanas foi sofrendo constantes alterações e atualizações na medida em 
que Roma entrou em contato com outros grupos aristocráticos regionais que passavam a integrar o 
ambiente da ciuilitas romana, no qual parece-nos certo incluir desde o século I d.C. algumas tribos 
integrantes do mundo “bárbaro”33. A par e passo os grupos aristocráticos “bárbaros” portadores de 
elementos tradicionais próprios, no intuito de buscarem maiores possibilidades de participação 
política no interior da romanitas, começaram a adotar aspectos inerentes à tradição romana como 
sendo sua, “interpolando” tradições próprias do antepassado comum dos “bárbaros” com aquelas 
características dos romanos. Em nossa opinião, a incorporação por parte das lideranças “bárbaras” 
dos signos característicos da autoridade imperial romana pode ser entendida como sinal evidente 
desta “interpolação” e mistura de tradições que visavam reforçar o papel político dos chefes “bár-
baros” perante os seus parceiros aristocráticos “bárbaros” e, também, diante tanto da autoridade 
imperial como das aristocracias senatoriais regionais romanas. Para tanto, a utilização política de 
matrimônios entre integrantes dos grupos aristocráticos romanos e “bárbaros” pode ser entendida 
como sintoma evidente desta busca pela integração e, também, interação no nível aristocrático. 
Emblemático seria o caso de Ataulfo, rex gothorum eleito após a morte de Alarico em 410, que teria 
30. De acordo com Luís García-Moreno: García-Moreno, Luís. Historia de España Visigoda. Madrid: Cátedra, 1989: 29, 
...Porque tales fueron los puntos extremos de una larguísima migración popular iniciada a finales del siglo II y terminada a principios 
del IV, cuyo recuerdo último y persistente en la tradición nacional fue por vía del cantar de gesta o ‘saga’ ligado a determinados lina-
jes aristocráticos(...). A cada una de ellas habría correspondido una particular denominación nacional para el pueblo gótico, lo que 
sería la más plástica expresión de haberse producido una nueva etnogénesis, al unirse nuevos y étnicamente heterogéneos fragmentos 
populares al núcleo atesorador de las tradiciones ‘nacionales’, compuesto por los jefes y representantes de los más esclarecidos clanes 
familiares (Sippen), cuyos orígenes la ‘Saga’ gótica haría derivar de los dioses, probando su carisma en la brillantez de sus éxitos 
militares cantada por ella misma.... 
31. Göetz, Hans-Werner. “Introduction...”: 4-5.
32. Momigliano, Arnaldo. Os limites da helenização. A interação cultural das civilizações grega, romana, céltica, judaica e persa. 
Rio de Janeiro: Zahar editores, 1990.
33. De acordo com María José Hidalgo: Hidalgo, María José. “Algunas reflexiones sobre los límites del ‘oikumene’ en 
el Imperio Romano”. Gerion, 23/1 (2005): 276, ...Roma si erige así en la potencia universal civilizadora del mundo, sobre el que 
extiende su ‘humanitas’, ocultando lo que no es más que una dominación política, ideológica y lingüística en el marco del mismo 
imperialismo romano, y soslayando que fuera de este ‘limes’ quedaban pueblos no sometidos a la acción dominadora romana, que 
mantienen sus lenguas y sus formas culturales y tecnológicas, y que en el transcurso de los siglos muchos de ellos cruzarán las fronteras 
para instalarse en territorios romanos como inmigrantes autorizados y muchos se enrolaban en las tropas imperiales...; numa linha 
bem próxima Víctor Alonso: Alonso, Víctor. “La ‘paideia’ del principe y la ideología helenística de la realeza”. Gerión, 
23/9 (2005): 198, ...Príncipes y aristocrátas, griegos y romanos de las capas altas, élites macedonias y élites orientales helenizadas: 
muchos de ellos tendian a reconocerse como pares, más allá de sus identidades étnicas y de sus adscripciones políticas, en el conocimiento 
de la lengua común, el griego, y en un ‘ethos’ cosmopolita basado en la ‘civilización de la paideia’....
























shlançado mão do seu vínculo de parentesco longínquo com o clã dos Baltos para alcançar a condi-
ção de rei, amparando-se na tradição ancestral daquele poderoso clã aristocrático para atingir os 
seus objetivos34. Por outro lado, segundo a narrativa de Olimpiodoro, ao desposar em 414 a irmã 
do imperador Honório, Gala Placídia, cativa como refém dos godos desde 410, Ataulfo aparece 
representado como um romano, assim como toda a cerimônia descrita seguia o ritual característico 
da corte imperial romana35. Nesse caso observamos uma aproximação de Ataulfo aos hábitos e 
tradições imperiais romanas como forma indelével do rei dos godos em buscar seu reconhecimento 
como tal perante a autoridade imperial de Ravena36, além de também fixar a sua imagem de amigo 
e seguidor das tradições romanas diante dos segmentos aristocráticos galo-romanos com os quais 
poderia negociar em igualdade de condições37. Contudo, analisando a observação feita por Próspe-
ro de Aquitania sobre a deposição de Ataulfo e a eleição de Walia onde o primeiro aparecia como 
detentor dum poder régio débil, frágil38, podemos sugerir que o casamento do rei dos godos com a 
irmã do imperador romano ocidental apresentava-se como estratégia política que visava colocá-lo 
numa posição destacada perante os grupos aristocráticos godos que lhe faziam oposição. Assim, 
o matrimônio entre integrantes das aristocracias romana e “bárbara”, sinal evidente de interação 
aristocrática, pode ser entendido como mecanismo prático de integração entre a nobilitas romana 
e as gentes “bárbaras”.
Por sua vez, encontramos outros indícios nas fontes romanas que apontam, igualmente, a in-
corporação e a adoção pelos grupos políticos romanos de certos signos característicos e comuns en-
tre os “bárbaros”, sinal de que a “interação” entre romanos e “bárbaros” fazia-se, de facto, nos dois 
sentidos. Para tanto contamos, outra vez, com informações legadas por Olimpiodoro sobre a cons-
trução de estátuas “bárbaras” realizada pelo prefeito da Thracia, Valério, no tempo do imperador 
Constancio II39. É interessante observarmos que Olimpiodoro oferece uma descrição “física” das 
estátuas que, segundo o autor, eram típicas entre os “bárbaros”: tinham o braço postado sobre os 
34. Para Pablo C. Díaz: Díaz, Pablo C. “Rey y poder en la monarquía...”: 179, ...Tal como Orosio, Hydacio y Jordanes nos dan 
cuenta del tránsito del poder de Alarico a Athaulfo, no se trataría tanto de un acto consciente por parte del primero, como una utili-
zación intencionada del parentesco por parte del segundo que habría aprovechado esta circunstancia para construir una genealogía 
interesada, un mito sobre la ascendencia familiar y su asociación con una familia con derechos preferentes a la hora de ocupar el cargo 
de ‘rex’...; para tanto, vide: Orosius, Historiae Adversum Paganos, VII, 40: ...ab Athaulfo, Alarici propinquo.... 
35. Olympiodorus, Exerpta, a. 414: ...Adaulpho studio ac consilio Candidiani nuptiae cum Placidia conveniunt. Ianuario mense 
nuptiis dictus dies, Narbone, Galliae urbe, in domo Ingenii cuiusdam, primarii eius urbis viri. Hic digniore loco residente Placidia 
in atrio, Romano more adornato, habituque regio, assedit ipsi et Adaulphus laena indutus omnique alio amictu Romano. Inter alia 
nuptiarum dona donatur Adaulphus etiam quinquaginta formosis pueris, serica veste indutis, ferrentibus singulis utraque manu 
ingentes discos binos: quorum alter auri plenus, alter lapillis pretiosis vel pretii potius inaestimabilis, quae ex Romanae urbis direp-
tione Gothi depraedati fuerant. Hinc versus canuntur epithalamii, Attalo praecinente, dein Rusticio atque Phoebadio, nuptiisque finis 
datus lusu gaudioque ingenti barbarorum simul, et Romanorum, qui cum iis erant...; ver tambén: Orosius, Historiae Adversum 
Paganos,VII,43: ...Gothorum tunc populis Athaulfus rex praeerat: qui post inruptionem Vrbis ac mortem Alarici Placidia, ut dixit, 
captiua sorore imperatoris in uxorem adsumpta Alarico in regnum successerat....
36. Orosius, Historiae Adversum Paganos, VII, 43: ...is, ut saepe auditum atque ultimo exitu eius probatum est, satis studiose sectator 
pacis militare fideliter Honorio imperatori ac pro defendenda Romana republica....
37. De acordo com María del Rosario Valverde: Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, simbolismo y ejercício del poder real en 
la monarquía visigoda...: 38, ...Es más fácil pensar que Ataúlfo, a instancias galorromanas, celebrara suntuosamente su matrimonio 
con la hermana del emperador de Occidente, Gala Placídia, para manifestar simbólicamente su deseo de colaborar con el Imperio....
38. Prosperus Tyro, Epitoma Chronicon, a. 415, 1257: Athaulfus a quodam suorum vulneratus interiit regnumque eius Wallia 
peremptis qui idem cupere intellegebantur invait; curiosamente Próspero omite a breve eleição de Sigerico, indicada por: 
Orosius, Historiae Adversum Paganos,VII, 43: ...Post hunc Segericus rex a Gothis creatus cum itidem iudicio Dei ad pacem pronus 
esset, nihilominus a suis interfectus est. Deinde Vallia successit in regnum ad hoc electus a Gothis....
39. Olympiodorus, Exerpta, a. 415: ...Refert hic scriptor, audisse se e Valerio, clarissimo viro, de argenteis statuis ad barbaros arcen-
dos inauguratis. “Nam Constantii, inquit, imperatoris temporibus, praefecto in Thracia Valerio....
























sh quadris, portavam vestimenta “bárbara”, além de terem uma vasta e comprida cabeleira sendo esta 
uma característica dos reis “bárbaros”40, elementos que integravam o “núcleo de tradição” especí-
fico dos “bárbaros”41 que, de acordo com Pohl, valorizavam sobremaneira as formas femininas42. 
A construção daquelas estátuas parecia ter uma motivação evidente, a constante e já tradicional 
presença “bárbara” nas áreas da Thracia e do Illyricum, especialmente de Godos, Hunos e Sármatas, 
revelando o estabelecimento contínuo de grupos “bárbaros” nestas regiões bem antes do ano de 
37643. Assim, podemos desmistificar a noção da incomunicabilidade política, ideológica e cultural 
entre o romano “civilizado” e o “bárbaro” na medida em que ambos receberam e legaram contri-
buições em todos os campos da atuação humana que possibilitaram a reformulação duma nova 
sociedade, duma nova civilização, amparada nas tradições ancestrais que cada vez mais pareciam 
fazer parte dum passado comum que integrava os grupos aristocráticos romanos e “bárbaros”44. 
2. Desenvolvimento
Podemos verificar a intensificação deste processo de interação cultural e de intercâmbio, espe-
cialmente de tradições políticas e jurídicas, entre romanos e “bárbaros” a partir da configuração das 
monarquias romano-bárbaras nos territórios imperiais romano-ocidentais e, como conseqüência, 
do estabelecimento de vínculos pessoais mais estreitos entre os elementos que configuravam a 
aristocracia provincial de origem romana e a nobreza formada pelos chefes de clãs “bárbaros”, 
todos unidos pelo princípio da solidariedade aristocrática45. A principal motivação que gerou este 
processo seria a da busca pela imposição efetiva duma autoridade política, régia, sobre um deter-
minado território que propiciou a aproximação, inclusive através de matrimônios mistos, entre 
os grupos aristocráticos de origem romana e “bárbara”46 e que pode ser observada numa fórmula 
40. Olympiodorus, Exerpta, a. 415: ...tres solidae ex argento fabricatae repertae sunt statuae, specie barbarica sitae, et utroque 
brachio ansato, veste praeterea variegata barbarico ritu indutae, et comam capite gestantes atque in septentrionem, quae barbarorum 
regio est, obversae....
41. Para Herwing Wolfram: Wolfram, Herwing. “Gothic history as historical etnography”, From Roman Provinces to Me-
dieval Kingdoms...: 39, ...The leaders and chiefs of ‘well-known’ clans, that is to say, those families who derive their origins from 
gods and who can prove their divine favor through appropriate achievements, form the ‘nuclei of tradition’ around which new tribes 
take shape....
42. Segundo Thomas F. X. Noble: Noble, Thomas F. X. “Introduction. Romans, barbarians...”: 11, ...The former is unique 
among the barbarians in assigning a decisive role to women...; uma abordagem mais intensa da questão do “núcleo de tradi-
ção” dos bárbaros e a participação feminina vide: Pohl, Walter. “Gender and ethnicity in the Early Middle ages”, From 
Roman Provinces to Medieval Kingdoms...: 139-156.
43. Olympiodorus, Exerpta, a. 415: ...Quae simulatque statuae sublatae sunt, paucos post dies Gothorum primum gens universam 
incurrit Thraciam, futuraeque post paulo erant Hunnorum ac Sarmatarum incursiones in Illyricum et ipsam Thraciam: uti Thraciam 
inter et Illyricum sita sunt haec consecrationis loca, et trium statuarum numerus adversus omnes gentes barbaras inauguratus videba-
tur...; nesse sentido, Carrié, Jean-Michel. L’Empire Romain en mutation...: 639, ...Autre source sur du recrutement, contribuant 
à révolutionner le visage de l’armée du IV siècle, la barbarisation s’est faite de diverses façons. Ou bien des groupes barbares étaient 
installés en bloc sur des terres vacantes, aux termes d’un traité....
44. Nesse sentido é bastante interessante a afirmação de Evangelos Chrysos: Chrysos, Evangelos. “The Empire, the 
‘gentes’ and the ‘regna’”...: 15, ...Furthermore an extensive nexus of kingships at all social levels, including the leading figures in 
the ‘gentes’ among themselves and with members of the Roman aristocracy and even the imperial families, created a new intermixed 
society despite the practically disregarded prohibition of intermarriage between Romans and barbarians....
45. Conceito que está presente numa série de estudos, mas destacamos o apresentado por Domingo Plácido: Plácido, 
Domingo. “Las formas del poder personal: la monarquía, la realeza y la tiranía”. Gerión, 25/1 (2007): 127-166, onde sur-
ge a noção de “solidariedade aristocrática” que, em nossa opinião, vincula-se com a idéia de “identidade nobiliárquica”.
46. Para Antti Arjava: Arjava, Antti. “The survival of Roman family. Law after the barbarian settlements”, Law, society 
and authority in Late Antiquity, Ralph Mathisen, ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001: 36, ...This seems natural, given 
























shjurídica hispano-visigoda conhecida como a Morgingeba vetusti47. Nela encontramos a convergência 
de elementos característicos das tradições “bárbara”, romana e cristã, relacionados ao casamento e 
ao dote matrimonial oferecido por parte do noivo, integrante da ordem e da insigne estirpe dos godos48. 
Dentre os benefícios entregues como parte do dote surgem bens móveis pertencentes ao patrimô-
nio familiar do noivo e, provavelmente, associados à antiga tradição “bárbara” de concessão de 
dádivas materiais aos integrantes dos clãs familiares (Sippen), como o rebanho doméstico, a prata, 
peças de linho, jarros de barro e ouro49, bem como bens imóveis e os produtos neles encontrados 
vinculados à noção de propriedade característica do direito romano, como terras, vinhas, bosques, 
campos de pasto e regadio, além dos dependentes a ela vinculados50. A presença na fórmula de refe-
rências a personagens do Antigo Testamento, como Abraão, Sara, Isaac, Jacó e Raquel, reforçavam 
os votos do casamento cristão51, além de ser um claro indicio da participação de integrantes do uni-
verso eclesiástico hispano-visigodo na elaboração da fórmula, redigida no tempo do rei Sisebuto52 e 
fortemente influenciada pelo pensamento veterotestamentário que caracterizou a legitimidade da 
monarquia hispano-visigoda e católica a partir do III Concílio de Toledo53. 
De fato, a reformulação dos princípios teóricos elaborados pelos pensadores eclesiásticos nos 
séculos VI e VII passou a destacar os integrantes aristocráticos e nobiliárquicos dos reinos romano-
-bárbaros como elementos fundamentais que amparavam e concediam o poder político e a legiti-
that a ban on intermarriage between Goths and Romans persisted long into the sixth century....
47. A Morgingeba ou Morgengabe, que pode ser traduzida como “doação” ou “presente da madrugada das núpcias”, apa-
rece descrita em: Gregorius Turonensis, Historia Francorum, IX, 20: ...Tam in dote; quam in Morganegiba, hoc est, matusinale 
dono...; para uma explicação mais detalhada desta prática de dote entre os “bárbaros”, vide: du Cange. Glossarium Mediae 
et Infimae Latinitatis, IV. Magdeburg: Apud Io. Iust. Gebauerividuam et filium, 1776: 749-750; de acordo com Robert La-
touche: Latouche, Robert. Grégoire de Tours. Histoire des Francs. París: Les Belles Lettres, 1999: 209, nota 45, ‘Morganegyba’ 
dans le text latin. C’est le don que faisait le mari à sa femme le matin qui suivait la premiére nuit de noces – Rappelons aussi que la 
dot était constituée par les parents de l’époux à la veille du mariage. 
48. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: Insigni merito et Getice de stirpe senatus illius 
sponsae nimis dilectae illi (...) ordinis ut Getici est et Morgingeba uetusti....
49. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: ...immobiles res seu mobiles, tam omne pecusque, 
argentum, aes, byssum, uas fictile et aurum...; bens igualmente reproduzidos na segunda metade do século V pelo: Codex 
Euricianus, 278: Si cui aurum, argentum uel ornamenta uel species fuerint commendatae, siue custodiendae traditae siue uenden-
dae...; Codex Euricianus, 310: Si quis buccellario arma dederit uel aliquid donaverit...; Codex Euricianus, 311: Arma quae saionibus 
pro obsequio dantur, nulla ratione repetantur...; paralelo interessante pode ser feito pela descrição oferecida por: Tacitus, 
Germania, 15: ...Gaudent praecipue finitimarum gentium donis, quae non modo a singulis, sed et publice mittuntur, electi equi, 
magna arma, phalerae torquesque...; Tacitus, Germania, 18: ...Nam propre soli barbarorum singulis uxoribus contenti sunt, exceptis 
admodum paucis, qui non libidine, sed ob nobilitatem plurimis nuptiis ambiuntur. Dotem non uxor marito, sed uxori maritus offert. 
Intersunt parentes et propinqui ac munera probant, munera non ad delicias muliebres quaesita nec quibus nova nuptar comatur, sed 
boves et frenatum equum et scutum cum framea gladioque.... 
50. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: ...Rusticos impendam famulos per nostra manen-
tes rura tibi, terris, uineis et praedia oliuis omnibus in rebus siluis ac pascua lymphis....
51. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: ...Abraham quippe Deum cupiens cum Sarra su-
pernum cernere promeruit seque offerendo ministrum, cuius Isaac dispensandi de semine uoto exortus geminam genuitque ex coniuge 
plebem. Iacob bis septenos famulauit in annos, ut Rachel acciperet pulcherrima corpore pacte....
52. Formulae Merowingici et Karolini Aevi: Accedunt Ordines Iudiciorum Dei, XX: ...Aeternum tamen ut habeat haec carta uigorem, 
ecce sacramentorum malui conectere magnum: sidera per celsa Dei uirtute tonantis principis ac domini Sisebuti gloria nostri (...). Carta 
manet mensis illius conscripta calendis ter nostri uoluto domini foeliciter anno gloriosi merito Sisebuti tempore regis....
53. Como indica José Orlandis: Orlandis, José. “Biblia y realeza en la España visigodo-católica”, Estudios de Historia Ecle-
siástica Visigoda. Navarra: Editorial Eunsa, 1998: 83, ...Transcurrió casi medio siglo entre la conversión de Recaredo al Catolicismo 
y la formulación de una doctrina que recurrió a la Realeza del Antiguo Testamento, como precedente ejemplar de la encarnada por 
los monarcas toledanos y como fundamento teórico de su legitimidad...; para María del Rosario Valverde: Valverde, María del 
Rosario. Ideología, simbolismo y ejercicio del poder real...: 200, ...En las aclamaciones de los padres conciliares, Recaredo es calificado 
como Apóstol de Cristo, el mismo tratamiento que se había dado al emperador Constantino, y en el ‘tomus’ presentado por el rey a la 
asamblea conciliar aparece implícito el concepto de Isaías del soberano como buen pastor de su pueblo....
























sh mação ao próprio soberano54. Tais grupos aristocráticos/ nobiliárquicos, amparados numa tradição 
ancestral e, de forma destacada, nos vínculos familiares e de fidelidade política mútua, formavam 
aquilo que definimos como “linhagem”55. Uma idéia que está presente no pensamento de Isidoro 
de Sevilha quando se estabelece uma clara vinculação entre genus (linhagem) e gentes, entendi-
das pelo hispalense como o grande grupo portador de afinidades parentais delimitadas por certos 
ascendentes56, antepassados comuns que destacariam os grupos e indivíduos mais bem prepara-
dos do restante do populus, conceito que congregava a todos os indivíduos que eram cidadãos e 
que seguiam as normas jurídicas em nome do consenso e da concórdia, incluindo também os 
“senhores”57. Portanto, Isidoro de Sevilha reconhecia a supremacia social e política dos “senho-
res” no conjunto da sociedade58, exatamente porque eram estes os que integravam a aristocra-
cia/ nobreza e que formavam, assim como exerciam a sua liderança, sobre o universo das gentes. 
Dessa forma, como hipótese plausível, observamos entre os pensadores tardo-antigos a tendente 
aproximação da noção das gentes aristocráticas e nobiliárquicas aos optimatibus das épocas clássica 
e helenística onde os integrantes do conjunto das gentes seriam os únicos capazes de governar ou 
auxiliar nas tarefas de governo59. Ou seja, podemos propor que as gentes na Antiguidade Tardia, 
elementos aristocráticos e nobiliárquicos de origem “bárbara” e romana unidos por laços políti-
cos, sociais e culturais, formariam o conjunto dos integrantes da basileia tardo-antiga60 nos reinos 
54. Para tanto vide: Frighetto, Renan. “De la ‘barbarica gens’ hacia la ‘christiana ciuilitas’: la concepción de ‘regnum’ 
según el pensamiento político de Isidoro de Sevilla (siglo VII)”, Anuario 7. Centro de Estudios Históricos ‘Profesor Carlos 
S.A.Segreti’. Córdoba: Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, 2007: 213-220.
55. Segundo Michel Schmauder: Schmauder, Michel. “The relacionship between Frankish ‘Gens’ and ‘Regnum’: a pro-
posal based on the archaeological evidence”, Regna and gentes...: 287-288, ...The results of the research regarding the use of the 
term ‘nobility’ emphasise the need to distinguish between indicating a social group privileged by lordship, descent, status and property, 
or using the term for a group with a clear and precise juridical definition(...) M.Weidemann has recently state the following on the topic 
of the nobility as a juridically-defined class in the Merovingian period: ‘The Frankish nobility rather developed —as one may sum it 
up— on the basis of royal privileges, in which single persons were givens special privileges in both public and private law...; a dife-
rença conceitual entre a idéia de “linhagem” no Império Romano tardio e nas monarquias romano-bárbaras é apontada 
por Christophe Badel: Badel, Christophe. La noblesse de l’Empire Romain...: 406, ...Le sens statutaire apparu au Bas-Empire 
est inconnu d’Isidore(...). La dimension sénatoriale est absente, pas plus que es fonctions anoblissantes ne sont citées(...). En fait, la 
noblesse découle de la ‘uirtus’, seul facteur anoblissant, et l’évêque retrouve ainsi le discours de légitimation de la noblesse romaine....
56. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 4, 4: Genus aut a gignendo et progenerando dictum, aut a definitione certorum progna-
torum, ut nationes, quae propriis cognationibus terminatae gentes appellantur; de acordo com Rosa Sanz: Sanz, Rosa. Historia 
de los Godos. Una epopeya histórica de Escandinavia a Toledo. Madrid: La Esfera de los Libros, 2009: 343, ...Si acudimos a los 
datos recogidos en las Etimologías de Isidoro de Sevilla (IX, 1, 1; 4; 5-6), el ‘genus’ o linaje venía del término “engendrar” y ligaba 
a sus componentes con lazos de un parentesco común(...); lo que significaba también que, aun teniendo en un pasado lejano orígenes 
dieversos, en el presente se identificaban con un parentesco común, aunque no lo tuvieran. Lo que sería el caso de los godos, compuestos 
por muy diversas ‘gentes’....
57. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 4, 5: Populus est humanae multitudinis, iuris consensu et concordi communione sociatus. 
Populus autem eo distat a plebibus, quod populus universi cives sunt, connumeratis senioribus civitatis.... 
58. De acordo com: Isidorus Hispalensis, Sententiae, III, 47, 1: ...tamen aequus Deus ideo discrevit hominibus vitam, alios servos 
constituens, alios dominos, ut licentia male agendi servorum potestate dominantium retringatur....
59. Aspecto este claramente presente na afirmação contida no: Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, Tomus: ...omnium nostrum 
pariter iam coetus adesset, tali pro merito fidei suae cum magnificentissimis et nobilissimis viris...; Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 
75: ...sed defuncto in pace principe primatus totius gentis cum sacerdotibus successorem regni concilio conmuni constituant, ut dum 
unitatis concordia a nobis retinetur, nullum patriae gentisque discidium per vim atque ambitum oriatur....
60. Idéia formatada a partir do século III, de acordo com María José Hidalgo: Hidalgo, María José. El intelectual, la realeza 
y el poder político en el Imperio Romano. Salamanca: Ediciones Universidad de Salamanca, 1995: 224, ...En este proceso de 
desarollo y de difusión de la intelectualidad pagana se encuentran contenidos de pensamiento y conjuntos de valores a partir de los 
que se intenta construir un hombre nuevo, que participa no sólo de los valores clásicos del patrimonio antiguo sino también de las 
categorías propias del pensamiento de Plotino y sus discípulos, Porfirio, Jámblico, y otros. A su vez la restauración de la racionalidad 
del pensamiento clásico va íntimamente unida a una adhesión ferviente a los cultos mistéricos y a prácticas ocultas, todo ello en el marco 
de lo que es modelo de la ‘civitas’ romana. Frente a este proceso, pero en relación con él, se desarrollará una nueva visión del mundo, 
























shromano-bárbaros. Referimo-nos aos partícipes da sociedade política que eram os responsáveis pela 
administração do regnum que substituiu o imperium próprio dos romanos61, grupo maior forjado 
a partir da intrincada simbiose das tradições “bárbara”, romana e cristã católica62 que em termos 
teóricos modelaria os “melhores” dentre os membros das gentes para que estes exercessem o poder 
em prol do “bem comum”63.
A primazia política, social e cultural das gentes no interior dos regna romano-bárbaros é compro-
vada pela própria construção da Historia entendida como veículo preferencial de transmissão e de 
preservação do passado, da memória64, reforçando o papel das tradições ancestrais como elemento 
diferenciador do conjunto das gentes65. É interessante observarmos que a formatação da História 
dos “bárbaros”, incluindo os momentos que antecederam a efetiva fixação daqueles no interior do 
mundo romano, foi obra realizada a partir das informações legadas pelos autores greco-romanos 
que foram preservadas na Antiguidade Tardia66. Talvez por isso possamos verificar uma fusão de 
elementos oriundos das duas tradições, romana e “bárbara”, na narrativa histórica tardo-antiga, 
del hombre y de la realidad, que está en la base de ese movimiento y que a mitad del siglo IV llevará a los intelectuales paganos a con-
vertirse al cristianismo, cuya propuesta religioso-cultural presenta valor universal y autónomo. En esta controversia el cristianismo se 
alzará con el triunfo y tomará definitivamente consciencia de su autonomía con respecto a la civilización clásica, de la que incorporará 
los elementos que aún sean útiles socialmente...; no caso da Hispania visigoda, temos a configuração da noção de basileia pre-
sente em: Concilium Toletanum V, a. 636, c. 3: ...Ut quisquis talia meditatus fuerit, quem nec electio omnium provehit nec Gothicae 
gentis nobilitas ad tunc honoris apicem trahit...; Concilium Toletanum VI, a. 638, c. 17: ...nullus tyrannica praesumtione regnum 
adsummat, nullus sub religionis habitu detonsus aut turpiter decalvatus aut servilem originem trahens vel extraneae gentis homo, 
nisi genere Gothus et moribus dignus provehatur ad apicem regni....
61. Sobre o tema vide: Frighetto, Renan. “‘Imperium et orbis’: conceitos e definições com base nas fontes tardo-antigas 
ocidentais (séculos IV-VII)”, Facetas do Império na História. Conceitos e métodos. São Paulo: Hucitec, 2008: 147-162.
62. Para tanto, vale recordar a afirmação de Luís García: García, Luis. Historia de España Visigoda...: 24, ...tanto la aristo-
cracia senatorial como la Iglesia (...) se sintieron cada vez más ajenas a la suerte e intereses de los grupos militares dominantes en el 
gobierno imperial, considerando en muchos casos preferible pactar directamente con los dirigentes de los invasores el mantenimiento 
de sus privilegios socioeconómicos y del control ideológico, al margen de un aparato estatal cada vez más distante y costoso. Y, por otro 
lado, no debe olvidarse que los mismos cuadros superiores del ejército imperial —y por tanto, también las familias de los emperadores 
en Occidente— desde hacía tiempo se encontraban unidos por lazos de sangre y camaradería con los principales caudillos bárbaros de 
bastantes agrupaciones populares invasoras.... 
63. Segundo o prescrito pelo: Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Tomus: ...Regia cura usque in eum modum protendi debet, et 
dirigi, quem plenam constet veritatis et scientiae capere rationem; nam sicut in rebus humanis gloriosus eminet potestas regia, ita et 
prospiciendae commoditati conprovincialium maior debet esse et providentia...; de acordo com Céline Martin: Martin, Céline. La 
Géographie du pouvoir dans l’Espagne Visigothique. París: Presses Universitaires du Septentrion, 2003: 365-366, ...Ici, comme 
dans d’autres occurrences, ‘gens’ et ‘patria’ constituient un couple indissociable; la combinaison ainsi formée désigne un concept abs-
trait qui n’est autre que la chose publique ou État....
64. Idéia desenvolvida por Renan Frighetto: Frighetto, Renan. “Historiografia e poder: a ‘Historia Wambae’ como fonte 
histórica para o estudo da sociedade política hispano-visigoda em finais do século VII”, Les médiévistes et leurs sources: une 
approche croisée sur le haut Moyen Âge. Colloque International d’Histoire Médiévale. São Paulo: Universidade de São Paulo, 
2009, inédito.
65. Para tanto, fundamental para estabelecermos a vinculação entre as gentes, as tradições e a elaboração duma História 
“nacional” hispano-visigoda, vide: Teillet, Suzanne. Des Goths à la nation Gothique. Les origines de l’idée de nation en Occident 
du Ve au VIIe siècle. París: Les Belles Lettres, 1984: 462 e seguintes; ver também: Hillgarth, J. N. “Historiography in Visi-
gothic Spain”, La Storiografia Altomedievale. Settimane di Studio del Centro Italiano di Studi sull’Alto Medioevo XVII. Spoleto: 
Centro Italiano di Studi sull’Alto Medioevo, 1970: 261-311 e mais recentemente: Hillgarth, J. N. The Visigoths in History 
and Legend. Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 2009: 21-56; de acordo com Herwing Wolfram: Wolfram, 
Herwing. “Gothic history as historical etnography...”: 46, ...In fact, the Visigothic kings had to fight this ‘memoria’ as the poli-
tical tradition of the nobles.... 
66. Segundo Thomas F. X. Noble: Noble, Thomas F. X., “Introduction. Romans, barbarians...”: 14, referindo-se aos estu-
dos realizados por Walter Goffart, ...He notes that histories of the barbarians were all written after, sometimes long after, various 
peoples had entered the Roman world. It was in this context that he made the point already mentioned above that while the barbarians 
have a past we are not authorized to transform that past into a history...; perspectiva que pode ser verificada em: Isidorus His-
palensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 2: ...nulla enim in orbe gens fuit quae Romanum Imperium adeo 
fatigauerit. Isti sunt enim quos etiam Alexander uitandos pronuntiauit, Pyrrhus permituit, Caesar exhorruit....
























sh pois se no passado mais remoto os godos destacavam-se por sua fortitudo no sentido bélico67, Isidoro 
de Sevilha apresenta-nos as gentes hispano visigodas de seu tempo como autênticas herdeiras de 
Roma, sendo esta última considerada como a cabeça das gentes68 que foi vencida, mas que ao mes-
mo tempo forjou a florescente estirpe dos godos69. Ou seja, seguindo o exposto pelo pensamento 
isidoriano, a fusão entre os grupos nobiliárquicos godos e suevos e os segmentos aristocráticos 
hispano-romanos tornara-se efetiva em parte graças ao contato com as tradições ancestrais ro-
manas voltadas, como sabemos, à unidade e ao fortalecimento político da realeza70. Nesse caso, 
parece-nos correto pensar na proposta lançada pela Historia do hispalense que indicava a inequí-
voca passagem dos godos de sua primordial condição de “bárbaros” à de “civilizados” nos séculos 
V e VI, perfil plenamente alcançado após a conversão ao Cristianismo católico no III Concílio de 
Toledo de 58971. Segundo Isidoro de Sevilha coube a Recaredo, apresentado como portador da 
“fidelidade”, da “piedade” e da “paz”72, inserir no âmbito da christiana ciuilitas tanto a gentis como o 
restante do populus dos godos73. Portanto, a partir desse momento, ao menos em termos teóricos, 
as gentes godas e suas congêneres hispano romanas passavam a usufruir duma “tradição” comum, 
cristã católica e romana, validada pela autoridade conciliar e régia74, oferecendo uma concepção 
unitária que dava às gentes um papel unívoco de pertença a uma única gens gothorum75. Contudo, 
67. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 2, 89: ...quos veteres magis Getas quam Gothos vocaverunt; gens fortis et potentissi-
ma...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 1: Gothorum antiquissimam esse gentem...; 
Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 2: Interpretatio autem nominis eorum in linguam 
nostram tectum, quod significatur fortitudo...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 67: 
Populi natura pernices, ingenio alacres, conscientiae uiribus freti, robore corporis ualidi....
68. Isidorus Hispalensis, De Laude Spaniae,26: ...aurea Roma caput gentium....
69. Isidorus Hispalensis, De Laude Spaniae, 27-28: ...denuo tamen Gothorum florentissima gens post multiplices in orbe uicto-
rias...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 67: ...Quibus tanta extitit magnitudo bellorum 
et tam extollens gloriosae uictoriae uirtus ut Roma ipsa uictrix omnium populorum subacta captiuitatis iugo Gothicis triumphis adce-
teret et domina cunctarum gentium illis ut famula deseruiret.
70. Para María del Rosario Valverde: Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, simbolismo y ejercicio del poder real...: 181, ...Es 
en este contexto político de fortalecimiento interno del poder real en el que se inscribe la práctica de la ‘imitatio imperii’, es decir, la 
emulación consciente de las prácticas, formas y tradiciones imperiales romanas....
71. Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Homilia Sancti Leandri: Festivitatem hanc omnium esse solemniorem festivitatum novitas ipsa 
significat, quoniam sigut nova est conversio tantarum plebium causa, ita et noviora sunt solito ecclesiae gaudia(...)Superest autem ut 
unanimiter unum omnes regnum effecti tam pro stabilitate regni terreni quam felicitate regni caelestis Deum precibus adeamus, ut 
regnum et gens, quae Christum glorificavit in terris....
72. Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 52: ...hic fide pius et pace praeclarus...; e como 
bem indica Pablo C. Díaz: Díaz, Pablo C. “El siglo VI en Galia e Hispania a través de las fuentes escritas”, Zona Arqueo-
lógica. El tiempo de los “bárbaros”. Pervivencia y transformación en Galia e Hispania (ss.V-VI d.C.). Alcalá de Henares: Museo 
Arqueológico Regional, 2010: 357, ...En el caso de Isidoro, su interés por construir una ‘Historia de los godos’ está intimamente 
asociado a su afán por elaborar una teoría política legitimadora del poder visigodo sobre Hispania, donde se justifica su dominio sobre 
toda la Península (...). En su narración, la conversión al catolicismo se constituye, igualmente, en el acto legitimador esencial, y le da 
un hilo conductor que dota de unidad a todo el texto....
73. Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 52: ...In ipsis enim regni sui exordiis catholicam 
fidem adeptus totius Gothicae gentis populos...; segundo Isabel Velázquez: Velázquez, Isabel. “‘Pro Patriae Gentisque Gotho-
rum Statu’ (4th Council of Toledo, canon 75, A.633)”, Regna and gentes...: 190, ...His historical works, the ‘Chronica’ and the 
‘Historia Gothorum’, have a clear purpose: to recount and praise the antiquity and courage of the people, to write the history of their 
kings, both their merits and blemishes, from a Christian perspective....
74. Na perspectiva de Isabel Velázquez: Velázquez, Isabel. “‘Pro Patriae Gentisque Gothorum Statu’”...: 204, ...It is not a 
question of an ethnic group, of an ancient race, but of a group that retains the prestige of its origins and its virtues as a group, mytho-
logised through literature and re-created using clichés that glorify their magnificence; although this group has gradually incorporated 
members of the other majority group in the land where they live, the Hispano-Romans.... 
75. Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 587, 5: Reccaredus(...)quam imperio converti ad catholicam fidem facit gentemque omnium 
Gothorum et Suevorum ad unitatem et pacem revocat Christianae ecclesiae...; conforme: Isidorus Hispalensis, Liber Differentia-
rum, I, 332: ...Gens nationis est, ut Graeciae, Asiae; hinc et gentilitas dicitur...; para Rosa Sanz: Sanz, Rosa. Historia de los Godos...: 
























shparece-nos fundamental acentuar que o pensamento histórico do hispalense incorporava, ao invés 
de excluir, as “tradições” dos godos durante o tempo de sua devoção à heresia ariana, na medida 
em que os acontecimentos do passado revestiam-se duma “função pedagógica” para as gerações 
futuras76, exempla que jamais deveriam ser olvidados e que serviriam, inclusive, para destacar as 
façanhas alcançadas pela “estirpe dos godos”. 
Mesmo na ata conciliar do III Concílio de Toledo a remissão ao passado da gens dos godos apa-
rece de forma positiva, indicando o valor militar da “ínclita estirpe dos godos”77, referencia pro-
vavelmente associada as recentes vitórias militares, ocorridas no tempo do reinado de Leovigildo, 
sobre os suevos na Gallaecia78, sobre os “bárbaros” cantabros79 e também sobre os enclaves romano-
-orientais estabelecidos nas áreas do sul e sudeste da Península Ibérica80. Assim, a partir de 589, no 
plano político-ideológico, godos, suevos e hispano-romanos passavam a constituir-se numa única 
natione, hispana por sua localização e pleno desenvolvimento da autoridade régia sobre a antiga 
Hispania romana e visigoda devido principalmente à condição hegemônica e vitoriosa dos godos na 
segunda metade do século VI sobre os seus mais diretos concorrentes regionais81. De acordo com 
o hispalense a Hispania seria o solar comum aos godos, suevos e hispano-romanos82 configurada 
a partir daquele momento como uma única patria hispano-visigoda83 protegida e defendida, tanto 
344, ...De este modo, cuando se citaba a la ‘gens gothorum’ se señalaba a un grupo concreto con un etnónimo que no demostraba 
una pureza de sangre, ya que ésta era imposible(...). Frente a ellos estaban las distintas ‘gentes’ hispanas o grupos procedentes de 
las diversas etnias que poblaron la Península Ibérica mucho antes de la llegada de los godos, y que se encontraban desde hacía siglos 
también mezclados entre sí....
76. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, I, 43: Historiae gentium non inpediunt legentibus in his quae utilia dixerunt. Multi enim 
sapientes praeterita hominum gesta ad institutionem praesentium historiis indiderunt....
77. Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Tomus: ...Adest enim omnis gens Gothorum inclyta et fere omnium gentium genuina virilitate 
opinata...; grandeza militar realçada em: Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 69: 
...Porro in armorum artibus satis expectabiles, et non solum hastis, sed et iaculis equitando confligunt, nec equestri tantum proelio, 
sed et pedestri incedunt....
78. Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Tomus: ...quinimmo et Suevorum gentis infinita multitudo, quam praesidio coelesti nostro 
regno subiecimus...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 49: ...Postremum bellum Sueuis 
intulit regnumque eorum in iure gentis suae mira celeritate transmisit...; Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 585: Liuuigildus rex 
Gallaecias vastat, Audecanem regem comprehensum regno privat, Suevorum gentem, thesaurum et patriam in suam redigit potesta-
tem et Gothorum provinciam facit.
79. Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 49: ...Studio quippe exercitus concordante fauore 
uictoriarum multa praeclare sortitus est. Cantabrum namque iste obtinuit, Aregiam iste cepit, Sabaria ab eo omnis deuicta est...; Ioan-
nes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 573, 5: Liuuigildus rex Sabariam ingressus Sappos et provinciam ipsam in suam redigit... Ioannes 
Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 574, 2: His diebus Liuuigildus rex Cantabriam ingressus provinciae pervasores interficit, Amaiam occupat, 
opes eorum pervadit et provinciam in suam revocat dicionem.
80. Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 49: ...Fudit quoque diuerso proelio militem et 
quaedam castra ab eis occupata dimicando recepit...; Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 570, 2: Liuuigildus Rex loca Bastetaniae et 
Malacitanae urbis repulsis militibus superatus vastat, et victor solio redit e Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a. 571, 3: Liuuigildus 
rex Asidonam fortissimam civitatem proditione cuiusdam Framidanci nocte occupat et militibus interfectis memoratam urbem ab 
Gothorum revocat iura.
81. Frighetto, Renan. “De la ‘barbarica gens’ hacia la ‘christiana ciuilitas’...”: 217-219.
82. Em nossa opinião a citação de: Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 2, 1: ...sicut natio a nascendo..., encontra-se vin-
culada com: Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, 49: ...Spania magna ex parte potitus, 
nam antea gens Gothorum angustis finibus artabatur..., onde a expansão promovida por Leovigildo configurava o nasci-
mento da natio visigoda na Hispania; gens gothorum que incluiria aos godos, suevos e hispano-romanos, como indica 
Pedro Juan Galán: Galán, Pedro Juan. El genero historiografico de la Chronica. Las crónicas hispanas de época visigoda. Cáceres: 
Universidad de Extremadura, 1994: 143, ...El vocablo ‘Gothi’, en Juan de Bíclaro, designa a los pueblos que constituyen la ‘gens 
Gothorum’, esto es, los godos y los hispanorromanos conjuntamente..., que aparece de forma similar em: Isidorus Hispalensis, 
Chronica, 117[5780]: ...Gothi, per Hermenegildum Leovigildi regis filium, bifarie divisi....
83. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, XIV, 5, 19: ...Patria autem vocata quod communis sit omnium, qui in ea nati sunt...; a vin-
culação entre os godos e a Hispania como a sua patria surge em: Isidorus Hispalensis, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum 
























sh em termos políticos como religiosos, pela Gothicae gentis que aparece claramente associada aos ele-
mentos nobiliárquicos do reino84. 
Mas devemos frisar que a conversão dos visigodos ao cristianismo católico encontrou alguns 
focos de resistência nobiliárquica85, sinal evidente de que a idéia de um consenso da nobreza visi-
goda em favor da conversão ao catolicismo encontrava-se mais no plano retórico. Parece-nos certo 
afirmar que esta dificuldade inicial tinha relação com o receio de determinados grupos políticos 
de perderem seu status na complexa teia de relações sociais e políticas diante de outros segmentos 
nobiliárquicos que, a partir de 589, passariam a ter força e peso decisórios nas futuras eleições ré-
gias. Reação até certo ponto natural de grupos nobiliárquicos fortemente amparados nas tradições 
ancestrais godas, arianas e marcadas por uma tendência “exclusivista” na eleição do soberano que 
desapareceria com a conversão ao cristianismo católico. Neste caso, acreditamos que os problemas 
encontrados por Recaredo e pelos representantes episcopais e nobiliárquicos que apoiavam a con-
versão ao catolicismo tivessem um forte apelo político que acabou sendo contornado pela enérgica 
reação do soberano e de seus aliados políticos86. 
Dessa forma, podemos dizer que o III Concílio de Toledo de 589 marcou a efetiva reformulação 
do conceito de gentes no reino hispano-visigodo integrando, seja de forma voluntária ou involun-
tária, anteriores inimici que o eram, de fato, muito mais no plano teórico e ideológico que propria-
mente em termos pragmáticos. Lembremo-nos que as relações de amizade e fidelidade nobiliárqui-
cas, que podemos definir pelo conceito de “identidade nobiliárquica”, extrapolavam a concepção 
“étnica”, cultural e religiosa que opunha os godos/ “bárbaros” / arianos aos romanos/ “civilizados” 
/ católicos, sendo mais adequado pensarmos numa efetiva vinculação política que aproximaria os 
grupos nobiliárquicos interessados em consolidar seus poderes políticos nos ambientes regionais.
Ora, o fortalecimento das relações políticas, patrimoniais e clientelares no âmbito regional ge-
raram a criação de poderosos grupos nobiliárquicos que acabavam competindo politicamente pela 
ampliação de seus poderes para outros espaços de atuação. Estas confrontações acabaram por gerar 
as intensas disputas internobiliárquicas que atingiram a própria eleição régia. Sabemos diante mão 
da efetiva força política e militar das gentes frente ao poder régio hispano-visigodo a ponto de en-
frentamentos políticos terem provocado em diversas ocasiões tentativas de usurpação e a destitui-
ção de soberanos que a princípio contariam com o respaldo majoritário dos grupos nobiliárquicos87. 
et Suevorum, 66: ...Spanias usque perueniunt ibique sedem uitae atque imperium locauerunt. 
84. Concilium Toletanum III, a. 589, Tomus: ...vel maiores natu...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 5, 13: Stirps ex longa 
generis significatione vocatur. Gnatus dictus quia generatus....
85. Sobre o tema vide: Alonso, J. Ignacio. “Sunna, Masona y Nepopis. Las luchas religiosas durante la dinastia de Leo-
vigildo”, Antiguedad y Cristianismo III – Los Visigodos. Historia y civilización. Murcia: Ediciones Universidad de Murcia, 1987: 
151-157; ver também: Sanz, Rosa. Historia de los Godos...: 285-288. 
86. Segundo María del Rosario Valverde: Valverde, María del Rosario. Ideología, Simbolismo y Ejercicio del poder real...: 
261-262, ...No discutimos que se tratase de la reacción arriana frente a la adopción de la ortodoxia, pero consideramos que el movi-
miento de oposición a Recaredo estuvo motivado por las repercusiones político-económicas de la conversión, no por razones de índole 
estrictamente religiosa(...). Por ello, aunque en estos momentos se utilizara como argumento ideológico la defensa del arrianismo, 
no creemos que puedan interpretarse estos movimientos de oposición a Recaredo como luchas eminentemente religiosas, sino como 
manifestaciones de los enfrentamientos entre diferentes grupos de poder que serán permanentes a lo largo de toda la historia del reino 
visigodo de Toledo....
87. Caso, por exemplo, da tentativa de usurpação promovida pelo duque Argimundo contra o rei Recaredo, como 
indicado por: Ioannes Biclarensis, Chronicon, a.590,3: Reccaredo ergo ortodoxo quieta pace regnante domesticae insidiae praeten-
duntur, nam quidam ex cubiculo eius, etiam provinciae dux nomine Argimundus adversus Reccaredum regem tyrannidem assumere 
cupiens, ita ut, si posset, eum regno privaret et vita. Sed nefandi eius consilii detecta machinatione comprehensus et in vinculis ferreis 
redactus habita discussione socii eius impiam machinationem confessi condigna sunt ultione interfecti, ipse autem Argimundus, qui 
























shTais ações contrariavam a autoridade delegada na figura do rei e estavam amparadas nas argumen-
tações teóricas e retóricas que apontavam a ilegitimidade das ações levadas a cabo pelo soberano, 
indicadas como o verdadeiro motivo para que um determinado grupo de nobres agisse contra o 
poder régio. Muitos destes movimentos de usurpação amparavam-se, sobretudo, na dubiedade 
das perspectivas cristianizadas, como aquela que definia a retidão régia como princípio básico da 
atuação do soberano sobre o corpo da sociedade política hispano-visigoda88 e que estava funda-
mentada na justiça e na piedade, virtudes que eram inerentes à imagem do “bom” rex christianus, 
devendo ambas revelar uma terceira virtude, a da clemência89. Ao se considerar que o rei distava 
desta postura régia ideal exigida pelo conjunto das gentes laicas e pelo episcopado por intermédio do 
que fora estabelecido pelo juramento de fidelidade mútuo e que reforçava o princípio de concessão 
por parte das gentes do regnum enquanto autoridade régia tornava-se legítima qualquer atitude de 
deposição régia por parte das gentes. Em termos teóricos a autoridade régia deveria ser exercida 
de forma benéfica para todos os súditos já que esta era uma concessão delegada pelos integrantes 
das gentes àquele que, por suas ações, seria o responsável maior por trazer a estabilidade ao reino 
hispano-visigodo de Toledo90. Teríamos, nesse caso, uma aproximação à proposta apresentada por 
Evangelos Chrysos que vinculou a criação dos regna tardo-antigos à profunda relação que existia 
entre os regiae potestates e o conjunto das gentes91, aspectos que revelavam o caráter de concessão da 
autoridade ao rei da parte dos grupos nobiliárquicos e que seria selada pela profissão do juramento 
de fidelidade entre as partes92.
Por certo que esta argumentação que valorizava a idéia de consenso entre o conjunto das gentes 
e a realeza pautada, sobretudo, na concórdia que deveria ser emanada do eqüitativo exercício do 
poder régio foi utilizada para justificar os acontecimentos ocorridos entre os anos de 629 e 631 que 
culminaram com a deposição do legítimo soberano Suinthila93. Apresentado pelo cânone 75 do 
IV Concílio de Toledo como criminoso e maléfico94, o soberano deposto foi acusado de ter rompido 
com o juramento prestado perante as gentes hispano-visigodas que asseverava: “Qualquer de nós 
ou dos povos de Hispania que violar com qualquer conjura ou manejo o juramento que fez em 
favor da prosperidade da pátria e das gentes dos godos(...) seja anátema na presença de Deus Pai e 
regnum assumere cupiebat, primum verberibus interrogatus, deinde turpiter decalvatus, post haec dextra amputata exemplum omni-
bus in Toletana urbe asino sedens pompizando dedit et docuit famulos dominis non esse superbos.
88. Isidorus Hispalensis, Sententiae, III, 48, 7: Reges a recte agendo vocati sunt....
89. Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 3, 5: ...Plus autem in regibus laudatur pietas; nam iustitia per se severa est; Isidorus 
Hispalensis, Sententiae, III, 50, 3: Reddere malum pro malu vicissitudo iustitiae est: sed qui clementiam addit iustitiae....
90. Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 75: ...pro robore nostrorum regum et stabilitate gentis Gothorum....
91. Chrysos, Evangelos. “The Empire, the gentes and regna...”: 15, ...all these and many other, more or less obvious channels 
of communication and means of affiliation served as the instruments for shaping the regna within or at the edge of the Roman Empire. 
Furthermore an extensive nexus of kingships at all social levels, including the leading figures in the ‘gentes’ among themselves and 
with members of the Roman aristocracy and even the imperial families....
92. Um estudo sobre a relação entre a concessão da autoridade régia pelos grupos nobiliárquicos e o juramento de 
fidelidade como forma de materialização daquela: Frighetto, Renan. “‘Incauto et inevitabili conditionum sacramento’: 
juramento de fidelidad y limitación del poder regio en la ‘Hispania’ visigoda en el reinado de Egica (688)”. Revista Intus 
Legere–Historia (2007): 67-79.
93. A continuação da Crônica de Máximo de Zaragoza, escrita por Eutrando de Toledo, informa que Maximi Caesarau-
gustani, Chronicon, a. 629: ...Svinthila regno pulsus moritur(...) regem jam Sisenando....
94. Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 75: ...De Suintilane vero qui scelera propria(...) propter mala....
























sh dos anjos”95. De fato, o conteúdo apresentado por esta sentença96 proclamada em plena reunião 
conciliar revela-nos as evidentes dificuldades para a efetiva aplicação e reconhecimento do que se 
estava jurando, demonstrando as notórias contradições e oposições existentes entre o soberano 
Suinthila e uma considerável parcela das gentes hispano-visigodas. Dentre os grupos nobiliárquicos 
mais renitentes a autoridade régia de Suinthila encontramos aqueles fixados na província da Galia 
Narbonensis, região além Pirineus preservada hegemonicamente pelos visigodos após a desaparição 
do regnum visigothorum das Gálias nos primórdios do século VI. Com efeito, a participação efetiva 
das gentes instaladas naquela província na deposição de Suinthila aparece destacada pela crônica 
franca de Fredegário que menciona, de forma ampla e genérica, o ódio crescente entre os primates 
e o rei causado pela iniqüidade da autoridade régia hispano-visigoda97. O clima de hostilidade e 
confrontação acabou por incentivar os próceres98 da Narbonensis a apoiarem e aconselharem o líder 
nobiliárquico mais importante da província, o prócer Sisenando99, certamente Dux Narbonensis100, na 
sua escalada político-militar contra o legítimo soberano. Uma das atitudes mais controversas reali-
zada por Sisenando e seu grupo de apoio, entendida como ação de tirania e usurpação pelo autor 
da crônica moçarabe de 754101, foi a de buscar apoio militar junto ao soberano franco Dagoberto 
para expulsar Suinthila da condição régia102. Ao iniciar sua progressão militar em território his-
pânico, Sisenando acabou recebendo um grande apoio nobiliárquico na província da Tarraconense 
cujos primates, juntamente com os oriundos da Narbonensis, elegeram-no e aclamaram-no como 
rex quando do seu ingresso em Caesaraugusta com apoio das forças francas lideradas pelos Duques 
Abundantius e Venerandus103. Portanto, observamos que a crônica de Fredegário aponta, de ma-
neira pragmática, a estreita relação entre as gentes estabelecidas tanto no reino hispano-visigodo 
95. Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 75: ...Quiquumque igitur a nobis vel totius Spaniae populis qualibet coniuratione vel studio 
sacramentum fidei suae, quod patriae gentisque Gothorum(...) anathema sit in conspectu Dei Patris et angelorum....
96. Concilium Toletanum IV, a. 633, c. 75: ...Quod si haec admonitio mentes nostras non corrigit et ad salutem conmunem cor nos-
trum nequaquam perducit, audite sententiam nostram...; uma interessante definição de sentença é apresentada por: Isidorus 
Hispalensis, Sententiae, II, 29, 10: Recte et sententia dicit, qui veram sapientiam gustu interni saporis sentit. A sentiendo enim 
sententia dicitur. Ac per hoc arrogantes, qui sine humilitate dicunt, de sola scientia dicunt, non de sententia, onde sentença está rela-
cionada ao conselho oferecido por aquele que sente através da sabedoria; ver também: Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, 
XI, 1, 13: ...dum rectum iudicat, ratio est; dum spirat, spiritus est; dum aliquid sentit, sensus est. Nam inde animus sensus dicitur pro 
his quae sentit, unde et sententia nomen accepit.
97. Fredegarius, Chronicon, LXXIII: ...Sintela nimium in suis iniquus, et cum omnibus regni sui primatibus odium incurreret....
98. De acordo com Isidorus Hispalensis, Etymologiae, IX, 4, 17: Proceres sunt principes civitatis, quasi procedes, quod ante omnes 
honore praecedant...; termo associado à participação em altas funções administrativas segundo Paul Fouracre: Fouracre, 
Paul. “The origins of the nobility in Francia”, Nobles and nobility in Medieval Europe. Concepts, origins, transformations, Anne 
Duggan, ed. Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2000: 20, ...Finally, we can identify a few terms, such as optimates, proceres or 
illustres, which designate high status without reference to office....
99. A importância de Sisenando e de seu grupo nobiliárquico aparece destacada em: Versiculus Fructuosi, 4, 1: ...qua na-
mque pontifex Sclua sortitus opimam rexit multifariter diuina dignatione Narbonam; sique Beterrensem Petrus elimauerat urbem, 
deceat ut celicis talem conpulari falangis. Quid Sisenandum recolam gratia precipua regem....
100. Hipótese defendida por Luís García-Moreno: García-Moreno, Luís. Prosopografia del Reino Visigodo de Toledo. Sala-
manca: Universidad de Salamanca, 1974: 74, nota 133.
101. Chronicon, 754, 9: Hujus Heraclii temporibus, Sisenandus in aera 669(...)per tyrannidem regno Gothorum invaso, quinquen-
nio regali locatus est solio....
102. Fredegarius, Chronicon, LXXIII: ...cum consilio caeterorum Sisenandus quidam ex proceribus ad Dagobertum expetit ut ei 
cum exercitu auxiliaretur, qualiter Sintellanem degradaret a regno....
103. Fredegarius, Chronicon, LXXIII: ...Abundantius et Venerandus cum exercitu tholosano tantum usque Caesaraugustam civi-
tatem cum Sisenando accesserunt, ibique omnes Gotthi de regno Spaniae Sisenandum sublimant in regnum...; ver também: Mar-
tindale, John Robert. The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire III A-B. A.D.527-641. Cambridge (UK): Cambridge 
University Press, 1992, 7 e 1370.
























shcom os seus parceiros nobiliárquicos no unificado reino franco de Dagoberto. Foi exatamente esta 
identidade nobiliárquica amparada, certamente, por laços de amizade e parentesco consolidados por 
uma tradição ancestral comum aos elementos nobilitados, que levou os dois Duques franco-aqui-
tanos a liderarem um exercitu tholosano que provinha daquela mesma região na qual os visigodos 
haviam estabelecido sua sedis regiae no século V, oferecendo um importante apoio militar aos seg-
mentos da nobreza hispano-visigoda capitaneada pelo prócer Sisenando. Torna-se impossível, dada 
a escassez de informações contidas nas fontes, averiguarmos se aqueles Duques franco-aquitanos, 
Abundantius e Venerandus, seriam de origem visigoda, galo-romana, franca ou burgundia, mas 
podemos sugerir a sua possível aproximação com as gentes hispano-visigodas especialmente pelo 
caminho de sua pertença ao universo nobiliárquico “supranacional”104. Noutras palavras, observa-
mos que o processo de etnogênese, com sentido político e baseado numa tradição comum compar-
tida entre os indivíduos pertencentes a um grupo sócio-político destacado, ganhava força junto a 
uma instituição nobiliárquica cada vez mais forte em termos regionais e provinciais. 
Porém, por mais contraditório que possa parecer, a força das gentes agrupadas como autênticos 
grupos políticos que alcançavam uma dimensão “internacional”, possuindo um grande prestígio 
para além das “fronteiras” dos vários regna tardo-antigos, fortaleciam o conjunto da nobreza em 
detrimento da autoridade exercida pelo poder régio. É indubitável que o soberano integrava, em 
termos básicos, o universo das gentes na medida em que ele mesmo participava daquele ambiente 
sócio-político no qual fora escolhido pelos demais pares nobiliárquicos. Mas graças ao ambiente 
antagônico das relações políticas existentes entre as várias facções nobiliárquicas, o rei acabava 
sendo o alvo preferencial das controvérsias que se dirigiam, na maioria dos casos, aos elementos 
que integravam o seu genus. As tentativas eclesiásticas de se estabelecer um princípio válido de 
respeito a uma autoridade régia que estivesse acima daquelas disputas políticas entre os grupos que 
compunham o universo das gentes, que deveria ser forte, consensual e ao mesmo tempo modelar 
e ideal, proposta encaminhada por personagens do quilate de Isidoro de Sevilha, ficaram no plano 
teórico e retórico105. Ao fim e ao cabo, a força das facções nobiliárquicas detentoras dum prestígio e 
dum poder regional foi o fator determinante que acentuou a união do conjunto das gentes hispano-
-visigodas em detrimento duma autoridade régia que foi perdendo seu espaço institucional e políti-
co ao longo do século VII. Vale dizer que a concepção duma identidade nobiliárquica que solidificava 
a força política e o papel de destaque das gentes em termos coletivos minimizava os poderes duma 
instituição régia ancorada nas tradições do passado imperial romano.
3. Conclusões parciais
A partir destes elementos gerais, podemos oferecer algumas considerações sobre a questão das 
gentes no reino hispano-visigodo de Toledo de finais do século VI e da primeira metade do século 
104. Como indica Pablo C. Díaz: Díaz, Pablo C. “El siglo VI en ‘Galia e Hispania’...”: 349, ...En los últimos tiempos del Imperio 
Romano, el término ‘Hispanogallia’ o ‘Spanigallia’, había servido para encuadrar un espacio geográfico extendido al norte y al sur 
del Pirineo donde la similitud de patrones culturales, así como la frecuencia de contactos económicos e intelectuales, había permitido 
ignorar la existencia de una barrera geográfica que apenas separaba nada en términos adminstrativos y convivenciales...; uma afir-
mação que corrobora a anterior é a de Christine Delaplace Delaplace, Christine. “Les Wisigoths en Septimanie d’aprés 
les sources écrites”, Zona Arqueológica. El tiempo de los “bárbaros”...: 91, ...Les limites de la Septimanie n’ont jamais constitué 
une frontière linéaire définie....
105. Isidorus Hispalensis, Sentiae, III, 49, 3: ...Prodesse ergo debet populis principatus, non nocere; nec dominando premere, sed con-
descendendo consulere...; Isidorus Hispalensis, Sentiae, III, 50, 5: Quanto quisque in superiori constitutus est loco, tanto in maiori 
versatur periculo; et quanto splendoris honore excelsior quisque est, tanto, si delinquant, peccator maior est....
























sh VII. Inicialmente, parece-nos certo afirmar que o conjunto nobiliárquico mencionado nas fon-
tes hispano-visigodas aparece quase sempre definido pelo termo gens, geralmente associado aos 
conceitos de regnum, patria e natio, todos contemplando uma perspectiva unitária. É interessante 
verificarmos que nas fontes analisadas as gentes, no plural, aparecem vinculadas à perspectiva de 
concessão do regnum enquanto autoridade delegada ao rei pelo conjunto da nobreza, sendo aquela 
exercida sobre a patria e a natio entendidas como espaço geográfico definido onde existiria, em 
termos teóricos, uma concepção de identidade coletiva. Formulação já observada no reinado de 
Leovigildo que ganhou uma conotação positiva no momento da conversão visigoda ao Cristianis-
mo católico, ocorrida no III Concílio de Toledo de 589 quando o termo gens passou a designar o 
conjunto de todos os grupos aristocráticos e nobiliárquicos hispano-romanos e visigodos na sua 
totalidade. Desse momento em diante o quarteto formado pelos termos gens, regnum, patria e natio 
surgem de forma indissociável e ao lado da noção de christianitas. Portanto, os visigodos passavam 
a constituir de direito uma situação já disposta de fato, a de serem considerados como integran-
tes da christiana ciuilitas, tendo abandonado a sua condição anterior de barbarica et haereticae gens. 
Com isso as gentes bárbaras, caso dos elementos nobiliárquicos visigodos e suevos, partilhariam do 
mesmo status cultural que seus congêneres hispano-romanos, bem como cederiam espaço políti-
co para que aqueles participassem, igualmente, das decisões políticas mais significativas no reino 
hispano-visigodo de Toledo. É provável que mesmo antes da conversão os elementos aristocráti-
cos hispano-romanos já ocupassem importantes cargos e funções na administração régia visigoda, 
mas sua situação de destaque ganhou efetivo relevo político após o ano de 589. Esta data pode 
ser considerada como um momento de inflexão na conformação duma tradição que será, desde 
então, ao mesmo tempo visigoda, romana e cristã, comum ao conjunto das gentes nobiliárquicas 
que denominamos como hispano-visigodas. Mas, embora congregadas por uma tradição universal 
reconhecida por todos os grupos aristocráticos e nobiliárquicos de procedência bárbara ou romana, 
as disputas políticas ocasionadas pela busca de maior prestígio junto à figura do soberano, que 
redundavam em benefícios patrimoniais aos fideles integrantes do genus régio, geravam confronta-
ções entre as gentes nobiliárquicas que enfraqueciam a realeza enquanto instituição que ganhava 
um tom personalista, quase de grupo político. Assim, todo o soberano que agisse de forma egoísta, 
sem interessar-se pelo bem comum dos integrantes da sociedade política hispano-visigoda e que 
dirigisse suas forças unicamente para prestigiar certo grupo que o apoiava, acabaria exercendo a 
autoridade régia que lhe foi concedida por todas as gentes de forma ilegítima e tirânica, sendo, a 
partir desse momento, legítima toda e qualquer reação nobiliárquica para o despojar de seu con-
dição soberana. Encontramos tal raciocínio presente nas fontes legadas por Isidoro de Sevilha e no 
famoso cânone 75 do IV Concílio de Toledo de 633, este último dirigido à legitimação da atitude 
empreendida contra o ilegítimo Suinthila da parte das gentes nobiliárquicas que apoiaram o prócer 
Sisenando em sua empreitada para alçar à condição régia. É fato que Sisenando rebelou-se contra 
o monarca reconhecido, utilizando-se inclusive de forças externas para alcançar seu objetivo, ele-
mentos estes que caracterizariam a sua iniciativa como tirânica segundo os preceitos pautados na 
tradição tardo-romana. Contudo, tanto as fontes hispano-visigodas como a crônica do Fredegário, 
de procedência franca, alegam a idoneidade da ação levada a cabo por Sisenando amparando-se no 
fato de que Suinthila tornara-se um tirano, reconhecendo que a ação de Sisenando contou com o 
apoio e o conselho dos representantes das gentes hispano-visigodas. Porém, este apoio também se 
estendeu ao ambiente nobiliárquico franco-aquitano, demonstrando a existência duma autêntica 
interação, tanto política quanto cultural, entre o conjunto da nobilitas hispano-visigoda, franca e 
























shaquitana que caracterizaria a idéia da existência duma identidade nobiliárquica que ultrapassava a 
todos os limites territoriais dos regna romano-bárbaros da Antiguidade Tardia. 
Assim, parece-nos correto acentuar que a proposta teórica e metodológica apresentada pelo 
conceito de etnogenese, amparada pela premissa de que as gentes bárbaras e suas congêneres roma-
nas configurariam um grupo nobiliárquico unido à volta de elementos políticos e tradicionais co-
muns, encontrou sua maturação, no caso hispano-visigodo, a partir da conversão ao Cristianismo 
católico por parte das gentes de origem goda. Todavia, segundo nossa interpretação, a existência da 
etnogenese no seio das monarquias romano-bárbaras tardo-antigas acabou por contribuir ao forta-
lecimento da nobreza enquanto instituição, dotada de valores políticos e tradicionais próprios ba-
seados, sobretudo, na força dos poderes regionais em detrimento da almejada idealização unitária 
à volta da figura do soberano cristão. Tal atitude reforçava, indubitavelmente, o incremento dos 
laços entre os integrantes da christiana nobilitas, independentemente de sua origem ou pertença a 
uma patria, natio ou regnum. É possível que esta hipótese lance novas idéias para explicarmos as 
diversas tensões existentes no conjunto da nobreza hispano-visigoda que levaram-na, segundo o 
caso, a solicitar a intervenção de outros atores nobiliárquicos externos na tentativa de solucionar 
seus problemas políticos internos. Dissensões que acabaram por provocar a derrocada da insti-
tuição monárquica hispano-visigoda no ano de 711, ao mesmo tempo em que apresentam-nos a 
manutenção da nobilitas hispano-visigoda nas áreas do norte da Península Ibérica que lançou os 
alicerces duma nova monarquia Alto Medieval. 
























sh LA MEMORIA DE LOS ‘HOMBRES SANTOS’ EN EL MONACATO 




Este artículo analiza el uso de la memoria de los “hombres santos” a partir del estudio del mona-
cato en la región del Bierzo. Se examinan los casos de Fructuoso y Valerio en el siglo VII, así como 
la utilización de esos dos “hombres santos” visigodos en la restauración monástica emprendida por 
Genadio a finales del IX y comienzos del X. Por último, se aborda la utilización de esa memoria 
en el Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes y la sustitución de los “hombres santos” por los reyes 
como referente legitimador a mediados del siglo XII. Esta memoria social jugó un importante papel 
en la pugna por el prestigio social en un contexto marcado por la pluralidad de modelos cristianos, 
entendidos como microcristiandades.
Cualquiera sabe que la fantasía se inspira en la realidad,
pero la ley de la ficción exige que sólo se cuente una parte de la verdad
(Kirmen Uribe, Bilbao-New York-Bilbao)
1. Los conceptos: memoria social y microcristiandad
En un reciente y bello libro, el escritor Kirmen Uribe juega con la realidad y la ficción a tra-
vés de la memoria, mostrándonos las experiencias de tres generaciones de una familia. La cita 
entresacada de su obra es muy elocuente de cómo se interrelacionan realidad y fantasía. En ese 
sentido, el recuerdo puede entenderse también como un relato que entremezcla las experiencias 
vividas y una cierta dosis de invención. Los estudios sobre la memoria social han puesto de relieve 
el importante papel que desempeña la creación de esa memoria en la justificación de la acción de 
determinados grupos o en la legitimación de intereses. De alguna manera, puede decirse que hay 
una clara búsqueda por controlar el pasado para sustentar de manera más firme el dominio del 
presente y proyectarlo hacia el futuro. No es extraño, pues, que la memoria se haya convertido 
en los últimos años en un escenario de confrontación que va más allá de la mera disputa científica 
para adentrarse en la pugna directamente política2. 
1. Este trabajo se ha realizado dentro del proyecto Valerio del Bierzo: sociedad y territorio en el Noroeste de Castilla y León en 
la Antigüedad tardía financiado por la Dirección General de Investigación de la Junta de Castilla y León (SA022A08). El 
autor agradece los comentarios de Santiago Castellanos y de los informantes anónimos que han permitido mejorar el 
original.
2. Buen ejemplo de ello es la memoria del Holocausto judío, con la formación de un relato que prescinde de los innu-
merables matices o del hecho históricamente constatado de que esa memoria sólo comenzó a ser sólida a partir de los 
























shUn aspecto reseñable es que la memoria, aún siendo configurada por cada individuo, está so-
cialmente moldeada. Son los grupos sociales, como ya señaló Halbacws, quienes, a través de deter-
minados mecanismos crean esa memoria y la inscriben en sus coordenadas culturales e históricas. 
Estamos ante una memoria social que es selectiva y que distorsiona los datos y los presenta de 
forma imprecisa. Se trata de una operación en la que lo importante no es la fidelidad estricta con 
lo ocurrido, sino la perspectiva social de recordar dentro de un encuadramiento marcado por lo 
social y lo político3. Como ha señalado Enzo Traverso: “La memoria (...) estructura las identidades 
sociales, inscribiéndolas en una continuidad histórica y las dota de sentido, es decir, de un con-
tenido y de una dirección”4. Por tanto, no debe confundirse la memoria con una representación 
pretendidamente fidedigna del pasado, es decir con la historiografía entendida como conocimiento 
de la historia. Se trata en realidad de una construcción cultural que busca dotar de un significado al 
pasado, un significado que está ligado al presente y a su justificación y legitimación. Puede decirse 
que la memoria social es el proceso que permite a la sociedad reconocer y reformar su comprensión 
del pasado a fin de integrarla en su identidad presente5. Por otra parte, los procesos de transmisión 
de la memoria social se nos representan en términos de continuidad ininterrumpida, cuando en 
realidad cada generación que recibe esos recuerdos los modifica consciente o inconcientemente6. 
Observar y estudiar esas modificaciones concede a la memoria un carácter de objeto histórico, 
cambiante en el tiempo. 
Los estudios sobre el mundo medieval se han hecho eco de este creciente interés por un tema 
tan trascendental. Un reciente balance referido específicamente a la historiografía alemana ponía 
de relieve la importancia de este argumento. Los trabajos de Wollasch, Schmid y más recientemen-
te de Otto Gerhard Oexle nos han permitido conocer mejor cómo funciona la memoria. En especial 
este último investigador ha subrayado que la memoria debe entenderse como cultura, con unas 
formas específicas a lo largo del tiempo, que está vinculada a la presencia de los muertos en la so-
ciedad medieval, la cual es entendida por sus coetáneos como una comunidad de vivos y muertos, 
que de alguna manera la cohabitan7. El ámbito hispánico no ha sido ajeno a estas preocupaciones 
y algunas aportaciones recientes así lo demuestran8. 
Un aspecto particular es la memoria eclesiástica, referida a una institución clave en el Medioe-
vo. Su centralidad en el sistema cultural es evidente, generando un vocabulario que impregna 
años 70 del siglo pasado. Véase el análisis del caso de los judíos norteamericanos y la construcción de la memoria del Ho-
locausto en: Novick, Peter. Judíos, ¿vergüenza o victimismo? El Holocausto en la vida americana. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2007.
3. Fentress, James; Wickham, Chris. Memoria social. Valencia: Universidad de Valencia, 2003: 16.
4. Traverso, Enzo. El pasado, instrucciones de uso. Historia, memoria, política. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2007: 16.
5. Geary, Patrick J. “Memoria”, Diccionario razonado del Occidente medieval, Jacques Le Goff, Jean-Claude Schmitt, eds. 
Madrid: Akal, 2003: 527-536.
6. Fentress, James; Wickham, Chris. Memoria social...: 231.
7. Borgolte, Michael. “‘Memoria’. Bilan intermédiaire d’un Project de recherche sur le Moyen Âge”, Les tendances actue-
lles de l’histoire du Moyen Âge en France et en Allemagne, Jean-Claude Schmitt, Otto Gerhard Oexle, dirs. París: Publications 
de la Sorbonne, 2003: 53-69. Véanse también los trabajos reunidos en: The Uses of the Past in the Early Middle Ages, Yitzhak 
Hen, Matthew Innes, eds. Cambridge (UK): Cambridge University Press, 2000.
8. Sin ánimo de exhaustividad, véanse: Isla, Amancio. Memoria, culto y monarquía hispánica entre los siglos X y XII. Jaén: 
Universidad de Jaén, 2006; Memoria, mito y realidad en la Historia Medieval, José Ignacio de la Iglesia, coord. Logroño: 
Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 2003; Memoria e historia. Utilización política en la Corona de Castilla al final de la Edad Media, 
Jon Andoni Fernández, José Ramón Díaz, eds. Madrid: Sílex, 2010; Sabaté, Flocel. “La construcción ideológica del 
nacimiento unitario de Cataluña”, Castilla y el mundo feudal, Mª Isabel del Val, Pascual Martínez, Julio Valdeón, dirs. 
Valladolid: Junta de Castilla y León, 2009: I, 91-110. 
























sh toda la realidad social, económica y política, con pretensiones hegemónicas. Tales circunstancias 
posibilitaron que el clero fuese el especialista medieval de la memoria, tanto a través de la conme-
moración litúrgica de los muertos como mediante la construcción de discursos sobre el pasado9. En 
este ambiente, el uso del pasado es constante, como lo prueba la famosa invención de la “Donación 
de Constantino”. Aquí interesa resaltar un aspecto parcial de la memoria eclesiástica: su visión 
uniformizadora del pasado. La memoria oficial de la Iglesia plantea la existencia de una línea de 
continuidad ortodoxa que vincula a Jesús y san Pedro con la cátedra romana de forma inalterada. 
Como consecuencia de ello, no se toma en consideración la enorme diversidad de la que hace gala 
el cristianismo antiguo y altomedieval. 
Sin embargo, esa diversidad se perpetuó en la Alta Edad Media y no se alcanzó un cierto gra-
do de integración de la cristiandad latina hasta el siglo XII. Peter Brown10 ha llamado la atención 
sobre esa enorme diversidad que favorecía la creación de lo que él denomina microcristiandades 
(microchristendoms) regionales, adyacentes, pero distintas y mal comunicadas. La ausencia de con-
tactos interregionales regulares permitió que la atmósfera ecuménica, que había sido fundamental 
en época tardorromana, cediese el paso a una organización mucho más regionalizada. Estas mi-
crocristiandades creían tener, aunque fuese en miniatura, la esencia de toda una cultura cristia-
na, incluyendo sus propias tradiciones. Eran pequeñas constelaciones religiosas, muchas de ellas 
generadas a partir de la actividad de “hombres santos”11 y de los monasterios por ellos fundados, 
los cuales conservaban su memoria, que funcionaban como cristiandades en miniatura, con una 
alta autonomía, basada en el prestigio local de dichos “hombres santos”. Su coherencia provenía 
de la existencia de una serie de referencias sociales, culturales y religiosas compartidas por grupos 
que estaban perfectamente integrados en redes de transmisión de información propias, pero, en 
cambio, mal conectados con otras redes similares. Es el caso, por ejemplo, de las fundaciones de 
monjes irlandeses en el continente o, más allá de las fronteras francas, la acción de los diversos 
reyes anglo-sajones. Estas cristiandades en miniatura se regían normalmente por sus propias reglas 
e incluían una amplia red de patronazgos con una sólida base local o regional12. 
La convivencia entre estas microcristiandades no siempre fue fácil, ya que surgían conflictos por 
la existencia de tradiciones distintas, como sucedió en la Inglaterra anglo-sajona, solventadas en el 
sínodo de Whitby. Estas controversias podían incluir la utilización de las “verdaderas” tradiciones 
romanas, que servían para conceder mayor autenticidad a las microcristiandades así establecidas, 
que consideraban como periféricos a otros grupos, cuyas tradiciones eran así desautorizadas. Así 
sucede con el caso de Wilfrido, pero también con san Bonifacio en el caso de las áreas renanas bajo 
dominio franco13. Tal situación se vio alterada en el caso del periodo carolingio por la política de 
correctio, que perseguía la unificación religiosa en torno a un marco de tradiciones que se conside-
9. Henriet, Patrick. “L’espace et le temps hispaniques vus et construits par les clercs  (IXe-XIIIe siècle)”, A la recherche 
des légitimités chrétiennes. Représentations de l’espace et du temps dans l’Espagne médiévale (IXe-XIIIe siècle), Patrick Henriet, dir. 
Lyon : ENS Éditions-Casa de Velázquez, 2003: 81-127.
10. Brown, Peter. El primer milenio de la cristiandad occidental. Barcelona: Crítica, 1997: 189-190.
11. Sobre esta figura, sigue siendo fundamental Peter Brown: Brown, Peter. “The Rise and Function of the Holy Man in 
Late Antiquity”. Journal of Roman Studies, 61 (1971): 80-101.
12. El concepto de microcristiandad ha sido utilizado con éxito por Mathew Innes: Innes, Mathew. Introduction to Early 
Medieval Western Europe, 300-900. The Sword, the Plough and the Book. Londres: Routledge, 2007: 456-480.
13. Brown, Peter. El primer milenio...: 193.
























shraban correctas14. El éxito relativo de esta empresa en el ámbito franco no impidió que subsistiesen 
importantes zonas de la Europa occidental ajenas a esta situación, como la Inglaterra anglo-sajona, 
donde los conquistadores normandos de 1066 se encontraron con todo un conjunto de tradiciones 
cristianas consideradas por ellos erróneas15.
La Península Ibérica no fue ajena a esta situación. La Iglesia visigoda ya había permanecido 
escasamente vinculada a Roma, dotada de sus propias tradiciones. Este aislamiento se incrementó 
con la conquista musulmana y posiblemente la intervención de Carlomagno en la querella adop-
cionista deba interpretarse como la búsqueda de la desacreditación de esa microcristiandad, cuyo 
cuerpo de tradiciones, no obstante, sobrevivió hasta el siglo XII16. Al mismo tiempo, dicha contro-
versia marca un punto de inflexión a partir del cual los poderes cristianos del norte se sienten des-
vinculados de las autoridades mozárabes, generando sus propios marcos de organización17. Surgen 
así sus propias microcristiandades, que en el caso de la monarquía astur cuentan con la inventio de 
la tumba de Santiago como principal recurso. Pero si descendemos a una escala más local, descu-
brimos que ya en época visigoda existían numerosas tradiciones que pueden identificarse con mi-
crocristiandades, como sucede con la extremada diversidad de reglas monásticas o con la presencia 
de “hombres santos”, como san Millán o san Fructuoso, que engendraron sus propios cuerpos de 
tradiciones con una referencialidad sociocultural específica. Tal heterogeneidad se vio incentivada 
tras la conquista musulmana y la desarticulación del reino visigodo por la inexistencia de marcos 
de encuadramiento eclesiástico realmente eficaces18. La persistencia de algunos enclaves cristianos 
con sus propias tradiciones, por ejemplo en la zona riojana o en el entorno de Sepúlveda19, de-
mostrarían esa realidad, a la que se unía la existencia de una pléyade de pequeños monasterios, 
amparados en la existencia de patronos locales. 
En esas circunstancias, las diferentes microcristiandades generan sus propias memorias con 
la intención de legitimarse como las auténticas depositarias de un cristianismo auténtico. Como 
correlato, el resto de tradiciones aparecía como algo inferior. El estudio de esas memorias a lo lar-
go del tiempo es el objeto de este trabajo y, para ello, se ha seleccionado una región del Noroeste 
hispánico: el Bierzo. Situada en el extremo noroccidental de la actual provincia de León, es una 
comarca que pertenece a la cuenca del Miño, en donde existió una larga tradición monástica y ere-
mítica en los siglos postromanos y altomedievales, cuya huella se ha transmitido por escrito. Tales 
14. de Jong, Mayke. “Charlemagne’s Church”, Charlemagne. Empire and Society, Joanna Story, ed. Manchester: Manches-
ter University Press, 2005: 103-135. 
15. Bartlett, Robert. La formación de Europa. Conquista, colonización y cambio cultural, 950-1350. Valencia: Universidad de 
Valencia, 2003: 357-358.
16. Véase: Deswarte, Thomas. Une Chrétienté romaine sans pape. L’Espagne et Rome (586-1085). París: Classiques Garnier, 
2010.
17. El mejor estudio en ese sentido sigue siendo el de Amancio Isla: Isla, Amancio. “El adopcionismo y las evolucio-
nes religiosas y políticas en el reino astur”. Hispania, 200 (1998): 971-993. Un reciente análisis en Thomas Deswarte: 
Deswarte, Thomas. “Une minorité chrétienne en Occident à la fin du huitième siècle. La Chrétienté hispanique et 
l’adoptionisme”, Minorités et regulations sociales en Méditerranée médievale, Stéphane Boissellier, François Clément, John V. 
Tolan, eds. Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2010: 251-268.
18. Puede verse una perspectiva general en: Fernández, Francisco Javier. La religiosidad medieval en España. Alta Edad 
Media (siglos VII-X). Gijón: Trea, 2008. Este trabajo puede completarse con una exposición más apegada a los aspectos 
institucionales y a la vinculación con el poder político, y centrado en el caso noroccidental ibérico, en: de Ayala, Carlos. 
Sacerdocio y reino en la España altomedieval. Iglesia y poder político en el Occidente peninsular, siglos VII-XII. Madrid: Sílex, 2008.
19. Véanse respectivamente: Larrea, Juan José. “Obispos efímeros, comunidades y homicidio en la Rioja Alta en los 
siglos X y XI”. Brocar, 31 (2007): 171-199 y Martín, Iñaki. “Repoblaciones, territorios. Iglesias y santos: los valles del 
Duratón y del Riaza (siglos X-XII)”. Biblioteca. Estudio e Investigación, 23 (2008): 265-292.
























sh circunstancias la convierten en un escenario extraordinariamente útil para comprender cómo se 
formaron esas memorias y para qué sirvieron dentro de un ámbito cronológico lo suficientemente 
amplio como para dar cuenta de las transformaciones.
2. El “hombre santo” y su heredero: Fructuoso en la obra de Valerio del Bierzo
Al principio de nuestra narración sobre la memoria está Fructuoso, cuya figura va a ser objeto 
del recuerdo a lo largo del periodo de estudio. Sabemos que Fructuoso vivió a mediados del siglo 
VII y que adquirió ya desde entonces un enorme prestigio. Su origen familiar lo sitúa entre la alta 
aristocracia —su padre aparece mencionado como dux—, aunque ya desde joven se centró en la 
religión. Su actividad fue tan variada que en él se mezclaron el eremita, el fundador de monasterios 
y creador de reglas y el obispo que ocupó la cátedra de una de las sedes metropolitanas del reino 
visigodo, la de Bracara (Braga), además de tener una vinculación muy cercana con el poder regio. 
Por tanto, es celebrado y recordado como uno de esos “hombres santos” típicos de la Antigüedad 
tardía, personajes dotados de un carisma especial que les convierte en vehículos de la acción social 
y que son rápidamente conmemorados. Una fórmula habitual para fijar y mantener la memoria 
de los “hombres santos” es la hagiografía, un tipo de texto literario, con sus propias normas, que 
ensalza las virtudes del personaje en el que se centra como modelo a seguir por los creyentes20. 
Como tal texto literario, no pretende una reconstrucción lo más verídica posible del personaje, sino 
presentar a éste con sus virtudes como un modelo de santo, usando para ello algunos recursos o 
topoi como los que relacionan al personaje con la intervención divina a favor del “hombre santo”21.
Fructuoso fue objeto de una de esas hagiografías, la Vita Fructuosi (VF)22. No es mi intención ana-
lizar pormenorizadamente una fuente que, por otra parte, es bien conocida por filólogos e histo-
riadores. Únicamente quisiera resaltar algunos aspectos puntuales. VF se estructura en dos bloques 
compactos. El primero de ellos, que ocuparía los capítulos 1 al 7 y 17 al 20, puede definirse como 
una hagiografía al uso, donde se narran las vicisitudes de Fructuoso en el noroeste peninsular. El 
otro bloque, compuesto por los capítulos 9 al 15 —el 8 y el 16 serían transiciones entre ambos 
bloques—, cuenta una serie de episodios de corte milagroso, situados en el suroeste hispano. Esta 
doble redacción debió fundirse en un solo texto a finales del siglo VII23. La autoría del texto no está 
perfectamente definida, aunque desde los estudios de Manuel C. Díaz y Díaz se ha rechazado la 
hipótesis de Valerio24. Parece que un discípulo de Fructuoso, un tal Teodisclo, que pudo ser obispo 
de Lamego, habría sido el redactor o promotor al menos de una parte del texto, con un propósito 
propagandístico frente al monasterio-obispado de Dumio. 
Este texto subraya dos aspectos de la figura de Fructuoso: su condición de eremita, que busca 
el desierto, siguiendo el modelo de los padres egipcios y sirios, y su actividad como fundador de 
20. Como acertadamente ha señalado: Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda. Dominio social y proyección cultural. 
Logroño: Fundación San Millán de la Cogolla, 2004: 14-16, el texto hagiográfico tiene una alta dosis de proyección 
ideológica. 
21. Un análisis del género hagiográfico visigodo puede verse en: Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos en la 
Hispania visigoda: aproximación a sus manifestaciones literarias. Mérida: Museo Nacional de Arte Romano, 2005.
22. La Vida de San Fructuoso de Braga. Estudio y edición crítica, ed. Manuel Cecilio Díaz. Braga: Empresa do Diário do Minho, 
1974.
23. Codoñer, Carmen. Sobre la ‘Vita Fructuosi’, Athlon. Madrid: Gredos, 1987: II, 183-190.
24. Díaz, Manuel C. “A propósito de la Vita Fructuosi (Biblioteca Hagiographica Latina, 3194)”. Cuadernos de Estudios Galle-
gos, 8 (1953): 155-178. Véase también el estudio introductorio de su edición de Vita Fructuosi citada en la nota anterior.
























shmonasterios, a los que concede —por lo que sabemos de otras fuentes— una regla para su organi-
zación, alejándose de otros modelos más laxos y también más comunes. Esta última faceta es muy 
importante, ya que Fructuoso parece haber sido el responsable de una suerte de correctio ante las 
manifestaciones de otras tradiciones cristianas. La regula communis, posiblemente inspirada por él, 
pretendía precisamente encauzar esas fórmulas consideradas incorrectas y practicadas en monas-
terios familiares. Dicha regla trataba de encuadrar más firmemente a esos cenobios que estarían 
posiblemente en un escalón inferior a aquellos que se regían por la regla propiamente fructuo-
siana25. Ahora bien, en VF la actividad episcopal de Fructuoso apenas merece atención y sólo de 
manera puntual, a partir de algunos episodios, se desprende la cercanía de Fructuoso con el poder 
político26. En este esfuerzo por crear una memoria de Fructuoso, muy poco tiempo después de su 
muerte, la atención se centra en la experiencia eremítica del santo como fuente de inspiración para 
la creación de monasterios que funcionarían como un microcosmos cristiano27.
Dentro de esa actividad monástica, el Bierzo es un escenario privilegiado. Residente en la región 
o al menos conocedor de la misma por las labores de su padre28, Fructuoso fundó el primero de sus 
monasterios, el de Compludo29, usando para ello su patrimonio30. Ansioso de llevar una vida ere-
mítica, se alejó de Compludo y fundó el monasterio rufianense, que se identifica con San Pedro de 
Montes, pero la muchedumbre le buscó y le obligó a volver a Compludo31, en lo que debemos ver 
un topos hagiográfico: el santo moviliza a las masas y éstas le fuerzan a alejarse de sus pretensiones 
eremíticas y continuar una actividad más cercana a las comunidades32. Por tanto, la actividad de 
Fructuoso recogida en su hagiografía se refiere fundamentalmente a su condición de fundador de 
monasterios, con un espíritu eremítico que no puede ser plenamente cumplido.
La construcción de esta memoria “oficial” no conllevó la desaparición de otras memorias sobre 
Fructuoso. Prueba de ello son las obras de Valerio del Bierzo, que vivió en la segunda mitad del 
siglo VII en la región. Fue autor de una colección hagiográfica y de otros textos, entre los cuales 
destacan sus obras autobiográficas33. En ellas, Valerio se nos presenta como representante de una 
vía monástica rigorista, lo que le lleva a continuos enfrentamientos. Aunque sus escritos autobio-
gráficos (Ordo Querimoniae, Replicatio y Residuum) narran los hechos de su vida de una manera a 
veces desordenada, es posible presentar un esquema de su vivencia34. Movido por sus deseos de 
perfección religiosa, Valerio se dirigió al monasterio de Compludo, fundado por Fructuoso. Sin em-
bargo, dejó el monasterio para vivir como eremita en un lugar desierto, en las montañas situadas 
25. Díaz, Pablo C. “Monasteries in a Peripheral Area: Seventh-Century Gallaecia”, Topographies of Power in the Early Middle 
Ages, Mayke de Jong, Frank Theuws, Carine van Rhijn, eds. Leiden: Brill, 2001: 329-359.
26. López, Jorge. “Actividad monástica y acción política en Fructuoso de Braga”. Hispania Sacra, 109 (2002): 7-22; Cas-
tellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 264-297.
27. Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos...: 225-226.
28. Díaz, Manuel C. La Vida de San Fructuoso...: 2.
29. La localización de este monasterio sigue siendo dudosa, aunque parece que podría encontrarse en las cercanías de 
Palacio de Compludo; López, Jorge; Martínez, Artemio M. “Un monasterium fructuosiano por descubrir: el de Compludo, 
en el Bierzo (prov. de León)”. Argutorio, 18 (2007): 43-47.
30. Díaz, Manuel C. La Vida de San Fructuoso...: 3.
31. Díaz, Manuel C. La Vida de San Fructuoso...: 6.
32. Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos...: 219.
33. La edición más exhaustiva de sus trabajos es la de: Díaz, Manuel C. Valerio del Bierzo. Su persona. Su obra. León: Centro 
de Estudios San Isidoro, 2006, de donde tomo las referencias.
34. Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 39-40.
























sh entre Castrum Petrensis y Astorga. Poco a poco atrajo la atención de los habitantes e incluso dispuso 
de discípulos. Pero un presbítero llamado Flaíno comenzó a injuriarle y a maquinar contra él. Va-
lerio se dirigió entonces a un predium o propiedad privada, llamada Ebronanto, cuyo propietario, 
de nombre Ricimero, tenía una iglesia propia. Ricimero, animado por Flaíno, comenzó la construc-
ción de una nueva iglesia y expulsó a Valerio del habitáculo donde vivía. Sin embargo, Ricimero 
murió al caérsele el techo de la iglesia en construcción y Valerio fue nombrado presbítero de la 
nueva iglesia. No obstante, las vicisitudes de Valerio continúan, ya que Flaíno logró que nombra-
ran a un tal Justo como presbítero de esa misma iglesia, quien acosó constantemente a Valerio. La 
caída en desgracia de la familia de Ricimero y la confiscación de sus bienes provocaron que Valerio 
se refugiase en el monasterio de Rufiana, fundación de Fructuoso, donde la convivencia con los 
monjes se tornó conflictiva, aunque finalmente parece obtener un reconocimiento por parte de 
autoridades y habitantes. 
Valerio nos ofrece así una visión de su trayectoria vital, en la que, tras numerosas penalida-
des, es reconocido como un auténtico “hombre santo”. Este carácter autobiográfico resulta un 
auténtico unicum en la literatura hagiográfica altomedieval. Sin embargo, un análisis comparativo 
demuestra cómo varios de los acontecimientos narrados son en realidad lugares comunes, que 
pueden rastrearse en otras fuentes. En realidad, estas narraciones se concibieron como exempla di-
dácticos, que, aún basándose en las experiencias valerianas, no necesariamente habían sucedido35.
Puede sospecharse que Valerio cargó las tintas sobre las dificultades y los enfrentamientos36 
y que algunos de ellos quizá sólo sean historias ejemplarizantes y no auténticas experiencias del 
autor. Pero ya sabemos que la ficción se basa en la realidad, por lo que cabe suponer que al menos 
los conflictos que aparecen en las obras autobiográficas eran posibles para los lectores de Valerio. 
El primero de ellos se refiere al presbítero Flaíno. Según se desprende de los escritos de Valerio, 
se trataba del presbítero de una pequeña basílica (eiusdem baselicule presbiter), que se enfrenta a 
Valerio en el momento en que éste ha conseguido la atracción de los habitantes de la zona como 
eremita37. Parece razonable sospechar que fuese el presbítero que regentaba la ermita de los Santos 
en Ebronanto, por lo que se trataba de un individuo muy ligado a los intereses de las elites locales. 
Resulta bastante factible pensar que el origen de la pugna deba situarse en la lucha por las rentas 
y el prestigio, que podrían haberse desplazado hacia Valerio en perjuicio de Flaíno38. Un detalle 
importante es la acusación de Valerio de que su contrincante había robado sus libros, concretamen-
te los que había copiado referidos a De lege domini y De sanctorum triumphis39. Estas obras estaban 
orientadas hacia la corrección de la disciplina del propio Valerio y nos hablan de uno de los rasgos 
de la actividad valeriana: pretende sustentarla en la autoridad de una norma escrita, es decir crear 
una “comunidad textual” que fije un canon frente a la pluralidad existente40. No es extraño que 
sea objeto de ataques de Flaíno, puesto que suponía un fundamento de la acción de Valerio. Es 
35. Martín, José Carlos. “La biografía dentro de la autobiografía: el caso de Valerio del Bierzo (siglo VII)”, Las biografías 
griega y latina como género literario. de la Antigüedad al Renacimiento. Algunas calas, Vitalino Valcárcel, ed. Vitoria: Universi-
dad del País Vasco, 2009: 319-342.
36. Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio del Bierzo y la autoridad eclesiástica”. Helmantica, 145-146 (1997): 25.
37. Valerius. “Ordo querimonie prefati discriminis”, Valerio del Bierzo...: 5.
38. Corullón, Isabel. “El eremitismo en las épocas visigoda y altomedieval a través de las fuentes leonesas (I)”. Tierras de 
León, 63 (1986): 55-56; Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina, “Valerio del Bierzo...”: 32.
39. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 6.
40. Este concepto ha sido utilizado por: Moore, Robert I. “La alfabetización y el surgimiento de la herejía, ca. 1000-ca. 
1150”, La Edad Media a debate, Lester K. Little, Barbara H. Rosenwein, eds. Madrid: Akal, 2003: 552-570, para definir 
























shposible que en ello debamos ver la existencia de dos modelos de microcristiandad opuestos, uno de 
los cuales utilizaba la formación de una tradición canónica y escrita como medio para asegurarse su 
superioridad. Una pugna que se encuadra, de todos modos, en el marco de las iglesias privadas, que 
debían ser las más comunes en la época. Por esa razón, había que competir por obtener el favor del 
propietario, lo que explicaría los conflictos por el control de la iglesia de Ebronanto41.
Esta oposición entre dos modelos de microcristiandad, ambos sujetos al patronazgo laico, se 
hace más evidente en la narración sobre el presbítero Justo42. Flaíno instigó a los herederos de 
Ricimero para que nombrasen presbítero de la nueva iglesia a Justo, quien sería co-responsable 
de la misma junto con Valerio43. Las tensiones entre ambos fueron habituales y exageradas por un 
siempre quejoso Valerio, que incluyó en su relato el supuesto intento de asesinato por parte de 
Justo44. Resulta interesante comprobar cómo Justo aparece en los escritos valerianos con los rasgos 
de un personaje que encarna un modelo de cristiandad diferente al que propugna Valerio. Frente 
al ascetismo, que impone una cierta distancia, y el recurso a la creación de una “comunidad tex-
tual”, Justo apelaba a las canciones, a las fiestas y bailes45, acercándose así a la cultura de las gentes 
que habitan la zona, una cultura que era rechazada por la Iglesia oficial, para la que se trataba de 
un conjunto de prácticas que no se ajustaban a los cánones46. Sin embargo, este modelo, cercano 
al folklore, tuvo un enorme éxito en amplias zonas de la pars occidentis, por lo que se generó un 
híbrido entre el cristianismo oficial y las prácticas tradicionales, comunes entre los campesinos47. 
Considero que esa es la imagen que se desprende del relato sobre los avatares de Valerio y Justo en 
Ebronanto: la pugna por el prestigio social y el patronazgo de la familia propietaria entre dos tipos 
de microcristiandad diferentes. Es posible que los hechos, tal y como nos han llegado de la pluma 
de Valerio, no correspondan literalmente a la realidad, pero sin duda representaban una situación 
factible, que podía ser presentada por el autor como una lucha entre dos modelos opuestos.
Con la caída en desgracia de los propietarios de la iglesia de Ebronanto y acosado por sus ene-
migos, Valerio se hizo monje en el monasterio de Rufiana, es decir San Pedro de Montes. De nuevo 
surgieron las tensiones entre Valerio y el resto de los monjes, en especial con un tal Firmino, que 
posiblemente fuera el prepósito del monasterio48. En este caso, las tensiones debían haber sido 
provocadas por la escasa intención de Valerio de sujetarse a las normas que regían el monasterio49. 
La presencia de un individuo que se consideraba dotado de un carisma especial y que, como ve-
remos, trataba de vincularse directamente con la memoria de Fructuoso, el fundador del cenobio, 
a las herejías plenomedievales. Sería un grupo cuya identidad está constituida por la adhesión de sus miembros a un 
conjunto determinado por los textos.
41. Valerius, “Ordo querimoniae...”: doc. nº 10-12; Díaz, Pablo C. “Iglesia propia y gran propiedad en la autobiografía de 
Valerio del Bierzo”. I Congreso Internacional Astorga romana. Astorga: Ayuntamiento de Astorga, 1986: 297-303.
42. Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 158-159.
43. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 13.
44. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 15.
45. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 13 y 16.
46. Giordano, Oronzo. Religiosidad popular en la Alta Edad Media. Madrid: Gredos, 1983. Se aprecia esta oposición en la 
conexión que hace el propio Valerio de estas prácticas con la lujuria y la embriaguez.
47. Russell, James C. The Germanization of Early Medieval Christianity. A Sociohistorical Approach to Religious Transformation. 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994.
48. Valerius. “Quod de superioribus querimoniis residuum sequitur”, Valerio del Bierzo...: 2-3. Valerio califica a este indi-
viduo como brutobardus atque ineptie socordis babigerus.
49. Corullón, Isabel. “El eremitismo en las épocas visigoda...”: 57. 
























sh trajo consigo numerosas fricciones50. En tales tensiones puede detectarse la difícil inserción de un 
modelo, como el valeriano, carismático y ascético, en una vida comunitaria regida por las normas 
y sujeta a los cánones51. 
La triste relación de todos sus infortunios —según él, claro está— alude también a un conflicto 
que tuvo con el obispo de Astorga Isidoro, quien, ante los problemas surgidos entre Valerio y los 
monjes de Rufiana, propone al primero llevarle al teatro a Toledo para que todos conozcan su eru-
dición52. Valerio no estaba de acuerdo con la propuesta y, en un giro típico del género hagiográfico, 
el prelado muere repentinamente debido a la intervención divina. El episodio parece revelar que 
el obispo pretendía utilizar a Valerio para ejercer un control más firme sobre los monasterios, ya 
que éstos disponían de una amplia capacidad de actuación al margen de los prelados53. Es posible 
que con este hecho Valerio quiera también contraponer su modelo con el modelo de unos obispos 
ansiosos de controlar toda iniciativa.
Este peregrinaje por los infortunios de Valerio permite dibujar algunas conclusiones. El Bierzo 
era una región que disponía de un paisaje cristiano plenamente consolidado, con iglesias, oratorios 
y monasterios, lo que en absoluto debe interpretarse como que el cristianismo fuese el factor arti-
culador del paisaje54. En este contexto, hay diferentes tradiciones que pugnan por hacerse con el 
prestigio social y, de esa forma, convertirse en hegemónicas. Una de ellas tiene como máximo va-
ledor a Valerio, quien defiende un modelo basado en el ascetismo, pero anclado en la tradición de 
los padres del desierto, con un fuerte carácter carismático, y en la construcción de una “comunidad 
textual” que sirva como fijación de esa microcristiandad. Sin embargo, estas tradiciones están en 
conflicto entre sí y utilizan diversos medios para obtener ese prestigio.
Uno de los aspectos más relevantes en esa lucha por el prestigio y la hegemonía es la utilización 
de la memoria del “hombre santo”, en este caso Fructuoso. Desde un principio, Valerio buscó la 
vinculación con un personaje dotado de una santidad, reconocida por todos, incluso por la Iglesia 
oficial, lo que le permitiría demostrar la ortodoxia de su postura. Varios son los mecanismos gra-
cias a los cuales Valerio se relacionó con Fructuoso. Uno de ellos es el hecho de que residió en los 
dos monasterios fundados por Fructuoso en la comarca: comenzó su andadura en Compludo y la 
terminó en Rufiana. Este cursus honorum subrayaría que Valerio estaba destinado a ser el sucesor 
de Fructuoso, pues, tras haber hecho vida eremítica, habría estado capacitado para plasmar mejor 
la herencia fructuosiana en un ambiente cenobítico. Tal destino tendría un inicio fracasado en 
Compludo, de donde se retiró a vivir de forma eremítica, ya que Valerio debía pasar por todas las 
vicisitudes que después narra55. Sin embargo, José Carlos Martín, en un agudo trabajo56, expone 
50. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 20-26.
51. Debe tenerse en cuenta, que el eremita era percibido por muchos eclesiásticos como alguien sospechoso de algún 
vicio oculto, o deseoso de ostentación y vanagloria. Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio del Bierzo...”: 28.
52. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 21. El personaje es presentado por Valerio como pestilentissimus uir.
53. Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 150-152; Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio del Bierzo...”: 
25-27. Sobre estos aspectos, Díaz, Pablo C. Formas económicas y sociales en el monacato visigodo. Salamanca: Universidad de 
Salamanca, 1987: 17-23.
54. Aunque las referencias a la configuración del territorio berciano son escasas en la obra de Valerio y se relacionan 
casi siempre con una topografía religiosa, es indudable que el eje que dota de significado a la comarca es Bergidum, que 
es un asentamiento civil, posiblemente Castro Ventosa.
55. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 1.
56. Martín, José Carlos. “¿Valerio en Compludo? Examen crítico de los opúsculos autobiográficos (CPL 1282-1284) y las 
Visiones del más allá (CPL 1277-1279) de Valerio del Bierzo”. Veleia, 23 (2006): 327-338.
























shserias dudas de esa estancia inicial en Compludo, dado el escaso relieve que se le da a este episodio. 
Teniendo en cuenta el carácter de obra literaria ejemplarizante y tras un análisis concienzudo de 
la cita correspondiente, considera que es posible que esté hablando en términos espirituales (no 
pudo retirarse a la vida cenobítica por preferir la eremítica) y no físicos. En cualquier caso, nues-
tro autor pretendía claramente vincularse con los monasterios fructuosianos de la región —que 
no debían ser necesariamente los únicos, pero sí los más prestigiosos— y especialmente con el de 
Rufiana, donde su lucha contra los monjes se muestra como una pugna por acercarse al espíritu 
de Fructuoso.
Esta relación entre Valerio y Fructuoso en Rufiana se expresa mediante la especial vinculación 
con determinados lugares que la tradición asociaba al fundador57. Valerio habitó en la celda en 
la que había estado Fructuoso58. Añade que anteriormente había estado ocupada por otros dos 
presbíteros, por lo que su acción no era novedosa. De hecho, esos precedentes sirvieron a su ene-
migo Firmino para desacreditarle, pues señalaba que eran más accesibles a las gentes de la zona a 
quienes atendían por la ventana. Pero Valerio desautoriza a sus antecesores, uno de los cuales se 
volvió al mundo y el otro murió sin haber hecho nada; por tanto, es él quien realmente hereda el 
espíritu de Fructuoso y lo renueva59. En otra ocasión, Valerio y su discípulo Saturnino, también 
monje en Rufiana, erigieron un oratorio en la parte baja de San Pedro de Montes, en una roca, 
donde san Fructuoso solía hacer oración y estaba hincada una cruz de madera a modo de monu-
mento. A pesar de sus reticencias iniciales, vencidas por una visión en un sueño, se construyó un 
oratorio, consagrado por el obispo de Astorga, que será regido por Saturnino60. En este episodio, se 
manifiesta claramente la intención de asociarse con Fructuoso: crear un oratorio en el lugar donde 
se decía que se retiraba el santo. Se trata de ir más allá del monasterio, dominando un locus sanctus, 
más relacionado con la vida eremítica que con la cenobítica. 
Nos encontramos así con una memoria que podríamos calificar como topográfica, asociada a 
determinados lugares que por tradición se suponen unidos al santo. La apropiación de esta memo-
ria topográfica viene acompañada de la configuración de una personalidad específica del “hombre 
santo”. Ya he señalado que Fructuoso fue un personaje muy polivalente, por lo que Valerio se-
leccionó aquellos rasgos que más acercaban a su héroe con su modelo de microcristiandad. Al fin 
y al cabo, el propio Fructuoso había creado también una microcristiandad, cuyo prestigio podía 
ser obtenido por quien se manifestase más próximo a la figura del santo. Por consiguiente, había 
que dibujar una personalidad adecuada del santo para que sirviese a esos intereses. Así, Fructuoso 
aparece en la obra de Valerio como un fiel cumplidor de las pautas eremíticas de los padres del 
desierto. De ahí que, a pesar de su vida cenobítica, tuviese una celda específica y un lugar retirado 
donde meditaba61. Esta imagen es la que se desprende en De celeste reuelatione, donde se refiere a 
una revelación que tuvo un tal Baldario, quien de joven construyó un camino de piedra a Fruc-
tuoso para que pudiera acceder a determinados lugares inaccesibles, ya que el santo buscaba la 
soledad y el retiro para llevar a cabo sus ejercicios espirituales, a imagen y semejanza, según se 
57. Castellanos, Santiago. La hagiografía visigoda...: 158-159.
58. Valerius. “Ordo querimoniae...”: 19.
59. Valerius. “Quod de superioribus...”: 3.
60. Valerius. “Replicatio sermonum a prima conversione”, Valerio del Bierzo...: 15-16. La acción de obispo Aurelio sería 
aquí el contrapunto de la de Isidoro, al apoyar la iniciativa de Valerio y su discípulo.
61. Se trata de un topos que también aparece en la vida de Fructuoso, donde aparece el santo habitando una celda (er-
gastulum) en San Pedro de Montes, donde pretendía alejarse del mundo; Díaz, Manuel C. La Vida de San Fructuoso...: 6.
























sh dice explícitamente, de los padres de la Tebaida62. Por el contrario, la imagen de Fructuoso como 
fundador de monasterios y muñidor de reglas aparece muy desdibujada, y en ningún caso se cita 
el cargo episcopal que llegó a desempeñar. 
El retrato de Fructuoso se asemeja a los valores que pretende transmitir Valerio: una microcris-
tiandad basada en el carisma, en el ascetismo y el eremitismo, con una vida cenobítica que no es 
la aspiración máxima, pero sí una imposición necesaria, con un escaso interés por las autoridades 
episcopales. Un modelo de “hombre santo” cercano a los patrones culturales inspirados por los 
padres del desierto, y todo ello fijado mediante la formación de una “comunidad textual”63. Valerio 
es un nuevo Fructuoso, frente a otros que, o bien no han seguido el camino marcado por el santo 
—el único realmente ortodoxo— o bien han desvirtuado su mensaje64. Sin duda la imagen ofrecida 
por Valerio y su apropiación han perdurado y de hecho debían ser elementos bien conocidos en la 
época asturleonesa, periodo del que proceden los más antiguos manuscritos de la obra de Valerio 
conservados65. En ese sentido, el éxito coronó su empresa. Otra cosa bien distinta es que en reali-
dad Valerio consiguiese imponer sus criterios y hacer de su modelo el hegemónico. Es posible que 
la fijación por escrito de su modelo de microcristiandad haya oscurecido otras posibles tradiciones 
y memorias que no se han conservado o que jamás se pusieron por escrito.
3. La restauración monástica de Genadio y la conexión con el pasado visigodo
La conquista musulmana de Hispania generó una dinámica de cambios en todo el territorio. 
Algunas de esas modificaciones simplemente profundizaron ciertos procesos que ya pueden adver-
tirse con anterioridad en las zonas que quedaron fuera del control andalusí. En el norte peninsular, 
la fragmentación política que había permitido el desarrollo de los poderes regionales y locales, 
favorecida por la implantación de formas estatales que actuaban de manera mucho menos directa 
sobre la escala local, se vio impulsada por la ausencia de un paraguas estatal a partir del segundo 
tercio del siglo VIII. La ausencia de un aparato estatal sólido y la propaganda empleada por los astu-
rianos para legitimar su creciente expansión han sido factores claves en la creación de una imagen 
de espacio despoblado, que, sin embargo, los análisis de los últimos decenios se han encargado de 
derrumbar. Tales trabajos indican que la construcción de la nueva estructura política asturiana fue 
el resultado de un largo proceso de formación y consolidación, que pasó por la integración de las 
elites regionales a través de diversos expedientes66. 
62. Valerius. “De Celeste revelation”, Valerio del Bierzo...: 1.
63. La adecuación entre la imagen de Fructuoso y la que quiere proyectar Valerio de sí mismo resulta evidente, como 
han destacado Pablo C. Díaz y Lina Fernández: Díaz, Pablo C.; Fernández, Lina. “Valerio del Bierzo...”: 20-21. de todos 
modos, tal y como ha advertido Renan Frighetto: Frighetto, Renan, “O modelo de vir sanctus segundo o pensamiento 
de Valério do Bierzo”. Helmantica, 145-146 (1997): 59-79, el modelo de “hombre santo” de Valerio, que busca y obtiene 
discípulos y que trata de estar presente en el mundo, se asemeja más a san Martín de Tours o Martín de Braga que a 
los padres del desierto.
64. Sin embargo, y frente a Fructuoso, Valerio propone un modelo de santidad basado en la entrega, en el sacrificio 
y las prácticas rigurosas, y no en el uso de prodigios; Martín, José Carlos. “La biografía dentro de la autobiografía...”; 
Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos...: 232.
65. Díaz, Manuel C. “Sobre la compilación hagiográfica de Valerio del Bierzo”. Hispania Sacra, 7 (1951): 3-25.
66. Castellanos, Santiago; Martín, Iñaki. “The Local Articulation of Central Power in the North of the Iberian Peninsula 
(500-1000)”. Early Medieval Europe, 13/1 (2005): 1-42.
























shLos trabajos sobre el Bierzo detectan claros indicios de una continuidad demográfica67, pero 
también en el ámbito de las estructuras de poder, ya que el territorium bergidense, citado en el siglo 
VII, continúa existiendo como entidad en los siglos IX y X68. Es posible que la integración de este 
espacio comarcal dentro de las estructuras del reino astur se produjese a finales del siglo VIII o 
comienzos del siglo IX, dentro de la misma dinámica que había permitido la integración del área 
miñota y suroriental del Galicia, cuyas relaciones con el Bierzo son notorias69. Poco sabemos de los 
mecanismos de esa integración o de la configuración del territorio y la sociedad en estos siglos, ya 
que dependemos en exceso del registro escrito, ausente en este periodo. Sin embargo, desde finales 
del siglo IX la documentación sobre el Bierzo, a pesar de la terrible pérdida de los fondos astorga-
nos —de los que sólo quedan en muchos casos reseñas hechas en el siglo XVIII—, se incrementa. 
Hay un dato relevante en esa documentación y que nos revela una cierta continuidad con el 
pasado visigodo, una continuidad por supuesto siempre dinámica y en movimiento: la presencia 
de numerosos monasterios. Un análisis de la documentación entre los años 850 y 1050 arroja 
más de una veintena de estos monasterios distribuidos por todo el territorio. Estos cenobios apa-
recen como importantes ejes de la vida social y religiosa local, sin que en ellos pueda observarse 
inicialmente ni una jerarquización interna ni una dependencia de instituciones eclesiásticas, pues 
funcionan autónomamente70. Algunos de estos monasterios habían sido fundados por personajes 
investidos de cargos eclesiásticos, si bien no podemos asegurar que tales funciones dependieran 
de una estructura canónica y jerarquizada71. Se añade el hecho de que determinadas familias aris-
tocráticas locales ejercían un patronazgo sobre ellos72. Tales datos nos recuerdan un patrón muy 
semejante al que se puede vislumbrar en las obras autobiográficas de Valerio. Puede afirmarse que 
la red monástica berciana había surgido y se gestionaba desde agentes sociales locales, poco o nada 
conectados con redes supraregionales, lo que posiblemente sea un reflejo de la propia inserción de 
la región en el conjunto del reino asturleonés.
En este contexto debe entenderse la labor de restauración monástica de Genadio. Sabemos por 
sus propias palabras que Genadio fue monje en el monasterio de Ageo, en Ayóo de Vidriales, en el 
67. Rodríguez, Mª Carmen; Durany, Mercedes. “Ocupación y organización del espacio en el Bierzo bajo entre los siglos 
V al X”. Studia Historica. Historia Medieval, 16 (1998): 45-87.
68. Este territorio aparece ya citado en Vita Fructuosi y en las obras de Valerio. El territorio Bergido aparece ya en el primer 
documento posterior a la época visigoda que se conserva referido a la zona, datado en el año 857. El Tumbo de San Julián 
de Samos (siglos VIII-XII), Manuel Lucas Álvarez, ed. Santiago de Compostela: Caixa Galicia, 1986: doc. nº 1. No parece, 
sin embargo, que haya pruebas para afirmar que Castro Ventosa estuviese ocupado en este periodo.
69. Dadas las intensas relaciones entre ambas regiones, parece interesante comparar la situación berciana con la de 
Galicia. Véase: Baliñas, Carlos. Do mito á realidade. A definición social e territorial da Galicia na Alta Idade Media (séculos VIII e 
IX). Santiago de Compostela: Fundación Universitaria de Cultura, 1992.
70. Martín, Iñaki. “Monasterios y redes sociales en el Bierzo altomedieval”. Hispania, 237 (2011): 9-38.
71. Es el caso de Santa Leocadia de Castañeda, monasterio fundado por los abades Valentín y Moisés. Una vez fallecidos, 
se produjo una escisión entre los monjes, y parte de ellos llevaron el pacto o testamento del monasterio ante el obispo 
Indisclo, quien se hizo con el control del cenobio para el obispado. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga. Vol. I. 646-
1126, ed. Gregoria Cavero, Encarnación Martín. León: Centro de Estudios San Isidoro, 1999: doc. nº 13. de este texto, 
se infiere que los fundadores del monasterio ostentaban un cargo eclesiástico, pero el monasterio no estaba inicialmente 
bajo control episcopal sino que se sometía a un pacto monástico. Su fundación debe situarse como muy tarde en el 
periodo del episcopado de Indisclo (853-879).
72. Así sucede con Santa Lucía de Montes, por cuyo patronazgo pugnaban los nietos del conde Placente con Osorio 
Gutiérrez. Los primeros aparecen como descendientes del fundador del monasterio. Colección documental de la catedral 
de...: doc. nº 71 (952.10.01).
























sh nordeste de la actual provincia de Zamora73. Se trata de una zona de gran densidad monástica en el 
siglo X, donde se desarrolló un importante ambiente cultural, con algunos relevantes scriptoria74. Es 
probable que en los orígenes de esta eclosión cenobítica se encontrase la acción de ciertas figuras, 
como el abad Arandiselo o Aransdisclo, citado por Genadio como abad de Ageo y del que se ha 
descubierto recientemente una lápida en el entorno de Tábara, uno de los más importantes mo-
nasterios de la zona, creado por iniciativa regia75. Ageo parece haber sido, por tanto, un importante 
núcleo monástico, vinculado a un poder astur que se hallaba en plena fase de integración política 
de la cuenca del Duero. Conviene subrayar ese aspecto, pues Genadio surgió de ese ambiente 
cultural, conocedor de las tradiciones de origen visigodo y bien conectado con el poder regio. Si es 
o no de origen berciano, resulta imposible de certificar76; lo importante es que su iniciativa nació 
fuera de las redes bercianas.
Genadio sigue contándonos que abandonó Ageo, con el acuerdo del abad Arandiselo, para 
dirigirse con 12 hermanos a San Pedro de Montes, monasterio fundado por Fructuoso y en el que 
vivió Valerio, cuyas vidas y milagros están recogidos por escrito, y que encontraron yermo77. Aquí 
juega con varios topoi: el número de compañeros se inspira en los doce apóstoles, por lo que cabe 
dudar de la afirmación; por otra parte, la visión del lugar como yermo corresponde a una de las 
imágenes más habituales de la literatura monástica, en la que el desierto —recordando a los padres 
egipcios y sirios— es un requisito fundamental en la fundación de los cenobios. En cualquier caso, 
parece que San Pedro de Montes se restauró en 895 y su iglesia se consagró en 91978. A partir de 
ese momento, Genadio siguió una carrera eclesiástica que incluyó la fundación o restauración de 
otros monasterios en la región berciana y el nombramiento como obispo de Astorga, por decisión 
de Alfonso III, en torno al año 90979. Este cursus honorum es relativamente habitual; Froilán, primer 
obispo de León, cuya trayectoria es recogida en la Vita Froilanis escrita, posiblemente hacia el año 
920, también comenzó fundando monasterios para luego ser nombrado obispo por el rey80. Ahora 
bien, Froilán tuvo unos comienzos eremíticos, de los que carece Genadio, si bien éste, al final de 
73. Quintana, Augusto. El obispado de Astorga en los siglos IX y X. Astorga: s.n., 1968: 208: Cunque adhuc sub patre apostolico 
et abbate meo Arandiselo, in Ageo monasterio degerem. Utilizo la edición de Augusto Quintana y no la más reciente de Gre-
goria Cavero y Encarnación Martín, debido a que en esta última el documento en cuestión aparece mutilado, ya que se 
han saltado las líneas que aquí interesan, lo que constituye una lamentable errata.
74. Quintana, Augusto. “El monasterio de Ageo”. Brigecio, 1 (1989): 61-108; Regueras, Fernando; García, Hermenegil-
do. Scriptorium. Tábara visigoda y mozárabe. Tábara: Ayuntamiento de Tábara, 2001.
75. Regueras, Fernando; García, Hermenegildo. “Cenobios tabarenses: sobre un nuevo epígrafe localizado en Tábara”. 
Brigecio, 7 (1997): 65-90.
76. Testón, Juan Antonio. El monacato en la diócesis de Astorga en los periodos antiguo y medieval. La Tebaida berciana. León: 
Universidad de León, 2008: 305-307.
77. Quintana, Augusto. El obispado de Astorga...: 208: vita heremitarum delectantibus cum duodecim fratribus et benedictione 
supradicti senis, ad Sanctum Petrum, ad heremum perrexi, qui locus possesus a beato Fructuoso et institutus, postquam sanctus Vale-
rius eum obtibuit: quantae autem vitae santitatis fuerint et quanta virtutum gratia et miraculorum emolumenta enituerint, historiae 
et vitarum eorum scripta declarant.
78. Así se señala en un epígrafe que se conserva en San Pedro de Montes, editado por: Gómez, Manuel. Iglesias mozá-
rabes. Arte español de los siglos IX a XI. Madrid: Centro de Estudios Históricos, 1919: 215, donde el texto aparece con sus 
abreviaturas desarrolladas.
79. Quintana, Augusto. El obispado de Astorga...: 110-113; Testón, Juan Antonio. El monacato en la diócesis de Astorga...: 307.
80. Martín, José Carlos, “La ‘Vita Froilanis episcopi Legionensis’ (BHL, 3180) (s. X). Introducción, edición crítica y par-
ticularidades lingüísticas”, Parva pro magnis munera. Études de littérature tardo-antique et médiévale offerts à François Dolbeau 
per ses élèves, Monique Goullet, ed. Turnhout: Brepols, 2009: 561-584.
























shsu vida, parece haberse desprendido de sus cargos para hacer vida eremítica, aunque eso sí, en el 
seno de las estructuras cenobíticas por él fundadas.
No pretendo abordar ahora un estudio detallado de la figura de Genadio81 o de los “hombres 
santos” de este periodo que, por otra parte, sería de enorme interés. Me centraré sobre todo en sus 
acciones. Genadio se nos aparece como un restaurador monástico. Desde un principio, buscó la 
recuperación de la tradición cenobítica de época visigoda, inspirándose en Fructuoso y en Valerio, 
lo que nos indica la circulación de las obras relacionadas con ambos en este periodo. El ejemplo 
más elocuente es la elección de San Pedro de Montes, mencionado como despoblado. No importa 
si lo estaba o no, aunque la concesión del coto monástico por el obispo Ranulfo en 896 describe un 
paisaje de montaña con evidentes elementos antrópicos82. A partir de esa fundación, Genadio cons-
truyó toda una red de monasterios. Dejando de lado algunas afirmaciones muy optimistas sobre 
el número de las fundaciones de Genadio83, sabemos con certeza que fundó los de San Andrés de 
Montes y Santiago de Peñalba, así como el oratorio de Santo Tomás84. En este caso, la restauración 
no implicaba que estos monasterios hubieran existido con anterioridad sino que se implantaba un 
modelo cenobítico más cercano a los valores expresados por Fructuoso y Valerio. Esta red tenía 
como uno de sus sustentos una biblioteca ambulante, creada por el propio Genadio, que será co-
mún a las cuatro fundaciones, donde destacan los libros bíblicos y de doctores de la Iglesia85. Se 
formó así una “comunidad textual” en la que los escritos servían para fijar un modelo ajustado a 
un canon en principio ortodoxo. Se creaba de esta forma una cohesión interna que simplemente 
negaba la existencia de otras tradiciones que convivían en el mismo espacio. 
Esta comunidad de comunidades se encontraba sujeta al control episcopal, lo que permite ha-
blar concebir la red de Genadio como una microcristiandad vinculada a las corrientes eclesiásticas 
asociadas al poder asturleonés, frente a las iniciativas locales. De hecho, la acción del obispo de 
Astorga Ranulfo parece haber sido fundamental en la fase de fundación, ya que aparece donando 
a San Pedro de Montes la iglesia de Santa María de Castrelo, así como bienes en Redelga, cerca de 
Astorga, en 89286. Incluso la dotación del coto monástico la realiza el propio obispo y con la condi-
ción de que se siga la regla monástica87. Esta relación con el obispado de Astorga se hizo más firme 
81. Quintana, Augusto. El obispado de Astorga...: 81-185 hace una reconstrucción excesivamente hagiográfica de la vida 
de este personaje.
82. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes, ed. Augusto Quintana. León: Centro de Estudios San Isidoro, 1971: doc. nº 4. En 
dicho documento, se menciona la existencia de una strata que atraviesa estos parajes montañosos.
83. Quintana, Augusto. “Las fundaciones de san Genadio”. Archivos Leoneses, 19 (1956): 55-118.
84. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 12 (915): ecclesiam Sancti Petri quam dudum restauraveram, miris 
aedificaminibus revolvens ampliaui et in melius ut potui erexi. Deinde autem in montibus illis aulam nomine Sancti Andreae cons-
truxi aliudque monasterium ad ordinem monasticum, inter vallum distendens, in memoriam Sancti Iacobi, tertium construxi quod 
vocatur Pennalba, inter utrumque vero locum est qui dicitur ad Silentium in honorem sancti Thomae quartum oratorium fabricaui...
85. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: Restat autem qui non solo pane vivit homo, sed omni verbo quod precedit de ore 
Dei ut tradam caeteros libros quam divinos, id est, bibliotecam totam,: Moralia Job, Pentatheucum, cum Historia Ruth liber unus, sive 
etiam specialiter doctorum, ide est, Vitae patrum, item Moralium, Ezechielem, item Ezechielem, Prosperum, Genera officiorum, Ethi-
mologiarum, Carta Iohannis, Libri trinitatis, Liber aeprincgi, Epistoli Hieronymi, item Ethimologiarum, Glossomatu, Liber comitis, 
Liber regularim virorum illustrium. Hos omnes libros iubeo ut onmibus fratribus in istis locis communes sint nec quisquam eorum pro 
dominatione sibi vindiciet sed sicut dixi per parte in communes possidentes videant legem Dei et adsuprascriptas ecclesias percurrant 
verbi gratia ut quantoscumque fuerint ex eis in Sancto Petro, alios in Sancto Andreas et alios tantos similiter in Sancto Iacobo, et mu-
tuo inter eos disponenet istos quos qui legerint in uno monasterio commutent eos cum alio, ita per singula loca discurrent ut totos eos 
communiter habeant et totos per ordinem legant ea dum taxat ratione servata...
86. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: docs. nº1 y 2.
87. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 4.
























sh gracias a la obtención del cargo de prelado por Genadio y fue una constante a partir de entonces. 
En la lápida consacratoria de la iglesia del monasterio de San Pedro de Montes, datada en 919, se 
menciona a cuatro obispos, cuya presencia legitimaba el acto y también certificaba que la comuni-
dad reconocía la autoridad episcopal88. Por consiguiente, el impulso cenobítico y eremítico quedó 
encuadrado en el marco de las estructuras eclesiásticas episcopales. Puede verse en este proceso 
una iniciativa que buscaba hacer más eficaz el control teórico que ejercían los prelados astorganos 
sobre el Bierzo. Dicho dominio estaba limitado por la presencia de numerosos monasterios que 
actuaban al margen de los obispos. Éstos aprovecharon cualquier circunstancia para integrar más 
sólidamente a estos cenobios, como sucede en el caso de Santa Leocadia de Castañeda, donde el 
conflicto interno entre los monjes fue utilizado por los obispos Indisclo y Ranulfo para ejercer el 
control directo del monasterio89. La creación de la red auspiciada por Genadio, directamente sujeta 
al poder de los prelados astorganos, debe entenderse en ese contexto de búsqueda de mecanismos 
para hacer efectivo en una escala local el poder teórico de los obispos.
Esta circunstancia nos devuelve a la perspectiva de una multiplicidad de agentes eclesiásticos, 
probablemente con sus propias tradiciones, que funcionaban como una pléyade de microcristian-
dades, entre las cuales la establecida en torno a Genadio era sólo una más. Un estudio de la acti-
vidad de San Pedro de Montes y Santiago de Peñalba, comparados con otros centros monásticos 
bercianos de distinto origen, demuestra algunas especificidades. Así, estos centros se relacionan 
preferentemente con eclesiásticos —frente al predominio de laicos en los otros casos—, con cierta 
tendencia al control de centros de culto, sobre todo en San Pedro de Montes. Sin embargo, no 
parecen haber ejercido un papel social más relevante que el de otros monasterios, ni configuraron 
patrimonios más extensos que los cenobios de origen “local”, aunque destacan por la presencia 
más numerosa de bienes en el territorio astorgano, consecuencia de su relación con los obispos90. 
Por consiguiente, el éxito de la red establecida por Genadio fue relativo y hubo de convivir con 
otros monasterios que disponían de otras tradiciones y que posiblemente basaban su prestigio en 
otros elementos. No obstante, el prestigio de esta microcristiandad favoreció que Genadio pudiese 
incorporar algunos monasterios en esta red, como San Alejandro, en Soto de Frailes91 o Santa Leo-
cadia de Castañeda92. Eran cenobios preexistentes, bajo control de elites locales, que reconocían 
ahora la autoridad moral y eclesiástica de Genadio, aceptando el modelo de cristiandad que éste 
propugnaba y situándose bajo el control del obispado de Astorga.
Esta microcristiandad debió competir con otras ya existentes en el Bierzo, por lo que hubo que 
potenciar aquellos aspectos que favoreciesen su prestigio frente al resto. La principal herramienta 
fue la vinculación con la memoria de Fructuoso y Valerio. Así, las donaciones del obispo Ranulfo a 
San Pedro de Montes resaltan que el monasterio fue fundado por Fructuoso, subrayando su con-
dición de obispo a fin de realzar el dominio episcopal sobre el nuevo monasterio93. Sin embargo, 
88. Gómez, Manuel. Iglesias mozárabes...: 215. Para una valoración de la función de estos epígrafes, véase: Martínez, Ar-
temio M. “Dedicaciones, consagraciones y monumenta consecrationes (ss. VI-XII): testimonios epigráficos altomedievales 
en los antiguos reinos de Asturias y León”. Brigecio, 6 (1996): 77.
89. Colección documental de la catredal de Astorga...: doc. nº 13.
90. Martín, Iñaki, “Monasterios y redes sociales...”.
91. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 11 (915.05.28).
92. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 13 (916.01.08).
93. Ya en 892, en la donación de bienes en Redelga a San Pedro de Montes por el obispo Ranulfo, se menciona el hecho 
de haber sido fundado por Fructuoso: qui locis fundatus est a sancto Fructuoso, episcopo... Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Mon-
tes...: doc. nº 2. Lo mismo sucede en la donación del coto monástico en 896 (Tumbo Viejo de Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 4).
























shGenadio incluyó también a Valerio —una fórmula para desdibujar una memoria excesivamente 
orientada hacia lo episcopal— y expresa su voluntad por emular a Fructuoso y Valerio. Aunque 
sabemos muy poco acerca de la articulación concreta de las comunidades “genadianas”, parece 
razonable pensar en una adaptación bastante fiel a los postulados de los dos “hombres santos” cita-
dos, usados como una autoridad superior a la de otras tradiciones. Algunos testimonios indirectos 
nos hablan de una vida cenobítica sometida a prácticas de carácter eremítico94, muy en la línea de 
la perspectiva que sobre todo Valerio tenía del modelo fructuosiano. Se añade, como hemos visto, 
una sujeción al poder episcopal, más cercana a Fructuoso que a los problemas que tuvo Valerio con 
los obispos astorganos. Esta memoria es constantemente citada y proviene de círculos de la alta 
cultura escrita, que apelan sobre todo a los miembros del grupo eclesiástico.
Todas estas características quedan perfectamente descritas en la inscripción consacratoria de 
la iglesia de San Pedro de Montes95. El epígrafe comienza recordando la fundación de un oratorio 
por Fructuoso, tras haber fundado Compludo, y la posterior ampliación de la iglesia por Valerio. 
Insigne meritis beatus Fructuosus, postquam Complutensem condidit
cenobium, et nomine Sancti Petri, brebi opere in hoc loco fecit oratorium;
post quem non inpar meritis Valerius sanctus opus aeclesie dilatabit
Esta narración no coincide con las procedentes de VF y de las obras autobiográficas de Valerio, 
que señalan la existencia de un oratorio, pero dentro de un conjunto monástico perfectamente 
articulado. Se trata de una ficción que pretende de esta manera ofrecer una conexión menos pro-
blemática entre Fructuoso y Valerio, eludiendo los innumerable problemas que éste tuvo con los 
monjes de Rufiana. A continuación, se señala que Genadio restauró con 12 hermanos el lugar en 
el año 895 y, siendo ya obispo, reconstruyó completamente el lugar. 
Nobissime Genadius presbiter cum XII fratribus restaurabit, era DCCCCXXXIIIª
pontifex effectus a fundamentis mirifice ut cernitur denuo erexit,
non oppresione vulgi, sed largitate pretii et sudore fratrum huius monasteri
En este punto interesa subrayar que la actividad del obispo Ranulfo, de quien se conservan 
varios diplomas apoyando la restauración de San Pedro de Montes y que fue un agente importan-
tísimo en esa labor, queda eliminada. La inscripción se centra en Genadio, sucesor de Fructuoso 
y Valerio en una línea de continuidad que refuerza el papel del restaurador, quien es presentado 
en su labor episcopal. Sin embargo, la iniciativa es anterior a su condición de prelado y, por otra 
parte, no se menciona que Fructuoso llegó a ser obispo, como, en cambio, sí aparece en los textos 
emitidos por Ranulfo. Parece, por consiguiente, que estamos ante una pugna por el control de la 
memoria oficial que finalmente recae en Genadio, poniendo énfasis en la restauración monástica. 
Por último, la consagración de la iglesia es realizada por cuatro obispos, quienes sancionan así la 
restauración, que se sitúa directamente bajo control episcopal. 
Consecratum est hoc templum ab episcopis IIIIor, Gennadio Astoricense, Sabarico
94. Colección documetal de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 71.
95. Las citas siguen el texto tal y como lo reproduce Manuel Gómez: Gómez, Manuel. Iglesias mozárabes...: 215, nota 1.
























sh Dumiense, Frunimio Legionense, et Dulcidio Salamnticense; sub era
nobies centena, decies quinta, terna, et quaterna, VIIIº kalendarum nobembrum
Este epígrafe ofrece la versión “oficial” de la restauración de Genadio96, que no innovaría sino 
que utilizaría modelos que la tradición había considerado óptimos, usando para ello la memoria. 
Esa memoria quedaba fijada en una inscripción, es decir un texto que podía ser visto por el público, 
aunque siempre con la particularidad de que sólo algunos lo entenderían, debido a que se encuen-
tra escrita con elegantes letras visigodas. Por tanto, el propio epígrafe es una muestra del carácter 
culto que adopta esta memoria.
Es destacable que tanto la inscripción como la documentación conservada se esfuercen en dar 
una imagen de los “hombres santos” que subraya el carácter de fundadores de monasterios. Si Va-
lerio había visto en Fructuoso sobre todo al eremita, Genadio y sus monjes veían a Fructuoso —y, 
en menor medida a Valerio, como seguidor suyo— sobre todo como el creador de cenobios y, por 
ende, de una regla. Esta visión parcial se entiende en el propio contexto de la actividad de Gena-
dio, al fin y al cabo fundador (o refundador) de monasterios y restaurador de una regla monástica 
asociada al propio Fructuoso97. 
La microcristiandad organizada por Genadio y sustentada en la memoria de Fructuoso y Valerio 
obtuvo así un prestigio con el que competir con otras redes monásticas. A lo largo del siglo X, estas 
últimas demostraron una gran vitalidad, por lo que el éxito de la restauración genadiana fue muy 
parcial. Aún así, y ya muerto Genadio, los obispos astorganos aprovecharon algunos momentos de 
dificultades de los monasterios para integrarlos en esta red. Así sucedió con Santa Lucía de Montes, 
cenobio cuyo control se disputaban los nietos del conde Placente y el aristócrata gallego Osorio 
Gutiérrez y que en 952 queda bajo el dominio de la iglesia de Astorga, siguiendo el modelo de los 
eremitorios de Santiago de Peñalba, San Andrés de Montes y San Pedro de Montes98.
Cuando Santa Lucía de Montes se integró en la microcristiandad organizada en torno a Gena-
dio, éste ya había fallecido. Sin embargo, su papel continuó siendo esencial debido a que su pres-
tigio se había proyectado más allá de su vida. Un recurso utilizado para tal fin fue precisamente la 
creación de una memoria funeraria y topográfica asociada al santo. En un documento del año 937, 
el obispo de Astorga Salomón recuerda cómo es sucesor de Genadio en el obispado, y cómo éste 
fundó monasterios por la zona, antes de ser ordenado obispo por mediación de Alfonso III. Salo-
món nos cuenta que Fortis, discípulo de Genadio, a quien había sucedido en la cátedra astorgana, 
quiso erigir un lugar para la memoria de Genadio en el valle del Silencio, pero murió antes de que 
se ejecutara su encargo. Ahora Salomón, retoma la tarea y, tras congregar a abades y confesores, 
se decide que el lugar escogido no era el adecuado, por lo que se traslada la obra al monasterio de 
Santiago de Peñalba, fundación de Genadio. El obispo sufraga las obras necesarias para que se de-
posite allí la tumba de Genadio, para lo que concede los prestimonios de la villa de Santa Colomba 
en el río Jamuz99. De esta manera, se crea un lugar de conmemoración para la memoria de Gena-
96. El texto puede entenderse como un ejemplo de monumenta consecrationes ya que se añade una información sobre la 
construcción del edificio y genera una narración oficial; Martínez, Artemio M. “Dedicaciones, consagraciones y monu-
menta...”: 89.
97. Velázquez, Isabel. Hagiografía y culto a los santos...: 243 califica a Genadio como “heredero histórico” de los “hombres 
santos” visigodos.
98. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 71. Este acuerdo es ratificado en 956; Colección documental de la 
catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 84.
99. Colección documental de la catedral de Astorga...: doc. nº 48.
























shdio, mediante su enterramiento en un monasterio, un locum sacrum que fue creado por el propio 
Genadio, y se reforzaban los signos de identidad de la microcristiandad. Unos signos que estaban 
bajo el control directo de los obispos astorganos, auténticos gestores tanto de la memoria del santo 
como de sus fundaciones.
El ciclo iniciado por Genadio a finales del IX se había cerrado. Genadio reivindicó la memoria 
de Fructuoso y Valerio para construir una microcristiandad y, a su muerte, su memoria se añadía a 
la de los “hombres santos” visigodos para legitimar y prestigiar un modelo cristiano, con vocación 
hegemónica, pero en disputa con otros modelos existentes.
4. La memoria de la institución: San Pedro de Montes
La trayectoria de Fructuoso, Valerio y Genadio ha puesto de manifiesto cómo la memoria se ha 
ido progresivamente modificando, utilizando diversos instrumentos para su alteración y transmi-
sión. En ese sentido, no debe sólo atenderse a los contenidos sino también a las formas mediante 
las cuales esos contenidos son guardados. Como ha señalado Patrick J. Geary, la forma cómo se 
archiva el pasado afecta al contenido de lo que se recuerda, por lo que un cambio en el mecanismo 
de almacenamiento causa un cambio en el contenido100. Esta reflexión obliga a preguntarse por los 
registros mediante los cuales se guardó la memoria. Geary ha insistido en que los registros docu-
mentales tienen a menudo una fuerza social prescriptiva, que afecta al desarrollo de la memoria 
colectiva101. Un ejemplo de ello serían los cartularios que configuraron una memoria institucional 
basada parcialmente en el olvido selectivo, y cuya proyección genera una memoria colectiva que 
un sentido político. Por consiguiente, el estudio formal de los cartularios permite conocer mejor la 
construcción de una memoria institucional102.
Disponemos de uno de esos grandes conjuntos de compilación de documentos procedente de 
San Pedro de Montes. Se trata del denominado Tumbo Viejo, redactado a finales del siglo XIII y 
editado hace unas décadas por Augusto Quintana Prieto. Su objetivo era la construcción y pre-
servación de la memoria de una institución estrechamente ligada a nuestros “hombres santos”: 
Fructuoso, Valerio y Genadio. Por esa razón, me gustaría analizar brevemente algunos aspectos 
relacionados con la memoria de dichos “hombres santos” en relación con la actividad de San Pedro 
de Montes en los siglos XI al XIII.
Un elemento llamativo de los diplomas del Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes es que en la 
dirección de los protocolos de la mayoría de las donaciones, se menciona lógicamente al monaste-
rio, pero, y esto es lo significativo, se cita con frecuencia su relación con los “hombres santos”. Este 
fenómeno se aprecia ya en los documentos del siglo X y de la primera mitad de XI103. En ellos, se 
refiere expresamente la condición del monasterio como fundación del obispo Fructuoso (locum olim 
a sancti Fructuosi episcopi fundatus). Tal cita pretendía reforzar el prestigio de la institución a quien 
iban dirigidas las donaciones, un prestigio sustentado en el hecho de ser una auténtica fundación 
100. Geary, Patrick J. Phantoms of Remembrance. Memory and Oblivion at the End of the First Millenium. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1994: 10.
101. Geary, Patrick J. Phantoms of Remembrance. Memory and Oblivion ...: 11-12.
102. Un magnífico trabajo, que ha servido de inspiración para las líneas que siguen, es el de David Peterson: Peterson, 
David. “Reescribiendo el pasado. El Becerro Galicano como reconstrucción de la historia institucional de San Millán de la 
Cogolla”. Hispania, 233 (2009): 653-682.
103. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: docs. nº 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 y 14.
























sh fructuosiana, realizada por el propio santo. Ahora bien, es significativa la insistencia en definir a 
Fructuoso como obispo, lo que entronca con el patronazgo que ejercían los prelados astorganos 
sobre este y otros monasterios de la red genadiana.
No obstante, la documentación de San Pedro de Montes no es muy abundante en este periodo 
y su número es muy parecido al de otras instituciones monásticas bercianas que no están dentro 
de la esfera “genadiana”, como Santos Cosme y Damián de Burbia. Esta situación demostraría de 
nuevo que el impulso de estos cenobios no supuso la creación de una hegemonía de su modelo, 
por lo que la apelación al prestigioso fundador y obispo era una estrategia orientada hacia la cap-
tación de voluntades favorables. 
Esta situación se modificó a mediados del siglo XI, cuando la documentación comienza a ser 
más abundante. Sólo entre los años 1061 y 1156 se conservan 173 textos, lo que nos habla de un 
periodo de considerable crecimiento del dominio monástico104. Es en esta época cuando San Pedro 
de Montes adquirió la condición de principal monasterio de la región, con el decidido apoyo de 
magnates y obispos, en un proceso de jerarquización de los centros monásticos que se advierte de 
manera general en los reinos de León y Castilla105. Como contrapartida, la mayoría de los antiguos 
centros monásticos que convivían y competían en la región con San Pedro de Montes parecen ha-
ber sido reducidos a simples parroquias, cuando no se abandonaron completamente. 
La selección de las fechas no es aleatoria sino que corresponde al momento en el que las citas 
que relacionan al monasterio con los “hombres santos” se multiplican. Sólo en este periodo cono-
cemos la existencia de 73 documentos en cuyos protocolos se han insertado esas citas, lo que su-
pone un 43% de los diplomas conservados. Sin embargo, esta cifra es engañosa, debido a que sólo 
en los protocolos de las donaciones se señala la vinculación del cenobio con los “hombres santos”, 
mientras que otro tipo de documentos (compraventas, pleitos...) carecen de estas menciones. Son, 
por tanto, una característica específica de las donaciones. Si se tiene en cuenta que el número de 
las registradas en ese periodo alcanza las 140, el porcentaje de los documentos con referencias a 
los “hombres santos” sube hasta un 52%. Es, por tanto, un rasgo muy habitual de los registros de 
donaciones, particularmente a finales del XI y comienzos del XII. 
La fórmula empleada hasta 1081 es similar a la que se había usado en los documentos anterio-
res: se mencionaba la fundación por parte del obispo Fructuoso. Eso significa que hay una conti-
nuidad en lo que se refiere al uso de memoria que se pretende reforzar. No obstante, a partir de ese 
año se observa un cambio, ya que aparecen citas en las que se recoge la participación en la funda-
ción, construcción y vida monacal de San Pedro de Montes de Fructuoso, Genadio y Valerio (ubi ex 
cenobio monastice regule constructum est permanendum, a sancti patribus Fructuosus, Gennadius et Valerius). 
Esta tríada sustituyó progresivamente a las menciones exclusivas a Fructuoso, que prácticamente 
desaparecen desde comienzos del XII. Tal cambio encubre una modificación en la articulación de 
la memoria; no sólo se apela al prestigioso fundador sino también a otros personajes vinculados 
con el monasterio. Se le concede en ese sentido una relevancia especial a Genadio, que aparece 
generalmente por delante de Valerio, rompiendo así con el orden cronológico a favor de un orden 
de prestigio y prioridad en la memoria. Si en 1075, Genadio y su memoria aparecían directamente 
104. Sobre la formación del dominio, véase: Durany, Mercedes. San Pedro de Montes. El dominio de un monasterio benedictino 
del Bierzo (siglos IX al XIII). León: Diputación de León, 1977.
105. García, José Ángel. “Los monasterios del reino de León y Castilla a mediados del siglo XI: un ejemplo de selección 
de las especies”, Monjes y monasterios hispanos en la Alta Edad Media, José Ángel García, Ramón Teja, eds. Aguilar de Cam-
poo: Fundación Santa María la Real, 2006: 255-268.
























shrelacionados con el monasterio de Santiago de Peñalba106, en el primer cuarto del siglo XII se le 
menciona como fundador de San Pedro de Montes, e incluso aparece en solitario107. Puede decirse 
que el antiguo obispo de Astorga adquiere en esos momentos un importante papel en la memoria 
del monasterio, lo que coincide con una progresiva decadencia de la importancia de Santiago de 
Peñalba108. Posiblemente, la memoria de Genadio y de su actividad se desplaza ahora en beneficio 
de San Pedro de Montes. En cambio, la figura de Valerio aparece algo más desdibujada y cabe pen-
sar que su inclusión tiene mucho que ver con las tradiciones impulsadas por Genadio, fijadas en el 
epígrafe consacratorio de la iglesia del monasterio.
La utilización de tales referencias en los protocolos de las donaciones era una estrategia que 
pretendía reforzar el prestigio de la institución a la que se entregaba el bien. Para ello se destacaba 
la asociación con “hombres santos” que habían fundado y vivido en San Pedro de Montes: su fun-
dador y creador de la regla según la cual se regía la vida monástica, el santo que había restaurado 
el monasterio y el asceta que había vivido en él. La apropiación de la memoria de Genadio rela-
cionaba al cenobio con el obispado astorgano, bajo cuyo manto protector se colocaba el cenobio.
A partir de 1156, se detecta el abandono de esta estrategia. Desde esos momentos, la documen-
tación deja de mencionar a los “hombres santos” como elementos de prestigio. Podría achacarse 
este fenómeno a la disminución del número de donaciones a favor de San Pedro de Montes, pero 
se conservan las suficientes, todas ellas sin la cita a los “hombres santos”, como para considerar que 
estamos ante una tendencia que afecta a las estrategias de prestigio social del monasterio. Podemos 
pensar en un cambio en esas estrategias, pero ¿cuál fue?
Una mirada a la propia configuración del Tumbo Viejo arroja algunos detalles de interés. El 
primer documento registrado es un diploma de Sancho IV fechado en 1294, en el que confirma el 
privilegio de Ordoño II del coto de Valdueza en 918109. Dado que el Tumbo comenzaba con ese tex-
to, al que se le otorgaba una importancia fundamental, se llega a la paradójica conclusión de que 
la larga y prestigiosa historia del monasterio, que incluía su restauración por Genadio y la dotación 
del obispo Ranulfo, no representaba el mayor aval para el monasterio a finales del siglo XIII. En 
cambio, se subrayaba la vinculación del monasterio con la monarquía y, en especial, se concedía 
una especial significación a la concesión de un coto por Ordoño II, documento que es recogido en 
la confirmación de Sancho IV. Un análisis de la donación del coto permite asegurar sin ninguna 
duda que se trata de una falsificación, probablemente elaborado en el siglo XII110. 
Esta elección daba un especial énfasis a la legitimación del dominio señorial sobre el entorno del 
monasterio, amenazado por la proliferación de villas regias que habían surgido entre los siglos XII y 
XIII111. Pero, lo que más nos interesa, se recurría al patronazgo regio, al hecho de que el monasterio 
había estado desde antiguo bajo la protección de los reyes, cuyo poder se había incrementado en 
106. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 24.
107. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: docs. nº 110, 135 y 138.
108. Sobre la evolución de este cenobio que en el siglo XII se convirtió en parroquia, véase: Quintana, Augusto. Peñalba 
(Estudio histórico sobre el monasterio berciano de Santiago de Peñalba). León, Imprenta Provincial: 1963.
109. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 385.
110. Esa es la opinión del editor del Tumbo, corrigiendo su idea inicial de que se trataba de un documento de factura 
extraña, pero verdadero que había expresado en: Quintana, Augusto. “El privilegio de Ordoño II a San Pedro de Mon-
tes”. Archivos Leoneses, 21 (1957): 77-134.
111. Durany, Mercedes. “Organización social del espacio berciano (siglos IX-XIII)”, La pervivencia del concepto. Nuevas 
reflexiones sobre la ordenación social del espacio en la Edad Media, José Ángel Sesma, Carlos Laliena, coords. Zaragoza: Uni-
versidad de Zaragoza, 2008: 149-196.
























sh este periodo. El problema surgía ante la ausencia de cualquier testimonio directo que pudiera re-
lacionar a San Pedro de Montes con los reyes asturleoneses en la época de su restauración. No hay 
ninguna donación regia y sólo se menciona en la entrega de la iglesia de Santa María de Castrelo 
en 892 por el obispo Ranulfo que dicho centro había sido dado al obispo por el príncipe Ordoño, 
posiblemente el futuro Ordoño II112.
Ahora bien ¿por qué este énfasis en la donación regia? Creo que este cambio debe entenderse 
en el nuevo contexto que se abre a partir de la restauración de San Salvador de Carracedo en 1138 
por Sancha Raimúndez, hermana de Alfonso VII113. Con el apoyo de la familia regia, este monas-
terio, que había sido fundado por Vermudo II a finales del siglo X, comenzó a recibir bienes que 
incrementaron considerablemente su dominio en la región berciana y fuera de ella. Se convirtió 
en un poderoso competidor de San Pedro de Montes por los favores de los creyentes, amparándose 
precisamente en la protección regia: era el monasterio de los reyes. Ante la eficacia de esta estrate-
gia, los monjes de San Pedro de Montes debieron modificar la suya y orientaron sus esfuerzos hacia 
una memoria que demostrase su antigua y privilegiada relación con los reyes asturleoneses. Este 
cambio implicaba que los reyes sustituían a los “hombres santos” como fundamento de la memoria 
institucional, al menos parcialmente. Es entonces cuando debió procederse a la falsificación del 
texto de la donación de Ordoño II, probablemente utilizando como base el texto de 896 en el que el 
obispo Ranulfo concedía un coto al monasterio. Este privilegio es confirmado por primera vez por 
Alfonso VII en 1129114, pero existen algunas dudas sobre su autenticidad. En cambio, tales dudas se 
disipan en el caso de la siguiente confirmación, realizada por Fernando II precisamente en 1162115.
5. Conclusiones: la construcción de la memoria
El estudio del monacato berciano demuestra cómo la memoria social es un objeto construido, 
en el que se integran selectivamente aquellos contenidos del pasado que más convienen al presen-
te en el que se utilizan. Es además una acción creativa en la medida en que genera un discurso que 
no necesariamente responde a la perpetuación de tradiciones previas, aunque se represente como 
continuadora de un hilo argumental que enlaza el siglo VII con el XII. Por tanto, la memoria se 
modifica y cambia de contenidos y significado a lo largo del tiempo, a pesar de sus pretensiones. La 
figura de Fructuoso es un buen ejemplo. Su personalidad polivalente posibilitó que pudiera elegir-
se la imagen que mejor convenía en cada momento: fundador de monasterios para el redactor de 
la Vita Fructuosi, modelo de eremita para Valerio del Bierzo, muñidor de monasterios reglados para 
Genadio y modelo de monje y obispo para los monjes de San Pedro de Montes. Tales modificacio-
nes —presentadas siempre como fórmulas de perpetuación y renovación de la memoria— respon-
dían a contextos específicos, como la formulación de un modelo a medio camino entre lo eremítico 
y lo cenobítico, con un fuerte sesgo carismático por Valerio, o la restauración bajo la protección 
episcopal de Genadio116. No obstante, se aprecia cómo, al menos en el ámbito de la memoria insti-
112. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 1.
113. Cartulario de Santa María de Carracedo. Volumen I (992-1274), Martín Martínez, ed. Ponferrada: Instituto de Estudios 
Bercianos, 1997: doc. nº 16.
114. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 144.
115. Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes...: doc. nº 195.
116. Como ha señalado acertadamente Patrick Henriet: Henriet, Patrick. La parole et la prière au Moyen Âge: le verbe efficace 
dans l’hagiographie monastique des XIe et XIIe siècles. Bruselas : De Boeck, 2000, la hagiografía sirvió como un instrumento 
























shtucional de San Pedro de Montes, hubo un punto de inflexión a mediados del siglo XII, cuando los 
“hombres santos” fueron sustituidos por los reyes como ejes de esa memoria.
Este fluido devenir se explica porque la memoria social está siempre al servicio de un objetivo. 
En el caso del monacato berciano, se buscaba la legitimación de la acción de individuos que se 
presentaban a sí mismos como instrumentos de una reforma que se reviste de vuelta a un pasado 
ideal. Dicha operación precisaba el apoyo de grupos sociales laicos y eclesiásticos, por lo que el 
recurso a la memoria pretendía capitalizar el prestigio de determinadas figuras, esos “hombres san-
tos” a los que se consideraba ejemplos a seguir así como intercesores con la divinidad. Legitimación 
y prestigio sociales que a partir del siglo XII ya no recayeron en los “hombres santos”, al menos no 
exclusivamente, sino en la relación con los reyes y la protección que éstos daban. Dichos objetivos 
se comprenden en un contexto de gran heterogeneidad de modelos cristianos, cada uno de los 
cuales disponía de sus propios mecanismos de obtención de prestigio. Hasta la segunda mitad del 
siglo XI, puede hablarse de una pugna por conseguir una posición hegemónica en ese ámbito. El 
recurso a la directa vinculación con los “hombres santos” representaba una excelente vía, aunque 
no conviene exagerar su éxito. En cualquier caso, pudo servir para cohesionar con más fuerza a 
esos grupos, que se dotaban de un sentido más sólido, convirtiéndose en parte del núcleo central 
de tradiciones que componía esas microcristiandades. Así sucede en Valerio del Bierzo, si bien no 
sabemos qué grado de institucionalización pudo llegar a adquirir. Más evidente es el ejemplo de 
Genadio y de su restauración, un caso que me parece asimilable a la consolidación de una micro-
cristiandad articulada, asociada a las corrientes eclesiásticas patrocinadas por el poder asturleonés, 
en la que la memoria de los “hombres santos” era un ingrediente fundamental. 
Puede afirmarse que los cambiantes significados de esa memoria fueron producto de contextos 
diferentes, pero todos ellos determinados por la lucha por la hegemonía en un cristianismo que 
no era homogéneo. Incluso las referencias del Tumbo Viejo de San Pedro de Montes deben enten-
derse como la consecuencia de una competencia por ser el monasterio más prestigioso, una lucha 
en torno a la jerarquización, para anular a Santiago de Peñalba y para luchar contra la creciente 
influencia de San Salvador de Carracedo, para lo cual se establecieron nuevas estrategias.
He examinado una memoria rastreable, aquella que emana del poder y que está puesta por 
escrito. Este aspecto formal no debe descuidarse, ya que se trata de un elemento que configura 
también el tipo de memoria. En tal sentido, puede decirse que estamos ante “comunidades tex-
tuales”, en las que la conexión con el pasado fue un ingrediente fundamental a la hora de crearlas 
y consolidarlas. No es un mero añadido sino un componente básico. Por desgracia no podemos 
seguir la pista de la memoria oral que, a buen seguro, desempeñó un rol fundamental en la forma-
ción de esta memoria escrita y oficial117. Y eso nos priva también de conocer otras memorias sobre 
los “hombres santos” e incluso otras tradiciones que se han borrado ante el definitivo triunfo de las 
modalidades aquí estudiadas.
Para finalizar y retomando la cita de Kirmen Uribe, el análisis del caso berciano me permite 
afirmar que la memoria social es una ficción basada parcialmente en la realidad, pero una ficción 
que a su vez es capaz de crear realidad y de reproducirse como tal realidad.
eficaz de transmisión de una piedad monástica que adoptó diversas formas y contenidos a lo largo del tiempo.
117. Innes, Mathew. “Memory, Orality and Literacy in Early Medieval Society”. Past & Present, 158 (1998): 3-36.
























sh ‘PATRONS E ADVOCATS DELS NAUEGANTS’.  
ELS SANTS I EL MAR EN EL GòTIC CATALà
moNtserrat barNioL
univeRsitAt AutònomA de bARcelonA
resUm
A la Catalunya baixmedieval s’invocaven diversos sants com a protectors de vaixells, quelcom 
comprensible tenint en compte el context político-econòmic. De fet, el miracle del salvament de 
nàufrags, present en el llegendari de diversos sants, va gaudir d’un notable èxit en la retaulística 
gòtica catalana. En aquest article s’estudia, a partir d’exemples concrets, la relació entre devo-
ció —especialment de la gent de mar—, hagiografia i arts plàstiques, al voltant d’aquest prodigi. 
Tanmateix, també es posa de manifest que la inclusió del miracle del salvament de nàufrags en els 
cicles hagiogràfics no ha de respondre necessàriament a les pràctiques cultuals dels qui es feien a 
la mar.1
A final de l’edat mitjana, el volum de viatges per mar va augmentar considerablement. Amb 
l’expansió territorial de la corona catalanoaragonesa pel Mediterrani es van apaivagar els temuts 
atacs de pirates i corsaris. Alhora, la millora de la tecnologia naval i l’ús d’estris com la brúixola i 
les cartes de navegació van afavorir la disminució dels accidents a alta mar. No obstant això, fer-se 
al mar continuava essent perillós i temut.2 
La documentació ens ofereix proves fefaents que es produïa una accidentalitat de diversa tipo-
logia durant les travessies. Tot i que el naufragi no devia ser l’adversitat més freqüent i no sempre 
comportava la mort dels ocupants del vaixell, hi havia algunes desgràcies personals. Jaume Aurell 
recull el cas colpidor del mercader Pere Salelles que, havent perdut el seu gendre durant un viatge 
marítim, redacta de nou el seu testament on fa menció de l’infortuni: “N’Antoni Luna, gendre 
meu, al qual prech Déu haia la sua ànima per tant com no havia molt, com no havia pus de dos 
jorns, que sabí que Déus lo savia presla en la illa de Malta...”3. Algunes anotacions de notaris, 
als marges dels contractes d’assegurances, ens permeten conèixer certs detalls d’accidents. A tall 
d’exemple, la nau de Francí Marlès va topar als esculls del far de Messina, anant a Rodes; o que la 
caravel·la de Camelles es va estavellar a Mallorca.4 Més enllà de la realitat, en la literatura abunden 
1. Agraeixo als meus directors de tesi, Anna Orriols i Jordi Cerdà, la revisió d’aquest text. Igualment, les correccions i 
observacions de Marta Bertran, Cèsar Favà i Sílvia Solé, així com l’ajuda de Francesc Rodríguez.
2. del Treppo, Mario. Els mercaders catalans i l’expansió de la corona catalano-aragonesa al segle XV. Barcelona: Curial, 1976: 
339-344. 
3. Aurell, Jaume. Els mercaders catalans al quatre-cents. Mutació de valors i procés d’aristocratització a Barcelona (1370-1470). 
Lleida: Pagès Editors, 1996: 103, nota 55. 
4. Per aquests exemples i els “perills del mar” en general, vegi’s: del Treppo, Mario. Els mercaders catalans i l’expansió...: 
339-344. 
























shels relats de tempestes sobtades i d’altres sorpreses desagradables durant un viatge marítim. Així 
doncs, el risc de naufragar o de patir altres accidents durant el viatge deuria continuar in mente per 
tots aquells que es feien al mar.5 Estava en joc no només la seva mercaderia, sinó també la seva vida 
i ja és ben sabut que una mort sobtada que impedís assegurar el bon futur de l’ànima al més enllà 
era quelcom especialment indesitjat.6
No és estrany, per tant, que la gent de mar (mariners, pescadors, mercaders) seguissin unes 
pràctiques devocionals encaminades de manera especial a obtenir la intercessió de Crist, la Verge i 
els sants en cas d’accidents a alta mar.7 Aquest estudi se centrarà en els sants invocats com a pro-
tectors de vaixells en la Catalunya del segles XIV i XV. 
1. Sant Nicolau de Bari
Sant Nicolau de Bari va gaudir d’una gran popularitat entre la gent de mar, ho demostra nom-
broses pràctiques devocionals, així com textos i documents molt diversos. En la impressió de Jo-
han Luschner del Llibre del Consolat de Mar (1502), un dels primers textos de legislació marítima, 
s’invoquen els gloriosos sancts mossenyer sanct Helm, sant Nicholau, sant Antoni e santa Clara patrons e 
advocats dels nauegants.8 La capacitat intercessora del sant de Bari queda reflectida també en el Libre 
5. Delumeau, Jean. La peur en Occident (XIVe-XVIIIe siècles). París: Fayard, 1978: especialment 49-62; Molina, Ángel 
Luis. “Los viajes por mar en la Edad Media”. Cuadernos de Turismo, 5 (2000): 113-122; Batany, Jean. “Un ‘estat’ trop 
peu ‘estable’: navigation maritime et peur de l’eau”, L’eau au Moyen Âge. Marsella: Publications du CUERMA-Université 
de Provence, 1985: 23-42; Deluz, Christiane. “Pèlerins et voyageurs face à la mer (XIIe-XIVe siècles)”, Horizons marins 
itinéraires spirituels (Ve-XVIIIe siècles). Marins, navires et affaires. Henri Dubois, Jean-Claude Dubois, André Vauchez, dirs. 
París: Publications de la Sorbonne, 1987: II, 277-287. 
6. Ils craignent à la fois pour leur argent et pour leur âme, així sintetiza el temor del mercader medieval —encara que en 
un altre àmbit— Charles M. de la Roncière a: de la Roncière, Charles M. “La foi du marchand: Florence XIVe-milieu 
XVe siècle ”, Le marchand au Moyen âge, XIXe Congrès de la Société des Historiens Médiévistes de l’Enseignement Supérieur Public 
(Reims juin 1988). París: Cid Éditions, 1992: 237-250, en concret 240. 
7. Diverses vegades la historiografia ha destacat el fet que a la baixa edat mitjana, el sant era valorat sobretot per la seva 
capacitat intercessora, vegeu: Pietri, Charles. “L’évolution du culte des saints aux premiers siècles chrétiens: du témoin 
à l’intercesseur”, Les fonctions des saints dans le monde occidental (IIIe-XIIIe siècle), Actes du colloque. Roma: École Française 
de Rome, 1991: 15-36; Vauchez, André. “Saints admirables et saints imitables: les fonctions de l’hagiographie ont-
elles changé aux derniers siècles du Moyen Âge?”, Les fonctions des saints dans le monde occidental...: 161-172.  
Quant als sants que intervenen en moments de dificultat en un viatge marítim, la bibliografia sobre l’àmbit català 
s’anirà esmentant a mesura que sigui pertinent. Pel què fa a un àmbit més general: Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, Henri. 
“Les saints protecteurs de bateaux. 1200-1460”. Ethnologie française, 9/2 (1979): 161-178. També és interessant veure, 
pel què fa a una altra zona geogràfica: Veyssière, Gérard. “Miracles et merveilles en Provence aux XIIIe et XIVe siècles 
à travers des textes hagiographiques”, Miracles, prodiges et merveilles au Moyen Âge, XXV Congrès de la Société des Historiens 
Médiévistes de l’Enseignement Supérieur Public (Orléans, juin 1994). París: Publications de la Sorbonne, 1995: 191-214. Atès 
que les pàgines que segueixen se centren en l’estudi dels sants, esmento alguns treballs dedicats a la Verge. En àmbit 
general, l’estudi de Geneviève i Henri Bresc ja esmentat (Bresc, Geneviève ; Bresc Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”: 161-
178) dedica un epígraf als sanctuaires marins et sanctuaires de la piété maritime (Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, Henri. “Les saints 
protecteurs...”: 172 i següents). Pel què fa a l’àmbit específicament català: García, Arcadi. Història de la marina catalana. 
Barcelona: Aedos, 1977: 140; continuant amb el mateix àmbit geogràfic és especialment destacable el cas de Montserrat, 
que tracten: Llompart, Gabriel. “Las tablillas votivas del Puig de Pollensa (Mallorca)”. Revista de Dialectología y Tradiciones 
Populares, 28 (1972): 39-54 i, sobretot, Albareda, Anselm M. Història de Montserrat. Barcelona: Publicacions de l’Abadia 
de Montserrat, 1972: 126 i Tarín, José. “Montserrat y su tradición marinera”, Leyendas y tradiciones marineras. Barcelona: 
Ediciones de la Sección de Prensa de la Diputación Provincial de Barcelona, 1954: 59-61.
8. Aguiló, Marià. Catálogo de obras en lengua catalana impresas desde 1474 hasta 1860. Barcelona-Sueca: Curial, 1977: 356-
358. Joan Ors recull la invocación a “sanct Helm” i a “sanct Nicolau” de l’edició de 1494 (Ors, Joan. “El “Libre dels 
Mariners” (text i caracterització literària)”. Boletín de la Real Academia de Buenas Letras de Barcelona, 37 (1977-78): 213-
252, en concret 248, nota 276). Hi ha diverses edicions del Llibre del Consolat de Mar: Consolat de Mar, ed. Ferran Valls 
i Taberner. Barcelona: Barcino, 1930. Més recentment i revisant l’edició citada, Llibre del Consolat de Mar, ed. Germà 
Colón, Arcadi García. Barcelona: Fundació Noguera, 2001.
























sh dels Mariners, que data del segle XIV. En aquesta obra satírica de la vida dels mariners es relata el 
treball al mar i com aquests malgasten els diners a terra amb bon menjar, prostitutes i jocs. Malgrat 
el tarannà del text, s’hi recull la devoció al sant en els versos 276-279:
Cert, per sent Nicolau,
més valgra que en nau
tota hora stat agués,
e no n agra despès.9
La religiositat dels col·lectius que treballen al mar s’expressava també amb la nomenclatura de 
les naus. Tot i que algunes eren batejades amb noms profans, d’animals veloços, per exemple; en 
altres casos, se’ls donaven els noms d’aquells que podien intervenir miraculosament per a salvar els 
tripulants o la mercaderia. Els mateixos que eren invocats en el moment de la salutació (en l’acte 
previ a la sortida del port) o en la singladura. Entre els sants més habituals s’hi troba sant Nicolau.10 
La proliferació de capelles i retaules dedicats al sant arreu del territori testimonia que gaudia 
d’un ampli culte. Dins d’aquest, veiem que la seva presència en edificis especialment significatius 
de la devoció de gent de mar reforça la idea de la seva popularitat en el col·lectiu. En aquest sentit, 
un edifici especialment destacable és Santa Maria del Mar de Barcelona,11 estretament vinculada 
als mercaders.12 Ben a prop d’aquesta església gòtica, es trobava el pla de les barques, anomenat 
també plaça de Sant Nicolau —ja que era l’antic emplaçament de l’hospital sota la seva advoca-
ció—13 i l’antic convent de Santa Clara, on hi havia “una capella, la qual és de devoció, ab son 
retaule de Sanct Nicolau y Sancta Elena y Sancta Bàrbara”.14 Igualment, a la façana marítima de la 
ciutat comtal, s’hi trobava una capella dedicada al sant bisbe. Esmentant aquesta capella, és inevi-
table recordar que a Mallorca, concretament a Portopí, el port de la ciutat, s’erigia una esglesieta 
sota la mateixa advocació que com la resta del port mallorquí, s’il·lustra en el retaule de sant Jordi 
9. Ors, Joan. “El “Libre dels Mariners...”: 213-252, especialment 241. També fou recollit al Cançoner de les obretes en nostra 
lengua materna més divulgades durant los segles XIV, XV e XVI, ed. Marià Aguiló. Barcelona: Llibreria d’Àlvar Verdaguer, 
1873-1900, f. 173r- 176v. Altres poemes satírics de temàtica marinera es troben a: Massó, Jaume. “Dos poemes catalans 
del XIVen segle sobre la vida de la gent de mar”. Revue Hispanique, 9 (1909): 241-251. 
10. Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”; Carrère, Claude. Barcelona 1380-1462. Un centre econòmic en 
època de crisi. Barcelona: Curial, 1977: I, 250 i següents; Varela, María Elisa. “Navegar y rezar. Devoción y piedad de las 
gentes de mar barcelonesas (siglos XIV y XV)”. Anuario de Estudios medievales, 29 (1999): 1120-1132. 
11. Sobre santa Maria del Mar segueix essent imprescindible veure: Bassegoda, Bonaventura. Santa Maria de la Mar. Mo-
nografía histórica-artística. Barcelona: Indústries gràfiques. Fills de J. Thomas, 1925: I, 150, del qual existeix una reedición 
sintetitzada: Bassegoda, Bonaventura. Santa Maria de la Mar. Monografía històrico-artística del temple. Barcelona: Universitat 
Politècnica de Barcelona-Editores técnicos asociados, 1975. 
12. Aurell, Jaume. Els mercaders catalans...: 270 i següents. 
13. Duran, Agustí. Barcelona i la seva història. La formació d’una gran ciutat. Barcelona: Curial, 1973: I, 433. D’aquest antic 
hospital en deuria procedir el capitell dedicat al sant que avui es conserva al Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya on es 
representa, sembla, el miracle dels tres joves ressuscitats. Vegeu: Castiñeiras, Manuel. “San Nicola attraverso e al di là del 
cammino di Santiago”, San Nicola. Splendori d’Arte d’Oriente e d’Occidente, Michele Bacci, ed. Ginebra-Milà: Skira, 2006: 
127-136; Camps, Jordi. “L’escultura en pedra”, El romànic a les col·leccions del Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya. Barcelona: 
Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya-Lunwerg, 2008: 165-183. 
14. Madurell, Josep M. “El pintor Lluís Borrassà: su vida, su tiempo, sus seguidores y sus obres”. Anales y boletín de los 
Museos de Arte de Barcelona, 7 (1949): 7-325; 8 (1950): 7-387; 10, (1952): 7-363, per aquest en concret, 7: 59. 
























shde Pere Niçard. Sense moure’ns encara de les Balears, al port de Ciutadella, a Menorca, hi havia 
també una capella dedicada a sant Nicolau.15
Oracions i refranys mostren també la devoció al sant i la pervivència del culte al llarg del temps. 
Encara en èpoques força recents els mariners oferien exvots a sant Nicolau.16 Aquesta fama del 
sant com a protector dels vaixells concorda amb el miracle del salvament de nàufrags narrat en el 
seu llegendari17 i en altres textos devocionals com el Sermó de sant Nicolau, de la primera meitat del 
segle XIV:
alscuns noxes eren an mar
Qui no podien escapar
clamaren sen Nicolau
E sempra la mar fo en pau
E axi foren escapats
De gran paril et desliurats.18 
Aquest sermó, dit altres vegades del Bisbetó, s’interpretava en motiu de la festa de sant Nicolau a 
diversos indrets com Girona i Lleida —on sabem que hi havia una capella sota l’advocació del sant 
bisbe. La presència del prodigi marítim del sant en textos aliens a la devoció de la gent de mar és 
prova de l’extensió del culte durant la baixa edat mitjana.19 Com es veurà, la intervenció sobrena-
tural per a mantenir en vida els tripulants d’un vaixell a la deriva és un d’aquests prodigis atribuïts 
a diversos sants. El tema hagiogràfic va incorporar-se en nombrosos cicles dedicats al sant. N’és 
un cas significatiu el retaule, ja de finals del segle XV, de la Llotja de Mar de Perpinyà (Rosselló) 
atribuït a l’anònim Mestre de Canapost, identificat per part de la historiografia amb el Mestre de 
la Seu d’Urgell (fig. 1).20 En el retaule perpinyanès es va il·lustrar únicament una escena narrativa 
del sant, justament, el salvament de nàufrags. La presència del prodigi del sant de Bari encaixa 
perfectament dins el complex programa iconogràfic de l’obra. Els elements que complementen la 
representació trinitària i els missatges de les filactèries conformen una interessant al·legoria de la 
justícia. Res estrany si tenim en compte la destinació del retaule, la capella del Consolat de Mar, 
i que una de les funcions dels cònsuls era, precisament, la d’impartir justícia seguint la legislació 
del Llibre del Consolat de Mar. A l’escena de sota es recreen les conseqüències de la feina ben feta 
15. El cavaller i la princesa. El sant Jordi de Pere Nisard i la ciutat de Mallorca, ed. Gabriel Llompart, Francesc Ruiz. Palma de 
Mallorca: Consell de Mallorca-Sa Nostra Caixa de Balears, 2001. Sobre la recreació del port vegeu especialment, dins el 
volum esmentat, l’article de: Llompart, Gabriel. “País, paisatge i paisanatge a la taula de sant Jordi de Pere Niçard”, El 
cavaller i la princesa...: 59-89, on ja es recull la bibliografia anterior. 
16. Llompart, Gabriel. “Las tablillas votivas...”: 49. 
17. da Varazze, Iacopo. Llegenda Àuria, ed. Nolasc Rebull. Olot: s. n, 1976: 939-947.
18. Versos 63-68 del poema. A més relata com el sant de petit dejunava, el miracle de les tres donzelles, els escolans 
ressuscitats, el del blat multiplicat, el nen que cau al mar, etc. Miret, Joaquim. “El Sermó de sant Nicolau”. Revue Hispa-
nique, 28 (1963): 390-395, en concret 393 (aquí he utilitzat aquesta transcripció); Teatre hagiogràfic, ed. Josep Romeu. 
Barcelona: Editorial Barcino, 1957. Per la transcripció del text, vegeu: II, 17-24, sobre el text: I, 24 i següents. 
19. Teatre hagiogràfic...: I, 26 (notes 4, 5 i 6). Josep Romeu recull els testimonis que proporciona Jaime Villanueva 
(Villanueva, Jaime. Viaje literario por las Iglesias de España. València: Faximil Edicions Digitals, 2001: XII, 281; XVI: 93). 
No és l’únic “sermó del bisbetó”, vegeu-ne un altre exemple (no dedicat a sant Nicolau) a: Blandín de Cornualla i altres 
narracions en vers dels segles XIV i XV, ed. Arseni Pacheco. Barcelona: Edicions 62-“La Caixa”, 1983: 172-193 (nota 96).
20. Cornudella, Rafael. “El Mestre de la Llotja de Mar de Perpinyà (àlies Mestre de Canapost; àlies Mestre de la Seu 
d’Urgell)”. Locus Amoenus, 7 (2004): 137-169. 
























sh dels cònsols: un port dinàmic i pròsper econòmicament. I fins i tot deixa constància que la gent de 
mar i el comerç surten airosos de les inclemències metereològiques gràcies al poder sobrenatural 
de sant Nicolau.21 
Si en el retaule de Perpinyà sembla clara la relació entre l’activitat marítima, el culte al sant i la 
presència de l’escena al retaule, en altres casos tinc més dubtes que la inclusió del miracle en els 
programes iconogràfics respongui a la devoció de la gent de mar. En aquest sentit, cal esmentar el 
retaule empordanès de Canapost (Baix Empordà), també atribuït al mestre anònim conegut amb 
el nom de la població. En aquest, la imatge de sant Nicolau i l’escena del salvament de nàufrags 
ocupen un dels carrers laterals de la peça. A la taula principal s’hi va figurar la Verge de la Humilitat 
i a l’àtic la Crucifixió, com és habitual. A l’altre carrer lateral es troba l’efígie de sant Bernat i, a 
sobre, l’episodi de la lactatio del sant. 
Com ha posat de manifest Joan Molina, els episodis de la Verge i sant Bernat conformen un 
petit cicle d’exaltació mariana. La presència de sant Nicolau a la peça deu respondre a una devoció 
local o parroquial; alhora, defensa —convincentment— que el retaule deuria ser el resultat d’un 
encàrrec col·lectiu de la comunitat camperola del poble. Això no exclou, però, la possibilitat de 
què la presència del sant bisbe se sustenti també des d’un punt de vista iconogràfic. Sant Nicolau, 
durant la seva infantesa, s’abstenia de tant en tant de mamar el pit per complir el dejuni, cosa que 
es pot relacionar amb l’episodi de la lactatio. D’altra banda, el miracle del salvament de nàufrags 
s’atribuïa de vegades a la Verge i, segons un sermó de sant Vicent Ferrer, després del miracle, es 
pronunciava una oració escrita per sant Bernat.22 A propòsit del sant cistercenc, és oportú menci-
onar la problemàtica entorn una peça conservada al Museu Episcopal de Vic. S’hi il·lustren dues 
escenes: el salvament d’un vaixell (fig. 2) i un exorcisme. Tot i que, tradicionalment, s’ha identi-
ficat el sant protagonista amb sant Bernat, Rosa Alcoy proposa identificar-lo amb sant Romuald. 
L’escena que ens ocupa és, precisament, un dels arguments esgrimits per l’autora a favor del sant 
camaldulenc, al qual s’atribueix el miracle.23 Tenint en compte la reiteració de l’escena en les arts 
plàstiques gòtiques catalanes, un es pregunta si no es podria tractar d’una “contaminació” icono-
gràfica que hauria traslladat el prodigi a sant Bernat.24
21. Molina, Joan. “Relacions i intercanvis artístics entre Girona i el Rosselló a la segona meitat del segle XV”. Annals 
de l’Institut d’Estudis Gironins, 33 (1994): 481-515, especialment 494 i següents; monogràficament sobre aquest retaule, 
del mateix autor: Molina, Joan. “Espacio e imagen de la Justicia. Lecturas en torno al retablo del Consulado de Mar de 
Perpiñán”. Locus Amoenus, 3 (1997): 51-66. 
22. Molina, Joan. “Relacions i intercanvis...”: 481-515, especialment 500 i següents. No és la primera vegada que sant 
Nicolau i sant Bernat es relacionen. A Santa Maria del Pi, de Barcelona, hi ha una capella dedicada a tots dos. Bernaus, 
Magda. “Santa Maria del Pi”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya. Arquitectura II: Catedrals, monestirs i altres edificis religiosos, Antoni Pla-
devall ed. Barcelona: Enciclopèdia Catalana, 2004: II, 96-101. 
23. Alcoy, Rosa. “Sant Romuald de Camaldoli i el problema de les taules de Vic relacionades amb Ferrer Bassa”. Analecta 
Sacra Tarraconensia, 65 (1992): 211-248. 
24. A aquest interrogant iconogràfic cal sumar-li —i això ja s’allunya del propòsit d’aquestes pàgines— el de l’autoria i 
la procedència. Sobre la qüestió de la procedència, Rosa Alcoy apunta la possibilitat que es tracti d’una obra feta a Itàlia: 
Alcoy, Rosa. “Sant Romuald de Camaldoli...”: 219. Pel què fa a l’autoria, s’ha situat en l’òrbita bassiana. Sobre la pintura 
dels Bassa hi ha dues opinions diametralment oposades. La de Rosa Alcoy la trobem exposada —entre d’altres estudis—
a: Alcoy, Rosa. “Ferrer Bassa allo specchio”. Arte medievale, periodico internazionale di critica dell’arte medievale, 2/1 (2003): 
107-127. Joaquín Yarza exposa el seu parer a: Yarza, Joaquín. “María de Navarra y la ilustración del Libro de Horas de 
la Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana”, Libro de Horas de la Reina María de Navarra. Barcelona: Moleiro, 1996: 93-356. Una 
recent aportació sobre la peça del Museu Episcopal de Vic és: Cornudella, Rafael. “Mestre de la Coronació de Bellpuig. 
Escenes de la vida de sant Bernat (?)”, Convidats d’honor. Exposició commemorativa del 75è aniversari del Museu Nacional d’Art 
de Catalunya. Barcelona: Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya, 2009: 126-131. 
























shTornem al retaule de Canapost. Aquesta peça, juntament amb d’altres que tractaré a continua-
ció, em porta a pensar que, tot i que sant Nicolau deuria tenir un paper rellevant en la devoció de 
la gent de mar, bona part de les mostres de culte al sant que coneixem corresponen a altres àmbits. 
A Santa Maria de Cervera (Segarra), es va bastir, cap a 1405-1410, la capella sota l’advocació del 
sant (situada al cantó meridional de l’edifici) que va ser adquirida pels preveres el 1411. El sant 
bisbe també es va representar a la clau de volta esculpida per Francesc Marata l’any 140725. Entre 
els elements ornamentals i de l’aixovar litúrgic de la capella hi havia el retaule de sant Nicolau, 
obra de Borrassà, avui perdut; i la creu de sant Nicolau, datada de 1435-1437, de l’argenter Bernat 
Llopart, que es conserva in situ. Del retaule en tenim poques notícies, però sabem que es féu i que 
es va col·locar a l’església de Cervera per un document: “En 1419, éssent priors de la Confraria los 
venerables mossèn Nicolau de Cornellana y mossèn Bernat Lop, lo qual se féu en Barcelona per 
mestre Lluís Borraçà y Luch, sclau de dit Borraçà, pintors...”.26 
Pel que fa a la creu, aquesta és especialment coneguda per ser la protagonista de l’episodi de 
“competència” entre la confraria de sant Nicolau i la de la Verge, ja que els promotors de la peça 
demanen explícitament que la creu “sie tan gran o mayor e no pas menor que es aquella de la 
confraria de madona Sta. Maria”. A més, presenta un cicle narratiu força ampli dedicat al sant que 
inclou “la historia del miracle de la mar, ço és a saber una nau en la qual haura marines posats en 
fortuna e ab les mans junctes de genollons invocaran sent Nicholau, e farà la imatge de sent Nicho-
lau qui appareixerà en la dita nau per revelar la fortuna”. El “miracle de la mar” es complementa 
amb altres episodis protagonitzats pel sant bisbe: el sant ressuscitant els tres escolans; el sant nen 
pregant durant el bany; donant les boles d’or a les donzelles, com a dot; i la imatge del nen amb 
un anap d’or davant l’altar.27
El miracle de la salvació dels nàufrags —un episodi recurrent en els cicles hagiogràfics dedicats 
al sant— i el de la resurrecció dels escolans no desentonen dins un context de passió i redempció 
—a l’altra cara de la creu es representa, com és habitual, el Crucificat. Ara bé, considerant glo-
balment els prodigis del Sant de Bari que s’hi figuren, tot sembla indicar que aquests pretenen 
demostrar la capacitat intercessora del Sant a través de les seves relíquies que s’havien de custodiar 
a la mateixa creu.28 
A Santa Maria de Manresa (Bages) es conserva encara avui un retaule dedicat a sant Nicolau 
de Bari i a sant Miquel (fig. 3) contractat per Jaume Cabrera el 1406. El seu emplaçament original 
era la capella de la confraria de sant Nicolau, dels clergues, canonges i doctors, en la qual el sant 
es representa —com a Cervera— a la clau de volta. De sant Nicolau, s’hi figuren quatre miracles. 
25. Beseran, Pere. “Santa Maria de Cervera”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya, Arquitectura II, ...: 39-50.
26. Madurell, Josep M., “El pintor Lluís Borrassà...”, per aquest document vegeu: VII: 247 i 248 (doc. nº 222); Gudiol, 
Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica catalana. Barcelona: Polígrafa, 1986: 86. 
27. Ainaud, Joan. “Creu de Sant Nicolau. Bernat Llopart”, Catalunya Medieval. Barcelona: Lunwerg-Generalitat de Cata-
lunya, 1992: 316-317; de Dalmases, Núria. Orfebreria catalana medieval. Barcelona, 1300-1500. Barcelona: Institut d’Estudis 
Catalans, 1992: I, 265-267; II, 276-277 (d’aquí he extret els fragments del contracte); Duran, Agustí. “Orfebreria cata-
lana: la creu de Sant Nicolau de Cervera. Els argenters de Cervera”. Estudis Universitaris Catalans, 8 (1914): 108-201. El 
prodigi dels nens ressuscitats s’insereix en una tradició literària. Sobre aquest aspecte vegeu: Ainaud, Jordi. “De Jaume 
Roig a Stephen Sondheim: canibalisme i misogínia”, Actes del VII Congrés de l’Associació Hispànica de Literatura Medieval, 
Santiago Fortuño, Tomàs Martínez, eds. Castelló de la Plana: Publicacions de la Universitat Jaume I, 1999: 243-253. 
28. Ens limitem aquí a assenyalar alguns estudis “clàssics” sobre el tema de les relíquies: Brown, Peter. Le culte des saints. 
Son essor et sa fonction dans la chrétienté latine. París: Les éditions du Cerf, 1984; Geary, Patrick J. Furta Sacra. Thefts of relics 
in the central Middle Ages. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978; Herrmann, Nicole. Les reliques des saints. Formation 
coutumière d’un droit. París: Éditions Klincsiek, 1975; Bozóky, Edina; Helvétius, Anne Marie. Les reliques. Objets, cultes, 
symbols. Actes du colloque international de l’Université du Littoral-Côte d’Opale (Boulogne-sur-Mer). Turnhout: Brepols, 1999. 
























sh En el compartiment inferior d’un carrer lateral presenciem, en dues escenes, el salvament dels tres 
escolans assassinats mentre dormien. En l’altre carrer hi trobem il·lustrada la història del pare que 
havia demanat a sant Nicolau tenir un fill i, que anant al santuari del sant per agrair-li, el nen cau 
al mar; no obstant això, el pare arriba al santuari per dur-hi l’anap d’or, i allà troba miraculosament 
el nen. A la predel·la, flanquejant el sant enterrament, hi ha dos miracles més. El primer, el dels 
mariners als quals sant Nicolau demana que donin part de la seva càrrega de blat a una ciutat que 
tenia poc menjar i, malgrat fer-ho, en arribar a port, el pes de la mercaderia és el mateix; òbvia-
ment, per intercessió del sant. L’altre, el de l’arbre tallat d’on surt el dimoni.29 
Hem vist com a Cervera i a Manresa els clergues tenien capelles sota l’advocació de sant Nico-
lau. A Lleida i a Girona es representava el Sermó del Bisbetó. En aquestes ocasions, el més raonable 
sembla pensar en un culte com a bisbe exemplar i com a protector dels infants i escolans. 
La retaulística catalana ens ofereix encara un parell de casos més amb escenes narratives del 
sant de Bari. Tenim molt poques notícies d’un retaule que devia procedir del Maresme (fig. 4 i 5). 
Malgrat que s’han perdut algunes de les taules que l’integraven, es conserva majoritàriament a 
l’Institut Amatller d’Art Hispànic (Barcelona).30 El retaule, dedicat a sant Nicolau, inclou diversos 
miracles del sant. El cicle narratiu s’inicia amb el sant bisbe donant boles d’or a tres donzelles que 
s’havien de casar i a les quals el seu pare no podia pagar la dot. Sota aquesta escena, malmès, tro-
bem el sant impedint l’assassinat de tres soldats innocents. A l’altre carrer lateral, el sant salvant 
nàufrags i, finalment, ressuscitant tres escolans morts. L’altre testimoni és el retaule de Cameles 
(Rosselló) conservat a l’església parroquial de la població, també dedicat a sant Nicolau i datat el 
1407-1408. En aquest s’hi va figurar un ampli repertori d’escenes de la vida i miracles del sant, en-
tre les quals el sant ajudant a mariners en dificultat.31 Tot i que les zones de procedència d’aquests 
retaules (Maresme i Rosselló) són properes a la costa, no tenim evidències de la vinculació d’aques-
tes peces amb la devoció de la gent de mar. En conseqüència, m’inclino a pensar que, en aquests 
casos, la inclusió del miracle en el cicle es deu més a la voluntat de mostrar la capacitat intercessora 
del sant en general, i no estrictament relacionada amb les activitats marítimes. 
2. Sant Elm
Sant Elm, o Erasme, és un sant també venerat en diversos indrets com a patró dels mariners. Hi 
ha nombroses variants del nom: Elm, Erm, Antelm, Telm, Tem, etc. Sovint s’ha confós amb el sant 
dominicà Pere González Telmo, del segle XIII, lògicament per la semblança entre (T)elm i Telmo.32 
Algunes notícies documentals —més que no pas obres plàstiques— que podem anar espigolant 
de diversos indrets ens ajuden a reconstruir parcialment les mostres de devoció vers el sant. El 
29. Yarza, Joaquín. Els retaules gòtics de la Seu de Manresa. Manresa: Angle Editorial-Fundació Caixa de Manresa, 1993: 56. 
Anna Orriols i Alsina ha tractat en diverses ocasions els retaules de la Seu: Orriols, Anna. “Els retaules gòtics de la Seu”, 
Manresa i la Seu. Manresa: Amics de la Seu, 1991: 113-127; Orriols, Anna. “La pintura gòtica a la Seu”, Manresa Medieval. 
Història, art i cultura a l’Edat Mitjana. Manresa: Amics de l’Art Romànic del Bages, 2001: 105-133. En aquests estudis ja 
es recull pertinentment la bibliografia anterior sobre el retaule i el seu context artístic. 
30. Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica...: 52 (fitxa 111); 305 (fig. 232).
31. Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica...: 117 (fitxa 371); 383 (fig. 626-627); Ruiz, Francesc. “Els pintors del 
Rosselló”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya. Pintura II, el corrent internacional, Francesc Ruiz, coord. Barcelona: Enciclopèdia Catalana, 
2005: 127-133. 
32. Colomer, Ignasi M. Sant Elm i la coca. Calella: Museu-Arxiu Municipal de Calella, 1989; García, Arcadi. Història de la 
marina...:140-141; Amades, Joan. Els exvots. Barcelona: Orbis, 1952: 105. 
























shtrobem, com ja passava amb sant Nicolau, entre els sants que donen noms a vaixells.33 Segons la 
visita pastoral de 1547 al convent de sant Antoni i santa Clara de Barcelona, hi havia “la image de 
sanct Helm, ab les armes dels Mariners [...] en mig, en lo altar, un bell retaule, daurat en mig stoffa, 
ymage de sanct Helm, ab la història de ell, ab ses polseres ab les armes dels Mariners”.34 Sabem que 
els pintors Bernat Martorell, Jaume Cirera i Lluís Dalmau van treballar en la pintura del retaule o 
en la decoració de la capella de sant Elm d’aquest convent.35 
A Sant Feliu de Guíxols (Baix Empordà), els mariners retien culte a sant Elm, on hi havia una 
capella sota la seva advocació.36 A Calella (Maresme) també n’hi havia una de datada el 1449. Mn. 
Colomer37 ha proposat que aquest va ser el lloc d’origen de l’exvot en forma de coca —nau curta i 
molt ampla—, tradicionalment coneguda com a coca de Mataró. També procedia del mateix indret 
un retaule gòtic, del qual no coneixem la localització actual, on es van representar, suposadament, 
a part de sant Elm, els sants Abdó i Senén. El llegendari d’aquests dos sants també els atribueix el 
salvament d’una nau a punt de naufragar. Un manuscrit datat a 1428 recull, segurament copiant 
un text anterior, l’episodi de la translació de les relíquies dels sants des de Sant Marc de Venècia 
fins a Arles del Tec (Vallespir). L’expedició catalana que va anar a buscar les relíquies, un cop les 
tingué embarcades, va continuar el viatge per arribar a casa. En trobar-se a unes deu milles de la 
costa, toparen amb una nau a punt de naufragar. L’abat d’Arles, que custodiava els cossos sants, 
va començar a resar per tal que sant Abdó i Senén hi intervinguessin. Un cop acabada l’oració, 
els mariners van poder continuar sense problemes el seu viatge fins a Cadaqués (Alt Empordà).38 
Malgrat que aquest prodigi protagonitzat per sant Abdó i Senén es narri en el seu llegendari, no 
coneixem cap cas en què sigui representat en la plàstica gòtica catalana.
Tornant a la coca, aquesta petita embarcació és un exvot de fusta, avui conservat al Maritien 
Museum Prins Hendrjk, de Rotterdam (Països Baixos). Malgrat que sempre ha estat anomenada 
com la coca de Mataró, Mn. Colomer s’inclina per la procedència calellenca argumentant que la 
capella de Sant Simó de Mataró data de finals segle XVI. D’altra banda, un exvot mariner encaixa 
perfectament en un lloc de culte sota l’advocació de sant Elm.39 La historiografia més recent s’ha 
fet ressò d’aquesta hipòtesi, però no s’aporten arguments sòlids a favor d’una o altra possibilitat. 
La tendència majoritària en la historiografia és mantenir la procedència mataronina de la coca.40 
33. Carrère, Claude. Barcelona 1380-1462...: I, 250 i següents.
34. Madurell, Josep M. “El pintor Lluís Borrassà...”: VII, 58-59. 
35. Duran, Agustí. Barcelona i la seva història. L’art i la cultura. Barcelona: Curial, 1975: III, cap. 6; Bernat Martorell: 
116-134 (docs. nº 55 i 65), cap. 7; Lluís Dalmau i Jaume Huguet: 135-179 i 147-148; Madurell, Josep M. “El pintor 
Lluís Borrassà...”: VIII, 375-376 (doc. nº 365); Ruiz, Francesc. “Lluís Dalmau”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya, pintura III, darreres 
manifestacions, Joan Sureda, coord. Barcelona: Enciclopèdia Catalana, 2006: 51-67 i 64.
36. Amades, Joan. Els exvots...: 116; Villanueva, Jaime Viaje literario...: XIV, 66. 
37. Colomer, Ignasi M. Sant Elm....
38. Sistac, José. Vida, culto y folklore de los Santos Abdón y Senén, popularmente llamados “sant Nin i sant Non” abogados de los 
agricultores, antiguos co-Patronos de Barcelona y Patronos de multitud de lugares de Cataluña, Aragón, Valencia y sur de Francia. 
Barcelona: Gráficas Ramón Sopena, 1948: 46-55. 
39. Colomer, Ignasi M. Sant Elm...: 32 i següents. 
40. És evident que no hi ha cap estudi definitiu sobre aquesta peça. En el recent: de Meer, Sjoerd. “La coca de Mataró”, 
Mediterraneum. L’esplendor de la Mediterrània medieval, Joaquim Alemany, Xavier Barral, coords. Barcelona: Lunwerg, 
2004: 573-579, planteja la procedència; estudia la tipologia de vaixell (coca, nau o caravel·la), decantant-se per una 
coca; i valora si es tracta d’un element votiu. També és interessant consultar la fitxa online del museu <http://www.ma-
ritiemmuseum.nl/pix/tentoon/mataro/online/eng_mataronline.pdf> y Martínez, José M. Evocaciones en torno a la Coca de 
Mataró. Barcelona: Cámara Oficial de Comercio, Industria y Navegación de Barcelona, 1986, que incorpora també infor-
mació sobre el context i les tipologies de vaixells a la baixa edat mitjana. Sobre aquest darrer aspecte també: Gertwagen, 
























sh L’agraïment a la divinitat o als sants a través d’un exvot no és nou de l’Edat Mitjana. El fenomen 
compta amb una llarga tradició i són nombrosos els exemples que trobem tant del món antic com 
medieval.41 En l’art gòtic català —com en el forani—, en ocasions en què es representa l’interior 
d’un edifici o la tomba d’un sant s’hi afegeixen exvots penjats. Així ho veiem en el retaule de sant 
Nicolau de Manresa ja esmentat, on els exvots pengen sobre l’altar. En el retaule de Domus Dei de 
Miralles (Castellví de Rosanes, Baix Llobregat), d’Antoni Llonye, hi ha l’escena dels pelegrins a la 
tomba de sant Nicolau de Tolentino (fig. 6). Damunt la tomba del sant hi veiem penjats una munió 
d’exvots entre els quals figuretes de cos sencer, cames, braços, etc. Tot i que seguint un esquema 
compositiu diferent, trobem el mateix a l’escena dels pelegrins a la tomba de sant Vicenç en el re-
taule de Sarrià, de Jaume Huguet. Pel que ara ens ocupa però, el cas més interessant és el retaule de 
Granollers. En aquest, s’hi il·lustra l’escena de l’exorcisme de la princesa Eudòxia davant la tomba 
de sant Esteve. Damunt del sepulcre del sant, entre els exvots que pengen, trobem una coca.42 No 
tenim constància que en cap dels retaules amb escenes narratives de sant Esteve es representi el 
miracle del salvament de nàufrags. Tanmateix, sí que es recull en el seu llegendari.43 
En la literatura catalana medieval podem localitzar fragments il·lustratius de la pràctica d’oferir 
exvots. En el poema Veles e vents han mos desigs complir, d’Ausiàs March, on es fa una metàfora del 
viatge marítim i l’amor i la fortuna, trobem els següents versos (vv. 17-20):
Los pelegrins tots ensems votaran
e prometran molts dons de cera fets;
la gran paor traurà·l llum los secrets
que al confés descoberts no seran [...]”.44
Rudy. “Característiques de les embarcacions marítimes de la Mediterrània durant els segles XIII-XV”, Mediterraneum...: 
543-561. 
41. Freedberg, David. El poder de las imágenes. Estudios sobre la historia y la teoría de la respuesta. Madrid: Cátedra, 1989. 
Sobre els exvots a l’Edat Mitjana, també és interessant veure: Sigal, Pierre-André. “L’ex-voto au Moyen Âge dans les 
régions du Nord-Ouest de la Mediterranée (XIIe-XVe siècles)”. Provence historique, 33/131 (1983): 13-31. Per una pano-
ràmica general sobre la qüestió en territori català és interessantíssim l’estudi de Francesca Español: Español, Francesca. 
“Exvotos y recuerdos de peregrinación”, El camí de Sant Jaume i Catalunya. Actes del Congrés Internacional celebrat a Barcelo-
na, Cervera i Lleida els dies 16, 17 i 18 d’octubre de 2003. Barcelona: Publicacions de l’Abadia de Montserrat, 2007: 297-317; 
ja traspassant els límits de l’Edat Mitjana: Parés, Fina. “Ex-voto catalans”. Provence historique, 33/131 (1983): 87-101, 
també: Amades, Joan. Els exvots....
42. Sobre el retaule de Manresa vegeu el ja citat a la nota 28. Pel retaule de Miralles: Orriols, Anna. “Iconografía de 
san Agustín en los ciclos góticos catalanes”. Boletín del Museo e Instituto Camón Aznar, 41 (1990): 13-46, en concret 26 i 
següents; Elsig, Frédéric. “Antoine de Lonhy. Muerte de santa Mónica y Milagros ante la tumba de san Nicolás de To-
lentino, c. 1460-1462”, El Renacimiento Mediterráneo, viajes de artistas e itinerarios de obras entre Italia, Francia y España en el 
siglo XV, Mauro Natale, coord. Madrid-València: Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza-Museu de Belles Arts de València, 2001: 
481-484. Quant al retaule d’Huguet, sobre aquest aspecte: Llompart, Gabriel. “Aspectos folklóricos en la pintura gótica 
de Jaume Huguet y los Vergós”. Revista de dialectología y tradiciones populares, 29 (1973): 391-408; Molina, Joan. “Hagio-
grafía y mentalidad popular en la pintura tardogótica barcelonesa (1450-1500)”. Locus Amoenus, 2 (1996): 125-139. I pel 
retaule de Granollers, l’article de Gabriel Llompart que acabem d’esmentar i també: Tintó, Margarita. El retaule gòtic de 
Sant Esteve de Granollers. Granollers: M. Tintó, 1990; Garriga, Joaquim. “L’antic retaule major de sant Esteve de Grano-
llers, dels Vergós”. Lauro. Revista del Museu de Granollers, 15 (1998): 15-35; Ruiz, Francesc. “Els Vergós i el Retaule de Sant 
Esteve de Granollers. Un nou apropament a la seva complexitat”, Entra a l’església gòtica de Granollers, Jaume Dantí Riu, 
coord. Granollers: Museu de Granollers, 1997: 74-79. En general, sobre la iconografia de vaixells, es pot veure: Villain, 
Christiane. “Iconographie et datations du navire médiéval”, Iconographie médiévale. Image, texte, contexte, Gaston Duchet, 
dir. París: CNRS Éditions, 1990: 49-73. Arran dels dibuixos del revers del retaule del Púbol, fa un repàs a les represen-
tacions de vaixells, sobretot d’àmbit hispà, Yarza, Joaquín. “¿Dibujos, esbozos, modelos?”, Bernat Martorell i la tardor del 
gòtic català. El context artístic del retaule del Púbol, Joan Molina, ed. Girona: Museu d’Art de Girona, 2003: 147-168. 
43. da Varazze, Iacopo. Llegenda Àuria...: 971 i següents.
44. March, Ausiàs. Tria de poemes, eds. Josep Pujol, Francesc Gómez. Barcelona: Biblioteca Hermes, 1998: 117. 
























shEls exvots, com s’ha vist, podien ser de cera o de fusta. D’altres vegades, però, s’utilitzaven 
materials més luxosos. Un exemple, que ens obliga a situar-nos en un altre àmbit geogràfic, és el 
protagonitzat per Lluís IX. El 1254, quan el rei torna de Síria a França amb la reina Joinville, essent 
a prop de Xipre, el vent es torna “si forz et si orribles” que hi ha perill de naufragi.45 Llavors la reina 
invoca sant Nicolau i li promet una nau d’argent de cinc marcs. Podria respondre a una casuística 
semblant la barca d’argent daurat amb insígnies de l’infant Martí i Maria de Luna per la qual, a 12 
de juny de 1372, l’argenter Romeu des Feu cobra cent setanta-dues lliures, tres sous i tres diners 
de moneda barcelonina.46 
Reprenent el fil de les obres d’art possiblement procedents de sant Elm de Calella, em centro 
ara en el retaule, situat estilísticament a l’òrbita dels Vergós. Enmig de sants Abdó i sant Senén 
s’hi representa un sant bisbe amb una barqueta a les mans. Tradicionalment identificat com a 
sant Nicolau,47 Mn. Colomer proposa identificar-lo amb sant Elm. Això és factible si el creiem 
procedent de la capella sota l’advocació d’aquest sant. Això no exclouria que després hagués 
pogut passar a l’església de sant Quirze i santa Julita on, en una capella lateral, es va establir la 
confraria de sant Elm. Reforça la hipòtesi de Mn. Colomer el fet que la seva iconografia sigui la 
mateixa del sant que podem observar en la clau de volta de la capella de sant Elm de l’església 
de Tossa (La Selva).48 
Lògicament, per considerar la versemblança d’aquesta identificació del sant bisbe, caldria 
posar-la en paral·lel amb la iconografia que presenta en altres peces. Malgrat que línies amunt 
he esmentat obres pictòriques on apareix el sant, només les coneixem a través dels documents 
citats. Així doncs, per fer un exercici comparatiu cal mirar fora del principat. Sant Elm es va 
figurar en un retaule valencià de triple advocació, atribuït a Bartomeu Baró, avui en parador 
desconegut. Les imatges del carrer central i lateral dret es poden identificar com a sant Sebastià, 
amb la representació del seu martiri a la cimera; i sant Bernardí, acompanyat de la inscripció 
identificativa. Ens interessa ara, però, l’efígie del carrer esquerre. Tot i que, en fotografies anti-
gues, als peus del sant s’hi pot llegir “S. Blas Obispo”, es tracta d’una imatge originàriament de 
sant Elm repintada fins a transformar-la en sant Blai. Just a sota de l’efígie del sant bisbe, en un 
dels compartiments de la predel·la, es recrea, precisament, el salvament de nàufrags. Completen 
el bancal una imago pietatis i un miracle de sant Bernardí.49 A Itàlia trobem una imatge del sant, 
també amb el vaixell a la mà. Es tracta d’un compartiment d’un políptic de Giovanni Canavesio, 
de la segona meitat del XV.50
A la llum dels exemples esmentats, sant Elm no va gaudir d’un culte tan estès com altres sants. 
Tanmateix, tant les mostres de devoció al sant com la seva iconografia —amb l’atribut del vaixell—
accentuen la seva especialitat d’intercessor davant els temuts perills del mar.
45. Delumeau, Jean. La peur en Occident...: 51.
46. de Dalmases, Núria. Orfebreria catalana...: II, 74. 
47. Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica...: 181 (fitxa 503); 434 (fig. 879). 
48. Colomer, Ignasi M. Sant Elm....
49. Cornudella, Rafael. “El Mestre de la Porciúncula i la pintura valenciana del seu temps”. Butlletí del Museu Nacional 
d’Art de Catalunya, 9 (2008): 83-111. 
50. Kaftal, George. Saints in italian Art. Iconography of the saints in the painting of north west Italy. Florència: Casa Editrice 
Le Lettere, 1986: IV, 262. 
























sh 3. Sant Onofre
Un dels prodigis obrats per sant Onofre és el “miracle que s’esdavench en mar”. En la vida ca-
talana del sant conservada a la Biblioteca de Catalunya (ms. 13), i les seves versions, que inclouen 
també miracles post mortem del sant, s’explica un prodigi que hi deuria ser afegit pel traductor català 
del text. En aquest es relata com un mercader de Barcelona, abans de fer-se al mar, va a visitar la 
seva germana que era clarissa a Pedralbes. Ella li recomana que, en cas de perill, s’encomani a sant 
Onofre. A alta mar, els sorprèn una tempesta i el mercader invoca el sant eremita, tal i com la seva 
germana l’hi havia indicat, prometent que, si se salva, manarà fer una capella sota la seva advoca-
ció al monestir de clarisses. La història, com un es pot ben imaginar, té un final feliç i el mercader 
compleix la seva promesa.51 Sembla, però, que en realitat aquest tipus de promeses i altres vots 
solien ser fàcilment oblidats un cop superat el perill i un se sabia sa i estalvi.52 
Al necrologi de Pedralbes, se’ns diu que sor Beatriu d’Òdena (†1389) féu fer un bancal amb la 
història de sant Onofre per l’altar de les onze mil verges. La peça que va encarregar la clarissa deu 
ser la taula dedicada al sant que avui es conserva al Museu de la Catedral de Barcelona (fig. 7). 
En aquest bancal es representa la vida de l’eremita, però no s’inclou cap miracle post mortem, com 
tampoc el del salvament del mercader. Diversos autors que han estudiat la peça proposen datar-la 
cap a 1360-1370 i, en qualsevol cas, tenim com a data ante quem la de 1389. De totes maneres, és 
anterior a la vida de la Biblioteca de Catalunya, la vida catalana de sant Onofre més antiga que con-
servem, datable circa 1400.53 Considerant totes aquestes dades, Assumpta Escudero proposa que 
el protagonista del prodigi sigui el germà de Beatriu d’Òdena, de manera que el text hagiogràfic i 
l’obra pictòrica estarien estretament vinculats. Tot i que interessant i temptadora, em sembla una 
hipòtesi potser massa atrevida.54
Crec que és interessant destacar el fet que aquest text no és l’únic que relaciona un mercader 
amb el culte a sant Onofre. A l’Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat de Barcelona es conserva l’inventari dels 
béns del mercader Eloi de Navel, datat de 1457. El comerç del safrà li hauria permès gaudir d’una 
51. La transcripció és la que fa Gabriel Llompart al seu interessantíssim estudi sobre la iconografia del sant a Mallorca: 
Llompart, Gabriel. “San Onofre, eremita, en el medioevo mallorquín”. Estudios lulianos, 7-8 (1963): 203-208. Hi ha una 
edició completa de la vida de sant Onofre del ms. 13 de la Biblioteca de Catalunya: Hernández, José. “El manuscrito 13 
de la Biblioteca de Catalunya: ‘Comença del Benaurat sant Honoffree la sua santa e uirtuosa vida’”. Estudios románicos, 
8-9 (1993-1995): 185-262. Alguns fragments (transcrits, estudiats i comparats amb l’incunable de València) els trobem 
també a: Wittlin, Curt. “‘Qualsevol qui de mi scriurà libre, Déu li perdonarà tots los pecats’: la traducció catalana allar-
gada de la ‘Vida de sant Onofre’ ampliada”, De la traducció literal a la creació literària, Curt Wittlin, ed. Barcelona: Publica-
cions de l’Abadia de Montserrat, 1995: 103-118. 
52. Varela, Maria Elisa. “Navegar y rezar...”: 1123.
53. Del necrologi de Pedralbes n’hi ha una edició: de Castro, María. “Necrologio del monasterio de Sta. Mª de Pedralbes 
(s. XIV)”. Hispania Sacra, 21 (1968): 391-427. Pel bancal de sant Onofre és interessant veure: Trens, Manuel. Ferrer 
Bassa i les pintures de Pedralbes. Barcelona: Institut d’Estudis Catalans, 1936: 22; també l’article de Francesca Español 
que, tot i no estar dedicat al bancal, hi fa rellevants aportacions: Español, Francesca. “Los membra disjecta de un coro 
gótico catalán en el Museo de Cleveland”, Imágenes y promotores en el arte medieval, M. Luisa Melero, Francesca Español, 
Anna Orriols, Daniel Rico, eds. Bellaterra: Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona-Servei de Publicacions, 2001: 337-352 
i de la mateixa autora: Español, Francesca. El gòtic català. Manresa: Angle Editorial-Fundació Caixa de Manresa, 2002: 
238; Carbonell, Marià; Castellano, Anna; Cornudella, Rafael. “Una col·lecció per al monestir de Pedralbes”, Pedralbes. 
Els tresors del monestir. Marià Carbonell, Anna Castellano, Rafael Cornudella, dirs. Barcelona: Museu d’Història de la 
Ciutat-Museu Monestir de Pedralbes, 2005: 25-33; Alcoy, Rosa, “Ramon Destorrents i taller. Predel·la de sant Onofre”, 
Millenum, història i art de l’església catalana. Barcelona: Generalitat de Catalunya, 1989: 258. Podeu veure també la meva 
tesina (2006) El culte a Sant Onofre a Catalunya en època gòtica i la seva traducció plàstica, on es recull aquesta i altra biblio-
grafia. Més recentment, sobre aquesta peça: Cornudella, Rafael; Favà, Cèsar. “Francesc Serra (?). Bancal de la vida de 
sant Onofre”, Convidats d’honor...: 132-137. 
54. Escudero, Assumpta. El monestir de santa Maria de Pedralbes. Barcelona: Edicions de Nou Art Thor, 1988: 76-77.
























shprivilegiada situació econòmica com es fa evident en el document. Entre els béns inventariats hi 
ha els volums d’una nodrida biblioteca entre els quals es trobava una vida de sant Onofre. Malgrat 
ser originari de Cardona (Bages), tenia fixada —com tants altres mercaders cardonins— la seva 
residència a Barcelona tot i que no va desvincular-se mai de la vila bagenca, on posseia una casa. 
Precisament, de Sant Miquel de Cardona, l’església “dels mercaders”, procedeix un bancal de re-
taule, avui en una col·lecció particular, atribuït a Pere Vall. Hi figura, juntament amb altres sants, 
l’eremita egipci. De nou, intentar vincular directament els Navel amb aquest fragment de retaule 
seria, almenys, precipitat. Tanmateix, demostra que el culte a sant Onofre era viu a Cardona, un 
indret que va viure una intensa activitat comercial i, de retruc, una forta puixança econòmica i 
demogràfica a les darreries de l’Edat Mitjana.55 La devoció a sant Onofre també s’atesta en el testa-
ment de Caterina Llull i Çabatida, una mercadera catalana de la segona meitat del segle XV. En el 
document, figuren les quantitats destinades a la celebració de misses en disset festivitats, entre les 
quals, la de sant Onofre.56 
Tot i que menys evidents, hi ha altres indicis d’una relativa popularitat del sant entre els mer-
caders. D’acord amb un document de 1508 a la capella de sant Miquel de Santa Maria del Mar 
hi havia un retaule “sub invocacione sanctorum Honofrii et Antonii”.57 D’altra banda, una de les 
figures de la portada occidental s’ha identificat amb sant Onofre.58 De la documentació relativa a la 
promoció artística dels mercaders es poden anar aplegant algunes notícies en aquesta mateixa línia. 
En una de les claus de volta d’una capella del claustre de Sant Jeroni de la Murtra (Badalona, Bar-
celonès) es va esculpir el sant; una marca de mercader figura en l’escut exterior del mateix tram.59 
Sembla que ja el 1401 el sant era venerat a la catedral de Barcelona, prop de l’altar de sant Ole-
guer, que es trobava a la capella de sant Agustí.60 Vint anys més tard, segons el patriarca Sapera, el 
culte continuava viu “[...] essent pintada la imatge en un oratori ó especie de triptich, es á dir un 
retauló ab portelletes”.61 No en coneixem el promotor. Tanmateix sabem que, entre molts d’altres, 
van fundar beneficis a la capella dos mercaders: Ponç de Gualbes (1369) i Pere d’Urgell (1391). 
55. Pel testament d’Eloi de Navel: Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat de Barcelona. Arxiu Notarial. I. 10. f. 27v; Iglesias, Antoni. 
“De drassanes i drassaners: Eloi de Navel (†1457), un drassaner lletraferit”. Drassana, 11 (2003): 84-96; Aurell, Jaume. 
Els mercaders catalans...: 150 i 188; Aurell, Jaume; Puigarnau, Alfons. La cultura del mercader... : 263-264 i nota 199. Quant 
a la burgesia cardonina (entre la qual els Navel) a la Baixa Edat Mitjana: Galera, Andreu. Territori, senyoriu i jurisdicció a la 
Catalunya central: la batllia de Cardona, ducat de Cardona i baronia de Santa Maria d’Aguilar (s. XI-XVI). Barcelona: Universitat 
de Barcelona, tesi doctoral, 2001: 558; Casas, Montserrat. “Els habitants de Cardona i les seves activitats econòmiques al 
voltant de 1400”. Cardener, 2 (1985): 125-143; Galera, Andreu. “Els Ros de Garrigosa: entorn les relacions entre l’oligar-
quia de la vila de Cardona i l’alta burgesia barcelonina (segles XII-XV)”. Acta Historica et Archeologica Mediaevalia, 20-21 
(2000): 591-615. Per la pintura: Orriols, Anna. “La pintura gòtica a Sant Miquel de Cardona”, L’Església parroquial de Sant 
Miquel de Cardona. El gòtic al mig Cardener. Cardona: Centre d’Estudis del Bages, 2003: 131-195. 
56. Colesanti, Gemma. Caterina Llull i Çabatida: una mercantessa catalana nella Sicila del ‘400. Girona: Universitat de Girona, 
tesi doctoral, 2005: 79. 
57. Per Santa Maria del Mar: Borau, Cristina. La fundació de capelles i retaules a la Barcelona del Segle XIV. Barcelona: Fun-
dació Noguera, 2003: 525-526. 
58. Bassegoda, Bonaventura. Santa Maria de la Mar...: I, 150. 
59. Aymar, Jaume. “El monestir de Sant Jeroni de la Murtra”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya, Arquitectura II, ...: 217-223. 
60. Mas, José. Guía / Itinerario de la Catedral de Barcelona. Barcelona: Imprenta “La Renaixença”, 1916: 93.
61. Mas, José. Notes Históriques del Bisbat de Barcelona. Taula dels altars y capelles de la Seu de Barcelona. Barcelona: Impren-
ta “La Renaixença”, 1906: 52. La Visitatio Sedis (1421/25-1428, f. 72-72v), s’hi refereix en els termes següents: Est ibi 
sepulcrum de alabaustro cum ymagine Sti. Oulegarii satis pulcre sculpta et cum aliis diversis ymaginibus parvis et operaturis de vitro 
livido et daurato, supra quodquidem sepulcrum est quoddam oratorium de Sancto Honofre, transcrit a: Terés, Maria Rosa. Pere Ça 
Anglada. Introducció de l’estil internacional en l’escultura gòtica catalana. Barcelona: Artestudi, 1987: 126. 
























sh Això mostra simplement que la capella on es venerava el sant era destinatària de mostres de culte 
de mercaders. 
El culte a sant Onofre al principat no va arribar abans del segle XIV i mai va ser una de les de-
vocions més esteses. Tanmateix, arran dels exemples esmentats, sembla que sant Onofre va gaudir 
d’una certa popularitat entre els mercaders i la gent de mar.62
4. Sant Antoni Abat
La historiografia s’ha referit a sant Antoni Abat també com a sant protector de vaixells.63 Segons 
Joan Amades, el culte al sant entre la gent de mar a Catalunya es deu a l’episodi que s’explica en la 
llegenda, suposadament traduïda de l’àrab al llatí per Alfons Buenhombre el 1341. Segons aquest 
text, el sant va arribar a Barcelona des del desert de Tebes travessant el mar en un núvol que s’ha 
passat a conèixer com la barqueta de sant Antoni.64 Aquesta travessa miraculosa protagonitzada 
per sant Antoni Abat, recorda irremeiablement la que s’atribueix a sant Ramon de Penyafort, el qual 
travessa el mar amb la seva capa i, en arribar al port de Barcelona, treu la capa del mar, sorprenent-
ment eixuta. El folklore català s’ha fet ressò d’aquest prodigi. Ho il·lustra, per exemple, una cançó 




surten a muralla 
Què és això que es veu?
n’és galera o barca?
No n’és barca, no
ni galera armada
que n’és sant Ramon
que ha fet un miracle
Santa Caterina
toca les campanes65
Sembla que aquest miracle es va posar per escrit el 1456. El sant dominicà, que va viure entre 
1175 i 1222, no va ser canonitzat fins el 1601 i, tot i que ja gaudia d’una devoció remarcable ante-
riorment, no puc assegurar que tingués un ressò especial entre la gent de mar de l’edat mitjana.66 
62. Vaig tractar això amb més deteniment (i citant més dades) a: Barniol, Montserrat. “El culto a San Onofre en Cata-
luña durante los siglos XIV y XV”, El culto a los santos: cofradías, devoción, fiestas y arte, Actas del Simposium, 2/5-IX-2008. San 
Lorenzo de El Escorial: Ediciones Escurialenses, 2008: 177-190. 
63. Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”: 161-178.
64. Amades, Joan. “Tradiciones marineras catalanas”, Leyendas y tradiciones marineras...: 28-49. Vegeu també: Halkin, 
François. “La légende de Saint Antoine traduite de l’arabe par Alphonse Bonhome, O.P.”. Analecta Bollandiana, 60 (1942): 
143-203; Meersseman, Gil Gérard. “La chronologie des voyages et des oevres de frère Alphonse Buenhombre O.P.”. Archi-
vum Fratum Praedicatorum, 10 (1940): 77-108. 
65. Amades, Joan. Els exvots...: 43. 
66. Valls, Ferran. San Ramón de Penyafort. Barcelona-Madrid: Editorial Labor, 1936; Réau, Louis. Iconographie de l’art 
chrétien. Iconographie des saints, P-Z. París: Presses Universitaires de France, 1959: III, 1139; Vauchez, André. “Raimondo 
























shEl viatge fantàstic de sant Antoni no es representa en cap dels retaules catalans conservats ni 
en els coneguts per fotografies.67 Fora del nostre àmbit, però, es va recrear en el manuscrit de la 
vida del sant profusament il·luminat per Robert Fournier, l’any 1426 a Saint-Antoine-en-Viennois 
(Delfinat, França), casa mare dels antonians, a instàncies de Guigue Robert, prior de l’abadia. El 
còdex, conservat a la Biblioteca Pública de La Valletta (Malta), va ser copiat tres anys més tard per 
ordre de Jean de Montchenu, preceptor de l’abadia de Ranverso (Piemont, Itàlia).68 La hipòtesi de 
Joan Amades però no concorda amb l’opinió de Geneviève i Henry Bresc que li atribueixen un 
culte continuat entre la gent de mar des de 1200 en endavant, que només davalla lleugerament a 
partir de 1400.69 Sigui com sigui, com els altres sants protectors de vaixells, el trobem també entre 
els noms de diverses embarcacions, sol o, a vegades, combinat amb altres sants o la Verge.70 
Durant els segles del gòtic, el culte a sant Antoni a Catalunya és molt estès. Tot i que és im-
possible descriure en poques línies els motius de l’amplíssima popularitat del sant tebà, n’apunto 
alguns trets. D’entrada, sembla que durant tota l’Edat Mitjana va ser valorat com a exemple, tant 
per eremites com per ordes monàstics. La seva vida, escrita per sant Atanasi i traduïda al llatí per 
Evagri d’Antioquia, va tenir un ressò destacable en textos posteriors, on es troben fàcilment man-
lleus. D’altra banda, a partir de finals segle XI, s’expandeix l’orde antonià el qual es dedicava, bàsi-
cament, al tractament de malalts d’ergotisme, afecció coneguda també com a “foc de sant Antoni”. 
La seva “especialitat” no era la d’intercessor davant els perills a alta mar, però no podem negar 
categòricament que, en ocasions, se’l pogués invocar per aquest motiu. Cert és que tenim la notícia 
del Llibre del Consolat de Mar que anteriorment he esmentat, tot i que no s’especifica si es tracta de 
sant Antoni Abat o sant Antoni de Pàdua.71 
di Penyafort, santo”, Bibliotheca Sanctorum. Roma: Citta’nuova editrice, 1968: XI, 16-24. Per la iconografia del sant, és 
interessant també veure: Kaftal, George. Saints in italian Art. Iconography of the saints in tuscan painting; Iconography of the 
saints in the painting of north east Italy...: I, 873-874; III, 895-898, respectivament.
67. Ni en altres àmbits geogràfics. Meiffret, Laurence. Saint Antoine ermite en Italie (1340-1540). Roma: École Française 
de Roma, 2004.
68. Cockerell, Sidney C. “Two pictural lifes of St. Anthony the Great”. Burlington Magazine, 63/399 (1933) 58-67; Gra-
ham, Rose. A Picture-book of the Life of St. Anthony the Abbot, executed for the Monastery of Saint-Antoine de Viennois in 1426. 
Oxford: John Johnson for the Society of Antiquaries, 1933; i de la mateixa autora: Graham, Rose. “Le Livre d’images de 
la vie de saint Antoine”. Annales de l’Académie de Mâcon, 3/29 (1934): 176 i pl. XV, 2. 
69. Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”: 169. En aquest sentit, és molt gràfic el quadre que trobem.
70. Carrère, Claude. Barcelona 1380-1462...: I, 250 i següents. 
71. La devoció a sant Antoni requeriria, sense cap mena de dubte, una explicació molt més detinguda. Tot i que la bi-
bliografia dedicada a la qüestió és extensíssima, cito només alguns estudis rellevants. Hi ha una edició catalana del text 
grec: Atanasi. Vida de sant Antoni, ed. Daniel Codina, Miquel Estradé. Barcelona: Publicacions de l’Abadia de Montserrat, 
1989; l’edició francesa és especialment acurada amb una introducció i notes de gran utilitat: d’Alexandrie, Athanase. Vie 
d’Antoine, ed. Gérard J. M. Bartelink. París: Éditions du Cerf, 2004. Sobre la pervivència del sant en la tradició posterior: 
Leclercq, Jean. “Saint Antoine dans la tradition monastique médiévale”. Studia Anselmiana, 38 (1956): 228-247; Penco, 
Gregorio, “Il ricordo dell’ascetismo orientale nella tradizione monastica del medio evo europeo”. Studi Medievali, 3/4 
(1963): 571-587. Quant a l’orde antonià, vegeu: Mischlewski, Adalbert. Un ordre hospitalier au Moyen Âge. Les chanoines 
réguliers de Saint-Antoine-en-Viennois. Grenoble: Presses Universitaires de Grenoble-La Pierre et l’écrit, 1995; i en un àmbit 
més concret: Tomàs, Macià. El foc de sant Antoni a Mallorca. Medicina, història i societat. Palma de Mallorca: El tall editorial, 
1996. Tractant la devoció a sant Antoni, no es pot deixar d’esmentar la seva protecció del món rural, per la qual remeto 
a: Llompart, Gabriel. “San Antonio Abad y su fiesta en la ruralía mallorquina”. Boletín de la Cámara Oficial de Comercio, 
Industria y Navegación de Palma de Mallorca, 661 (1968): 207-221.
























sh 5. Sants d’ordes mendicants
En el fragment del Llibre del Consolat de Mar, com he citat pàgines amunt, s’esmenta santa Clara 
com a patrona dels navegants. Tot i comptar amb aquesta referència són escassíssims els testimonis 
que trobem de la santa com a protectora de vaixells tant en territori català com a l’exterior.72 Una 
excepció remarcable, que ens trasllada a terres italianes, és una predel·la del segle XIV de Giovanni 
di Paolo, conservada en una col·lecció particular. S’hi representa la santa intercedint a favor d’un 
vaixell en dificultats.73
El salvament de nàufrags forma part de les escenes hagiogràfiques protagonitzades per sant 
Domènec i sant Pere Màrtir.74 Es recrea el prodigi dominicà en el retaule de Lluís Borrassà de Santa 
Clara de Vic (fig. 8), avui al Museu Episcopal de la mateixa ciutat. El miracle s’il·lustra també en 
una taula atribuïda a Jaume Cabrera, conservada en una col·lecció particular de Nova Jersey (Es-
tats Units).75 En ocasions, però, s’ha considerat que el protagonista de la taula és sant Pere Màrtir 
(i no pas sant Domènec). 76 Sant Pere Màrtir el trobem representat en les pintures murals de Sant 
Domènec de Puigcerdà (Cerdanya) (figs. 9 i 10);77 i encara en el retaule escultòric d’Alòs de Bala-
guer (Noguera).78 És clar que les localitzacions geogràfiques de procedència de les peces no ens fan 
pensar de cap manera en una possible relació amb la pietat de la gent de mar. Marta Nuet proposa, 
convincentment, que l’escena del salvament de nàufrags sigui una metàfora de la penitència. L’au-
tora es recolza, entre altres, en el Sermó de Quaresma de sant Vicent Ferrer, on el símil es fa ben 
explícit.79 El miracle s’acaba atribuint també al propi predicador, canonitzat el 1455, i es representa 
ja en el retaule de Colantonio de circa 1460.80 Sigui per aquest motiu o no que s’incorpora a la llista 
de miracles del sant, aquest prodigi —com tants d’altres— contribuiria a fer créixer els mèrits del 
dominicà per esdevenir sant.81 
72. Réau, Louis. Iconographie de l’art chrétien...: 1959: 316-319; Blasucci, Antonio. “Chiara da Assisi”, Bibliotheca Sanctorum. 
Rome: Instituto Giovanni, 1962: III, 1201-1208; dins el mateix volum: Zocca, Emma. “Chiara da Assisi, iconografia”: 
Biblioteca Sanctorum...: III, 1208-1217; Kaftal, George. Saints in italian art. Iconography of the saints in central and south italian 
schools of painting...: II, 297-300; Saints in italian art. Iconography of the saints in the painting of north east Italy...: III, 225-226; 
Saints in italian art. Iconography of the saints in the painting of north west Italy...: IV, 201-202.
73. Kaftal, George. Saints in Italian Art. Iconography of the saints in tuscan painting...: I, 269-279; també: Arrouye, Jean. 
“L’en-dessous et l’en-dessus de la mer”, Mondes marins du Moyen âge, Actes du 30e colloque du CUERMA, 3, 4 et 5 mars 2005. 
Aix-en-Provence: Publications de l’Université de Provence, 2006: 27-41, en concret 33. Aquí l’autor fa un interessant 
paral·lelisme entre el significat del nom de la santa (Clara) i el fet que salvi el vaixell de ser engolit per les tenebres. 
74. Nuet, Marta. “El salvamento de náufragos, metáfora de la penitencia en el gótico catalán”. Locus Amoenus, 5 (2000-
2001): 53-65.
75. Gudiol, Josep; Alcolea, Santiago. Pintura gótica...: 84 (fitxa 205); 96 (fitxa 256). També pel retaule vigatà: Nuet, Mar-
ta. El retablo de Santa Clara, de Lluís Borrassà una imagen de devoción en la orden de las clarisas de la ciudad de Vic. Bellaterra: 
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 1998 (Treball de recerca inèdit). 
76. Ruiz, Francesc. “La darrera producció del taller de Lluís Borrassà. Una via per a l’aproximació de dos artistes: Lluc 
Borrassà i Pere Sarreal”. Lambard, 10 (1998): 53-96; Post, Chandler R. A History of Spanish Painting. Cambridge (Mass.): 
Harvard University Press, 1930-1966: X, 308.
77. Cid, Carlos. “Las pinturas murales de la iglesia de Santo Domingo de Puigcerdá”. Anales del Instituto de Estudios Ge-
rundenses, 15 (1961-1962): 5-97; Macià, Montserrat. “Els murals de sant Domènec de Puigcerdà”, L’art gòtic a Catalunya. 
Pintura I, de l’inici a l’italianisme, Rosa Alcoy, coord. Barcelona: Enciclopèdia Catalana, 2005: 115-118. 
78. Duran, Agustí. Els retaules de pedra. Barcelona: Alpha, 1932: 80 i làmina 51. 
79. Nuet, Marta. “El salvamento de náufragos...”: 53-65.
80. Galli, Antonio. “Colantonio. Aparición de la Virgen a san Vicente Ferrer en su celda, c. 1460”, El renacimiento medi-
terráneo. Viajes de artistas e itinerarios de obras de arte entre Italia, Francia y España en el siglo XV, Mauro Natale, coord. Madrid-
València: Museu Thyssen-Bornemisza-Museu de Belles Arts de València, 2001: 388-390. 
81. A d’altres sants de finals de l’edat mitjana, fora d’àmbit català, també se’ls atribueix el miracle. Vauchez, André. La 
sainteté en Occident aux derniers siècles du Moyen Age d’après les procès de canonisation et les documents hagiographiques. Roma: 
























shSigui com sigui, i tal i com demostra Marta Nuet, els orígens d’aquesta metàfora es remunten 
als escrits de sant Jeroni i apareixerà també en els de sant Tomàs d’Aquino.82 No sé fins a quin punt 
aquesta analogia entre el miracle marítim i la penitència explica la inclusió del miracle en certs 
textos o, sobretot, en cicles hagiogràfics de sants els quals, aparentment, no semblen haver gaudit 
d’una àmplia devoció de la gent de mar. Penso en el cas de sant Gil, sant d’origen atenenc, del segle 
VII, que va abandonar la Grècia natal per dedicar-se a la vida eremítica en terres provençals i en 
altres indrets, com al santuari de Núria. El seu llegendari li atribueix també el prodigi de l’auxili 
dels mariners en perill i altres d’especialment relacionats amb la penitència, com el perdó de Car-
lemany. Formant part d’un cicle més ampli, el miracle del vaixell i el de l’emperador s’il·lustren en 
els murs de l’absidiola sud de la cripta de Saint-Aignan-sur-Cher (Loir-et-Cher, França), datada a 
partir de 1090, aproximadament. Atès que tot el programa iconogràfic de les pintures murals de 
la cripta posa l’accent en la necessitat de la penitència per a aconseguir la salvació de l’ànima, em 
pregunto si cal fer aquesta lectura de l’escena (o les escenes) de sant Gil o simplement volen posar 
de manifest la capacitat intercessora del sant d’una manera més genèrica. D’altra banda, em sembla 
poc probable, per l’emplaçament geogràfic de l’edifici, que s’hi amagui una devoció marinera.83 
El miracle del salvament de nàufrags s’atribueix també a sant Jaume. Al Liber Sancti Jacobi es 
relata com un pelegrí que es dirigia a Santiago de Compostel·la en vaixell es va veure sorprès per 
una tempesta, de la qual va sortir sa i estalvi gràcies a la intercessió de l’apòstol.84 La historiografia 
ha posat de manifest, en diverses ocasions, la relació entre pelegrinatge i penitència;85 de totes 
maneres, no crec que això sigui suficient per explicar l’atribució del miracle a sant Jaume. Es pot 
tractar d’un exemple més que vingui a demostrar la protecció de l’apòstol als pelegrins que es di-
rigeixen al seu santuari.
6. A tall de conclusió
Com s’ha vist, la importància de l’activitat marítima a la Catalunya de la baixa edat mitjana va 
tenir el seu ressò en les pràctiques devocionals. La gent de mar —un col·lectiu heterogeni, integrat 
tant per humils mariners com per mercaders enriquits— s’encomanava a la Verge, Crist o sants; 
École Française de Rome, 1988: 571; Prouvost, Yveline. “Les miracles de Pierre de Luxembourg (1387-1390)”, Hagio-
graphie et culte des saints en France méridionale (XIIIe-XVe siècle). Tolosa de Llenguadoc: Privat, 2002: 481-506.
82. Nuet, Marta. “El salvamento de náufragos...”: 53-65, especialment la nota 24. 
83. Sobre sant Gil: Everlange, Pierre-Émile. Histoire de Saint-Gilles, sa vie, son abbaye, sa basilique, sa ville, son pèlerinage, sa 
crypte et son tombeau. Avinyó: Seguin frères, imprimeurs-editeurs, 1885. Quant a les pintures de Saint-Aignan són de 
referència els estudis de Marcia Kupfer: Kupfer, Marcia. “Symbolic Cartography in a Medieval Parish: From Spatialized 
Body to Painted Church at Saint-Aignan-sur-Cher”. Speculum, 75/3 (2000): 615-667; Kupfer, Marcia. The Art of Healing: 
Painting for the Sick and the Sinner in a Medieval Town. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003; Kupfer, 
Marcia. “Images, Pilgrims, and the Dead: Spatial Practices of Penance and Burial at Saint-Aignan-sur-Cher”, Shaping 
Sacred Space and Institutional Identity in Romanesque Mural Painting., Thomas E. A. Dale, ed. Londres: Pindar Press, 2004: 
162-200.
84. Liber Sancti Jacobi, “Codex Calixtinus”, trad. Abelardo Moralejo, Casimiro Torres, Julio Feo. Santiago de Compostel·la: 
Xunta de Galicia, 2004: 349-350. En el mateix volum es recullen miracles semblants que també tenen lloc al mar (com 
salvar algú que havia caigut a l’aigua). En algunes vides de sant Domènec, els navegants salvats són també pelegrins que 
es dirigien a Santiago. Vegeu-ho a: Nuet, Marta. “El salvamento de náufragos...”: 53-65.
85. S’exposa aquesta relació, per exemple, a: Duby, Georges. “Peregrinaciones”, Vida y peregrinación. Madrid: Ministerio 
de Cultura, 1993: 19-29. En podeu veure casos concrets a: Gudiol, Josep. “De peregrins i peregrinatges religiosos ca-
talans”. Analecta Sacra Tarraconensia, 3 (1927): 93-119; Llompart, Gabriel. “Penitencias y penitentes en la pintura y en 
la piedad catalanas bajomedievales. Un estudio de folklore retrospectivo”. Revista de dialectología y tradiciones populares, 
28/3-4 (1972): 229-249.
























sh tots, eficaços intercessors en moments de perill. En aquestes pàgines, he intentat analitzar els cultes 
hagiogràfics més significatius d’aquells que es feien al mar. El llegendari dels sants i les advocacions 
de capelles i retaules —amb els seus cicles narratius— testimonien algunes de les devocions. És evi-
dent, però, que aquestes no eren les úniques i que la llista podria ser llarga. Ho il·lustra, per exem-
ple, la nomenclatura de les naus, on, a part dels noms més comuns com sant Nicolau, n’hi trobem 
molts d’altres de més o menys freqüents (sant Miquel, sant Gabriel, sant Joan, santa Eulàlia, sant 
Pau, sant Pere...).86 Tanmateix, també és cert que aquests no reflecteixen cultes necessàriament 
estesos entre la gent de mar, pot tractar-se, en ocasions, de devocions de caràcter més particular. 
Al marge d’aquestes consideracions, els casos estudiats permeten constatar que configuren 
aquest panorama devocional tant sants considerats protectors de vaixells arreu (com sant Nicolau), 
com d’altres que només ho són en territori català. No és estrany que un miracle tant estès i que res-
pon a les pors d’un col·lectiu (la gent de mar) prou nombrós a la Catalunya de la baixa edat mitjana 
s’incorpori en “llegendes autòctones”.87 Serien els casos del relat del prodigi de sant Onofre salvant 
un mercader afegit a la vida del sant i en el de sant Abdó i sant Senén en el trasllat de les seves 
relíquies. No és sorprenent que s’atribueixi a diversos sants el mateix miracle. La historiografia ja 
ha demostrat a bastament com alguns temes hagiogràfics gaudeixen d’un èxit notable i els trobem 
reiterades vegades en les vides de sants. Il·lustra aquest fenomen el miracle del penjat injustament 
que el sant manté en vida o el tema del nen robat pel diable.88 
D’altra banda, em sembla interessant subratllar el fet que la inclusió del prodigi del salvament 
d’una nau en el llegendari o en un cicle narratiu no respon necessàriament a les devocions de la 
gent de mar. Es pot deure a altres motius. En ocasions, per il·lustrar —d’una manera genèrica— el 
poder intercessor del sant; ho exemplifiquen la creu de Cervera o el retaule de sant Nicolau de 
Manresa. En altres casos, com la historiografia ja ha constatat, cal buscar un sentit al·legòric al 
miracle. Penso en el retaule de Santa Clara de Vic o les pintures murals de Sant Domènec de Puig-
cerdà, entre altres. 
86. Bresc, Geneviève; Bresc, Henri. “Les saints protecteurs...”: 161-178; Varela, Elisa. “Navegar y rezar...”: 1121.
87. Aquest terme és un manlleu de l’article que cito a continuació: Molina, Joan. “La ilustración de leyendas autóctonas: 
el santo y el territorio”. Analecta Sacra Tarraconensia, 70 (1997): 5-28. L’autor hi analitza tot un seguit de tradicions hagi-
ogràfiques de caràcter local (entre altres, el trasllat de les relíquies de sant Abdó i sant Senén) i la seva traducció plàstica. 
88. La historiografia ha tractat en nombroses ocasions aquests temes hagiogràfics. Em limito aquí a citar estudis “clàssics” 
de referència obligada. Sobre el miracle del penjat: Saintyves, Pierre. “Les cheminements d’un thème miraculeux: le 
pendu miraculeusement suspendu”, En marge de la Légende dorée: songes, miracles et survivances. Essai sur la formation de 
quelques thèmes hagiographiques. París: Nourry, 1930: 193-217; de Gaiffier, Badouin. “Un thème hagiographique: le pendu 
miraculeusement sauvé”, Études critiques d’hagiographie et d’iconologie. Brusel·les: Société des Bollandistes, 1967: 194-
226; de Gaiffier, Badouin. “Liberatius a Suspendio”, Études critiques d’hagiographie et d’iconologie. Brusel·les: Société des 
Bollandistes, 1967: 227-232. Quant al nen robat pel diable: de Gaiffier, Badouin; de Tervaent, Guy. “Le diable, voleur 
d’enfants. À propos de la naissance des saints Étienne, Laurent et Barthélemy”, Homenatge a Rubió i Lluch. Barcelona: 
Institut d’Estudis Catalans, 1939: II, 33-58. 
























shEL LEGENDARIO HAGIOGRáFICO:  
DIFUSIóN, PERVIVENCIAS E INFLUENCIAS EN LA TRADICIóN 
RELIGIOSA DE LA EDAD MEDIA Y EDAD MODERNA
aNdrea mariaNa Navarro
univeRsidAd nAcionAl de tucumán
La hagiografía, el género literario de la cultura cristiana, surgido en la Antigüedad Tardía, evocó 
la vida de los santos con la finalidad de perpetuar su memoria; servir al adoctrinamiento y edifi-
cación de los fieles con la emulación de virtudes y acciones paradigmáticas que proporcionaran 
modelos de conducta o exemplum; y difundir su culto en las comunidades.1 Inscriptos en este tipo 
de construcciones literarias inspiradas en devociones y creencias religiosas, se encuentran los legen-
darios, textos destinados a la lectura litúrgica para celebrar dies natales de un santo, día de su muerte 
o martirio, considerado como el del nacimiento a la “verdadera vida”.2
Este trabajo versará sobre la valoración religiosa y cultural de una de las colecciones hagiográ-
ficas-litúrgicas más importantes de España, el Pasionario Hispánico, obra que —formada en el siglo 
VII bajo el impulso del culto a los santos y el IV Concilio de Toledo, continuó ampliándose en las 
siguientes centurias— puede ser considerada como una de las fuentes principales para el conoci-
miento de los legendarios medievales. En este caso, nos ocuparemos de uno de los relatos martiriales 
(passiones) de las vírgenes hispalenses, Stas. Justa y Rufina, con el propósito de analizar la difusión 
de un texto que formaba parte de la liturgia visigótica o mozárabe y su incorporación a otros de 
1. El interés por los estudios hagiográficos se ha revelado tan fructífero que aquí citaremos algunas de las obras más 
representativas dedicadas a la época tardoantigua, medieval y moderna: Brown, Peter, “The rise and function of de Holy 
Man in Late Antiquity”. Journal of Roman Studies, 61 (1971); Brown, Peter. The cults of saints. Its rise and function in Latin 
Christianity. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981; Golinelli, Paolo. Cittá e culto dei sati nel medioevo italiano. Bolog-
na: Clueb, 1991; Coelho, Geraldo. Legendae, vitae, flores: formas e conteúdos da hagiografía em Portugal na Epoca Moderna. 
Porto: Centro Inter-Universitario de Historia da Espiritualidade e do Instituto de Cultura Portuguesa, 1996; Liturgia e 
agiographia tra Roma e Constantinopoli, Atti del I, II Seminario di studio. Roma-Grotta: Monastero Esarchico, 2007; Baños, 
Fernando. La hagiografía como género literario en la Edad Media. Oviedo: Universidad de Oviedo, 1989; Baños, Fernando. 
Las vidas de santos en la literatura medieval española. Madrid: Ediciones del Laberinto, 2003; García, Carmen. El culto de los 
santos en la España romana y visigoda. Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas-Instituto Enrique García 
Flórez, 1966; García, María Ángeles. “La hagiografía medieval. Una particular historiografía. Balance del caso hispano”. 
Hispania Sacra, 51/104 (1999); García, María Ángeles. La praesencia y la virtus. La imagen y la función del santo a partir de la 
hagiografía castellano-leonesa del siglo XIII. Burgos: Abadía de Santo Domingo de Silos, 2002; Pérez-Embid, Javier. Hagio-
logía y sociedad en la España Medieval. Castilla y León (s. XI-XIII). Huelva: Universidad de Huelva, 2002; La hagiografía entre 
la historia y la literatura en la España de la Edad Media y del Siglo de Oro, Marc Vitse, Henri Guerreiro, coords. Pamplona-
Madrid-Frankfurt am Main: Universidad de Navarra-Iberoamericana-Vervuert, 2006; La leyenda. Antropología, historia, 
literatura. Actas del Coloquio celebrado en la Casa de Velázquez 1986, Jean-Pierre Etienvre, ed. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez-
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 1989. 
2. El término procede del latín legenda y significa “lo que debe ser leído”. Cabe destacar sin embargo, que las investiga-
ciones sobre la literatura hagiográfica han suscitado perspectivas diferentes sobre los puntos de contacto o la distinción 
existente entre el Pasionario y los Legendarios. Fábrega Grau precisa que en lo que respecta a la literatura hagiográfica-
litúrgica de España, ambos constituyen “dos unidades sustancialmente diversas”. El primero se define como un libro 
esencialmente litúrgico, mientras que el segundo como un libro destinado exclusivamente a la lectura piadosa. de la 
misma manera: Philippart, Guy. Les legendiers latins et autres manuscrits hagiographiques. Turnhout: Brepols, 1977, explica 
que son compilaciones de relatos destinados a la lectura espiritual o piadosa, de un particular o a un grupo. Con matices 
semejantes Isabel Vázquez considera que no todos los antiguos pasionarios estaban orientados a la liturgia, sino que 
podían ser textos pensados y elaborados para otras formas de lectura pública. 
























sh carácter historiográfico. En ese sentido, intentaremos mostrar a lo largo de estas páginas, su per-
vivencia e influencia, así como los fines que adquirió en la cultura y tradición religiosa de la Edad 
Media y la Edad Moderna. Para ello consideraremos a las historias, eclesiástica y urbana,3 ya que 
conforman un corpus de fuentes interesantes para el estudio de las creencias, concepciones y valo-
res que tenía la Iglesia y las sociedades sobre lo sagrado y la santidad. Como fuentes de recepción 
del relato hagiográfico, nos permitirán acercarnos al conocimiento del discurso oficial y eclesiástico 
y de las prácticas religiosas y el culto popular a los santos. 
1. El legendario hagiográfico
Los Pasionarios constituyen los tipos de legendarios más numerosos y la colección hagiográfica 
por excelencia.4 En el caso que nos ocupa, la Passio de las Santas Justa y Rufina, fue compuesta 
después de los hechos que narra, hacia fines del siglo VI o principios del siglo VII, sobre la base 
de una versión breve que se cree escribió un testigo ocular. 5 La del Pasionario Hispánico sería, por 
tanto, una compilación posterior modificada, que cobró relevancia cuando ya estaba extendido su 
culto por la difusión de las reliquias de las Santas. en la Provincia Bética y parte meridional de la 
Cartaginense.6
En el Pasionario Hispánico los relatos aparecen ordenados cronológicamente por el día y mes en 
que se conmemoraba en el calendario litúrgico el aniversario de los mártires. El de Justa y Rufina 
se celebra el 17 de julio, dato significativo para Fábrega Grau, porque el hecho de que se realizase 
el primer día de las fiestas adoníacas, da cuenta que los cristianos quisieron oponer a la celebración 
pagana la dedicada a las mártires. La iglesia se propuso con ello orientar los recuerdos y pensa-
mientos, encauzar la piedad hacia las nuevas heroínas de la fe cristiana. 
El título que preside el texto contiene los nombres de las Santas, el del juez que les inflingió el 
martirio y la ciudad donde lo sufrieron.7 Por otra parte, en su estructura formal el texto está sub-
dividido en párrafos numerados para distribuirlos según los oficios y el momento de la lectura, e 
incluye fórmulas que prueban su naturaleza litúrgica, como las respuestas que los oyentes daban 
tanto al comienzo como al final del relato.
3. de Morales, Ambrosio. Las antigüedades de las ciudades de España. Alcalá de Henares: Casa de Juan Iñiguez de Lequeríca, 
1575; de Morgado, Alonso. Historia de Sevilla en la qual se contienen sus antigüedades, grandezas y cosas memorables, en ella 
acontecidas, desde su fundación hasta nuestros tiempos. Sevilla: Imprenta de Andrea Pescioni y Juan de León, 1587; de Marie-
ta, Juan. Historia eclesiástica de todos los santos de España. Cuenca: Casa de Pedro del Valle Impresor, 1596; Espinosa, Pablo. 
Segunda parte de la Historia y grandezas de la ciudad de Sevilla. Sevilla: Oficina de Iván de Cabrera, 1630; Caro, Rodrigo. 
Antigüedades y Principado de la Ilustrísima ciudad de Sevilla y chorographia de su Convento Jurídico o Antigua Chancillería. Sevilla: 
Andrés Grande, 1634; de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado: fiestas que su santa iglesia 
metropolitana celebra al ilustrísimo Señor Deán y cabildo de la misma Santa Iglesia. Sevilla: Francisco de Lyra, 1637; Flórez, En-
rique. España Sagrada. Teatro geográphico-histórico de la Iglesia de España. de las Iglesias sufragáneas antiguas de Sevilla: Abdera, 
Asido, Astigi y Córdoba. Madrid: Antonio Marín, 1775: vol. X.
4. Philippart, Guy. “Les Légendiers Latins et autres manuscrits hagiographiques”, Typologie des sources du Moyen Age 
Occidental, Léopold Genicot, dir. Turnhout: Brepols, 1977; Castillo, Pedro. “El Pasionario Hispánico como fuente de los 
mártires hispanorromanos”. Revista de la Facultad de Humanidades de Jaén, 2/4-5 (1995-1996); Vázquez, Isabel. Hagiogra-
fía y culto a los santos en la Hispania visigoda. Aproximación a sus manifestaciones literarias. Mérida: Museo Nacional de Arte 
Romano, 2002: 104.
5. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico (siglos VII-XI). Madrid-Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas-
Instituto P. Enrique Flórez, 1953: I, 254. Otro estudio es el de: Riesco, Pilar. Pasionario Hispánico, Introducción, edición 
crítica y traducción. Sevilla: Universidad de Sevilla, 1995.
6. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: I, 131.
7. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: II, 296.
























sh2. La difusión de un modelo de virtud 
Con el propósito de impulsar el culto y veneración a los mártires, toda Passio contenía la formu-
lación de exemplum.8 Con ese cometido, el hagiógrafo del relato puso de relieve grandes contrastes 
entre las mártires y sus perseguidores, reflejando claramente que la confección de estereotipos 
—propia del género— se había elaborado subrayando la oposición de sus acciones. De ese modo, 
la sistematización de las diferencias entre paganos y cristianos fue un recurso que se adaptaba bien 
al objetivo didáctico, a la comprensión de todos los oyentes sin excepción, y servía para extraer de 
los santos y mártires modelos de virtud.9 
Incluyendo a la hagiografía en la lectura de los oficios religiosos, los fieles advertían fácilmente 
las dicotomías que existían en las vidas de los personajes biografiados: los “descarriados gentiles”; 
la perversidad (malignitas) y crueldad (crudecitas) del gobernador Diogeniano —que personificaba al 
diablo— y el compendio de virtudes que encarnaban las Santas Justa y Rufina: fe (credulitas, fides, 
fiducia); amor y caridad fraterna (karitas, dilectio, affectus, misericordia, unanimitas, humanitas) como 
queda expresado en el Pasionario Hispánico:10 
En la descripción de las mártires está presente la intención edificadora del autor de la passio, así 
pues, dice de ellas que pertenecían a una familia de padres pobres de bienes temporales, pero ricos 
de los eternos; que eran celosas cristianas entre los gentiles habitantes de la ciudad hispalense y 
vivieron en la perseverancia de la virtud y honestidad, subrayando estas cualidades como prendas 
de mayor estima.11 Con su noble y humilde oficio de alfareras, las doncellas remediaban la indigen-
cia del prójimo vendiendo vasos de barro, jarros y escudillas. Se les reconocía una vida ejemplar y 
piadosa pues reservaban para sí lo justo, sólo para su sustento y vestido, entregando el resto de la 
ganancia a los necesitados.12 
Asimismo, el hagiógrafo destacó otra virtud importante: la fortaleza (fortitudo) y constancia in-
quebrantable de las Santas. para enfrentar los horrores del tormento. En este tema radica también 
la función pedagógica de una literatura religiosa elaborada en el contexto de las persecuciones, en 
momentos en que la Iglesia cristiana estaba amenazada por los paganos. Justa y Rufina se nega-
ron a rendir culto a Salambó (la diosa Venus) como lo hacían los gentiles que llevaban en andas y 
acompañaban su estatua con bailes y festivos regocijos por las calles y las plazas. Fueron acusadas 
por resistirse a dar limosna, derribar y romper el ídolo procesional, al que rechazaron por falso dios, 
exponiendo como doctrina que “sólo existía un Dios único y verdadero”.13 
Semejante actitud demostrada mientras se llevaban a cabo los citados ritos de honor, fue inter-
pretada públicamente como un acto criminal, de hostilidad y perturbación para la religión pagana, 
lo que les valió primero el encierro y posteriormente el castigo: fueron colgadas, desgarradas con 
8. Castellanos, Santiago. Hagiografía visigoda. Dominio social y proyección cultural. Logroño: Fundación S. Millán de la Cogo-
lla, 2004; Castillo, Pedro. Cristianos y hagiógrafos. Estudio de las propuestas de excelencia cristiana en la Antigüedad Tardía. Ma-
drid: Signifer, 2003; Castillo, Pedro. Los mártires hispanorromanos y su culto en la Antigüedad Tardía. Granada: Universidad 
de Granada, 1999; Castillo, Pedro. “El valor representativo, ejemplar y didáctico de mártires y santos en la Antigüedad 
Tardía”, Santos, obispos y reliquias. Actas del III Encuentro Hispania en la Antigüedad Tardía, Luís García et alii, eds. Alcalá de 
Henares: Universidad de Alcalá-Servicio de publicaciones, 1998. 
9. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: 296.
10. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: 296.
11. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: 296.
12. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: 296. Ver también la importancia del concepto de charitas en la religión cristia-
na en: Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España visigoda”. Estudios de Historia de España, 3 (1990). 
13. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 297.
























sh garfios, privadas de bebida y comida. Diogeniano les impuso además la participación forzada en los 
actos rituales —caminando descalzas por la aspereza del camino de Sierra Morena— en un intento 
denodado y vano de que ambas rindieran el culto debido y renunciaran a su fe haciéndose apos-
tatas, pues las Santas se mantuvieron firmes como “siervas de Dios”, predicando el Evangelio.14 
Contrastando siempre la mansedumbre y beatitud de las Santas. con la crueldad y ensañamien-
to de sus jueces y verdugos, el hagiógrafo destacó la lucha que Justa y Rufina ofrecían a Dios con 
piadosa devoción:15
Sed, quia semper aduersarius uerteustissimus inimicus in seruos et ancillas Dei emulationis et inuidie sue 
flamas obiectat, grauissimas penas indicit, ut tormentis seuientibus bene fixas mentes euertat, ungulas et gladios 
conminatur, ut animas terreat inocentes et dicata Deo corda contubert. Sed quipus debebatur in tanto certamine 
seuissima pena, simul aderat et parata victoria. Iam tempus certaminis gloriosi ferbebat, et diuinum examen 
pugne celestes urguebat et spiritalis agonis stadium parabatur nec diutius diferri poterant spectacula Dei.
Gran interés cobró la difusión de esta gesta. El relato de sus “heroicidades”, conocidas por medio 
de la exposición de los detalles del martirio, penas y sufrimientos, debía incitar a la devoción, a 
la rememoración de la pasión de Cristo. La passio adquiría así un tono apologético:16 Magna est et 
plurimum laudabilis constantia uirtutis, que passionis tolerantia coronatur.
Su testimonio de fe exaltó la imitatio Christi. Con su exemplum el autor presentó la victoria del 
cristianismo sobre el paganismo, la irreductibilidad de las mártires que vencían el sufrimiento físico 
y moral, sin temor y con la ayuda (auxilium) del Cielo. Las Santas Justa y Rufina superaban con 
valor todas las pruebas del “combate contra el mal” y asumían un destino ordenado por Dios, ha-
ciéndose loables merecedoras de la corona celestial, y por ello, dignas de veneración y gloriosas de 
estar en el “seno de Abraham”.17 Así es que sus virtudes cardinales y teologales, ejes en torno a las 
cuales giraban todas las demás, tendían a resaltar a figuras centrales de los primeros tiempos de la 
cristiandad que murieron en el año 287 del Imperio de Diocleciano y Maximiano, época clave en 
que la Iglesia hispánica buscaba su afirmación religiosa e institucional. 
Es sabido que la Antigüedad Tardía legó al mundo medieval arquetipos de santidad, entre ellos 
el de los mártires, pero en los textos hagiográficos los modelos no constituyeron una realidad in-
móvil, sino que se adaptaron a los cambios que sufrió la sociedad a la que estaban destinados, y 
fueron espejos de los valores e inquietudes de la Iglesia y los fieles cristianos. Cada época fue testigo 
de modelos de santidad que la tradición literaria ha ido transmitiendo, y aún cuando el culto a los 
mártires en la península ibérica se renovó en los escritos mozárabes y adquirió carácter apologético 
en el siglo IX con las persecuciones musulmanas a cristianos —ampliándose especialmente sus 
ejemplos en los santorales andaluces—, el interés hagiográfico se desplazó decisivamente entre 
los siglos XII y XIII hacia nuevos modelos de perfección cristiana como los obispos, confesores, 
miembros de órdenes monásticas y laicos. Por ello interesa analizar aquí qué importancia tuvo esta 
fuente litúrgica-hagiográfica tardo-antigua en el devenir histórico-cultural, al trasmitirse a otras 
obras de carácter religioso, piadoso e historiográfico redactadas con posterioridad. ¿Qué modelos 
de virtud podían proporcionar a la sociedad las vitae de Santas-mártires que vivieron en tiempos 
14. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 297-298.
15. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 296-297.
16. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 296.
17. Homet, Raquel. “Formas de la caridad en la España...”: 298-299.
























shde intolerancia religiosa al cristianismo?, ¿cuál sería su alcance en un mundo tan distinto al que 
produjo ese modelo de santidad?, ¿cómo haría la literatura y la historiografía para difundirlo sin 
que representara para los fieles algo excepcional, difícilmente imitable, haciéndolo más asimilable 
a los ideales de la sociedad? 
La gran cantidad de escritos que se produjeron durante el medioevo en latín y en lenguas ver-
náculas en la península no dejan dudas de que la hagiografía fue el género más prolífico de la época 
y que se convirtió en lectura habitual en las siguientes centurias. Enorme popularidad adquirieron 
en el siglo XVI, pues las obras religiosas e historiográficas redactadas plasmaron en sus escritos las 
inquietudes de la Iglesia por propagar principios católicos, el culto y las devociones a los santos, 
movidos por la intensa repercusión en Europa de la Reforma Protestante. Tomando como una de 
las fuentes principales al Pasionario Hispánico y sus relatos hagiográficos, pretendían instruir, en-
señar y transmitir doctrinas y principios ético-morales; resaltar un conjunto de valores necesarios 
para guía de los cristianos; ponderar virtudes para ejemplo de los ciudadanos y mostrar el camino 
de perfección para que imitaran a los santos. Exemplun e imitatio, constituyeron así un binomio 
de primera magnitud en los discursos de autores laicos y eclesiásticos.18 ¿Quiénes sino los santos 
representaban, desde una dimensión religiosa, espejos donde todos debían mirarse? Con ellos, se 
trató de influir decisivamente en la espiritualidad de los fieles, en los modos de vivir, convirtiendo 
las virtudes de los santos en “norte de todas las acciones”.19 
Nos planteamos ¿cuáles fueron las vías de difusión para tomar contacto con los modelos de san-
tidad, o los cauces de transmisión de los estereotipos?, ¿qué posibilidades de acceso para conocerlos 
había por parte de la sociedad? Cabe señalar que las vivencias religiosas diferían en función de la 
pertenencia a un determinado estrato de la sociedad, sólo algunos podían acceder al conocimiento 
de las hagiografías a través de la palabra escrita, en cambio la mayoría de los cristianos lo hacían 
por medio de la palabra oral, con las misas, predicaciones y los sermones. Si bien la propagación 
de las vidas de santos escritas en lengua vernácula trajo consigo un mayor acercamiento a ellos por 
parte de la sociedad, los sermones y la palabra oral fueron vehículos más seguros para la difusión 
popular, teniendo en cuenta que la mayoría de la población era analfabeta. Por otra parte, los con-
cilios recomendaban las ventajas que derivaban de la exposición pública, de las procesiones y del 
culto a las imágenes por las calles de las ciudades con motivo de la conmemoración de las fiestas a 
los santos, para que fuesen vistas, conocidas y veneradas por gente que no concurría a las iglesias. 
No obstante, las hagiografías alcanzaron nuevo impulso en los siglos XVI y XVII. Este género 
literario se difundió en pliegos sueltos, coplas, poemas y romances, manuales de devoción e histo-
rias, y estuvo fundamentalmente dirigido a quienes podían acceder a la lectura, así dichos textos 
constituyeron para una clase privilegiada como la nobleza o la oligarquía urbana —que se mostra-
ban interesadas por la cultura, el conocimiento y la perfección moral, religiosa e intelectual— un 
medio para su formación espiritual; servían como reglas de vida que ayudaban a devotos y lectores 
a completar, a través del libro, la guía recibida del clero. Los estudios sobre lectores, libros y biblio-
tecas inducen a pensar que también fueron un signo externo de la devoción en una época en que 
“ser o parecer un buen cristiano”, sobre todo para los conversos, tenía suma relevancia, de modo 
que la posesión de este tipo de textos podían ser una prueba de su religiosidad. Asimismo, han 
18. Arizaleta, Amaia; Cazal, Françoise; González, Luís; Güell, Monique; Rodríguez, Teresa. Practiques hagiographiques 
dans l´Espagne du Moyen Age et du Siécle d´Or. Tolouse: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique-Université de Tou-
louse-Le Mirail, 2007.
19. de Marieta, Juan. Historia eclesiástica de todos los santos....
























sh puesto de relieve el papel de los grandes linajes y de las mujeres de la nobleza como los principales 
receptores y agentes de transmisión de los modelos de religiosidad, a raíz de su vinculación con 
iglesias y órdenes religiosas, por ser fundadores o ejercer el patronazgo. 
Por otra parte, los relatos hagiográficos se incluyeron en las crónicas e historias, que fueron los 
géneros más característicos y representativos en las bibliotecas señoriales y nobiliarias, no sólo por-
que fueron consideradas de utilidad didáctica —dado que enseñaban actuaciones positivas que de-
bían tomarse y negativas que debían ser evitadas— sino porque trataban acerca de la intervención 
de los santos en grandes empresas de la Reconquista, contribuyendo también a la construcción de 
la identidad nacional en la que la nobleza había participado, de manera que dichos libros se apre-
ciaban en tanto ayudaban a conservar la memoria histórica, la de sus antepasados y a encontrar en 
ellos una justificación de su predominio como clase privilegiada.20
Para que esta difusión fuera posible, el desarrollo de la imprenta introdujo un cambio signi-
ficativo, pues la tradición oral para transmitir valores cristianos fundamentales dio paso a una 
intensificación de la comunicación por la vía de la tradición escrita, destinada a un sector social 
alfabetizado. Por tanto, los relatos hagiográficos, en sus distintas modalidades, tenían múltiples 
destinatarios: reyes, clérigos, prelados, monjes, monjas, mujeres y hombres laicos, nobles, en esa 
variedad residía el éxito de la gran difusión editorial, porque la lectura de temas religiosos tuvo un 
papel fundamental en la configuración de la devoción privada y comunitaria. 
Además de exaltar a la Iglesia, despertar la sensibilidad y la espiritualidad, mostrar los valores 
religiosos y morales, fueron vías para exponer ejemplos, para enseñar virtudes e incidir sobre las 
conductas y las actitudes individuales y colectivas. Esta idea, que retoma uno de los objetivos del 
género hagiográfico que estudiamos, se fundaba en que el conocimiento y la lectura sobre hechos 
loables y gloriosos de los santos, debía animar y despertar idénticas cualidades en las sociedades. 
Esa tradición retórica religiosa, conocida por los humanistas para ponderar sus vitae, se puso tam-
bién al servicio de la exaltación de las ciudades y de sus habitantes, porque el “loor” o alabanza 
se aplicó a “ilustres ciudadanos”: los santos y mártires locales. Estos eternizaban con sus gloriosas 
hazañas el renombre de las ciudades y sus diócesis; ennoblecían a sus “patrias” con sus coronas 
celestiales y enriquecían a sus iglesias con sus virtudes y reliquias. 
Un fragmento de San Crisóstomo recogido por Antonio Quintanadueñas, religioso español de la 
Compañía de Jesús, ilustra bien el significado que tuvieron los santos, al ser considerados “ilustres 
ejemplos para los distintos estados”: 21
Esclarecida gloria de las Iglesias, superior lustre de las ciudades, crecida honra de sus ciudadanos... 
con su sangre derramada por christo ennoblecieron sus patrias, fertilizándolas con tal riego, para 
que diessen sagrados frutos.
En su obra se demuestra que la Iglesia, principal institución configuradora del sistema ideológi-
co, generó unos arquetipos de perfección que fueron verdaderos marcos referenciales.
Antonio Quintanadueñas se preguntaba ¿cómo imitar lo que se ignora?, ¿cómo seguir lo que 
no se ve? ¿cómo incidirían los ejemplos que no se oían? De ahí el interés por dar a conocer una 
20. Beceiro, Isabel. Libros, lectores y bibliotecas en la España Medieval, Múrcia: Nausícaä, 2007.
21. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 46, cap. X.
























shrelación de sus vidas, la historia de sus hazañas, la ponderación de sus virtudes, las noticias de sus 
ejemplos y la narración de sus martirios.
Los habitantes de una ciudad podían llegar a identificarse con quienes los protegían, sus santos 
y mártires, hasta el punto de que sus cualidades o virtudes podían asimilarlas y ponerlas en prácti-
ca. Así como las Santas Justa y Rufina habían vestido a Cristo en el pobre, hospedado al peregrino, 
dado de comer al hambriento y de beber al sediento, los sevillanos tuvieron en ellas —como en 
muchos otros santos— ejemplos “tan cercanos, tan de casa, tan del corazón”, que eficazmente los 
movilizaría a su imitación.22 
Fray Juan de Marieta también expuso semejante idea acerca de la lección que ofrecían los “li-
bros buenos”, porque a través de los ejemplos Dios hablaba al alma, encendía el corazón, movía la 
voluntad, leyendo las vidas de los santos los fieles hallarían “remedio a todas las enfermedades”.23 
Siguiendo tales premisas, la transmisión del relato hagiográfico de las Santas no podía olvidar 
la dimensión imitable de sus vidas, y por ello revalorizó su función piadosa para servir de ejemplo 
a los fieles, rescatando una imagen de las mártires menos lejana e inaccesible. Así pues, la difusión 
del culto a las Santas Justa y Rufina alimentó sentimientos de piedad cristiana, convirtiéndose 
estos en paradigmas de comportamientos individuales y colectivos que, en la sociedad sevillana, 
cristalizaron en la fundación de cofradías, iglesias, ermitas y hospitales puestos bajo la advocación 
de las Santas. 24
Las historias eclesiásticas y urbanas dedicadas a Sevilla se esforzaron por demostrar que la ciu-
dad donde habían nacido, donde habían padecido martirio y en la que ejercían su patrocinio, 
aventajaba a otras localidades en su devoción a las Santas, con numerosas instituciones piadosas 
y religiosas fundadas en su memoria.25 Daban constancia de ello sus templos: uno de los primeros 
labrado por San Leandro para hacerlo sepulcro suyo y de sus hermanos —situado junto a la puerta 
de Córdoba en el sitio donde se encontraba una ermita—; un hospital con su cofradía (reducido 
en 1584 y cerrado en 1590) —erigido cerca del río Guadalquivir, enfrente de la antigua puerta de 
Triana donde las Santas habían vivido, vendido sus vasijas e iniciado los primeros combates por la 
fe que las llevaron al martirio—; un hospital en la calle de la Cestería; un hospital en la collación 
de la Magdalena; el templo y convento de religiosas Concepcionistas denominado “Las Vírgenes”, 
junto a San Nicolás, fundado en 1588 por Alonso Fajardo de Villalobos, arcediano y canónigo de la 
Iglesia de Sevilla y obispo de la de Esquilache; el convento de Sta Justa y Rufina de religiosos Capu-
chinos fundado en 1627 en el sitio que dejaron las monjas de San Leandro de Agustinos Calzados; 
dos ermitas dedicadas a las Santas, una en el convento de la Santísima Trinidad, —donde estuvo la 
22. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...; de Morales, Ambrosio. Las antigüedades 
de las ciudades de España...: 367. 
23. de Marieta, Juan. Historia eclesiástica de todos los santos...: 900, cap. II.
24. Delaruelle, Etienne. La piété populaire au Moyen Age. Turín: Bottega d´Erasmo, 1975.
25. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 80-81. Ver también: Cordero, Juan. 
“Asociacionismo popular: gremios, cofradías, hermandades y hospitales”, VIII Semana de Estudios Medievales. Vida cotidiana 
en la Baja Edad Media, José Ignacio de la Iglesia, coord. Nájera: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 1997; Franco, Alfonso. 
“La religiosidad popular en la Baja Edad Media”, Actas de los VII Encuentros de Historia y Arqueología. Gremios, Hermandades 
y Cofradías. Una aproximación científica al asociacionismo profesional en la Historia de Andalucía, San Fernando: Ayuntamiento 
de San Fernando, 1991; CXIX Reglas de Hermandades y cofradías andaluzas, siglos XIV, XV y XVI, José Sánchez, ed. Huelva: 
Universidad de Huelva, 2002; Sánchez, José; Moreno, Isidoro; Bernales, Jorge. Las cofradías de Sevilla. Historia, antro-
pología y arte. Sevilla: Universidad de Sevilla-Ayuntamiento de Sevilla, 1999; Moreno, Isidoro. Cofradías y hermandades 
andaluzas. Estructura, simbolismo e identidad. Sevilla: Editoriales Andaluzas Unidas, 1985; Pérez, Silvia María. Los laicos en 
la Sevilla bajomedieval. Sus devociones y cofradías. Huelva: Universidad de Huelva, 2005. 
























sh cárcel de las mártires— que tuvo su origen en 1249 con los religiosos de esta orden que acompañó 
al rey Fernando III en la conquista de Sevilla, y otra en el Prado —que fue su sepulcro—. 
3. La legitimación de las reliquias y de los lugares de culto
Según cuenta el Pasionario Hispánico, tras el martirio de Sta. Justa, el gobernador Diogeniano 
mandó arrojar su cuerpo sin vida a un profundo pozo del cual el arzobispo Sabino lo rescató para 
darle “con honores” cristiana sepultura en un cementerio cercano a la ciudad de Hispalis. Así lo 
hizo también con Sta. Rufina que murió quemada en el anfiteatro, depositó sus cenizas y huesos 
en el mismo lugar donde se encontraba su hermana, un prado que se extendía desde la puerta del 
Osario a la de Córdoba, conocido desde la Edad Media como el “Campo de las Vírgenes o Prado de 
Sta Justa”.26 
Consta así que una de las finalidades de esta literatura hagiográfica fue legitimar las reliquias 
santas y los lugares de culto o emplazamientos martiriales (loca sanctorum) en el momento en que 
fue redactada. 27 En ella puede advertirse que la recuperación de las reliquias corporales y la indi-
cación de sus tumbas tuvieron tempranamente gran interés para la veneración de las Santas. 
Como es sabido, en Occidente el culto a las reliquias fue más moderado que en Oriente, asi-
mismo tardó en introducirse la costumbre de la división y el traslado de los restos de los mártires. 
Sin embargo, la construcción y consagración de las iglesias impulsó la necesidad de hacerse con 
las veneradas reliquias y determinó su multiplicación a lo largo de la geografía eclesiástica. En este 
sentido, son muchas las referencias acerca del destino de las Santas. 
Los primeros testimonios que se tienen sobre la difusión de su culto mediante la deposición de 
reliquias son posteriores al episcopado de San Isidoro y aparecen en inscripciones del Conventus 
Hispalensis: Salpensa en 648, Alcalá de Gazules en 662, en el Gaditano y en la Cartaginense, en la 
basílica de Guadix en 652; en el Conventus Cordubensis, en Torredonjimeno, antigua Osaria, junto 
a Tucci (Martos) donde existía un santuario de época visigoda.28 
Cabe destacar que en la difusión del culto a los santos, fruto de la translatio influyeron razones 
geográficas, históricas, políticas, religiosas, la importancia de las vías romanas como vertebradoras 
del territorio, la influencia ejercida por las principales ciudades, las migraciones de población, las 
relaciones entre monasterios que fueron agentes de comunicación e intercambios.29 Una ciudad 
como Sevilla, que reunía varias de estas condiciones, tenía amplias posibilidades de que el culto de 
sus mártires se difundiera rápidamente. 
También hay que recordar que los creyentes visigodos practicaron parcelaciones tras la invasión 
musulmana, trasladaron cuerpos-reliquias o sus partes a distintos lugares a los que emigraban, por 
temor a la profanación y para evitar la persecución, llevándolas a sitios más seguros, principalmen-
26. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: II, p. 298.
27. García, Luís. “La cristianización de la topografía de las ciudades de la Península Ibérica durante la Antigüedad Tar-
día”. Archivo Español de Arqueología, 50-51 (1977-1978); Guiance, Ariel. “Hagiografía y culto de las reliquias en la Hispa-
nia romana y visigoda: testimonios y mensajes”, Sociedad y memoria en la Edad Media, Ariel Guiance, Pablo Ubierna, Nilda 
Guglielmi, eds. Buenos Aires: Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas-Instituto Multidisciplinario de 
Historia y Ciencias Humanas, 2005. 
28. García, Carmen. El culto de los santos en la España romana...: 231.232.
29. Castillo, Pedro. Los mártires hispanorronamos y su culto en la Antigüedad Tardía. Granada: Universidad de Granada, 
1999: 316.
























shte Toledo y León, centros religiosos importantes donde se enterraban los monarcas, y a Navarra, 
Cataluña y Aragón, para salvaguardarlas. 30
De 1063 datan las noticias de que el rey Fernando I ordenó la traslación de reliquias con des-
tino a la iglesia que había mandado a construir en León, dedicada a San Juan y a San Pelayo. Las 
narraciones del siglo XI hablan de esa obra piadosa y de la solicitud al rey de Sevilla Benabeth 
(Ibn Abbad) para sacar de la ciudad el cuerpo de la virgen y mártir Sta Justa. Para efectuar dicho 
traslado, el monarca cristiano envió al obispo de León, Alvito, y al obispo de Astorga, Ordoño, 
pero su misión encontró impedimentos porque los musulmanes no quisieron mostrarles el cuerpo. 
Para identificarlo, los obispos pidieron a Dios que se los manifestara a través de una revelación, así 
que conocieron por medio de una visión que tuvo Alvito —en la que se le presentó un venerable 
anciano vestido de pontifical, San Isidoro— que era otra la voluntad divina, pues el mensaje ex-
presaba que no habrían de despojar a Sevilla de tan preciadas prendas, sino que podían llevarse 
su cuerpo, como finalmente se hizo.31 En este caso, la translatio constituyó un acontecimiento con 
fuertes connotaciones políticas, las reliquias de Sta. Justa eran en realidad poco redituables para la 
tradición religiosa y política hispano-gótica que se pretendía restaurar en León. 
Alonso Morgado —escritor extremeño que fue sacerdote en Sevilla— se refirió también al “via-
je de los santos” a lugares donde se había consolidado el dominio cristiano: 32 
...como los de Toledo quisieron guarecer sus sanctas reliquias, y riquezas, en las Montañas y 
Asturias, los de Sevilla (entrandose la tierra adentro) se tuvieron por mas seguros la derrota de 
los Montes Pyrineos, y en aquellas partes de Navarra, y Cataluña, llevando consigo solamente 
las cabeças de aquellas santas, y sancto Príncipe Patronos suyos, y otras reliquias de otro tanto, 
o menos peso, dexando los sanctos cuerpos en sepulcros los mas escondidos, que ellos pudiesen, 
por no ir tan embaraçados, yendo como yvan huyendo inciertos del lugar, adonde la fortuna 
les echaría. Y como mucho de los Pueblos de los Reynos de Aragón no fueron entrados de los 
moros, mas antes después de averse defendido, se dieron a partido, y señaladamente Barcelona, y 
Zaragoza, y pudieron los cristianos de Sevilla, conservar, y esconder bien las sanctas reliquias de los 
sanctos, como escondieron, y guardaron los Tesoros, y otras cosas de mucha menor consideración. 
Por su parte Ambrosio de Morales añadió en su obra otras opiniones sobre el depósito de sus 
reliquias: para unos se había realizado en una iglesia de Asturias, porque era un lugar que reunía 
las mejores condiciones para que los cristianos las escondieran; mientras otras dicen que se trasla-
daron al monasterio de Cartujos, llamado Aniago, cerca de Simancas.33 
Y Antonio Quintanadueñas recogió noticias al respecto en el “Libro de la comprobación de 
reliquias”, en las que se dice que poseyendo los moros Sevilla, los católicos llevaron la cabeza de 
Sta Justa y el hueso o canilla de Sta Rufina, a Lieja (Flandes) a una iglesia parroquial, desde donde 
el Procurador General del convento de la Sma. Trinidad las trajo de vuelta a Sevilla. Reconocidas 
30. Giordano, Oronzo. Religiosidad popular en la Alta Edad Media. Madrid: Gredos, 1983; Sánchez, José. “Algunos elemen-
tos de la religiosidad cristiana popular andaluza durante la Edad Media”, La religiosidad popular. Antropología e Historia. 
Barcelona-Sevilla: Anthopos-Fundación Machado, 1989: vol. 1; Fernández, Francisco Javier. La religiosidad medieval 
en España. Alta Edad Media (s. VII-X). Oviedo: Universidad de Oviedo, 2008; Fernández, Francisco Javier. La religiosidad 
medieval en España. Plena Edad Media (s. XI-XIII). Oviedo: Universidad de Oviedo, 2008. 
31. Anónimo. “Historia translationis corporis Sancti Isidori”, Patrologiae. Cursus completus. Paris: Jacques Paul Migne 
editorem, 1862, LXXXI, col. 945-68.
32. de Morgado, Alonso. Historia de Sevilla en la qual se contienen...: 114.
33. de Morales, Ambrosio. Las antigüedades de las ciudades de España...: 367, lib. X, cap. XVI.
























sh por el arzobispo D. Fernando Niño, las reliquias fueron recibidas y veneradas, colocándose en el 
santuario donde había estado su cárcel, lugar que visitaban y reverenciaban con gran devoción los 
sevillanos.34
Para este autor, carecía de fundamento la afirmación del arzobispo de Toledo, Rodrigo Jiménez 
de Rada: que estos cuerpos estuviesen en el Monasterio de las Huelgas de Burgos, donde los llevó 
Pedro Fernández de Castro, apodado “el castellano”. Igual opinión le merecían las que dicen que 
estaban a media legua de Santillana, donde sus habitantes publicitaban que “guardaban sus cuer-
pos”; y los que escribían que se reverenciaban sus cabezas en Aragón, en el convento de Nuestra 
Señora de Sigena, de las religiosas de San Juan de Jerusalén, fundado por el rey Alfonso II. A su 
juicio esta presunción era imposible, porque el cuerpo de Sta Rufina fue consumido por el fuego y 
se convirtió en cenizas, si bien admite que su cabeza y algunos huesos se guardaron.35 
Todas las referencias a los “movimientos de las reliquias” pueden ser indicativos de las relacio-
nes de amistad entre sedes eclesiásticas, ciudades y localidades, pero también de la existencia de 
dependencias o rivalidades entre diferentes centros religiosos. Hay que recordar que las reliquias 
de los santos y mártires conferían prestigio a las ciudades, su grandeza radicaba en la posesión de 
aquellos “ricos tesoros” para los cristianos, por ese motivo la historiografía local incluyó en las 
obras verdaderos inventarios con el fin de demostrar el orgullo ciudadano. Con las reliquias se 
cumplía una transferencia notable porque el ennoblecimiento de los restos corporales o de sus 
objetos de uso cotidiano que conservaban el favor divino y el carácter taumatúrgico, ennoblecían 
también los distintos espacios en donde se depositaban, de modo que con su “presencia” o por su 
contacto, quedaban consagrados.36 
¿Es posible que en las “disputas” entre las ciudades por la posesión de reliquias, hayan influido 
las concepciones organicistas basadas en las metáforas corporales que utilizaban partes del cuerpo 
para remarcar la importancia de su función y significación en las sociedades? Es decir, si la jerar-
quía de un centro urbano se medía no sólo por la cantidad de reliquias que poseía, sino también 
por su carácter y significación simbólica, ¿no era lógico que los defensores del “patriotismo sevilla-
no”, desestimasen las que se atribuían otras ciudades? Si así fuera, sabemos que en el imaginario 
cristiano fueron apreciados como reliquias pies, piernas, brazos, dedos y lengua de los santos, pero 
entre todas estas tuvieron enorme valor la cabeza y el corazón, ambas con una función dirigente: 
la primera sede de los pensamientos, que se identificaba con el principio de cohesión y de unidad 
esencial de los miembros, y la segunda, órgano vital, sede de los sentimientos, que remitía a la 
idea de centralidad.37 Así pues muchas conjeturas hicieron las historias urbanas y eclesiásticas de 
34. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 79.
35. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 79.
36. Delehaye, Hippolyte. Loca sanctorum. Bruselas: Bureaux de la Societé des Bollandistes, 1930; García, Ángeles. “La 
materialidad eterna de los santos sepulcros, reliquias y peregrinaciones en la hagiografía castellano-leonesa (siglo XIII)”. 
Medievalismo, 11/11 (2001); Vauchez, André. “El santo”, El hombre medieval, Jacques Le Goff, ed. Madrid: Alianza, 1995; 
Les reliques. Objets. Cultes. Symboles. Actes du Colloque Internacional de l´Université du Litoral-Côte d´Opale (Boulogne su Mer), 4-6 
September 1997, Edina Bozoky, Anne-Marie Helvétius, eds. Turnhout: Brepols, 1999; Belting, Hans. Imagen y culto: una 
historia de la imagen anterior a la edad del arte. Madrid: Akal, 2009; Boison, Stéphane. La controverse née de la querelle des 
reliques á l´époque du concile de Trente (1500-1640). París: Presses Universitaires de France, 1989. 
37. Ver: Le Goff, Jacques; Troung, Nicolas. Una historia del cuerpo en la Edad Media. Buenos Aires: Paidós, 2005; Schmitt, 
Jean-Claude. Le corps, les retes, les réves, le temps. Essais d´anthropologie médiévale. París: Gallimard, 2001; Schmitt, Jean-
Claude. “La noción de lo sagrado y su aplicación a la historia del cristianismo medieval”. Temas Medievales, 3 (1993); 
Vigarello, George. Historia del cuerpo. Del Renacimiento a la Ilustración. Madrid: Santillana, 2005; Castillo, Pedro. “¿Riva-
lidades ciudadanas en textos hagiográficos hispanos?”, Florentina iliberritana. Revista de Estudios de Antigüedad Clásica, 10 
(1999). 
























shlos siglos XVI y XVII sobre los “viajes de las reliquias santas” por las ciudades, planteando la gran 
circulación y la translatio operadas tras la ocupación musulmana y la “pérdida de España”. 
Ahora bien, si las ciudades y sociedades exaltaron su orgullo por la posesión de reliquias santas, 
¿cómo resolvió Sevilla esta cuestión del “ennoblecimiento del suelo urbano” ante la práctica de 
translatio? 38
Pese a todas estas controversias generadas, las obras de carácter religioso e historiográfico si-
guieron recordando a los cristianos lo expuesto en el Pasionario Hispánico: que en Sevilla había un 
“lugar privilegiado por excelencia”, con capacidad especial de evocación religiosa, por haber sido 
el que las Santas abandonaron en el mundo terreno para pasar a la gloria eterna, y poseer sus reli-
quias, transformándose así en centro fundamental de su culto.39 Según Antonio Quintanadueñas, 
la tradición religiosa reveló “el sagrado culto que le dan nuestros sevillanos, las luzes, resplandores, 
visiones, y prodigios innumerables que en él se an visto”.40
Cabe destacar que la Iglesia y las creencias religiosas de la cultura popular cristiana diversifica-
ron y multiplicaron las posibilidades de contacto entre los fieles y sus santos, elevando el status y 
dignidad de distintos lugares que conservaban su “presencia tangible”.41 No sólo fueron enclaves 
importantes los lugares de enterramiento, sino también aquellos donde nacieron y vivieron los 
santos; donde padecieron e “ilustraron el suelo con su sangre” y murieron los mártires, y en los 
que realizaron milagros.42
Pese a que en el siglo III, los paganos intentaron hacer desaparecer los cuerpos de las Santas 
Justa y Rufina, “para borrar su memoria y evitar su veneración”, el Pasionario Hispánico no dejó 
de resaltar la topografía sagrada sobre la base de los itinerarios que realizaron hasta su muerte las 
Santas. Su passio señala lugares martiriales, dentro y fuera de las muros de Hispalis: la cárcel donde 
estuvieron presas; Sierra Morena por donde procesionaron; el pozo o cueva y el anfiteatro donde 
murieron.43 El género hagiográfico transmitido oralmente y por escrito aportó la información sobre 
estos espacios y dándoles un valor histórico-simbólico-religioso, quedaron en la memoria de los 
habitantes que conociéndolos acudieron a ellos.
38. La práctica de la translatio de reliquias de mártires y santos ayudó a configurar centros cultuales, itinerarios de 
peregrinación, a interrelacionar ciudades y localidades distantes así como a jerarquizarlas en función de su posesión. 
Esa intensa circulación, tanto en Oriente como en Occidente, y desde el sur hacia el norte de España, impulsada en la 
Edad Media por las Cruzadas y la Reconquista cristiana, fue objeto de estudio por la historiografía que se interesó por 
reconstruir las conexiones espirituales y religiosas a partir de la movilización no sólo de restos santos, sino también de 
viajes realizados por los santos en vida, desde el más allá, apariciones y difusión de sus devociones a través de advo-
caciones. Por ejemplo, en el caso de España, una puesta al día del tema ha sido abordada magistralmente por: García, 
José Ángel. “El ‘Sanctus Viator’, Los viajes de los santos (venidas del más allá, difusión de advocaciones, traslado de 
reliquias)”, Viajar en la Edad Media. XIX Semana de Estudios Medievales, José Ignacio de la Iglesia, ed. Logroño: Instituto de 
Estudios Riojanos, 2008; McCormick, Michael. Orígenes de la economía europea. Viajeros y comerciantes en la Alta Edad Media. 
Barcelona: Crítica, 2005. 
39. El deseo de marcar la especificidad del lugar, de prestigiarlo con la existencia de las reliquias era patente ya en el 
Himno de los mártires de Prudencio. Peristephanon. Obras Completas de Aurelio Prudencio, ed. Alfonso Ortega, Isidoro 
Rodríguez. Madrid: Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1981. 
40. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 78.
41. Historia de las diócesis españolas. Iglesias de Sevilla, Huelva, Jerez, Cádiz y Ceuta, José Sánchez, coord. Córdoba: Biblioteca 
de Autores Cristianos, 2002.
42. Ver: Castillo, Pedro. “Reliquias y lugares santos: una propuesta de clasificación jerárquica”. Florentina Iliberritana. Re-
vista de Estudios de Antigüedad Clásica, 8 (1997); La religiosidad popular. Vida y Muerte: la imaginación religiosa, Carlos Álvarez, 
María Jesús Beixo, Salvador Rodríguez, coords. Barcelona: Anthropos, 1989: vol II.
43. Fábrega, Ángel. Pasionario Hispánico...: II, 297- 298. 
























sh Coherentes con ese relato, las obras de carácter religioso e historiográfico posteriores tomaron 
las referencias de esta fuente e hicieron una relación pormenorizada sobre la existencia de los prin-
cipales lugares píos, prestigiándolos como loca sanctorum, promocionándolos y dando cuenta de la 
multiplicidad de éstos en la ciudad y el entorno sevillano. Y aunque hubo en el devenir histórico 
añadidos y presunciones sobre este asunto, la literatura y la historiografía ahondaron en esta línea 
de legitimación de loca sanctorum que poseían las ciudades. 
Los autores laicos y eclesiásticos citan por ejemplo las afueras de la ciudad, cerca del muro, don-
de se cree que pudo haber estado la casa de las Santas; el convento de la Santísima Trinidad, donde 
se situó la cárcel en la que estuvieron presas, cerca de la puerta de Córdoba, en cuyo sitio se había 
erigido una ermita, aunque algunos creen que fue una cueva, cerca de la puerta del Sol; el pozo de 
agua donde fue echada Sta. Justa, de cuyas aguas se dice que las hermanas bebían y hacían subir 
milagrosamente a tal altura que con las manos la podían coger, y que era usado con gran devoción 
por los creyentes para curar enfermedades y recuperar la salud, incluso el lugar fue visitado por los 
reyes Felipe II en 1570 y Felipe IV en 1620, y enriquecido por el Papa Gregorio XIII; el anfiteatro 
donde murió Sta Rufina, en cuyo sitio se construyó una ermita bajo la advocación de la santa y los 
vecinos pusieron varias cruces de madera; un lugar cerca del río donde ambas vendían sus vasijas 
y donde se edificó un hospital, un templo y convento para religiosas.44
La piadosa imaginación hizo que el espacio urbano y su entorno inmediato, aparecieran casi 
completamente sacralizados con la existencia de varios emplazamientos que iban desde las afueras 
de la urbe hasta el interior del espacio cívico. Con ese repertorio de lugares se demuestra la signi-
ficación simbólica-religiosa que le confirieron los sevillanos. 
Es innegable que el interés especial por mostrarlos, clasificándolos dentro de una categoría de 
“privilegiados”, contribuía a acrecentar el prestigio de Sevilla y a situarla en el mapa de las devo-
ciones religiosas. Ante las polémicas que podía suscitar la translatio de las reliquias de sus Santas 
patronas, hubo otra forma de potenciar y jerarquizar el suelo sevillano. Si la invasión musulmana 
afectó a la región andaluza privándola de muchas de sus reliquias corporales hasta que el conflicto 
concluyó y las ciudades pudieron recuperarlas, nada parecía haber alterado el amparo y el auxilio 
que encontraron en los lugares citados los devotos sevillanos. 
Es cierto que así como existían categorías de reliquias (corporales y representativas) existían 
también categorías de loca sanctorum, unos más estimados que otros, pero aunque la tumba de las 
Santas ubicada fuera de la ciudad —como era costumbre antigua— haya sido el lugar privilegiado 
por excelencia, las fuentes muestran varios epicentros del culto, fruto de la religiosidad cristiana. 
Así pues, hay que decir que estos lugares fueron un componente fundamental del paisaje se-
villano. Bien documentadas las referencias topográficas quedaron acreditadas y autentificadas a 
través de milagros, signo del contacto entre el cielo y la tierra, entre los santos y sus comunidades.45
Si existían lugares sacralizados, unos ciertos y otros probables, y los primeros estaban explici-
tados en el Pasionario Hispánico, los segundos podían ser fruto de las creencias, de las suposiciones, 
de los imaginarios o fundarse en los milagros. En este sentido, las obras posteriores, respondían 
a un afán legitimador de los lugares cultuales a través del registro de “prodigios” que realizaron 
post mortem las Santas. Tales noticias muestran cómo había evolucionado el culto y las devociones. 
44. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 77. 
45. Castellanos, Santiago M. “Las reliquias de santos y su papel social: cohesión comunitaria y control episcopal en 
Hispania (ss. V-VII)”. Polis. Revista de ideas y formas políticas de la Antigüedad Clásica, 8 (1996). 
























shComo Santas de la ciudad, habían “tomado posesión del suelo sevillano”, ennobleciéndolo y lo 
protegían ejerciendo su patronato. 
4. Los milagros 
En la construcción de la imagen de los santos, la filiación con “lo maravilloso” era una clave 
fundamental y necesaria para la Iglesia, por ser signo visible de la manifestación de Dios, aval de 
santidad e impulsor de la piedad de los fieles. En el Pasionario Hispánico no hay referencias explícitas 
sobre milagros de las Santas Justa y Rufina, no obstante existió la voluntad del autor de mostrar 
la “resistencia milagrosa” que opusieron las mártires a las pruebas y sufrimientos. Sin embargo, el 
discurso hagiográfico e historiográfico se fue orientando hacia la narración de los milagros y prodi-
gios, temas que no tuvieron menor desarrollo a lo largo de la Edad Media y de la Edad Moderna. 
De los milagros se debía dejar constancia o se perderían en el olvido, por eso las fuentes difun-
dieron cómo las Santas y sus reliquias se convirtieron en signos visibles y efectivos que garantiza-
ban la comunicación entre el mundo celestial y terrenal y lograban anular la separación física y 
temporal, poniendo de relieve la “presencia permanente” en las sociedades.46
La escritura de “lo maravilloso hagiográfico” estuvo referida a las intervenciones en la Recon-
quista de las ciudades y ocuparon un lugar central en un momento clave de la empresa político-
militar en Al-Andalus en el siglo XIII. Los milagros obrados por las Santas se reflejaron en la ayuda 
y auxilio a los cristianos, protegiéndolos de sus enemigos, los musulmanes. Se cuenta que en 
Lisboa, por ejemplo, los mozárabes consagraron templos con su nombre porque el rey D. Alfonso 
Enríquez, devoto de estas Santas, les agradeció haber librado —el día de su fiesta— a la ciudad que 
estaba cercada. Orihuela también le dedicó una iglesia parroquial por haber sido recuperada el 
día de su martirio. Igual reconocimiento le manifestó la ciudad de Huete en 1172, pues reinando 
Alfonso VIII se libró del cerco impuesto por el rey de Marruecos, justo cuando iban a rendirse por 
sed, el Cielo envió tan copiosa lluvia que no sólo apagó la sed de los cristianos, sino que desbarató 
las tiendas de los enemigos que huyeron vencidos por la poderosa mano de Dios e intercesión de 
las Santas.47 
Como se advierte, las mártires no fueron figuras estáticas. Biografiadas en el relato hagiográfico 
como testigos de una fe o creencia, muriendo o “naciendo” con el martirio en defensa de la misma 
para hacer triunfar al cristianismo, se revitalizaban en el devenir histórico, en unas narraciones 
épicas que trataban la lucha contra los sarracenos. En ese nuevo combate religioso volvían a ad-
quirir especial relevancia para la historia de España. En la Reconquista, las Santas intervenían para 
hacer triunfar al cristianismo en la confrontación, ya no con el paganismo, sino con el Islam. Ese 
sentimiento de victoria, encontró en las mártires su representación más idónea y legítima. 
Asimismo la virtud derivada de la santidad de las “ilustres ciudadanas, naturales de Sevilla” 
—reconocida por Dios que las acogió en el Paraíso— tuvo enorme repercusión en las sociedades 
que experimentaron cómo emanaba de sus reliquias, de los lugares santos (lugar de su martirio o 
enterramiento y otros loca sanctorum con los que habían estado en contacto), de su potencia sagra-
da, benéfica y taumatúrgica, la capacidad de obrar milagros. 
46. Guiance, Ariel. “Hagiografía y culto a las reliquias en la Hispania romana y visigoda: testimonios y mensajes”, Socie-
dad y memoria en la Edad Media.... 
47. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 80. 
























sh Las Santas Justa y Rufina fueron defensoras civitates, ejercieron su patrocinium en Sevilla y en 
ella asumieron un papel importante pues bajo su especial abrigo y amparo se sintieron protegidos 
sus habitantes. Por tanto, los milagros operados en esta urbe no faltaban en las reseñas histo-
riográficas. Los textos dicen que resplandecieron en Sevilla milagrosos sucesos bajo el soberano 
patrocinio de Justa y Rufina, “paradigmas de la entereza de la fe en España”. Por ejemplo, Alonso 
Morgado escribió sobre la trascendencia de sus acciones benefactoras en Sevilla:48
Por ellas goza Sevilla de eterna excelencia y singular Prerrogativa del cielo como quiera que fueron 
naturales della, y las primeras vírgenes canonizadas que (conforme a mi saber) regaron el suelo 
sevillano... Y siendo como son Patronas suyas son también infinitas las misericordias, que Nuestro 
Señor obra en esta ciudad por su intercesión y patrocinio. Por lo qual se confiesan todos sus vezinos 
por muy obligados a estas gloriosas hermanas. Y al tanto los Reyes Cathólicos, que lo han sido 
en España, por quanto por sus méritos han recibido de Dios ellos también grandes misericordias 
dándoles victoria contra sus enemigos en la recuperación de España.
Merece también mencionarse la compilación de milagros realizada por Antonio Quintanadue-
ñas. Relata que un caballero natural de Sevilla, pidió al Pontífice algunas reliquias para traer a la 
ciudad, ante lo cual el Papa accedió solicitándole que le diese primero un poco de tierra del Prado 
de las Santas. Dando cumplimiento a esto, el caballero la puso en sus manos, el Pontífice apretán-
dola, comenzó a destilar sangre. Tras este hecho sobrenatural, “maravilloso”, el Papa preguntó: 
“Para qué buscan reliquias los de Sevilla, poseyendo el Prado de Santa Justa y Rufina.”49
Otras memorias recopiladas por este autor testifican que “tesorera” de las reliquias Santas era 
la torre de la Iglesia Metropolitana. Los moros, para asegurarlas más en esta ciudad, determinaron 
guardarlas en los cimientos de la torre, cuya fábrica comenzaban, poniendo en ella sus urnas o se-
pulcros. Dicha tradición piadosa confirma el suceso constatado por fieles testimonios. Un día la fu-
ria de los vientos amenazaba derribar este edificio, como los había hecho con otros de esta ciudad. 
En la mayor fuerza de este temporal, se oyeron espantosas voces de los demonios que clamaban: 
“Derrívala, derrívala”, a la que respondieron otras: “No podemos, que están aquí estas descabezadas Justa 
y Rufina”. Con la difusión de estos episodios, la Iglesia capitalizó y resolvió a su favor los lugares 
consagrados por las reliquias y los milagros, poniéndolos bajo su control en el espacio eclesiástico.
Asimismo los milagros de las Santas quedaron atestiguados en procesiones y misas durante las 
crisis ocasionadas por las pestes y las epidemias, ocasiones en que se realizaban rogativas transpor-
tando sus imágenes para que recorrieran la ciudad. Así, bajo su patrocinio, Sevilla fue protagonista 
de milagrosos sucesos, por ejemplo durante la peste de 1568, el Cabildo Municipal y el Cabildo 
Catedralicio acordaron llevar al convento de Nuestra Señora de la Trinidad las imágenes de las San-
tas; se realizó una solemne procesión con la participación de cofradías, clérigos, religiosos, nobleza 
y la Iglesia metropolitana, celebrándose los oficios divinos. Cuentan las historias que el día 17 de 
julio en que se conmemoraban sus martirios, la peste cesó, “mejorando los tocados por ella y no 
tocando a alguno de nuevo”. 50
Otras noticias dan cuenta que por los años 1571, fue notable la falta de agua en Sevilla, para 
remediarlo se hizo procesión con las imágenes de las Santas Justa y Rufina. Desde que salieron de 
48. de Morgado, Alonso. Historia de Sevilla en la qual se contienen...: 10.
49. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 78.
50. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 82.
























shla iglesia llovió muchos días, los campos se recuperaron de sus pérdidas y la ciudad pudo contar 
con abundantes recursos y abundantes frutos “que le fueron dados”.51 
Años más tarde, en 1626 padeció Sevilla una gran inundación, el agua cubrió las dos terceras 
partes de la ciudad, Triana, y los arrabales de San Bernardo, San Roque y los demás contiguos a la 
muralla. Desde la Cuesta de Castilleja hasta más de una legua al oriente y por el campo de la Ta-
blada y prado de Santa Justa cubrió árboles y casas ocasionando grandes pérdidas en mercaderías, 
ganado, sementeras, perjuicios a diversas haciendas, ruina de edificios —entre ellos el convento de 
la Santísima Trinidad— poniendo en peligro las vidas de los habitantes. Para frenar el ímpetu de las 
aguas, la iglesia y los fieles sacaron las reliquias de las Santas y luego de que fueron vistas por toda 
la ciudad, las opusieron a la arrebatada corriente, como el “Jordán al Arca del Testamento”, así el 
agua volvió atrás rendida de tan superiores poderes.52 
Esta función mediadora y protectora de las Santas también se demuestra en obras iconográficas 
de carácter religioso.53 Si bien la ciudad se identificó esencialmente con Fernando III el santo, que 
estuvo representado en su sello y escudo de armas, sentado en un tribunal con una espada desnu-
da, levantada en la mano derecha y en la izquierda un globo del mundo, entre San Leandro y San 
Isidoro, sus patrones y prelados, existen otros ejemplos que merecen destacarse porque muestran 
la identificación de Sevilla con las Santas Justa y Rufina. El Libro de Privilegios del concejo de Se-
villa, en el que se recopilaron los documentos de la ciudad desde 1251 hasta los de la época de los 
Reyes Católicos (1475), inserta en su edición una vista de la ciudad (maqueta tomada desde el sur) 
con la imagen de las Santas patronas que data de principios del siglo XVI. Nos parece significativo 
mencionar este ejemplo, porque se trata de una colección que fue ordenada en 1492 y se enmarca 
en un período de recopilación tanto a nivel general como local de documentos que hacían a la me-
moria histórica y archivística de las ciudades, proceso que se inició en 1502 y continuó con las or-
denanzas municipales, que en el caso de Sevilla comenzó entre 1515 y 1519 y terminó en 1527.54
Los elementos con los que solían estar representadas las Santas eran las vasijas de cerámica 
(oficio al que se dedicaban), la palma y los garfios de hierro, atributos del martirio; el Libro de los 
Evangelios, el ídolo roto a sus pies y el león, símbolos de la firmeza de su fe frente a la idolatría, 
pero en el siglo XVI se incorporó a la iconografía de las Santas la faceta protectora de Sevilla, for-
mando el paisaje urbano una imagen constante entre las “embajadoras celestiales”.55 Los edificios 
más importantes y representativos de la ciudad se colocaron bajo la protección de sus patronas A 
partir de 1504 las imágenes de las Santas Justa y Rufina representadas con la Giralda se hicieron 
muy conocidas y se difundieron con motivo de un terremoto, ocasión en el que —según Luis de 
Peraza— el canónigo don Pedro de Mendoza escribió en la Regla vieja del Coro que las Santas. vír-
genes habían sido vistas sosteniendo la torre. Para conmemorar su milagro y evitar que próximos 
51. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 82.
52. de Quintanadueñas, Antonio. Santos de la ciudad de Sevilla y su arzobispado...: 82.
53. Burke, Peter. Visto y no visto. El uso de la imagen como documento histórico. Barcelona: Crítica, 2001: 59-73; Ferrando, 
Juan. Iconografía de los santos. Barcelona, 1991; Reau, Louis. Iconografía del arte cristiano. Iconografía de los santos. Barcelona: 
Ediciones Serbal, 2000-2002: vol. II; Azcarate, José María. “El arte al servicio de las devociones despueblo cristiano”, II 
Semana Nacional de Arte Sacro. León: Junta Nacional Asesora de Arte Sacro, 1965; Carmona, Juan. Iconografía de los santos. 
Madrid: Istmo, 2003; Revilla, Federico. Diccionario de iconografía y simbología. Madrid: Cátedra, 2007. 
54. Libro de Privilegios de la ciudad de Sevilla, ed. Marcos Fernández, Pilar Ostos, María Luisa Pardo. Sevilla: Ayuntamiento 
de Sevilla, 1993: 15v. 
55. Portús, Javier. “Algunas expresiones del orgullo local en la Sevilla del Siglo de Oro”. Espacio. Tiempo y Forma Serie VII. 
Historia del Arte, 4 (1991).
























sh terremotos derrumbaran la Giralda, el Cabildo Catedralicio ordenó que se pintara la Santa Iglesia 
y la torre con las Santas abrazándola. 
También en el retablo de la Catedral, tallado entre 1511 y 1518 por Jorge Fernández, aparecen 
San Leandro y San Isidoro a ambos lados de la maqueta de la Catedral y las Santas Justa y Rufina 
a los extremos de Sevilla. En este caso, en la imagen se conjugó la protección civil y religiosa, con 
la custodia de los santos sobre la Catedral, símbolo de la vida espiritual y la de las patronas de la 
ciudad sobre Sevilla. Asimismo, en una cédula real otorgada por Carlos V a Sevilla en 1549, figuran 
las Santas a ambos lados de la ciudad. Y en la portada de las Reglas del Cabildo y del coro de la 
Catedral metropolitana, publicadas en 1658, los santos reyes Hermenegildo, Fernando; los santos 
obispos, Leandro e Isidoro y las patronas de la ciudad, Stas. Justa y Rufina aparecen insertos a 
modo de esculturas en las hornacinas del retablo: se colocó la vista panorámica de Sevilla entre los 
reyes; entre los obispos el título del libro y entre las Santas patronas, el escudo del Cabildo centrado 
por la Giralda.56
Como se advierte, los artistas representaron a una “ciudad sacralizada”, una imagen idealizada 
de Sevilla, fruto de las creencias y devociones populares de sus habitantes. Rodeada de santos que 
la protegían y bendecían, Sevilla parecía a la vista de todos los espectadores, “la ciudad de Dios”, 
una “sucursal terrena del cielo”. 
5. Consideraciones finales 
Los temas que hemos tratado en este trabajo: el modelo de virtud, la legitimación de reliquias 
y lugares de culto estaban presentes en las obras hagiográficas tempranas como el Pasionario His-
pánico. El legendario hagiográfico de las Santas —mártires Justa y Rufina, se incorporó a otras 
obras que, redactadas en la Edad Media y en la Edad Moderna, retomaron sus relatos y tradiciones 
religiosas.
Como se ha advertido, los temas mencionados se mantuvieron vigentes en el interés de los 
autores de historias eclesiásticas y urbanas. Ellas son una prueba evidente que el concepto de lo 
sagrado y la relación que lo unía a los creyentes cristianos en el mundo medieval se mantuvo vivo 
en la Edad Moderna. Así como en su construcción literaria e historiográfica dan cuenta de la capi-
tal importancia de las sensibilidades y prácticas religiosas populares, muestran la influencia de la 
Iglesia que las refrendó.
En primer lugar, se advierte que los textos hagiográficos están en contacto con una sociedad 
que se transforma y cambia. Si bien estas figuras centrales de la Iglesia primitiva gozaron de culto 
desde los primeros tiempos del cristianismo, su devoción continuó extendiéndose con la restaura-
ción eclesiástica y religiosa en el siglo XIII tras la Reconquista de las ciudades andaluzas. El modelo 
de santidad femenina y laica y la imagen de las Santas sevillanas en la que pusieron énfasis los 
textos historiográficos de la Contrarreforma, no se fundaba sólo en la fortaleza que representaban, 
en la defensa de la fe y el sufrimiento experimentado por ellas como mártires, sino que buscaron 
difundir la faceta más humana de ese modelo idealizado, procuraron hacer que su ejemplo fuera 
menos lejano, más accesible e imitable, ilustrando a los fieles ciudadanos para actuar en situaciones 
concretas de la vida cotidiana. 
56. Iconografía de Sevilla 1650-1790. Juan Miguel Serrera, Alberto Oliver Javier Portús. Madrid: El Viso, 1989: 43; 49-50.
























shAsí como la piedad y la charitas ocuparon en la época de redacción del Pasionario Hispánico —y 
en otras obras de su tiempo, como en las Reglas de San Leandro y en Etimologías y Sentencias 
de Isidoro de Sevilla— la cúspide de los valores, la historiografía medieval y moderna se hizo eco 
de ellos y tomó conciencia de que eran valores sociales claves. Para ilustrarlos, las Santas mártires 
fueron tomadas como referentes de religiosos y laicos que, como “buenos devotos” las imitaron 
poniendo bajo su advocación instituciones de una doble vertiente: espiritual, por la fundación de 
iglesias y monasterios, y material, por la fundación de hospitales. Y aunque este discurso asentado 
en el seguimiento de acciones pías y caritativas fue alentado por la Iglesia para que lo practicase 
todo el cuerpo social, se hizo especialmente recomendable a las mujeres, fundándose en el deseo 
de que estuvieran “santamente ocupadas”. 
En segundo lugar, el culto a las Santas alcanzó mayor desarrollo y popularidad con la existencia 
de lugares concretos en los que se materializó la devoción. Como hemos visto, la cantidad variada 
de lugares mencionados con capacidad sobrenatural excedía al control eclesiástico, no estaba sólo 
en las tumbas de las Iglesias, conventos y monasterios, sino que las creencias y las sensibilidades 
colectivas los pusieron en distintos espacios de las ciudades. 
La enumeración de loca sanctorum en las fuentes estudiadas, tenían más de un sentido: además 
de mostrar cómo se acrecentó el culto a las Santas, tenían una intención propagandística que se 
fundaba en el “patriotismo urbano” perfectamente asentado. Si bien la geografía de la santidad 
estaba ya ilustrada en el Pasionario Hispánico, las historias exaltaron la grandeza de la ciudad ba-
sándose en la posesión de las reliquias y en la “presencia tangible” de las Santas, sacralizando sus 
espacios. Precisamente de ese “orgullo patrio” o localista vinculado a la posesión de reliquias, tenía 
que devenir una pugna entre ciudades para atribuirse tesoros tan sagrados. 
Quizás en vistas de competencias o disputas urbanas, en las fuentes historiográficas de los siglos 
XVI y XVII, los autores plantearon una fuerte vinculación de las Santas. a un espacio concreto 
cuyo epicentro era Sevilla, desde donde ejercían un radio de acción amplio. Pretendieron afianzar 
esta asociación con su territorio, lo que supone establecer comparaciones relativas al número de 
iglesias, santuarios, cofradías, hospitales con respecto a otros centros religiosos que también se 
esfuerzan por consagrar y legitimar sus espacios sagrados a través de reliquias e instituciones pues-
tas bajo la advocación de ellas y a celebraciones de fiestas dedicadas a la Santas. Así por ejemplo 
basándose en San Isidoro y el misal y breviario mozárabe dicen que “solemnísima” fue siempre la 
fiesta que le tributaron los sevillanos desde el tiempo de los godos, así como después de recuperada 
la ciudad por los cristianos que la continuaron con mayor honra y culto, haciéndose célebres pro-
cesiones y llevando sus imágenes. No hay duda de que los sevillanos exaltaron a su ciudad como 
“patria temporal y espiritual” de las Santas, convirtiéndolas en sus símbolos más emblemáticos y 
evidenciándolo en todo un repertorio de representaciones iconográficas. 
En tercer lugar, el discurso sobre lo maravilloso hagiográfico incorporado al género historio-
gráfico ha sido empleado para consolidar y perpetuar la memoria sobre la protección de Sevilla 
ejercida por las Santas y recordar las gestas de las patronas de la ciudad; ha sido eficaz para afianzar 
ese vínculo que mantenían con los sevillanos desde el pasado, en el presente y como garantía de 
su identidad en el futuro, porque en torno a ellas se puso de relieve la cohesión comunitaria; y ha 
cumplido una función esencial porque a través del conocimiento de hechos sobrenaturales trans-
mitidos de forma oral y escrita se propició la piedad y la devoción, dando nuevos impulsos a la fe 
de los cristianos. 
























sh Esa asociación entre sus reliquias, imágenes y beneficios manifestados a través de sus milagros, 
ha sido profundizada por las fuentes historiográficas en las que pueden distinguirse tres ámbitos 
de acción o intervención de las Santas: ante la enfermedad, el peligro y el temor. Esa recopilación 
de relatos que muestran su protección y actualizan su función mediadora y su papel activo como 
patronas de Sevilla, da cuenta que todas las esperanzas de los sevillanos se depositaban en ellas y 
que los milagros fueron una prueba de la atención solícita y continúa de Dios hacia esa comunidad 
urbana. 
La hagiografía ha aportado a la historiografía medieval y moderna, y específicamente a la urba-
na, los fundamentos de las grandezas y excelencias de las ciudades y de piadosas acciones de sus 
comunidades. En este caso —como en muchos otros— las Santas mártires contribuyeron de forma 
decisiva a la construcción de la imagen simbólica-religiosa de Sevilla. Como principales “hijas y 
ciudadanas” de Sevilla, las primeras mártires de la época romana, asumieron un papel histórico 
de primer orden, porque no sólo habían hecho triunfar el cristianismo en su “patria”, sino que la 
situaron en la Historia Sagrada, y dieron ejemplo de acciones pías que florecieron en sus devotos 
habitantes, argumentos fundamentales del orgullo sevillano. 
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